PUBLIC HEARING REPORT
Bylaws No. 94 & 95
Report on the public hearing held on April 20, 2022 with electronic and in-person attendance at
the Quadra Island Community Centre, 970 West Road, Quathiaski Cove, BC to consider Bylaw
No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No.4 and Bylaw
No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.
PRESENT:
Chair:

J. Abram

Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)

Directors:

B. Leigh
G. Whalley

Oyster Bay–Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

Staff:

A. Nelson
M. Starkey
J. Neill
E. Popove
E. Watson
D. Sauer
R. Mitchell

Senior Manager, Community Services
Manager, Parks and Planning
Planner I
Communications Coordinator
Senior Executive Assistant (Recording Secretary)
Geographic Information Systems Analyst
Acting Information Technology Manager

A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services, thanked all in-person, teleconference, and
livestream attendees for their attendance at the hybrid public hearing. Ms. Nelson provided a
brief technical overview for conducting the public hearing.
Chair Abram called the public hearing to order at 7:14 p.m. and welcomed those participating
electronically and in-person. The Chair introduced the Directors and staff in attendance and read
a prepared statement regarding the public hearing procedure. Chair Abram advised that all
persons who believe their interests are affected by the proposed bylaws would be given an
opportunity to be heard and individuals attending via teleconference and through livestreaming
would be called upon in sequence. The Chair confirmed that all presentations and submissions
received at the public hearing would form part of the public hearing record and that any
submissions received after the close of the public hearing would neither be read nor considered
by the Strathcona Regional District Board.
The Chair asked the applicant if he wanted to provide any comments
Rick Schellinck, Applicant provided a verbal presentation of the proposal. Mr. Schellinck advised
that he was born and raised in the Comox Valley, has a degree in Forestry from UBC and has
worked in the forest industry for almost 60 years. He stated that he purchased the 158-acre
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property 22 years ago and 15 years ago he began working with a team of professionals to develop
the property. The land was surveyed, test wells drilled, septic sites were established, old growth
trees were noted and essential eco systems were identified. A development plan was created
and submitted to the Regional District almost 13 years ago and then further refined after 3 open
houses and meetings with Regional District staff and the Area Director.
The applicant summarized the major amenities the development will provide for the community
starting with rural type lots with an average size of 2.5 acres over the next 5-10 years. He advised
that 1/3 of the lots will be developed as non waterfront, interior lots which will provide an affordable
option to purchase. 3 park areas will be created, the first being 11 acres with 1000 feet of ocean
frontage located in Gowlland Harbour, the second is almost 20 acres with 2000 feet of ocean
frontage located in Goose Bay and the third is approximately 7 acres with 500 feet of ocean
frontage located at the entrance of Goose Bay. A 24-page report from a forest biologist identified
these park areas as having special values to the community.
The applicant further advised that the existing sewage line by the school will be extended down
April Point Road almost to the marina and down Harbour Brook Road to the main area of the
development at his cost. 40 existing residences along the way will have the opportunity to join
the system. The 5-acre proposed RV site is a 20-unit facility consisting of a combination of tent
platforms, small RV sites, a few cabins and a 100-foot dock. He stressed he is not developing a
resort.
The applicant indicated that the short- and long-term community spin offs resulting from his
development would be noticeable in all aspects of the community from construction to more
customers for other businesses on the island.
A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services, provided a brief overview of Bylaw No. 94,
being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4 which proposes to
re-designate Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VIP86955 (896 April Point Road) from
Silviculture to part Country Residential and part Commercial. Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island
Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99 would rezone the aforementioned parcel from Rural One
(RU-1) to part Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and part Commercial Two G (C-2G) as well as
rezoning part of the foreshore of Discovery Passage from Access One (AC-1) to Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2). The purpose of the bylaws is both to amend the Quadra Island Official
Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw to facilitate a residential subdivision, small resort and
campground including a small commercial dock.
Ms. Nelson advised that in light of the requirements for servicing, protection of the natural
environment, archaeological conservation, access and other land use designation considerations
a Master Development Agreement has been drafted which will be considered by the Board. Items
contemplated by the Master Development Agreement will address items such as road works, the
construction of Harbourbrook Road and internal common roads, water works including the
provision of potable water and small community water systems, the sanitary sewer works
requirements associated with the extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer service and the
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provision of individual sewer connections to each lot created. In addition, the provision of
amenities in the form of parks adjacent to Goose Bay and Gowlland Harbour in phase 1 and the
provision of pedestrian and bicycle trails along April Point Road to the satisfaction of the regional
district. Other considerations are bank protection on the foreshore, drainage works, construction
of related stormwater requirements, geotechnical provisions and restrictions on vegetation
removal.
Proposed Bylaws No. 94 and 95 were given first and second readings by the Regional District
Board in November 2021 and this hybrid public hearing was scheduled to obtain public input.
Following the close of the hearing the Board will give consideration to the Bylaws prior to moving
forward with the Master Development Agreement and potentially final approval of the bylaws.
Chair Abram called for speakers.
Peter Berfelo, expressed that he was undecided if he is in support or opposition to the application.
Mr. Berfelo expressed concerns with future use of the property should this proposal be
unsuccessful. In addition, he indicated that he wants what’s best for the community including
small business opportunities that will provide services that residents are currently having to travel
to Campbell River to receive. Further, he expressed concerns with the increased pressures for
BC Ferries usage. Mr. Berfelo indicated that in his opinion, careful consideration should be given
to the facts related to the project as there has been a lot of misinformation presented in the
community.
Gerald Ammundsen, advised that he reviewed all the information that was available on the
website, was provided with additional information and a plot plan from the SRD planning staff that
in his opinion is contradictory to what is presented in the proposal. In his opinion many of the
proposed lots will be less than 1- acre in size once the Country Residential immediate 5%
reduction, density averaging has been applied. He further expressed concerns about the density
bonus that is written into the bylaw cramming more houses into the area and directly conflicting
with the OCP.
Chair Abram, requested that speakers identify themselves and provide their place of residence.
Dan Bowen, advised that he is the development consultant, worked for the development and
approvals division of the Ministry of Transportation for 32 years and 18 years as a consultant. In
his opinion this is a unique project with significant waterfront, park land with eco-systems, old
growth trees and protected silviculture. He advised that environmental consultants have
confirmed that cutting the trees would have negative impacts on the eco system; it is vital to
protect this area and that sewer system capacity and water availability has been confirmed.
Erik Skovgaard, Anderson Road, spoke in opposition of the application. He stated that in his
opinion this project is a substantial deviation from the OCP and does not provide community
benefit. Mr. Skovgaard stated concerns with ferry overloads, affordable housing, water shortages
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on the island, increased traffic by the school, costly sewer hook up, in addition to concerns
regarding this proposal setting precedents for other proposals.
Brian Simmons, Quadra Island, advised that most of what he wanted to say had already been
said. He stated that he was a farmer for over 20 years and worked in silviculture/forestry for
more than 40 years. He expressed his opinion of the importance of retaining intact ALR and
silviculture lands. He further expressed concerns regarding protection of old growth and
protections against water contamination.
Ken Roxburgh, 1059 Topcliff Road, spoke in opposition to the application stating concerns with
affordable housing, and problems that arise from RV sites including ferry congestion.
Gordon Schweers, spoke in favour of the proposal and shared appreciation for the subject
property. He expressed his disappointment regarding the residents’ negativity toward the
developer. Mr. Schweers stated that in his opinion the number of amendments shows that the
OCP does not work any longer and that regulations are ruining development. Further he advised
that he is in support of 5-acre lots as opposed to 2.5-acre lots.
George Murdoch, spoke in opposition to the application, stating that in his opinion Quadra Island
needs more affordable housing not million-dollar homes. Mr. Murdoch expressed concerns with
increased traffic congestion and disruptions to the island. He advised that in his opinion, the
proposal does not support the needs and aspirations of the community and its sole benefit is to
the developer. Mr. Murdoch expressed concerns with the future direction of the island should this
proposal proceed.
Mel Dery, spoke in opposition of the application. Mr. Dery stated that, in his opinion there are to
many RV site developments in Quadra Island and that Quadra Island residents should be given
priority loading on BC Ferries.
Mark Nighswander, of 675 Cape Mudge Road, a 37-year resident of Quadra Island who makes
his living from logging and community reforestation on Quadra Island for the last 42 years. He
stated that in his opinion property in question is exceptional and, in a time, where climate change
is first and foremost with the public and politicians Quadra Island is taking prime lands and
developing them into RV and residential plots. Mr. Nighswander further advised that in his opinion
if this application is approved the character and the value of the land will be forever changed. He
stated that smarter, more environmentally sustainable development needs to be considered.
Robyn Mawhinney, Cape Mudge Road, advised that she provided a submission prior to the
public hearing, however since that time there is much more information available on the Regional
District website which she reviewed in detail. She indicated that she was grateful when she read
of the parks included in the proposal, however she expressed disappointment in there being only
one shore access and that access was not being installed until phase 4 of the project. She
indicated she would like to see an additional shore access being installed in phase 1 or 2. She
further expressed concern regarding the bonus density provision which will potentially add
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another 10 lots to the proposal. In her opinion, affordable housing is what Quadra Island needs
and this waterfront subdivision doesn’t provide affordable housing. She further expressed her
concerns of staffing for the 30-seat proposed coffeeshop.
Alison Chafekar, Heriot Bay Road, advised that in her opinion projects of this size with large
houses and summer dwellings is attracting people who want the benefit of volunteers without
being volunteers. She further expressed concerns that large houses will require large fire fighting,
police protection and other infrastructure. She indicated that the Quadra Island road infrastructure
is too small to accommodate the increased traffic and pedestrian traffic created by large projects.
Bonnie Brownstein, Hopespring Road, stated that in her opinion Quadra Island needs forested
lands not another subdivision. Ms. Brownstein asked the public hearing attendees for a show of
hands for those who oppose the development.
Chair Abram, advised that the decisions will be made on presentations and submissions that
have been presented prior to the public hearing and those received at this hearing not on a show
of hands.
Eileen Sowerby, Hyacinthe Bay, stated that in her opinion it is wrong that this developer stands
to make millions from Quadra Island’s fresh air, beautiful beaches, spectacular view, biodiversity
which should be free for all. Further she expressed concerns regarding habitat and biodiversity
loss, increased noise, sewage costs and the increased load on ferry infrastructure.
Lilianne Langevin, advised that she is the closest property to Rick’s property and spoke against
the application. She expressed concerns regarding water conservation, ferry traffic, forest fires.
In her opinion she stated that this development is not what Quadra Island needs and that
development must be done in a manner that protects resources. She stated that this project will
set precedence for developers and for changes to the zoning bylaw.
Heidi Ridgeway, spoke in favor of the application, however she indicated that there are some
concerns. She advised that April Point Road requires updating if any development were to occur
as it is a very dangerous stretch of road. She indicated that she would like to see more beach
access available and that lot 4 be designated as a public park. She further expressed concern
regarding the bonus density provision and that there is no Schedule A provided in the
development permit as indicated. She further advised that Quadra Island needs more available
properties as there are only 5 available on the market today.
Michel Mascall, 1268 Heriot Bay Road, advised that in his opinion the character of Quadra Island
includes people helping people, however when a developer tries to do a large development that
isn’t supported by the OCP such as this it isn’t well received. He further expressed concerns with
ferry congestion and climate change.
Claire Heffernan, 240 Irene Road, owner of 5-acres since 2011 spoke in opposition to the
application. She advised that she previously lived on Saltspring Island where today the population
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is over 20,000 and the Island lifestyle has been destroyed. In her opinion this is what she sees
happening on Quadra if proposals like this proceed. She expressed concerns with ferry
overloads, increased demands on roads, compliance and enforcement of rules and regulations
and how the condensed development will make the rest of the property passive park.
Meg Stewart, 662 Pidcock Road, spoke in opposition referencing a previous large development
in Tofino in which the developer took the local government to court and won.
John Walton, Milton Road, spoke in opposition. He advised that the area in question is a woodlot,
and any areas that were logged have been or will be replanted. He indicated that he would like
to see a definition of the OCP that provides a clear intent of the OCP, and that planning staff could
uphold and be understood by residents. He further indicated that he lives on Quadra Island for
the quality of life and the environment.
Mitch Hirano, 304 Mahonia Lane, spoke in opposition to the application. He stated that In his
opinion the Community Plan amendment does not fit the requirements in the OCP and the
application should address the need for residential growth. He further stated that the country
residential policies in section 314 of the OCP states that land in the ALC or silviculture lands will
not be designated. The proposed project does not adequately justify removing lands from
silviculture to residential. He further expressed concerns with marine dependence, the lack of
environmental impact assessments for the marine dock, social impacts and ferry traffic increase.
Phillip Stone, Cape Mudge Road, spoke in opposition of the proposal stating his opinion of the
history of how Mr.Schellnick obtained the property and how the developer stands to make millions
of dollars and affect the future of the community with no concerns for the community. He further
voiced concerns regarding the SRD planning department and the handling of public hearings and
open houses where in his opinion the SRD staff are working as agents for the developer. He
implied that SRD staff marginalize the elected representatives and advised that in his opinion
SRD staff are to listen to the elected representatives as they bring the voice of the residents to
the table. Mr. Stone continued with recommending that staff abide by supporting community need
being sustainable well thought out solutions that follow the Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan.
Anita Brochocka, O’Connor Road, advised that in her opinion, agricultural silviculture land
should remain undeveloped. She acknowledged that housing on Quadra Island is inadequate,
and this subdivision will create housing only for those who have money. She advised that young
people on Quadra Island who are working and providing the services to the community are living
in buses and in tents because housing is not affordable.
Chair Abram called a second time for speakers.
Tom Jackman, West Road, advised that he moved to Quadra Island as a child with his family in
the early 1990’s. He advised that as an engineer with a degree he can not afford property on
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Quadra Island. He stated concerns regarding bonus density, affordability and walkable
communities.
Terry Gabel, Cedar Drive, spoke in opposition stating concerns with water, roads, accessible
housing and climate.
Dennis Humes, Pidcock Road, stated concerns with population growth and future development
should this proposal proceed.
Heidi Ridgeway, advised that further to her earlier comments, in her opinion no one would own
land if it weren’t for developers. She indicated that there was only one successful development
on Quadra Island and it took over 3 years to get approved.
Pamela Goijberg, Harper Road, advised that she has been trying to rezone to densify her
property for years which has been unsuccessful due to SRD and VIHA. She suggested that steps
be outlined on how to proceed through the process.
Chair Abram called a third time for speakers.
A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services called for livestream participants to comment
and provided verbal and on-screen instructions. Hearing none, Ms. Nelson made a second, third
and final call for livestream participants to comment. Hearing none, Ms. Nelson provided verbal
and on-screen instruction for teleconference participants and invited them to provide comment.
A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services, called a second, third and final time for
teleconference participants. Ms. Nelson advised that no teleconference participants made an
attempt to connect.
Mel Dery, asked the Chair if the planning staff could provide any comments on this process.
Chair Abram advised that this process is for public input, not a question and answer session.
Chair Abram made a final call for written submissions.
A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services, advised that a caller was on the line who
wished to speak.
4496 Chris __________, Smith Road, spoke in opposition stating in her opinion this development
is not what Quadra Island needs and expressed concerns about infrastructure, medical services
and transportation. She further stated that any development on the island needs to be affordable
housing.
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Mary MacIntosh, 1596 Hyacinthe Bay Road, supports the speaker who spoke regarding lack of
development in Q Cove and further advised that the community village plan should be a priority
in her opinion including water planning.
0882 Jim Mitchell, 275 Bold Point Road, spoke in opposition stating concerns with traffic, ferries,
affordable housing, environmental and silviculture. Further he stated concerns with one person
making a lot of money from a development at the expense of the community.
Chair Abram thanked staff and Directors for the hybrid public hearing. The Chair called for
comment sheets to be handed in. The Chair confirmed that all participants were afforded the
opportunity to speak and explained that materials would not be accepted after the close of the
Public Hearing and that Directors were unable to speak with members of the public about matters
discussed at this public hearing after its close. Chair Abram declared the Public Hearing to be
closed at 9:02 pm.
At the time of closing of the Public Hearing thirty-six (36) written submissions had been received
at the public hearing and two hundred and seventy-four (274) written submissions had been
received prior to the Public Hearing.
The undersigned hereby certifies and declares the foregoing to be a fair and accurate report of
the Public Hearing for Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No.4 and Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No.
99.

____________________________
E. Watson, Recording Secretary
The undersigned hereby certify and declare the foregoing to be a fair and accurate report of the
Public Hearing for Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No.4 and Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No.
99

___________________________
Director J. Abram, Chair

___________________________
Director B. Leigh

___________________________
Director G. Whalley
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Chair's Script

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

__________

Public Hearing: Gowiland
Harbour Views
Chair's Script

This public hearing is being held, in accordance with the Local Government Act, in
order to allow the public to make representations to the Strathcona Regional
District regarding the following proposed bylaw:
Bylaw

Bylaw Name

94

Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Amendment No. 4

95

Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw No. 1213, Amendment No. 99

This hearing is provided to allow the public a formal opportunity to address the
Electoral Area Directors — it is not a debate and will not be conducted in a questionand-answer forum. All persons who believe that their interests are affected by the
proposed bylaw will be given an opportunity to be heard respecting matters
contained in the bylaw. Opportunities will be provided in sequence to those
attending the hearing via teleconference line and virtually through the web. For all
presentations to be heard impartially, please wait until you are called upon to speak.
After this public hearing is over, the directors delegated will present all information
received until the close of the public hearing, to the SRD Board of Directors. The
SRD Board of Directors may, without further notice, make a decision about the
bylaw subject to this public hearing.
[Chair to introduce presentations]
Presentation by Rick Schellinck and Dan Bowen
Staff presentation Bylaw Nos. 94 & 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views)
[Chair to receive in-person public comments]
[Chair to turn it over to staff to receive virtual/call-in public comments]
1. STAFF TO NAVIGATE CALL IN COMMENTS
2. STAFF TO NAVIGATE VIRTUAL COMMENTS
2

[Chair to advise of the following]
ADJOURN PUBLIC HEARING FOR BYLAWS 94 & 95 AND
RECONVENE MONDAY, APRIL 25, 2022 AT 7PM
As NOT all participants have been afforded an opportunity to speak AND the
time afforded lapsed, we will now move to adjourn the public hearing to
reconvene on Monday, April 25, 2022 at 7pm both in-person at the Quadra
Island Community Centre, virtually via the srd.ca/meet now link and the toll free
number provided tonight with a new Conference ID being 986 145 778#.
The Directors will not be able to speak with or have contact with members of
the public about matters discussed at this public hearing.
I now declare the hearing for Bylaw Nos. 94 & 95 ADJOURNED.
OR

-Chair to advise of the following]
CLOSING OF HEARING FOR Bylaw 94 & 95
As all participants have been afforded an opportunity to speak, we will now move
to close the public hearing. The Directors will not be able to speak with or have
contact with members of the public about matters discussed at this public hearing.
I now declare the hearing for Bylaw Nos. 94 & 95 closed.

3

Agenda and Staff Script

STAFF TO SPEAK FIRST AT

7PM

— TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

'At 7pm SRD staff will provide a brief technical overview for conducting the public
hearing.
CHAIR TO SPEAK
The Chair will proceed with introducing the following:
Directors in Attendance:
Chair — Jim Abram, Electoral Area C Director
Vice Chair - Brenda Leigh, Electoral Area D Director
Gerald Whalley, Electoral Area A Director

SRD Staff Providing In-Person Suport:
Aniko Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Meredith Starkey, Parks & Planning Manager
ohn Neill, Planner
Elaine Popove, Communications Coordinator
eAssn/Reeeic4+n—Seereta ry
Betty Wasyl1w, Cor ofateS
JaAxM%. Stho' cewk'e T'cs stLn jcoctr 6e.ftfaitj

SRD Staff Providing Virtual Suiport:
Douglas Sauer, GIS Analyst
Rivers Mitchell, Acting Information Technology Manager

Staff Introduction to Bylaws 94 and 95
I) Bylaw 94 proposes to re-designate Lot I, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 (896 April Point Road) from Silviculture to part Country Residential and
part Commercial, whereas Bylaw 95 would rezone the aforementioned parcel from
Rural One (RU-I) to part Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and part Commercial
Two G (C-2G) as well as rezoning part of the foreshore of Discovery Passage from
Access One (AC-I) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2). The purpose of these bylaw
amendments is to facilitate a residential subdivision, commercial resort and
campground including a commercial dock.
2) Servicing and land use considerations of note include:
Sewer service — the SRD has confirmed that the Q Cove sewer system has sufficient
capacity to allow the development to connect to the system. This can be provided via
an extension of the existing main sewer line from its present terminus on Pidcock
Road.
Water service — The development will be serviced by private community water
systems supplied by four deep wells on the property. A well evaluation report by
Richard Milne has confirmed that there is sufficient potable water to service the
proposed lots, with any water quality issues being resolved through filtration.
Protection of the natural environment — An Environmental Assessment has been
completed and key environmental features have been identified and will be protected
through the subdivision process.
Archaeological conservation — Baseline Archaeology has provided both an
archaeological potential site assessment and an AlA for the property, which the
participation of the We Wai Kai Nation. The archaeological sites are located on the
fringes of the property and along the shoreline and are protected through covenants.
Access to the residential development will be provided via Harbourbrook Road and
April Point Road, while access to the tourist commercial development will be via April
Point Road. The additional traffic generated by the proposed development is not
expected to exceed the capacity of local roads and the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure may require road upgrades at time of subdivision.
3) A Master Development Agreement will be considered by the SRD Board to ensure:
(i)
Road Works
(A) to provide the following, to the satisfaction of, and at a time
determined by, the British Columbia Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure and the Community Services Manager:
I.
construction of Harbourbrook Road;
2.
(ii)

construction of internal common roads.

Water Works including:
(A)

the development and provision of approved potable water to a
standard that adheres to the provincial requirements and that is
satisfactory to the Regional District;

(B)

the provision of private water connections to each lot created
within the development at a standard satisfactory to the Regional
District;

(C)

the installation of fire hydrants within the development for
firefighting purposes;

(D)

fire suppression system to contain back flow prevention as
required to protect the potable water system

(iii) Sanitary Sewer Works
(A)

as the development is outside of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer
Service Area, the extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer main
to the development as per Regional District standard and at a
cost to the developer;

(B)

the provision of sewer connections to each lot created within the
development at a standard satisfactory to the Regional District.

(iv) Parks

(v)

(A)

The dedication of the 8.2 hectare park adjacent to Goose Bay to
the Regional District at Phase I of the development;

(B)

The dedication of the 6.0 hectare park adjacent to Gowlland
Harbour to the Regional District at Phase I of the development.

Amenity Works
(A)

the development of a pedestrian/bicycle trail along April Point
Road to a standard satisfactory to the regional district at Phase
I of the development;

(B)

the development of trails with the 8.2 hectare park adjacent to
Goose Bay to a standard satisfactory to the regional district at
Phase I of the development; and

(C)

the development of trails within the 6.0 hectare park adjacent to
Gowlland Harbour to a standard satisfactory to the regional
district at Phase I of the development.

(vi) Bank Protection
(A) a setback of 15.0 metres (49.2 feet) from top of bank for all
construction and land alteration activities occurring adjacent to
the foreshore areas.
(a)

Drainage Works
(i)

to ensure that post-development stormwater drainage peak flows from
the Lands do not exceed pre-development peak flows through the
design and construction of onsite detention and retention ponds,
infiltration and exfiltration systems, oil/silt separators installed upstream
of outfalls, rainwater cisterns to collect roof runoff, permeable
pavement for parking stalls and vegetated bioswales; and

(ii)

to ensure that all construction related stormwater impacts are also
mitigated.

(b)

Geotechnical
(i)

(c)

that the land be subdivided in accordance to the geotechnical report
attached and that subsequent reports be registered on title for each
phase where parcels are created adjacent to the foreshore.

Vegetation Removal
(i)

Vegetation removal is not to take place within 15.0 metres of top of
bank.

4) Proposed Bylaws 94 and 95 (as amended) were given first and second readings by
the Regional Board at its meeting on November 17, 2021, with a hybrid inperson/virtual public hearing subsequently scheduled for April 20, 2022 for the
purpose of obtaining public input with respect to the bylaws. Following the close of
the public hearing, the Board will give consideration to subsequent readings of the
bylaws.
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Presentation Slides

Quadra Island Public Hearing
To commence shortly...

You are participating in the
April 20th Public Hearing

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

Quadra Island
Public Hearing
April 20, 2022 © 7:00 pm
BYLAW NO. 94- QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007, Amendment No.4
BYLAW NO.95- QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990, Amendment No.99

Public participation for this hearing is occurring via the following:
1. In-person at Quadra Island Community Centre (COVID 19 Protocols in place)
2. Online Teams Live Recorded Event (Ilvestream)
3. Teleconference Line

Strathcona
REGIONAL GISIRICT

Public Hearing Schedule (to adjourn by 9:45pm)
Opening of Public Hearing (Chair)
Presentation of Proposal (Applicant)
Bylaw Summary (Staff)
Public comments (in-person © QICC)
Public comments (teleconference callers)
Public comments (livestream call-in)

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

Instructions for Comments (In-Person Participants)
Please make sure you have placed your
name on the speakers list.
Your namewill be called in order of sign up.
You will be provided three minutes to
speak.
Only once all first-time speakers have
spoken will you be afforded another
opportunity to speak.

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Instructions for Comments (Teleconference Participants)
If you would like to make a comment,
press 6 to unmute and remain silent.
We will take note of those wishing to speak,
then muteyou again until itisyourturn.
We will call the last 4 digits of your phone
number when it is your turn to speak.
When called, press *6 to unmute yourself.

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Instructions for Comments (Livestream Participants)
Call Toll Free (844) 636-6317
Meeting Code: 566 524 3OO
Mute your livestream (computer audio)
You will be muted by our team.
We will call the last 4 digits of your phone
number when it isyour turn to speak.
Press *6 to unmute yourself.

BYLAW NO. 94- QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007, Amendment No.4
BYLAW NO. 95- QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990, Amendment No.99

Public Hearing to Reconvene
April 25,2022 © 7:00 pm
In-Person: Quadra Island Community Centre
Vi rtu a I: https://srd .ca/meetnow/
Call Toll Free: (844) 636-6317
Conference ID: 986145 7784*
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Quadra Island Public Hearing
Thank you forjoining us!
,
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Proposed Bylaw

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
14 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007 is hereby amended
as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28TH DAY OF JULY, 2011.
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28T1 DAY OF JULY, 2011.
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 2022
, 2022

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
ONTHE_DAYOF

,2022

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE ___ DAY OF
2022

Chair

Corporate Officer

BYLAWNO.94
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering the
existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan VlP86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
L

a high standard for future land development in the area,

iL

significant value and higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value and/or desired amenities provided,

iv. the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vll. a commitment to a minimum 40% open space,
viiL the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

compatiblility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource areas, at
an appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

BYLAW NO.94
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 14 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28TH DAY OF JULY, 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28TH DAY OF JULY, 2011
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE

, 2022

DAY OF

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE — DAY OF

, 2022

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2022

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

BYLAWNO.95
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary accommodation
of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are licensed for the
current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but specifically
excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at a
location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used for
temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Cafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1 .1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
1.0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'G'
(C-2G) 2.0 hectares

PAGE 3

BYLAW NO. 95

5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable requirements
of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant to
be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density averaging
(where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original parcel that is
not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

113C
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowiland
Harbour Views Servicing Agreement servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community sanitary sewer system and small
water system(s) as per the Servicing Agreement.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6 PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by registered
covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;

BYLAWNO. 95
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3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
a)
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average natural
grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 40% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-way granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per the
Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA

11.28.13

a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country Residential
Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots is equal to the minimum lot area required.

BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property legally
described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, subject to the conditions set
out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus density
under Section 11 .28.13 above will be permitted.
END — CR-2A

BYLAW NO.95
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11.6G
11.6G. 1

COMMERCIAL TWO G(C-2G)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6G.2

11 .6G.3

Resort/campground use; where the combined total density is limited to 10
units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number of 30
seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal permitted
use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

Al! permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G.1 and 11.6G.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land and shall consist
of at least one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

ii)

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed 50
square metres ( 538.2 square feet).

BYLAW NO. 95
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iii)

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:

11.6E.4

a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 110.0 metres2 (1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the Public
Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping spaces
shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each container
must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent proof.
The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two G (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 15%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2G

BYLAW NO.95
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on 'Map
2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; and

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO. 95
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Appendix '1'

Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
99.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.

Staff Reports

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

FILE:

DATE:

November 9, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No.94 AND 95- OCP/REzoNlNG (CP 3C 09/Ri 2C 09- SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM
To consider proposed amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views) and the
scheduling of a public hearing to allow input on the proposed bylaws.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The attached report was considered at the October 6, 2021 meeting of the Board at which time
the following resolution was passed:
Anderson/WhaQey: SRD 857/21
THAT staff schedule public hearing dates in January 2022 for the Schellinck OCP and Zoning
amendment applications due to the current public health risks associated with Covid 19.
Since then, staff have been researching potential dates for a public hearing in January 2022 and
have found a date that appears to work for all parties including the meeting venue. In order to
meet all of the legal requirements for public notification with respect to the proposed hearing date
this matter is being presented at this time for the Board's consideration.
Before proceeding with the hearing it will be necessary for the Board to consider the amendments
previously authorized and outlined in the recommendations below.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14".
3. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A', as attached to the September 28, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer.
4. THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14".

Staff Report — Bylaws No. 94 & 95 (Schellinck)

Page 2

5. THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A', as attached to the September 28, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer.
6. THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 at the Quadra Island Community Centre, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors representing Electoral
Areas A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area 0 designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or electronic participation by
directors and the public in accordance with current public health guidelines.
Res

ctfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments: Bylaws No. 94 and 95
Copy of September 28, 2021 report to the Regional Board

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:

Th

Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAYOF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF
DAY OF

, 2022
, 2022

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
2022
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2022

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

S
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

ill. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

VII. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and inte grated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95
ABYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

CitaiOn
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2022

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

,2022

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF, 2022
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BYLAWNO.95

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1 .0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares

BYLAWNO. 95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.

S

11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11. 28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).
I

lb
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. P art 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
fli w zone:

11.6E

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

I

1 1.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

1 1 .6E.2

1 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E. I and I1.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)

I

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E. 1(a) shall be subject to (he
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

I

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DAT:

September 28, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAWS No.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

FILE: 0550-04 Board

PURPOSE
To consider proposed amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and No. 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views).
EXECUTiVE SUMMARY
At its April 28, 2021 meeting, the Board considered the attached report and passed the following
resolution:
AbramIWhalley: SRD 387/21
THAT all public hearings related to Local Government Act Part 14 initiatives affecting
land withing Electoral Area C be postponed until Province of BC Public Health Orders
allow for indoor public gatherings with participation by the general public.
Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 have been prepared in response to the Gowlland Harbour Views
development proposal. Bylaw No. 94 proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR) and Commercial (C) while Bylaw No.
95 proposes to rezone portions of land from Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A
(CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and adjacent water from Access One (AC-i) and
Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a subdivision of 1.0 hectare
average sized lots and a tourist commercial campground and associated dock. This zoning will
permit a residential density of 1 unit per 1.0 hectare and tourist commercial density at 10 units
per 1.0 hectare. Amenities will be provided in the form of parks and trail systems and a capital
contribution to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system for each of the lots to be managed through a
maste development agreement to be finalized prior to final adoption of the bylaws.
Amendments to the bylaws at second reading are provided including a reduction to the cabin
and campground sizes to 50.0 square metres and 110.0 square metres respectively; potential
for bonus density in exchange for the servicing provisions required by the master development
agreement, and a capital contribution to the Quathiaski Cover sewer system. Technical
amendments have also been included to simplify the bylaw and limit unnecessary content that
can be addressed through other means, such as the master development agreement. General
housekeeping amendments have also been included in the bylaws as they relate to changes in
the parent bylaws, legislative and technical requirements. A summary of key considerations is
provided below.
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Parks, Trails and Open Space
The parks, trails and open space components of the development make up approximately 40%
of the total property area. Of this, approximately 14.2 ha (35.lac) of land is to be provided as
public parks and trails, including an 8.2 hectare park adjacent to Goose Bay and April Point
Road and a 6.0 hectare park adjacent to Gowliand Harbour Road, as well as dedicated public
trails along April Point Road and throughout the development.
Sewer Service
The SRD has confirmed that the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System has sufficient capacity to
enable the development to connect to the system. The connection to the 0. Cove sewer will be
provided via an extension of the existing sewer mainline over an approximate 1.2 km distance
from the existing terminus. The developer has also committed to the provision of a capital
contribution to the sewer system.
Water Service
The development will be serviced by small private community water systems supplied by four
deep wells on the property. A well evaluation report, drafted by Rick Milne of Last Drop Water
Systems, confirms that there is sufficient potable water to service the proposed lots where any
water quality issues are correctable through proper filtration.
Protection of the Natural Environment
The development is committed to the protection of the natural environment. An environmental
assessment has been completed for the property and key environmental features have been
identified and will be protected through the subdivision process.
Archaeological Conservation
Baseline Archaeological has provided both an archaeological potential site assessment and
archaeological impact assessment for the property, which included participation by the We Wai
Kal First Nation. Archaeological sites are noted, however, they are located mainly outside of
any proposed development areas and situated at the outer property boundaries and along the
adjacent shoreline. These recorded archaeological sites are protected through covenants and
will continue to be preserved throughout the subdivision and development process.
Access
Access to the residential development will be provided off Harbourbrook Road and April Point
Road, while access to the tourist commercial development will be provided off April Point Road.
The number of vehicular trips, both recreational and private, are not expected to burden the
existing road system nor impede sight lines or normal vehicular flow. The Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) may require road upgrades at the time of subdivision.
Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95, with proposed amendments, are attached for the Board's consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."

3.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the September 28, 2021
report from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the September 28, 2021
report from the Chief Administrative Officer.
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1. THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (Schellinck/Gowlland Harbour
Views) be scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 17, 2021 at the Quadra Island
Community Centre on Quadra Island, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors representing Electoral
designated
Areas A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area
as the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or electronic participation by
directors and the public in accordance with current public health guidelines.
Respectfully:

I
Dave Litch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95
Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 (w/track changes)

Location Map
CP 3C 09/ RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 -April Point Road
JJy23. 2010

SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO. 94
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and
renumbering the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly
satisfies the following criteria:
i.

a high standard for future land development in the area,

ü.

significant value and higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value and/or desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes
of the land base,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 40% open space,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth
principles and green building strategies that include water and energy
efficiency,
ix.

compatibility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource
areas, at an appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District,
Plan V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is redesignated from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the
attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix '1".
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SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO.95
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which
are licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the
temporary accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational
vehicles, but specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public,
staying at a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be
used for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be
mobile on land, whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes
and park model trailers.
Cafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of
temporary transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may
include cabins, but specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park
model trailers or recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of
residential accommodation as a permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public,
staying in a location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1 .1:
Country Fesidential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'G'
(C-2G)2.O hectares

5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety
with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive
Covenant to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land
at the time of registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has
applied density averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any
lot within the original parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the
zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

11.3C
11.28.1

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)
PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single
family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the
Gowlland Harbour Views Servicing Agreement servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community sanitary sewer system
and small water system(s) as per the Servicing Agreement.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is
one single family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS

Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot
line.
11.28.7 SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone,
siting for all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2
'Size, Shape and Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw
and Bylaw No. 2782, "Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the
average natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building
exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to
provide a minimum of 40% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-way granted as per the
Master Development Agreement.

c)

Alt designated trails within the development are to be constructed
as per the Master Development Agreement and final works
completed prior to completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country
Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified
minimum lot area above may be created by subdivision provided
that the overall average parcel size of all lots is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

11.28.13 BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property
legally described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, subject to
the conditions set out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus
density under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.

END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

11.6G
11.6G.1

COMMERCIAL TWO G(C-2G)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6G.2

11.6G.3

Resort/campground use; where the combined total density is
limited to 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted
use is restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground
uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G. 1 and 11.6G. 2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a
lot, subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel,
with the exception of one single family dwelling used as an
accessory residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along
property lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land
and shall consist of at least one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of
the required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional
district's Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not
exceed 50 square metres (538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along
the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite
spaces and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall
have a minimum area of not less than 110.0 metres2
(1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished
with pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient
rainwater management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be
licensed for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with
the Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities
Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal.
Each container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight
and rodent proof. The provision of centralized bear proof
garbage collection centre of suitable capacity is required
and must be sited a minimum of 4.5 m from any property
line.

11.6E.4

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two G (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise
required by covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot
line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
15%, excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END .0-2G

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955
on 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby
amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached
Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1";
and

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One
(AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on
the attached Appendix "1".

Area to be
rezoned
to CR-2A

Area to be
rezoned
to MC-2

Area to be
rezoned
to C2-G
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
14 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby amended
as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 20112020
, 20112020

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE ___ DAY OF
20112020

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering the
existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vu. a commitment to a minimum -040% open space_provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vill. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate se,vIces for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management, and

xix

the proposed development is compatiblfl with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is ofj .an
appropriate scale a -!jj.does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Area to be re-designated to
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 l4of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July , 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 2020

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

2020
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary accommodation
of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are licensed for the
current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but specifically
excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at a
location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used for
temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
RestaurantCafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically
excludes neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two '—G(C-2E2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two '=.
Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
1 .0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'G
2.0 hectares
(C-2G)

BYLAWNO. 95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1 .3 with the following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable requirements
of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant to
be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density averaging
(where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original parcel that is
not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community and
the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowliand
Harbour Views Servicinq Agreement, registered building envelopes,
building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation covenants
servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a community
sanitary sewer system and small water system(s) as per the Servicing
Agreement.

'1)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.
All lands_are to be developed in accordance with an approved On Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

11.28.4

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).
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11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by registered
covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permiffed in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings ac to be sited te permit maximu passive solar
building orientation.

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average natural
grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of
parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-way granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

AU designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per the
Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country Residential
Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within-the master planned residential
community-is equal to the minimum lot area required.

BYLAW NO.95
11.28.13

PA GE 5

BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property leqally
described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955, subject to the conditions set
out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus density
under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.
END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11.6E6G

COMMERCIAL TWO E-G(C-2E2Q)

11 .6E6G.1 PERMIUED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

Resort/campground use; where the combined total number of unitedensity
j limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

11 .66G.2 PERMIUED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum
number of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal permitted
use, including office and retail sales.

11.E6G.3 CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E6G.1 and 11.6E6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land and shall consist
of at least one of the following:
i.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
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ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11 &E6G. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
8050 square metres (861.1 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.SE .Q. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120 mctrc 2 (1291.67 feet)-110.0
metres2 (1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the Public
Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping spaces
shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each container
must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent proof.
The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E-G (C-2E2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
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3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 15Q%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E2G
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on 'Map
2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as follows:
The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';
ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Commercial Two '-G'(C-2E2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; andAND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
99.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

July2l,2011
FILE: 0540-04

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS NO. 94 AND 95—QuADRA ISLAND OCP/ZONING AMENDMENT(SCHELLINcK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider advancing the bylaws to authorize a comprehensive residential development on
Quadra Island subject to receipt of a master plan agreement for the project known as Gowliand
Harbour Views.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The attached report was considered at the July 13, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee at which time the Committee looked at several different options for dealing
with site specific amendments to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan. Following its
review the Committee recommended that the bylaws be given first 2 readings based on the
preferred amendment option and that a public hearing be scheduled after the master plan
agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.
Bylaw No. 94 has been rewritten based on the Committee's recommendation and is now
presented, together with Bylaw No. 95, for further consideration by the Board.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
3. THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99 be
introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
4. THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a Master
Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.
Respectfully:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local GovernmentAct;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF
READASECONDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE

DAYOF

,2011
,2011
, 2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, P/an V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iü.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'

Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-I' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT
P )

BYLAW NO. 95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act,
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

DAY OF

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 2011
, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAYOF

,2011

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

, 2011

DAY OF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
1.0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'E'
2.0 hectares
(C-2E)
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5. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

113C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.

S

11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

=

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO.95
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;

b)

Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

c)

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11. 28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.

END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

Allpermitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11 .6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on
Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 4, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/CP 3C 09 & 3360.2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
BYLAW AMENDMENTS - CP 3C 09 (BYLAW No. 94) AND RZ 2C 09 (BYLAw No. 95)

PURPOSE
To advise the Board, as requested, of site specific Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment
options for the proposed 'Gowliand Harbour Views' development on DL 208 and to consider first
and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95
as attached to this report.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the June 23, 2011 meeting carried the following recommendation:
That the matter of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be referred to the next
meeting of the Electoral Area Services Committee pending a further staff
report concerning the application of official community plan policies on a
site specific basis"
Further to the Committee's direction, staff considered a number of options in addition to the
current amendment option presented in an effort to accommodate the Board's position. These
options were presented to the Regional District solicitors for consideration. It was indicated that
the current amendment as presented to the July 8, 2011 Electoral Areas Services Committee
(EASC) was the preferred option from legal and administrative perspectives. The option most
vulnerable to legal challenge is a site specific amendment within the existing Silviculture
designation and retaining the OCP policies currently in place. An alternative option was to
redesignate the lands to Country Residential (CR) and provide an exclusionary clause where
required in the CR policies within the OCP. This alternative option was indicated to have less
legal exposure than a site specific OCP amendment but was less preferable than a
comprehensive redesignation and associated policy amendment as previously presented.
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RECOMMENDATiONS:
1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that the Board give first and second reading to Bylaw
No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 as attached.

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND
At the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting, in which a report was presented that recommended first
and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95, the Committee discussed limiting the
number of proposed OCP policy amendments associated with the proposal and visiting options
associated with a site specific OCP amendment for the proposed 'Gowiland Harbour Views'
proposal on DL 208, Quadra Island.
Staff considered a number of options in addition to the current amendment option presented in
an effort to accommodate the Board's position. These options were then drafted and the advice
of our solicitor was sought regarding the options available, which yielded the following
confirmations:
1. The current amendment option provided at the June 8 EASC, is the most
comprehensive and legally defensible option.
2. The proposal for a site specific amendment is not recommended.
3. An alternative option may be available that would also be defensible, but not as
comprehensive.
It has been confirmed that the current amendment option is the most comprehensive and legally
defensible option, and would provide the least amount of risk to the Regional Board if
challenged. For convenience the current amendment option as contained within Bylaw No. 94
is attached as Appendix A. This option addresses the existing OCP policy issues, as well as
conflicts within the OCP that have been generated by the GowHand Harbour Views proposal,
specifically, the incongruence between the Silviculture and Country Residential/Rural
Residential policies. Analysis by staff in discussion with our solicitor focused upon a number of
specific challenges with a spot zoning as proposed:
1. Leaving District Lot 208 in the Silviculture designation will create inconsistencies in the
OCP. In particular, sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 state that Country Residential and Rural
Residential lands will not be designated on land designated Silviculture. You have advised
that the proposed use of District Lot 208 close/y resembles the country residential
designation. Leaving District Lot 208 with a Silviculture designation may well create a
possible challenge on the grounds that it would be in conflict with the prohibition on permitting
country residential uses on land designated Silviculture.
2. Additionally, if District Lot 208 was left with the Silviculture designation, there are a
number of other provisions in the OCP which would continue to apply unless each was
specifically stated not to apply. These include the Silviculture objectives in section 2.2(i) and
the forests and Silviculture policies contained at 3.7, and in particular 3.7.1 which set policies
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to apply to all lands designated as Silviculture, including the protection of lands designated
Silviculture and the minimum lot size of 16 hectares on all lands designated Silviculture
3. There would also be a requirement to alter the OCP map. If the lands are shown with their
Silviculture designation, there would nevertheless need to be some notation made on the
map that would refer to the several exemptions to the application of the Silviculture policies to
District Lot 208 as provided for in each of the sections where the exemption will be set out.
In summary, this option of providing a site specific exemption for DL 208 while not amending
either the designation or current OCP policy language, is not advisable from a legal perspective
and could be viewed as in direct conflict with the OCP and therefore be more challengeable
from a legal perspective.
Aside from any matters of legality, the current amendment is also preferable from a land use
management point of view. Through a clear process that provides any and all anticipated
implications to land use from OCP or zoning points of view, the public will be able to clearly
determine whether it supports the Schellinck proposal or any similar proposals in the future.
An alternative measure was proposed, that while less preferred, may both accommodate the
Board's concerns and support the proposal. This would provide less legal exposure than
leaving the Silviculture designation and would lessen the direct conflict with the OCP. This
option would still require that DL 208 be re-designated from Silviculture (S) to a Country
Residential (CR) designation. An amendment would also be required to the existing CR policies
by providing a 'despite clause' referencing DL 208 and including a redesignation criteria list.
Alternative option details further outlined in Appendix (B). Ms. Stuart does, however advise that
this alternative option is not the most comprehensive choice.
The Committee also referred to several instances where site specific zoning was used in the
past and in effect set a precedent. Staff reviewed the following instances:
1. Quadra Seniors rezoning, Quadra Island: In this instance, there was support in the
Official Community Plan to support multi-dwelling densities on a 'case by case' basis.
There is no similar 'general exclusion' type support in the OCP at this time for the
Schellinck proposal.
2. Foresty designation, Electoral Area B, Cortes Island: In this instance the OCP was
amended, both map and text (FLS policies) and the Forest Land Stewardship policies
were introduced to the OCP. There were subsequent rezonings from Rural Residential
and F-i to FLS.
3. Brown, ALR application, Area D: There was OCP support for this development and a
new zone '3A' was created that provided extra density.
In each of these cases either there was OCP approval in place for a site specific exception or
the OCP was amended through the application process to reflect the new designation.
Accordingly, these examples do directly apply to the Schellinck proposal.
ALTERNATIVES

1. THAT the Committee support the current OCP amendments as contained within proposed
Bylaw No. 94 and as presented at the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting.
2. THAT the Committee support the alternative OCP amendment option where redesignation is
recommended for the subject lands to Country Residential, subsequent exclusion clauses
be added where appropriate and redesignation criteria be included.
Given the above, it is recommended that the Committee support the current amendment option
as contained within the attached Bylaw No. 94. and that the Committee recommend the Board
consider 1st and 2 reading of both Bylaw No. 94 and 95.
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Submitted by:

:•,
otsenpil1 r
Community Sev ices Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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Appendix A
Initial Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD)
The initial amendment option, as preferred by both staff and Ms. Stuart's legal advice will
broaden the existing Silviculture policies and provide protection for the re-designation of all
Silviculture lands, not only CR or Ru-R proposals as is currently the case. All of these
Silviculture policies would be located within the SiMculture section as opposed to the
Settlement sections of the OCP, improving the underlying logic of the document and providing a
more orderly direction of policy. Further, this option would afford the Board the ability to consider
applications to re-designate Silviculture lands based on a specific set of criteria and provide
guidance during the evaluation of future applications. Specifically, this option would establish a
Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and would re-designate the lands from S to CD.
A summary of the five key elements associated with this amendment option are as follows:
1. Establish a site specific Comprehensive Development designation:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.

2. Establish Comprehensive Development policies:
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between, development
and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and the necessity to be
fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible, Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have reduced life
cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design and development through
the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water and
materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings) to
optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
C) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through better siting,
design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with neighbouring
aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency, green building design and
public security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development areas
should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and neighbouring land uses.
5.

Affordable Housing Options:
where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents should be

provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to purchase or rent, is family
oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'.
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife habitat,
improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management and erosion control.
Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that a professional arborist, biologist
and/or qualified professional assesses the area, identifies significant vegetation to be retained
and provides protective measures for the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a minimum
of 40% open space, which may Include, but are not limited to sensitive ecosystems and
habitat features for environmental protection purposes, park/and, greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate landscaping and
buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) lands are
included in a portion of the development area, these lands should be protected and conserved
for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the Agricultural Land Commission Act.
Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small community gardens for the rearing of local produce
are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological changes, an onsite storm water management plan is required to address pre and post development flows and
ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain
or limit hard piped solutions to storm water and initiate standards to provide a minimum
amount of impervious services and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through
the implementation of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water
for irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a variety of
transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help reduce single occupant
vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, non-motorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies from 'Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be implemented within the
development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design;
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and intersections with
other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.

3. Amend existing Country Residential and Rural Residential policies:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
Section 3.1.5(a). .. The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.

4. Amend existing Silviculture policies:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land Reserve
(ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall be strongly
discouraged. Any other Si/viculture lands will only be considered for re-designation under
exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the following criteria:
i. the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future land
development in the area,
ii. the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of significant value
and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,
iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or desired
amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land base as
identified through an environmental assessment and protected through an environmental
covenant,
v. a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through the
registration of vegetation removal covenants,
vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the registration of
dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the Implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and green
building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and integrated
on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x. the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and natural
resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate scale and does
not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.
5. OCP Map amendment to re-designate DL 208 from Silviculture (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD).

Appendix B
Alternative OCP Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR)
The alternative 'halfway measure' amendment option, as provided by recent legal advice,
although not the preferred option as determined by the attached legal advice, would include
OCP amendments that would amend current Country Residential policies and re-designate from
Silviculture to Country Residential, however, not include the introduction of a new
Comprehensive Development Designation or new Silviculture Policies. A summary of these
amendments would reflect as follows:
1. Amend existing CR policies under section 3.4.1 by including a new section
3.1.4(b) that provides a despite clause for DL 208 and a list of required criteria
following the existing section 3.4.1(a) below:

(existing)

(new)

3.1.4(a) Areas designated as country residential are identified on Schedule A-i. These
small, rural lots are characterized largely b their proximity to existing settled areas and
their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country residential activities. Country
residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or Agricultural Land
Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
3.1.4(b) Despite item (a) above, DL 208 is re-designated to country residential to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
I.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future
land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected through
an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and
green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and
natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate
scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

2. OCP map amendment to re-designate from Silviculture (8) to Country Residential
(CR).

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2010
, 2010
, 2010
, 2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE_DAY OF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2010

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may
be considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement
designations and related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the
protection of the natural environment, where greenway values and community amenities
are desired and/or where the provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) with
the following:
Section 3.1.4a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDAs shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
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3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3 Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 1age in place'.
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6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agncultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a) Eyes on the street' ground oriented design;
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards:
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
5. Part 3 is hereby amended by including the following section within Section 3.7.1 'Silviculture
Designation Policies' and renumbering the subsequent item accordingly:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall
be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
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i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

SECTION TWO

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON ThE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
ii .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9,1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11 .28.

PARCFL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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11. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8
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The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-I zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END- CD-I
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6. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E. 1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resorticampground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats:

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

Al! permitted uses listed in Section 11. 6E. I and II. 6E. 2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii,
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. Ia) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E

L
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix
AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No. 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

March 7, 2011
FILE: 3350-20/CP 3C 09
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

GOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION
OCP AMENDMENT BYLAw No.94 AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAw No.95

PURPOSE
To provide the Committee information following the Gowiland Harbour Views Public Information
Meeting held at the Quadra Elementary School Gymnasium on March 3, 2011.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The proponents of the Gowlland Harbour Views development held a public information meeting on
March 3, 2011 to update the public on the changes associated with the proposal. The meeting
was well attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half
hour meeting. The agent, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal and Regional
District staff followed with a presentation that provided the public with details on the proposed OCP
and zoning amendments. A number of public comments and questions were presented at the
meeting which focused mainly on the potential erosion of the silviculture land base, There were
also concerns raised regarding the enforceability of covenants associated with the development
and the associated costs to taxpayers. The statements brought forward did not identify any new
issues or items that required subsequent amendments to existing bylaws. Given that the public
meeting has taken place and as the outcomes did not identify the need for further amendments to
the proposed bylaws, it is recommended that first and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw
No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95 be considered by the Board.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITFEE:
1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be forwarded to the
Board for first and second reading.

3.

THAT staff proceed with finalizing a draft Master Development Agreement and any
associated covenants and servicing requirements AND FURTHER THAT the Master
Development Agreement be brought forward for Committee review and consideration prior
to public hearing.
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Respe -. ly:

LL

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
BACKGROUND

The Gowlland Harbour Views application was received by the Regional District on November 24,
2009. Since the receipt of the application, the proposal has been to the EASC on two separate
occasions; originally introduced on August ii, 2010 and to present amendment bylaws on
December 2, 2010 (report attached). During this time, the proposal was referred out for agency
review and First Nation consultation. During the last appearance at EASC on December 2, 2010, it
was recommended that the applicant/agent hold a public information meeting prior to the Board
gMng consideration of first and second reading of OCP Bylaw No. 94 and zoning Bylaw No. 95.
PUBLIC MEETING DETAILS

The applicant held a public information meeting on March 3, 2011 at the Quadra Elementary
School gymnasium to provide the public an update on the application. The meeting was well
attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half hour
meeting. The meeting began with the opportunity for the public to peruse a number of display
boards that presented details of the proposal and to ask questions of the developer, Richard
Schellinck and the agent, Dan Bowen, of Dan Bowen Consulting Ltd. Following this introductory
portion of the meeting, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal. Regional District
staff followed with a presentation that provided details on the proposed OCP and zoning
amendments. This included a presentation of the newly created Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone and associated glossary of terms. Also
presented was the new Comprehensive Development designation and associated OCP
amendments. Information pertaining to the requirements for implementation, including Master
Development Agreement and related covenant details were also presented.
During the presentations, a number of concerns were presented by the public to the developer and
agent, as well as regional district staff. A significant number identified the potential erosion of the
silviculture land base as a concern. There were also concerns raised regarding the enforceability
of covenants related to the development and associated costs to taxpayers. Comments were also
submitted via comment sheets, with a total of 10 comment sheets being submitted by attendees of
the meeting. The comments received included a mix of opinions regarding the development. A
total of four comment sheets and were in favour of the development, one indicated some support
with concerns regarding housing forms and five did not want to see the current Silviculture
designation amended. Three additional emails in support of the proposal have been received by
the regional district since the public meeting was held.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The Gowlland Harbour Views development faces a number of challenges when the OCP and its
policies are considered. Existing Silviculture policies encourage the retention, protection and
enhancement of silviculture lands. This policy is reflected in public concern that exists surrounding
the potential re-designation of Silviculture lands and the potential erosion of the Island's Silviculture
land base. The current Rural Residential and Country Residential policies aim to prevent
Silviculture lands from being re-designated by stating that silviculture lands will not be redesignated. Unfortunately, however, despite the current language, the Regional District cannot
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prevent such applications from being submitted and provided the opportunity to be considered by
the Board. Given that applications to re-designate Silviculture lands may be accepted in the future,
OCP Bylaw No. 94 proposes to amend the existing policy language in an attempt to clarify the role
of the OCP in guiding any future development of Silviculture lands. Such amendments would
affect future OCP applications that propose to re-designate Silviculture lands by providing
guidance during the OCP amendment process. The OCP Bylaw proposes to discourage the redesignation of Silviculture lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence
(TEL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to help protect such working forests. Where
applications are submitted that consist of Silviculture lands that are not licensed or classified as
working forest, proposals to re-designate should be provided careful consideration. Protection of
future Silviculture lands is provided through the OCP policy amendments, as well as the required
OCP and zoning amendment application process, which includes public consultation and discretion
of the Board. The inclusion of such amendments within OCP Bylaw No. 94 should provide a
framework by which future applications may be measured and considered by the Regional Board.
The implementation of the Master Development Agreement (MDA) has been identified as a tool to
help ensure the land is developed as proposed and amenities are provided. The MDA, which is
proposed to include a number of covenant requirements, including but not limited to
environmental/vegetation removal, open space, geotechnical, building envelopes, parks and
phasing will fall be registered on title. Other items, such as building schemes, will be protected
under separate covenant documents. The public has indicated some concern with the
implementation of the MDA and covenants. The concerns identified have mainly indicated
monitoring and enforcement and potential costs to taxpayer as items of interest. In response,
there are a number of options for the Regional District to consider prior to the finalization of the
MDA or any covenants. Such options include the signatories that will be chosen to be named in
each of the covenants and thereby responsible for monitoring and enforcement, how the
monitoring and enforcement of MDA/covenant requirements will be carried out and the opportunity
for bonding from the developer to cover future costs of monitoring and enforcement and required
works. Careful consideration will be given to the best method of regulating each of the covenant
items. During this time it may be identified that another party may be better suited to be named as
a signatory and therefore regulate and enforce a covenant. Such MDA and covenant details are
currently being considered and will be finalized and brought forward to Committee for review and
consideration prior to public hearing. Once these details have been reviewed by the Board, it is
proposed that the Master Development Agreement and any separate covenant documents be
provided for the public's information and review.
TENTATIVE APPLICATION TIMELINE

This report recommends that the Board give first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw
No. 95 at the April 28, 2011 Board meeting. Should first and second reading be granted, staff will
finalize the draft MDA and any associated covenants for review by the Committee. Following a
review by the Committee, it is proposed that the MDA and covenant details will be made available
to the public at a public meeting held in advance of the legislated public hearing.
Sub ed by:

otsenpiller
Manager of Corn j'nity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 21, 2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOuo NO.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955

.VIC ADDRESS:

PID NO.:

027-985-639

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED NEW OCP DESIGNATION:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED NEW ZONE:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) and Commercial Two (C-2)

PURPOSE
To re-designate 49.8 hectares (123.0 acres) of a parcel of land in Gowiland Harbour from Silviculture (S)
to Comprehensive Development (CD) and to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone to permit a 46 unit phased strata
subdivision. Also, to redesignate 2.1 hectares (5.2 acres) of the parcel from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a tourist
commercial venture.
POLICY ANALYSIS
Part 26 "Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
uthority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(he proponents are requesting to re-designate and rezone the subject property to allow for the
development of a 46 unit strata subdivision and small tourist commercial enterprise. Currently, the parcel
is designated as Silviculture (S) within the OCP, which identifies a minimum lot are of 16.0 hectares (40.0
acres) and focuses on the value of such lands for existing or future forestry purposes. Further, the parcel is
currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0 hectares (9.88
acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture, single family
residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density presently
permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the above OCP designation and zoning, an
amendment to both bylaws are required to permit the proposed 46 unit strata subdivision and associated
commercial enterprise.
It is proposed that a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation within the OCP and a new CD
zone within the zoning bylaw be created to more effectively guide regulate the unique site specific design
and planning considerations associated with development. A CD designation will enable more detailed
guidelines and policies specifically addressing the proposal, which may facilitate the creation of a higher
standard of development reflecting efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and
existing ecosystems and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. The CD
designation will allow for the implementation of guidelines associated with servicing, conservation,
sustainability, transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. A CD zone,
to be drafted in consideration of CD designation policies, will enable the regional district to provide a more
comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone will
include requirements including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks,
sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities, use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management
requirements, dark sky lighting requirements, sustainable and green building requirements.
review of the proposal has been conducted and may be supported based upon general OCP policies,
utside of a few stringent silviculture policies, and consideration of existing and requested land uses. The
requested OCP and rezoning amendment may be viewed as a natural transition area between the
adjacent residential neighbourhood to the immediate south and rural areas to the north and east and may
be considered an extension of existing settlement areas and land use patterns. Furthermore, and in
keeping with OCP policies, the proponents maintain that rural characteristics will be respected. The
development will allow for the provision of amenities in the form of parks, trails and open space for
neighbouring residents, as well as, a potential 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer
System. To date, both the agency referral and internal review processes have not identified any
significant issues associated with the proposal.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITFEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the list of agencies that have been referred applications
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the First Nations consultation process for CP 3C O9IRZ
2C 09 (Schellinck) as outlined in the staff report dated June 21, 2010.
4. THAT the Committee recommend that staff draft the required OCP and zoning amendment bylaws for
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
Respec

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

he proposal, referred to as 'Gowlland Harbour Views' is a proposed development situated on a 63.9
=-iectare (158.0 acre) waterfront parcel in Gowlland Harbour on the west side of Quadra Island,
approximately 1.8 kilometers from Quathiaski Cove. The subject property is located in a rural
neighbourhood at the end of the intersection of April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road. The property is
currently designated Silviculture (S) and zoned Rural One (RU-i). The subject property is currently an
oceanfront undeveloped setting that includes old growth and mature second growth tree stands, wetlands,
and many distinct natural ecosystems. Bounded by Gowliand Harbour to the north, the property is located
adjacent to April Point Lodge and Marina to the west. While rural lands surround the property to the east
and northeast, immediately south lays a developed residential zoned neighbourhood, which permits
densities of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) per lot created. Some of the lands to the northeast include
a significant component of silviculture lands with some areas designated Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
The proponent purchased the property in 2000, at which time the property, although designated as S in the
OCP, was neither designated as Forest Land Reserve or Private Managed Forest Land, nor classified as
tree farm through the Assessment Act. The proponent has retained as much of the harvestable timber as
possible on the land, with the exception of some 'blow down' areas that occurred as a result of extreme
weather and storm events. The timber that was impacted by such events has been removed from the
property, leaving a cleared area near the centre of the area proposed for strata lot development.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a zoning amendment from Rural One
(RU-i) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. A range of lot
configurations, as well as, a variety of lot sizes ranging in area from 0.4 hectares (0.99 acre) to 6.0
ectares (15.0 acres) is proposed. All parcels proposed within the CD-i zoning designation will use lot
veraging provisions in order to maintain an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres),
which provides a country residential form of density. A re-designation and rezoning of the parcel, if
supported, would provide for a transitional zone between smaller lots designated residential further to the
south and lands designated rural to the northeast (see context map). Further, the proposal includes a redesignation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) of land from the existing Silviculture (S) designation to Commercial
(C), as well as, a rezoning from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a commercial
venture. This commercial parcel is proposed to include a small seasonal campground and marine
recreational area adjacent to the existing April Point Resort and Marina, which is currently zoned
commercial.
The existing 12.0 hectares (30.0 acres) of ALR land is to stay RU-i and remain within the ALR. A total of
6.0 hectares (14.8 acres) of this ALR land adjacent to the foreshore is to be designated as park, while the
remaining ALR land will remain as a 6.0 hectare (14.8 acre) acreage available for future farming related
uses. The proposal includes the provision of over 50% open space, in the form of covenant areas,
dedicated building envelopes, common areas, park and trail dedication. In addition to providing and
retaining natural open space, the offered provision of the trail network by the applicant will increase
connectivity in the area, offering the opportunity for an extensive trail system from Blenkin Park to the east,
through the subject property and over to April Point Resort to the west. The commitment of tree retention
will be contained within natural, mature vegetated tree buffers between the property and foreshore,
adjacent properties and roadways. The provision of the above should achieve retention of much of the
existing forested areas.
A new CD designation and CD zone offers the ability to more effectively guide and regulate unique design
and planning considerations for the development. This will provide site specific guidelines and regulations
associated with the development of a distinct and sustainable development. More detailed guidelines and
("olicies specifically addressing the proposal will facilitate the creation of a higher standard of development
that will promote efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems
and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses.
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Context
(he proposed development is situated outside of the Quathiaski Cove containment boundary, the area
.urrentIy included in the draft Quathiaski Cove Local Area Plan currently underway. The purpose of the 0.
Cove Local Area Plan is to provide a strong model of neighbourhood structure, while introducing increased
densities and smaller lot sizes, ranging from 10 unites/hectare (4 units/acre) to 20 units/hectare (8
units/acre), within the village core. The plan is proposed to introduce specific land use designations and
guide form and character within the 0. Cove area. Although the intent of the Q. Cove Plan will be to
concentrate development within the 0. Cove centre, the Gowlland Harbour development may be viewed
as a natural transition in density in respect to existing and proposed densities in the area.
The proposed development is situated immediately north of an adjacent more densely populated
Residential One (R-i) neighbourhood, which includes an existing land use pattern comprised of parcels as
small as 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres). Immediately to the west is a large commercial property,
owned by April Point Resort, as well as, a small R-1 neighbourhood and separate Country Residential Two
(CR-2) neighbourhood, which require lot areas of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) and 1.0 hectare (2.47
acres) respectively. To the north and east are Rural One (RU-i) zoned lands, which requires minimum
parcel sizes of 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres). The presence of these existing R-i and CR-4 neighbourhoods
combined with the existence of RU-i zoned parcels provides evidence that even with a range of lot sizes,
most of which are less than those required by both the zoning bylaw and OCP, it is possible to produce the
characteristics required to provide the natural character associated with a rural neighbourhood.
Further, the proposed development may provide a transition zone between smaller residential lots and
larger rural parcels that currently represent a mix of densities in land use patterns in the immediate vicinity.
This subdivision may be considered an extension to an existing settlement area and may provide a natural
transition zone between the adjacent residential properties to the south and rural properties to the north
and east. Further, the potential development of the extension of the Q. Cove sewer system would provide
,,—ewer service to the northern portion the Q. Cove containment boundary, as well as, those properties
eyond.
Official Community Plan Considerations
The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. Upon review of
the application, it was confirmed that the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation and that
the proposal would require an OCP amendment to re-designate the parcel from Silviculture to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a small re-designation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from
Silviculture to Commercial. Although the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation, support
can be found within the OCP policies that may justify an amendment to the existing designation.
The OCP includes Silviculture policies that recognize the importance of silviculture lands for future
forestry purposes and encourages the retention, protection and enhancement of lands designated
silviculture. However, this silviculture designation was originally created to protect those lands
designated as Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve, as evident in the previous OCP
Bylaw 1840. The OCP review in 2007, that created the current OCP Bylaw 3050, amended the
silviculture policies to include those areas outside of the ALR and those lands previously designated as
FLR. The policies were amended at that time to include lands not designated as forestry tree farm by the
Assessment Act and harvested under the Private Management Forest Land Act and lands that were not
under a Crown forest licence area under the Forest Act. As a result, the policies within the Silviculture
designation included private parcels of land that were not under tenure or classified as tree farm, but that
were privately owned parcels of land covered by extensive forest. This resulted in the appfication of
multiple policies designed to protect ALR and FLR lands to the subject property, even though it was not
under forest tenure nor classified as tree farm at the time, and had not been since the parcel was owned
TimberWest. As a result of the above, the property designated as S, and included within the
iviculture policies, may have inadvertently limited the usability of the parcel for activities other than
forestry even though there was no intent by the owners of the lands to harvest the lands.
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Additionally, it may be of some concern that the OCP goes farther than the potential over-designation of
ilviculture lands, by stating that country residential and rural residential lands wifi not be designated on
nds designated as Silviculture. The previous OCP bylaw, Bylaw 1840, stated that rural residential
nds would not be designated in Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve areas. This was
due to the provincial designation attached to ALR and FLR lands and the provincial regulations that
regulate the use of such lands, all of which supersede local government legislation. Therefore, the intent
of the statement was to protect ALR and FLR lands, not to attempt to impose silviculture on all lands that
were covered by forest, which is in part occurring within the new silviculture policies contained within the
OCP. Further, as per the LGA, the OCP cannot prevent the application for OCP amendments by land
owners, nor can it prevent lands from being re-designated. Legally, the OCP can only provide guidance
by encouraging the consideration of land use values, objectives and policies, to help guide future land
use and community development.
The Silviculture designation is in place to recognize the island's forest diversity and to aid in the promotion
of responsible sustainable stewardship of forest values. More specifically, this designation signifies the
importance of the Island's forests in the provision of environmental values, green space, recreational
opportunities, timber and forest products, buffers, wildlife habitat, protection of groundwater resources and
biodiversity. The proposal to re-designate this area to CD will continue to maintain all of the key principals
stated above, with the exception of forest products. With over 50% open space, covenant areas, dedicated
building envelopes, park and trail dedication, the proposal will retain much of the forested area that is
currently present. Further, recreational opportunities will be enhanced throughout the area with the
dedication of the extensive trail and park system. This will enable residents of the area to take advantage
of the potential increased connectivity from Blenkin Memorial Park to the east through the subject property
and over to April Point to the west. With the retention of these areas, wildlife will be protected through the
preservation of wildlife corridors, habitat and biodiversity. In addition, buffers between the property and
foreshore, adjacent properties and roadways will be evident and consist of natural, mature vegetation.
astly, the proposal provides mechanisms to continue to protect groundwater through the implementation
a sustainable rainwater management system.
With respect to the environmental objectives within the OCP, the proposal can be regarded as consistent
with the objectives in that the proponents have committed that the development will continue to respect the
shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural vegetation and archaeological sites. This
commitment will be achieved through the preservation of existing ecosystems, habitat and tree retention
by the implementation of covenants, building envelopes and dedicated parkiand. The proposal indicates
that the design and layout of the development aims to respect the shoreline character of the area, by
retaining existing tree cover and natural habitat through the provision of setbacks, covenant areas and
dedicated building envelopes. Given the above, the implementation of registered covenants on title, to
prescribe dedicated building envelopes and environmental areas, will help ensure the protection of the
existing ecosystem.
Further, the proposal may be viewed as supportive of the OCP as the development will incorporate larger
lot sizes of approximately 1.0 hectares (2.5 acres) along the shoreline, as opposed to smaller residential
lots that permit lot areas of 4000.0 square metre (0.99 acres), along the shoreline; and thereby respecting
the policies that discourage high density settlement patterns along the shoreline.
In summary of the above OCP considerations, a review of the current OCP indicates a possible
misapplication of the silviculture designation, resulting in the inclusion of lands that are not provincially
designated as or used for forestry purposes. Further, it is possible that many of the policies within the S
designation, that were originally developed to protect ALR and FLR lands have been inadvertently
amended to include lands that are not provincially considered forestry lands. Lastly, it appears that
statements that were included in the last OCP review that were intended to discourage the re-designation
of ALR and Crown lands with forest tenures were amended in such a way to create statements that aim to
gulate land use, which is not the statutory role of an OCP. It is clear that the intent of the OCP is to
aintain a more rural character for the area, consisting of a mix of larger lot sizes. The proposal to create
.0 hectare (2.47 acre) parcels may be viewed as achieving the OCP's lot area expectations and allow for
more rural land use opportunities, as country residential parcels are generally viewed as more rural in
nature.
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The creation of the CD designation will enable more detailed guidelines and policies that will promote
efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems and compatibility
ith the natural systems and surrounding land uses. Further, the CD designation will allow for the
implementation of current and future guidelines associated with servicing, conservation, sustainability,
transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. Overall, the approval of this
application may be viewed as consistent with the objectives of the OCP.
Zoning Considerations
The proposal includes a zoning amendment to rezone 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) of the property from Rural
One (RU-I) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit phased subdivision. The
parcel is currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0
hectares (9.88 acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture,
single family residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density
currently permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the density proposed, a zoning
amendment is required to permit parcels 46 parcels averaging 1.0 hectare (2.5 acres) in area.
The proposal also includes a rezoning of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from Rural One (RU-I) to Commercial
Two (C-2) to permit a tourist commercial venture that is proposed to consist of a small campground and
commercial recreation dock. This area is also currently zoned RU-I and does not permit commercial
tourism activities. Given the proposal to develop a small tourist commercial venture on one of the parcels.
a rezoning to C-2 is required. The proposed commercial parcel is located adjacent to the existing
commercially zoned April Point Resort and Marina. The planned development and configuration of the
subject property can be seen on the proposed subdivision plan (attached on Page 13).
CD ZONE
To address the proposal, the original intent was to create a new Country Residential Two zone that would
ontain similar requirements to the existing CR-2 zone, but that would allow for lot averaging. However,
upon further consideration of the proposal, it was determined that the regional district would benefit from
the creation of a site specific comprehensive development zone. The benefit of the CD zone is the ability
to provide regulatory site specific requirements that will determine the method by which the proposal will
be developed on the ground.
The creation of a CD zone will provide site specific requirements associated with the development's
distinct land use patterns and sustainable components. The CD zone will enable the regional district to
provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal.
In addition to providing zoning requirements and densities similar to those contained within the existing
CR-2 zone, the CD zone will enable to the regional district to provide further requirements that will ensure
the build out of the development occurs as agreed upon between the proponents and the SRD.
The CD zone will, therefore, include precise requirements for the development including, but not limited to,
phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, dark sky lighting requirements,
sustainable and green building requirements. Other provisions will be secured within a Master
Development Agreement and the registration of covenants and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to
ensure the provision of servicing corridors, trails, public/open space amenities, etc.
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SERVICING
rovision of services, especially sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
evelopment and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
The development, as proposed, includes the implementation of a standalone on-site community sanitary
sewer system to service the proposed 46 strata units. This sewer system would consist of a Type 3
Tertiary System with UV treatment that would incorporate 5 septic field locations throughout the strata
development. The implementation of such a system would handle effluent on site and would be
maintained by the strata corporation. VIHA has indicated initial support for the servicing proposal. There
is however, a possible alternative to a stand alone option for sewer servicing for the development.
The property lies approximately 1.2 km from the closest sewer main in the Quathiaski Cove Sewer
Service Area and actually abuts the western extent of the current sewer service area (currently
unserviced). There may be economies of scale for both the applicant and the sewer service to develop
the possibility of expansion of the current sewer service area to include the proposed development and
for the applicant to treat sewage via the community sewer system. At a meeting held on May 6, 2010,
this option was discussed with the applicants, with a request on behalf of staff for them to consider how
this would affect the proposal from infrastructure, financing and development perspectives. They
subsequently responded that they would like to explore this possibility further and would be open to
connection to the QCove sewer pending their due diligence and the establishment of charges, costs and
processes.
Independently of the rezoning proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted with Koers
Engineering to undertake 2 engineering studies associated with the QCove sewer service, 1) an
expansion study for a select group of properties that are proximate to the current system and who have
xpressed a desire to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant) and 2) a Development
ost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any developments that required
connection to the sewer system. The information from this study, as well as, presumably, research on
behalf of the applicant on potential costs and design - will assist in determining whether this development
proposal and the greater community would benefit from their connection to the QCove sewer system.
Water
The proponents have proposed a private community water system for each strata phase of development.
Currently the proponents have drilled 4 deep wells on the property, which provide approximately 50
gallons of water per minute. The source of the water is said to be the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler,
which travels under the ocean floor to Quadra Island. Two of the four wells have been tested and
confirmed as potable. The other two wells will be pumped and flushed during the summer, prior to
testing for potability. Two additional wells are proposed, if needed, to provide backup to the
development. The water systems will be built to regional district standards and will provide additional fire
fighting service to the development. A preliminary well evaluation report is being drafted by Rick Milne of
Last Drop Water Systems to qualify the quality and quantity of water available on site required for
preliminary subdivision requirements.
Energy
The proponents have put forward a commitment to the inclusion of energy efficiency considerations as
part of the development. Such considerations will be accomplished through the registration of building
schemes to ensure that building are oriented towards the sun, and include the use of energy efficient
lighting, appliances, showerheads, programmable thermostats, etc. and, if possible, the use of solar
power.
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Rainwater Management
The development proposes to implement a more sustainable, on-site rainwater management system,
ich will include four catchment areas, detention areas and infiltration areas. Through the
implementation of the above sustainable soft infrastructure there will be no increase in rainwater on
adjacent properties. To ensure the rainwater management plan is implemented, the proponents will be
required to register the plan on title in the form of a covenant or phasing agreement.
Transportation
With respect to transportation, the proposal is situated adjacent to an existing arterial road that provides a
functional transportation network serving residents to the north of the parcel and will provide sufficient
service to adequately support the increased load associated with the 46 units proposed. Further, the
development will include the extension of the Harbourbrook and Union Road and the construction of an
internal common road network. All roads proposed for construction will be developed in accordance with
Ministry of Transportation (MOT) requirements. In addition, the proponents have indicated that they are
willing to improve pedestrian routes along a portion of the property fronting April Point Road with the
development of a path that is separated from the main roadway to increase walkability and safety along
this section of the road. In general, the proposal includes the development of some transportation
provisions in the adjacent area.
PROVISION OF AMENITIES

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, trail development,
public access to the foreshore, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common
areas, covenant areas and dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are
awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer system. The potential for additional amenities may be
nsidered as part of a master development agreement between the proponent and the regional district
as identified by the community through the application and public hearing progress.
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

The parks and open space component of the development includes approximately 50% of the total
property area. The majority of the open space provided will be managed through public parks and trails,
as well as, a smaller component of private/common open space that will be provided through registered
covenants and dedicated building envelopes. Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks
and trails and has confirmed that there is significant value in the provision of these amenities for the
community; the provision of which is supported within the OCP. A summary of the parks and open space
associated with the proposal is provided below:
•

2parkareas(l2ha)

•
•
•
•
•

Park buffers (1 ha)
3 greenbelts (4-5 ha)
5 greenway trails (-3000 to 5000 ft)
5 common open space (3.87 ha)
Conservation covenant areas (-18-20 ha)

The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and have
proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The natural vegetated buffers will be achieved
through the registration of covenants and some dedication. The clearing and land alterations required
should be concealed to a high degree from both the roadway and neighbouring residents, as access to
e proposed new parcels is planned off of an existing access road that will then be extended throughout
e property line. The resulting parcels should blend in with the surrounding area, redevelop a portion of
the existing neighbourhood and complement existing land use patterns. The provision of parks and open
space are discussed in greater detail under the 'Dedication & Right-of-Ways' and 'Covenants' sections
on pages 14 and 15 of this staff report.
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PHASING

he proponents have indicated that the 46 new proposed lots will be phased over a ten year period, with
pproximately four to five new parcels developed during each phase. The phasing plan has been devised
from the current absorption rate present on the island. The proposal to phase the development in this way
will ensure that required amenities and facilities are provided and constructed as each phase of the
proposal progresses. This will have a gradual impact on local amenities and facilities, and should ease
the burden on existing or planned infrastructure by ensuring that the appropriate levels of infrastructure are
in place as the level of density increases. Although the proponents have indicated that phasing and
servicing are appropriate, it is, however, recognized that should the development extend the Quathiaski
Cove Sanitary Sewer System, the increased density will have an impact on the sewer systems overall
capacity. Phasing, as tt relates to servicing, will require further analysis and discussion with the applicants.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided as part of the build out of the development. Such requirements would include,
but are not limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works;
provision of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of
the lands; phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable requirements.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COMPONENTS

Based upon a review of the documents included with the proposal, the proponents have provided details
indicating the provision of multiple layers of green building and sustainable development practices.
These components, as provided, are summarized below:
> A more compact and clustered rural form of development
> Pedestrian friendly
Bicycle oriented
Increased connectivity through the development of greenway and trail systems
> Greener infrastructure
Reduction in rainwater runoff and on-site rainwater management
) More efficient energy use
> Decreased impermeable surfaces
Improved road standards
> Increased open space
> Environmentally sensitive development focusing on decreased environmental impact
Ecological conservation and Sensitive Ecosystem Preservation (includes eagle nest trees)
> Tree Protection
Retention of Wildlife Corridors
This level of sustainable building practice, if realized, would support the regional district's requirements to
further Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions.
DEDICATION & RIGHT-OF-WAYS

All areas proposed for park will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure the lands remain 'Public
Park' for the use by all public. Further, the proponents have also confirmed that the trails within the

development will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure these trails remain a public amenity, open
br connectivity from adjacent neighbourhoods on either side of the development. Lastly, the proponents
ye agreed to the registration of right-of-ways in the name of the regional district over all internal
mmon roads to ensure public access to any of the amenities on site and guarantee general public
access throughout the site.
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COVENANTS

The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the properties to ensure that open
pace is retained and to protect the environmentally sensitive areas on the site. Such covenants will
prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area of the parcel, protecting both environmentally sensitive
areas and existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes
over the parcels to ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

Based on a review of the proposal, it is evident that the proponents have provided a number of items that
may be viewed as potential strengths of the development. These items include the applicants indicated
commitment to sustainable, green building principles, the provision of parks, trails and open space, the
focus on pedestrian connectivity and improved bicycle system, as well as, the potential extension of the
Q. Cove sanitary sewer system. Further, the approval and realization of this form of development may
help to raise the standard for development within the regional district. However, there may be a number
of challenges associated with the support for and approval of the development. In addition to be in
contrast with the existing Silviculture designation, one primary challenge that may be associated with a
proposal to increase the existing permitted density for the property is the acceptance of a semi-rural and
somewhat alternative form of development within the area. The form of development proposed, however
often viewed as a more environmentally friendly form of development, including a more clustered
approach with a dedication to increased open space and sustainable, green building components, is a
relatively new approach to development, especially for more rural areas of the regional district. A second
challenge associated with the development is with respect to servicing and ensuring that the appropriate
ewer and water infrastructure is selected and provided for the development.

S

INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations
and authorities it considers will be affected. Board members must consider whether the consultation
should be early and ongoing, and specifically whether consultation is required with:
a) Local First Nations;
b) City of Campbell River;
c) School district boards, greater boards and improvement district boards; and
d) Provincial and federal governments and their agencies.
In reference to section 879 of the LGA, it is proposed that a notice be placed on the SRD's website until
replaced by a notice of public hearing. The 'Agency Referral' section on page 16 of this report provides a
list of the external organizations and authorities to which this proposed amendment has been forwarded,
for the board's approval.
FIRST NATIONS CONSULTATION

Further to the referral process noted above, the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) is committed to early
and on-going First Nations consultation, as required under Section 879 of the LGA. As part of the
consultation process, the SRD will initiate contact with First Nations to introduce and provide the intent
and general details associated with the proposal. In addition, the SRD will extend a request to meet and
discuss the proposal in greater detail. Following these preliminary discussions, a formal referral of the
velopment proposal and associated draft bylaws will be provided to First Nations and will include an
itial response period of thirty (30) days. Should comments or concerns be received from any First
Nation regarding the proposal, such comments will be forwarded to the board for further consideration
and direction.
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AGENCY REFERRALS

he application was referred to a number of agencies for comments. Comments received to date are
ummarized in the following table:
Agency

Comments

ALC

Comments not received.

BC Assessment Authority

Comments not received.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty
Society

'Area well utilized by the Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation and for this reason the
LKTS will not approve the plan."

We Wal Kai Nation

See above.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

See above.

Homalco Band

Comments not received.

Komoks First Nation

Comments not received.

DFO

No objections.

Environmental Health (VIHA)

Wastewater — conditions meet minimum criteria for VIHA subdivision
standards.
Water — general water supply adequate, however, ultimate approval will
be at the discretion of MoT during subdivision.

ILMB
'Ministry of Community
Services

Comments not received.
Consideration will be provided during the bylaw approval process.

Ministry of Environment

Environmental concerns addressed through RAR report, Preliminary
Vegetative Management and Environmental Impact Assessment,
Geotechnical Report

Ministry of Forests

Private land is outside of the Provincial Forest and the interests of MoFR
are unaffected.

Ministry of Transportation

No objections to the rezoning as proposed.

School District #72

Comments not received.

Ministry of Tourism, Sports &
Arts (Archaeology Branch)

Development near the recorded archaeological sites may require a site
alteration permit.
A qualified consulting archaeologist should be
engaged prior to land altering activities.

ALTERNATIVES

The board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and
conducting a public hearing.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

(his report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and regional district bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

The proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal. Should a recommendation of support be made for the application, public
consultation will occur in the form of a public hearing, conducted in compliance with the requirements of
Section 890, "Public hearings", of the LGA, as required prior to final adoption of any proposed bylaw
amendments. The regional board may determine further public meetings are required prior to public
meeting.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

This application will include extensive interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and
operations departments. The parks department will be responsible for all aspects of park dedication and
trail development. The operations department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects
of the sewer extension project, as well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD
standards. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process.
Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during the public hearing process, the finalization
of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of service areas, etc.

Su •iic d

uss o .enpiller
Manager of Corn unity Services

Author: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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APPENDIX I

List of Associated Studies:
1. Archeaological Assessment
2. Geotechnical Assesment (Preliminary)
3. H20 Wastewater Assessment
4. Preliminary Vegetative Management & Environmental Impact Review
5. RAR Assessment
6. Soil Assessment
7. Sustainability Strategy

All studies are available upon request.

Baseline
0/

archaeolo Qical services ltfl,

S56 11trm:tin Avenue, ('ourtenay B.c. V9N2XS Phone: (250) 897-3853 Fax: (250) 897-3389

April 16, 2009

Project No. 09007

Rick Schellinck
Box 4
Merville, BC
VOR2MO
Via Email: rjtimber(telus.net
Re:

Lot 208 Sayward District, PlO 009-660-771, ArchaeologIcal Site Potential
Assessment, Quadra island, BC.

This letter presents the results of an archaeological site potential assessment (also known as
an archaeological overview assessment) conducted by Baseline Archaeological Services Ltd.
(Baseline) of a parcel of land (64 hectares) In the Gowliand Harbour area of Quadra Island,
situated along eastern Vancouver Island, privately owned by Rick Schellinck. The study area is
located within the consultative boundaries of the Campbell River Band (Wei Wai Kum First
Nation) and Cape Mudge Band (Wei Wal Kal First Nation) who are member bands of the Hamatla
Treaty Society (HTS), the Homalco Band as weD as the Komoks First Nation.
The work reported herein consists of an archaeological overview assessment (AOA) as
defined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (1998) and as
outlined in the Protocol Agreement on the Management of Cultural Heritage Resources (1994)
between the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and the Arts.
It was requested that Baseline undertake an archaeological site potential assessment for the
subject lot in order to assess the archaeological potential and to make recommendations
regarding the property in lieu of a rezoniag application. Site specific ACM tend to be more
accurate than large scale AOAs because more detailed information on archaeological site
potential can be based upon specific topographic and environmental features for the particular
proposed blocks.
This report is concerned with identifying any known archaeological sItes on the subject lot
and making management recommendations on how to proceed In the event of any development
applications.
It is also concerned with determining the potential for any unrecorded
archaeological sites. This report does not address any First Nations traditional use activities and
sites. As such, this report does not comprehensively document all First Nations interest in the
land. The study was conducted without prejudice to First Nations treaty negotiations, aboriginal
rights or aboriginal title.
This site specific AOA was conducted by reviewing 1:25,000-scale orthographic and
preliminary development maps. 1:2000 and 1:5000 scale topographical maps, reviewIng data
present on the remote access to archaeological data (RAAD) website, and via personal

communication with Dan Bowen and Rick Schellinck. The results of this assessment are also
based on knowledge gained through previous archaeological studies In the general area.
The study area Is situated to the east of April Point, in Gowliand Bay, on the southern end of
Quadra Island. Although fresh water sources are present on the lot it is unlikely that fish-bearing
streams are associated with the study area. The forest cover consists of minimal stands of
second growth Douglas-fir, cedar and hemlock and some deciduous, however the majority of the
area is non-forested. The area's elevation ranges up to -45 metres above sea level.
A background file search Indicated that archaeological sites EaSh-13, EaSh-41 and EaSh-43
are recorded on the subject property. Each is a shell midden site containing artifacts and human
remains (in EaSh-43). These sites were first recorded in the 1960s and 7os with limited
subsequent revisits. The file search also indicated that the sites have experienced some
disturbance. In terms of potential for unrecorded archaeological resources It is generally
assumed when in close proximity to a known archaeological resource the potential is considered
to be high. The potential for culturally modified trees is low based on the lack of veteran timber
on the lot.
According to provincial guidelines when a recorded archaeological site (as represented by a
polygon - EaSh-41 and EaSh-13 are mapped as a polygon) is located on or wIthin 20 metres of a
property this is considered to be a direct conflict. When direct conflicts are Identified, the
proponent is directed to hire a professional consulting archaeologist to determine if further
archaeological study is necessary.
In the event that the subject property Is approved for subdivision and/or redevelopment or
any other ground disturbing activities it Is recommended that an archaeological impact
assessment (AlA) be conducted. The primary objectives of the AlA are to:
(a)Identify and evaluate archaeological resources within the project area;
(b)identify and evaluate all impacts on archaeological resources which might result from the
proposed developments; and
(c)recommend viable alternatives for managing adverse Impacts.
In order to conduct an AlA, the land owner will need to hire an archaeologist to apply for a
Section 14 Heritage Inspection Permit under the He,itage Conservation Act. This permit will
allow the archaeologist to conduct subsurface testing of the subject property (and within the
boundaries of the three archaeological sites). Following the field testing a report Will be drafted
that will adhere to the provincial AlA Guidelines.
This report will make management recommendations that may Include (in the case of no
archaeological deposits being identified) no further archaeological work. In cases where
archaeological deposits conflict with proposed development activities management
recommendations may include archaeological monitoring under a Section 12 Site Alteration
Permit. In the event that deposits considered archaeologlcally significant and intact are identified
in conflict with proposed development activities management recommendations may Include a
program of systematic data recovery (SDR) under a separate Section 14 investigation permit
prior to the Site Alteration Permit.

Developers and operators should be made aware of the potential of undiscovered
archaeological remains in any surveyed or unsurveyed areas. Archaeological resources are
protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and require all development activities In the
vicinity of archaeological remains to be halted as not to threaten these remains, and to
immediately notify the BC Archaeology Branch. Directly notifying the appropriate First Nations
would also be recommended.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. Thank you
for the opportunity to conduct this archaeological assessment
Yours truly,

Owen Grant
Archaeologist

cc Dan Bowen, Dan Bowen Consulting Services

p
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H2
ENVIRONMENTAL
LTD

3060 Lake Roaci
Denman Island, BC VOR ITO
Tel: (250)335-1864
email: h2oenvcteIus.net

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box 4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared for the Ministry of Health
2 Vanceuver Island HeaILti Authority - Subdivision Standards, April 2009
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VlHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1 %) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130 cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 1
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the V1HA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area 0 has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area 0 consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area 0 ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaD.
Area 0 is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13,600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VlHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Steven M. Car.a eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4 — 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120 cm

102-140

SAND—trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5— 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110— 120

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106 — 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108 cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0-10

SOD—organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120— 130

SAND1 SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120 cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCR1PTION

TP-8

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102 — 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140 cm

0—2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110 — 120

- cemented pockets

120— 145

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0-2

SOD—organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 108

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130 — 150

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145 cm

0 — 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm

TP-9

TP-10

TP-11
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0-4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

4 - 105

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110- 115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

TP-20

o

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

DESCRIPTION

—4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50 — 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 — 20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110 cm mottled at 130 cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56— 100

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100 — 115

SAND — medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles
H2 0
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100— 130

SAND — trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 —40

SAND — fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40 — 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 80

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80 — 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105cm
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Area 0 Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/ grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100— 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 120

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120— 140

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30— 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10 — 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0 — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130-150

SAND —coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0 — 15

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15 —40

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40 — 130

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

20

20 — 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

I 0-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130 cm
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June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box 4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to tog and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20

H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared for the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April2009
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17.720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130 cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 1
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
I 9,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area 0.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area 0 ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area 0.
Area D is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13,600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside, for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green.
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.
SSIQ%

i,.;
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1 J'.)
Per.

L.

Steven M. Caria ira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
ft Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4 — 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120cm

102— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5— 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110— 120

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106— 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7— 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Sheilinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0-10

SOD -organics, sandy, loose

10 - 120

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120- 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120 cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0— 2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102 — 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grairied sand, red to grey

110-140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

-cemented pockets

120

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

TP-9

TP-10

TP-11

145

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 108

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108— 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130 — 150

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145 cm

0-10

SOD —organics, sandy, loose

10 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120-130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL—coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

TP-1 2

0-4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

4- 105

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand is wet

110-115

SAND. SILT, GRAVEL-coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm

(Cm)
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50— 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 —20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110cm mottled at 130cm

0 —5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56 — 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100 — 115

SAND — medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0 -5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

4.
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100 — 130

SAND — trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100 cm

110-140

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 —40

SAND — fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40— 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 80

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80 — 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105 cm

H20
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20-130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated greeni grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100 — 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 120

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120 — 140

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75-130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

C — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30— 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green /grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. SheHinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0 — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

— 15

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15 —40

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40 — 130

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm.

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-20

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20 — 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130 cm

o
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Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Riparian Areas Re. ulation: Assessment Report
Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.
Date 2009-1 0-27
I. Primary QEP Information
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Ken
Bond
AScT

Middle Name

24880
1965 Dzini Road
Black Creek
BC

W

Company GAlA Environmental Consulting
Services
Email jkbond@telus.net
Postal/Zip
Country

Phone #

V9J IHi
Canada

250-337-8336

IL Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Chris
Hudec
Professional Engineer

Middle Name

29249
Suite A-2569 Kenworth Road
Nanaimo
Postal/Zip
BC
Country

Company Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Ltd.
Email geotech@lewkowich.com
Phone #

V9T 3M4
Canada

250-756-0355

III. Developer Information
First Name
Last Name
Company
Phone#
Address
City
Prov/state

Richard
Schellinck

Middle Name

Email rjtimber@telus.net
Box4
Merville

Postal/Zip

VOR2MO

BC

Country

Canada

IV. Development Information
Development Type Subdivision:>6 single family
Area of Development (ha) 64
Riparian Length cm) 340
Lot Area (ha) 64
Nature of Development new
Proposed Start Date 2009-02-02
Proposed End Date 2010-03-31
V. Location of Proposed Development
Street Address (or ne irest town)
Lot 208, Quadra Island
City
Local Government Strathcona Regional District
Stream Name unnamed
Legal Description (PID)
Region
027 985 369
Stream/River Type
Watershed Code
Latitude

DFO Area

Stream
n/a
50

04

00

Longitude

125

13

Region 1 (Vancouver
Island)
South Coast
00

Completion of Database Information includes the Form 2 for the Additional QEPs, if needed.
Insert that form immediately after this page.
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Table of Contents for Assessment Report
Page Number

1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values

2. Results of Riparian Assessment (SPEA width)

3. Site Plan
4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
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Windthrow
3.
Slope Stability
4.
Protection of Trees
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Floodplain
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6. Photos

7. Assessment Report Professional Opinion
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Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and a Description of the
Development proposal
(Provide as a minimum: Species present, type of fish habitat present, description of current riparian
vegetation condition, connectivity to downstream habitats, nature of development, specific activities
proposed, timelines)

District Lot 208, on Quadra Island, is being proposed for a multi-lot subdivision. The property is
59 ha. in size with ocean frontage on Gowland Harbour and Unkak Cove. Portions of the
property are covered with old growth forest and portions were logged in 2007 due to windthrow.
There are five streams located on the property which all flow directly into Unkak Cove or Gowland
Harbour. Stream #2 is the only stream containing fish.
Stream #1:
This stream has an average width of 1.3 meters, a gradient of 5%, and flows into Unkak Cove. It
is located within an old growth forest of Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Western hemlock and red
alder. The substrate is gravel and fines. The stream was used as a domestic water source in the
past and has ponds which were excavated to hold water. A 200 mm steel pipe is providing the
water flow to the stream. The only potential fish habitat area that is deep enough to sample with
Gee minnow traps is a pond which is approximately 200 square meters by one meter deep.
The pond was sampled with two Gee minnow traps, baited with salted salmon roe, on march 4/5
and March 26/27, 2009. No fish were captured. The potential fish habitat consisted of the pond
and the 55-meter section downstream.
Both Coho salmon and Cutthroat trout could potentially use this stream. However, due to the
extremely low flow there is no usable habitat for these salmonids.
This stream will be contained within parkiand.
Stream #2 (Lone Fish Stream):
This stream has a length of 170 meters within the subject property and has its source within
upstream wetlands. The stream is located within a ravine and an old growth forest of Western
red cedar, Douglas fir, Western hemlock, red alder and big leaf maple. The substrate consists of
boulders, cobbles and gravel.
The stream flows into Unkak Cove. This section of stream was sampled with Gee minnow traps,
baited with salted salmon roe on March 4/5, 2009. One 80 mm coastal cutthroat trout was
captured.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #3:
This stream is a very shallow, small stream with an average width of 0.8 meters and a gradient of
35%. Due to the lack of water and the 35% gradient, this stream is not considered fish bearing.
Stream #4:
This stream has an average width of 2.4 meters and a gradient of 12% for the first twenty-two
meters from Gowland Harbour. The gradient upstream is 23%, which precludes the passage of
fish upstream. The substrate consists of boulders, cobbles, and grave. The riparian consist of

old growth forest.
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The stream was sampled for fish in the lower 22-meter section with Gee minnow traps, baited
with salted salmon roe. The traps were set on March 4/5 and March 26/27, 2009, with no fish
caught.
This stream will be contained within parkiand.
Stream #5:
This stream has an average width of 0.7 meters and a gradient of 16% for the first ten meters
from Gowland Harbour. At 10 meters, a one meter waterfall precludes any upstream passage of
fish. This stream is not large enough to support spawning salmonids, but a Gee minnow trap was
set below the waterfall to sample for rearing fish. The trap was set on March 4/5 and March
26/27, 2009. No fish were captured.
This stream is located within an old growth forest and has a substrate of fines and gravel.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Date: 2009-03-27

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
x
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2
Reach #
2
Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
Gradient (%)
I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
starting point 2.7
hereby certify that:
upstream 2.8
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
2.7
22%
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
3.0
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
3.6
(name of developer);
downstream 2.2
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
2.9
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
5.3
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
3.2
12%
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.
2.6
3.8
Total: minus high /10w 27.3
mean 3.0
RIP
C/P
SIP
Channel Type
x
Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
SPVT Polygons
Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
x
I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) • hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR

1

LC

SH

TR

x

SPVT Type

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SFVT Type
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Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segmen 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, BEtnk and Channel 10
C
tability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insectdrop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade OS (m) max
9
South bank Yes
X
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
(For
ditch
use
tab1e3-7)
I
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (rn)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #

1

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a
ditch, and only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.9
upstream 3.9
3.4
2.3
2.6
downstream 2.1
2.9
3.2
2.4
2.2
1.5
Total: minus high flow 24.0
mean 2.6
RIP
C/P
Channel Type

Gradient (%)

9%

12%

I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
1) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

S/P
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
SPVT Polygons

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes

x

I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1

If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water

No:

LWD, Bank and Channel

Form 1
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Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
7.8
South bank Yes
x
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
1)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)•
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Section 3. Site Plan
Insert jpg file below

Site Plan
RIPARIAN ASSESSI€NT SKETO COVERII
OISTRICT t.OT 200 SATWAPO DISTRICT,
I PLAN DEPOSITED UMER DO 792OI
tXCSPT PART IN PLAN YIP S6ARI

0, L 207
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Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
This section is required for detailed assessments. Attach text or document files, as need, for each element
discussed in chapter 1.1.3 of Assessment Methodology. It is suggested that documents be converted to PDF
before inserting into the assessment report. Use your return" button on your keyboard after each line. You must
address and sign off each measure. If a specific measure is not being recommended a justification must be
provided.

1. Danger Trees

Stream #2 will be located within a designated undeveloped
park. Accordingly, there will be no development within
close proximity to any danger trees that may exist.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
i)
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
j)
Schellinck
(name of developer);
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

2. Windthrow

Windthrow is not a concern within the SPEA as the
surrounding area will be a designated undeveloped park.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developejj;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

3. Slope Stability

See geotechnical report attached.

I Chris Hudec
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
jgj
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

4. Protection of Trees

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, additional protection for
trees is not required.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

5. Encroachment

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, encroachment will not be
an issue.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
jgç
Schellinck

c.

(name of developer);

I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
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set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

6. Sediment and Erosion Control

As the surrounding land adjacent to Stream #2 will remain
undeveloped park land, sediment and erosion control will
not be a concern.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
Schellinck
(name of developer)•
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

7. Stormwater Management

Stormwater management is not applicable.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

8. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
(name of developer);
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Attach text or document files explaining the monitoring regimen Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. It is
suggested that all document be converted to PDF before inserting into the PDF version of the assessment report.
Include actions required, monitoring schedule, communications plan, and requirement for a post development report.

As there will be no development in or adjacent to Stream #2, environmental monitoring will not
be required.
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Section 6. Photos
Provide a description of what the photo is depicting, and where it is in relation to the site plan.

Stream #2 — Upper Reach

Stream #2 — Lower Reach
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Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
A
EPi
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing

File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.Box 4, Merville, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Ann: Mr. Richard Schellinck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTEC}ThIJCAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schellinck:
1.
a.

Introduction
At your request, Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried Out a preliminary
geotechnical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We examined the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NHA) or Development Permit Area (D]'A). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd. (their drawing number BTO9-B
dated March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831
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3.

E!L A

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarised within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
i.

Determine whethtr the land is geotechnical]y safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where 'safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 yeats is considered safe;

ii

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
arc developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and

iii.

Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A Site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13, 2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surfcc soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour

to

the north and by partially developed residential (R-l) properties

to the south.
b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshorc slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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exists in the northern portion of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a sensonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcioppinga of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the forcshore by sheer cliffs in excess of 1Gm high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cleared areas indude a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as immature tree growth.

5.2

Subsurface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions throughout die site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than 3m) over
bedrock. The moraine sediments include pockets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanstic
surface texture. An examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
by tectonic action resulting in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slightly weathered. The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 3Gm.

b.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some testpits have bean
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These testpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2m.
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5.3

A

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas arc generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any vatcr seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1
a.

General
Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the site is considered geotechnically safe
and suitable for the intended purpose (residential development), provided the
recommendations in this report ate followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
embankment construction) to establish proposed roadway and service line installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We have taken this issue into account in formulating our
recommendations.
Building areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" ateas
for gcotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be pennissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shaUow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Where buildings arc to be set above glaciomarinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev I (Area 3) a minimum Set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an evaluation of site-specific
condition,
e.

Suhgrade conditions within those areas inside of the geotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential building construction. In general we expect that an allowable
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be available for building design and construction. This
would be suitable either for naturally deposited soils, bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable bearing pressure should be available. Site
preparation shall indude removal of any organic (topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.

f.

Settlements for foundations constructed on the combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compacted structural fill should be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g.

Fill, if required to raise building areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate dcnsificauon. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1,5 to 3.0 metres high,
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and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnica]
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow for disturbance such as
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation wails deeper than 1.5 menes. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may be necessary at the time of construction
this may be accomplished using a standard BC Building Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B
and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of some erodible surfaces, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
significance during the development of this property. Overland storm water controls should
take into account the potential impact of concentrated runoff as it ma)' impact adjacent
sensitive areas. This should generally take the form of runoff from construction activities being
directed to retention areas prior to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
provided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documented.

6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of thc 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly suppolied by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Cla5s C as apphcable to Table 4.l.8.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the sire class can be upgraded.
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6.6

Permanent Dcwatering

a.

Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently cxpect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined en the
current 13.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgradcs.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water vell away from buildings. Any
settlement of backfill around foundations will create undesirable low areas for collection of
surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore proper surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a problem if backfill is placed and compacted following our recommendations
regarding structural fill.

7.0

Geotechnical Assurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Gcotcchnical Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Gcotechnical Assurance
services include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibility for field reviews of these components during construction.

8.0

Acknowledgements
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit. It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials ma)' rely on this report when making a derision on application for
development of the land.
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solel' for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional I)istrict of Strathcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report arc based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recomniendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indentified has been made or implied. If unidentified soils arc encountered,
unanticipated conditions become known during construction or other information pertinent to
the structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or modified in writing by
the undersigned.

10.0 Closure
Lewkowicb Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. If you have any comments, or additional requirements at this time, please contact us at
your convenience.

Respectfully Submitted,
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,
">.

1W
Chris Hudec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior 1cchnologist
Anschmeni; Thorconsult Lti ted Drawing FrO9.B-02 Rer
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Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal's riparian area.
Date 2009-10-27
1. I/We Ken Bond, AScT and Chris Hudec, P.Enq.
Please list name(s) of qualified environmental professional(s) and their professional desiqnation that are involved in
assessment.)

hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
, which proposal is
developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
described in section 3 of this Assessment Report (the "development proposal"),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed, OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)

b) X if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.

[NOTE:
"qualified environmental professional" means an applied scientist or technologist, acting alone or
together with another qualified environmental professional, if
(a) the individual is registered and in good standing in British Columbia with an appropriate professional
organization constituted under an Act, acting under that association's code of ethics and subject to disciplinary
action by that association,
(b) the individual's area of expertise is recognized in the assessment methods as one that is acceptable for the
purpose of providing all or part of an assessment report in respect of that development proposal, and
(c) the individual is acting within that individual's area of expertise.
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SUSTAINABILITy STRATEGY
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"Sustainable development ties together the carrying capacity

of natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity'
I

cc\VLLAN hA5OU K
VIEWS
Proposed Rezoning
Lot 1 of DL 208, Sayward District

VIP Plan 86955, Quadra Island
By Dan Bowen Consulting Serivces Ltd.
Copyright 2009

Dan owen Consulting Servwes Ltd.
2120 StewartAve., Courtenay C, V9N 3H9 • PhonelFax 25O-38-897&

Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8

November 19, 2009

Attention: - Russ Hotsenpilter and John Neill, Planning

Re: Sustainability Strategy for proposed rezoning of Lot 1, DL 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.
Introduction:
The purpose of this report is to present the basic fundamental steps
taken to establish a sustainable strategy, and to address the criteria
taken to achieve these objectives. We have set out our goals for
promoting a sustainable development that respects the land using a
number of conservation strategies. We have strived to find balance
between environmental, social and economic values.
Owner Rick Schellinck and myself have spent the past 11 months
gathering information and professional reports in order to present a
strong rationale for consideration that also respects the community
values as set out in the Quadra OCP.
We have held two community consultation meetings at the Quadra
Community centre in September and October to present our proposaL
and ask for feedback. There were about 80 people who attended both
meetings.
The existing OCP Silviculture designation on this private property
provides no incentive or direction to protect and preserve
environmentally valuable forested waterfront land. Our proposed
amendment to the Quadra OCP to permit Country Residential uses
Will allow us to achieve these goals.

2

Considerations:
• The proposed OCP amendment to Country Residential designation must
provide substantial benefits to the Quadra community.
• There shall be no negative impact to the areas existing infrastructure
of water, sewer, roads or power.
• The proposed development must support economic activity on the island
and create jobs.
• The proposed developments sustainability plan must address the
community values as set out in the Quadra OCR
• To meet our goal of over 50% greenspace by providing new waterfront
parks, new trail linkages and conservation covenants.
• To address sustainable house building practices using accepted green
practices or LEEDS certification.

Background:
The subject property is 158 acres in area with 30 acres in the ALR. The property
is presently designated Silvicutture in the Quadra Island OCP and in a RU-i zone in
the Quadra Island Bylaw.
The property is located directly adjacent to April Point properties to the west
(Zoned C-2), it is directly north of the Quathiaski Cove area (Zone R-i), and to the
east is RU-i zoned [and in the ALR.
To the north there is over 10,000 feet
of waterfront that includes Goose Bay,
Gowliand Point and part of Gowtland
Harbour. We also have waterfront views
to the south at Unkak Cove. Our land
includes both sides of April Point road
for 2000 feet, as well as direct access
off the end of Harbourbrook Road.

Gowfland Harbour Views
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Evaluation Strategy:
Sustainable development evaluation covers Environmental, Social and Economic
impacts, as well as land use, building, transportation and infrastructure as noted
below:
A) Environmental Evaluation:
With the assistance of a qualified environmental practitioner (QEP),
a geotechnical engineer, and a registered forestry environmentalist,
we all worked on the classification of the vegetative types, ecosystems,
wetlands and streams.
We identified five small streams and many connected wetland areas with
significant environmental values. Our QEP has provided a RAR report fOr
the Ministry of the Environment and the SRD. Our forestry environmentalist
is preparing her preliminary reports.
Within our proposed park and convenant areas we have identified groves
of old growth trees, as well as areas of mature second growth trees
with its surrounding ecosystems intact. Upland of these areas we have
identified sensitive ecosystems and associated wetlands.
We worked closely with the Quadra Island eagle nest monitor group to
confirm the presence of three eagle nests.
Recommendation# 1:
Dedicate the two 15 acre parks that
encompass all the streams, sensitive
ecosystems and wetland areas.
A total of 30 acres.
Recommendation # 2:
Place conservation covenants on several
significant forested areas identified in our
consultants' inventory reports.
Recommendation # 3:
Place a conservation covenant on
approximately 85-90% of our waterfront
property for no tree removal as per our
geotechnical evaluation and forestry consultant's reports.

GowUarid Harbour Views
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Recommendation #4:
On two of the strata phases identified as having exceptional green space values,
we will introduce the building envelope concept, where our goat is to protect as
much as possible, possibly up to 70 % of the land, as greenspace using conservation
covenants.
Recommendation # 5:
On our three eagle nest trees we will place a 100-foot no build conservation
covenant. We have completed a tree inventory of the eagle roost trees and will
place covenants on them as well for no removal or disturbance.
Recommendation # 6:
Within the proposed C-2 zoned area, we wilt maintain a 50-60% conservation
covenant that will include the 900 of the 1000 feet of waterfront. This will provide
continuity with the proposed Goose Bay Park area.
Recommendation # 7:
Adjacent to all park boundaries and proposed lots there will be a further "no
tree removal" covenant to create a park buffer area for tree throw and wildlife
continuity.
"Our goal is to protect over 5O°/ of the property as greenspace buffers,
dedicated parks and conservation covenants, for future generations to enjoy."

B) SociaL Impacts:
Working with the community and the Quadra
OCP trait route plans we realized that our
property was in a perfect position to be a vital
(ink to the shoreline of Gowtland Harbour, next
to our area of old growth forest. Many members
of the community have expressed the need
of waterfront park areas and even more were
excited about the access we plan to provide to
the public.
After our proposed 30-acre park dedication,
our master trail system will have the next most
value to the community.
The other point applauded by the community was our plan to protect the rural
character, viewscapes and contribute to maintaining rural community values.
GowRand Harbour Views
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Recommendation # 8:
Within our two park areas and the link
trail across our property, we will work
directly with the Quadra Island Trail
Committee and SRD to construct new
trails and bridges where necessary.
Recommendation # 9:
To complete the trail link from the
Community Centre down Orion Road to
Gowtland Harbour near the old steam ship
wharf. We would be again prepared to
work with the Quadra Island Trail Committee and the SRD to ensure this vitaL link
is constructed.
Recommendation # 10:
On the Gowliand Point peninsula we will provide a trait system within our strata
plans that will access the beach in five areas. These trails will be established by
statutory right of way plans in the name of the Strathcona Regional District and
remain open to the public. The individual Strata Corporations would maintain the
trails in the strata areas at no cost to the public or SRD.
Recommendation # 11:
View-scapes by the boating public and other adjacent properties in Gowtland
Harbour toward our property to be protected by conservation covenant. As noted
above, 85-90 % of our waterfront area will be protected by conservation covenant.
Recommendation # 12:
The historic April Point Road has remained unchanged for many years. In maintaining
country road character, we have protected this area in two ways. First, we propose
to dedicate the entire area fronting the road to the east as park. Secondly, on the
west side of April Point Road, we recommend a conservation covenant 15-20 m
wide minimum to complement the proposed building envelope concept in this
area.
Recommendation # 13:
In keeping with community values, we wiLl construct a walking trail along the April
Point roadway for 2000 feet towards April Point, and towards Quathiaski Cove,
and Quadra Elementary School area. This roadside trail will Link to our park trails
and the community centre.
"Social amenities that promote and improve a healthy lifestyle
are the cornerstones of sustainable development"
GowLtand H&bour Vew
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C) Heritage Values:
Our archaeological consultant has identified three areas of First Nations
archaeological significance. The BC Archaeological Branch in Victoria
has these areas noted in their inventory.
Recommendation #14:
To confirm in detail the areas of cultural values with further study and to protect
those areas. Protection would be by a covenant in the name of the Province of BC
for no disturbance - if the areas are within the park, they will automatically be
protected.
"First Nations cultural sustainability plans wilt protect
First Nations culture for future generations"
D) Economic Benefits:
Our proposed development will produce
approximately 200 man-years of work, or 10
man-years per year for the next 20 years. The
tax benefits to the local government would be
approximately 10-20 times the present values. The
attractive lots would bring a variety of people from
many walks of live to live and support the local
economy. These benefits would not only be felt immediately,
but will carry on for many generations.
Our proposed C-2 (Commercial recreational zone) could accommodate a much
needed Kayak Centre. This type of social-recreational activity is rated as one of
the top five things to do on Quadra kland. Our access directly to the scenic and
calm waters of Gowlland Harbour, make this a destination point. Also identified,
was the need for a RV site on the west coast of Quadra Island. This would benefit
tourism close to the Quasiaski Cove area.
Our 15-acre ALR tot remains in the ALR and will be developed over time as a farm.
With the possibly for a commercial organic farm to supplement the Quadra Island
community with seasonal fresh vegetables. We wilL be developing this concept
over the next year if we are successful with our rezoning.
In contrast, the existing Silviculture designation economic benefits are very
limited. We see no community value from an economic standpoint. We see no
community values that would contribute to the community's economy.
Only the owner will benefit from the logging of the property, removal of the
existing forest can never be replaced.
GowUand Harbour Views
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Our sustainable plans are much more in tune with the changing times.
"With the existing silviculture designation the result is no conservation
or preservation of the identified significant areas of this property.
Thus no economic benefit, no social benefit and no environmental benefit
to the community values noted in the Quadra OCR
There is no sustainable balance."
E) Land Use Considerations:
We are developing a concept plan for a mix
of housing types. We note that we will, have
a variety of Lot types and sizes.
We have made efforts not to create lineal
type waterfront lots, as noted in the OCP,
however this is difficult when there is
10,000 feet of waterfront property.
Recommendation#1 5:
We have divided the waterfront areas three
ways. First, by the dedicated parks on 2600
feet of waterfront, there are no homes in
those areas. Next, we have proposed waterfront common areas within our strata
areas to be kept as greenspace with no homes. Finally, with our conservation
covenants and setback requirements, most Lots are over 100 feet back from the
waterfront and within treed areas, and thus creating vegetative buffers.
For example:
Phase 1 - Unkak Road/ApriL Point Road - there wilL be only two waterfront
properties, and six upland Lots in a deep forest environment, with a custom
building enveloped designed to fit within the conservation covenanted areas.
Within this phase we hope to protect and preserve approximately 70 % of the
forested area. We would dedicate the Goose Bay Park and build the April Point
Road trail.
Most homes will have buffer areas between them which will create privacy.
We would register building schemes that would incorporate green building
guidelines. Each lot would follow our guidelines for water conservation! energy
conservation and storm water management.

Gowtiarid Harbour Vews
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F) Building Design:
Recommendation # 16:
Our registered building scheme will encourage a high standard of building design
with quality assurance and west coast design appearance.
We will encourage accepted green best building practices or Leeds certification
for new home construction.
Home site construction will encourage walkways to trait systems within the
common strata areas that will link to the main trail system. In some cases,
in difficult terrain, limited common accesses or trails will be used.
Special consideration will be made on some lots for adequate parking.
These areas will be located in areas that will have minimal impact on vegetation.
G) Transportation:
As noted above we plan to maintain the rural road standard. In discussions with
MOT on April Point Road, we can reduce accesses by having common access that
serve more that one lot. This improves safety. We are encouraging walking or
biking in our sustainable plans. This will minimize need for vehicular uses in some
cases. This area is only one km from the elementary school and the Quathiaski
commercial centre.
Harbourbrook Road is our other road access and is not paved. In discussions with
MOT, we will be required to pave this road, as welt as all the roads within our
development. This is a MOT standard.
In keeping with OCP concepts, we can reduce the common road width in the strata development to 10 m. That
is half the normal width, thus minimizing the physical
footprint and protection of green space in some cases.
Common roads and public roads have been designed
with a curvilinear alignment to create traffic
calming opportunities, as well as protection
of specific identified treed areas.

H) Infrastructure:
Our sustainable strategy is to be self-sufficient within our property,
and therefore not impact the Quathiaski Cove community in any way,
Gowttand Harbour Views
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except to provide amenities to benefit the community.
Infrastructure includes sewer, water, storm water management,
and renewable energy concepts.
Sewage Feasibility:
With the assistance of H20 Environmental, we have found adequate granular
mineral soil to accommodate our development within our property. We had
initially considered the option of hooking up to the Quathiaski Cove sewage
treatment system, and adding new modules at our cost, with a net gain for the
community. We learned that although this would appear to be feasible, there
were those in the community that would not support this concept. Some don't like
ocean outfalts! We are sustainable. The H20 Environmental report is enclosed. Our
sewage treatment system wilt be reviewed and installed under the supervision of a
professional engineer.
Our plan is to do our development over several years, in four phases of 12 tots or
Less, to meet VIHA subdivision standards for tertiary sewage treatment plants.
Recommendation # 16:
To apply directly to VIHA for confirmation of feasibility of our four sewage
treatment plant systems as part of the rezoning process.
Potable Water Feasibility:
We have drilled four deep welts on our 158 acres to confirm we have adequate
volume of water to accommodate such a development. As we proceed, we wilt
supply a potable water management plan, however at this time, we can advise the
following:
• The four welLs that we drilled were test wells to determine if water was
going to be an issue.
• The four wells produce in excess of 50
gallons / minute.
• We plan to drill two more wells if
necessary in the future.
• Three of the deep wells are over 300
feet and into the ancient Karmutsen
volcanic rock. This ancient rock is
characterized by many faults and
fractures that contain underground
water flows from Quadra Island,
Vancouver Island and the BC mainland
(Reference GSC). We are water sustainable.
GowtLand Harbour Views
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Recommendation# 17:
Apply to VIHA for a "SmaLl Water System" application for each of the four strata
phases.
Note: Fire protection
Water storage tanks with fire hydrants wilt be instafled in two strategic locations
as recommended by the Quadra Island fire chief.
Storm Water Management:
We have not completed a Storm Water Management and Siltation Management
plan yet. However, our plans are that our engineer will complete these reports
when needed. Our SWM plan WILL follow the provincial best management practices
by incorporating tools noted there.
Recommendation# 18:
To complete the SWM pLan and incorporate the recommendations for the
construction phase, as welt as the future drainage structures for detention ponds,
retention areas, infiltration structures, blo-swates, rain gardens, water barrels, etc.
Alternate energy concepts:
We plan to incorporate solar panels in areas of the strata infrastructure to reduce
the normal power grid. Examples considered are: the power for the pumping
system for our sewage treatment plants, our strata amenity buildings, and strata
Lighting. We have discussed thermal exchange concepts to reduce home heating
costs with our engineer, and although expensive, this technology is feasible, and is
used in other areas.
We have discounted wind energy sources due to negative visuaL and aesthetic
concerns.
Recommendation #19:
ALL opportunities to conserve energy by using alternate sources wiLl be considered.
Any concepts we feel that are feasible will be incorporated into the strata bylaws
for consideration.
In conclusion, the recommendations made in this report are to confirm we are
very committed to our sustainable deveLopment plan. We plan to work with the
community and the SRD to build a foundation of trust and open communications
to add to these recommendations as we move ahead. This plan is unique and
therefore special recommendations were needed. We want to set an example for
future developments on Quadra Island.

GowUand Harbour Views
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Our Mission
To provide the sustainable framework
for a way of life that respects the environment
and enables residents to experience a strong connection
between community, the land and the sea.
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General

I

Strafhcona Forestry Consulting was retained by Richard and Cheryl Schellinck ('the
developers") to conduct a preliminary vegetative management and environmental
impact assessment of Lot 1, SL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District, Quadra Island.
The developers are making application to the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) to
rezone the subject property for a country residential development to be known as
Gowliand Harbour Views (GHV) (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
This report contains preliminary assessment results based on a general overview of the
property and foreshore areas. The report provides general recommendations about
ecological features of the Site and addresses proposed parkland dedication and
greenspace.

Figure 1. Proposed GoIond Harbour Views (Chameleon creative, 2009).

.2

Scope of Work

The scope of work included ecological classification, detailed site analysis, and an
overview of sensitive ecosystems. Wildlife species and aquatic resources were noted,
but not specifically inventoried. The prime focus of this study was to define various
vegetative groups as per the Ministry of Environment (MoE) Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEl). A detailed environmental study did not fall within the scope of work.
2
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Figure 2. Project area (Ihorconsult, 2OO9.

Figures 3. Site overview (Chameleon Creative, 2009).
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L2.1

Site Description

District Lot 208 (the Site) is located at the southern end of Quadra Island, near
Quathiaski Cover (BC Ferry terminus for ferry travel between Quadra Island and
Campbell River). The Site encompasses over 3,000 m of ocean frontage at Gowliand
Harbour and Unkak Cove. Foreshore areas range from low, subdued banks in the north
and west to steep, coastal bluffs in the southwest and northeast. Gently rolling terrain
between coastal boundaries includes a relatively flat plateau dominating the northern
portion of the Site. To the south, the terrain inclines gradually to a relatively small cove
(Goose Creek Cove).
The majority of the Site is mature second growth forest cover. The central plateau was
recently salvaged logged to recover heavy biowdown from winter storm events in
recent years.
Current zoning is Silviculture (Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw # 1840). The
Site bordered by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the east, by partially
developed residential (R-1) properties to the south, by partially developed commercial
(C-2) properties to the west, and Gowlland Harbour to the north.
The Site is located in the Strathcona Regional District (SRD).

Photos. Older/mature forest cover (left, right): central plateau (centre).
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3.1

Description of Proposed Development

The developers are making application to rezone the 65-ha (185-acre) Site to a Country
Residential 2 Zone with rural lot designation. A range of lot configurations and sizes will
be available (fee simple and strata lots; waterfront and upland sites). Lot sizes will range
from 1 to 15 acres. One Commercial 2 recreational lot of 5 acres is proposed on April
Point Road. A significant portion of the development will have a density of the Country
Residential Zone with 1 lot per 1.0 ha (2.5 acres).
Approximately 30 acres at the Site is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), of which half
is planned for park dedication. The remainder of the ALR will be considered for organic
community farming and/or Silviculture greenhouse operations.
The developers plan to protect and preserve over 50% of the Site as green space
through retention of natural vegetation in conservation covenants and two dedicated
forested parks (Goose Creek Park and Gowiland Harbour Park). Interconnecting trails
will extend through forested areas between parklands, beach areas, and existing
community facilities.
The project will involve some blasting in the central, western portion of the property to
meet access requirements.

Photo. The Site contains 3,000 m of foreshore area.
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[L Regulatory Provisions
Development of the Site is governed by local development permits, and provincial and
federal regulations. Quadra Island's Official Community Plan (OCP) (Bylaw #1840)
provides long-term direction for development with associated goals for environmental
direction.
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) prohibits the deposition of a deleterious substance
(including sediment) in water frequented by fish. Any storm water discharges must not
exceed water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. The federal guidelines
are administered by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) and
provincial guidelines are administered by the BC Ministry of the Environment (MOE).
Additional provincial regulations include the Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) for
management of watercourses. The RAR Assessment Report completed by GAlA
Environmental Consulting Services identified five watercourses at the Site draining into
Goose Bay/Unkak Cove or Gowlland Harbour. The only fish-bearing stream (Lone Fish
Stream) drains into Goose Bay through proposed waterfront parkland.
Section 3.4 of the British Corumbia Wildlife Act prohibits the destruction of an egg or an
active nest of any bird species and prohibits the destruction of a nest of a Bald Eagle,
Osprey, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Great-blue Heron or Burrowing Owl, regardless of
whether it is occupied. Several known Bald Eagle nests were observed at the Site.
An Archaeological Site Potential Assessment (April, 2009) was conducted by Baseline
Archaeological Services Ltd.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. conducted a Preliminary Geotechnical
Assessment (August, 2009).
3.3

Field Assessment

Strathcona Forestry Consulting conducted a field visit to the site on December 1, 2009.
Mr. Rick Schellinck was present at the site visit.
Thorconsult Limited provided site plan mapping.

Photo. GHV Site.
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4.1

OvervIew

A review of existing biological and physiographic information was done in conjunction
with the field assessment.
4.2

Blogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) is a land classification system that groups
similar segments of the landscape (ecosystems) into hierarchical categories based on
climate, vegetation, and soils (Land Management Handbook 28, BC MoF, 1994). For the
purposes of this study, an ecosystem is considered to be a portion of the landscape with
relatively uniform dominant vegetation. Vegetation of mature ecosystems is a useful
tool in BEC as it is considered the best integrator of the combined influences of the
environmental factors affecting a site. More stable vegetation from later successional
stages (1 1ate seral") is most useful for classifying ecosystems; BEC can also be applied to
earlier successional stages.
The BEC sy5tem designates the Site in the very dry Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimatic Subzone (CWHxm). The CWHxm occurs at lower elevations along the
east side of Vancouver Island, and on the islands around southern Johnstone Strait.
Elevational limits range from sea level to approximately 700 m. The CWHxm has warm,
dry summers and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall. Growing seasons are
long, and feature water deficits on zonal sites (intermediate in soil moisture and
nutrients).
Forests on zonal sites in the CWHxm are dominated by Douglas-fir, with lesser
components of western hemlock and western redcedar. Major understorey species
include salal, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry, Hylocomium splendens (Step-up
moss), and Kindbergia oregano (Oregon beaked moss). Less common species include
twinflower, and bracken fern. On rich, moist sites (i.e., proposed Gowlland Harbour Park)
the forest floor is covered with a dense growth of sword fern, vanilla leaf and
foamflower.

Photo. CWHxm forest.
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4.3 SensitIve Ecosystem inventory
Sensitive ecosystems are those which are fragile and/or rare, or those ecosystems which
are ecologically important because of the diversity of species they support.
In 1997 the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory of the east coast of Vancouver Island was
completed to identify, classify, and map sensitive terrestrial ecosystems along the
coastal lowlands and adjacent islands. The goal of the SEI is to encourage informed
land-use decisions that will conserve sensitive ecosystems.
According to the SEI, the Site contains four MoE SEI polygons (6649, 6521, 6666, and
6732). Table 1 summonses the characteristics of the sensitive ecosystems represented by
the polygons in Figure 4.

6732

6666

Figure 4. Designated SEI (Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory) Polygons at GHV Site.
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Table 1: CharacteristIcs of Sensitive Areas Identified at the GHV Site
-SEI Polygon # Area (ha)
Description
Ecosystem Type
-App. 70% of polygon is occupied by
6649
8.2
Woodland
(April Point)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous
forest 40-70 yrs old)
(Includes
major site type: Douglas-fir/Jodgepole
pine/Cladina
proposed
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remainder of stand is comprised of coniferdominated Mature Forest with Douglasareas)
fir/salal
-Over hall of polygon is occupied by conifer6521
9.9
Older Forest
dominated Mature Forest (80-250 yrs since
(Gowiland
Harbour)
last disturbance)
major site type: western redcedar and
(includes
snowberry
proposed
(moist)
Goose Creek
-age of stand > 80 yrs
Park)
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities at riparian areas
-Approximately 40% of polygon is occupied
15.7
6666
Older Forest
(Gowiland
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
Harbour)
major site type: western redcedar/snowbeny
(moist)
(includes
-age of stand generally> 80 yrs
proposed
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
Gowiland
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
Harbour Park)
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities along riparian areas and along
foreshore
-Approximately
80%
of polygon is occupied
6732
9.9
Older Forest
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowiland
Harbour)
(generally 80-250 years since last
disturbance)
(includes
site type: Douglas-f ir/lodgepole
proposed
pine/Cladina
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remaining 20% of site occupied by
areas)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous) in
narrow linear communities
major site types: western
redcedar/snowbeny
western redcedar/f oamf lower
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4.4 Physiography
The Site occupies variable aspects between sea level (0 m asl=above sea level) and
approximately 45 m asl.
The Site contains a variety of slope gradients and relief, ranging from the gentle inland
plateau to steep coastal cliffs. Soils in the area were derived from deep (generally> 1 m
thick) morainol deposits, overlying extrusive bedrock. Gravelly loamy sand is the
common soil texture. Pockets of glaciofluvial material found in morainal sediments
contain rounder coarse fragments. Coarse fragment content is relatively high. Shell
fragments in selected soil profiles show evidence of historical use of the Site by First
Nations.
Drainage ranges from moderately dry at coastal bluffs to very moist at seepage areas
on lower-sloped seasonal drainages. Soil types include Dystric Brunisols and Humo-Ferric
Podzols with poorly developed B horizons. Humus types vary from lignomors (Woodlands)
to lepfomoders (mixed, Older Forest) and rhizomulls (rich, moist mixed forest).

Photo. Shell fragments in soil profile.
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5.1 Site Reconnaissance Methodology

1

The Site was stratified according to natural and property boundaries. Stratified polygons
were surveyed by walking arbitrar,' transect lines, so that the entire property was
covered. Ecological data were collected at random sample plot locations within each
polygon. as per Land Management Handbook #47 (Silviculture Prescription Data
Collection Field Handbook, BC MoF, 2000). Data collection was distributed to provide
even coverage over the entire site. At each sample plot location the following
information was recorded:
• UTM location and approximate elevation
• Slope
• Aspect
• Slope Position
• Vegetation Layers and % composition by layer
Structural Stage(s)
• Canopy closure
• Drainage
• Aeration
• Tree attributes (stem density, average height, average diameter, leading species.
condition class, %live/dead)
• Site series
• Coarse woody debris {# pieces, average decay class, diameter range)
Throughout the assessment, comments regarding wildlife usage at the Site were noted.
Representative photographs were taken.
Data collected in the field were used to support the delineation of ecosystem polygons.

Ii
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Site assessment specifically addressed Environmentally Sensitive Ecosystems designated
by the MoE (Fig. 3). SEl polygons totaled approximately 65% of the Site. The entire Site
was assessed during the field review.
6.1

Ecosystem types

The MoE SEI identified three terrestrial ecosystem types at the Site: Older/Mature Forest;
Woodland; and Riparian.
1. Older/Mature Forest
Forest cover at the Site was dominated by mature second-growth forest ranging in age
from 80 to 250 years (since last disturbance). Average age range was 80-100+ years.
It should be noted that a significant portion of the original forest cover at the Site was
logged by European settlers on Quadra Island over 100 years ago. After the original oldgrowth stands were logged, many areas (including the central plateau) regenerated
naturally with western hemlock. Western hemlock tends to be shallowly rooted1 and is
very susceptible to blowdown. Recent harvesting in the centre of the GHV property was
done by the developers to recover heavy hemlock blowdown from winter storms. Minor
blowdown occurred on sloping foreshore areas where the mature forest stands
included a mix of species more sheltered from prevailing winds.
The predominant natural disturbance factor in the CHWxm is wildfire, with a mean
interval event cycle of approximately 200 years. Old-growth Douglas-fir stumps found
throughout the Site indicate the original forest stand was dominated by Douglas-fir.
Forest stands at the Site were generally coniferous-dominated, with Douglas-fir and/or
western hemlock as leading species, together with western redcedar, and a lesser
component of Sitka spruce and grand fir. Scattered deciduous species (bigleaf maple,
red alder) were found in scattered, seepage. sites.

Photos. Older/mature rorest ecosystems.
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Site series encompass sites capable of producing similar late seral or climax plant
communities within a biogeoclimatic subzone (or variant). A site series is specific to a
subzone (or variant).
A range of site series occurred within each of the forest ecosystems at the Site (Table 2).
Zonal sites (representing conditions intermediate in moisture and nutrients) and
somewhat dry to fresh, richer sites predominated. Structural stage 6 (Mature Forest) was
dominant (see Appendix ifor explanation of structural stages).

Table 2. Major site series encountered in Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems at the GHV site
Site series

Classifier

Description

CWHxm - 03

FdHw - Salat

Moderately dry, poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 01

HwFd - Kindbergia

Zonal: somewhat dry to fresh; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 06

HwCw - Deer fern

Moist to very moist; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 04

Fd - Sword fern

Moderately dry; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 05

Cw - Sword fern

Somewhat dry to fresh; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 07

Cw - Foamf lower

Moist to very moist; rich to very rich nutrients

Photos: Site series examples: CHWxm-05

CHWxm-04

CWHxm-03

Proposed parkland dedication (Gowlland Harbour Park and Goose Creek Park) and
greenspace contained Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems. with a wide representation of
plant communities from the CWHxm.
Older second growth forests function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife
species, and as primary connections between different types of ecosystems. In older
second growth stands such as those found in proposed parkiand dedication at the Site,
wildlife diversity is relatively high. Coarse woody debris (snags and downed rags) in
stands older than 80 years provides important habitat for small mammals and cavity
nesting birds. The biodiversity values of second growth forest generally increase with
age, resulting in on increased capacity to support more and larger species of plants
and animals.
13
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2. Woodland
A lesser portion of the Site contained dry, open forests, with 10-50% free cover. These
areas of exposed bedrock close to the shoreilne contained conifer-dominated and/or
mixed conifer and deciduous stands with non-forested openings, often with shallow soils
and bedrock outcroppings. A range of structural stages (1 - 5) was present.

Photos. Woodland ecosystems at GHV Site.
Coastal bluff ecosystems are naturally rare on southeast Vancouver Island and the
adjacent islands. Undisturbed sites are very rare. Coastal bluffs occupy less than 0.3% of
east Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands (SEt Inventory, 1996).
Coastal bluffs provide nesting sites for a number of birds. Coastal bluff ecosystems
provide important micro-habitats for a number of plants that flower for a limited time in
the spring before moss outcrops dry in the summer.

Strathcona Forestry Consulting
3. Riparlan
Areas adjacent to water bodies (ocean, wetlands, streams) are influenced by a variety
of factors - erosion, sedimentation, flooding and/or subterranean irrigation due to the
proximity to the water body.
Riparian ecosystems at the Site included small seasonal wetlands, seasonal
watercourses, and narrow linear communities along foreshore areas where there is little
or no flooding. Saltine marshes along the Gowlland Harbour foreshore were also
included in the riparian ecosystem category. Saltine and estuarine marshes have
declined to less than one third of their extent in the early 1900's due to coastal dyking
and conversion of marshes to agriculture (SEl Inventory, 1996). More recently, impacts
have occurred from activities such as log handling and marina construction.

Photos. Riparian ecosystems at the GHV Site encompass small wetlands, stream courses, and foreshore
areas.

Riparian ecosystems vary greatly according to different structural stages based on age
and form of the vegetation. Riparian ecosystems provide a wide variety of habitat types
that contribute to high levels of biodiversity. Structural stage 6 dominated at the GHV
site; a variety of earlier structural stages occurred at small, natural openings.
Is
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The subject property is classified in the CWHxm subzone. Overview of the Site focused
on vegetative units identified by the MoE SEI: Mature/Older Forest, Woodland, and
Riparian Areas. Vegetation of the Site is characteristic of the CWHxm. Douglas-fir and
western hemlock were the dominant tree species at the Site. A lesser component of
western redcedar was present. Minor components of grand fir and Sitka spruce were
present.
Lodgepole pine was found at drier sites (moss-covered coastal bluffs). Bigleaf maple
and alder were found in wetter areas (lower seepage slopes). Minor occurrences of
western yew and bitter cherry were observed.
The understorey shrub layer in coniferous-dominated forest stands was dominated by
salol, snowbeny, dull Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry. The herbaceous layer in
coniferous-dominated forests was comprised largely of sword fern and foam flower.
Common mosses were Oregon beaked moss and red-stem feather moss. Moister sites
along seasonal watercourses supported salmonberry and various nit rophytic plant
species.
Drier, moss-covered rocky outcrops along the foreshore area contained a variety of
moss species, induding Cladonia spp.

7.1 Site Series and Sfructural Stage Representation
A wide range of site series was represented, particularly in the Older/Mature Forest
ecosystems. Structural Stage representation was dominated by Structural Stage 6
(Mature Forest); a range of earlier structural stages occurred throughout the Site.

Photo. Old growth Douglas-hr stump provides a "nurse log' for second growth hemlock tree.
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Biological diversity (or biodiversity) is the diversity of plants, animals, and other living
organisms in all their forms and levels of organisafion, and includes the diversity of
ecosystems. and the functional processes that link them. Biodiversity is based on
ecological principles.
The historical Fire cycle in the CWHxm would have resulted in a landscape of even-aged
stands with snags and veteran trees, and small areas encompassing a range of seral
types. The landscape was dominated by extensive areas of mature forest surrounding
patches of younger forest. Across much of the Pacific Northwest, natural disturbance
has largely been supplanted by human activities, such as urban development, logging,
and agriculture. Stand conditions that mimic the natural disturbance patterns that
occurred over thousands of years generally provide optimal habitat for native species.
Habitat needs of forest organisms can be best met by:
• maintaining patchy stands with a variety of forest stand attributes and structures
across a variety of ecosystems and landscapes
• maintaining connectivity of ecosystems to ensure continued dispersal and
movement of forest-dwelling organisms across the landscape
• providing forested areas of sufficient size to maintain forest interior conditions and
to prevent the formation of excessive edge habitat
• maintaining snags, veteran trees, and coarse woody debris
• maintaining old seral stages
Forest stands at proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlla rid Harbour View Park contain
important attributes that contribute significantly to biological diversity:
• stand structure - a high degree of horizontal and vertical structure (patchiness)
provides a mix of foraging, nesting, and resting habitat
• wildlife trees - a significant number of wildlife trees (standing or dead or live trees
with characteristics that provide valuable habitat for the conservation or
enhancement of wildlife) includes various species (Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce,
grand fir, western redcedar, western hemlock, bigleaf
• coarse woody debris - moderate to high levels of fallen branches and old
blowdown on the forest floor provide feeding. breeding, and shelter substrate for
invertebrates, small mammals, and amphibians, in addition to carbon storage
and erosion control
• forest floor - a range of humus types and decomposing materials (including
freshly deposited leaf litter from bigleaf maples) provide varied habitat for
invertebrates, soil fungi, bacteria, and saprophytic plants
• søecial habitats - inclusion of small wetlands, stream courses, rock outcrops, and
Woodlands provide unique and less common stand features that are associated
with specific flora, fauna, or microhabitat processes less common in landscape
Proposed preservation of the Site's ecosystems will effectively mimic natural disturbance
conditions in a "seminatural landscape", promoting plant and animal diversity.
17
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1ming of the assessment in late fall precluded some sampling opportunities.
Spring/summer field work is recommended to gather data on breeding birds (including
owl species), and herbaceous plant species.
While the Site is classified in the CWHxm, it may be considered somewhat transitional
between biogeoclimatic units, as it contains attributes of both the drier moist maritime
Coastal Douglas-fir subzone (CDFmm) - to the southeast - and the wetter Submontane
very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock variant (CWHvm1) to the north. A minor
component of grand fir is aligned with the CDFmm. Western hemlock is associated with
the CWHxm. Sitka spruce is found on moist, rich sites in the CDFmm, CWHxm, and
CWHvm1.

Photo. Fungat brackets on a forest snag.
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The preliminary overview provided a number of recommendations in support of the
developers' goals to manage high biodiversity levels at the Site.
1. Marine foreshore - These areas provide high quality habitat features (including a
number of nesting/perching trees) for bald eagles. Maintain integrity of the shoreline to
by establishing a 1 5m buffer from the high water mark along the marine foreshore.
2. Woodland sites - Moss-covered coastal bluffs generally have little or no soil, and
vegetation is prone to erosion. Where possible, use buffers of woodland vegetation or
other native vegetation to help to slow the spread of non-native species, and help
reduce access.
3. Invasive species - Invasive species (i.e., Scotch broom, thistle) can spread rapidly
and crowd out native species. Encourage homeowners to landscape with native
species.
4. Nesting/breeding sites - Prevent disturbance of nesting or breeding areas. Establish
a permanent protective buffer around eagle nest trees. The BC Wildlife Act does not set
out specific buffer distances. In other areas of British Columbia a buffer of 60 m is
necessary to provide adequate protection. Consultation with local government is
recommended. During the nesting season (app. February to August), no development
activities should occur within 150 m of active nests. During nesting season, no blasting
should occur within 1 km of the nest.
5. Erosion and Sediment Control Plan - Prior to construction develop a detailed Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan, and ensure it is followed through all phases of construction.
6. Environmental monitoring - Monitor construction activities to ensure that the Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan is carried out in an effective manner. Weekly inspections (by
the Qualified Environmental Professional or a designate) are required at a minimum
during periods of heavy activity, in addition to more frequent inspections during times of
heavy rainfall. Monitoring and reporting should be done for the duration of the project.
7. Proposed parkiand dedication - Proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland
Harbour Park provide a wide range of habitats highly suitable for long-term biodiversity
protection. Retention of healthy. older second growth forest stands is ideal for old
growth recruitment; high biodiversity values that will increase as the stands age.
8. Proposed greenspace covenant west, central portion of Site - A moderate to high
windthrow hazard was observed in this stand of tall, shallowly rooted hemlock trees. A
significant portion of the trees are infected with mistletoe. Conduct a danger tree
assessment prior to construction.
9. Wildland - rural interface fire hazard - Reduce the potential for interface fire by
following FireSmart guidelines for vegetation management, fire retardant construction
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materials, and infrastructure (Le., looping access routes with adequate fireflow)
(FireSmart, Protecting Your Community from Wildfire. Partners in Protection. 2003).
10. Trails - Develop interconnecting nature trails with careful consideration to sensitive
ecosystems. Avoid wetland areas; use designated creek crossings; incorporate
switchback turns on slopes to reduce erosion; and minimise disturbance to root systems
of trees in advanced Structural Stages.
11. Wildlife Trees - Conduct an inventory of Wildlife Trees to ensure safety and wildlife
issues are addressed.

Photo. Wildlife Tree.
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The developers of Gowfland Harbour Views are proposing to protect and preserve over
fifty percent of the Site as upland green space and waterfront parks. A general
overview of the property and foreshore areas was conducted in December, 2009 to
assess ecological site characteristics of the site, with a specific focus on sensitive
ecosystems identified by the Site by the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
As detailed in this report, the Gowliand Harbour Views site contains considerable
diversity and structural complexity. I was impressed with the developers' consideration
of sustainable concepts. Proposed dedication of parkiand and green space will
capture a range of forest stand attributes and structural stages across the landscape.
In my professional opinion, with recommendations above addressed, development
plans as proposed for Gowliand Harbour Views provide opportunities to enhance
biodiversity by providing a "seminatural landscape that mimics natural disturbance
conditions. Dedication of parkiand and green space will preserve structural richness and
a wide diversity or plant and animal species at the stand and landscape level.
Management strategies based on ecological relationships will maintain and/or revive
native species biodiversity.
In summary, the development affords effective environmental protection and
additionally, provides special value for the community.
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9.0

LimitatIons

This report provides a general overview of the ecological characteristics at the site, with a focused
assessment on sensitive ecosystems. Evaluation is based on professional judgment. The investigation
involved a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to the particular property as disclosed
at the time of inspection. The report was prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions.
Ills intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was commissioned and for use by focal
government regulating the activities to which it pertains.
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Appendix I
Structural stages and codes
From Standards for Terrestrial Ecosystems Mapping in British Columbia. 1998. Ecosystems Working Group of the
Terrestrial Ecosystems Task Force, Resources Inventory Committee.

Structural stage

Description

Post-disturbance stages or environmentally induced structural development
I Sparse bryoid

Initial stages of primary and secondary succession

Substages
la Sparse
lb Bryoid

<10% vegetation cover
Bryophyte- and lichen-dominated communities

Stand initiation stages or environmentally induced structural development
2 Herb

Early successional stage or herbaceous communities
Maintained by environmental conditions or disturbance;
time since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession

S ubstages
2a Forb-dominated
Herbaceous communities dominated by non-graminoid herbs
2b Graminoid-dominated Herbaceous communities dominated by grasses, sedges, reeds,
and rushes
2cAquatic
Herbaceous communities dominated by floating or submerged
aquatic plants
2d0war1 shrub
Communities dominated by dwarf woody species
3 Herb/Shrub

Early successional stage or shrub communities maintained by
environmental conditions or disturbance; dominated by shrubby
vegetation; seedlings and advanced regeneration may be
abundant

Substages
3a Low shrub

3b Tall shrub

Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation <2m tall;
seedlings and advanced regeneration may be abundant; time
since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession
Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation that are
2 - 10 m tall; time since disturbance <40 yrs for normal forest
Succession
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Stem exclusion stages
4 Pole/Sapling

Trees> 10 m tall, typically densely stocked, have overtopped
shrub and herb layers; time since disturbance usually <40 yrs
for normal forest succession; up to 100+yrs for dense (5 00015 000+ st/ha) stagnant stands

5 Young Forest

Self-thinning has become evident; forest canopy has begun
differentiation into distinct layers (dominant, main canopy, and
overtopped); time since disturbance generally 40-80 yrs, but
may begin as early as age 30
Understorey reinitiation stage

6 Mature Forest

Trees established after the last disturbance have matured; time
since disturbance generally 80-250 yrs for CDFmm

7 Old Forest

Old, structurally complex stands composed mainly of shad eTolerant and regenerating tree species; snags and coarse woody
Debris in all stages of decomposition typically, as are patchy
understoreys; time since disturbance generally >250 yrs
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Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P. O.Box 4, Merville, B.C.
Mervilie, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Attn: Mr. Richard Schelhnck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schdllinck:
1.

Introduction

a.

At your request, Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
geotechnical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We examined the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NI-IA) or Development Permit Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Yhorconsult Ltd. (their drawing number BT1J9-B
dated March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831
Intnakntair.k mm

Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: D.L. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

Assessment Objectives
Cur assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
I

Determine whether the land is geotechnically safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safc" is defined as a probability of a Failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a rdeSign seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii.

ldentif' any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
are developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and
Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13, 2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surface soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential R-1) properties
to the

b.

South.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 0 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m throughout. A relatively flat plateau
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exists in the northern portion of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes i seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppmgs of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culrriiniited at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOm high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cleared areas include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as immature tree growth.

5.2

Subsurface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions throughout the site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than Im) over
bedrock. The moraine sediments include pockets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic
surface texture. )in examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
by tecronic action resulting in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slightly weathered. The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30m.

b.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some testpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesrpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2m.
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5.3

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are genet-aily expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. Iii general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the site is considered geotechnically safe
and suitable for the intended puipose (residential development), provided the
recommendations in this report are followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
einbankmert construction) to establish proposed roadway and service line installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We have taken this issue mto account in formulating our
recommendations.

c.

Building areas within the study area arc subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 31) degrees
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

December 2, 2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No'S. 94 AND 95 - GOWLLAND HARBOUR, QuADRA IS.

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO No.:

772 18262,005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

(' \LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

PID No.:

027-985-639

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

CIVIC ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESiGNATiONS:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, uQuadra Island Zoning Bylaw. 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-I)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-I), Commercial Two E (C2E) and Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)

PURPOSE
To consider Bylaw No. 94, which proposes to re-designate a portion of a parcel of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) and a portion from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and;
To consider Bylaw No. 95, which proposes to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 51 unit phased subdivision, to rezone a
portion from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two E (C-2E) to permit a resort commercial venture and
rezone a portion of the foreshore from both Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine
,ommerciaI Two (MC-2) to permit a commercial dock.
,
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.POLICY ANALYSIS

=art 26 "Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
EXECUTiVE SUMMARY

In accordance with Board direction provided on August 26, 2010, staff have prepared proposed official
community plan and zoning bylaw amendments associated with the land use application by Mr. Rick
Schetlinck for the proposed residential and commercial development of property located at Gowliand
Harbour on Quadra Island; this development known as Gowlland Harbour Views.
In general terms, the bylaw amendments (Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95) as currently drafted propose to
introduce a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and associated policies within the Official
Community Plan as well as introduce two new zones within the Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw; these being a
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone. It is felt that these
bylaw amendments, in conjunction with the use of a master development, covenant and right-of-way
agreements, will provide a comprehensive planning framework to guide and regulate the site specific
design and planning considerations associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views development. A review
of the specific development components associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views application confirms
that it offers key land use components worthy of review and consideration of support by the Board and the
community.
is anticipated as part of fine tuning of the master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a formal public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled at an appropriate time to allow the
opportunity for full community review and dialogue respecting the application.
The following recommendations are offered for the Committee's consideration at this time.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMM IllEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend the Board consider first and second readings of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95 for CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT prior to proceeding forward to a community meeting and public hearing, the Committee
recommend staff confirm final application details and prepare an associated draft master development
agreement; AND FURTHER THAT the final development proposal details and associated agreement be
brought forward for Committee review and consideration.
Respectfu

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

'The original development proposal, (details of which were outlined in staff report dated June 21, 2010 as
attached), was presented to the Electoral Areas Services Committee (EASC) in August. Following the
EASC meeting, the Board, at its August 26, 2010 meeting adopted the following:
"THAT the agency referral process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for applications CP
3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT the First Nations consultation process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for
applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT official community plan and zoning amendment bylaws for applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C09
(Schellinck) be prepared for consideration by the Board."
In addition to the above, staff noted as part of the Committee and Board's initial review and discussion of
the proposal the following specific requests; these being the development of a new, site-specific
commercial zone for the proposed commercial component of the development and further that
consideration be given to the inclusion of wildlife corridors as part of site planning details.
CURRENT APPLICATION STATUS

Subsequent to the Board's consideration of the application in August 2010, application details have been
modified as follows:
1. The proponent has advised staff of the desire to amend the residential component of the application
from a phased 46 lot strata subdivision, to a 51 lot residential development with the first four phases of
the development as a 39 lot fee simple subdivision and the final phase five as an 8 lot strata
subdivision. The resulting density for the site, calculated on the basis of a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) site area,
maintains an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 ha (2.47 ac).
2. In adjustments being made to the overall proposed density, the area of park land dedication has been
revised and increased from 12.0 ha (29.5 ac) to 14.2 ha (35.1 ac).
3. The applicant has, in addition to confirming the presence of existing wildlife movement patterns through
the park area adjacent to Goose Bay, modified application details to include a specific wildlife corridor
through a portion of the residential area which may offer enhanced opportunity for wildlife movement
through the site.
4. Initial application details related to the proposed commercial use of the land, were limited to
identification of a proposed 12 unit campsite operation with caretaker facility, as well as an associated
marine component consisting of a three finger dock and ramp. Revised application details have
identified an expanded commercial use to include resort use (consisting of common building, restaurant
and cabin units) and a campground and associated infrastructure, while maintaining the three finger
dock and ramp on the marine foreshore area. The proposed density requested for the 2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
site is a total of 20 units (cabins and campsites combined).
Details of the revised development proposal are as shown on the following two pages and for further clarity
a synopsis of the proposed land uses associated with the 63.0 ha (155.7 ac) parent parcel is provided
below.
•
•
•
•

Proposed Single Family Residential / Open Space (51 units)
Dedicated Park Land
Proposed Commercial Use (resort, campground, and marine uses)
Unchanged Land Use (ALR)

41.6 ha (102.8 ac)
14.2 ha (35.1 ac)
2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
6.0 ha (14.8 ac)
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PROPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS
As per Board direction, staff have prepared proposed official community plan and zoning bylaw
amendments for review and consideration. It is hoped that the amendments, as currently drafted, strike a
reasonable balance in meeting the needs of both the applicant, as part of the application process, and the
community, in terms of maintaining the overall intent of the official community plan to ensure that
inappropriate land uses do not threaten the integrity of environmentally sensitive areas, ALR and forested
lands. A summary of the proposed amendments, in very general terms, is outlined below. Full details of
the proposed bylaw amendments are attached and identified as Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Proposed Official Community Plan Amendments (Bylaw No.94):
•

To introduce the opportunity to establish a Comprehensive Development Designation (CD) and
associated zones throughout the plan area, subject to specific considerations,

•

To identify policies and guidelines associated with the new CD designation,

•

To redesignate a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property known as Gowlland Harbour
Views (GHV) from Silviculture to the new comprehensive development designation,

•

To redesignate a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property from Silviculture to Commercial,

•

To amend specific Country Residential policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.4 (a).....Countiy residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
With:
3. 1.4(a)(i)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should be
discouraged.
3.1.4(a) (ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

•

To amend specific Rural Residential Designation policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.5 (a).....Rural residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve areas or lands designated Silviculture.
With:
3.1.5(a) (I)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Rese,ve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1. 5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential lands
are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendments (Bylaw No: 95):
•

To introduce a new commercial zone, entitled Commercial Two E (C-2E), and related zoning
provisions and definitions to allow for resort, restaurant and campground uses,

•

To rezone a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property to the new C-2E zone, and to rezone the
adjacent foreshore to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to allow for marine commercial use,

e

To introduce a new zone, entitled Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), and related zoning
provisions to allow for residential uses and park and open space,
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To identify, specifically within the CD-I zone, the allowance for subdivision utilizing density
averaging provisions pursuant to the Land Title Act.
•

To rezone a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property to the new CD-i zone.

The creation of a new CD designation, CD zone, and the drafting of a new C-2E zone, as outlined above,
offers enhanced ability to guide and regulate unique design and planning considerations. Comprehensive
Development zones are frequently used for relatively large sites and allow for the tailoring of density, siting,
parking and landscaping requirements to the site as opposed to the application of pre-determined
regulations from existing zones. CD zones are also used to provide for a mixture of land uses, usually a
mix of residential and commercial, that the zoning bylaw does not otherwise permit.
The proposed CD zone will enable the Regional District to provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone
to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone includes precise requirements for
the development including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun
oriented siting, open space and dark sky lighting requirements. Other provisions, such as public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, sustainable and green building
requirements, will be secured within a Master Development Agreement and the registration of covenants
and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to ensure the provision and timing of servicing corridors, trails,
public/open space amenities, etc.
The afore-mentioned proposed bylaw amendments, and the proposed use of master development,
covenant and right-of-way agreements, details of which are outlined below, provide a comprehensive
planning framework to guide and regulate the development.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT DETAILS
The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
('equirements are provided for the entirety of the development proposal. Such requirements would include,
out not be limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works; provision
of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of the lands;
phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable development considerations. The following
identifies the key development components to be included and expanded upon within the master
development agreement.
Phasing
The proponents have indicated that the 51 proposed lots will be created over 5 phases, which may span a
ten year period. The phasing plan has been devised from the current absorption rate present on the
island. The proposal to phase the development in this way will ensure that required amenities and facilities
are provided and constructed as each phase of the proposal progresses. The dedication of both parks will
occur during the first phase of subdivision and will, therefore, provide a public amenity upfront. The sewer
will be extended to the property and connections to each lot within Phase I during the first phase of the
project. Specific considerations relating to servicing are as follows:
•

Servicing

The provision of services, specifically sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
Although the property abuts the western extent of the current Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Area it
is adjacent to an unserviced portion of the service area and lies approximately 1.2 km from the
closest sewer main. The applicant has provided a preliminary commitment to the expansion of the
current sewer service to include the proposed development in order for the development's sewage to
be treated via the community sewer system.
Independent of the proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted three engineering studies
associated with the Q. Cove sewer service. These studies are inter-related and the information
obtained from them will determine the viability of sewerage provision for the GHV proposal:
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1) An Expansion study for a select group of properties that are adjacent to the local service area and
who have expressed a desire/need to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant).
2) A Treatment Plant Operational study to determine the viability of the current treatment plant itself.
This study has been completed and indicates that the treatment plant has the volume and design
capacity to accept the amount of waste that would be generated from build out of GHV. It has
identified some components of the treatment plant are approaching the end of their design lives,
principally the rotating biological contactor rotating shaft, and the need for replacement in the
foreseeable future. These future costs need to be accounted for in long range capital planning. The
findings from the Treatment Plant Operational study are the basis for the DCC study described below.
3) A Development Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any
developments that require connection to the sewer system, including the GHV development. This
study will inform the development of a DCC bylaw which will be the mechanism by which
developments will contribute their share of costs towards the sewer system. This is a priority project
associated with the sewer utility.
For the development of Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) to access sewer servicing, the following
elements will need to be addressed:
1.

The sewer service area would need to be expanded to encompass the entirety of the
subject lands.

2.

GHV would be required to provide a trunk line from the current boundary of the sewer
service to an area proximate to Lot 208.

3.

GHV would be required to provide a collection system throughout the proposed
development and be responsible for hook-up for each of the fee simple lots and strata lots
associated with the development.

4.

All connections and works would be constructed associated with design standards
acceptable to the regional district.

5.

The regional district would assume responsibility for the operations and maintenance of the
collection system in the future and would offset these costs through an annual fee charged
to each landowner.

The specifics regarding infrastructure requirements/specifications, financing, hook-up costs and
latecomers agreements are being developed at this time. However, these details will be finalized
within the development agreement between the developer and the regional district that will form part
of the approval process should this application move forward.
Water
The development is proposed to be serviced by a private community water system supplied by four
deep wells on the property. Tests have indicated that the wells provide a sufficient amount of water
and the water has been confirmed as potable. The water system will be built to regional district
standards and will provide additional fire fighting service to the development. A well evaluation
report, drafted by Rick Milne of Last Drop Water Systems, to investigate the quality and quantity of
water available on site required for preliminary subdivision requirements has been completed. This
report confirms that there is sufficient water to service the proposed lots and all water quality issues
are correctable with proper filtration. Specifications regarding the water system will be contained
within the master development agreement.
•

Provision of Amenities

( -he development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, public right-of-ways and

ail development, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common areas, covenant
areas and the use of dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting
the ability to connect to the sewer system.
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Parks, Trails and Open Space

parks, trails and open space components of the development make up approximately 50% of the total
property area. Approximately 14.2 ha (35.lac) of land is to be identified as public parks and trails. Another
2.0 ha (4.9 ac) of open space will be provided in the form of private/common open space. A remaining
19.8 ha (48.9 ac) of open space will be provided through registered covenants and dedicated building
envelopes. The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and
have proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The retention of natural vegetated buffers will be
achieved through the registration of covenants and dedicated building envelopes.
A summary of the approximate areas of parks, trails and open space associated with GHV is provided
below:
Community Park — 14.2 hectares
•
•

Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Goose Bay & April Point Rd) — 8.2 hectares of park
Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Gowlland Harbour & Harbourbrook Rd) — 6.0 hectares of park

Community Trails
•
•

Phase 1 — developer to build trail along April Point Road section adjacent to development
Phase 5 — provision of trail right-of-way through common area and internal common road system.

Open Space — 21.8 hectares
• Phase I — 9.2 hectares of green space
• Phase 2 — 1.1 hectares of green space
• Phase 3 — 0.8 hectares of green space
• Phase 4 — 4.7 hectares of green space
• Phase 5 — 6.0 hectares of green Space (includes 2.0 ha of common area adjacent to Goose Bay)
Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks and trails areas has confirmed that there is
significant value in the provision of these amenities for the community; the provision of which is supported
within the OCP. The development and standard of the trail system will be addressed within the Master
Development Agreement and will require the registration of right-of-way agreements, as well as the
requirement for obtaining appropriate licenses and approvals over Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure lands along April Point Road, and other public roads where needed. These instruments will
ensure public right of access to, and use of, the trail system identified within the development. The current
neighbourhood trail network as proposed offers potential future opportunity for the development of, and
connection to, a more extensive Island trail network. As part of discussions held with the applicant, the
potential opportunity for improvements to the Orian Road right-of-way trail during Phase 5 of the
subdivision has been identified, subject to future discussions with MOT, adjacent property owners and the
community.
Covenants
The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the property to ensure that open
space is retained and environmentally sensitive areas are protected throughout the site. Such covenants
will prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area, protecting both environmentally sensitive areas and
existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes over the
parcels to help ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
rnponents of sustainable and green development.
-ie commitment to the registration of covenants and building schemes, as well as any required right-ofways for trail, wildlife corridors and/or public utility services will be contained as a schedule to the master
development agreement and required prior to final approval of each phase of subdivision.
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RATIONALE

review of the specific development components associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views application
confirms that it offers key land use components worthy of review, and consideration of support, by the
Board and the community. These components are as follows:
i.

Site planning details, in particular the dedication of forested areas of parkiand, buffers, wildlife
habitat, protection of groundwater resources and biodiversity. development of a trail system and
preservation of open space, associated with the GHV development proposal demonstrate
consideration of environmental values, green space, recreational opportunities

ii.

GHV has committed to offering public recreational opportunities and will enhance these
opportunities throughout the area with the proposed park dedication and the development, licensing
and granting of public access over a local neighbourhood trail system.

iii.

GHV takes into consideration the environmental objectives evident in the OCP and has committed
the development to respect the shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural
vegetation and archaeological sites.

iv.

GHV provides mechanisms for the protection of groundwater through the implementation of a
sustainable rainwater management system.

v.

GHV has been designed in consideration of the aesthetics and viewscapes in the area, providing
forested buffers from the foreshore for neighbouring properties and marine users in the area.

vi.

GHV will provide community amenities in the form of 14.2 hectares of park dedication, trail
development, public access to the foreshore, as well as, 21.8 hectares of open space.

vii.

GHV will provide pedestrian improvements by designing and installing a separate path along April
Point Road that will provide for increased safety and walkability for area users.

ii.

GHV's commitment to a 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would
provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer
system.

ix.

GHV's proposed country residential scale development, situated in close proximity to Quathiaski
Cove, may be viewed as offering a desired alternative for those Islanders wishing to downsize from
larger rural acreages.

x.

GHV's commercial resort offers potential for increased tourism opportunities and economic
development in the Gowlland Harbour area.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations and
authorities it considers will be affected. In reference to section 879 of the LGA, the Board has previously
approved the consultation process associated with this application process and associated bylaw
amendments.
ALTERNATIVES

The Board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

-pplicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
4o. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and conducting
a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.

(I
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

' This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Although the proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal, this community outreach took place a number of months ago and application
details have changed since that time.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled an appropriate time to allow the opportunity
for full community review and dialogue.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the aforementioned bylaw amendments will include extensive interdepartmental
involvement between the planning, parks and operations departments. The parks department will be
responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail development. The operations
department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects of the sewer extension project, as
well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD standards. The planning department will be
responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be
required during the public hearing process, the finalization of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of
,ervice areas, etc.

LJ• itted by:
/

.*
otsenpiller
Man-ger of Corn unity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
B. Rees, Parks and Planning Manager

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act:
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE

DAY OF

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2010
,2010
, 2010
, 2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE_DAY OF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE ___ DAY OF
,2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by deleting text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) and
including the following:
3.1.4(aXi) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should
be discouraged.
3.1.4(aXii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
3.1.5(a) (i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1.5(bXii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
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(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multifamily residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.
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4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'.
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10.Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11.Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12.Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:

p

a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design;
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A of Bylaw No. 45 being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF ,2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 111 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

11.28

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11.28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8
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The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-i zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9 LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.
11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11. 2812 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.
END—CD-I
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6. Part 11 'ZONES, Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11 .6E. 1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed In Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BVIAWNO.95
ii)

iii)

11.6E.4
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E. Ia) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite spaces
and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7,5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).

END • C-2E

BVLAWNO.95
SECTION TWO
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outhned in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (8) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".

BYLAW NO.95
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CD-I

CD-I

Legend
Area to be re-zoned to MC-2

. cot
150 75 0
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Strathcona
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150 Metres

Area to be re-zoned to C2-E

ft-I

Area to be re-zoned to CD-i
Agncultural Land Reserve

I

Zoning Map
RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 April Point Road

bs2$ 2010

Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Minutes
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Strathcona
Regional District

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD - NOTICE OF MEETING

Wednesday, January 26, 2022
Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC commencing at 12:30 p.m.

AGENDA

Section Who Votes

How Vote Voting
Counted
Threshold

A. CONFIRMATION OF QUORUM
The Chair will determine that a quorum is present and have the
names of the directors present recorded in the minutes.

B. CALL TO ORDER
The Chair will call the meeting to order following confirmation of
a quorum.

C. ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
THAT the agenda for January 26, 2022 regular meeting of the
Board be adopted as presented

208(1) All Directors

1 director! Majority
1 vote

208(1) All Directors

1 director! Majority
1 vote

208(1) All Directors

1 director!
1 vote

Majority

208(1) All Directors

1 director!

Majority

D. PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Campbell River & District Chamber of Commerce
Mary Ruth Snyder, Executive Director of the Campbell River &
District Chamber of Commerce will make a presentation
regarding the operations of the Campbell River & District
Chamber of Commerce

E. ADOPTION OF MINUTES
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on January 12, 2022 be adopted.

F. BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES
Following adoption of the previous meeting minutes the Chair will
provide an opportunity for directors to introduce further
resolutions in respect of matters contained in the minutes that
are not otherwise scheduled for consideration on the current
agenda.

G. PUBLIC CONSIDERATIONS
There are no public considerations scheduled for the current
meeting of the Board.

H. NOTICES OF MOTION

I. CHAIR'S REPORT
The Chair will provide an update to the Board on various matters
of interest to the Regional District.

3. CONSENT CALENDAR
K. COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
1. Electoral Areas Services Committee
THAT the following draft minutes of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be received
- January 19, 2022
- January 12, 2022
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208(1) All Directors

1 director!
1 vote

Majority

208(1) All Directors

I director!
1 vote

Majority

208(1) All Directors

1 director!
1 vote

Majority

208(1) All Directors

1 director!
I vote

Majority

a) THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.

208(1) All Directors

1 director!
I vote

Majority

b) THAT an application to the 2022 Emergency Support Services
grant program for enhancing emergency response on behalf of
the local government and First Nations entities identified in the
January 21, 2022 report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
approved, and

209(1) All Directors exc. KCFN

Weighted

Majority

a) THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received

208(1) All Directors

1 director!
1 vOte

Majority

b) THAT the Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute
a contract with Houle Electric Ltd. for the Rod Brind 'Amour
Arena Lighting Efficiency Upgrades at Strathcona Gardens based
on its response to RFP-08-21

209(1) Campbell River, Electoral Area D

Weighted

Majority

b) THAT a new bylaw revision authorization bylaw that includes
Strathcona Regional District bylaws be prepared for the Board's
consideration
7. Regional Financial Assistance (Grants in Aid) Budget
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.
8. Electoral Area D Water Rates - Discount Program
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.
9. April Point Property Investigation
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.
10. Grant Opportunity: Emergency Support Services

THAT the Regional District commit to overall management of the
grant if the application is successful
11. Arena Lighting Contract - Rod Brind 'Amour Arena

12. Advisory Planning Commission Appointments - Electoral Area D
a) THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.

208(1) All Directors

b) THAT the following persons be appointed to the Electoral Area 213(1) All Electoral Areas
D (Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake) Advisory Planning Commission for
2022'

1 director! Majority
1 vote
1 director! Majority
1 vote

- John Ackroyd
- Peter Laing
- Patricia Boham
- Marcy Prior
- Jordan Hargrave
- Malcolm Wilson
- Terry Jacques
13. Advisory Planning Commission Appointments - Electoral Area B
a) THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.

208(1) All Directors

b) THAT the following persons be appointed to the Electoral Area 213(1) All Electoral Areas
B (Cortes Island) Advisory Planning Commission for 2022

1 director! Majority
1 vote
1 director! Majority
1 vote

- Brittany Baxter
- Jeramie Peacock
- Kristen Scholfield-Sweet
- Mike Manson
- Carrie Saxifrage

N. BYLAWS
1. Bylaws No. 94 and 95- OCP/Rezoning (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck)
a) THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received

208(1) All Directors

1 director! Majority
1 vote

b) THAT the public hearing on Bylaws No 94 and 95 originally
scheduled for January 18, 2022 be rescheduled to 7 00 p m on
Wednesday, April 20, 2022

213(1) All Electoral Areas

1 director! Majority
1 vote
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, January 12, 2022
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
January 12, 2022 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MiNUTES
Chair:
Directors:

B. Unger
J. Abram
N. Anderson
M. Baker
J. Colbome
C. Cornfield
C. Evans
K. Jules
R. Kerr
B. Leigh
C. Moglove
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Sayward
Village of Zeballos
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k't1es7et'h' First Nations
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

FIRST NATIONS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Chair acknowledged that we are located on the traditional
territory of the Laichwiltach people.
ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Leigh/Baker: SRD 1/22
THAT the agenda for January 12, 2022 regular meeting of the
Board be adopted as presented.

Director Abram requested that two items of New Business entitled
"Bylaws No. 94 & 95" and "Bylaws No. 432 & 433" be added to
the agenda.
LeighlCornfield: SRD 2/22
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THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 450 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
LeighlEvans: SRD 29/22
THAT Bylaw No. 450, being Revenue Anticipation Borrowing
Authorization Bylaw 2022, be reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
AbramlWhalley: SRD 3 0/22
THAT the following items of correspondence be received:

Dam Inundation Grant
- December 14, 2021 correspondence from the Union of BC
Municipalities regarding funding for the Dam Inundation Capacity
Enhancement Exercise.
Media Statements by Director
- December 28, 2021 correspondence from K. Horton and B.
Girdlestone regarding comments by the Electoral Area C director in
the Discovery Islander.
CARRIED
Accessibility Requirements for Local Government
AndersonlLeigh: SRD 31/22
THAT the January 5, 2022 news release from the Union of BC
Municipalities regarding accessibility requirements for local
government be received.
CARRIED

NEW BUSINESS
Bylaws No. 94 & 95
AbramlWhalley: SRD 32/22
Due to the most resent Omicron variant outbreak of Covid 19, that
the public hearing for the Schellinck development scheduled for
January 18, 2022 be rescheduled to an available date in late April
https I/agenda strathconard ca/public/mlnutesjrinter asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=1/12/2022&MeetingType=52
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2022, at 7pm at the Quadra Island Community Centre. All COVID
protocols will apply.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 432 & 433
AbramlAnderson: SRD 3 3/22
Due to the most resent Omicron variant outbreak of Covid 19, that
the public hearing for the Quadra Links development scheduled for
January 19, 2022 be rescheduled to an available date in late April
2022, at 7pm at the Quadra Island Community Centre. All COVID
protocols will apply.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
Abram/Whalley: SRD 34/22
THAT the January 12, 2022 regular meeting of the Regional Board
be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 1:52p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, November 17, 2021
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
November 17, 2021 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
C hair:
Directors:

B. Unger
J. Abram
N. Anderson
M. Baker
J. Colborne
C. Cornfield
M. Davis
C. Evans
K. Jules
R. Kerr
B. Leigh
C. Moglove
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Sayward
Village of Zeballos
City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
Ka:'yu: 'k't'h'/Che:k't1es7et'h' First Nations
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

FIRST NATIONS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Chair acknowledged that we are located on the traditional
territory of the Laichwiltach people.
ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Colbome/Leigh: SRD 957/21
THAT the agenda for November 17, 2021 regular meeting of the
Board be adopted as presented.
CARRTED

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Leigh/Whalley: SRI) 958/21
THAT the minutes of the inaugural meeting of the Regional Board
held on November 3, 2021 be adopted.
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CARRIED

CHAIR'S REPORT
Severe Weather Events
The Chair acknowledged the hardships faced by those throughout
the province affected by the flooding resulting from recent severe
weather.
Ministry of Forests
The Chair advised he attended a number of phone meetings
regarding the recent changes to old growth forestry management
and noted that it is not known which areas will be affected and that
implementation plans have not yet been released. The Chair
advised that these changes will negatively affect forestry
employment and small community economies.
Remembrance Day
The Chair advised that he attended the Gold River Remembrance
Day ceremony and recognized the work done by Royal Canadian
Legion Branch 270.
December 8, 2021 Meeting
The Chair advised that he had sent an email regarding a director
gathering to follow the December 8, 2021 Board meeting and will
be following up with directors soon regarding attendance.
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 959/21
THAT the verbal report be received.
CARRIED

COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Electoral Area Services Committee
Whalley/Abram: SRD 960/21
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee held on November 3, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
https I/agenda strathconard ca/public/minutes_printer asp7printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=11/1712021 &MeetingType=52
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Evans/Leigh: SRD 961/21
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Strathcona
Gardens Commission held on November 3, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
EXTRATERRITORIAL REPORTS
Management of Garbage - Highway Rest Stops
Evans/Cornfield: SRD 962/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Evans/Leigh: SRD 963/21
That staff develop a one-page backgrounder to go with the draft
resolution, replacing UBCM with AVICC, and that those items
come back to our SRD meeting in December for fmal approval to
meet the AVICC resolution deadline.
CARRIED
LeighfDavis: SRD 964/21
THAT the issue of the Stories Beach garbage pick up be referred to
the EASC for discussion to determine if our parks dept can
negotiate a contract with MOTI for garbage pick up service.
CARRIED
STAFF REPORTS
Board Meeting Calendar for 2022
Colborne/Cornfield: SRD 965/21
THAT the proposed 2022 schedule of meetings for the Strathcona
Regional District Board as outlined in the October 25, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Colborne/Cornfield: SRD 966/21
THAT the proposed 2022 schedule of meetings for the Strathcona
Regional District Board as outlined in the October 25, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer be approved.
CARRIED
Area D Universal Water Meter Project - Grant Opportunity
LeighlWhalley: SRD 967/21
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 968/21
THAT a grant application through the Canada Infrastructure
Program - Green Infrastructure - Environmental Quality Grant
funding program be submitted for the implementation of Universal
Metering for the Northern Area D Water Service area, and
THAT the Regional District commit to its share of any ineligible
costs or cost overruns associated with the project.
CARRIED
Quadra Island Infrastructure Projects - Grant Opportunity
AbramlWhalley: SRD 969/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlComfield: SRD 970/2 1
THAT a grant application through the Canada Infrastructure
Program - Green Infrastructure - Environmental Quality Grant
funding program be submitted for the replacement of the
Quathiaski Cove wastewater treatment facility, and
THAT the Regional District commit its share of any ineligible costs
or cost overruns associated with the project.
CARRIED
Evacuation Route Grant Opportunity
Whalley/Colborne: SRD 971/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Evans/Leigh: SRD 972/21
THAT the application for financial assistance under the Community
Emergency Preparedness Fund Grant for 2021 Evacuation Route
Planning be authorized for submission to the Union of BC
Municipalities, and
THAT the Regional District commit to overall grant management if
the application is successful.
CARRIED
Water Supply Easement - Regional District Corporate Office
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Colborne/Davis: SRD 973/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Baker/Colborne: SRD 974/21
THAT the Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the
water supply easement agreement for the Regional District's
corporate office building at 990 Cedar Street in Campbell River.
CARRIED
Proposed Service Agreement - Kwakiutl District Council
Colborne/Cornfield: SRD 975/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Davis: SRD 976/21
THAT the draft service agreement for the COVID- 19 Unsheltered
Homeless Response be finalized with the Kwakiutl District Council
as approved in the UBCM Grant Strengthening Communities
Application, and
THAT the Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the
fmal agreement on behalf of the Strathcona Regional District.
CARRIED
Distinguished Budget Presentation Award - Government
Finance Officers
Cornfield/Abram: SRD 977/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Budget Surplus Report - Regional Services
Colborne/Cornfield: SRD 978/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Request for Economic Development Funding - Quadra ICAN
Society
Abram/Leigh: SRD 979/2 1
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 980/2 1
THAT the Board approve an economic development grant for the
Quadra Island ICAN Society in the amount of $2,000 to assist with
operating and project costs to be paid from the Electoral Area C
economic development service budget.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Ocean Grove PAC
Leigh/Colborne: SRD 981/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 982/21
THAT the Board approve a grant for the Ocean Grove Parent
Advisory Council in the amount of $1,000 to assist with
educational field trips, purchase of sporting equipment and art
supplies and various small initiatives to enhance child play to be
paid from the Electoral Area D grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Muchalat Lake Campground
CornfieldlWhalley: SRD 983/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 984/21
THAT the Board approve a grant from the Electoral Area A grant in
aid budget for 2021 for the Gold River Rod and Gun Club in the
amount of $1,000 to provide caretaking services for the Muchalat
Lake campground.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP-Rezoning (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 Schellinck)
AbranifLeigh: SRD 985/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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LeighlWhalley: SRD 986/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26"
in the preamble and substituting therefore the words "Part 14".
CARRIED
AndersonlColborne: SRD 987/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A'
in its entirety and substituting a new Schedule 'A', as attached to the
September 28, 2021 report from the Chief Administrative Officer.
CARRIED
Director Adams joined the meeting.
Leigh/Anderson: SRD 988/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26"
in the preamble and substituting therefore the words "Part 14".
CARRIED
Anderson/Leigh: SRD 989/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A'
in its entirety and substituting a new Schedule 'A', as attached to the
September 28, 2021 report from the Chief Administrative Officer.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 990/21
THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be
scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at the
Quadra Island Community Centre, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the
directors representing Electoral Areas A, C and D with the directors
for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as the Chair
and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or
electronic participation by directors and the public in accordance
with current public health guidelines and subject to the COVID-19
situation.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 432 and 433 - OCPIRezoning (CF 1C 21/RZ 1C 21 Quadra Links)
AbramlCornfield: SRD 991/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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Abram/Leigh: SRD 992/2 1
THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 432 and 433 be
scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, January 19, 2022 at the
Quadra Island Community Centre, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the
directors representing Electoral Areas A, C and D with the directors
for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as the Chair
and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or
electronic participation by directors and the public in accordance
with current public health guideline and subject to the COVID- 19
situation.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 434 & 435 - OCP and Zoning Amendments (CP lB
21/RZ lB 21 - Treedom)
Anderson/Evans: SRD 993/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Evans/Anderson: SRD 994/21
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaws No. 434 and 435,
together with all supporting documentation, be received.
CARRIED
Evans/Anderson: SRD 995/2 1
THAT the supplementary report from the Chief Administrative
Officer be received.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 996/2 1
THAT Appendix '1' of Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 434 be deleted
and the revised Appendix '1' attached to the November 16, 2021
supplementary report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
substituted therefor.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 997/21
THAT Bylaw No. 434 be given third reading.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 998/2 1
https I/agenda strathconard ca/public/minutesj,rinter asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDatell/17/202 1 &MeetingType=52
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THAT Bylaw No. 434, being Cortes Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw 2012, Amendment No. 3, be now reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: SRD 999/21
THAT Appendix '1' of Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 435 be deleted
and the revised Appendix '1' attached to the November 16, 2021
supplementary report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
substituted therefor.
CARRIED
Anderson!Whalley: SRD 1000/21
THAT Bylaw No. 435 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: SRD 1001/21
THAT Bylaw No. 435, being Electoral Area !I? (Cortes Island)
Zoning Bylaw 2002, Amendment No. 31, be now reconsidered,
fmally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
Increased Housing Tools for Local Government
CornfieldlLeigh: SRD 1002/21
THAT the October 26, 2021 news release from the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs regarding tools to increase housing be received.
CARRIED
TEAAM Aeromedical Service
Leigh/Abram: SRI) 1003/21
THAT the November 10, 2021 correspondence from TEAAM
Aeromedical Inc. regarding a request for grant funding be received.
CARRIED
Kerr/Cornfield: SRD 1004/21
THAT the matter be referred to staff for recommendations and
opportunities to help finance the team funding goal of $350,000.

Leigh/Abram: SRD 1005/21
https//agenda strathconard ca/public/minuteS_printer asp?pririter=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=11/17/2021 &MeetingType=52
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THAT the motion be amended by adding "for other funding
partners" after the word "opportunities".

The Chair ruled the amending motion to be out of order.
A vote was held on the pending motion and it was...
CARRIED

Director Leigh opposed

TERMINATION
Colborne/Leigh: SRD 1006/21
THAT the November 17, 2021 regular meeting of the Regional
Board be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 2:15 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer

https://agenda.strathconard.calpublic/minutesj,rinter.asp'printer=l &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetngDate11/17/2021 &MeetingType=52
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

November 9, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95- OCP/REzoNING (CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09- SCHELLINCK)

FILE:

PURPOSEIPROBLEM
To consider proposed amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views) and the
scheduling of a public hearing to allow input on the proposed bylaws.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The attached report was considered at the October 6, 2021 meeting of the Board at which time
the following resolution was passed:
Andersori/Whalley: SRD 857/21
THAT staff schedule public hearing dates in January 2022 for the Schellinck OCP and Zoning
amendment applications due to the current public health risks associated with Covid 19.
Since then, staff have been researching potential dates for a public hearing in January 2022 and
have found a date that appears to work for all parties including the meeting venue. In order to
meet all of the legal requirements for public notification with respect to the proposed hearing date
this matter is being presented at this time for the Board's consideration.
Before proceeding with the hearing it will be necessary for the Board to consider the amendments
previously authorized and outlined in the recommendations below.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14".
3. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A, as attached to the September 28, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer.
4. THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14".

Staff Report — Bylaws No. 94 & 95 (Schellinck)
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5. THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A', as attached to the September 28, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer.
6. THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 at the Quadra Island Community Centre, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors representing Electoral
Areas A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or electronic participation by
directors and the public in accordance with current public health guidelines.
Res

ctfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Seriices Manager
Attachments: Bylaws No. 94 and 95
Copy of September 28, 2021 report to the Regional Board
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

281H DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

281H DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE

DAY OF
DAYOF

, 2022
,2022

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2022
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2022

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rain water management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO94
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Area to be re-designated to
Country Residential
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:

C

Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READASECONDTIMEONTHE

281H DAYOF

JULY,2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2022

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

,2022

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2022
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares
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5. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).
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11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

11.28.8

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;

b)

Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";

c)

All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11 .6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11. 6E. I and II. 6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO. 95
ii)

iii)

11.6E.4
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291 .7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
perilous surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5 SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-I)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Area to be re-zoned to CR-2A
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, October 6, 2021
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
October 6, 2021 at the Strathcoiia Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
Chair:
Directors:

B. Unger
J. Abram
N. Anderson
M. Baker
J. Colbome
M. Davis
C. Evans
K. Jules
R. Kerr
B. Leigh
C. Moglove
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Sayward
Village of Zeballos
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k't1es7et'h' First Nations
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
LeighlEvans: SRD 836/2 1
THAT the agenda for October 6, 2021 regular meeting of the Board
be adopted as presented.

Director Anderson reqeusted that an item of New Business entitled
"Small Community Paramedic Initiative - Update" be added to the
agenda.
Director Leigh requested that an item of New Business entitled
"Vancouver Island Regional Library" be added to the agenda.
Whalley/Davis: SRD 837/21
THAT the motion as amended be adopted.
https://agenda.strathconard.ca/public/minutesprinter.asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType1 &MeetingDate=1O/612021&MeetingType=52
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CARRIED

ADOPTION OF MII'UTES
Whalley/Baker: SRD 838/21
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on September 8, 2021 be adopted.
CARRIED

CHAIR'S REPORT
UBCM Ministerial Meeting
The Chair provided a brief summary of the UBCM Ministerial
meeting with the Honourable Josie Osborne, Minister of Municipal
Affairs. He advised that there were three topics on the agenda for
discussion as follows:
- Recreate Project Funding Opportunities
- Universal Water Metering in Electoral Area D, and
- Rural and Northern Communities Grant - Surge Narrows Marine
Infrastructure Redevelopment.
National Day for Truth and Reconciliation
The Chair advised that the Regional District observed the National
Day for Truth and Reconcilation.
LeighfWhalley: SRD 839/2 1
THAT the Chair's verbal report be received.
CARRIED

COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Electoral Areas Services Committee
Whalley/Abram: SRD 840/21
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee held on September 8, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Leigh/Evans: SRD 841/21
https //agenda.strathconard calpublic/minutesprinter asp'printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=1016/2021 &MeetingType=52
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THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Strathcona
Gardens Commission held on September 8, 2021 be received.
CARRIED

STAFF REPORTS
Agricultural Land Reserve Application (Shelter Point Farms
Ltd.)
LeighlWhalley: SRD 842/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 843/21
THAT agricultural land reserve application ALR 1 D 21 (Shelter
Point Farms Ltd.) be authorized to proceed to the Agricultural Land
Commission for consideration of the proposed non-farm use for
lands legally described as Lot C, District Lots 141 and 223, Comox
District, Plan EPP15457 as indicated on the sketch attached to the
staff report dated September 21, 2021.

AbramlLeigh: SRD 844/21
THAT the motion be amended to include "and, THAT no
recommendation be provided at this time."
DEFEATED

Directors Anderson, Baker, Colborne,
Evans, Ken; Mo glove, Unger and
Alternate Director Dahi opposed

Anderson/Kerr: SRD 845/21
THAT the motion be amended to include" and, THAT the
application be recommended for approval.
CARRIED

Director Leigh opposed

A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was
CARRIED
Salmon/White River Floodplain Modernization
Whalley/Abram: SRD 846/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
The Chair welcomed M. DeGagne from McElhanney Engineering
who made a verbal presentation regarding the SalmonlWhite River
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Floodplain modernization project.
The Chair thanked Mr. DeGagne for his presentation.
Northwest Vancouver Island Tsunami Mapping Project - Phase
1 Update
Whalley/Colborne: SRD 847/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Community Resiliency Investment - Grant Opportunity
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 848/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Davis/Whalley: SRD 849/21
THAT an application to the 2022 Community Resiliency
Investment grant program be submitted for FireSmart activities in
the electoral areas as outlined in the September 3, 2021 report from
the Chief Administrative Officer, and
THAT the Regional District commit to overall grant management if
the application is successful.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Superior Tanker Shuttle Service Study
Whalley/Anderson: SRD 850/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Moglove: SRD 851/21
That this report be referred to the Cortes Island Fire Fighting
Association Board for a joint discussion between them, SRD staff
and the Director for the area.
CARRIED
Fire Services Review - Electoral Area D
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 852/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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Moglove/Whalley: SRD 853/2 1
THAT discussions be initiated with the City of Campbell River to
update the Electoral Area D fire protection agreement, and
THAT a further report be prepared to update the Board on the
outcome of those discussions.
CARRIED
COVID-19 Safe Restart Grant for Local Governments
LeighlEvans: SRD 854/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlEvans: SRD 855/2 1
THAT the remaining COVID-19 grant funds be allocated in
accordance with the September 22, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP and Zoning Bylaw Amendments
(CP 3C 09 & RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck)
LeighlAbram: SRD 856/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 857/21
That staff schedule public heanng dates in January 2022 for the
Schellinck OCP and Zoning amendment applications due to the
current public health risks associated with Covid 19.

AbramlWhalley: SRD 858/21
THAT the matter be deferred until the Public Hearing date in
January 2022.
CARRIED

Director Anderson opposed

A vote was held on the pending motion and it was..
CARRIED

Director Anderson opposed

Bylaw No. 385 - Zoning Bylaw Amendment (RZ 1C 20 Wilson)
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Whalley/Abram: SRD 859/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 860/21
THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaw No. 385 be scheduled for
7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 24, 2021 to be held virtually,
and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the
directors representing Electoral Areas A, C and D with the directors
for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as the Chair
and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow electronic
participation by directors and the public in accordance with current
public health guidelines.
Director Anderson opposed
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 424 - Zoning Bylaw Amendment (RZ 1C 21 - Chan)
AbramlWhalley: SRD 861/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 862/21
THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaw No. 424 be scheduled on
Wednesday, November 24, 2021 immediately following the public
hearing on Bylaw No. 385 to be held virtually, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the
directors representing Electoral Areas A, C and D with the directors
for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as the Chair
and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow electronic
participation by directors and the public in accordance with current
public health guidelines.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 431 - Black Creek/Oyster Bay Water Meter
Replacement
LeighlWhalley: SRD 863/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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Leigh!Whalley: SRD 864/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 431, being a bylaw to authorize entering into an
agreement respecting the use of Community Works funds for the
Black Creek/Oyster Bay community water system, be now
introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: SRD 865/21
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 431 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Kerr/Whalley: SRD 866/21
THAT Bylaw No. 431 be returned for consideration of adoption
following written consent being received from the director for
Electoral Area D.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 432 and 433 - OCP and Zoning Bylaw Amendments
(CP 1C 21 and RZ 1C 21 - Quadra Links)
LeighlAbram: SRD 867/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 868/2 1
That staff schedule public hearing dates in January 2022 for the
Quadra Links OCP and Zoning amendment applications due to the
current public health risks associated with Covid 19
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 434 & 435 - OCP and Zoning Bylaw Amendments
(CP lB 21/RZ lB 21 - Treedom)
Anderson/Whalley: SRD 869/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: SRD 780/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 434, being a bylaw to amend the Cortes Island
official community plan, be now introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
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AndersonlWhalley: SRD 781/21
THAT Bylaw No. 434 be given second reading.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 782/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 435, being a bylaw to amend the zoning
regulations applicable to Cortes Island, be now introduced and read
a first time.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 783/21
THAT Bylaw No. 435 be given second reading.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: SRD 784/2 1
THAT a public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 434 and 435 be
scheduled for 1:00 p.m. on Thursday, October 28, 2021 at
Manson's Hall on Cortes Island, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the
directors representing the electoral areas with the directors for
Electoral Area B and Electoral Area A designated as the Chair and
Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing, and
THAT the public hearing be structured to allow in-person or
electronic participation by directors and the public in accordance
with current public health guidelines.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
LeighlEvans: SRD 785/2 1
THAT the following items of correspondence be received.

Rebuilding the Village of Lytton
- August 27, 2021 correspondence from the Mount Waddington
Regional District regarding the rebuilding of Lytton.
Anti-Human Trafficking Campaign
- September 28, 2021 correspondence from Cathy Peters, BC antihuman trafficking educator regarding the 'Be Amazing' campaign.
Children's Health Foundation
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- September 28, 2021 correspondence from the Children's Health
Foundation regarding its 2020-2021 Annual Impact Report.
Campbell River Library Project
- September 28, 2021 news release from the Vancouver Island
Regional Library regarding the new library for Campbell River.
CARRIED
Vancouver Island Regional Library
LeighlEvans: SRD 786/21
THAT the September 27, 2021 correspondence and 2020 Annual
Report from the Vancouver Island Regional Library be received.
CARPJED
Regional Fire Protection Study
Abram!Leigh: SRD 787/21
THAT the September 13, 2021 correspondence from the Quadra
Island Fire Department regarding the Regional Fire Protection
feasibility study be received.
CARRIED

Directors Leigh and Whalley opposed

Rebuilding the Village of Lytton
Davis/Colborne: SRD 788/21
THAT the August 27, 2021 correspondence from the Mount
Waddington Regional District regarding the rebuilding of Lytton be
received.
CARRIED
Davis/Ken: SRD 789/2 1
THAT a letter be sent to the Village of Lytton to determine relief
needs.
CARRIED

NEW BUSINESS
Small Community Paramedic Initiative Update
Director Anderson gave a verbal report regarding the meeting held
between the MLA, representatives from VIHA, BCEHA, the
Ministry of Health and SRD representatives to discuss the Small
Community Paramedic Initiative.
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Whalley/Davis: SRD 790/2 1
THAT the verbal report be received.
CARRIED
STAFF REPORTS (Cont.)
Director Anderson recused herself and left the meeting.
Supreme Court Petition (Anderson Litigation) - Reasons for
Judgement
Evans/Moglove: SRD 791/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED

CLOSED SESSION
Leigh/Colborne: SRD 792/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Colborne: SRD 793/2 1
THAT a closed meeting be held immediately following termination
of the public meeting to consider matters deemed to fall within the
parameters of subsections 90(l)(c), (e), (f), (g), (n), (o), and 90(2)
(b) of the Community Charter.
CARRIED
TERMINATION
LeighlWhalley: SRD 794/21
THAT the October 6, 2021 regular meeting of the Regional Board
be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 3:01 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

FILE: 0550-04 Board

DATE:

April 19, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAws No.94 AND 95- OCP AND REZONING (CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09- SHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider feedback from the Electoral Areas Services Committee regarding the Gowlland
Harbour Views development proposal on Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The attached report was reviewed at the February 24, 2021 Board meeting and subsequently
referred to the Electoral Areas Services Committee. At its April 14, 2021 meeting the Committee
adopted the following resolution:
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 76/21
THAT all public hearings in Area C be postponed until BC Provincial Health Orders allow for
indoor public gatherings with participation by the entire community being made possible.
The Committee's recommendation could be problematic from several perspectives:
• the proposal suggests that different standards for public assembly and participation are
appropriate in different areas or electoral areas notwithstanding that the Province of BC has
provided guidelines applicable to all local governments for the holding of public hearings and
public participation during COVID-19.
• while it is believed that the intent of the motion is to restrict the holding of public hearings in
relation to local land use matters under Part 14 of the Local Government Act (zoning, official
community plan, temporary use permit, etc.) the motion as presented would also include
other matters for which public hearings would or could be applicable.
As an alternative, if the Board is concerned about public participation for land use proposals being
unduly limited as a result of current public health orders, it may wish to consider restrictions that
would be equally applicable to all electoral areas rather than a single electoral area. Additionally,
if the restrictions are intended to apply only to matters under Part 14 of the Local Government
Act, that should be included as part of the Board's resolution.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT all public hearings related to Local Government Act Part 14 initiatives affecting land
within Electoral Area C be postponed until Province of BC public health orders allow for indoor
public gatherings with participation by the general public.

Staff Report —Bylaws No.94 and 95 (Schellinck)

Respectfully:

Dave Li ch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments: Copy of February 18, 2021 report to the Regional Board
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

FILE: 0550-04 Board

DATE:

February 18, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT (3350-20/CP 3C 09 &
3360-20/AZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To consider feedback from the Electoral Areas Services Committee regarding Bylaws No. 94
and No. 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views) which were referred to that Committee by resolution at
the January 13, 2021 meeting of the Regional Board.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The attached report was considered at the January 13, 2021 Regional Board at which time the
matter was referred to the Electoral Areas Services Committee for comment. The report was
subsequently presented for the Committee's review on February 10, 2021 at which time the
applicant gave a presentation and requested that the bylaws be permitted to go forward to a
hearing so that the proposed Gowlland Harbour Views project could be presented in its entirety
for public review and comment. Following the presentation the Committee passed the following
resolution:
Abram/Whalley: EASC 38/2 1
THAT until we have received comment and answers from the proponent regarding
the questions asked today, that the public hearing be postponed until that time.
The questions asked of the applicant centred around access, transportation, servicing, the
commercial marina and the mudflats that are protected from the development. As far as staff
are aware, all questions that have been asked of the applicant have now been answered. If
there are still aspects of the proposal that require clarification by the applicant, those questions
should be placed on the public record by way of Board resolution so that they can be dealt with
in an open and transparent fashion.
The Gowlland Harbour Views project was submitted for consideration by the Regional District in
2011 and, since then has undergone a number of changes to address issues raised by the
local electoral area director. The applicant has indicated that he has met all of the requirements
asked of him and would like the proposal to now move forward for serious consideration.
Unless there are still aspects of the proposal that require further clarification, it is recommended
that the Regional District move forward with the changes to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 identified
earlier so that the matter can be taken to a public hearing which will allow feedback from the
public to be collected for further consideration by the Board.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words 'Part 14.'

3.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14.'

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

6.

THAT a virtual public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be authorized to be held
starting at 7:00 p.m. on
, 2021 in accordance with the requirements of
Ministerial Order M192, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors for Electoral Areas
A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chafr and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing.

Respeptfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: February 17, 2021 email from Rick Schellinck
Copy of January 13, 2021 report to the Board

Tom Yates
From:
Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rick Schellinck <rjtimber@telus.net >
February 17, 2021 11:09 AM
Aniko Nelson
Dan Services; David Leitch
Ew: Comment and answers

From: Jim Abram
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 11:02 AM
To: Rick Schellinck
Subject: Re: Comment and answers
Double booked in meetings thru Monday
Sent from my Phone so please excuse my fat fingered response

On Feb 17, 2021, at 10:54 AM, Rick Schellinck <rjtimber@telus.net> wrote:

Hi Jim
Just wondering how we are to deal with the comments and answers you are requesting re the
bylaws 94 & 95 Gowlland Harbour Proposal.
Rick Schellinck
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

January 5, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/C P 3C 09 & 3360-20/RZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE
To consider proposed amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and No. 95, also known as the Cowhand
Harbour Views development proposal.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its October 7, 2020 meeting the Board considered the attached report and passed the
following resolution:
Abram/Anderson: SRD 71 7/20
THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration
by the Board.
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 have been prepared to facilitate the CowHand Harbour Views
development proposal. Bylaw No. 94 proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR) and Commercial (C) while Bylaw No.
95 proposes to rezone portions of land from Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A
(CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and
Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a subdivision of 1.0 hectare
average sized lots and a tourist commercial campground and associated dock. Amenities will
be provided in the form of the provision of parks and trail systems and a capital contribution to
the Quathiaski Cove sewer system for each of the lots. The servicing and amenity requirements
and associated timing of these will be managed through a master development agreement to
be finalized prior to final adoption of the bylaws.
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 were initially granted first and second reading on July 28, 2011. Since
that time, difficulty in determining the likelihood of a connection to the Quathiaski Cove sewer
system and the associated servicing requirements led the proponent to amend the original
proposal for 1 .0 hectare lots connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system to a 2.0 hectare
lot proposal to be serviced by onsite sewage and water systems. Upon presentation of the
amended proposal at the Electoral Areas Services Committee and the subsequent request of
the Electoral Area Director, the proponent reverted back to the original 1 .0 hectare average fee
simple parcel proposal to be connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system and serviced
through the development of small private water system(s). Community input on the proposal is
intended to be received subsequent to second reading via a public hearing process.

Staff Report - CP 30 09/RZ 20 09 (Schellinck)
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Although the current proposal has undergone a number of changes, it continues to reflect the
overall provisions and density considerations of the initial proposal including residential density
of 1 unit per 1 .0 hectare and tourist commercial density at 10 units per 1 .0 hectare. The most
recent changes to the proposal have occurred in response to appeals of the community or in
light of requests presented by the Electoral Area C Director. Changes to the bylaws include a
reduction to the cabin and campground sizes to 50.0 square metres and 110.0 square metres
respectively; potential for bonus density in exchange for the servicing provisions required by the
master development agreement, and a capital contribution to the Quathiaski Cover sewer
system. Technical amendments have been included to simplify the bylaw and limit unnecessary
content that can be addressed through other means, such as the master development
agreement. General housekeeping amendments have also been included in the bylaws as they
relate to changes in the parent bylaws, legislative and technical requirements. Bylaws No. 94
and 95, with proposed amendments, are attached for the Board's consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."
3. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

6.

THAT a virtual public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (SchellincklGowlland
Harbour Views) be authorized to be held starting at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 10,
2021 in accordance with the requirements of Ministerial Order M192, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors for Electoral Areas
A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing.

Respectfuli)

/

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 (wltrack changes)
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95
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SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO. 94
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and
renumbering the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3. 1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 to country residential is permitted to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly
satisfies the following criteria:
I.

a high standard for future land development in the area,

ii.

significant value and higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value and/or desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes
of the land base,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 40% open space,
viii. the implementat/on of Best Management Practices, smart growth
principles and green building strategies that include water and energy
efficiency,
ix.

compatibility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource
areas, at an appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District,
Plan VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is redesignated from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the
attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO. 95
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which
are licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the
temporary accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational
vehicles, but specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public,
staying at a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be
used for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be
mobile on land, whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes
and park model trailers.
Cafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of
temporary transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may
include cabins, but specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park
model trailers or recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of
residential accommodation as a permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public,
staying in a location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1 .1:
1 .0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'G'
(C-2G)2.0 hectares

5. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety
with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive
Covenant to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land
at the time of registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has
applied density averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any
lot within the original parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the
zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

11 .3C
11.28.1

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)
PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single
family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the
Gowlland Harbour Views Servicing Agreement servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community sanitary sewer system
and small water system(s) as per the Servicing Agreement.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is
one single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS

Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot
line.
11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone,
siting for all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2
'Size, Shape and Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw
and Bylaw No. 2782, "Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the
average natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building
exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to
provide a minimum of 40% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-way granted as per the
Master Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed
as per the Master Development Agreement and final works
completed prior to completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country
Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified
minimum lot area above may be created by subdivision provided
that the overall average parcel size of all lots is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

11.28.13 BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property
legally described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, subject to
the conditions set out in Sectoin 11 .28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus
density under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.
END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

11.6G
11.6G.1

COMMERCIAL TWO G(C-2G)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6G.2

11 .6G.3

Resort/campground use; where the combined total density is
limited to 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted
use is restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground
uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G. 1 and 11.6G. 2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a
lot, subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel,
with the exception of one single family dwelling used as an
accessory residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along
property lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land
and shall consist of at least one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of
the required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional
district's Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not
exceed 50 square metres ( 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along
the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite
spaces and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall
have a minimum area of not less than 110.0 metres2
(1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished
with pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient
rainwater management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be
licensed for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with
the Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities
Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal.
Each container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight
and rodent proof. The provision of centralized bear proof
garbage collection centre of suitable capacity is required
and must be sited a minimum of 4.5 m from any property
line.

11.6E.4

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two G (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise
required by covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot
line.

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
15%, excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2G

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955
on 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby
amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached
Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1
and

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One
(AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on
the attached Appendix "1".
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

2,

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby amended
as set out in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 20112020
, 20112020

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE ___ DAY OF
20112020

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering the
existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

thc proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv. the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation rcmoval covenants,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum ê40% open space provided for through—thc
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vill. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the pro v4s1on of appropriate services-for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on site rainwater management, and

x-ix. the proposed development is compatiblility with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of at an
appropriate scale and that does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.
SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part
of the Local
Government Act,
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF

, 2020

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

2020
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary accommodation
of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are licensed for the
current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but specifically
excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at a
location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used for
temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
RestaurantCafe: an small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically
excludes neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' G'(C-2E2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E-— Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'G
(C-2G)
2.0 hectares
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable requirements
of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant to
be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density averaging
(where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original parcel that is
not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11 .3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community and
the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Servicing Agreement, registered building envelopes,
building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation covenants
servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a community
sanitary sewer system and small water system(s) as per the Servicing
Agreement.

'1)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On Site

Stormwater Management Plan.
11.28.4

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).
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11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by registered
covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
b-a)

c)

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All singlc family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum pass+ve solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average natural
grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of
% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right -of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per the
Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum averaqe residential lot area within the Country Residential
Two A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots w4hin the +astor planned residentiaF
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
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11.28.13

BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property leqally
described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955, subject to the conditions set
out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Aqreement must be met before the bonus density
under Section 11 .28.13 above will be permitted.
END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11 .6E6G

COMMERCIAL TWO E-G(C-2E2G)

11 .6G.1PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

Resort/campground use; where the combined total number of unitcdensity
limited to a total maximum dcnsity of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

11 .6E6G.2 PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum
number of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal permitted
use, including office and retail sales.

11.€E6G.3CONDITIONS OF USE:
i)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E6G.1 and 11.6E6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land and shall consist
of at least one of the following:
i.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
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ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E6G.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
8Q square metres (861.1 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.E&Q. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120 metrc (1201.67 fcet)-110.0
metres2 (1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the Public
Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping spaces
shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each container
must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent proof.
The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E—G (C-2E2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
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3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 15Q%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C2T2G
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on 'Map
2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
), as shown on the attached Appendix '1"; andAND
Commercial Two'
(C-

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 25, 2020

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 — OCP/ REZONING (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 -SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM
To consider authorizing minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 which propose to allow for
the development of the 'Gowlland Harbour Views' project located on Quadra Island in Electoral
Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its September 16, 2020 meeting the Electoral Areas Services Committee considered the
attached report and passed the following resolution:
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 175/20
THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
be provided for the Board's consideration.

If the recommendation to support amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 is supported by the Board
a further report will be prepared to outline the specific changes being contemplated, following
which the Board could consider whether or not to authorize a public hearing to obtain public input
on the proposal.
RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration by the
Board.
Respectfully:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: I Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments: Copy of September 11, 2020 report to the Electoral Areas Services Committee

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 11, 2020
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To advise the Committee of the applicant's request to proceed with amendment Bylaws No .94
and No. 95 known as 'Gowliand Harbour Views' over DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its July 28, 2011 meeting the Board passed the following resolutions:
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a
Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.

Staff has been advised that the applicant would like to proceed with the Gowlland Harbour
Views application and associated consideration of Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. Bylaw No. 94,

proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country
Residential (CR) and Commercial (C). Bylaw No. 95 proposes to Rezone portions of land from
Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and
water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two
(MC-2) to permit up to 54 — 1 .0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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The proponent has confirmed that the proposal continues to adhere to the overall provisions
and density considerations of the current amendment bylaws and that servicing will be provided
through an extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System and small private water system.
It is recommended that minor amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided to the Board
for consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94
and 95 be provided for the Board's consideration.

Respectfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Sen/ices
Attachments: Amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95

Dtance from Quathaski Cove to
subject roperty is approximately 1.8km

Location Map
CP 3C 09 I RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 -April Point Road
July23, 2010

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF

, 2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF

BYLAW NO.94
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv. the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vill. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and
x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix 'I'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE

28TH

DAYOF

JULY,2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

281H

DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2011

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

, 2011

DAY OF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

fl
Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares

BYLAWNO. 95
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5. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO.95
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.

END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11 .6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO. 95
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11 .6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, April 28, 2021
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
April 28, 2021 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
Vjce Chair:
Directors:

B. Unger
J. Abram
N. Anderson
M. Baker
J. Colborne
C. Cornfield
M. Davis
C. Evans
R. Kerr
B. Leigh
C. Molgove
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Sayward
Village of Zeballos
City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
LeighlWhalley: SRD 346/21
THAT the agenda for April 28, 2021 regular meeting of the Board
be adopted as presented.
CARRIED
Director Jules joined the meeting.
PETITIONS AND DELGATIONS
Discovery Island Salmon Farms
The Chair welcomed Breanne Quesnel, Ross Campbell, and Jamie
Boulding of the Wilderness Tourism Association of BC who made
a verbal presentation regarding the wild salmon economy in the
region.
https:/fagenda.strathconardca/public/minutesprinter.asp?printeFl &id81 &AgendaType=1&MeetingDate=4/28/2021 &MeetingType52
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Director Adams joined the meeting.
The Chair thanked the presenters.
The presenters left the meeting.
LeighfKerr: SRD 347/21
THAT the presentation be received.
CARRIED
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
LeighlBaker: SRD 348/2 1
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on April 14, 2021 be adopted.
CARRIED

CHAIR'S REPORT
Minutes
The Chair advised that all meetings are video recorded and checked
by staff for accuracy during the minute creation process. The Chair
confirmed that all recordings are available for directors to review
online.
LeighlCornfield: SRD 349/2 1
THAT the Chair's report be received.
CARRIED

COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Electoral Areas Services Committee
AbramlLeigh: SRD 350/2 1
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee held on April 14, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 351/21

https I/agenda strathconard.ca/public/minutes..printer.asp'printerl &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate4I28I2021 &MeetingType=52
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THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Strathcona
Gardens Commission held on April 14, 2021 be received.
CARRIED

STAFF REPORTS
Development Variance Permit Application (DV 1D 18 Lamontagne)
LeighlWhalley: SRD 352/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlAbram: SRD 353/21
THAT the development permit DV 1 D 18 (Lamontagne) be denied.
CARRIED
Black Creek/Oyster Bay Water System - Water Meter
Replacement Program
Leigh/Davis: SRD 354/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Abram: SRD 355/21
THAT an agreement be prepared to facilitate the contribution of up
to $30,000 from the Electoral Area D Community Works Fund
allocation for the Black Creek-Oyster Bay water system meter
replacement project and,
THAT the 2021-2025 financial plan be amended accordingly.
CARRIED
UBCM Membership Renewal Options
Abram/Colborne: SRD 365/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlAnderson: SRD 366/2 1
THAT the UBCM membership be automatically renewed each year.
CARRIED
Refuge Cove Boardwalk Project - Funding Options
https //agendastrathconard ca/public/minutesprinter asp7printer1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=4128/2021 &MeetingType=52
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AbramlWhalley: SRD 367/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 368/2 1
THAT a report be prepared on the options, if any, for the Regional
District to provide funding to the Refuge Cove boardwalk project.
CARRIED
Klahoose First Nation Addition to Reserve
Evans/Leigh: SRD 369/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Moglove: SRD 370/2 1
THAT a letter of support be provided to Indigenous Services
Canada for the Addition to Reserve application by the Kiahoose
First Nation subject to the public road and government wharf
continuing to be public access.

Adams/Cornfield: SRI) 371/21
THAT the matter be deferred pending confirmation of access to
roads and wharves.
CARRIED
Woodchipping - Community Resiliency Investment Grant
Colborne/Abram: SRD 372/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Abram: SRD 373/2 1
THAT regional district staff work with Comox Strathcona Waste
Management staff to explore options to provide an acceptable wood
chip disposal locations within the SRI) boundary.
CARRIED
Kraft Hockeyville Competition
Moglove/Cornfield: SRD 374/21
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Evans: SRD 375/21
THAT the Regional District enter the 2022 Kraft Hockeyville
competition for the Strathcona Gardens arena.
CARRIED
Regional Board Chair - Expense Reimbursement
Abram/Cornfield: SRD 376/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 377/2 1
THAT a bylaw be prepared for the Board's consideration that would
authorize reimbursement of expenses incurred by the Chair when
interacting with the Chief Administrative Officer on matters of
Regional District business.
CARRIED
Federal Gas Tax Program - Proposed Changes
Moglove/Evans: SRD 378/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Recreation Service Feasibility Study
Moglove/Evans: SRD 379/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Colborne: SRD 380/21
THAT up to $50,000 be authorized to be spent from the Regional
Feasibility Study Reserve to fund a regional recreation services
feasibility study.

AndersonfDavis: SRD 381/21
THAT the matter be deferred until such time as the Board has
information about the previously prioritized regional housing and
transportation services.
DEFEATED

Directors Adams, Baker, Colborne,
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Cornfield, Evans, Kerr, Moglove and
Unger opposed
A vote was held on the original motion and it was...
CARRIED

Directors Abram, Anderson, Leigh and
Whalley opposed

Request for Financial Assistance - Oyster River Volunteer Fire
Rescue Association
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 382/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 383/21
THAT the Board approve a grant for the Oyster River Volunteer
Rescue Association in the amount of $5,000 to assist with the cost
of a computer assisted dispatch system to be paid from the Electoral
Area D grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Grant Application - 2021 Active Transportation Planning
Program
AndersonlKerr: SRD 384/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Abram: SRD 385/21
THAT the Strathcona Regional District submit an application to the
2021 Active Transportation Planning program for grant funding to
conduct supplemental Active Transportation research, data
collection and mapping for Electoral Area B, and
THAT the Regional District commit to any associated ineligible
costs and cost overruns.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP and Rezoning (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09
- Schellinck)
Abram/Leigh: SRD 386/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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AbramlWhalley: SRD 387/21
THAT all public hearings related to Local Government Act Part 14
initiatives affecting land within Electoral Area C be postponed until
Province of BC public health orders allow for indoor public
gatherings with participation by the general public.
CARRIED
Director Anderson opposed
Bylaw No. 424 - Rezoning Application (RZ 1C 21 - Chan)
Whalley/Colborne: SRD 388/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AndersonlMoglove: SRD 389/21
THAT a further report be prepared for the Board's consideration
following the meeting with the We Wai Kum First Nation.
CARRIED

Directors Abram, Leigh and Whalley
opposed

Bylaw No. 428 - Connected Coast Last Mile Funding
Adams/Cornfield: SRD 390/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
CornfieldlEvans: SRD 391/21
THAT Bylaw No. 428, being a bylaw to authorize entering into an
agreement for the capital financing of high-speed broadband
infrastructure, be now introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
Adams/Cornfield: SRI) 392/2 1
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 428 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Colborne/Evans: SRD 393/21
THAT Bylaw No. 428 be returned for further consideration by the
Board at the May 26, 2021 meeting together with any feedback
received from the public.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
Provincial Visual Quality Objectives
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Cornfield/Davis: SRD 394/21
THAT the April 12, 2021 correspondence from the Sunshine Coast
Conservation Association regarding the visual quality objectives of
the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Davis: SRD 395/21
THAT this item be referred to staff for response to extend the
deadline to the District Manager Sunshine Coast District.
CARRIED
Campbell River Library Project
LeighlCornfield: SRD 396/21
THAT the April 14, 2021 news release from the Vancouver Island
Regional Library and the City of Campbell River regarding the
Campbell River library project be received.
CARRIED
Appointment to BC Ferry Authority
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 397/2 1
THAT the April 15, 2021 correspondence from the BC Ferry
Authority regarding the recent appointment to its Board of directors
be received.
CARRIED
COVID-19 Update
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 398/2 1
THAT the April 16, 2021 correspondence from the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing regarding an update to COVID- 19
matters be received.
CARRIED
Human Trafficking Awareness
Anderson/Adams: SRD 399/21
THAT the April 20, 2021 correspondence from Cathy Peters
regarding human trafficking awareness be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Leigh: SRD 400/2 1
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THAT the Chair write a response acknowledging receipt of the
correspondence.
CARRIED
Quadra Island Cell Tower Construction
Abram!Whalley: SRD 401/21
THAT the April 20, 2021 email correspondence from Telus
regarding a proposed communication tower on Quadra Island be
received.
CARRIED
AbramlCornfield: SRD 402/21
THAT the Chair write a letter to Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada (ISED) to bring to their attention that TELUS
has not engaged the Quadra Island community in any meaningful
manner regarding the proposed cell tower; and
THAT the SRD opposes any permission granted by ISED to
construct cellular towers on Quadra Island until the community has
been properly consulted.
CARRIED
Museum at Campbell River
Leigh/Davis: SRD 403/21
THAT the April 13, 2021 correspondence from the Museum at
Campbell River regarding the provision of a grant in aid be
received.
CARRIED
MEMBERS' REPORTS
Winter 2021 Oceans Protection Plan
AbramlComfield: SRD 404/21
THAT the April 15, 2021 report from Director Abram regarding the
Winter 2021 Oceans Protection Plan Dialogue Forum be received.
CARRIED

CLOSED SESSION
Leigh/Evans: SRD 405/21
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlCornfield: SRD 406/2 1
THAT a closed session be held following the public meeting to
consider matters deemed to fall within the parameters of subsection
90(1)(a), (f), (n) and (o) of the Community Charter.
CARRIED
TERMINATION
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 407/2 1
THAT the April 28, 2021 regular meeting of the Regional Board be
terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 3:08 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 18, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT (3350-2OICP 3C 09 &
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

FILE: 0550-04 Board

PURPOSE

To consider feedback from the Electoral Areas Services Committee regarding Bylaws No. 94
and No. 95 (Gowlland Harbour Views) which were referred to that Committee by resolution at
the January 13, 2021 meeting of the Regional Board.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The attached report was considered at the January 13, 2021 Regional Board at which time the
matter was referred to the Electoral Areas Services Committee for comment. The report was
subsequently presented for the Committee's review on February 10, 2021 at which time the
applicant gave a presentation and requested that the bylaws be permitted to go forward to a
hearing so that the proposed Gowlland Harbour Views project could be presented in its entirety
for public review and comment. Following the presentation the Committee passed the following
resolution:
Abram/Whalley: EASC 38/21
THAT until we have received comment and answers from the proponent regarding
the questions asked today, that the public hearing be postponed until that time.
The questions asked of the applicant centred around access, transportation, servicing, the
commercial marina and the mudflats that are protected from the development. As far as staff
are aware, all questions that have been asked of the applicant have now been answered. If
there are still aspects of the proposal that require clarification by the applicant, those questions
should be placed on the public record by way of Board resolution so that they can be dealt with
in an open and transparent fashion.
The Gowlland Harbour Views project was submitted for consideration by the Regional District in
2011 and, since then has undergone a number of changes to address issues raised by the
local electoral area director. The applicant has indicated that he has met all of the requirements
asked of him and would like the proposal to now move forward for serious consideration.
Unless there are still aspects of the proposal that require further clarification, it is recommended
that the Regional District move forward with the changes to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 identified
earlier so that the matter can be taken to a public hearing which will allow feedback from the
public to be collected for further consideration by the Board.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."

3.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14.'

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

6.

THAT a virtual public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be authorized to be held
2021 in accordance with the requirements of
starting at 7:00 p.m. on
Ministerial Order M192, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors for Electoral Areas
A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing.

Respectfully:

/

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments:

February 17, 2021 email from Rick Schellinck
Copy of January 1 3, 2021 report to the Board

Tom Yates
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Rick Scheflinck <rjtimber@telus.net >
February 17, 2021 11:09AM
Aniko Nelson
Dan Services; David Leitch

Subject:

Fw: Comment and answers

From: Jim Abram
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 11:02 AM
To: Rick Schellinck
Subject: Re: Comment and answers
Double booked in meetings thru Monday
Sent from my Phone so please excuse my fat fingered response

On Feb 17, 2021, at 10:54 AM, Rick Schellinck <rjtimber@telus.net> wrote:

Hi Jim
Just wondering how we are to deal with the comments and answers you are requesting re the
bylaws 94 & 95 Gowlland Harbour Proposal.
Rick Schellinck

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

January 5, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 94 AND 95

PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/C P 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
PURPOSE

To consider proposed amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and No. 95, also known as the Gowlland
Harbour Views development proposal.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its October 7, 2020 meeting the Board considered the attached report and passed the
following resolution:
Abram/Anderson: SRD 71 7/20
THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration
by the Board.
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 have been prepared to facilitate the Gowlland Harbour Views
development proposal. Bylaw No. 94 proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR) and Commercial (C) while Bylaw No.
95 proposes to rezone portions of land from Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A
(CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and
Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a subdivision of 1.0 hectare
average sized lots and a tourist commercial campground and associated dock. Amenities will
be provided in the form of the provision of parks and trail systems and a capital contribution to
the Quathiaski Cove sewer system for each of the lots. The servicing and amenity requirements
and associated timing of these will be managed through a master development agreement to
be finalized prior to final adoption of the bylaws.
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 were initially granted first and second reading on July 28, 2011. Since
that time, difficulty in determining the likelihood of a connection to the Quathiaski Cove sewer
system and the associated servicing requirements led the proponent to amend the original
proposal for 1.0 hectare lots connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system to a 2.0 hectare
lot proposal to be serviced by onsite sewage and water systems. Upon presentation of the
amended proposal at the Electoral Areas Services Committee and the subsequent request of
the Electoral Area Director, the proponent reverted back to the original 1 .0 hectare average fee
simple parcel proposal to be connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system and serviced
through the development of small private water system(s). Community input on the proposal is
intended to be received subsequent to second reading via a public hearing process.
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Although the current proposal has undergone a number of changes, it continues to reflect the
overall provisions and density considerations of the initial proposal including residential density
of 1 unit per 1.0 hectare and tourist commercial density at 10 units per 1.0 hectare. The most
recent changes to the proposal have occurred in response to appeals of the community or in
light of requests presented by the Electoral Area C Director. Changes to the bylaws include a
reduction to the cabin and campground sizes to 50.0 square metres and 110.0 square metres
respectively; potential for bonus density in exchange for the servicing provisions required by the
master development agreement, and a capital contribution to the Quathiaski Cover sewer
system. Technical amendments have been included to simplify the bylaw and limit unnecessary
content that can be addressed through other means, such as the master development
agreement. General housekeeping amendments have also been included in the bylaws as they
relate to changes in the parent bylaws, legislative and technical requirements. Bylaws No. 94
and 95, with proposed amendments, are attached for the Board's consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."
3. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 1 4."

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

6.

THAT a virtual public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (SchellincklGowlland
Harbour Views) be authorized to be held starting at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 10,
2021 in accordance with the requirements of Ministerial Order M192, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors for Electoral Areas
A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing.

Respectfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 (w/track changes)
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95
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OP 3C 09 / RZ 20 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 -April Point Road
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SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO. 94
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and
renumbering the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3. 1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly
satisfies the following criteria:
I.

a high standard for future land development in the area,

ii.

significant value and higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value and/or desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes
of the land base,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 40% open space,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth
principles and green building strategies that include water and energy
efficiency,
ix.

compatibility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource
areas, at an appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District,
Plan V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is redesignated from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the
attached Appendix i; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO. 95
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which
are licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the
temporary accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational
vehicles, but specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public,
staying at a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be
used for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be
mobile on land, whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes
and park model trailers.
Cafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of
temporary transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may
include cabins, but specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park
model trailers or recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of
residential accommodation as a permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public,
staying in a location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1 .1:
(CR-2A)
1 .0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(C-2G) 2.0 hectares
Commercial Two 'G'

5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety
with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive
Covenant to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land
at the time of registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has
applied density averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any
lot within the original parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the
zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single
family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
I)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the
Gowlland Harbour Views Servicing Agreement servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community sanitary sewer system
and small water system(s) as per the Servicing Agreement.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is
one single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS

Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot
line.
11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone,
siting for all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2
'Size, Shape and Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw
and Bylaw No. 2782, "Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the
average natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building
exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to
provide a minimum of 40% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-way granted as per the
Master Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed
as per the Master Development Agreement and final works
completed prior to completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country
Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified
minimum lot area above may be created by subdivision provided
that the overall average parcel size of all lots is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

11.28.13 BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11 .28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property
legally described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, subject to
the conditions set out in Sectoin 11.2814 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus
density under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.

END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

11.6G
11.6G.1

COMMERCIAL TWO G(C-2G)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6G.2

11 .6G.3

Resort/campground use; where the combined total density is
limited to 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted
use is restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground
uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G.1 and 11.6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a
lot, subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel,
with the exception of one single family dwelling used as an
accessory residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along
property lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land
and shall consist of at least one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of
the required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional
district's Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not
exceed 50 square metres ( 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G. 1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along
the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite
spaces and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall
have a minimum area of not less than 110.0 metres2
(1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished
with pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient
rainwater management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be
licensed for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with
the Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities
Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal.
Each container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight
and rodent proof. The provision of centralized bear proof
garbage collection centre of suitable capacity is required
and must be sited a minimum of 4.5 m from any property
line.

11.6E.4

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two C (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise
required by covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot
line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
15%, excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2G

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955
on 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby
amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached
Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1";
and

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One
(AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on
the attached Appendix "1".

Area to be
rezoned
to CR-2A

Area to be
rezoned
toMC-2

Area to be
rezoned
to C2-G
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CP3CO9/RZ2CO9

Jan 08, 2021

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local GovernmentAct;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby amended
as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 20112020
, 20112020

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
,2011
ONTH[ DAYOF
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
20112020

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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BYLAWNO.94

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering the
existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan VlP86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal rcpresents a model development that set a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
basc as idcntificd through an environmcntal asscssment and protected
through an &nvironmenta! covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
The registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum OQ% open space rovided for through the
[egisrration or oeoicated builaing envelopes -ara'cr no build covenant&,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on site rainwater management, and

xix. the proposed development is compatiblilitv with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of atan
appropriate scale d-thr does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

L

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95

BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 2€—L of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE DAYOF

,2020

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

2020
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BYLAWNO. 95

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary accommodation
of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are licensed for the
current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but specifically
excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at a
location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used for
temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
RestaurantCafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically
excludes neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E G'(C-2E2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E-G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
(CR-2A)
Country Residential Two 'A'
1 .0 hectare
(C-2G)
2.0 hectares
Commercial Two 'E

BYLAW NO.95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1 .3 with the following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable requirements
of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant to
be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density averaging
(where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original parcel that is
not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11 .3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community and
the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Servicing Agreement, registered building envelopes,
building scheme and vegetation and/or trcc preservation covenants
servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a community
sanitary sewer system and small water system(s) as per the Servicing
Agreement.

'1)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO. 95
11.28.5
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by registered
covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b.)a)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of assessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dweffligs are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average natural
grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 4O% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per the
Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum averaqe residential lot area within the Country Residential
Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.

BYLAW NO.95
11.28.13
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BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11 .28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property legally
described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955, subject to the conditions set
out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus density
under Section 11 .28.1 3 above will be permitted.
END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11 .6E6G

COM ME RC IAL TWO E-G(C -2E2G)

11 .€,6G.1 PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

Resort/campground use; where the combined total number of unitsdensity
limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

11 .6E6G.2 PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum
number of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal permitted
use, including office and retail sales.

11.6E6G.3CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E6G.1 and 11.E6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land and shall consist
of at least one of the following:
i.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;

J
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ii.
iii.

ii)

ill)

11.6E.4

a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.&E6G.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
&50 square metres (8611 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.EQ. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120 metres2 (1201.67 fcet2)-110.0
metres2 (1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the Public
Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping spaces
shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each container
must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent proof.
The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two —G (C-2E2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
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3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 150%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2I2G
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on 'Map
2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Commercial Two '-G' (C-2E2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; andAND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
99.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL D I STRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 25, 2020

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95— OCP/ REZONING (CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 -SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider authorizing minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 which propose to allow for
the development of the 'Gowliand Harbour Views' project located on Quadra Island in Electoral
Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its September 16, 2020 meeting the Electoral Areas Services Committee considered the
attached report and passed the following resolution:
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 175/20
THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
be provided for the Board's consideration.
If the recommendation to support amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 is supported by the Board
a further report will be prepared to outline the specific changes being contemplated, following
which the Board could consider whether or not to authorize a public hearing to obtain public input
on the proposal.
RECOMOATION

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration by the
Board.
Respectfully:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments: Copy of September 11, 2020 report to the Electoral Areas Services Committee

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September ii, 2020
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To advise the Committee of the applicant's request to proceed with amendment Bylaws No .94
and No. 95 known as 'Gowlland Harbour Views' over DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its July 28, 2011 meeting the Board passed the following resolutions:
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a
Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.

Staff has been advised that the applicant would like to proceed with the Gowlland Harbour
Views application and associated consideration of Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. Bylaw No. 94,
proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country
Residential (CR) and Commercial (C). Bylaw No. 95 proposes to Rezone portions of land from
Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and
water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two
(MC-2) to permit up to 54 — 1 .0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.

Staff Report - CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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The proponent has confirmed that the proposal continues to adhere to the overall provisions
and density considerations of the current amendment bylaws and that servicing will be provided
through an extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System and small private water system.
It is recommended that minor amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided to the Board
for consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94
and 95 be provided for the Board's consideration.

Respectfully:

7
Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3. 1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iü. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (5) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:

11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares
Commercial Two 'E'

BYLAWNO. 95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO. 95
11.28.5
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO. 95
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11 .6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6 LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, February 24, 2021
1\Iinutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
February 24, 2021 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
Vice Chair:
Directors:

B. Unger
J. Abram
N. Anderson
M. Baker
J. Colborne
C. Cornfield
M. Davis
C. Evans
B. Leigh
C. Molgove
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Sayward
Village of Zeballos
City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot'Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Director Cornfield requested that an item of New Business entitled
"Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k:t1es7et'h' First Nations on Regional Board" be
added to the agenda.
LeighlCornfield: SRD 148/21
THAT the agenda for February 24, 2021 regular meeting of the
Board be adopted as amended.
CARRIED
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Gowlland Harbour Views Development
The Chair welcomed Rick Schellinck, who made a verbal
presentation regarding the Gowlland Harbour Views development
proposal.
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Director Kerr joined the meeting.
The Chair thanked Mr. Schellinck for his presentation.
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 149/21
THAT the verbal presentation be received.
CARRIED
Associate Member Jules and Director Adams joined the meeting.
Mr. Schellinck left the meeting.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Evans/Kerr: SRD 150/21
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on February 10, 2021 be adopted.
CARRIED
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
AVICC Climate Action Group
Director Leigh requested an update on the AVICC Climate Action
Group.
The Corporate Officer advised that this would be addressed in a
staff report on the next Board agenda.

CHAIR'S REPORT
Craig Anderson
The Chair advised of the passing of Craig Anderson, former Board
Chair and Mayor of Gold River.
Connected Coast
The Chair acknowledged that there has been requests for updates
on the Connected Coast project and advised that an update will be
provided as soon as one is available.
Ka: 'yu : 'k't'h'/Che :k't1es7et'h' First Nations (KCFN) Joining
the Strathcona Regional District (SRD)
The Chair advised that he is looking forward to April 1, 2021 when
the KCFN will be joining the SRD.
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LeighfDavis: SRD 15 1/21
THAT the Chaifs verbal report be received.
CARRIED
CornfieldlAdams: SRD 152/2 1
THAT the SRD send a letter of condolences along with an
appropriate gift to the family of Craig Anderson, former Chair of
the Regional District and Mayor of Gold River.
CARRIED

COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Parcel Tax Roll Review Panel
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 152/21
THAT the draft minutes of the sitting of the Parcel Tax Roll Review
Panel held on February 10, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
Electoral Areas Services Committee
AbramlLeigh: SRD 153/21
THAT the draft minutes of the meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee held on February 10, 2021 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Evans/Moglove: SRD 154/2 1
THAT the draft minutes of the meeting of the Strathcona Gardens
Commission held on February 10, 2021 be received.
CARRIED

STAFF REPORTS
Development Variance Permit Application - DV 2C 20
(Crombie)
AbramlLeigh: SRD 155/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 156/21
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THAT the matter be referred back to the Electoral Areas Services
Committee.
CARRIED
Agricultural Land Reserve Application - 496 Grouse Road,
Quadra Island
Abram!Leigh: SRD 157/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 158/21
THAT Agricultural Land Reserve application ALR 1 C 21
(McPhee) for land legally described as Lot 1, District Lot 24,
Sayward District, Plan 50799 be authorized to proceed to the
Agricultural Land Commission, and
THAT the Regional District provide a recommendation at this time
to approve.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Fire Protection - Superior Tanker Shuttle Service
AndersonlCornfield: SRD 158/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Anderson: SRD 159/21
THAT $9,000 of reserves be included in to the 202 1-2025 Financial
Plan to investigate cost and operational requirements for
accrediting the Cortes Island fire department as a Super Tanker
Shuttle Service fire department.
CARRIED
Fire Protection Service - Duncan Bay/Race Point (Electoral
Area A)
Evans/Cornfield: SRD 160/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Ken: SRD 161/21
THAT a further report be prepared to investigate the matter of fire
protection services being offered to residents in the Duncan Bay
and Race Point areas.
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CARRIED
Spiideo Livestreaming Proposal
LeighlCornfield: SRD 162/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Ken: SRD 163/21
THAT the plan to install Spiideo services in the Strathcona Gardens
recreation facility be approved in principle subject to entering into
an agreement with the Campbell River Minor Hockey Association
whereby the Association would be responsible for all costs and the
Regional District would be insulated from any liability risks.
Director Leigh opposed.
CARRIED
City of Campbell River Development Proposal (Ripple Rock
Estates)
Whalley/Comfield: SRD 164/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Associate Member Jules left the meeting.
A vote was held on the pending motion and it was...
CARRIED
Proposed Emergency Financial Guidelines Revision
Adams/Evans: SRD 165/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 166/21
THAT a submission be provided to Emergency Management BC
regarding proposed policy revisions for reimbursing emergency
response costs incurred by local government and First Nations.
CARRIED
Application to Canada Healthy Communities Initiative
Leigh/Davis: SRD 167/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
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CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 168/21
THAT the Strathcona Regional District submit a grant application
for the design and construction of Salmon Point Trail Upgrade
Project through the Canada Healthy Communities Initiative.
CARRIED
Evans/Leigh: SRD 169/21
THAT the Strathcona Regional District submit a grant application
for the design and construction of Bike Friendly Infrastructure at
SRD facilities through the Canada Healthy Communities Initiative.
CARRIED
Non-Medical Cannabis Proposal (Pacific Sea Weed)
Leigh/Davis: SRD 170/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Evans/Leigh: SRD 171/21
THAT a copy of the February 18, 2021 report from the Chief
Administrative Officer be provided to the Liquor and Cannabis
Regulation Branch as a rationale for the Boards position on the
application for a cannabis retail store by Pacific Sea Weed.
CARRIED
Requests for Economic Development Funding - Electoral Area
C
LeighlWhalley: SRD 172/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramfLeigh: SRD 173/2 1
THAT the Board approve economic development grants to be paid
from the Electoral Area C economic development service budget as
follows:
i) $4,948 to the Quadra Children's Centre to assist with 2021
insurance costs;
ii) $3,000 to the Surge Narrows Community Association to assist
with operating costs, and
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iii) $4,000

to the Smart Island Community Association to assist
with 2021 insurance costs.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Museum at Campbell River
Evans/Kerr: SRD 174/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlKerr: SRD 175/21
THAT the Board approve a grant for the Museum at Campbell
River in the amount of $1,000 to assist with programming costs to
be paid from the Electoral Area C grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Shellinck)
AbramlAnderson: SRD 176/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 177/21
THAT the matter be refered to the Electoral Areas Services
Committee.
CARRIED

DirectorAnderson opposed.

Bylaw No. 124 - Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Amendment
AbramlKerr: SRD 178/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 179/21
THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 124, being Quathiaski
Cove Sewage Local Service Area Establishment Bylaw 1993,
Amendment No. 3, be postponed indefinitely.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 412 and 413 - OCP Amendment and Rezoning
Application (CP 1C 20/RZ 3C 20 - Elias)
AbramfLeigh: SRD 180/2 1
https I/agenda strathconard ca/public/minutes_printer.asp9printer1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=2/241202 I &MeetingType=52
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 181/21
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaws No. 412 and 413
together with all supporting documents be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 182/21
THAT Bylaw No. 412 be given third reading.
CARRTED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 183/21
THAT Bylaw No. 412, being Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 15, be now reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRI) 184/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 413 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRI) 185/21
THAT Bylaw No. 413, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 135, be now reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 421 - Cortes Island Fire Protection Contract
Anderson/Whalley: SRD 186/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Cornfield: SRI) 187/21
THAT Bylaw No. 421, being a bylaw to authorize amendments to
the service agreement with the Cortes Island Fire Fighters
Association, be now introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
Anderson/Cornfield: SRD 188/21
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THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 421 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Anderson/Cornfield: SRD 189/21
THAT Bylaw No. 421, being Cortes Island Fire Protection Service
Agreement Authorization Bylaw 2019, Amendment No.1, be now
reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 422 - Officer and Employee Financial Disclosures
Abram/Colborne: SRD 190/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Adams/Leigh: SRD 191/21
THAT Bylaw No. 422, being a bylaw to designate municipal
employees for the purposes of the Financial Disclosure Act, be now
introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 192/21
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 422 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 193/2 1
THAT Bylaw No. 422, being Employee Financial Disclosure
Designation Bylaw 2021, be now reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 423 - Financial Plan and Capital Expenditure
Program (2021-2025)
Whalley/Leigh: SRID 194/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Davis/Whalley: SRD 195/21
THAT Bylaw No. 423, being a bylaw to adopt the 2021 to 2025
financial plan and capital expenditure program, be now introduced
and read a first time.
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CARRIED

Directors Anderson and Leigh opposed.

CARRIED

Directors Anderson and Leigh opposed.

Kerr/Cornfield: SRD 196/21
THAT Bylaw No. 423 be given second reading.

Cornfield/Evans: SRD 197/21
THAT Bylaw No. 423 be returned for further consideration by the
Board at its March 10, 2021 meeting.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 198/2 1
THAT the following correspondence be received:

RCMP Committee Nominations
- February 17, 2021 member release from the Union of BC
Municipalities regarding nominations for the RCMP Committee.
Evacuation Planning Grant (Oyster River)
- February 11, 2021 correspondence from the Union of BC
Municipalities regarding the Oyster River Evacuation Planning
grant application.
Rural Community Recovery Program
- February 18, 2021 media release from the Island Coastal
Economic Trust regarding the rural communities recovery program.
Expansion of Island Coastal Economic Trust
- February 19, 2021 news release from the Ministry of Jobs,
Economic Recovery and Innovation regarding an expansion of the
Island Coastal Economic Trust.
CARRIED
GeoScience BC
CornfieldlKerr: SRD 199/21
THAT the February 16, 2021 correspondence from Geoscience BC
regarding a request for support be received.
CARRIED
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CornfieldlMoglove: SRD 200/2 1
THAT the Regional District provide a new letter of support
utilizing key messages in support of GeoScience BC current
programming and funding request.
CARRIED
MEMBERS' REPORTS
Regional District Budget Process
AndersonlMoglove: SRD 201/21
THAT the February 18, 2021 report from Director Anderson
regarding the Regional District's budget process be received.
CARRIED

NEW BUSINESS
Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k:tles7et'h' First Nations on Regional Board
CornfieldlKerr: SRD 202/21
THAT two plaques of the letters patent be created, one for KCFN
and one for SRD, and
THAT two turned lathed wood platters be commissioned for KCFN
offices in Kyuquot and Campbell River using wood from the
various municipalities and electoral areas within the SRD, and
THAT Director Kerr coordinate efforts with the area directors.
CARRIED
Proposed Procedure Bylaw Amendments
Adams/Davis: SRD 203/2 1
THAT the Chief Administrative Officer consider amendments to
the procedure bylaw to align with other local governments and to
expedite readings of bylaws.
CARRIED

Director Anderson opposed

CLOSED SESSION
Leigh/Colborne: SRD 204/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Colborne: SRD 205/21
THAT a closed meeting be held immediately following termination
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of the public meeting to consider matters deemed to fall within the
parameters of subsections 90(1)(a), (c), (e), (f), (g), (i), (k), (n), (o)
and 90(2)(b) of the Community Charter.
CARRIED
TERMINATION
Leigh!Evans: SRD 206/2 1
THAT the February 24, 2021 regular meeting of the Regional
Board be terminated.

Time: 2:10 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Referred from
January 13, 2021
Board meeting.

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT
STAFF REPORT

FILE: 0550-04 Board

DATE:

January 5, 2021

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/C P 3C 09 & 3360-20/RZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE
To consider proposed amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and No. 95, also known as the Gowliand
Harbour Views development proposal.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its October 7, 2020 meeting the Board considered the attached report and passed the
following resolution:
Abram/Anderson: SRD 71 7/20
THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration
by the Board.

Bylaws No. 94 and 95 have been prepared to facilitate the Gowlland Harbour Views
development proposal. Bylaw No. 94 proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowiland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR) and Commercial (C) while Bylaw No.
95 proposes to rezone portions of land from Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A
(CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and
Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a subdivision of 1 .0 hectare
average sized lots and a tourist commercial campground and associated dock. Amenities will
be provided in the form of the provision of parks and trail systems and a capital contribution to
the Quathiaski Cove sewer system for each of the lots. The servicing and amenity requirements
and associated timing of these will be managed through a master development agreement to
be finalized prior to final adoption of the bylaws.
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 were initially granted first and second reading on July 28, 2011. Since
that time, difficulty in determining the likelihood of a connection to the Quathiaski Cove sewer
system and the associated servicing requirements led the proponent to amend the original
proposal for 1 .0 hectare lots connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system to a 2.0 hectare
lot proposal to be serviced by onsite sewage and water systems. Upon presentation of the
amended proposal at the Electoral Areas Services Committee and the subsequent request of
the Electoral Area Director, the proponent reverted back to the original 1 .0 hectare average fee
simple parcel proposal to be connected to the Quathiaski Cove sewer system and serviced
through the development of small private water system(s). Community input on the proposal is
intended to be received subsequent to second reading via a public hearing process.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)

Page 2

Although the current proposal has undergone a number of changes, it continues to reflect the
overall provisions and density considerations of the initial proposal including residential density
of 1 unit per 1 .0 hectare and tourist commercial density at 10 units per 1.0 hectare. The most
recent changes to the proposal have occurred in response to appeals of the community or in
light of requests presented by the Electoral Area C Director. Changes to the bylaws include a
reduction to the cabin and campground sizes to 50.0 square metres and 110.0 square metres
respectively; potential for bonus density in exchange for the servicing provisions required by the
master development agreement, and a capital contribution to the Quathiaski Cover sewer
system. Technical amendments have been included to simplify the bylaw and limit unnecessary
content that can be addressed through other means, such as the master development
agreement. General housekeeping amendments have also been included in the bylaws as they
relate to changes in the parent bylaws, legislative and technical requirements. Bylaws No. 94
and 95, with proposed amendments, are attached for the Board's consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT Bylaw No. 94 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."
3. THAT Bylaw No. 94 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

4.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be amended by deleting the words "Part 26" in the preamble and
substituting therefore the words "Part 14."

5.

THAT Bylaw No. 95 be further amended by deleting Schedule 'A' in its entirety and
substituting a new Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95, attached to the January 5, 2021 report
from the Chief Administrative Officer.

6.

THAT a virtual public hearing to consider Bylaws No. 94 and 95 (Schellinck/Gowlland
Harbour Views) be authorized to be held starting at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 10,
2021 in accordance with the requirements of Ministerial Order M192, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the directors for Electoral Areas
A, C and D with the directors for Electoral Area C and Electoral Area D designated as
the Chair and Vice Chair respectively for the public hearing.

RespectfuIl7)

/

,/1
/ /

/, /

/

/

Lv' /

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
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Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 (w/track changes)
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 94
New Schedule 'A' to Bylaw No. 95

Distance' from Quathiaski Cove to
subject jroperty is approximately 1.8km

Location Map
CF 3C 09 / RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 -April Point Road
JJIy 23. 2010

SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO.94
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and
renumbering the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly
satisfies the following criteria:
i.

a high standard for future land development in the area,

II.

significant value and higher and better use of the land,

ill. significant community value and/or desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes
of the land base,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 40% open space,
vlll. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth
principles and green building strategies that include water and energy
efficiency,
ix.

compatibility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource
areas, at an appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District,
Plan VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-I' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is redesignated from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the
attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

Area to be re-designated to
Country Residential

Country Residential

Area to be re-designated
to Commercial

uteOs

Commercial

RQAQ

V1P86955

Country
Residential

Legend
' A

Agricultural Land Reserve
150

75

0

150

Metres
Thi
bft Own
pflo.n Uk.
..,d S.d. ad.,t T1E.,.pS..wjbdS.n

Jrvy le. 2011

SCHEDULE 'A' - BYLAW NO.95
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which
are licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the
temporary accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational
vehicles, but specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public,
staying at a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be
used for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be
mobile on land, whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes
and park model trailers.
Cafe: a small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of
temporary transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may
include cabins, but specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park
model trailers or recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of
residential accommodation as a permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public,
staying in a location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'G' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
(CR-2A)
1 .0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(C-2G) 2.0 hectares
Commercial Two 'G'

5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety
with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive
Covenant to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land
at the time of registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has
applied density averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any
lot within the original parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the
zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single
family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the
Gowliand Harbour Views Servicing Agreement servicing standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community sanitary sewer system
and small water system(s) as per the Servicing Agreement.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is
one single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS

Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot
line.
11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone,
a)
siting for all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2
'Size, Shape and Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw
and Bylaw No. 2782, "Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the
average natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building
exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
20%.

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to
provide a minimum of 40% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-way granted as per the
Master Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed
as per the Master Development Agreement and final works
completed prior to completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country
Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified
minimum lot area above may be created by subdivision provided
that the overall average parcel size of all lots is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

11.28.13 BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property
legally described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, subject to
the conditions set out in Sectoin 11 .28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Agreement must be met before the bonus
density under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.

END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the
following new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO G(C-2G)

11 .6G
11 .6G.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6G.2

11 .6G.3

Resort/campground use; where the combined total density is
limited to 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted
use is restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground
uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G.1 and 11.6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a
lot, subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel,
with the exception of one single family dwelling used as an
accessory residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along
property lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land
and shall consist of at least one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

ii)

iii)

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of
the required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional
district's Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G.1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not
exceed 50 square metres (538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G. 1(a) shall be subject
to the following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along
the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite
spaces and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall
have a minimum area of not less than 110.0 metres2
(1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished
with pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient
rainwater management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be
licensed for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with
the Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities
Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal.
Each container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight
and rodent proof. The provision of centralized bear proof
garbage collection centre of suitable capacity is required
and must be sited a minimum of 4.5 m from any property
line.

11.6E.4

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two G (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise
required by covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot
line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot
line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot
line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be
15%, excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2G

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955
on Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby
amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-i) to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached
Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One
(RU-I) to Commercial Two 'G' (C-2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1";
and

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One
(AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on
the attached Appendix "1".

Area to be
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to CR-2A

Area to be
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to MC-2
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rezoned
toC2-G
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby amended
as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011.
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 20112020
. 20112020

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHE DAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
20112020

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

S
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SCHEDULE
SECTION ONE

'A'

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering the
existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal repre.sents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

ill, significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base_as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covcnants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum Q40% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenant&,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate son4ces for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on site rainwater managemcnt, and

x-dx. the proposed development is corn patiblility with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of atan
appropriate scale end that does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

S

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'

Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRI CT

BYLAW NO.95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26-14 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE 28 DAY OF July, 2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF

, 2020

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF

2020
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BYLAW NO.95

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary accommodation
of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are licensed for the
current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but specifically
excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at a
location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used for
temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.

S

Restauran-tCafe: an small establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically
excludes neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two '-G'(C-2E2G)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E-G— Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E2G
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
1 .0 hectare
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
2.0
hectares
(C-2G)
Commercial Two 'EG'

BYLAW NO.95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable requirements
of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant to
be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density averaging
(where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original parcel that is
not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11 .1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community and
the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Servicinq Agreement, registered building envelopes,
building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation covenants
servicinq standards.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a community
sanitary sewer system and small water system(s) as per the Servicinq
Aq reeme nt.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

—

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On Site

Stormwater Management Plan.
11.28.4

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO. 95
11.28.5
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6 PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by registered
covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;

b)a)

Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

c)

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average natural
grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 5040% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and rights-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per the
Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum average residential lot area within the Country Residential
Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone shall be 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community-is equal to the minimum lot area required.

BYLAWNO.95
11.28.13
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BONUS DENSITY

Despite Section 11.28.3.2 above, bonus density of up to 10 lots is permitted for property leqally
described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955, sublect to the conditions set
out in Sectoin 11.28.14 below.
11.28.14

CONDITIONS FOR BONUS DENSITY

The conditions and terms, as outlined in the Aqreement must be met before the bonus density
under Section 11.28.13 above will be permitted.

END — CR-2A
8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following new
zone:

11.&E

COMMERCIAL TWO E-G(C-2E20)

11 .E6G.1 PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:

C

a)

Resort/campground use; where the combined total number of unitsdensity
limited to 3 total maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

11 .€E6G.2 PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant Cafe use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum
number of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal permitted
use, including office and retail sales.

11.€6G.3CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.E6G.1 and 11.GE6G.2 are
subject to the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent residential parcels of land and shall consist
of at least one of the following:
i.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;

BYLAW NO.95

ii)

iii)
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ii.

a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or

iii.

a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

Resort Use listed in Section 11.1E6G.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
goso square metres (861.1 538.2 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.&E6G. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120 metros2 (1291.67 feet2)-110.0
metres2 (1184.03 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the Public
Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping spaces
shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each container
must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent proof.
The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E--G (C-2E2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
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3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be iO%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2E2G
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on 'Map
2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix 1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Commercial Two '-G' (C-2E2G), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; andAND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
99.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 25, 2020

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCP/ REZONING (CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 -SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM
To consider authorizing minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 which propose to allow for
the development of the 'Gowlland Harbour Views' project located on Quadra Island in Electoral
Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its September 16, 2020 meeting the Electoral Areas Services Committee considered the
attached report and passed the following resolution:
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 175/20
THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
be provided for the Board's consideration.
If the recommendation to support amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 is supported by the Board
a further report will be prepared to outline the specific changes being contemplated, following
which the Board could consider whether or not to authorize a public hearing to obtain public input
on the proposal.
RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration by the
Board.
Respectfully:
/

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments:

Copy of September 11, 2020 report to the Electoral Areas Services Committee

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 11, 2020
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAw No.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To advise the Committee of the applicant's request to proceed with amendment Bylaws No .94
and No. 95 known as 'Gowlland Harbour Views' over DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its July 28, 2011 meeting the Board passed the following resolutions:
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a
Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.

Staff has been advised that the applicant would like to proceed with the Gowlland Harbour
Views application and associated consideration of Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. Bylaw No. 94,
proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (5) to Country
Residential (CR) and Commercial (C). Bylaw No. 95 proposes to Rezone portions of land from
Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and
water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two
(MC-2) to permit up to 54 — 1.0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.

Staff Report - CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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The proponent has confirmed that the proposal continues to adhere to the overall provisions
and density considerations of the current amendment bylaws and that servicing will be provided
through an extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System and small private water system.
It is recommended that minor amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided to the Board
for consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94
and 95 be provided for the Board's consideration.

Respectfully:
/

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE 28TH DAYOF JULY,2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF

JULY, 2011
,2011

,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
, 2011
DAY OF
ON THE
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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PA GE 2

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate sen/ices for water and liquid waste is achieved
and inte grated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE
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JULY, 2011
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,2011

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E

S

4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

S
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)

S

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11 .6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

0
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix i;

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona
Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, February 10, 2021
Minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, February
10, 2021 at the Strathcona Regional District office located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. with the following
directors physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
Chair:
Directors:

J. Abram
Electoral Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets)
N. Anderson Electoral Area B (CoPes Island)
B. Leigh
Electoral Area D (Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake)
G. Whalley
Electoral Area A (Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward)

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 18/21
THAT the agenda for the February 10, 2021 regular meeting of the
Electoral Areas Services Committee be adopted as presented.
CARRIED
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Gowiland Harbour Views (Bylaws No. 94 and 95)
The Chair welcomed Rick Schellinck, owner and Dan Bowen,
Consultant, who made a verbal presentation regarding the
Gowiland Harbour Views development proposal.
The Chair thanked the presenters.
LeighlAnderson: EASC 19/2 1
THAT the verbal presentation be received.
CARRIED
ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 20/2 1
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee held on January 13, 2021 be adopted.
CARRIED
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STAFF REPORTS
Development Variance Permit Application (Crombie)
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 21/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 22/21
THAT the February 5, 2021 correspondence from Marg Crombie
and David Porter be received.
CARRIED
LeighlAnderson: EASC 23/2 1
THAT the Committee recommend that development variance
permit DV 2C 20 (Crombie) be denied and that staff work with the
applicant to comply with the bylaw.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Fire Protection - Superior Tanker Shuttle Service
LeighlAnderson: EASC 24/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlAnderson: EASC 25/2 1
THAT the Committee recommend that $9,000 of reserves be
included in to the 2021-2025 Financial Plan to investigate cost and
operational requirements for accrediting the Cortes Island fire
department as a Super Tanker Shuttle Service fire department.
CARRIED
Fire Protection Service - Duncan Bay/Race Point (Electoral
Area A)
EASC 26/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 27/21
THAT the Committee recommend to the Board that a further report
https I/agenda strathconard ca/pUblic/minuteS_printer asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=2&MeetingDate=2/1O/202 1 &MeetingType=75
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be prepared to investigate the matter of fire protection services
being offered to residents in the Duncan Bay and Race Point areas.
CARRIED
2021 - 2025 Draft Financial Plan Package
LeighlWhalley: EASC 28/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

The Chief Financial Officer made a presentation regarding the
2021-2025 Draft Financial Plan.
RECESS
The Chair recessed the meeting at 11:06 a.m.
RECONVENE
The meeting reconvened at 11:11 a.m. with all members present.
Andersonl: EASC 29/2 1
THAT the Chair schedule another Electoral Areas Services
Committee meeting to have a conversation about shared services.

Director Leigh in the Chair. Director Abram seconded the motion.
A vote was held on the pending motion and it was...
DEFEATED

Directors Leigh and Whalley opposed

Director Abram in the Chair.
The Chair questioned the manner in which wharves funds were
allocated in the 202 1-2025 Draft Financial Plan.
Discussion ensued.
Director Leigh in the Chair.
AbramlAnderson: EASC 30/21
THAT the funds to be allocated to the Wharves (future function) be
put back into the Parks function for the 2021-2025 Financial Plan
as these are Parks wharves for the use and enjoyment of the public
not Transport Canada wharves for the movement of people and
goods.
CARRIED
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Director Abram in the Chair.
Anderson/Leigh: EASC 31/21
THAT a report on the workplan for function 500 1anning) be
provided.
CARRIED
Requests for Economic Development Funding - Electoral Area
C
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 32/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 33/2 1
THAT the Committee recommend that the Board approve economic
development grants to be paid from the Electoral Area C economic
development service budget as follows:
i) $4,948 to the Quadra Children's Centre to assist with 2021
insurance costs;

ii) $3,100 to the Surge Nanows Community Association to assist
with operating costs; and

iii) $4,000 to the Stuart Island Community Association to assist
with 2021 insurance costs.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Museum at Campbell River
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 34/21
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 35/21
THAT the Committee recommend that a grant in aid for the
Museum at Campbell River in the amount of $1,000 be approved to
assist with programming costs to be paid from the Electoral Area C
grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - CP 3C09/RZ 2C 09 (Shellinck)
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Leigh!Whalley: EASC 36/2 1
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Director Leigh in the Chair.
Abram!: EASC 37/21
THAT the Electoral Areas Services Committee postpone any public
hearing until such time all that the pertinent questions asked by the
Committee have been answered.

Director Leigh relinquished the Chair to second the motion.
Director Abram in the Chair.
Director Leigh in the Chair.
A vote was held on resolution EASC 36/2 1 and it was...
CARRIED
Abram!Whalley: EASC 38/21
THAT until we have received comment and answers from the
proponent regarding the questions asked today, that the public
hearing be postponed until that time.
CARRIED
Director Abram in the Chair.

ADDENDUM ITEMS
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 39/2 1
THAT the addendum entitled "Proposed Addition to Reserve Klahoose First Nation" be deferred to the next Electoral Areas
Services Committee Meeting.
CARRIED

TERM[NATION
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 40/21
THAT the February 10, 2021 regular meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee be terminated.
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 25, 2020

TO:

Chair and Directors
Regional Board

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

FILE: 0550-04 Board

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95— OCP/ REZONING (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 -SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider authorizing minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 which propose to allow for
the development of the 'Gowlland Harbour Views' project located on Quadra Island in Electoral
Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its September 16, 2020 meeting the Electoral Areas Services Committee considered the
attached report and passed the following resolution:
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 175/20
THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
be provided for the Board's consideration.

If the recommendation to support amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 is supported by the Board
a further report will be prepared to outline the specific changes being contemplated, following
which the Board could consider whether or not to authorize a public hearing to obtain public input
on the proposal.
RECOMMENDATION

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for consideration by the
Board.

Respectfully:

/

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
Attachments: Copy of September 11, 2020 report to the Electoral Areas Services Committee

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 11, 2020
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAw NO.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To advise the Committee of the applicant's request to proceed with amendment Bylaws No .94
and No. 95 known as 'Gowlland Harbour Views' over DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its July 28, 2011 meeting the Board passed the following resolutions:
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a
Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.

Staff has been advised that the applicant would like to proceed with the Gowlland Harbour
Views application and associated consideration of Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. Bylaw No. 94,

proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country
Residential (CR) and Commercial (C). Bylaw No. 95 proposes to Rezone portions of land from
Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and
water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two
(MC-2) to permit up to 54 — i .0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.

Staff Report - CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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The proponent has confirmed that the proposal continues to adhere to the overall provisions
and density considerations of the current amendment bylaws and that servicing will be provided
through an extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System and small private water system.
It is recommended that minor amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided to the Board
for consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94
and 95 be provided for the Board's consideration.

Respectfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Sen/ices
Attachments: Amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95

Distancefrom Quathiaski Cove to
subject roperty is approximately 1.8km

Location Map
CP 3C 09 / RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot 1 -April Point Road
kiIy23. 2010

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE 28TH DAYOF JULY,2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF

JULY, 2011
, 2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF

BYLAWNO. 94
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

ill. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vlli. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

U)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO.94
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

281H DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAYOF

JULY,2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2011

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

,2011

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1 .0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares

BYLAW NO. 95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11 .3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowliand
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

g
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11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';
The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO. 95
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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_.Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

KEG IONAL DISTRICT

Wednesday, October 7, 2020
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Wednesday,
October 7, 2020 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MINUTES
Vice Chair: B. Unger
Directors:
J. Abram
A. Adams
N. Anderson
J. Colborne
C. Cornfield
M. Davis
B. Leigh
C. Molgove
G. Whalley
Alt. Director: C. Evans
for M. Babchuk

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
City of Campbell River
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Zeballos
City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)
City of Campbell River

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Leigh/Abram: SRD 6 84/20
THAT the agenda for October 7, 2020 regular meeting of the Board
be adopted as presented.
CARRIED

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Leigh/Abram: SRD 685/20
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on September 16, 2020 be adopted.
CARRIED
BUSINESS ARISiNG FROM MINUTES
https://agenda.strathconard.ca/public/minutesjrinter.asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=1O/7/2020&MeetingType=52
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Vancouver Island Regional Library
Director Leigh advised that the Vancouver Island Regional Library
Board passed the 202 1-2025 Financial Plan at its meeting held on
October 3, 2020.

CHAIR'S REPORT
Chair Michele Babchuk
The Vice Chair advised that Chair Michele Babchuk is on leave of
absence.
Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities
(AVICC)
The Vice Chair congratulated Alternate Director Evans on her
appointment to the AVICC executive.
Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM)
The Vice Chair congratulated Director Moglove on her
appointement to the UBCM executive.
Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM) Convention
The Vice Chair advised that he attended the UBCM Convention on
behalf the Regional District.
Colborne/Adams: SRD 686/20
THAT the Vice Chair's report be received.
CARRIED
Director Kerr joined the meeting.

COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Electoral Areas Services Committee
Colborne/Kerr: SRD 687/20
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee held on September 16, 2020 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
https I/agenda strathconard.calpublic/minutespr1nter asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=1O/7/2020&MeetingType=52
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Leigh/Anderson: SRD 688/20
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Strathcona
Gardens Commission held on September 16, 2020 be received.

STAFF REPORTS
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Development Permit
Application DP 3D 20 (Botsford)
LeighlWhalley: SRD 689/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Leigh/Whalley: SRD 690/20
THAT environmentally sensitive development permit DP 3D 20 be
approved, and
THAT the Corporate Officer be authorized to issue the development
permit.
CARRIED
Development Permit Application (Heriot Bay Tru Value Foods)
Abram/Leigh: SRD 69 1/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Abram/Whalley: SRD 692/20
THAT commercial development permit DP 3C 20 be approved, and
THAT the Corporate Officer be authorized to issue the development
permit.
CARRIED
Quathiaski Cove Sewer Rates Bylaw Amendment
Abram/Leigh: SRD 693/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Abram/Leigh: SRD 694/20
THAT a bylaw be prepared to amend the user rates for the
https.//agenda strathconard Ca/public/minutes_printer asp'printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=1O/7/2020&MeetiagType=52
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Quathiaski Cove sewer system to generate the revenue
requirements identified in the 2020-2024 Financial Plan.
CARRTED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 695/20
THAT a further report be prepared to consider additional funding
scenarios including user fees and parcel taxes.
CARRIED
Sayward Valley Internet Service
Whalley/Abram: SRD 696/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Whalley/Ken: SRD 697/20
TI-IAT staff negotiate the settlement of contracts with Sayward
Valley Communications, Mascon Cable and the Village of
Sayward; and
THAT staff seek legal council in regards to the breach(es) of
contract and their termination; and
THAT the Chair of the SRD Board to write a letter to the Village of
Sayward requesting a detailed ledger outlining all transactions
affecting the Internet Upgrade Fund since inception.
CARRIED
Community Resiliency Investment - Grant Opportunity
AbranVWhalley: SRD 698/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

AbramlAnderson: SRD 699/20
THAT an application to the 2021 Community Resiliency
Investment grant program be submitted for Fire Smart activities in
the electoral areas, and
THAT the Regional District commit to overall grant management if
the application is successful.
CARRIED
Grant Opportunity - Surge Narrows Store Site Revitalization
AbramfLeigh: SRD 700/20
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlDavis: SRD 701/20
THAT an application be submitted to the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program - Rural and Northern Communities grant
program for the revitalization of the Surge Narrows store building,
boardwalk and floating dock at Read Island, and
THAT the Regional District support the project and commits to its
share of costs or cost overruns associated with the project.
CARRIED
North Quadra Open Burning Regulation
AbramlLeigh: SRD 702/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlCornfield: SRD 703/20
THAT no further public consultation be undertaken until more than
50% of property owners and 50% of property values petition in
favor of a fire service for North Quadra be received by the SRD.
CARRIED
Sayward Valley Recreation and Community Use Service
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 704/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Adams: SRD 705/20
THAT the Board proceed with "Option C" from the staff report
dated September 30, 2020.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Zoning Bylaw - Cannabis Production and Sale
Anderson/Colborne: SRD 706/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AndersonlLeigh: SRD 707/20
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THAT an amendment to the Cortes Island zoning bylaw be
prepared that would permit cannabis production and sale without
the requirement for site specific zoning.
CARRIED

Director Whalley opposed

Electoral Area Administration Service
Leigh/Abram: SRD 708/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Colbome: SRD 709/20
THAT a report be prepared to examine the possibility of using the
electoral area administration service to provide financial assistance
to organizations within the electoral areas.
CARRIED

Directors Anderson, Colborne and
Mo glove opposed

Director Remuneration - Public Hearings
AbramlDavis: SRD 7 10/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 711/20
THAT an amendment be prepared to Bylaw No. 359, being
Electoral Area Director Supplemental Compensation Bylaw 2019,
that would consider a public hearing with both an official
community plan component and a rezoning component as two
separate public hearings.
Director Anderson opposed
CARRIED
Economic Development Funding - Quadra Island Conservancy
Stewardship Society
Abram/Whafley: SRD 7 12/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 7 13/20
THAT the Board approve an economic development grant for the
Quadra Island Conservancy Stewardship Society in the amount of
$1,500 to assist with insurance premium costs to be paid from the
Electoral Area C economic development service budget.
CARRIED
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Request for Financial Assistance - Quadra Cat Rescue
AbramlWhalley: SRD 714/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 715/20
THAT a grant in aid for the Quadra Cat Rescue in the amount of
$1,500 be approved to assist with costs associated with controlling
the unwanted cat population on Quadra Island to be paid from the
Electoral Area C grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP and Zoning Amendment (CP 3C
09/RZ 2C 09 -Schellinck)
AbramlLeigh: SRD 716/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlAnderson: SRD 7 17/20
THAT minor amendments to Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be prepared for
consideration by the Board.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 352 - Rezoning (Quadraponics Cannabis
Production)
AbramlDavis: SRD 718/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 719/20
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 352 and all
related records be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 720/20
THAT Bylaw No. 352 be given third reading.
CARRIED
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AbramlWhalley: SRD 72 1/20
THAT Bylaw No. 352, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 127, be reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaws No. 383 & 384 - OCP Amendment and Rezoning (CP
1C 19LRX 2C 19 - BC Ferries)
AbramlLeigh: SRD 722/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 723/20
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaws No. 383 and 384,
together with all supporting documentation, be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 724/20
THAT Bylaw No. 383 be given third reading.
CARRIED
AbramlKerr: SRD 725/20
THAT Bylaw No. 383, being Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 14, be now reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 726/20
THAT Bylaw No. 384 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Abram/Anderson: SRD 727/20
THAT Bylaw No. 384, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 132, be now reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 386 - Rezoning Proposal (RZ 2C 20 - S. Quadra Fire
Protection)
Abram/Evans: SRD 728/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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AbramlLeigh: SRD 729/20
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 386, together
with all supporting documentation be received.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 730/20
THAT Bylaw No. 386 be given third reading.
CARRIED
AbramlAnderson: SRD 731/20
THAT Bylaw No. 386, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 134, be now reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 404 - Financial Plan Amendment
Cornfield/Evans: SRD 732/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield!Whalley: SRD 733/20
THAT Bylaw No. 404, being a bylaw to amend the 2020 to 2024
financial plan and capital expenditure program, be now introduced
and read a first time.
CARRIED
CornfieldlWhalley: SRD 734/20
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 404 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 73 5/20
THAT Bylaw No. 404, being 2020 to 2024 Financial Plan and
Capital Expenditure Program Bylaw, Amendment No.1, be
reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 405 - Surge Narrows Community Association
Permissive Tax Exemption 2021
Abram/V*/halley: SRD 736/20
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 737/20
THAT Bylaw No. 405, being a bylaw to provide an exemption from
taxation for specified real property located on Read Island, be now
introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
AbramlLeigh: SRD 73 8/20
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 405 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
AbramlDavis: SRD 73 9/20
THAT Bylaw No. 405, being Surge Narrows Community
Association Property Tax Exemption Bylaw 2021, be reconsidered,
finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
Canada-BC Safe Restart Plan
LeighlAdams: SRD 740/20
THAT the September 18, 2020 correspondence from the Union of
British Columbia Municipalities regarding the Canada-BC Safe
Restart Plan be received.
CARRIED
Vancouver Island Regional Library
LeighlAdams: SRD 741/20
THAT the September 19, 2020 correspondence from the Vancouver
Island Regional Library regarding its 2021-2025 Financial Plan be
received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Abram: SRD 742/20
THAT the September 24, 2020 correspondence from the Vancouver
Island Regional Library regarding its 2019 Armual Report be
received.
CARRIED
LeighlEvans: SRD 743/20
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THAT the September 19, 2020 report from the Vancouver Island
Regional Library entitled 'From the Board Table' be received.
CARRIED
Municipal Finance Authority of British Columbia
Davis/Adams: SRD 744/20
THAT the September 24, 2020 news release from Civiclnfo BC
regarding the Municipal Finance Authority of BC's final bond issue
of the year be received.
CARRIED
Connecting British Columbia Program
CornfieldlAdams: SRD 745/20
THAT the September 21, 2020 news release from Civicinfo BC
regarding the Connecting British Columbia program be received.
CARRIED
Community Emergency Preparedness Funds (CEPF)
Leigh!Davis: SRD 746/20
THAT the September 21, 2020 news release from Civiclnfo BC
regarding the Community Emergency Preparedness Funds be
received.
CARRIED

CLOSED SESSION
LeighlKerr: SRD 747/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Adams: SRD 748/20
THAT a closed meeting be held following termination of the public
meeting to consider matters deemed to fall within the parameters of
subsections 90(1)(c), (e), (O (g), (k), (n), (o) and 901(2)(b) of the
Conmiunity Charter.
CARRIED
TERMINATION
Adams/Leigh: SRD 749/20
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THAT the October 7, 2020 regular meeting of the Regional Board
be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 1:51 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

September 11, 2020

DATE:

FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

David Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No.94 AND 95
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE

To advise the Committee of the applicant's request to proceed with amendment Bylaws No .94
and No. 95 known as 'Gowiland Harbour Views' over DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its July 28, 2011 meeting the Board passed the following resolutions:
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a
Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.

Staff has been advised that the applicant would like to proceed with the Gowlland Harbour
Views application and associated consideration of Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. Bylaw No. 94,
proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country
Residential (CR) and Commercial (C). Bylaw No. 95 proposes to Rezone portions of land from
Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and
water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two
(MC-2) to permit up to 54 — 1 .0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.

Staff Report - CF 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)

Page 2

The proponent has confirmed that the proposal continues to adhere to the overall provisions
and density considerations of the current amendment bylaws and that servicing will be provided
through an extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sewer System and small private water system.
It is recommended that minor amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided to the Board
for consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to amendment Bylaw Nos. 94
and 95 be provided for the Board's consideration.

Respectfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Senior Manager, Community Services
Attachments: Amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
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CF 30 09 I RZ 20 09 - Schellinck
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

281H DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

281H DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF
DAY OF

, 2011
, 2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan VlP86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vll. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (5) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO. 94
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.
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Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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BYLAWNO. 95

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:

11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
2.0 hectares
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C

S

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).
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11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)

S

11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA

S

a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.

END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11 .6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

A!! permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E. I and II.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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BYLAW NO. 95
ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11 .6E5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5'metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E

BYLAWNO. 95

SECTION TWO
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MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

12/8/21, 11 57 AM
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Strathcona
Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, September 16, 2020
Minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday,
September 16, 2020 at the Strathcona Regional District office located at 990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. with the following
directors physically in attendance or participating electronically:
MThUTES
Chair:
Directors:

J. Abram
Electoral Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets)
N. Anderson Electoral Area B (Cortes Island)
B. Leigh
Electoral Area D (Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake)
G. Whalley
Electoral Area A (Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward)

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Director Leigh requested that an item of New Business entitled
"Vancouver Island Regional Library" be added to the agenda.
Director \Vhalley requested that items of New Business entitled
"Electoral Area Administration Service" and "Meeting
Remuneration" be added to the agenda.
LeighfWhalley: EASC 154/20
THAT the agenda for the September 16, 2020 regular meeting of
the Electoral Areas Services Committee be adopted as amended.
CARRIED

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
Leigh!Whalley: EASC 155/20
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee held on July 22, 2020 be adopted.
CARRIED
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
Grant in Aid Policy
Director Leigh requested clarification regarding changes to the
grant in aid process.
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The Chief Administrative Officer advised that no changes have
been made to the grant in aid policy.

STAFF REPORTS
ESA Development Permit Application (Botsford)
LeighlWhalley: EASC 156/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRTED
LeighlAnderson: EASC 157/20
THAT the Committee recommend that development permit DP 3D
20 (Botsford) as attached in staff report dated September 3, 2020 be
approved; and
THAT the Corporate Officer be authorized to issue the development
permit.
CARRIED
Development Permit Application (Heriot Bay Tru Value Foods)
Anderson/Leigh: EASC 158/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Leigh: EASC 159/20
THAT the Committee recommend that development permit DP 3C
20 (Heriot Bay Tm Value Foods), as attached in staff report dated
September 1, 2020 be approved; and
THAT the Corporate Officer be authorized to issue the development
permit.
CARRIED
North Quadra Island Burning Regulations - Citizen
Engagement
Leigh/Anderson: EASC 160/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Quathiaski Cove Sewer Rates Bylaw Amendment
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LeigWAnderson: EASC 16 1/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Director Leigh in the Chair.
AndersonlAbram: EASC 162/20
THAT the Committee recommend that a bylaw be prepared to
amend the user rates for the Quathiaski Cove sewer system to
generate the revenue requirements identified in the 2020-2024
Financial Plan.
CARRIED
AbramlAnderson: EASC 163/20
THAT staff be directed to bring back additional funding scenarios
including adjustment of user fees and possible parcel tax as per the
direction of the committee.
CARRIED
Director Abram in the Chair.
Contracts with Sayward Valley Communications and the
Vifiage of Sayward
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 163/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 164/20
THAT staff negotiate the settlement of contracts with Sayward
Valley Communications, Mascon and the Village of Sayward; and
furthermore
THAT staff seek legal council in regards to the breach(s) of contract
and their termination; and furthermore
THAT the Chair of the SRD Board to write a letter to the Village of
Sayward requesting a detailed ledger outlining all transactions
affecting the Internet Upgrade Fund since inception.
CARRIED
2021 Community Resiliency Investment Grant
LeighfWhalley: EASC 165/20
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 166/20
THAT the Committee recommend that an application to the 2021
Community Resiliency Investment grant program be submitted for
FireSmart activities in the electoral areas, and
THAT Regional District commit to overall grant management if the
application is successful.
CARRIED
Grant Opportunity - Surge Narrows Store Site Revitalization
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 167/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 168/20
THAT an application be submitted to the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program - Rural and Northern Communities grant
program for the revitalization of the Surge Narrows store building,
boardwalk and floating dock at Read Island, and
THAT the Regional District support the project and commits to its
share of costs or cost overruns associated with the project.
CARRIED
Voting Rights - Electoral Area Matters
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 169/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
DEFEATED

Directors Abram, Anderson, and Leigh
opposed.

Request for Economic Development Funding - Quadra Island
Conservancy Stewardship Society
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 170/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 171/20
THAT the Committee recommend that the Board approve an
economic development grant for the Quadra Island Conservancy
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Stewardship Society in the amount of $1,500 to assist with
insurance premium costs to be paid from the Electoral Area C
economic development service budget.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Quadra Cat Rescue
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 172/20
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 173/20
THAT the Committee recommend that a grant in aid for the Quadra
Cat Rescue in the amount of $1,500 be approved to assist with costs
associated with controlling the unwanted cat population on Quadra
Island to be paid from the Electoral Area C grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 94 and 95 Planning
Files — 3350-20/CP 3C 09 & 3360-20/RZ 2C 09
(SCHELLINCK)
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 174/20
THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
AndersonfWhalley: EASC 175/20
THAT the Committee recommend that minor amendments to
amendment Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 be provided for the Board's
consideration.
CARRIED

DIRECTORS' REPORTS
Cortes Island Zoning Updates
AndersonlLeigh: EASC 176/20
THAT the September 11, 2020 correspondence from Director
Anderson regarding Cortes Island cannabis zoning be received.
CARRIED
Director Leigh in the Chair.
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AndersonlAbram: EASC 177/20
THAT staff prepare an amendment to the Electoral Area B zoning
bylaw to permit cannabis production and sale without the
requirements for site specific zoning.
CARRIED

Director Whalley opposed.

Director Abram in the Chair.

NEW BUSINESS
Electoral Area Administration Service
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 178/20
THAT a report be prepared for the Electoral Area Committee's
consideration that outlines the options for using the EA
Administration Service to fund EA grants in aid for those EAs that
wish to participate.
Director Anderson opposed
CARRIED
Meeting Remuneration
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 179/20
THAT the EA Remuneration Bylaw be amended to the effect that
any Public Hearing that has both a zoning amendment and an OCP
amendment will be considered to constitute two separate Public
Hearings.
CARRIED
Director Anderson opposed.
Vancouver Island Regional Library
Director Leigh provided a verbal update regarding the upcoming
Vancouver Island Regional Library 2021-2022 budget and financial
planning process.

TERMINATION
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 180/20
THAT the September 16, 2020 regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 11:40a.m.
Certified Correct:
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 1 9, 2019

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 — OCP/Z0NING AMENDMENT (SCHELLINCK — GOWLLAND
HARBOUR VIEWS

FILE: 0550-04 Board

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider an amended application regarding the Schellinck—Gowlland Harbour Views project
on Quadra Island and to determine next steps for OCP/Rezoning Bylaws No. 94 and 95.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The attached report was reviewed at the last meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee.
At that time the passed the following resolutions:
AndersoniWhalley: EASC 51/19
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No 94 and No 95 be defeated.
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 52/19
THAT Schellinck—Gowlland Harbour Views be invited to submit a new application
subject to public consultation with the Electoral Area Director being undertaken prior
to Bylaw development.
Both Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 currently sit at 2' reading and the next step procedurally
would be to consider authorizing a public hearing prior to 3rd reading. Since bylaws are typically
defeated at the time of any reading, this option for defeating the bylaws is not currently available.
In light of that circumstance, it is recommended that a resolution to not consider the bylaws further
would be a reasonable approach for supporting the Committee's recommendations.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4 be postponed indefinitely.
3. THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 99 be postponed indefinitely.
4. THAT the applicants for the Schellinck — Gowlland Harbour Views project be invited to submit
a new application subject to public consultation with the Electoral Area C Director prior to the
bylaw development.

Staff Report — BYLAWS No.94 & 95
Respectfully:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: E. Watson, Senior Executive Assistant
T. Yates, Corporate Se,vices Manager
Attachments: Copy of February 8, 2019 report to the Electoral Areas Services Committee
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

FILE: 0540-04 EASC

DATE:

February 8, 2019

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 - OCP/Z0NING AMENDMENT APPLICATION (SCHELLINCKGOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS)
027-985-639

FOLIO No.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot I, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955

CIVIC ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATIONS:

Silviculture (S)
Rural (RU) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-I) and Access Three (AC-3)
Rural Two (RU-2), Commercial Two G (C-2G) and Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2)

PID NO.:

PURPOSE
To consider the amended Gowlland Harbour Views application and provide direction as to
whether staff should proceed with preparing the necessary amendments to the currently
contemplated Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 for future consideration.
POLICY ANALYSIS
The SRD's authority for official community plans and zoning bylaws are provided through Part 14
"Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2009 Gowlland Harbour Views proposal and the associated bylaw amendments are currently
contained within Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 that sit at second reading. An amended application was
submitted in 2018 and due to the considerable length of time that has passed, as well as the
changes to the proposal, the Committee is provided the opportunity to give direction as to whether
to proceed with the current application and necessary bylaw amendments for future consideration.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 Schellinck
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The amended Gowlland Harbour Views application proposes to create twenty-one 2.0-hectare
residential lots, one 12.0-hectare agricultural land reserve parcel and one 2.0-hectare commercial
lot. To proceed with the amended development proposal, the developer is dependant on the a
successful OCP and zoning amendment to re-designate portions of the subject land from
Silviculture (S) to Rural (RU) and Commercial (C); and to rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i)
to Rural Two (RU-2) and Commercial Two G (C-2G); as well as to rezone a stretch of water
adjacent to the upland proposed Commercial Two G (C-2G) lot from Access Three (AC-3) to
Marine Commercial Two (MC-2). The designation and zoning for the ALR portion of the property
will not change. In contrast to the community water and sewer systems initially contemplated,
servicing under the amended application will be provided by private individual wells and private
on-site septic disposal units. Community amenities associated with the development will provide
a 3.0-hectare park, with approximately 4 km of total trail system and connections
In comparison to the initial 2009-application, the amended Gowliand Harbour Views application
is more rural in nature, doubling the proposed residential lot sizes and reducing the density initially
contemplated by half. As the current proposal reduces the overall density initially proposed for
the lands, blends with the character of the surrounding area and offers considerable public
amenities, there is merit in the revised application. Therefore, it is recommended that for future
consideration, staff proceed with the necessary amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that staff proceed with the necessary amendments to
Bylaw No. 94 and 95 to include the amended Gowlland Harbour Views development
considerations as presented in staff report dated February 8, 2019.

Respectf

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

The subject property is in a semi-rural area along the shores of Gowltand Harbour and Goose
Bay on Quadra island, it is accessed from April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road with a
proposal to extend access from Harbourbrook Road. The subject site is currently undeveloped
and includes areas of mature second growth forest dominated by conifers. A portion of the
central area has been salvage logged to recover heavy blowdown as a result of winter storm
events. The areas that have been salvage logged have a heavy regeneration of 3-5 m high
conifers.
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The subject property is surrounded by a mix of zones, which are presented in the Surrounding
Land Use Pattern Table below and illustrated in the attached Current Zoning Map.
Surrounding Land Use Pattern Table
Neighbouring

Type of development

Zoning

West lands

April Point Resort (resort accommodations
and marina complex)

Commercial Two (C-2)

South lands

Denser residential
minimums

East lands

4-hectare lot minimums and community
centre with parkland

Rural One (RU-i)

Northeast lands

2-hectare lot minimums

Rural Two (RU-2)

Bay shorelines

Log handling and private wharves with
marina uses near April Point Resort

Access Three (AC-3)

with

0.4-hectare

Industrial One (I-i)

lot Residential One (R-i)

Public Assembly One (PA-i)

Marine Industrial (MI-i)

PLANNING ANALYSIS
The changes from the 2009 proposal are summarized in the Proposal Comparison Summary
Table below.
Proposal Comparison Summary Table
Original 2009 Proposal

Revised 2018 Proposal

Re-designate portions from Silviculture (S) to:

Re-designate portions from Silviculture (5)
to:

• Country Residential (CR)
• Commercial (C)

Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-I) to:

• Rural (RU)
• Commercial (C)
• ALR remains Silviculture (5)
Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i) to:

• Country Residential Two A (CR-2A)
• Rural Two (RU-2)
• Commercial Two (C-2)
• Commercial Two G (C-2G)
and water adjacent to the Commercial Two (C• ALR remains Rural One (RU-i)
2) parcel from Access Three (AC-3) to Marine and water adjacent to the Commercial Two
Commercial Two (MC-2)
G (C-2G) parcel from Access Three (AC-3)
to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
To permit a 48-unit strata subdivision, some fee
simple lots, greenspaces including a 6-hectare
park over ALR, a 6-hectare ALR parcel, one
commercial lot (recreational sites) and
potentially a marina.

To permit a 23-lot fee simple subdivision
including 2i 2-hectare residential lots, a i2hectare ALR parcel, one 2-hectare
commercial lot (recreational sites), a 3.0hectare park, pedestrian trails and potentially
a marina.

Staff Report — CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 Schellinck
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REFERRALS
The amended application was referred to a number of government agencies and First Nations for
consideration. Comments received are summarized in the following tables:
Agency

Comments

Agricultural Land Commission

No response.

BC Assessment Authority

No response.

BC Ferries Corporation

No response.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

No response.

Fire Department - Quadra

No response.

Island Health

Minimum requirements to be met for sewerage and
drinking water. Comments on health benefits of access
to nature, the quality of amenities and aesthetics of the
green spaces and affordable housing.

Ministry of Agriculture

Encourages a buffer requirement on lot 22 along the
ALR boundary prior to development.

Ministry of Environment

No response.

Ministry of Tourism, Arts & Culture

No response.

MFLNRORD — Archaeology

Activity must be halted if an archaeological site is
encountered during development and the Archaeology
Branch contacted for direction. Proponent has had an
Archeological Impact Assessment prepared.

MFLNRORD — Ecosystems

Recommend following best practices related to the
mature forest Sensitive Ecosystem, nesting of birds
protected under Section 34(b) of the Wildlife Act and
other aspects as outlined in Develop with Care
(environmental guidelines for urban and rural land
development).

MFLNRORD - Land Tenures/Natural Forwarded to TimberWest to review as they hold
Resources
covenants on the property as well as First Right of
Refusal on its sale. The Proponent states that these will
be transferred to the new titles.
Ministry of Transportation and Approval of proposal with reminder that a formal review
Infrastructure
of the subdivision will be done at the time of application
and will include assessment of factors such as suitable
access, water and sewerage.
School District No. 72 (Campbell No response.
River)
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First Nation

Comments

Xwemalhkwu/Homalco First Nation

No response.

K'Omoks First Nation

No response.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty Society

No response.

We Wai Kai Nation

Requested their responses to the 2009
application.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

No response.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application as per Bylaw No. 5 Planning Procedures
and Fees Bylaw, 2008 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with
advertising and conducting a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local
Government Act and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Public consultation has been a priority for the proponents as identified by the number of public
open houses and public notices in the newspaper prior to the Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 being
considered. The proponents have indicated that public outreach will continue as part of the current
amended application with a public open house planned prior to this spring, should the Committee
support proceeding with the application as currently presented.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the Gowliand Harbour Views development continues to include extensive
interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and environmental services. The
parks department will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail
development. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw
amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during the bylaw
amendment process.
Submitted by:

Aniko Nelson
Parks and Planning Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Parks and Planning Manager

Attachments:
Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE 28TH DAYOF JULY,2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE

DAYOF

JULY, 2011
,2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
,2011
ONTHEDAYOF
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1 .4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

Ill. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vill. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act:
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2011

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

,2011

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF, 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:

11 .30 Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A)
1.0 hectare
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares

BYLAWNO.95
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

S
11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowiland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO. 95
11.28.5
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(Cl-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A

L

(
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11 .6E
11.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11.6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:

I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO.95
ii)

iii)
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5 SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.
11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END • C-2E
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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_Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Thursday, February 28, 2019
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Thursday,
February 28, 2019 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at #301-990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. with the following
members in attendance:
MINUTES
Chair:
Directors:

Associate Member:

M. Babchuk
J. Abram
A. Adams
N. Anderson
C. Cornfield
M. Davis
R. Kerr
B. Leigh
J. MacDonald
C. Moglove
B. Unger
G. Whalley
K. Jules

City of Campbell River
Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
City of Campbell River
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Village of Sayward
City of Campbell River
Village of Gold River
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)
Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k't1es7et'h' First Nations

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
AbramlUnger: SRD 22 1/19
THAT the agenda for February 28, 2019 regular meeting of the
Board be adopted as presented.
CARRIED
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Cortes Island Governance
Director Anderson recused herself from the meeting.
The Chair welcomed Christine and Cec Robinson who made a
presentation regarding governance issues on Cortes Island.

https://agenda.strathconard.calpublic/minutes...printer.asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=2/28/2019&MeetingType=52
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The Chair thanked the presenters.
Cornfield/Adams: SRD 222/19
THAT the presentation be received.
CARRIED
Southern Cortes Community Association
Director Anderson returned to the meeting chambers.
The Chair welcomed Julian Ayers, President of the Southern Cortes
Community Association who made a presentation regarding the
Southern Cortes Community Hall and the Manson's Hall programs
and the need for tax support from the Strathcona Regional District.
The Chair thanked the presenter.
Leigh/Adams: SRD 223/19
THAT the presentation be received.

AndersonlMoglove: SRD 224/19
THAT the staff reports related to the Cortes Island matters that were
defened be distributed to all directors.
CARRIED
Director MacDonald opposed
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Unger/Davis: SRD 225/19
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Regional Board
held on February 13, 2019 be adopted.
CARRIED

CHAIR'S REPORT
Comox Valley Regional District Shared Functions
The Chair advised that she attended a meeting with the CVRD
Chair and CAO to discuss shared functions and communications.
Cortes Island Matters - Correspondence Items
The Chair advised that a response to the Cortes Island questions
raised through correspondence at the February 13, 2019 meeting
has been provided.
https //agenda strathconard ca/public/minutes_printer asp'printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=2/28/20 19&MeetingType=52
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Provincial/Federal Meetings
The Chair advised that she is scheduled to attend a meeting with
Rachel Blaney, MP and a further meeting with Claire Trevena,
MLA to discuss the Connected Coast and Recreate projects.
Abram/Adams: SRD 226/19
THAT the report be received.
CARRIED
COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORTS
Electoral Areas Services Committee
AbramlKerr: SRD 227/19
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral
Areas Services Committee held on February 13, 2019 be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Adams/Cornfield: SRD 228/19
THAT the draft minutes of the regular meeting of the Strathcona
Gardens Commission held on February 13, 2019 be received.
CARRIED
STAFF REPORTS
Heriot Bay Liquor Licence Amendment
AbramlWhalley: SRD 229/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
AbramlCornfield: SRD 230/19
THAT the Liquor Control and Licensing Board be advised that the
Strathcona Regional District has no objection to the proposal by the
Heriot Bay Jim for a temporary change to operating hours on
September 7 and 8, 2019 as it considers the amendment to be minor
in nature.
CARRIED
Production and Retail Sale of Cannabis
CornfieldlAbram: SRD 231/19
https:IIagenda strathconard ca/public/minutesprinter.asp"printer=l &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=2/28/2019&MeetingType=52
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THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
AndersonlCornfield: SRD 232/19
THAT, given the regulatory framework for the production and retail
sale of cannabis is prefened, appropriate amendment bylaws be
prepared for further consideraion for Electoral Areas B and C.
CARRIED
AbramlAnderson: SRD 233/19
THAT staff obtain an opinion from the Provincial Government
regarding the Powerx letter and if they require provincial licensing
and what impacts this may have on ALR regulations.
CARRIED
Compensation Request - Alternate Director Lavelle
Unger/Abram: SRD 234/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED

Director Moglove opposed

Moglove/Abram: SRD 235/19
THAT Alternate Director Lavelle be paid compensation and
expenses in the amount of $348.69 for attendance at the November
22, 2018 public hearing.
CARRIED
Adams/linger: SRD 236/19
THAT a report be prepared to provide clarification regarding
Alternate Director appointments.
CARRIED

Directors Abram , Anderson, Moglove
and Whalley opposed

Prime Consultant Contract - Strathcona Gardens Energy
Recovery Project
Adams/Moglove: SRD 237/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
Adams/Ken: SRD 238/19
https I/agenda strathconard ca/publtc/mlnutesjrinter asp?prInter=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate2/2812019&MeetingType52
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THAT the proposed contract between the Regional District and the
AME Consulting Group Ltd. for the design, construction and
implementation of the Energy Recovery Project at the Strathcona
Gardens be approved, and
THAT the Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the
contract on behalf of the Regional District.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Ehattesaht Tribe Emergency
Preparedness Team
Whalley/Anderson: SRD 239/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Kerr: SRD 240/19
THAT a grant in aid for the Ehattesaht Tribe Emergency
Preparedness Team in the amount of $2,000 to assist with the
preparation of an evacuation site on the West side of Zeballos be
paid from the Electoral Area A grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Requests for Funding- Electoral Area C Economic
Development
AbramlCornfield: SRD 241/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
AbramlDavis: SRD 242/19
THAT the Board approve economic development grants to be paid
from the Electoral Area C economic development service budget as
follows:

i) $2,000 to the Quadra Island Festival of Chamber Music to assist
with the operation of the 2019 Festival; and
ii) $4,000 to the Quadra Island Seniors, Branch #91, BCOAPO to
assist with the costs associated with the Quadra Island tourism
booth.
CARRIED
Requests for Financial Assistance - Electoral Area C
https I/agenda strathconard.ca/public/minutespr1nter asp'printer=1 &id81 &AgendaType1 &MeetingDate=2/28/2019&MeetingType52
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Abram/Whalley: SRD 243/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
Abram/Kerr: SRD 244/19
THAT the Board approve grants in aid to be paid from the Electoral
Area C grant in aid budget as follows:

i) $2,750 to the Surge Narrows Community Association to assist
with costs associated with an Environmental Monitor course; and
ii) $1,000 to the Museum at Campbell River to assist with program
support.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Campbell River Citizens on
Patrol
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 245/19
THAT the report from the Chief Admninistrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 246/19
THAT a grant in aid for the Campbell River Citizens on Patrol in
the amount of $2,000 be approved to assist with operational costs to
be paid from the Electoral Area D grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - Quadra Island OCP and Rezoning
(Schellinck - Gowliand Harbour Views)
Abram/Cornfield: SRD 247/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 248/19
THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island
Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4, be
postponed indefinitely.
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Directors Adams and Cornfield left the meeting chambers.
Leigh/Anderson: SRD 249/19
THAT the matter be referred to the Electoral Areas Services
Committee.
DEFEATED

Directors Abram and Whalley opposed

Abram/Whalley: SRD 250/19
THAT the motion be amended to replace the words "postponed"
with "deferred".

Directors Adams and Cornfield returned to the meeting chambers.
A vote was held on the motion as amending motion and it was.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 25 1/19
THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island
Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99, be deferred.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 252/19
THAT the applicants for the Schellinck — Gowland Harbour Views
work with the Electoral Area C Director and staff and provide
public consultation prior to bylaw development.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 340 - Quadra Island Zoning Amendment (Moss)
Abram/Whalley: SRD 253/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 254/19
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 340 together
with all supporting documents be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 255/19
THAT Bylaw No. 340 be given third reading.
CARRIED
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AbramlWhalley: SRD 256/19
THAT Bylaw No. 340, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990,
Amendment No. 125, be reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 345 - 2019 to 2023 Financial Plan
Adams/Unger: SRD 257/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Cornfield: SRD 258/19
THAT Bylaw No. 345, being 2019 to 2023 Financial Plan and
Capital Expenditure Program Bylaw, be reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED

Director Leigh opposed

Bylaw No. 346 - Cortes Island Fire Protection Contract
Anderson/Abram: SRD 259/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Abram: SRD 260/19
THAT Bylaw No. 346, being a bylaw to authorize entering into an
agreement for the provision of fire protection services on Cortes
Island, be now introduced and read a first time.
CARRIED
AndersonlUnger: SRD 261/19
THAT the rules be suspended and Bylaw No. 340 be given second
and third readings.
CARRIED
Anderson/Abram: SRD 262/19
THAT Bylaw No. 346, being Cortes Island Fire Protection Service
Agreement Authorization Bylaw 2019, be reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
LeighfDavis: SRD 263/19
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THAT the following items of correspondence be received:

Cortes Island
- February 13, 2019 correspondence from Ian Ross.
- February 16, 2019 correspondence from John Sprungman.
- February 18, 2019 correspondence from John Preston.
- February 20, 2019 correspondence from Barry and Amanda
Glickman.
- February 20, 2019 correspondence from Ronald Croda.
Provincial Budget Highlights
- February 19, 2019 correpondence from the Union of British
Columbia Municipalities regarding the 2019 Provincial budget and
Fiscal Plan.
Strathcona Community Health Network
- February 20, 2019 correspondence from Nick Chowdhury and
Noba Anderson regarding the Strathcona Community Health
Network.
North Island 9-1-1 Cost Sharing
- November 22, 2018 correspondence from the North Island 9-1-1
Corporation regarding cost-sharing alternatives.
CARRIED
Director Cornfield left the meeting chambers.
Strathcona Community Health Network (Cont.)
Anderson!Davis: SRD 264/19
THAT the Board allocate the full $30,000 in the 2019 strategic
priorities to the Community Health Network.

Moglove/Kerr: SRD 265/19
THAT the matter be deferred to staff
CARRIED

Director Davis opposed
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MEMBERS' REPORTS
MaPP Report
AbraniltJnger: SRD 266/19
THAT the February 14, 2019 report from Director Abram regarding
the Marine Plan Partnership for the north Pacific coast be received.

Director Kerr left the meeting chambers.
A vote was held on the motion and it was.
CARRIED

CLOSED SESSION
Unger/Abram: SRD 267/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlMacDonald: SRD 268/19
THAT the meeting be closed to the public to consider matters
deemed to fall within the parameters of subsections 90(1)(c), (g),
(n) and (o) of the Community Charter.
CARRIED
RECONVENE
The Board reconvened in public at 3:20 p.m.
AbramlLeigh: SRD 286/19
THAT the Board release the following decisions to the public:

Bylaw No. 341 - Cortes Island Community Hall Service
Initiative
THAT the report entitled 'Bylaw No. 341 — Cortes Island
Community Hall Service Initiative' that was deferred at the January
24, 2019 Board meeting be returned for further consideration at the
next meeting.
Bylaw No. 328 - Cortes First Responder Service
THAT the report entitled 'Bylaw No. 328 — Cortes First Responder
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Service' that was deferred at the January 24, 2019 Board meeting
be returned for further consideration at the next meeting.
CARIUED
TERMINATION
Whalley/Kerr: SRD 287/19
THAT the February 28, 2019 regular meeting of the Regional
Board be terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 3:21 p.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 8, 2019

FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 - OCP/Z0NING AMENDMENT APPLICATION (SCHELLINCKGOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS)

FOLIO NO.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

CIVIC ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATIONS:

Silviculture (S)
Rural (RU) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-i) and Access Three (AC-3)
Rural Two (RU-2), Commercial Two G (C-2G) and Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2)

PlO No.:

027-985-639

PURPOSE

To consider the amended Gowlland Harbour Views application and provide direction as to
whether staff should proceed with preparing the necessary amendments to the currently
contemplated Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 for future consideration.
POLICY ANALYSIS

The SRD's authority for official community plans and zoning bylaws are provided through Part 14
"Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2009 Gowlland Harbour Views proposal and the associated bylaw amendments are currently
contained within Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 that sit at second reading. An amended application was
submitted in 2018 and due to the considerable length of time that has passed, as well as the
changes to the proposal, the Committee is provided the opportunity to give direction as to whether
to proceed with the current application and necessary bylaw amendments for future consideration.
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The amended Gowlland Harbour Views application proposes to create twenty-one 2.0-hectare
residential lots, one 12.0-hectare agricultural land reserve parcel and one 2.0-hectare commercial
lot. To proceed with the amended development proposal, the developer is dependant on the a
successful OCP and zoning amendment to re-designate portions of the subject land from
Silviculture (S) to Rural (RU) and Commercial (C); and to rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i)
to Rural Two (RU-2) and Commercial Two G (C-2G); as well as to rezone a stretch of water
adjacent to the upland proposed Commercial Two G (C-2G) lot from Access Three (AC-3) to
Marine Commercial Two (MC-2). The designation and zoning for the ALR portion of the property
will not change. In contrast to the community water and sewer systems initially contemplated,
servicing under the amended application will be provided by private individual wells and private
on-site septic disposal units. Community amenities associated with the development will provide
a 3.0-hectare park, with approximately 4 km of total trail system and connections
In comparison to the initial 2009-application, the amended Gowlland Harbour Views application
is more rural in nature, doubling the proposed residential lot sizes and reducing the density initially
contemplated by half. As the current proposal reduces the overall density initially proposed for
the lands, blends with the character of the surrounding area and offers considerable public
amenities, there is merit in the revised application. Therefore, it is recommended that for future
consideration, staff proceed with the necessary amendments to Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that staff proceed with the necessary amendments to
Bylaw No. 94 and 95 to include the amended Gowiland Harbour Views development
considerations as presented in staff report dated February 8, 2019.

Respectf

Dave Leitch
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

The subject property is in a semi-rural area along the shores of Gowlland Harbour and Goose
Bay on Quadra Island. It is accessed from April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road with a
proposal to extend access from Harbourbrook Road. The subject site is currently undeveloped
and includes areas of mature second growth forest dominated by conifers. A portion of the
central area has been salvage logged to recover heavy blowdown as a result of winter storm
events. The areas that have been salvage logged have a heavy regeneration of 3-5 m high
conifers.
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The subject property is surrounded by a mix of zones, which are presented in the Surrounding
Land Use Pattern Table below and illustrated in the attached Current Zoning Map.
Surrounding Land Use Pattern Table
Zoning

Neighbouring

Type of development

West lands

April Point Resort (resort accommodations Commercial Two (C-2)
and marina complex)
Industrial One (I-i)

South lands

Denser residential
minimums

East lands

4-hectare lot minimums and community
centre with parkland

Rural One (RU-i)

Northeast lands

2-hectare lot minimums

Rural Two (RU-2)

Bay shorelines

Log handling and private wharves with
marina uses near April Point Resort

Access Three (AC-3)

with

0.4-hectare

lot Residential One (R-l)

Public Assembly One (PA-i)

Marine Industrial (MI-I)

PLANNING ANALYSIS
The changes from the 2009 proposal are summarized in the Proposal Comparison Summary
Table below.
Proposal Comparison Summary Table
Original 2009 Proposal

Revised 2018 Proposal

Re-designate portions from Silviculture (5) to:

Re-designate portions from Silviculture (5)
to:

• Country Residential (CR)
• Commercial (C)

Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i) to:

• Rural (RU)
• Commercial (C)
• ALR remains Silviculture (S)
Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i) to:

• Rural Two (RU-2)
• Country Residential Two A (CR-2A)
• Commercial Two G (C-2G)
• Commercial Two (C-2)
and water adjacent to the Commercial Two (C• ALR remains Rural One (RU-i)
2) parcel from Access Three (AC-3) to Marine and water adjacent to the Commercial Two
Commercial Two (MC-2)
G (C-2G) parcel from Access Three (AC-3)
to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
To permit a 48-unit strata subdivision, some fee
simple lots, greenspaces including a 6-hectare
park over ALR, a 6-hectare ALR parcel, one
commercial lot (recreational sites) and
potentially a marina.

To permit a 23-lot fee simple subdivision
including 21 2-hectare residential lots, a 12hectare ALR parcel, one 2-hectare
commercial lot (recreational sites), a 3.0hectare park, pedestrian trails and potentially
a marina.
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REFERRALS
The amended application was referred to a number of government agencies and First Nations for
consideration. Comments received are summarized in the following tables:
Agency

Comments

Agricultural Land Commission

No response.

BC Assessment Authority

No response.

BC Ferries Corporation

No response.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

No response.

Fire Department - Quadra

No response.

Island Health

Minimum requirements to be met for sewerage and
drinking water. Comments on health benefits of access
to nature, the quality of amenities and aesthetics of the
green spaces and affordable housing.

Ministry of Agriculture

Encourages a buffer requirement on lot 22 along the
ALR boundary prior to development.

Ministry of Environment

No response.

Ministry of Tourism, Arts & Culture

No response.

MFLNRORD — Archaeology

Activity must be halted if an archaeological site is
encountered during development and the Archaeology
Branch contacted for direction. Proponent has had an
Archeological Impact Assessment prepared.

MFLNRORD — Ecosystems

Recommend following best practices related to the
mature forest Sensitive Ecosystem, nesting of birds
protected under Section 34(b) of the Wildlife Act and
other aspects as outlined in Develop with Care
(environmental guidelines for urban and rural land
development).

MFLNRORD - Land Tenures/Natural Forwarded to TimberWest to review as they hold
Resources
covenants on the property as well as First Right of
Refusal on its sale. The Proponent states that these will
be transferred to the new titles.
Ministry of Transportation and Approval of proposal with reminder that a formal review
Infrastructure
of the subdivision will be done at the time of application
and will include assessment of factors such as suitable
access, water and sewerage.
School District No. 72 (Campbell No response.
River)
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First Nation

Comments

Xwemalhkwu/Homalco First Nation

No response.

K'Omoks First Nation

No response.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty Society

No response.

We Wai Kai Nation

Requested their responses to the 2009
application.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

No response.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application as per Bylaw No. 5 Planning Procedures
and Fees Bylaw, 2008 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with
advertising and conducting a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local
Government Act and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Public consultation has been a priority for the proponents as identified by the number of public
open houses and public notices in the newspaper prior to the Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95 being
considered. The proponents have indicated that public outreach will continue as part of the current
amended application with a public open house planned prior to this spring, should the Committee
support proceeding with the application as currently presented.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the Gowliand Harbour Views development continues to include extensive
interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and environmental services. The
parks department will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail
development. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw
amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during the bylaw
amendment process.
Submitted by:

Aniko Nelson
Parks and Planning Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Parks and Planning Manager
Attachments:
Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READASECONDTIMEONTHE

28TF DAYOF

JULY,2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF

, 2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part III is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan VlP86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

III. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vll. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO.95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

28TH DAY OF

JULY, 2011

READASECONDTIMEONTHE

281H DAYOF

JULY,2011

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF

,2011

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

,2011

DAYOF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF , 2011
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11 .3C Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'E' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
1.0 hectare
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'E'
(C-2E)
2.0 hectares
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

11 .3C

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowlland
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

BYLAWNO. 95
11.28.5
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;

b)

Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

c)

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.
END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11.6E
11.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

A!! permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
I.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E.1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'F' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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Strathcona
Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, February 13, 2019
Minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, February
13, 2019 at the Strathcona Regional District office located at #301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:32 a.m. with the following
directors in attendance:
MINUTES
Chair:
Directors:

J. Abram
Electoral Area C (Discovery Islands-Mainland Inlets)
N. Anderson Electoral Area B (Cortes Island)
Electoral Area D (Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake)
B. Leigh
Electoral Area A (Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward)
G. Whalley

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Leigh!Whalley: EASC 3 1/19
THAT the agenda for the February 13, 2019 regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be adopted as presented.
CARRIED
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
Surge Narrows Marine Revitalization Plan
The Chair welcomed the Manager of Parks and Planning who gave a presentation on the
conceptual plan for redevelopment of the Surge Narrows site.
The Chair thanked the Manager of Parks and Planning for the presentation.
LeighlAnderson: EASC 32/19
THAT the presentation be received.
CARRIED
ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
Whalley/Anderson: EASC 33/19
THAT the minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on
January 9, 2019 be adopted.
CARRIED
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STAFF REPORTS
Meeting Calendar Amendment
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 34/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: EASC 35/19
THAT the May 15, 2019 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee be rescheduled
to May 8, 2019.
CARRIED
Retail Sale of Cannabis
LeighlAnderson: EASC 36/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Director Leigh in the Chair.
Anderson/Abram: EASC 37/19
THAT, given the regulatory framework for the production and retail sale of cannabis is
preferred, the Committee recommend to the Board that appropriate amendment bylaws be
prepared for further consideraion for Electoral Areas B and C.

Whalley/Abram: EASC 38/19
THAT Director Babchuk, Chair of the Regional Board be permitted to speak.
CARRIED
A vote was held on the pending motion and it was.
CARRIED
Director Abram in the Chair
The Chair read a letter dated October 1, 2018 from Powerx Holdings Ltd.
LeighlWhalley: EASC 39/19
THAT staff obtain an opinion from the Provincial Government on their position regarding
the letter and if they require provincial licensing and what impacts this may have on ALR
regulations.
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Director Whalley left the meeting chambers.
A vote was held on the motion and it was.
CARRIED
Heriot Bay Liquor Licence Amendment
LeighlAnderson: EASC 40/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Director Whalley returned to the meeting chambers.
A vote was held on the motion and it was.
CARRIED
Leigh/Anderson: EASC 4 1/19
THAT the Liquor Control and Licensing Board be advised that the Strathcona Regional
District has no objection to the proposal by the Heriot Bay Inn for a temporary change to
operating hours on September 7 and 8, 2019 as it considers the amendment to be minor in
nature.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Ehattesaht Tribe Emergency Preparedness Team
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 42/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Anderson: EASC 43/19
THAT the Committee recommend that a grant in aid for the Ehattesaht Tribe Emergency
Preparedness Team in the amount of $2,000 to assist with the preparation of an evacuation
site on the West side of Zeballos be paid from the Electoral Area A grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Requests for Economic Development - Electoral Area C
LeighlWhalley: EASC 44/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh! Whalley: EASC 45/19
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THAT the Committee recommend that the Board approve economic development grants to
be paid from the Electoral Area C economic development service budget as follows:

i) $2,000 to the Quadra Island Festival of Chamber Music to assist with the operation of the
2019 Festival; and
ii) $4,000 to the Quadra Island Seniors, Branch #91, BCOAPO to assist with the costs
associated with the Quadra Island tourism booth.
CARRIED
Requests for Financial Assistance - Electoral Area C
Whalley/Anderson: EASC 46/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 47/19
THAT the Committee recommend that the Board approve grants in aid to be paid from the
Electoral Area C grant in aid budget as follows:

i) $2,750 to the Surge Narrows Community Association to assist with costs associated with
an Environmental Monitor course; and
ii) $1,000 to the Museum at Campbell River to assist with program support.
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Campbell River Citizens on Patrol
LeighfWhalley: EASC 48/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 49/19
THAT the Committee recommend that a grant in aid for the Campbell River Citizens on
Patrol in the amount of $2,000 be approved to assist with operational costs to be paid from
the Electoral Area D grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaws No. 94 and 95- Quadra Island OCP and Rezoning (Schellinck - Gowiland
Harbour Views)
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 50/19
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 5 1/19
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No 94 and No 95 be defeated.
CARRIED
Anderson/Whalley: EASC 52/19
THAT Schellinck — Gowiland Harbour Views be invited to submit a new application subject
to public consultation and consultation with the Electoral Area Director being undertaken
prior to Bylaw development.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 346 - Cortes Island Fire Protection Contract
AndersonlWhalley: EASC 53/19
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AndersonlWhalley: EASC 54/19
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 346 be given first three readings and
adopted by the Board.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 55/19
THAT the February 13, 2019 regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee be
terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 11:05 a.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair
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—.Strathcona
Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, February 15, 2012
Minutes of the regular meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, February
15, 2012 at the Strathcona Regional District office located at #301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River,
B.C.
A quorum having been confirmed, the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:33 a.m. with the following
directors in attendance:
MINUTES
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

J. Abram
Electoral Area C (Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets)
Electoral Area D (Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake)
B. Leigh
N. Anderson Electoral Area B (Cortes Island)
Electoral Area A (Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward)
G. Whalley

ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENDA
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 14/12
THAT the agenda be adopted as published.
CARRIED

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MEETiNG MiNUTES
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 15/12
THAT the minutes of the January 11, 2012 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be adopted.
CARRIED

STAFF REPORTS
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Development Permit DP 1D 12 (3747 South Island
Highway - McBrien)
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 16/12
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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Leigh!Whalley: EASC 17/12
THAT the Committee recommend that environmentally sensitive areas development permit
DP 1D 12 (McBrien) be approved.
CARRIED
Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure Bridge Washing Project
Whalley/N. Anderson: EASC 18/12
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 19/12
THAT the Committee recommend that referral comments for MOE-Al- 1519 be forwarded to
staff for response to the Ministry of Environment.
CARRIED
Campbell River Sustainable Official Community Plan
LeighlWhalley: EASC 20/12
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 2 1/12
THAT the February 2, 2012 letter to the City of Campbell River regarding the City's
Sustainable Official Community Plan be received.
CARRIED
Leigh!Whalley: EASC 22/12
THAT the Committee recommend that a letter be written to the City of Campbell River and
the Minister of Community, Sport and Cuiftiral Development with a copy to the MLA and
the other referral agencies to request an extension of the time for response to the Sustainable
Official Community Plan.
CARRIED
BYLAWS
Bylaw No. 131 - Rezoning Application RZ 2C 11 (Turn Island - Johnston)
Whalley/N. Anderson: EASC 23/12
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/N. Anderson: EASC 24/12
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 131, being Quadra Is land Zoning Bylaw
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1990, Amendment No. 101 be given two readings and authorize that a public hearing be
held.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 94 - Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No. 4
(CP 3C 09) and Bylaw No. 95 - Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
(RZ 2C 90) - Schellinck
Whalley/N. Anderson: EASC 25/12
THAT the report from the Chief Admnistrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
CORRESPONDENCE
Vancouver Island Regional Library - Appointment of Officers
Whalley/N. Anderson: EASC 26/12
THAT the February 2, 2012 News Release from the Vancouver Island Regional Library
regarding the appointment of its executive officers be received.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
LeighfWhalley: EASC 27/12
THAT the February 15, 2012 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee be
terminated.
CARRIED
Time: 10:26 a.m.
Certified:

Corporate Officer

J. Abram
Chair
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 8, 2012
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENTS APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/C P 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE
To update the Board regarding progress on this file since amending bylaws No.94 and No.95
were given first and second readings for the proposed 'Gowlland Harbour Views' development
on DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the July 28, 2011 meeting carried the following motions:
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second
readings concurrently.
THAT Bylaw No 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99 be introduced and given first and second readings
concurrently.
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled
after a Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and
publicized.
Staff met with the applicant in December 2011 and January 2012 to discuss the proposal on site
and in the office. The preliminary reports were reviewed and staff recommended that the
applicant follow through on the consultant report recommendations prior to the drafting of the
Master Development Agreement.
When appropriate language is developed for the Master Development Agreement, a report to
the Board will be prepared prior to scheduling a public hearing.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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RECOMMENDATION:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Respecfuty:

.j )Lee2,_.
Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

Staff met with the applicant in December 2011 and January 2012 to discuss the proposal on site
and in the office. The preliminary reports were reviewed and staff recommended that the
applicant follow through on the consultant report recommendations prior to the drafting of the
Master Development Agreement.
The importance of the ten criteria in section one of OCP Amending Byalw No. 94 was
emphasized in the January discussion. It was noted that six topic areas needed additional work
based on the preliminary studies. These topic areas were: archaeological, biophysical
specifications, geotechnical, servicing (water, sanitary sewer, roads and trails), building scheme,
affordability! social sustainability, and elements associated with conservation covenants.
The applicant and his chief consultant indicated that they did not have major concerns about the
timing of the proposal and would be in contact in the coming weeks. Upon development of an
appropriate draft Master Development Agreement and associated covenant language, a report
will be prepared to the Board prior to a request to schedule a public hearing.
Subd by:

otsenpi er
Community Se ices Manager
Prepared by: J. Munn, Lead Planner

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 8, 2012
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENTS APPLICATION
PLANNING FILEs — 3350-20/CP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)

PURPOSE
To update the Board regarding progress on this file since amending bylaws No.94 and No.95
were given first and second readings for the proposed 'GowUand Harbour Views' development
on DL 208, Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the July 28, 2011 meeting carried the following motions:
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second
readings concurrently.
THAT Bylaw No 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No 99 be introduced and given first and second readings
concurrently
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled
after a Master Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and
publicized.
Staff met with the applicant in December 2011 and January 2012 to discuss the proposal on site
and in the office. The preliminary reports were reviewed and staff recommended that the
applicant follow through on the consultant report recommendations prior to the drafting of the
Master Development Agreement.
When appropriate language is developed for the Master Development Agreement, a report to
the Board will be prepared prior to scheduling a public hearing.

Staff Report - CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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RECOMMENDATION:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

RespecuIy:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

Staff met with the applicant in December 2011 and January 2012 to discuss the proposal on site
and in the office. The preliminary reports were reviewed and staff recommended that the
applicant follow through on the consultant report recommendations prior to the drafting of the
Master Development Agreement.
The importance of the ten criteria in section one of OCP Amending Byalw No. 94 was
emphasized in the January discussion. It was noted that six topic areas needed additional work
based on the preliminary studies. These topic areas were: archaeological, biophysical
specifications, geotechnical, servicing (water, sanitary sewer, roads and trails), building scheme,
affordability/ social sustainability, and elements associated with conservation covenants.
The applicant and his chief consultant indicated that they did not have major concerns about the
timing of the proposal and would be in contact in the coming weeks. Upon development of an
appropriate draft Master Development Agreement and associated covenant language, a report
will be prepared to the Board prior to a request to schedule a public hearing.
Subd by:

otsenpi -r
Community S- ce5 Manager
Prepared by: J. Munn, Lead Planner

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

July21,2011

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95—QUADRA ISLAND OCP/Z0NING AMENDMENT(SCHELLINCK)

FILE: 0540-04

PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider advancing the bylaws to authorize a comprehensive residential development on
Quadra Island subject to receipt of a master plan agreement for the project known as Gowlland
Harbour Views.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The attached report was considered at the July 13, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas
Services Committee at which time the Committee looked at several different options for dealing
with site specific amendments to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan. Following its
review the Committee recommended that the bylaws be given first 2 readings based on the
preferred amendment option and that a public hearing be scheduled after the master plan
agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.
Bylaw No. 94 has been rewritten based on the Committee's recommendation and is now
presented, together with Bylaw No. 95, for further consideration by the Board.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
3. THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99 be
introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
4. THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be scheduled after a Master
Plan Agreement has been presented for consideration and publicized.
Respectfully:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN BYLAW 2007
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050,
adopted an official community plan for part of Electoral Area C (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part
26 of the Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE

DAYOF

READASECONDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE ___ DAYOF

,2011
,2011
,2011
,2011

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2011

Chair

Corporate Officer

___

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part Ill is hereby amended by inserting the following text as Part 3.1.4(b) and renumbering
the existing Part 3.1.4(b) to 3.1.4(c):
Section 3.1.4(b)
Despite item (a) above, the re-designation of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Plan V1P86955 to country residential is permitted to allow for a model
residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the following
criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the
land base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,

.

ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, is of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
VlP86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'Country Residential' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S)to Country Residential (CR), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled Commercial' is re-designated from
Silviculture (S) to Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

BYLAWNO. 94
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Appendix '1'

S

Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 94 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, is hereby amended as set out
in Schedule 'A', attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning
Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

DAYOF
DAYOF

READASECONDTIMEONTHE

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF

RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

,2011
,2011

, 2011
,2011
DAY OF , 2011
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BYLAWNO. 95

SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by inserting the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, traUers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.30 Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A)
11 .6E Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E)
3. Part 8 'Zoning Designations' is amended by inserting the following text at the appropriate
location in the existing list contained within Part 8.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A' - Larger Lot Residential -CR-2A
Commercial Two 'F' — Rural Resort Commercial — C-2E
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by inserting the following text at the
appropriate location in the existing list contained within Part 9.1.1:
Country Residential Two 'A'
1.0 hectare
(CR-2A)
Commercial Two 'E'

(C-2E)

2.0 hectares

PAGE 3
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5. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
6. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 in its entirety with
the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
7. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.3C

COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO 'A' (CR-2A)

This Country Residential Two 'A' zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use; not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The development shall be carried out in compliance with the Gowliand
Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered building
envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and/or tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is one
single family dwelling per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres).

1
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PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and/or designated building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

11.28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;

b)

Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CR-2A zone, siting for
all buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

c)

11.28.8

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A) zone is required to provide a
minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Country Residential Two 'A'
(CR-2A) zone shall be 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the master planned residential
community is equal to the minimum lot area required.

END — CR-2A
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8. Part 11 ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E. I and I1.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO. 95
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use listed in Section 11.6E. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.

END • C-2E
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'CR-2A' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Country Residential Two 'A' (CR-2A), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'C-2E' is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i)
to Commercial Two 'E' (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in bold black and labelled 'MC-2' is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 95, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 99.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

Strathcona
RF,!OPLAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 4, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350-20/C P 3C 09 & 3360-20/RZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
BYLAW
AMENDMENTS — CP 3C 09 (BYLAw No. 94) AND RZ 2C 09 (BYLAW No. 95)
--

PURPOSE
To advise the Board, as requested, of site specific Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment
options for the proposed 'Gowlland Harbour Views' development on DL 208 and to consider first
and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95
as attached to this report.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the June 23, 2011 meeting carried the following recommendation:
.I hal the iiiaue f Bylaw No. 4 a770'b'ylaw No. b be ieteuea to the next
meeting of the
ctoral Are ervices Committee pending a further staff
report concerni
he app/ic
n of official community plan policies on a
site specific basL
Further to the Committee's direction, staff considered a number of options in addition to the
current amendment option presented in an effort to accommodate the Board's position These
options were presented to the Regional District solicitors for consideration. It was indicated that
the current amendment as presented to the July 8, 2011 Electoral Areas Services Committee
(EASC) was the preferred option from legal and administrative perspectives. The option most
vulnerable to legal challenge is a site specific amendment within the existing Silviculture
designation and retaining the OCP policies currently in place. An alternative option was to
redesignate the lands to Country Residential (CR) and provide an exclusionary clause where
required in the CR policies within the OCP. This alternative option was indicated to have less
legal exposure than a site specific OCP amendment but was less preferable than a
comprehensive redesignation and associated policy amendment as previously presented.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that the Board give first and second reading to Bylaw
No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 as attached.

Respect

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

At the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting, in which a report was presented that recommended first
and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95, the Committee discussed limiting the
number of proposed OCP policy amendments associated with the proposal and visiting options
associated with a site specific OCP amendment for the proposed Gowliand Harbour Views'
proposal on DL 208, Quadra Island.
Staff considered a number of options in addition to the current amendment option presented in
an effort to accommodate the Board's position. These options were then drafted and the advice
of our solicitor was sought regarding the options available, which yielded the following
confirmations:
1. The current amendment option provided at the June 8 EASC, is the most
comprehensive and legally defensible option.
2. The proposal for a site specific amendment is not recommended.
3. An alternative option may be available that would also be defensible, but not as
comprehensive.
It has been confirmed that the current amendment option is the most comprehensive and legally
defensible option, and would provide the least amount of risk to the Regional Board if
challenged. For convenience the current amendment option as contained within Bylaw No. 94
is attached as Appendix A. This option addresses the existing OCP policy issues, as well as
conflicts within the OCP that have been generated by the Gowiland Harbour Views proposal,
specifically, the incongruence between the Silviculture and Country Residential/Rural
Residential policies. Analysis by staff in discussion with our solicitor focused upon a number of
specific challenges with a spot zoning as proposed:
1. Leaving District Lot 208 in the Silviculture designation will create inconsistencies in the
OCP. In particular, sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 state that Country Residential and Rural
Residential lands will not be designated on land designated Silviculture. You have advised
that the proposed use of District Lot 208 closely resembles the country residential
designation. Leaving District Lot 208 with a Silviculture designation may well create a
possible challenge on the grounds that it would be in conflict with the prohibition on permitting
country residential uses on land designated Silviculture.
2. Additionally, if District Lot 208 was left with the Silviculture designation, there are a
number of other provisions in the OCP which would continue to apply unless each was
specifically stated not to apply. These include the Silviculture objectives in section 2.2(i) and
the forests and Silviculture policies contained at 3. 7, and in particular 3.7. 1 which set policies
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to apply to al/lands designated as Silviculture, including the protection of lands designated
Silviculture and the minimum lot size of 16 hectares on al/lands designated Silviculture
3. There would also be a requirement to alter the OCP map. If the lands are shown with their
Silviculture designation, there would nevertheless need to be some notation made on the
map (hat would refer to the several exemptions to the application of the Silviculture policies to
District Lot 208 as provided for in each of the sections where the exemption will be set out.
In summary, this option of providing a site specific exemption for DL 208 while not amending
either the designation or current OCP policy language, is not advisable from a legal perspective
and could be viewed as in direct conflict with the OCP and therefore be more challengeable
from a legal perspective.
Aside from any matters of legality, the current amendment is also preferable from a land use
management point of view. Through a clear process that provides any and all anticipated
implications to land use from OCP or zoning points of view, the public will be able to clearly
determine whether it supports the Schellinck proposal or any similar proposals in the future.
An alternative measure was proposed, that while less preferred, may both accommodate the
Board's concerns and support the proposal. This would provide less legal exposure than
leaving the Silviculture designation and would lessen the direct conflict with the OCP. This
option would still require that DL 208 be re-designated from Silviculture (S) to a Country
Residential (CR) designation. An amendment would also be required to the existing CR policies
by providing a 'despite clause' referencing DL 208 and including a redesignation criteria list.
Alternative option details further outlined in Appendix (B). Ms. Stuart does, however advise that
this alternative option is not the most comprehensive choice.
The Committee also referred to several instances where site specific zoning was used in the
past and in effect set a precedent. Staff reviewed the following instances:
1. Quadra Seniors rezoning, Quadra Island: In this instance, there was support in the
Official Community Plan to support multi-dwelling densities on a 'case by case' basis.
There is no similar 'general exclusion' type support in the OCP at this time for the
Schellinck proposal.
2. Foresty designation, Electoral Area B, Cortes Island: In this instance the OCP was
amended, both map and text (FLS policies) and the Forest Land Stewardship policies
were introduced to the OCP. There were subsequent rezonings from Rural Residential
and F-i to FLS.
3. Brown, ALR application, Area D: There was OCP support for this development and a
new zone 3A' was created that provided extra density.
In each of these cases either there was OCP approval in place for a site specific exception or
the OCP was amended through the application process to reflect the new designation.
Accordingly, these examples do directly apply to the Schellinck proposal.
ALTERNATIVES

1. THAT the Committee support the current OCP amendments as contained within proposed
Bylaw No. 94 and as presented at the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting.
2. THAT the Committee support the alternative OCP amendment option where redesig nation is
recommended for the subject lands to Country Residential, subsequent exclusion clauses
be added where appropriate and redesignation criteria be included.
Given the above, it is recommended that the Committee support the current amendment option
as contained within the attached Bylaw No. 94. and that the Committee recommend the Board
consider 1st and 2nd reading of both Bylaw No. 94 and 95.
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Submitted by:

otsenpil,r
Community Se v ices Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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Appendix A
Initial Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD)
The initial amendment option, as preferred by both staff and Ms. Stuart's legal advice will
broaden the existing Silviculture policies and provide protection for the re-designation of all
Silviculture lands, not only CR or Ru-R proposals as is currently the case. All of these
Silviculture policies would be located within the Silviculture section as opposed to the
Settlement sections of the OCP, improving the underlying logic of the document and providing a
more orderly direction of policy. Further, this option would afford the Board the ability to consider
applications to re-designate Silviculture lands based on a specific set of criteria and provide
guidance during the evaluation of future applications. Specifically, this option would establish a
Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and would re-designate the lands from S to CD.
A summary of the five key elements associated with this amendment option are as follows:
1. Establish a site specific Comprehensive Development designation:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.

2. Establish Comprehensive Development policies:
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between, development
and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and the necessity to be
fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible, Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
g) Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have reduced life
cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design and development through
the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy. water and
materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings) to
optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through better siting,
design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with neighbouring
aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency, green building design and
public security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development areas
should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and neighbouring land uses
5. Affordable Housing Options:
where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents should be

provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to purchase or rent, is family
oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife habitat,
improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management and erosion control.
Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that a professional arborist, biologist
and/or qualified professional assesses the area, identifies significant vegetation to be retained
and provides protective measures for the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a minimum
of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive ecosystems and
habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland, greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate landscaping and
buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) lands are
included in a portion of the development area, these lands should be protected and conserved
for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the Agricultural Land Commission Act.
Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small community gardens for the rearing of local produce
are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological changes, an onsite storm water management plan is required to address pre and post development flows and
ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain
or limit hard piped solutions to storm water and initiate standards to provide a minimum
amount of impervious services and to capture and in filtrate and filter rain water on site through
the implementation of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water
for irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a variety of
transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help reduce single occupant
vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy non-motorized transportation methods
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies from Cnme
Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be implemented within the
development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design.
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and intersections with
other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.

3. Amend existing Country Residential and Rural Residential policies:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
Section 3.1.5(a). . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.

4. Amend existing Silviculture policies:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land Reserve
(ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall be strongly
discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for re-designation under
exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the following criteria:
I. the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future land
development in the area,
II. the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of significant value
and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,
iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or desired
amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land base as
identified through an environmental assessment and protected through an environmental
covenant,
v. a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through the
registration of vegetation removal covenants,
vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the registration of
dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and green
building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and integrated
on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x. the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and natural
resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate scale and does
not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

5. OCP Map amendment to re-designate DL 208 from Silviculture (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD).

Appendix B
Alternative OCP Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR)
The alternative halfway measure' amendment option, as provided by recent legal advice,
although not the preferred option as determined by the attached legal advice, would include
OCP amendments that would amend current Country Residential policies and re-designate from
Silviculture to Country Residential, however, not include the introduction of a new
Comprehensive Development Designation or new Silviculture Policies. A summary of these
amendments would reflect as follows:
1. Amend existing CR policies under section 3.4.1 by including a new section
3.1.4(b) that provides a despite clause for DL 208 and a list of required criteria
following the existing section 3.4.1(a) below:

(existing)

(new)

3.1.4(a) Areas designated as country residential are identified on Schedule A-i. These
small, rural lots are characterized largely b their proximity to existing settled areas and
their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country residential activities. Country
residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or Agricultural Land
Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
3.1.4(b) Despite item (a) above, DL 208 is re-designated to country residential to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future
land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

a highest cónritment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected through
an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks. trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
vii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and
green building strategies (hat include water and energy efficiency,
ix.

the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and

x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and
natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate
scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

2. OCP map amendment to re-designate from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential
(CR).
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE

DAY OF

READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READATHIRDTIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 2010
, 2010
, 2010
,2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHEDAYOF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2010

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 31(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3 1(c) The establishment of comprehensive development' designations and zones may
be considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement
designations and related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the
protection of the natural environment, where greenway values and community amenities
are desired and/or where the provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) with
the following:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing ttext of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation 'Thral residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentalsighificant lands is strongly discouraged.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use CDAs are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
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3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
I Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities,
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.
4.

Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses

5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to age in place.
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6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12.Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility:
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
5. Part 3 is hereby amended by including the following section within Section 3 7 1 'Silviculture
Designation Policies' and renumbering the subsequent item accordingly:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall
be strongly discouraged Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
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i. the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,
ii the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,
iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix: the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x. the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.
SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix 1', AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act,
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON ThE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving méàls' d refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
ii .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1 3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 111, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

ii. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures,

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Storrriwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare,

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-I zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Flood plain Management Bylaw, 2005",

c)

All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be I hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END- CD-I
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6. Part 11 'ZONES'. Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resorticampground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resod campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt,
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. Ia) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120 0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
perilous surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4,94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E

BYLAWNO.95
SECTION TWO

PAGE7
MAP AMENDMENT

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is rezoned from Rural One (RU-I) to
Commercial Two E (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No. 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990'
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOAR])

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Thursday, July 28, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Thursday,
July 28, 2011 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at #301-990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

J. Abram
N. Anderson
C. Cornfield
R. Grant
B. Leigh
T. Lewis
J. MacDonald
C. Moglove
G. Whalley
Alt. Director: R. Mennie

Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Village of Zeballos
Village of Sayward
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot - NootkalSayward (Electoral Area A)
City of Campbell River

Absent:

C. Anderson
C. Dahling
Z. Stewart
M. Stony

Village of Gold River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River

Staff:

T. Yates
Corporate Services Manager
D. Christenson Financial Servcies Manager
R. Hotsenpiller Community Services Manager
M. Hebert
Senior Executive Assistant

CALL TO ORDER
There being a quorum present the Chair called the meeting to order
at 10:30 a.m.
CARRIED
Director Moglove arrived at 10:3 1 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Leigh/MacDonald: SRD 396/11
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THAT the agenda be approved with the addition of new business
item 3) Community Works Fund.
CARRIED
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
MacDonald/Whalley: SRD 397/11
THAT the minutes of the June 23, 2011 meeting of the Regional
Board be adopted.
CARRIED
Whalley/Lewis: SRD 398/11
THAT the minutes of the July 20, 2011 special meeting of the
Regional Board be adopted.

Director Cornfield arrived at 10:32 a.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED

REPORTS
Chair Report - Coastal Ferry Services
Whalley/Lewis: SRD 399/11
THAT the July 19, 2011 presentation from the Vice Chair to the
Honourable Blair Lekstrom, Minister of Transportation and
Infrastructure be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 400/11
THAT the report from the Vice Chair be received.
CARRIED
MacDonaldlMoglove: SRD 401/11
THAT the July 26, 2011 news release from the Powell River
Regional District on behalf of the attending representatives
regarding coastal feny services be received.
CARRIED
Electoral Areas Services Committee
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 402/11
httpsJ/agenda strathconard ca/public/minutesprinter.asp"printer=l &id=81 &AgendaType1 &MeetingDate7/28/2011 &MeetingType=52
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THAT the draft minutes of the July 13, 2011 meeting of the
Electoral Areas Services Committee be received.
CARRIED
Committee of the Whole
Moglove/Leigh: SRD 403/11
THAT the minutes of the June 17, 2011 special meeting of the
Committee of the Whole be received.
CARRJED
Moglove/Whalley: SRD 404/11
THAT the draft minutes of the July 13, 2011 meeting of the
Committee of the Whole be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Moglove/Grant: SRD 405/11
THAT the draft minutes of the July 6, 2011 special meeting of the
Strathcona Gardens Commission be received.
CARRIED
Municipal Services Committee
MacDonaldlMoglove: SRD 406/11
THAT the draft minutes of the June 23, 2011 meeting of the
Municipal Services Committee be received.
CARRIED
Walter's Cove Community Hall Property Sub-Lease Agreement
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 407/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/MacDonald: SRD 408/11
THAT the proposed Walters Cove Water Storage Sub-lease
Agreement be authorized for execution by the Chair and corporate
officer subject to written confirmation of approval from the Crown.
CARRIED
Campbell River Greenways Loop Alignment with Electoral
Area D Trail Network
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Leigh/Cornfield: SRI) 409/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlMennie: SRD 410/11
THAT a letter be sent to the Greenways Land Trust and the City of
Campbell River advising of the Regional District's desire to
establish, where suitable opportunities arise, trail connections
between Electoral Area D and the City of Campbell River; and
further
THAT the trail alignment known as the "Waterline Trail" be noted
as being of particular interest to the Regional District.
CARRIED
Nootka Forest Stewardship Plan
MacDonaldlCornfield: SRD 411/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Director Moglove left the meeting chambers at 10:45 a.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was.
CARRIED
Development Variance Permit Application DV 1C 11(0830693
BC Ltd. - Helmcken Island Villa)
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 412/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlN. Anderson: SRD 413/11
THAT development variance permit DV 1C 11(0830693 BC Ltd.)
be denied.
CARRIED
Director Moglove re-entered the meeting chambers at 10:48 a.m.
Director Grant left the meeting chambers at 10:48 a.m.
Liquor Licence Application - M.V. Pachena Princess
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Leigh/MacDonald: SRD 414/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Capital Financing Options for Electoral Area Library Facilities
MacDonald/Whalley: SRD 415/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Director Grant re-entered the meeting chambers at 10:50 a.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was.
CARRIED
LeighfWhalley: SRD 416/11
THAT the Vancouver Island Regional Library be invited to make a
presentation to the Board regarding capital financing options for
regional library facilities.
CARRIED
Liquor Licence Application - M.V. Pachena Princess
At the request of Director Cornfield and with the consent of the
Chair, the matter of the liquor licence application for the M.V.
Pachena Princess was again placed before the Board.
Cornfield/N. Anderson: SRD 417/11
THAT the Liquor Control and Licencing Branch be advised that the
Regional Board does not wish to provide comments or
recommendations with respect to the liquor licence application for
the M.V. Pachena Princess.
CARRIED
Director Leigh opposed
CornfieldlMoglove: SRD 418/11
THAT staff be directed to contact the Liquor Control and Licencing
Branch of the provincial government to request clarification on the
referral process for electoral areas.
CARRIED
Agency Referral and First Nations Consultation: Cortes Island
Official Community Plan
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 419/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
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CARRIED
N. Anderson/Whalley: SRD 420/11
THAT the First Nations consultation process, as defined by s. 879
of the Local Government Act, for the Cortes Island Official
Community Plan Review project as outlined in the staff report
dated April 4, 2011 be approved subject to the Electoral Area
Directors being provided an opportunity to review the second draft
of the official community plan prior to the Board meeting.
CARRIED
N. AndersonfWhalley: SRD 421/li
THAT the agency referral list for the Cortes Island Official
Community Plan Review project as outlined in the staff report
dated April 4, 2011 be approved.
CARRIED
First Nations Treaty Negotiations
Whalley/Grant: SRD 422/i i
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Grant/V/halley: SRD 423/u
THAT a delegation of appropriate representatives from the Ministry
of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation be invited to a
September meeting of the Committee of the Whole to provide more
information regarding the Maa-nulth First Nations and K'omoks
First Nations treaty negotiations.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlLewis: SRD 424/11
THAT Regional District appointments to the appropriate treaty
negotiation tables be considered at the September, 2011 Board
meeting.
CARRIED
Grant/V/halley: SRD 425/il
THAT an application be made to the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities for assistance with funding the Regional District's
participation in the treaty negotiation process.
CARRIED
Proposed Regional Events Calendar
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MacDonaldlCornfield: SRD 426/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlGrant: SRD 427/11
THAT the matter of a regional events calendar be referred to the
Committee of the Whole for consideration during the development
of the corporate communication plan.
CARRIED

Directors Grant, MacDonald and
Cornfield opposed

BYLAWS AND RESOLUTIONS
Bylaw No. 94- Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4 (CP 3C 09) and Bylaw No. 95 - Quadra
Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99 (RZ 2C 90) Schellinck
CornfieldlLeigh: SRD 428/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh!Whalley: SRD 429/11
THAT Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No. 4 be introduced and given first
and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 430/11
THAT Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99 be introduced and given first and second
readings concurrently.
CARRIED
Director Cornfield left the meeting chambers at 11:32 a.m.
LeighlWhalley: SRD 431/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be
scheduled after a Master Plan Agreement has been presented for
consideration and publicized.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 104 - Electoral Area 'G' Community Parks Service
Repeal
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 432/11
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 433/11
THAT Bylaw No. 104, being Electoral Area 'G' Community Parks
Service Repeal Bylaw 2011 be now reconsidered, finally passed
and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 113 - Board Remuneration Bylaw Amendment
(Chair Meeting Expenses)
Whalley/Grant: SRD 434/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Grant: SRD 435/11
THAT Bylaw No. 113, being Strathcona Regional District
Remuneration and Expenses Bylaw 2006, Amendment No. 10 be
introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 436/11
THAT Bylaw No. 113 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Grant/Whalley: SRD 437/11
THAT Bylaw No. 113, being Stratheona Regional District
Remuneration and Expenses Bylaw 2006, Amendment No. 10 be
now reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 114 - Local Election Bylaw Amendment
MacDonald!Whalley: SRD 438/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Director Cornfield re-entered the meeting chambers at 11:34 a.m.
Moglove/Whalley: SRD 439/11
THAT Bylaw No. 114, being Strathcona Regional District Local
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Election Bylaw 2008, Amendment No. 2 be introduced and given
first and second readings concurrently.

N. AndersonlMoglove: SRD 440/11
THAT section 1. (a) of Bylaw No. 114 be amended by adding the
words "and not more than 60 days" after the words "... not later
than 52 days".
CARRIED

Directors Leigh, Grant and Abram
opposed

Moglove/Cornfield: SRD 441/11
THAT Bylaw No. 114, being Strathcona Regional District Local
Election Bylaw 2008, Amendment No. 2 as amended by the
previous motion be introduced and given first and second readings
concurrently.
Directors Leigh and Abram opposed
CARRIED
Moglove/Comfield: SRD 442/11
THAT Bylaw No. 114 be given third reading.
CARRIED

Directors Leigh and Abram opposed

Moglove/Cornfield: SRD 443/11
THAT Bylaw No. 114, being Strathcona Regional District Local
Election Bylaw 2008, Amendment No. 2 be now reconsidered,
finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED

Directors Leigh and Abram opposed

Bylaw No. 117 - Hank's Beach Forest Conservation Park
Reserve Fund
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 444/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Whalley: SRD 445/11
THAT Bylaw No. 117, being Hank's Beach Forest Conservation
Park Reserve Fund Establishment Bylaw 2011 be introduced and
given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
CornfieldlWhalley: SRD 446/11
THAT Bylaw No. 117 be given third reading.
CARRIED
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N. AndersonlWhalley: SRD 447/11
THAT Bylaw No. 117, being Hank?s Beach Forest Conservation
Park Reserve Fund Establishment Bylaw 2011 be now
reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 118 - Board Remuneration Bylaw Amendment
(External Agency Meeting Pay)
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 448/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

Director Lewis left the meeting chambers at 12:0 1 p.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
Director Lewis re-entered the meeting chambers at 12:04 p.m.
Director N. Anderson left the meeting chambers at 12:04 p.m.
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 449/11
THAT Bylaw No. 118, being Strathcona Regional District
Remuneration and Expenses Bylaw 2006, Amendment No. 11 be
introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED

Directors MacDonald and Mo glove
opposed

CARRIED

Directors Cornfield, MacDonald and
Mo glove opposed

LeighlWhalley: SRD 450/11
THAT Bylaw No. 118 be given third reading.

Director N. Anderson re-entered the meeting chambers at 12:07
p.m.
LeighlWhalley: SRD 451/11
THAT Bylaw No. 118, being Strathcona Regional District
Remuneration and Expenses Bylaw 2006, Amendment No. 11 be
now reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED

Directors Cornfield, Moglove and
MacDonald opposed

LeighlWhalley: SRD 452/11
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THAT a $125 daily meeting rate for directors attending meetings of
an external organization to which they have been appointed by the
Regional Board be authorized for payment retroactively to
November 1, 2010.

Director Abram advised that he wished to relinquish the Chair to
another director in order to speak to the matter of retroactivity. The
Corporate Officer advised that the Board would need to appoint an
Acting Chair in that case.
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 453/11
THAT Director Roy Grant be appointed Acting Chair during
consideration of the matter of retroactive daily meeting pay for
external agency appointments.
CARRIED
Director Abram relinquished the Chair to Director Grant at 12:15
p.m.
Discussion ensued.
A vote was held on the previous motion and it was. CARRIED
Directors Cornfield and Moglove opposed
Director Abram re-assumed the position of Chair at 12:27 p.m.
NEW BUSINESS
Financial Assistance Request - Discovery Islands Chamber of
Commerce
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 454/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Comfield/Whalley: SRD 455/11
THAT a $3,000 grant from the Electoral Area C economic
development service be provided to the Discovery Islands Chamber
of Commerce to assist with tourism marketing costs.
CARRIED
Grants in Aid - Electoral Area D
Cornfield/Whalley: SRD 456/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
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CARRIED
N. AndersonlWhalley: SRD 457/11
THAT the Board consider approving the following grants in aid to
be paid from the Electoral Area D grant in aid budget:
i.) $1,000 for Campbell River & District Public Art Gallery to
assist with operations;
ii.) $2,000 for Campbell River Gun Club Society to assist with
facilities;
iii.) $600 for Museum at Campbell River to assist with
operations;
iv.) $2,250 for Mountainaire Avian Rescue Society to assist
with operations;
v.) $1,750 for Oyster River Water Management Committee to
assist with facilitation and study costs;
vi.) $4,000 for Oyster River Enhancement Society to assist with
operations;
vii.) $7,000 for Stone Creek Streamkeepers to assist with
ongoing fish enhancement;
viii) $400 for Island North Film Commission to assist with
operations;
ix) $1,000 for Hagel Park Association to assist with Halloween
fireworks & events;
x.) $1,000 for Campbell River Beacon Club to assist with
operations;
xi.) $2,000 for Timberline Wolves Football to assist with senior
varsity equipment;
xii) $2,000 for Timberline Wolves Football to assist with junior
varsity equipment;
xiii.) $1,000 for Volunteer Campbell River to assist with
operations;
xiv.) $1,350 for Campbell River Perinatal Society to assist with
programmes;
xv.) $1,350 for Tidemark Theatre Society to assist with
operations;
xvi.) $1,000 for Ocean Grove Parent Advisory Council to assist
with operations;
xvii.) $2,000 for Campbell River Motorcross Association to
assist with operations;
xviii.) S 1,000 for Campbell River Shoreline Arts Society to
assist with event costs;
xix.) $4,000 for Campbell River Seniors' Centre Society to
assist with equipment costs;
xx.) $1,000 for Campbell River Killer Whales Swim Club to
assist with programme costs;
xxi.) $3,000 for Tourism Campbell River & Region to assist
with regional promotions.
CARRIED
Alternate Director Mennie left the meeting at 12:30 p.m.
Leigh/MacDonald: SRD 458/11
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THAT the Board approve the grants in aid for Electoral Area D as
listed in the previous motion.
CARRIED
Alternate Director Mennie re-entered the meeting chambers as
12:31 p.m.
Community Works Fund
Director N. Anderson introduced the matter of staff reporting on
possible amendments to the Community Works Fund agreement.
Discussion ensued.
Leigh/MacDonald: SRD 459/11
THAT the matter of the Community Works Fund agreement be
referred back to the Electoral Areas Services Committee with a
report from staff on Community Works Fund allocations and
payment of funds.
CARRIED

Directors Moglove, Whalley and N.
Anderson opposed

Discussion ensued on the validity of the motion and the Chair
advised that the motion would stand.
CornfieldlLeigh: SRD 460/11
THAT the Chair be sustained on his ruling to allow the motion to
stand.
CARRIED
ADDENDA - UPON APPROVAL OF THE BOARD
CornfieldlLewis: SRD 461/11
THAT the addendum item be considered.
CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Quadra Island Cultural Committee
Cornfield/N. Anderson: SRD 462/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 463/11
THAT a grant in aid of $2,000 for the Quadra Cultural Committee
to assist with the provision of the 2011-2012 concert series be
approved for payment from the Electoral Area C grant in aid
budget.
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CARRIED
RECESS
The Board recessed at 12:50 p.m.
RECONVENE
The Board reconvened at 12:58 p.m.

CLOSED (IN-CAMERA) SESSION
Closed (In-Camera) Session
Grant/MacDonald: SRD 464/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighfMacDonald: SRD 465/11
THAT the Board adjourn to a closed (in-camera) session pursuant
to the following subsection(s) of Section 90 of the Community
Charter:
90(l)(c) labour relations or other employee relations;
90(1)(e) the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or
improvements, if the council considers that disclosure could
reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality;
90(l)(f) law enforcement, if the council considers that disclosure
could reasonably be expected to harm the conduct of an
investigation under or enforcement of an enactment;
90(l)(g) litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality;
90(1)(h) an administrative tribunal hearing or potential
administrative tribunal hearing affecting the municipality, other
than a hearing to be conducted by the council or a delegate of
council;
90(l)(k) negotiations and related discussions respecting the
proposed provision of a municipal service that are at their
preliminary stages and that, in the view of the council, could
reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality if
they were held in public;
90(l)(n) the consideration of whether a council meeting should be
closed under a provision of this subsection or subsection (2);
90(2)(b) the consideration of information received and held in
confidence relating to negotiations between the municipality and a
provincial government or the federal government or both, or
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between a provincial government or the federal government or both
and a third party.
CARRIED
RECONVENE
The Board reconvened in open session at 1:02 p.m.
TERMINATION
Leigh/Grant: SRI) 472/11
THAT the meeting be terminated - 1:02 p.m.
CARRIED
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona
RE(IONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 4, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
BYLAW AMENDMENTS — CP 3C 09 (BYLAW No. 94) AND RZ 2C 09 (BYLAW No. 95)

PURPOSE
To advise the Board, as requested, of site specific Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment
options for the proposed 'Gowlland Harbour Views' development on DL 208 and to consider first
and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95
as attached to this report.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the June 23, 2011 meeting carried the following recommendation:
4
[flat we matte, of bylaw No.
and bylaw No. 9b be reteuea to the next
meeting of the Electoral Area Services Committee pending a further staff
report concerning the application of official community plan policies on a
ifrer'ifkfr'sjs."

Further to the Committee's direction, staff considered a number of options in addition to the
current amendment option presented in an effort to accommodate the Board's position. These
options were presented to the Regional District solicitors for consideration. It was indicated that
the current amendment as presented to the July 8, 2011 Electoral Areas Services Committee
(EASC) was the preferred option from legal and administrative perspectives. The option most
vulnerable to legal challenge is a site specific amendment within the existing Silviculture
designation and retaining the OCP policies currently in place. An alternative option was to
redesignate the lands to Country Residential (CR) and provide an exclusionary clause where
required in the CR policies within the OCP. This alternative option was indicated to have less
legal exposure than a site specific OCP amendment but was less preferable than a
comprehensive redesignation and associated policy amendment as previously presented.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that the Board give first and second reading to Bylaw
No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 as attached.

Respectf

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND

At the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting, in which a report was presented that recommended first
and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95, the Committee discussed limiting the
number of proposed OCP policy amendments associated with the proposal and visiting options
associated with a site specific OCP amendment for the proposed 'Gowiland Harbour Views'
proposal on DL 208, Quadra Island.
Staff considered a number of options in addition to the current amendment option presented in
an effort to accommodate the Board's position. These options were then drafted and the advice
of our solicitor was sought regarding the options available, which yielded the following
confirmations:
1. The current amendment option provided at the June 8 EASC, is the most
comprehensive and legally defensible option.
2. The proposal for a site specific amendment is not recommended.
3. An alternative option may be available that would also be defensible, but not as
comprehensive.
It has been confirmed that the current amendment option is the most comprehensive and legally
defensible option, and would provide the least amount of risk to the Regional Board if
challenged. For convenience the current amendment option as contained within Bylaw No. 94
is attached as Appendix A. This option addresses the existing OCP policy issues, as well as
conflicts within the OCP that have been generated by the Gowlland Harbour Views proposal,
specifically, the incongruence between the Silviculture and Country Residential/Rural
Residential policies. Analysis by staff in discussion with our solicitor focused upon a number of
specific challenges with a spot zoning as proposed:
1. Leaving District Lot 208 in the Silviculture designation will create inconsistencies in the
OCP. In particular, sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 state that Country Residential and Rural
Residential lands will not be designated on land designated Silviculture. You have advised
that the proposed use of District Lot 208 closely resembles the country residential
designation. Leaving District Lot 208 with a Silviculture designation may well create a
possible challenge on the grounds that it would be in con fllct with the prohibition on permitting
country residential uses on land designated Silviculture.
2. Additionally, if District Lot 208 was left with the Silviculture designation, there are a
number of other provisions in the OCP which would continue to apply unless each was
specifically stated not to apply. These include the Silviculture objectives in section 2.2(i) and
the forests and Silviculture policies contained at 3.7, and in particular 3.7.1 which set policies
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to apply to all lands designated as Silviculture, including the protection of lands designated
Silviculture and the minimum lot size of 16 hectares on all lands designated Silviculture
3. There would also be a requirement to alter the OCP map. If the lands are shown with their
Silviculture designation, there would nevertheless need to be some notation made on the
map that would refer to the several exemptions to the application of the Silviculture policies to
District Lot 208 as provided for in each of the sections where the exemption will be set out.
In summary, this option of providing a site specific exemption for DL 208 while not amending
either the designation or current OCP policy language, is not advisable from a legal perspective
and could be viewed as in direct conflict with the OCP and therefore be more challengeable
from a legal perspective.
Aside from any matters of legality, the current amendment is also preferable from a land use
management point of view. Through a clear process that provides any and all anticipated
implications to land use from OCP or zoning points of view, the public will be able to clearly
determine whether it supports the Schellinck proposal or any similar proposals in the future.
An alternative measure was proposed, that while less preferred, may both accommodate the
Board's concerns and support the proposal. This would provide less legal exposure than
leaving the Silviculture designation and would lessen the direct conflict with the OCP. This
option would still require that DL 208 be re-designated from Silviculture (S) to a Country
Residential (CR) designation. An amendment would also be required to the existing CR policies
by providing a 'despite clause' referencing DL 208 and including a redesignation criteria list.
Alternative option details further outlined in Appendix (B). Ms. Stuart does, however advise that
this alternative option is not the most comprehensive choice.
The Committee also referred to several instances where site specific zoning was used in the
past and in effect set a precedent. Staff reviewed the following instances:
1. Quadra Seniors rezoning, Quadra Island: In this instance, there was support in the
Official Community Plan to support multi-dwelling densities on a 'case by case' basis.
There is no similar 'general exclusion' type support in the OCP at this time for the
Schellinck proposal.
2. Foresty designation, Electoral Area B, Cortes Island: In this instance the OCP was
amended, both map and text (FLS policies) and the Forest Land Stewardship policies
were introduced to the OCP. There were subsequent rezonings from Rural Residential
and F-I to FLS.
3. Brown, ALR application, Area D: There was OCP support for this development and a
new zone '3A' was created that provided extra density.
In each of these cases either there was OCP approval in place for a site specific exception or
the OCP was amended through the application process to reflect the new designation.
Accordingly, these examples do directly apply to the Schellinck proposal.
ALTERNATIVES

I. THAT the Committee support the current OCP amendments as contained within proposed
Bylaw No. 94 and as presented at the June 8, 2011 EASC meeting.
2. THAT the Committee support the alternative OCP amendment option where redesignation is
recommended for the subject lands to Country Residential, subsequent exclusion clauses
be added where appropriate and redesignation criteria be included.
Given the above, it is recommended that the Committee support the current amendment option
as contained within the attached Bylaw No. 94. and that the Committee recommend the Board
consider l and 2 reading of both Bylaw No. 94 and 95.
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Appendix A
Initial Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD)
The initial amendment option, as preferred by both staff and Ms. Stuart's legal advice will
broaden the existing Silviculture policies and provide protection for the re-designation of all
Silviculture lands, not only CR or Ru-R proposals as is currently the case. All of these
SiMculture policies would be located within the Silviculture section as opposed to the
Settlement sections of the OCP, improving the underlying logic of the document and providing a
more orderly direction of policy. Further, this option would afford the Board the ability to consider
applications to re-designate Silviculture lands based on a specific set of criteria and provide
guidance during the evaluation of future applications. Specifically, this option would establish a
Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and would re-designate the lands from S to CD.
A summary of the five key elements associated with this amendment option are as follows:
1. Establish a site specific Comprehensive Development designation:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use Is identified and supported.

2. Establish Comprehensive Development policies:
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between, development
and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and the necessity to be
fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible, Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a) Promote safe, walkable communities;
b) Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
c) Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
d) Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
e) Preserve open space;
I) Reduce Impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
g) Integrate storm water management.
2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have reduced life
cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design and development through
the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water and
materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings) to
optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
C) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through better siting,
design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. BuIlding Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with neighbouring
aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency, green building design and
publlc security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development areas
should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options:
where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents should be

provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to purchase or rent, is family
oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'.
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife habitat,
improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management and erosion control.
Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that a professional arborist, biologist
and/or qualified professional assesses the area, identifies significant vegetation to be retained
and provides protective measures for the preservation of such vegetation.
7. ProvIsion of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a minimum
of 40% open space, which may Include, but are not limited to sensitive ecosystems and
habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland, greenway trails, etc.
8. LandscapIng and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate landscaping and
buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) lands are
included in a portion of the development area, these lands should be protected and conserved
for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the Agricultural Land Commission Act.
Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small community gardens for the rearing of local produce
are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological changes, an onsite storm water management plan is required to address pre and post development flows and
ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain
or limit hard piped solutions to storm water and initiate standards to provide a minimum
amount of impervious services and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through
the implementation of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water
for irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a variety of
transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help reduce single occupant
vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, non-motorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies from Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be implemented within the
development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and intersections with
other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards:
Traffic calming measure where appropriate.

3. Amend existing Country Residential and Rural Residential policies:
Section 3.1.4(a). . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
Section 3.1.5(a)... The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.

4. Amend existing Silviculture policies:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land Reserve
(ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall be strongly
discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for re-designation under
exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the following criteria:
i. the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future land
development in the area,
ii. the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of significant value
and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,
iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or desired
amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land base as
identified through an environmental assessment and protected through an environmental
covenant,
v. a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through the
registration of vegetation removal covenants,
vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the registration of
dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and green
building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and integrated
on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x. the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and natural
resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate scale and does
not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

5. OCP Map amendment to re-designate DL 208 from Silviculture (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD).

Appendix B
Alternative OCP Amendment Option
Re-Designate from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR)
The alternative 'halfway measure' amendment option, as provided by recent legal advice,
although not the preferred option as determined by the attached legal advice, would include
OCP amendments that would amend current Country Residential policies and re-designate from
SiMculture to Country Residential, however, not include the introduction of a new
Comprehensive Development Designation or new SiMculture Policies. A summary of these
amendments would reflect as follows:
1. Amend existing CR policies under section 3.4.1 by including a new section
3.1.4(b) that provides a despite clause for DL 208 and a list of required criteria
following the existing section 3.4.1(a) below:

(existing)

(new)

3.1.4(a) Areas designated as country residential are identified on Schedule A-i. These
small, rural lots are characterized largely b their proximity to existing settled areas and
their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country residential activities. Country
residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or Agricultural Land
Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
3.1.4(b) Despite item (a) above, DL 208 is re-designated to country residential to allow
for a model residential development provided that the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future
land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected through
an environmental covenant,
v. a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,
vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viiL the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and
green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate se,vices for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and
natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate
scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

2. OCP map amendment to re-designate from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential
(CR).

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

flu
BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAY OF

, 2010
, 2010
, 2010
, 2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE DAY OF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
,2010

I
Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may
be considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement
designations and related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the
protection of the natural environment, where greenway values and community amenities
are desired and/or where the provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) with
the following:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (C DA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
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3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
I Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development

areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place
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6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
5. Part 3 is hereby amended by including the following section within Section 3 7 1 Silviculture
Designation Policies' and renumbering the subsequent item accordingly.
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re.designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall
be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly satisfies the
following criteria:
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i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

SECTION TWO

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.
MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot I, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1', AND
The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1'.
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule A' of Bylaw No. 45 being Quadra Is land Official Community Plan Bylaw. 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends Schedule A-i of Bylaw No 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No, 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
ii .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1 3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9 6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 ZONES', Section 111, General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

BYLAWNO.95
11. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8
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The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-i zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
uFloodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END— CD-I
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6. Part 11 ZONES'. Section 111, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the foflowing
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11.6E
11 .6E. 1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1 .0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

1)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE;
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO.95
ii)

iii)
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. Ia) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4,94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line

11.6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).

END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

SECTION TWO

The zoning for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955 on
'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990', is hereby amended as
follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is rezoned from Rural One (RU-i) to
Commercial Two E (C-2E), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix
U1fl
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Area to be re-zoned
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Strathcona
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Zoning Map
RZ 2C 09 - Schelllnck
Lot 1 April Point Road
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Appendix 1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990'
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Strathcona
Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, July 13, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, July 13, 2011 at
the Strathcona Regional District office located at #301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Director:

J. Abram
B. Leigh
G. Whalley

Absent:

N. Anderson Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)

Staff:

B. Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
T. Yates
Corporate Services Manager
D. Christenson Financial Services Manager
R. Hotsenpiller Community Services Manager
A. Nelson
Senior Planner
J. Neill
Planner
M. Hebert
Senior Executive Assistant

Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

CALL TO ORDER:
There being a quorum present the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:35 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 84/11
THAT the Committee accept the agenda with the addition of the addendum items:
1) Request for Late Delegation (Mr. George Murdoch) - Bylaw No. 94
2) Request for Late Delegation (Mr. Jack Roberts) - Helmcken Island Development
AND THAT the addendum items be moved to the beginning of the agenda.
CARRIED
DELEGATIONS:
Sewage Concerns in the Mansons Landing Area
The Corporate Officer advised that the delegation has advised that they will be unable to
attend and will make arrangements to reschedule.
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Helmcken Island Villa Application
The Chair introduced Mr. Marko Simcic, Architect and Mr. Andrea Destro, Architect and
welcomed them to the meeting. Mr. Destro gave a presentation regarding the development
variance permit application for Helmcken Island Villa.
Discussion ensued.
The Chair thanked the delegation for the presentation.
Helmcken Island Development Variance Permit Application
The Chair introduced Mr. Jack Roberts and welcomed him to the meeting. Mr. Roberts gave
a verbal presentation regarding his opposition to granting a development variance permit for
the proposed development on Helmcken Island as outlined in the application.
The Chair thanked Mr. Roberts for his presentation.
LeighlWhalley: EASC 85/li
THAT the Committee consider DV 1C 11(0830693 BC Ltd. - Helmcken Island).
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 86/il
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Director Abram relinquished the Chair to Director Leigh - 10: 13 a.m.
Discussion ensued.
AbramlWhalley: EASC 87/11
THAT the Committee recommend that development variance permit DV lC 11(0830693 BC
Ltd.) be denied.
CARRIED
Director Abram re-assumed the position of presiding official at 10:19 a.m.
Bylaw No. 94 Delegation Request
The Chair called for Mr. George Murdoch. Receiving no response, the Chair moved on to the
next item of business.

REPORTS:
Adoption of Minutes
https I/agenda strathconard ca/publiclminutesprinter asp2printer=1 &id81 &AgendaType=2&MeetingDate=7/13/2011 &MeetingType=75
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Whalley/Leigh: EASC 88/11
THAT the minutes of the June 8, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee be
adopted.
CARRIED
2nd Quarter Work Plan and Budget Variance Report
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 89/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
The Conm-iunity Services Manager gave a presentation regarding the 2nd Quarter Work Plan
and Budget Variance Report.
Discussion ensued.
Bylaw No. 94- Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No.4
(CP 3C 09) and Bylaw No. 95 - Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99
(RZ 2C 90) - Schellinck
LeighlWhalley: EASC 90/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 91/il
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be given first and
second readings.

Director Abram relinquished the Chair to Director Leigh - 11:10 a.m.
Discussion ensued.
AbramlWhalley: EASC 92/11
THAT the motion be amended by adding the words "with Option 2 as the preferred option."
CARRIED
A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: EASC 93/11
THAT the Committee recommend that the Regional District not proceed to public hearing
until a Master Plan Agreement has been presented to the Committee and publicized.
CARRIED
https://agenda.strathconard.ca/public/minutesprinter.asp?printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=2&MeetingDate=7/13/2011 &MeetingType=75
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Director Abram re-assumed the position of presiding official at 11:28 a.m.
Redesignation Request Menzies Bay Official Community Plan
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 94/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Agency Referral and First Nations Consultation: Cortes Island Official Community
Plan
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 95/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 96/11
THAT the Committee recommend the First Nations' consultation process as outlined in the
staff report dated April 4, 2011 for the Cortes Island Official Community Plan Review
process.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 97/11
THAT the Directors of the Electoral Areas Services Committee are provided an opportunity
to review the second draft prior to the Board meeting.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 98/11
THAT the Committee recommend the agency referral list as out outlined in the staff report
dated April 4, 2011 for the Cortes Island Official Community Plan Review process.
CARRIED
Bottled/Bulk Water Extraction Policy
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 99/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 100/11
THAT the Committee recommend that a policy of non support for all Electoral Areas with
regard to referrals for bulk water extraction, bottling and sales be adopted by the Board.
CARRIED
Library Facility Capital Financing
https I/agenda strathconard ca/public/minutesprinter.asp9printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=2&MeetingDate=7/13/2011 &MeetingType=75
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Leigh/Whalley: EASC 101/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 102/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be referred to a date when the
Vancouver Island Regional Library executive staff give a presentation to the Board on their
perspective.
CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS:
Publication 'From the Board Table' - 11 June 2011 - Vancouver Island Regional
Library Board of Trustees
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 103/11
THAT the June 11, 2011 publication 'From the Board Table' published by the Vancouver
Island Regional Library Board of Trustees be received.
CARRIED
Correspondence - 13 June 2011 - Daniel Fretts
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 104/11
THAT the June 13, 2011 correspondence from Daniel Fetts regarding the Cortes Island
Official Community Plan Draft #2 be received.
CARRIED
ADDENDUM - UPON APPROVAL OF THE COMMITTEE:
Requests for Late Delegation
V/halley/Leigh: EASC 105/11
THAT the following reports from the Chief Administrative Officer be received:

i) July 12, 2011 regarding Request for Late Delegation from Mr. George Murdoch regarding
Bylaw No. 94
ii) July 12, 2011 regarding Request for Late Delegation from Mr. Jack Roberts regarding
Helmcken Island Development Variance Permit application
CARRIED
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TERMINATION:
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 106/11
THAT the meeting be terminated - 11:59 a.m.
CARRIED
Certified:
Corporate Officer

J. Abram
Chair
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StrthcoL:
REGIONAL DISTRICT
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

May30, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350 -2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
BYLAW AMENDMENTS — CP 3C 09 (BYLAW No. 94) AND RZ 2C 09 (BYL.Aw No. 95)

PURPOSE
To advise the Board of further considerations regarding the proposed OCP policy amendments
as contained within Bylaw No. 94 and to consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the April 28, 2011 meeting made the following recommendation:
'That the matter of propo . Byl;t7 1
referred to the June mee
of the
additional consideration."

nd proposed Bylaw No. 95 be
torA! Area Services Committee for

This resolution was the result of concerns expressed by staff that there may be unintended
consequences if the Committee's recommended text changes were approved. At the April 13th,
2011 EASC meeting the Committee recommended the word "discouraged" be changed to
"strongly discouraged" in Bylaw No. 94. This change applies to Silviculture lands that are
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Land
(PMFL). Further, the Committee recommended all references to "careful consideration" of redesignation of other Silviculture lands be removed and the policies consolidated as required.
The recommended EASC amendments to "strongly discourage" the re-designation of all
Silviculture lands may have the consequence of essentially leaving the Official Community Plan
in its original state: i.e. to not consider or support any re-designation of Silviculture lands under
any circumstances. The proposed amendments above do not afford the Board the ability to
consider applications to re-designate Silviculture lands nor do they provide guidance during the
evaluation of future applications. Given that such applications cannot be prevented, it is
justifiable to provide policies that guide the re-designation of Silviculture lands.
With regard to the Schellinck land use proposal, the Committee's amendment leaves the
application with little possibility of support from the OCP - the application would not be
supported under the current language and would be 'strongly discouraged' under the
Committee's most recent proposed amendment. As the applicant has requested that
appropriate amendments to the OCP and zoning bylaw be considered to allow the project to
move forward for consideration, some amendments to the OCP in this regard, would seem
appropriate.
Bylaw No. 94 has been modified to reflect the above considerations and is attached, along with
Bylaw No. 95, to this report.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Board consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 as amended and
attached.

3.

THAT the Board consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 95.

Respe

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
BACKGROUND
With respect to the Board's direction, the following amendments to the Country Residential,
Rural Residential and Silviculture policy sections of the OCP are offered for consideration with
the intent of providing clarity regarding future development and protection of such lands:
1. Removal of references to Silviculture within the Country Residential (CR) and Rural
Residential (Ru-R) sections of the OCP, effectively Sections 3.1.4(a) and 3.1.5(a) as
follows:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
2. Repositioning all references to Silviculture to Section 3.7.1 'Silviculture Designation
Policies' and providing clear policies with respect to the future protection of silviculture
lands as follows:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL)
shall be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly demonstrates
the following criteria:
I.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future
land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv.

a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected through
an environmental covenant,

v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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vii, a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and
green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and
natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate
scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

If supported, the above amendments will broaden the existing Silviculture policies and provide
protection for the re-designation of Silviculture lands to any designation, not only CR or Ru-R
proposals as is currently the case. Further, all Silviculture policies will now be located within the
Silviculture section as opposed to the Settlement sections of the OCP, improving the underlying
logic of the document and providing a more orderly direction of policy.
Sub

ed by:

otsenpil1r
Community S; ices Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner and Russ Hotsenpiller, Community Services Manager

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

March 7, 2011
FILE: 3350-2OICP 3C 09
3360-20/RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

GOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION
OCP AMENDMENT BYLAW No.94 AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NO.95

PURPOSE

To provide the Committee information following the Gowliand Harbour Views Public Information
Meeting held at the Quadra Elementary School Gymnasium on March 3, 2011.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proponents of the Gowlland Harbour Views development held a public information meeting on
March 3, 2011 to update the public on the changes associated with the proposal The meeting
was well attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half
hour meeting The agent, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal and Regional
District staff followed with a presentation that provided the public with details on the proposed OCP
and zoning amendments. A number of public comments and questions were presented at the
meeting which focused mainly on the potential erosion of the silviculture land base, There were
also concerns raised regarding the enforceability of covenants associated with the development
and the associated costs to taxpayers. The statements brought forward did not identify any new
issues or Items that required subsequent amendments to existing bylaws Given that the public
meeting has taken place and as the outcomes did not identify the need for further amendments to
the proposed bylaws, it is recommended that first and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw
No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95 be considered by the Board
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO ThE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:
I

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be forwarded to the
Board for first and second reading

3

THAT staff proceed with finalizing a draft Master Development Agreement and any
associated covenants and servicing requirements AND FURTHER THAT the Master
Development Agreement be brought forward for Committee review and consideration prior
to public hearing
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Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
BACKGROUND

The Gowlland Harbour Views application was received by the Regional District on November 24,
2009. Since the receipt of the application, the proposal has been to the EASC on two separate
occasions; originally introduced on August 11, 2010 and to present amendment bylaws on
December 2, 2010 (report attached). During this time, the proposal was referred out for agency
review and First Nation consultation. During the last appearance at EASC on December 2, 2010, It
was recommended that the applicant/agent hold a public information meeting prior to the Board
giving consideration of first and second reading of OCP Bylaw No. 94 and zoning Bylaw No. 95.
PUBLIC MEETING DETAILS

The applicant held a public information meeting on March 3, 2011 at the Quadra Elementary
School gymnasium to provide the public an update on the application. The meeting was well
attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half hour
meeting. The meeting began with the opportunity for the public to peruse a number of display
boards that presented details of the proposal and to ask questions of the developer, Richard
Schellinck and the agent, Dan Bowen, of Dan Bowen Consulting Ltd. Following this introductory
portion of the meeting, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal. Regional District
staff followed with a presentation that provided details on the proposed OCP and zoning
amendments. This included a presentation of the newly created Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone and associated glossary of terms. Also
presented was the new Comprehensive Development designation and associated OCP
amendments. Information pertaining to the requirements for implementation, including Master
Development Agreement and related covenant details were also presented.
During the presentations, a number of concerns were presented by the public to the developer and
agent, as well as regional district staff. A significant number identified the potential erosion of the
silviculture land base as a concern. There were also concerns raised regarding the enforceability
of covenants related to the development and associated costs to taxpayers. Comments were also
submitted via comment sheets, with a total of 10 comment sheets being submitted by attendees of
the meeting. The comments received included a mix of opinions regarding the development A
total of four comment sheets and were in favour of the development, one indicated some support
with concerns regarding housing forms and five did not want to see the current Silviculture
designation amended. Three additional emails in support of the proposal have been received by
the regional district since the public meeting was held.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The Gowlland Harbour Views development faces a number of challenges when the OCP and its
policies are considered. Existing Silviculture policies encourage the retention, protection and
enhancement of silviculture lands. This policy is reflected in public concern that exists surrounding
the potential re-designation of Silviculture lands and the potential erosion of the Island's Silviculture
land base. The current Rural Residential and Country Residential policies aim to prevent
Silviculture lands from being re-designated by stating that silviculture lands Will not be redesignated. Unfortunately, however, despite the current language, the Regional District cannot
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prevent such applications from being submitted and provided the opportunity to be considered by
the Board Given that applications to re-designate Silviculture lands may be accepted In the future,
OCP Bylaw No. 94 proposes to amend the existing policy language in an attempt to clarify the role
of the OCP in guiding any future development of Silviculture lands. Such amendments would
affect future OCP applications that propose to re-designate Silviculture lands by providing
guidance during the OCP amendment process. The OCP Bylaw proposes to discourage the redesignation of Silviculture lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Ucence
(TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to help protect such working forests. Where
applications are submitted that consist of Silviculture lands that are not licensed or classified as
working forest, proposals to re-designate should be provided careful consideration. Protection of
future Silviculture lands is provided through the OCP policy amendments, as well as the required
OCP and zoning amendment application process, which includes public consultation and discretion
of the Board. The inclusion of such amendments within OCP Bylaw No. 94 should provide a
framework by which future applications may be measured and considered by the Regional Board.
The implementation of the Master Development Agreement (MDA) has been identified as a tool to
help ensure the land is developed as proposed and amenities are provided. The MDA, which is
proposed to include a number of covenant requirements, including but not limited to
environmental/vegetation removal, open space, geotechnical, building envelopes, parks and
phasing will fall be registered on title. Other items, such as building schemes, will be protected
under separate covenant documents. The public has indicated some concern with the
implementation of the MDA and covenants. The concerns identified have mainly indicated
monitoring and enforcement and potential costs to taxpayer as Items of Interest. In response,
there are a number of options for the Regional District to consider prior to the finalization of the
MDA or any covenants. Such options include the signatories that will be chosen to be named in
each of the covenants and thereby responsible for monitoring and enforcement, how the
monitoring and enforcement of MDAlcovenant requirements will be carried out and the opportunity
for bonding from the developer to cover future costs of monitoring and enforcement and required
works. Careful consideration will be given to the best method of regulating each of the covenant
items. During this time it may be identified that another party may be better suited to be named as
a signatory and therefore regulate and enforce a covenant. Such MDA and covenant details are
currently being considered and will be finalized and brought forward to Committee for review and
consideration prior to public hearing. Once these details have been reviewed by the Board, it is
proposed that the Master Development Agreement and any separate covenant documents be
provided for the public's information and review.
TENTATIVE APPLICATiON TIMELINE

This report recommends that the Board give first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw
No. 95 at the April 28, 2011 Board meeting. Should first and second reading be granted, staff will
finalize the draft MDA and any associated covenants for review by the Committee. Following a
review by the Committee, it Is proposed that the MDA and covenant details will be made available
to the public at a public meeting held in advance of the legislated public hearing.
Sub

ed by:

i NM'
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[u rotsenpiller
Manager of Corn nity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:

p

Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READASECONDTIMEONTHE DAY OF 2011
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE DAY OF ,2011
READATHIRDTIMEONTHE DAYOF ,2011
APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE DAY OF ,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2011

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may
be considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement
designations and related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the
protection of the natural environment, where greenway values and community amenities
are desired and/or where the provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) with
the following:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:

p

Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.

I

(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
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3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.

S

4. Visual Quailty: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'.
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6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a)
b)
c)

'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design;
Open space located to maximize overtook;
Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
5. Part 3 is hereby amended by including the following section within Section 3.7.1 'Silviculture
Designation Policies' and renumbering the subsequent item accordingly:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR)I Tree Farm Licence (TEL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall
be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly demonstrates
the following criteria:

p
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i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and

p

x. the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:

p

i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red Es re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2011

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-I)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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ii. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

PA GE 4

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-I zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END—CD-i
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6. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11.6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

C)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

C)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.
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iii)
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Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.la) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
perilous surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot I, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-I' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:

p

i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (5) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1';

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "I"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-I)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "I".

BYLAW NO.95

PA GE 8
Area to be re-zoned
AC-I

MI-I

AC-3

Legend
Area to be re-zoned to MC-2
Area to be re-zoned to C2-E

A
CI

150

75

0

150 Metres

I Area to be re-zoned to CD-i
Agncultural Land Reserve

cona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

V -:--- ___
Appendix '1'
-

-

Zoning Map
RZ 2C 09 - Schelllnck
Lot I April Point Road

Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97.'
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'

12/9/21, 9:32 AM
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Thursday, June 23, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Thursday,
June 23, 2011 at the Strathcoua Regional District offices located at #301-990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
C. Anderson
J. Abram
N. Anderson
R. Grant
B. Leigh
T. Lewis
J. MacDonald
C. Moglove
M. Storry
G. Whalley
Alt. Directors: M. Davis
R. Mennie

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Village of Zeballos
Village of Sayward
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot - NootkalSayward (Electoral Area A)
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River

Absent:

C. Cornfield
C. Dahling
Z. Stewart

City of Campbell River
Village of Tahsis
City of Campbell River

Staff:

B. Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
Corporate Services Manager
T. Yates
D. Christenson Financial Servcies Manager
R. Hotsenpiller Community Services Manager
M. Hebert
Senior Executive Assistant

Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

CALL TO ORDER
There being a quorum present the Chair called the meeting to order
at 10:3 1 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
At the request of Director N. Anderson, the addition of New
Business item 5) "Cortes Island Community Forest Advisory Group
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- Invitation to apply for Community Forest Agreementu was
approved by concensus.
LeighlMacDonald: SRD 332/11
THAT the order of business be varied so that consideration of
Bylaw No. 110 - Electoral Area D Water Rates Adjustments is
considered prior to item 3) Bylaw No. 102 - Craig Road Water
Rates Adjustments.
CARRIED
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
MacDonaldlWhalley: SRD 333/11
THAT the minutes of the May 26, 2011 meeting of the Regional
Board be adopted.
CARRIED

REPORTS
Chief Administrative Officer Report - June, 2011
MacDonald!Whalley: SRD 334/11
THAT the June, 2011 management report from the Chief
Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Electoral Areas Services Committee
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 335/11
THAT the draft minutes of the June 8, 2011 meeting of the
Electoral Areas Services Committee be received.
CARRIED
Committee of the Whole
Abram/Leigh: SRD 336/11
THAT the draft minutes of the June 8, 2011 meeting of the
Conmiittee of the Whole be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 337/11
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THAT the draft minutes of the June 8, 2011 meeting of the
Strathcona Gardens Commission be received.
CARRIED
Development Permit DP 1D 11 - Tisdale (3947 Leeming Road)
Moglove/Lewis: SRD 338/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: SRD 339/11
THAT environmentally sensitive areas development permit DP 1 D
11 (Tisdale) be approved for execution by the corporate officer.
CARRIED
Community Wildfire Protection Plans
AbramlIvlacDonald: SRD 340/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
MacDonaldfN. Anderson: SRD 341/11
THAT the Community Wildfire Protection Plans be provided to the
appropriate municipalities for follow up as they deem appropriate,
and
THAT a staff report be prepared for consideration by the Board
regarding those matters that fall within the jurisdiction of the
Strathcona Regional District.
CARRIED
Chair Meetings and Expenses
Grant/MacDonald: SRD 342/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbranilMacDonald: SRD 343/11
THAT a report and bylaw outlining amendments to the Chair
meeting and expense provisions of the Board remuneration bylaw
be prepared for further consideration.
CARRIED
Director Meeting Pay - External Agency Appointments
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Whalley/Leigh: SRD 344/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. Anderson/Whalley: SRD 345/11
THAT an amendment to the Board remuneration bylaw which
would introduce a daily rate for meeting attendance by directors
appointed to external agencies be prepared for consideration.
CARRIED

Directors Moglove and Storry opposed

Black Creek - Oyster Bay Water System Ultraviolet
Disinfection Project
Leigh/Whalley: SRD 346/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: SRD 347/11
THAT the matter of a contribution of $203,400 from the Electoral
Area D Community Works Fund allocation for the Black
Creek/Oyster Bay water system ultraviolet disinfection project be
considered during the 2012 - 2016 financial plan discussions.
CARRIED
Electoral Area D - Water Use Regulation Bylaw
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 348/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: SRD 349/11
THAT staff continue efforts to advance a water conservation bylaw
that harmonizes water conservation activities in the Comox Valley
Regional District, City of Campbell River and Electoral Area D
water systems.
CARRIED
Procedure Bylaw Review
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 350/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Solid Waste Service for Strathcona Regional District
https I/agenda strathcoriard ca/publiclminutesprinter asp2printer=1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=6/23/2011 &MeetingType=52
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N. AndersonlDavis: SRD 35 1/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
2011 General Local Elections
LeighlMacDonald: SRD 352/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
MacDonaldlGrant: SRD 353/11
THAT any changes contemplated to Bylaw No. 11, being
Strathcona Regional District Local Elections Bylaw 2008, be
returned for consideration at the next regular Board meeting.
CARRIED
Union of British Columbia Municipalities - Sponsored
Resolutions
MacDonaldlWhalley: SRD 354/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Strategic Community Investment Fund Progress 2010/2011
Whalley/Lewis: SRD 355/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
BYLAWS AND RESOLUTIONS
Bylaw No. 45 - Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 3 (CP 1J07) and
Bylaw No. 46 - Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 97 (RZ 3J 07) - Timberwest Forest I Limited
AbramlWhalley: SRD 356/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlAbram: SRD 357/11
THAT Bylaw No. 45, being Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No. 3, be reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
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CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 358/11
THAT Bylaw No. 46, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 97, be reconsidered, finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 94 - Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4 (CP 3C 09) and Bylaw No. 95- Quadra
Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99 (RZ 2C 90) Schellinck
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 359/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 360/11
THAT the matter of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be deferred to
the next meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee
pending a further staff report concerning the application of official
community plan policies on a site specific basis.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 110 - Electoral Area D Water Rates Adjustment
LeighlMoglove: SRD 361/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 362/11
THAT Bylaw No. 110, being Electoral Area D Water Regulation,
Fees and Charges Bylaw 2005, Amendment No. 3 be now
introduced and given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 363/11
THAT Bylaw No. 110 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 364/11
THAT Bylaw No. 110, being Electoral Area D Water Regulation,
Fees and Charges Bylaw 2005, Amendment No. 3 be reconsidered,
finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
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Bylaw No. 102 - Craig Road Water Rates Adjustment
Leigh/Moglove: SRD 365/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 366/11
THAT Bylaw No. 102, being Craig Road Water Regulation, Fees
and Charges Bylaw 2005, Amendment No. 3 be now introduced
and given first and second readings concurrently.

Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 367/11
THAT Bylaw No. 102 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 368/11
THAT Bylaw No. 102, being Craig Road Water Regulation, Fees
and Charges Bylaw 2005, Amendment No. 3 be reconsidered,
finally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 106 - Cortes Island Zoning Bylaw 2002, Amendment
No. 25 (RZ lB 10 - Squirrel Cove - Kiahoose Shellfish Limited
Partnership)
N. AndersonlWhalley: SRD 369/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlGrant: SRD 370/11
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 106 together
with all supporting documents and written submissions be received.
CARRIED
N. Anderson!Whalley: SRD 371/11
THAT Bylaw No. 106 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Leigh/N. Anderson: SRD 372/11
THAT Bylaw No. 106, being Electoral Area 'I' (Cortes Island)
https I/agenda strathconard.ca/public/minutes_printer asp?printer= 1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate=6123120 11 &MeetingType=52
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Zoning Bylaw 2002, Amendment No. 25 be reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 111 - Hank's Beach Forest Conservation Park
Designation and Regulation
Whalley/N. Anderson: SRD 373/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Grant/MacDonald: SRD 374/11
THAT Bylaw No. 111, being Hank's Beach Forest Conservation
Park Designation and Regulation Bylaw 2011 be now introduced
and given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 375/11
THAT Bylaw No. 111 be given third reading.
CARRIED
N. Anderson/MacDonald: SRD 376/11
THAT Bylaw No. 111, being Hank's Beach Forest Conservation
Park Designation and Regulation Bylaw 20llbe reconsidered,
fmally passed and adopted.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlMoglove: SRD 377/11
THAT a bylaw be prepared to amend "Regional District Ticket
Information System Bylaw No. 2794" to incorporate fines related to
regulated uses and activities within Bylaw No. 111.
CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area C
LeighlGrant: SRD 378/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Davis/Abram: SRD 379/11
THAT the Board approve a grant in aid of $500 for the Campbell
River Perinatal Society to assist with the establishment of a
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residential facility for pregnant and postpartum women at risk to be
paid from the Electoral Area C grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
News Release - 10 June 2011 - Ministry of Community, Sport
and Cultural Development and Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure
Moglove/Leigh: SRD 380/11
THAT the June 10, 2011 News Release from the Ministry of
Community, Sport and Cultural Development and Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure regarding the Towns for
Tomorrow program be received.
CARRIED
Member Release - 14 June 2011 - Union of British Columbia
Municipalities
LeighlDavis: SRD 381/11
THAT the June 14, 2011 Member Release from the Union of
British Columbia Municipalities regarding the 2011 Strategic
Wildfire Prevention Initiative be received.
CARRIED
Correspondence - 16 June 2011 - Ministry of Community, Sport
and Cultural Development
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 382/11
THAT the June 16, 2011 correspondence from the Ministry of
Community, Sport and Cultural Development regarding the
Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Expansion project Towns for
Tomorrow grant application be received.
CARRIED
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 383/11
THAT staff take immediate action on the application made by the
Strathcona Regional District including meetings with the Minister,
staff, Chair and Vice Chair.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Community Forest
Director N. Anderson provided copies of correspondence and a
news release regarding the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations recent invitation to the Cortes Island
Community Forest Advisory Group to apply for a Community
Forest Agreement.
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N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 384/11
THAT the verbal report by Director N. Anderson and the following
documents:

a) Correspondence - 19 May 2011 - Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations to the Cortes Island Community
Forest Advisory Group
b) News Release - 10 June 2011 - Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resources Operations entitled "Cortes Invited Into
Community Forest Program"
c) Correspondence - 22 June 2011 - Liz Richardson regarding
background information and update regarding the CoPes
Community Forest
be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 385/11
THAT a letter be written to the Minister of Forests, Lands and
Resource Operations thanking him for the recent invitation to the
Cortes Island Community Forest Advisory Group to apply for a
Community Forest Agreement.
CARRIED

Director Leigh opposed

ADDENDA - UPON APPROVAL OF THE BOARD
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 386/11
THAT the addenda items be considered.
CARRIED
News Release - 18 June 2011 - Office of the Premier and
Ministry of Labour, Citizens' Services and Open Government
MacDonald/Grant: SRD 387/11
THAT the June 18, 2011 News Release from the Office of the
Premier and the Ministry of Labour, Citizens' Services and Open
Government regarding Connecting Citizens Grant Program
recipients for 2010-2011 be received.
CARRIED
AbramlGrant: SRD 388/11
THAT a staff report regarding the status of regional cormectivity be
prepared for consideration.
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CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area C
AbrarnlWhalley: SRD 389/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 390/11
THAT the Board consider approving a grant in aid of $2,000 for the
Quadra Cultural Committee to assist with the provision of the 20112012 concert series to be paid from the Electoral Area C grant in
aid budget.
CARRIED
Minutes - 17 March 2011 - Mid Island Forest Lands Advisory
Group
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 391/11
THAT the March 17, 2011 minutes of the Mid Island Forest Lands
Advisory Group be received.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
LeighlMacDonald: SRD 392/11
THAT the meeting be terminated - 11:39 a.m.
CARRIED
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona
—Regional District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, June 8, 2011
11inutes of the meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, June 8, 2011 at the
Strathcona Regional District office located at #301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

Staff:

J. Abram
B. Leigh
N. Anderson
G. Whalley

Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

B. Reardon
T. Yates
D. Christenson
R. Hotsenpiller
B. Rees
A. Nelson
J. Neill
M. Hebert

Chief Administrative Officer
Corporate Services Manager
Financial Services Manager
Community Services Manager
Parks & Planning Manager
Senior Planner
Planner
Senior Executive Assistant

CALL TO ORDER:
There being a quorum present the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:48 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
The agenda was approved with the addition of the following:
D. New Business:
1) Vancouver Island Regional Library Report
DELEGATIONS:
Bylaw No. 94- Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4
The Chair advised the Committee that at its discretion, Mr. Rolf Kellerhals of Quadra Island
wishes to a make presentation regarding Bylaw No. 94,
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N. AndersonlLeigh: EASC 68/11
THAT Mr. Roif Kellerhals of Quadra Island be permitted to make a presentation to the
Committee.
CARRIED
Mr. RolfKellerhals of Quadra Island made a verbal presentation regarding Bylaw No. 94 and
spoke against the consideration of first and second readings for the bylaw.
Discussion ensued.
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 69/11
THAT the presentation from Mr. RolfKellerhals be received.
CARRIED
REPORTS:
Adoption of Minutes
LeighlWhalley: EASC 70/11
THAT the minutes of the April 13, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee
be adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 94 - Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No. 4
(CP 3C 09) and Bylaw No. 95 - Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.99
(RZ 2C 90) - Schellinck
LeighfWhalley: EASC 71/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighfN. Anderson: EASC 72/11
THAT the Committee accept a delegation from the applicant or his representative regarding
the application to amend the official community plan.
CARRIED
Mr. Dan Bowen, agent for the applicant gave a verbal presentation regarding the application
to amend the official community plan, the applicant's activities conducted to obtain input
from the community, the applicant's incorporation of public input into the development plans
and policy interpretation.
Discussion ensued.
Director N. Anderson left the meeting chambers at 10:40 a.m.
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 73/11
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THAT the verbal report from Mr. Dan Bowen, agent for the applicant be received.
CARRIED
Director N. Anderson re-entered the meeting chambers at 10:41 a.m.
WhalleylN. Anderson: EASC 74/11
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official
Community Plan Bylaw, 2007, Amendment No. 4 and Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island
Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No. 99 be given first and second readings concurrently.

RECESS:
The Chair declared a recess at 11:17 a.m.
RECONVENE:
The Committee reconvened at 11:20 a.m.
LeighfN. Anderson: EASC 75/11
THAT the Committee recommend that the matter of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be
deferred to the next meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee pending a further
staff report concerning the application of official community plan policies on a site specific
basis.
CARRIED
Development Permit DP 1D 11 - Tisdale (3947 Leeming Road)
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 76/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlN. Anderson: EASC 77/11
THAT the Committee recommend that environmentally sensitive areas development permit
DP 1 D 11 (Tisdale) be approved.
CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS:
Correspondence - 1 June 2011 - Director N. Anderson regarding Community Works
Fund
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 78/11
THAT the June 1, 2011 correspondence from Director N. Anderson regarding a Community
Works Fund amendment be received.
CARRIED
Director N. Anderson gave a Notice of Motion regarding an amendment to the Community
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Works Fund Agreement.
Vancouver Island Regional Library Report
Director Leigh gave a verbal report on the status of the Quadra Island and CoPes Island
library facilities, and advised that the next meeting of the Vancouver Island Regional Library
Board is scheduled for Saturday, June 11th.
N. AndersonlWhalley: EASC 79/11
THAT the verbal report from Director Leigh be received.
CARRIED
ADDENDUM - UPON APPROVAL OF THE COMMITTEE:
N. AndersonlWhalley: THAT the addendum item be considered.
CARRIED
LeighlWhalley: EASC 80/11
THAT the Committee adjourn to a closed (in-camera) session pursuant to the following
subsections of Section 90 of the Community Charter:
90(1)(f) law enforcement, if the council considers that disclosure could reasonably be
expected to harm the conduct of an investigation under or enforcement of an enactment;
90(1)(g) litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality; and
90(1 )(n) the consideration of whether a council meeting should be closed under a provision
of this subsection or subsection (2).
CARRIED

RECONVENE:
The Committee reconvened in open session at 12:05 p.m.
TERMINATION:
LeighlWhalley: EASC 83/11
THAT the meeting be terminated - 12:05 p.m.
CARRIED
Certified:
Corporate Officer

J. Abram
Chair
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Str:tc
REGIONAL DISTRICT
-

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

May30, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP AND ZONING APPLICATION
PLANNING FILES — 3350-2OICP 3C 09 & 3360-2OIRZ 2C 09 (SCHELLINCK)
BYLAW AMENDMENTS — CP 3C 09 (BYLAW No. 94) AND RZ 2C 09 (BYLAw No. 95)

PURPOSE
To advise the Board of further considerations regarding the proposed OCP policy amendments
as contained within Bylaw No. 94 and to consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board, at the April 28, 2011 meeting made the following recommendation:
.r11.a( the matter oi proposed bylaw No. 94 and proposed bylaw No. 95 be
referred to the June meeting of the Electoral Area Services Committee fo
additional consideration."
This resolution was the result of concerns expressed by staff that there may be unintended
consequences if the Committee's recommended text changes were approved. At the April 13th,
2011 EASC meeting the Committee recommended the word "discouraged" be changed to
"strongly discouraged" in Bylaw No. 94. This change applies to Silviculture lands that are
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Land
(PMFL). Further, the Committee recommended all references to "careful consideration" of redesig nation of other Silviculture lands be removed and the policies consolidated as required.
The recommended EASC amendments to "strongly discourage" the re-designation of all
Silviculture lands may have the consequence of essentially leaving the Official Community Plan
in its original state: i.e. to not consider or support any re-designation of Silviculture lands under
any circumstances. The proposed amendments above do not afford the Board the ability to
consider applications to re-designate Silviculture lands nor do they provide guidance during the
evaluation of future applications. Given that such applications cannot be prevented, it is
justifiable to provide policies that guide the re-designation of Silviculture lands.
With regard to the Schellinck land use proposal, the Committee's amendment leaves the
application with little possibility of support from the OCP - the application would not be
supported under the current language and would be 'strongly discouraged' under the
Committee's most recent proposed amendment. As the applicant has requested that
appropriate amendments to the OCP and zoning bylaw be considered to allow the project to
move forward for consideration, some amendments to the OCP in this regard, would seem
appropriate.
Bylaw No. 94 has been modified to reflect the above considerations and is attached, along with
Bylaw No. 95, to this report.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.

2.

THAT the Board consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 as amended and
attached.

3.

THAT the Board consider first and second reading of Bylaw No. 95.

RespeptfUy:

BriãiReardon
Chief Administrative Officer

BACKGROUND
With respect to the Board's direction, the following amendments to the Country Residential,
Rural Residential and Silviculture policy sections of the OCP are offered for consideration with
the intent of providing clarity regarding future development and protection of such lands:
1. Removal of references to Silviculture within the Country Residential (CR) and Rural
Residential (Ru-R) sections of the OCP, effectively Sections 3.1.4(a) and 3.1.5(a) as
follows:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
Section 3.1.5(a) . . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
2. Repositioning all references to Silviculture to Section 3.7.1 'Silviculture Designation
Policies' and providing clear policies with respect to the future protection of silviculture
lands as follows:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL)
shall be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly demonstrates
the following criteria:
I.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for future
land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii. significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,
iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected through
an environmental covenant,
v. a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through
the registration of vegetation removal covenants,
vi. a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,
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vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and
green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate sen/ices for water and liquid waste is achieved and
integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and
natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an appropriate
scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

If supported, the above amendments will broaden the existing Silviculture policies and provide
protection for the re-designation of Silviculture lands to any designation, not only CR or Ru-R
proposals as is currently the case. Further, all Silviculture policies will now be located within the
Silviculture section as opposed to the Settlement sections of the OCP, improving the underlying
logic of the document and providing a more orderly direction of policy.
Sub

ed by:

uss otsenpil/ r
Community S; ices Manager
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner and Russ Hotsenpiller, Community Services Manager

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

March 7, 2011
FILE: 3350-2OICP 3C 09
3360-20/RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

GOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION
OCP AMENDMENT BYLAw No.94 AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No.95

PURPOSE

To provide the Committee information following the Gowlland Harbour Views Public Information
Meeting held at the Quadra Elementary School Gymnasium on March 3, 2011.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proponents of the Gowlland Harbour Views development held a public information meeting on
March 3, 2011 to update the public on the changes associated with the proposal The meeting
was well attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half
hour meeting The agent, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal and Regional
District staff followed with a presentation that provided the public with details on the proposed OCP
and zoning amendments. A number of public comments and questions were presented at the
meeting which focused mainly on the potential erosion of the silviculture land base. There were
also concerns raised regarding the enforceability of covenants associated with the development
and the associated costs to taxpayers. The statements brought forward did not identify any new
issues or Items that required subsequent amendments to existing bylaws Given that the public
meeting has taken place and as the outcomes did not identify the need for further amendments to
the proposed bylaws, it is recommended that first and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw
No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95 be considered by the Board
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO ThE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:

I

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received

2.

THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be forwarded to the
Board for first and second reading

3

THAT staff proceed with finalizing a draft Master Development Agreement and any
associated covenants and servicing requirements AND FURTHER THAT the Master

Development Agreement be brought forward for Committee review and consideration prior
to public hearing
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Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
BACKGROUND

The Gowiland Harbour Views application was received by the Regional District on November 24,
2009. Since the receipt of the application, the proposal has been to the EASC on two separate
occasions; originally introduced on August 11, 2010 and to present amendment bylaws on
December 2, 2010 (report attached). During this time, the proposal was referred out for agency
review and First Nation consultation. During the last appearance at EASC on December 2, 2010, It
was recommended that the applicant/agent hold a public information meeting prior to the Board
giving consideration of first and second reading of OCP Bylaw No.94 and zoning Bylaw No. 95.
PUBUC MEETING DETAILS

The applicant held a public information meeting on March 3, 2011 at the Quadra Elementary
School gymnasium to provide the public an update on the application. The meeting was well
attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half hour
meeting. The meeting began with the opportunity for the public to peruse a number of display
boards that presented details of the proposal and to ask questions of the developer, Richard
Schellinck and the agent, Dan Bowen, of Dan Bowen Consulting Ltd. Following this introductory
portion of the meeting. Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal. Regional District
staff followed with a presentation that provided details on the proposed OCP and zoning
amendments. This included a presentation of the newly created Comprehensive Development
One (CD-I) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone and associated glossary of terms. Also
presented was the new Comprehensive Development designation and associated OCP
amendments. Information pertaining to the requirements for implementation, including Master
Development Agreement and related covenant details were also presented.
During the presentations, a number of concerns were presented by the public to the developer and
agent, as well as regional district staff. A significant number identified the potential erosion of the
silvicuiture land base as a concern. There were also concerns raised regarding the enforceability
of covenants related to the development and associated costs to taxpayers. Comments were also
submitted via comment sheets, with a total of 10 comment sheets being submitted by attendees of
the meeting. The comments received included a mix of opinions regarding the development. A
total of four comment sheets and were In favour of the development, one indicated some support
with concerns regarding housing forms and five did not want to see the current Silviculture
designation amended. Three additional emails in support of the proposal have been received by
the regional district since the public meeting was held.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The Gowlland Harbour Views development faces a number of challenges when the OCP and its
policies are considered. Existing Silviculture policies encourage the retention, protection and

enhancement of silviculture lands. This policy is reflected in public concern that exists surrounding
the potential re-designation of Silviculture lands and the potential erosion of the Island's Silviculture
land base. The current Rural Residential and Country Residential policies aim to prevent
Silviculture lands from being re-designated by stating that silviculture lands will not be redesignated. Unfortunately, however, despite the current language, the Regional District cannot
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prevent such applications from being submitted and provided the opportunity to be considered by
the Board. Given that applications to re-designate Silviculture lands may be accepted In the future.
OCP Bylaw No. 94 proposes to amend the existing policy language In an attempt to clarify the role
of the OCP In guiding any future development of SlMcutture lands. Such amendments would
affect future OCP applications that propose to re-designate SiMcuiture lands by providing
guidance during the OCP amendment process. The OCP Bylaw proposes to discourage the redesignation of SlMculture lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (AIR), Tree Farm Ucence
(TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to help protect such working forests. Where
applications are submitted that consist of Silviculture lands that are not licensed or classified as
working forest, proposals to re-designate should be provided careful consideration. Protection of
future Sliviculture lands is provided through the OCP policy amendments, as well as the required
OCP and zoning amendment application process, which includes public consultation and discretion
of the Board. The InclusIon of such amendments within OCP Bylaw No. 94 should provide a
framework by which future applications may be measured and considered by the Regional Board.
The Implementation of the Master Development Agreement (MDA) has been Identified as a tool to
help ensure the land is developed as proposed and amenities are provided. The MDA, which Is
proposed to include a number of covenant requirements, IncludIng but not limited to
environmental/vegetation removal, open space, geotechnical, building envelopes, parks and
phasing will fall be registered on title. Other items, such as building schemes, will be protected
under separate covenant documents. The public has indicated some concern with the
Implementation of the MDA and covenants. The concerns identified have mainly Indicated
monitoring and enforcement and potential costs to taxpayer as Items of interest. In response,
there are a number of options for the Regional District to consider prior to the finalization of the
MDA or any covenants. Such options include the signatories that will be chosen to be named in
each of the covenants and thereby responsible for monitoring and enforcement, how the
monitoring and enforcement of MDAlcovenant requirements will be carried out and the opportunity
for bonding from the developer to cover future costs of monitoring and enforcement and required
works. Careful consideration win be given to the best method of regulating each of the covenant
items. During this time it may be identified that another party may be better suited to be named as
a signatory and therefore regulate and enforce a covenant. Such MDA and covenant details are
currently being considered and will be finalized and brought forward to Committee for review and
consideration prior to public hearing. Once these details have been reviewed by the Board, it Is
proposed that the Master Development Agreement and any separate covenant documents be
provided for the public's Information and review.
TENTATIVE APPLICATION TIMEUNE

This report recommends that the Board give first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw
No. 95 at the April 28, 2011 Board meeting. Should first and second reading be granted, staff will
finalize the draft MDA and any associated covenants for review by the Committee. Following a
review by the Committee, it Is proposed that the MDA and covenant details will be made available
to the public at a public meeting held in advance of the legislated public hearing.
by:

IP SMY
f- u ronpilIer
Manager of Corn( ity Services
Psepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner

Strathcona
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:

I

Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READASECONDTIMEONTHE DAY OF ,2011
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE DAY OF ,2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2011

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may
be considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement
designations and related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the
protection of the natural environment, where greenway values and community amenities
are desired and/or where the provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) with
the following:
Section 3.1.4(a) . . . The designation of country residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
Section 3.1.5(a) . . The designation of rural residential lands on Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) lands or environmentally significant lands is strongly discouraged.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(C) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
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3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1. 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency,
green building design and public security and safety.
4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'.
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6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkiand,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design;
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
5. Part 3 is hereby amended by including the following section within Section 3.7.1 'Silviculture
Designation Policies' and renumbering the subsequent item accordingly:
Section 3.7.1(c) Proposals to re-designate Silviculture lands that are Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) shall
be strongly discouraged. Any other Silviculture lands will only be considered for redesignation under exceptional circumstances where the proposal clearly demonstrates
the following criteria:
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i.

the proposal represents a model development that sets a high standard for
future land development in the area,

ii.

the proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land,

iii.

significant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or
desired amenities provided,

iv. a highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land
base as identified through an environmental assessment and protected
through an environmental covenant,
v.

a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected
through the registration of vegetation removal covenants,

vi.

a commitment to the provision of parks, trails and greenways,

vii. a commitment to a minimum 50% open space provided for through the
registration of dedicated building envelopes and/or no build covenants,
viii. the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles
and green building strategies that include water and energy efficiency,
ix. the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved
and integrated on-site rainwater management is provided for, and
x.

SECTION TWO

the proposed development is compatible with adjacent land and water uses
and natural resource areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel, of an
appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land.

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-I' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix 'I'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "I".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-I' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT
:

:

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2011
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF ,2011
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF, 2011
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF, 2011

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-I)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

L
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ii. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8
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The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-I zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10

PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.

p

11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCELAREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END—CD-i

p
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6. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11.6E
11.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11 .6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

C)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITiONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11. 6E. I and II. 6E. 2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's
Dark Sky Policy.

BYLAWNO.95
ii)

iii)

11.6E.4
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Resort Use listed in Section 11. 6E. Ia) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7,5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix 'I';

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (5) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "I"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-I)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "I".
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Area to be re-zoned
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Area to be re-zoned to C2-E

Zoning Map
RZ 2C 09 - Schelllnck
Lot 1 April Point Road
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 46 being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990.'
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

April26, 2011

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Regional Board

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

FILE: 0360-20

RE:
BYLAW No. 94 (QuADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 2007
AMENDMENT No. 4) AND ByLAw No. 95 (QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW 1990, AMENDMENT No.
99) - SCHELLINCK
PURPOSE/PROBLEM

To consider amendments to applicable official community plan and zoning bylaws which would
permit development of land in the Gowiland Harbour area of Quadra Island.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At its April 13, 2011 meeting the Electoral Areas Services Committee considered an update
report on the development proposal for part of District Lot 208 located at Gowlland Harbour on
Quadra Island. At that time the Committee passed the following resolution dealing primarily with
text changes to the Official Community Plan bylaw:
N. Anderson/Leigh: EASC 57/1
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 94 be amended by changing
references in the bylaw from 'discouraged to strongly discouraged and
eliminate references to "careful consideration" and consolidate paragraphs as
required;
AND THAT Bylaw No. 94 as amended and Bylaw No. 95 be given first two
readings.
:AR RI F fl

The Official Community Plan is a complex document and staff believe that there may be
unintended consequences if the Committee's recommended text changes are approved. At this
time it is suggested that this matter be referred back to the Committee in order to fully evaluate
the impact of the proposed changes and to allow consideration of alternatives to address the
Committee's concerns.
RECOMMENDATION:

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2 THAT the matter of proposed Bylaws No. 94 and 95 be referred back to the Electoral
Areas Services Committee for additional consideration.

Staff Report — Bylaws No.94 and 95 (Schellinck)
Respect?ull

I
aneardon
Chief Administrative Officer

Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

March 7, 2011
FILE: 3350-2OICP 3C 09
3360-20/RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

GOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION
OCP AMENDMENT BYLAw No.94 AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAw No.95

PURPOSE

To provide the Committee information following the Gowliand Harbour Views Public Information
Meeting held at the Quadra Elementary School Gymnasium on March 3, 2011.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proponents of the Gowiland Harbour Views development held a public information meeting on
March 3, 2011 to update the public on the changes associated with the proposal. The meeting
was well attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half
hour meeting. The agent, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal and Regional
District staff followed with a presentation that provided the public with details on the proposed OCP
and zoning amendments. A number of public comments and questions were presented at the
meeting which focused mainly on the potential erosion of the silviculture land base. There were
also concerns raised regarding the enforceability of covenants associated with the development
and the associated costs to taxpayers. The statements brought forward did not identify any new
issues or items that required subsequent amendments to existing bylaws. Given that the public
meeting has taken place and as the outcomes did not identify the need for further amendments to
the proposed bylaws, it is recommended that first and second reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw
No. 94 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 95 be considered by the Board.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:

THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2.

THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95 be forwarded to the
Board for first and second reading.

3.

THAT staff proceed with finalizing a draft Master Development Agreement and any
associated covenants and servicing requirements AND FURTHER THAT the Master
Development Agreement be brought forward for Committee review and consideration prior
to public hearing.

Staff Report - CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
BACKGROUND

The Gowlland Harbour Views application was received by the Regional District on November 24,
2009. Since the receipt of the application, the proposal has been to the EASC on two separate
occasions; originally introduced on August 11, 2010 and to present amendment bylaws on
December 2, 2010 (report attached). During this time, the proposal was referred out for agency
review and First Nation consultation. During the last appearance at EASC on December 2, 2010, it
was recommended that the applicant/agent hold a public information meeting prior to the Board
giving consideration of first and second reading of OCP Bylaw No. 94 and zoning Bylaw No. 95.
PUBLIC MEETING DETAILS

The applicant held a public information meeting on March 3, 2011 at the Quadra Elementary
School gymnasium to provide the public an update on the application. The meeting was well
attended with approximately 60 members of the public partaking in the two and a half hour
meeting. The meeting began with the opportunity for the public to peruse a number of display
boards that presented details of the proposal and to ask questions of the developer, Richard
Schellinck and the agent, Dan Bowen, of Dan Bowen Consulting Ltd. Following this introductory
portion of the meeting, Dan Bowen provided a detailed overview of the proposal. Regional District
staff followed with a presentation that provided details on the proposed OCP and zoning
amendments. This included a presentation of the newly created Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone and associated glossary of terms. Also
presented was the new Comprehensive Development designation and associated OCP
amendments, Information pertaining to the requirements for implementation, including Master
Development Agreement and related covenant details were also presented.
During the presentations, a number of concerns were presented by the public to the developer and
agent, as well as regional district staff. A significant number identified the potential erosion of the
silviculture land base as a concern. There were also concerns raised regarding the enforceability
of covenants related to the development and associated costs to taxpayers. Comments were also
submitted via comment sheets, with a total of 10 comment sheets being submitted by attendees of
the meeting. The comments received included a mix of opinions regarding the development. A
total of four comment sheets and were in favour of the development, one indicated some support
with concerns regarding housing forms and five did not want to see the current Silviculture
designation amended. Three additional emails in support of the proposal have been received by
the regional district since the public meeting was held.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The Gowliand Harbour Views development faces a number of challenges when the OCP and its
policies are considered. Existing Silviculture policies encourage the retention, protection and
enhancement of silviculture lands. This policy is reflected in public concern that exists surrounding
the potential re-designation of Silviculture lands and the potential erosion of the Island's Silviculture
land base. The current Rural Residential and Country Residential policies aim to prevent
Silviculture lands from being re-designated by stating that silviculture lands will not be redesignated. Unfortunately, however, despite the current language, the Regional District cannot

Staff Report CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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prevent such applications from being submitted and provided the opportunity to be considered by
the Board. Given that applications to re-designate Silviculture lands may be accepted in the future,
OCP Bylaw No. 94 proposes to amend the existing policy language in an attempt to clarify the role
of the OCP in guiding any future development of Silviculture lands. Such amendments would
affect future OCP applications that propose to re-designate Silviculture lands by providing
guidance during the OCP amendment process. The OCP Bylaw proposes to discourage the redesignation of Silviculture lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree Farm Licence
(TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to help protect such working forests. Where
applications are submitted that consist of Silviculture lands that are not licensed or classified as
working forest, proposals to re-designate should be provided careful consideration. Protection of
future Silviculture lands is provided through the OCP policy amendments, as well as the required
OCP and zoning amendment application process, which includes public consultation and discretion
of the Board. The inclusion of such amendments within OCP Bylaw No. 94 should provide a
framework by which future applications may be measured and considered by the Regional Board.
The implementation of the Master Development Agreement (MDA) has been identified as a tool to
help ensure the land is developed as proposed and amenities are provided. The MDA, which is
proposed to include a number of covenant requirements, including but not limited to
environmental/vegetation removal, open space, geotechnical, building envelopes, parks and
phasing will fall be registered on title. Other items, such as building schemes, will be protected
under separate covenant documents. The public has indicated some concern with the
implementation of the MDA and covenants. The concerns identified have mainly indicated
monitoring and enforcement and potential costs to taxpayer as items of interest. In response,
there are a number of options for the Regional District to consider prior to the finalization of the
MDA or any covenants. Such options include the signatories that will be chosen to be named in
each of the covenants and thereby responsible for monitoring and enforcement, how the
monitoring and enforcement of MDA/covenant requirements will be carried out and the opportunity
for bonding from the developer to cover future costs of monitoring and enforcement and required
works. Careful consideration will be given to the best method of regulating each of the covenant
items. During this time it may be identified that another party may be better suited to be named as
a signatory and therefore regulate and enforce a covenant. Such MDA and covenant details are
currently being considered and will be finalized and brought forward to Committee for review and
consideration prior to public hearing. Once these details have been reviewed by the Board, it is
proposed that the Master Development Agreement and any separate covenant documents be
provided for the public's information and review.
TENTATIVE APPLICATION TIMELINE

This report recommends that the Board give first and second reading of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw
No. 95 at the April 28, 2011 Board meeting. Should first and second reading be granted, staff will
finalize the draft MDA and any associated covenants for review by the Committee. Following a
review by the Committee, it is proposed that the MDA and covenant details will be made available
to the public at a public meeting held in advance of the legislated public hearing.
Sub

ed by:

otsenpiller
Manager of Com jnity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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STAFF REPORT
DATE:

December 2, 2010

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No's. 94 AND 95

FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

- GOWLLAND HARBOUR, QuADRA Is.

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO No.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consultng

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lo 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

Civic ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATIONS:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-I), Commercial Two E (C2E) and Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)

PID NO.:

027-985-639

PURPOSE
To consider Bylaw No. 94, which proposes to re-designate a portion of a parcel of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) and a portion from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and;
To consider Bylaw No. 95, which proposes to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 51 unit phased subdivision, to rezone a
portion from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two E (C-2E) to permit a resort commercial venture and
rezone a portion of the foreshore from both Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a commercial dock.
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PoucY ANALYSIS
Part 26 "Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In accordance with Board direction provided on August 26, 2010, staff have prepared proposed official
community plan and zoning bylaw amendments associated with the land use application by Mr. Rick
Schellinck for the proposed residential and commercial development of property located at Gowliand
Harbour on Quadra Island; this development known as Gowlland Harbour Views.
In general terms, the bylaw amendments (Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95) as currently drafted propose to
introduce a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and associated policies within the Official
Community Plan as well as introduce two new zones within the Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw; these being a
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone. It is felt that these
bylaw amendments, in conjunction with the use of a master development, covenant and right-of-way
agreements, will provide a comprehensive planning framework to guide and regulate the site specific
design and planning considerations associated with the Gowliand Harbour Views development. A review
of the specific development components associated with the Gowliand Harbour Views application confirms
that it offers key land use components worthy of review and consideration of support by the Board and the
community.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning of the master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a formal public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled at an appropriate time to allow the
opportunity for full community review and dialogue respecting the application.
The following recommendations are offered for the Committee's consideration at this time.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend the Board consider first and second readings of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95 for CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT prior to proceeding forward to a community meeting and public hearing, the Committee
recommend staff confirm final application details and prepare an associated draft master development
agreement; AND FURTHER THAT the final development proposal details and associated agreement be
brought forward for Committee review and consideration.
Respectf

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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Staff Report -CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
BACKGROUND

The original development proposal, (details of which were outlined in staff report dated June 21, 2010 as
attached), was presented to the Electoral Areas Services Committee (EASC) in August. Following the
EASC meeting, the Board, at its August 26, 2010 meeting adopted the following:
"THAT the agency referral process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for applications CP
3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT the First Nations consultation process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for
applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT official community plan and zoning amendment bylaws for applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C09
(Schellinck) be prepared for consideration by the Board."
In addition to the above, staff noted as part of the Committee and Board's initial review and discussion of
the proposal the following specific requests; these being the development of a new, site-specific
commercial zone for the proposed commercial component of the development and further that
consideration be given to the inclusion of wildlife corridors as part of site planning details.
CURRENT APPLICATION STATUS

Subsequent to the Board's consideration of the application in August 2010, application details have been
modified as follows:
1. The proponent has advised staff of the desire to amend the residential component of the application
from a phased 46 lot strata subdivision, to a 51 lot residential development with the first four phases of
the development as a 39 lot fee simple subdivision and the final phase five as an 8 lot strata
subdivision. The resulting density for the site, calculated on the basis of a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) site area,
maintains an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 ha (2.47 ac).
2. In adjustments being made to the overall proposed density, the area of park land dedication has been
revised and increased from 12.0 ha (29.5 ac)to 14.2 ha (35.1 ac).
3. The applicant has, in addition to confirming the presence of existing wildlife movement patterns through
the park area adjacent to Goose Bay, modified application details to include a specific wildlife corridor
through a portion of the residential area which may offer enhanced opportunity for wildlife movement
through the site.
4. Initial application details related to the proposed commercial use of the land, were limited to
identification of a proposed 12 unit campsite operation with caretaker facility, as well as an associated
marine component consisting of a three finger dock and ramp. Revised application details have
identified an expanded commercial use to include resort use (consisting of common building, restaurant
and cabin units) and a campground and associated infrastructure, while maintaining the three finger
dock and ramp on the marine foreshore area. The proposed density requested for the 2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
site is a total of 20 units (cabins and campsites combined).
Details of the revised development proposal are as shown on the following two pages and for further clarity
a synopsis of the proposed land uses associated with the 63.0 ha (155.7 ac) parent parcel is provided
below.
•
•
•
•

Proposed Single Family Residential / Open Space (51 units)
Dedicated Park Land
Proposed Commercial Use (resort, campground, and marine uses)
Unchanged Land Use (ALR)

41.6 ha (102.8 ac)
14.2 ha (35.1 ac)
2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
6.0 ha (14.8 ac)
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PRoPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS
As per Board direction, staff have prepared proposed official community plan and zoning bylaw
amendments for review and consideration. It is hoped that the amendments, as currently drafted, strike a
reasonable balance in meeting the needs of both the applicant, as part of the application process, and the
community, in terms of maintaining the overall intent of the official community plan to ensure that
inappropriate land uses do not threaten the integrity of environmentally sensitive areas, ALR and forested
lands. A summary of the proposed amendments, in very general terms, is outlined below. Full details of
the proposed bylaw amendments are attached and identified as Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Proposed Official Community Plan Amendments (Bylaw No.94):
•

To introduce the opportunity to establish a Comprehensive Development Designation (CD) and
associated zones throughout the plan area, subject to specific considerations,

•

To identify policies and guidelines associated with the new CD designation,

•

To redesignate a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property known as Gowlland Harbour
Views (GHV) from Silviculture to the new comprehensive development designation,

•

To redesignate a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property from Silviculture to Commercial,

•

To amend specific Country Residential policies within the plan by replacing:
3. 1.4 (a)
Country residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
With:
3. 1.4(a)(i)
Proposals to redesignate land
at are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Fore Lands (PMFL) to country residential should be
discouraged.
3. 1.4(a)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

•

To amend specific Rural Residential Designation policies within the plan by replacing:
3. 1.5 (a).....Rural residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve areas or lands designated Silviculture.
With:
3. 1.5(a) (i)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3. 1.5(b) (ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential lands
are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendments (Bylaw No: 95):
•

To introduce a new commercial zone, entitled Commercial Two E (C-2E), and related zoning
provisions and definitions to allow for resort, restaurant and campground uses,

•

To rezone a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property to the new C-2E zone, and to rezone the
adjacent foreshore to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to allow for marine commercial use,

•

To introduce a new zone, entitled Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), and related zoning
provisions to allow for residential uses and park and open space,
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•

To identify, specifically within the CD-i zone, the allowance for subdivision utilizing density
averaging provisions pursuant to the Land Title Act.

•

To rezone a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property to the new CD-i zone.

The creation of a new CD designation, CD zone, and the drafting of a new C-2E zone, as outlined above,
offers enhanced ability to guide and regulate unique design and planning considerations. Comprehensive
Development zones are frequently used for relatively large sites and allow for the tailoring of density, siting,
parking and landscaping requirements to the site as opposed to the application of pre-determined
regulations from existing zones. CD zones are also used to provide for a mixture of land uses, usually a
mix of residential and commercial, that the zoning bylaw does not otherwise permit.
The proposed CD zone will enable the Regional District to provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone
to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone includes precise requirements for
the development including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun
oriented siting, open space and dark sky lighting requirements. Other provisions, such as public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, sustainable and green building
requirements, will be secured within a Master Development Agreement and the registration of covenants
and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to ensure the provision and timing of servicing corridors, trails,
public/open space amenities, etc.
The afore-mentioned proposed bylaw amendments, and the proposed use of master development,
covenant and right-of-way agreements, details of which are outlined below, provide a comprehensive
planning framework to guide and regulate the development.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEM ENT DETAILS
The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided for the entirety of the development proposal. Such requirements would include,
but not be limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works; provision
of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of the lands;
phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable development considerations. The following
identifies the key development components to be included and expanded upon within the master
development agreement.
Phasing
The proponents have indicated that the 51 proposed lots will be created over 5 phases, which may span a
ten year period. The phasing plan has been devised from the current absorption rate present on the
island. The proposal to phase the development in this way will ensure that required amenities and facilities
are provided and constructed as each phase of the proposal progresses. The dedication of both parks will
occur during the first phase of subdivision and will, therefore, provide a public amenity upfront. The sewer
will be extended to the property and connections to each lot within Phase 1 during the first phase of the
project. Specific considerations relating to servicing are as follows:
•

Servicing

The provision of services, specifically sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
Although the property abuts the western extent of the current Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Area it
is adjacent to an unserviced portion of the service area and lies approximately 1.2 km from the
closest sewer main. The applicant has provided a preliminary commitment to the expansion of the
current sewer service to include the proposed development in order for the developments sewage to
be treated via the community sewer system.
Independent of the proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted three engineering studies
associated with the Q. Cove sewer service. These studies are inter-related and the information
obtained from them will determine the viability of sewerage provision for the GHV proposal:
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1) An Expansion study for a select group of properties that are adjacent to the local service area and
who have expressed a desire/need to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant).
2) A Treatment Plant Operational study to determine the viability of the current treatment plant itself.
This study has been completed and indicates that the treatment plant has the volume and design
capacity to accept the amount of waste that would be generated from build out of GHV. It has
identified some components of the treatment plant are approaching the end of their design lives,
principally the rotating biological contactor rotating shaft, and the need for replacement in the
foreseeable future. These future costs need to be accounted for in long range capital planning. The
findings from the Treatment Plant Operational study are the basis for the DCC study described below.
3) A Development Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any
developments that require connection to the sewer system, including the GHV development. This
study will inform the development of a DCC bylaw which will be the mechanism by which
developments will contribute their share of costs towards the sewer system. This is a priority project
associated with the sewer utility.
For the development of Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) to access sewer servicing, the following
elements will need to be addressed:
1.

The sewer service area would need to be expanded to encompass the entirety of the
subject lands.

2.

GHV would be required to provide a trunk line from the current boundary of the sewer
service to an area proximate to Lot 208.

3.

GHV would be required to provide a collection system throughout the proposed
development and be responsible for hook-up for each of the fee simple lots and strata lots
associated with the development.

4.

All connections and works would be constructed associated with design standards
acceptable to the regional district.

5.

The regional district would assume responsibility for the operations and maintenance of the
collection system in the future and would offset these costs through an annual fee charged
to each landowner.

The specifics regarding infrastructure requirements/specifications, financing, hook-up costs and
latecomers agreements are being developed at this time. However, these details will be finalized
within the development agreement between the developer and the regional district that will form part
of the approval process should this application move forward.
Water
The development is proposed to be serviced by a private community water system supplied by four
deep wells on the property. Tests have indicated that the wells provide a sufficient amount of water
and the water has been confirmed as potable. The water system will be built to regional district
standards and will provide additional fire fighting service to the development. A well evaluation
report, drafted by Rick Milne of Last Drop Water Systems, to investigate the quality and quantity of
water available on site required for preliminary subdivision requirements has been completed. This
report confirms that there is sufficient water to service the proposed lots and all water quality issues
are correctable with proper filtration. Specifications regarding the water system will be contained
within the master development agreement.
•

Provision of Amenities

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, public right-of-ways and
trail development, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common areas, covenant
areas and the use of dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting
the ability to connect to the sewer system.
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Parks, Trails and Open Space

The parks, traUs and open space components of the development make up approximately 50% of the total
property area. Approximately 14.2 ha (35.lac) of land is to be identified as public parks and trails. Another
2.0 ha (4.9 ac) of open space will be provided in the form of private/common open space. A remaining
19.8 ha (48.9 ac) of open space will be provided through registered covenants and dedicated building
envelopes. The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and
have proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The retention of natural vegetated buffers will be
achieved through the registration of covenants and dedicated building envelopes.
A summary of the approximate areas of parks, trails and open space associated with GHV is provided
below:
Community Park — 14.2 hectares
• Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Goose Bay & April Point Rd) — 8.2 hectares of park
• Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Gowlland Harbour & Harbourbrook Rd) — 6.0 hectares of park
Community Trails
• Phase 1 — developer to build trail along April Point Road section adjacent to development
• Phase 5 — provision of trail right-of-way through common area and internal common road system.
Open Space — 21.8 hectares
• Phase 1 — 9.2 hectares of green space
• Phase 2 — 1.1 hectares of green space
• Phase 3 — 0.8 hectares of green space
• Phase 4 — 4.7 hectares of green space
• Phase 5 — 6.0 hectares of green Space (includes 2.0 ha of common area adjacent to Goose Bay)
Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks and trails areas has confirmed that there is
significant value in the provision of these amenities for the community; the provision of which is supported
within the OCP. The development and standard of the trail system will be addressed within the Master
Development Agreement and will require the registration of right-of-way agreements, as well as the
requirement for obtaining appropriate licenses and approvals over Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure lands along April Point Road, and other public roads where needed. These instruments will
ensure public right of access to, and use of, the trail system identified within the development. The current
neighbourhood trail network as proposed offers potential future opportunity for the development of, and
connection to, a more extensive Island trail network. As part of discussions held with the applicant, the
potential opportunity for improvements to the Orian Road right-of-way trail during Phase 5 of the
subdivision has been identified, subject to future discussions with MOT, adjacent property owners and the
community.
Covenants
The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the property to ensure that open
space is retained and environmentally sensitive areas are protected throughout the site. Such covenants
will prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area, protecting both environmentally sensitive areas and
existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes over the
parcels to help ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
The commitment to the registration of covenants and building schemes, as well as any required right-ofways for trail, wildlife corridors and/or public utility services will be contained as a schedule to the master
development agreement and required prior to final approval of each phase of subdivision.
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RATI0NALE
A review of the specific development components associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views application
confirms that it offers key land use components worthy of review, and consideration of support, by the
Board and the community. These components are as follows:
i.

Site planning details, in particular the dedication of forested areas of parkiand, buffers, wildlife
habitat, protection of groundwater resources and biodiversity. development of a trail system and
preservation of open space, associated with the GHV development proposal demonstrate
consideration of environmental values, green space, recreational opportunities

ii.

GHV has committed to offering public recreational opportunities and will enhance these
opportunities throughout the area with the proposed park dedication and the development, licensing
and granting of public access over a local neighbourhood trail system.

iii.

GHV takes into consideration the environmental objectives evident in the OCP and has committed
the development to respect the shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural
vegetation and archaeological sites.

iv.

GHV provides mechanisms for the protection of groundwater through the implementation of a
sustainable rainwater management system.

v.

GHV has been designed in consideration of the aesthetics and viewscapes in the area, providing
forested buffers from the foreshore for neighbouring properties and marine users in the area.

vi.

GHV will provide community amenities in the form of 14.2 hectares of park dedication, trail
development, public access to the foreshore, as well as, 21.8 hectares of open space.

vii.

GHV will provide pedestrian improvements by designing and installing a separate path along April
Point Road that will provide for increased safety and walkability for area users.

viii.

GHV's commitment to a 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski. Cove Sanitary Sewer System would
provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer
system.

ix.

GHV's proposed country residential scale development, situated in close proximity to Quathiaski
Cove, may be viewed as offering a desired alternative for those Islanders wishing to downsize from
larger rural acreages.

x.

GHV's commercial resort offers potential for increased tourism opportunities and economic
development in the Gowlland Harbour area.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations and
authorities it considers will be affected. In reference to section 879 of the LGA, the Board has previously
approved the consultation process associated with this application process and associated bylaw
amendments.
ALTERNATIVES

The Board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and conducting
a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Although the proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal, this community outreach took place a number of months ago and application
details have changed since that time.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a public hearing process As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled an appropriate time to allow the opportunity
for full community review and dialogue.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the aforementioned bylaw amendments will include extensive interdepartmental
involvement between the planning, parks and operations departments The parks department will be
responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail development. The operations
department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects of the sewer extension project, as
well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD standards. The planning department will be
responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be
required during the public hearing process, the finalization of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of
service areas, etc.
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Strathcona
RECiOP.!AL DISTRtCT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act,
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1 Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all p'rposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
READASECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

, 2010
,2010
, 2010
, 2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ON THE DAY OF
.2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE ___ DAY OF
2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by deleting text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) and
including the following:
3.1 .4(a)(i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should
be discouraged.
3.1 .4(a)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
3.1.5(a) (i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1 .5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions, therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw
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(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas.
1 Smart Growth' PrincipIes To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

I)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3 Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency.
green building design and public security and safety
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4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkiand,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permthed by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10.Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include
a) 'Eyes on the Street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:

I)

i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix 1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix 1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i of Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007

Strathcona
RFGIONAL Dt$TRICT

I

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.

U)

Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

11.28

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

ii. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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11. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-i zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10 2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
'Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement

C)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11. 28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (247 acres)

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END- CD-i
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6. Part 11 'ZONES, Section 111, General Provisions is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11.6E
11.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11.6E.2

11 .6E 3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling.

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
I.

a 15 0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt,

ii.

a 10 0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2 0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

iii.
d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional districts
Dark Sky Policy
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ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.la) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite spaces
and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public resns shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C..2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line,
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

)

11.6E.6
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E
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SECTION TWO

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1',

)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A of Bylaw No 46 being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990. Amendment No.
97.
Amends 'Map 2' of Bylaw No 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990

:trathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

June21,2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09

3360-20/ RZ 2C 09
TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO NO.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

PID NO.:

027-985-639

..EGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955

Civic ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAw:

Bylaw No. 3050 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED NEW OCP DESIGNATION:

Comprehensive Development (CD)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED NEW ZONE:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) and Commercial Two (C-2)

Silviculture

PURPOSE

To re-designate 49.8 hectares (123.0 acres) of a parcel of land in Gowiland Harbour from Silviculture (S)
to Comprehensive Development (CD) and to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone to permit a 46 unit phased strata
subdivision. Also, to re-designate 2 1 hectares (5.2 acres) of the parcel from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a tourist
commercial venture
POLICY ANALYSIS
Part 26 'Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proponents are requesting to re-designate and rezone the subject property to allow for the
development of a 46 unit strata subdivision and small tourist commercial enterprise. Currently, the parcel
is designated as Silviculture (S) within the OCP, which identifies a minimum lot are of 16.0 hectares (40.0
acres) and focuses on the value of such lands for existing or future forestry purposes. Further, the parcel is
currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0 hectares (9.88
acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture, single family
residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density presently
permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the above OCP designation and zoning, an
amendment to both bylaws are required to permit the proposed 46 unit strata subdivision and associated
commercial enterprise.
It is proposed that a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation within the OCP and a new CD
zone within the zoning bylaw be created to more effectively guide regulate the unique site specific design
and planning considerations associated with development. A CD designation will enable more detailed
guidelines and policies specifically addressing the proposal, which may facilitate the creation of a higher
standard of development reflecting efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and
existing ecosystems and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. The CD
designation will allow for the implementation of guidelines associated with servicing, conservation,
sustainability, transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. A CD zone,
to be drafted in consideration of CD designation policies, will enable the regional district to provide a more
comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone will
include requirements including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks,
sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities, use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management
requirements, dark sky lighting requirements, sustainable and green building requirements.
A review of the proposal has been conducted and may be supported based upon general OCP policies,
outside of a few stringent silviculture policies, and consideration of existing and requested land uses. The
requested OCP and rezoning amendment may be viewed as a natural transition area between the
adjacent residential neighbourhood to the immediate south and rural areas to the north and east and may
be considered an extension of existing settlement areas and land use patterns. Furthermore, and in
keeping with OCP policies, the proponents maintain that rural characteristics will be respected. The
development will allow for the provision of amenities in the form of parks, trails and open space for
neighbouring residents, as well as, a potential 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer
System.
To date, both the agency referral and internal review processes have not identified any
significant issues associated with the proposal.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITrEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the list of agencies that have been referred applications
CF 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (ScheUinck).
3. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the First Nations consultation process for CF 3C 09/RZ
2C 09 (Schellinck)as outlined in the staff report dated June 21, 2010.
4. THAT the Committee recommend that staff draft the required OCP and zoning amendment bylaws for
CF 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
Respec

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

The proposal, referred to as 'Gowiland Harbour Views' is a proposed development situated on a 63.9
hectare (158.0 acre) waterfront parcel in Gowlland Harbour on the west side of Quadra Island,
approximately 1.8 kilometers from Quathiaski Cove. The subject property is located in a rural
neighbourhood at the end of the intersection of April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road. The property is
currently designated Silviculture (S) and zoned Rural One (RU-i). The subject property is currently an
oceanfront undeveloped setting that includes old growth and mature second growth tree stands, wetlands,
and many distinct natural ecosystems. Bounded by Gowliand Harbour to the north, the property is located
adjacent to April Point Lodge and Marina to the west. While rural lands surround the property to the east
and northeast, immediately south lays a developed residential zoned neighbourhood, which permits
densities of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) per lot created. Some of the lands to the northeast include
a significant component of silviculture lands with some areas designated Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
The proponent purchased the property in 2000, at which time the property, although designated as S in the
OCP, was neither designated as Forest Land Reserve or Private Managed Forest Land, nor classified as
tree farm through the Assessment Act. The proponent has retained as much of the harvestable timber as
possible on the land, with the exception of some 'blow down' areas that occurred as a result of extreme
weather and storm events. The timber that was impacted by such events has been removed from the
property, leaving a cleared area near the centre of the area proposed for strata lot development.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a zoning amendment from Rural One
(RU-i) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. A range of lot
configurations, as well as, a variety of lot sizes ranging in area from 0.4 hectares (0.99 acre) to 6.0
hectares (15.0 acres) is proposed. All parcels proposed within the CD-i zoning designation will use lot
averaging provisions in order to maintain an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres),
which provides a country residential form of density. A re-designation and rezoning of the parcel, if
supported, would provide for a transitional zone between smaller lots designated residential further to the
south and lands designated rural to the northeast (see context map). Further, the proposal includes a redesignation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) of land from the existing Silviculture (S) designation to Commercial
(C), as well as, a rezoning from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a commercial
venture. This commercial parcel is proposed to include a small seasonal campground and marine
recreational area adjacent to the existing April Point Resort and Marina, which is currently zoned
commercial.
The existing 12.0 hectares (30.0 acres) of ALR land is to stay RU-i and remain within the ALR. A total of
6.0 hectares (14.8 acres) of this ALR land adjacent to the foreshore is to be designated as park, while the
remaining ALR land will remain as a 6.0 hectare (14.8 acre) acreage available for future farming related
uses. The proposal includes the provision of over 50% open space, in the form of covenant areas,
dedicated building envelopes, common areas, park and trail dedication. In addition to providing and
retaining natural open space, the offered provision of the trail network by the applicant will increase
connectivity in the area, offering the opportunity for an extensive trail system from Blenkin Park to the east,
through the subject property and over to April Point Resort to the west. The commitment of tree retention
will be contained within natural, mature vegetated tree buffers between the property and foreshore,
adjacent properties and roadways. The provision of the above should achieve retention of much of the
existing forested areas.
A new CD designation and CD zone offers the ability to more effectively guide and regulate unique design
and planning considerations for the development. This will provide site specific guidelines and regulations
associated with the development of a distinct and sustainable development. More detailed guidelines and
policies specifically addressing the proposal will facilitate the creation of a higher standard of development
that will promote efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems
and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses.
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tContext
The proposed development is situated outside of the Quathiaski Cove containment boundary, the area
currently included in the draft Quathiaski Cove Local Area Plan currently underway. The purpose of the Q.
Cove Local Area Plan is to provide a strong model of neighbourhood structure, while introducing increased
densities and smaller lot sizes, ranging from 10 unites/hectare (4 units/acre) to 20 units/hectare (8
units/acre), within the village core. The plan is proposed to introduce specific land use designations and
guide form and character within the Q. Cove area. Although the intent of the Q. Cove Plan will be to
concentrate development within the Q. Cove centre, the Gowlland Harbour development may be viewed
as a natural transition in density in respect to existing and proposed densities in the area.
The proposed development is situated immediately north of an adjacent more densely populated
Residential One (R-1) neighbourhood, which includes an existing land use pattern comprised of parcels as
small as 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres). Immediately to the west is a large commercial property,
owned by April Point Resort, as well as, a small R-1 neighbourhood and separate Country Residential Two
(CR-2) neighbourhood, which require lot areas of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) and 1.0 hectare (2.47
acres) respectively. To the north and east are Rural One (RU-i) zoned lands, which requires minimum
parcel sizes of 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres). The presence of these existing R-1 and CR-4 neighbourhoods
combined with the existence of RU-i zoned parcels provides evidence that even with a range of lot sizes,
most of which are less than those required by both the zoning bylaw and OCP, it is possible to produce the
characteristics required to provide the natural character associated with a rural neighbourhood.
Further, the proposed development may provide a transition zone between smaller residential lots and
larger rural parcels that currently represent a mix of densities in land use patterns in the immediate vicinity.
This subdivision may be considered an extension to an existing settlement area and may provide a natural
transition zone between the adjacent residential properties to the south and rural properties to the north
(and east. Further, the potential development of the extension of the Q. Cove sewer system would provide
sewer service to the northern portion the 0. Cove containment boundary, as well as, those properties
beyond.
Official Community Plan Considerations
The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. Upon review of
the application, it was confirmed that the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation and that
the proposal would require an OCP amendment to re-designate the parcel from Silviculture to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a small re-designation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from
Silviculture to Commercial. Although the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation, support
can be found within the OCP policies that may justify an amendment to the existing designation.
The OCP includes Silviculture policies that recognize the importance of silviculture lands for future
forestry purposes and encourages the retention, protection and enhancement of lands designated
silviculture. However, this silviculture designation was originally created to protect those lands
designated as Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve, as evident in the previous OCP
Bylaw 1840. The OCP review in 2007, that created the current OCP Bylaw 3050, amended the
silviculture policies to include those areas outside of the ALR and those lands previously designated as
FLR. The policies were amended at that time to include lands not designated as forestry tree farm by the
Assessment Act and harvested under the Private Management Forest Land Act and lands that were not
under a Crown forest licence area under the Forest Act. As a result, the policies within the Silviculture
designation included private parcels of land that were not under tenure or classified as tree farm, but that
were privately owned parcels of land covered by extensive forest. This resulted in the application of
multiple policies designed to protect ALR and FLR lands to the subject property, even though it was not
under forest tenure nor classified as tree farm at the time, and had not been since the parcel was owned
by TimberWest.
As a result of the above, the property designated as S, and included within the
Silviculture policies, may have inadvertently limited the usability of the parcel for activities other than
forestry even though there was no intent by the owners of the lands to harvest the lands.
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Additionally, it may be of some concern that the OCP goes farther than the potential over-designation of
Silviculture lands, by stating that country residential and rural residential lands will not be designated on
lands designated as Silviculture. The previous OCP bylaw, Bylaw 1840, stated that rural residential
lands would not be designated in Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve areas. This was
due to the provincial designation attached to ALR and FLR lands and the provincial regulations that
regulate the use of such lands, all of which supersede local government legislation. Therefore, the intent
of the statement was to protect ALR and FLR lands, not to attempt to impose silviculture on all lands that
were covered by forest, which is in part occurring within the new silviculture policies contained within the
OCP. Further, as per the LGA, the OCP cannot prevent the application for OCP amendments by land
owners, nor can it prevent lands from being re-designated. Legally, the OCP can only provide guidance
by encouraging the consideration of land use values, objectives and policies, to help guide future land
use and community development.
The Silviculture designation is in place to recognize the island's forest diversity and to aid in the promotion
of responsible sustainable stewardship of forest values. More specifically, this designation signifies the
importance of the Island's forests in the provision of environmental values, green space, recreational
opportunities, timber and forest products, buffers, wildlife habitat, protection of groundwater resources and
biodiversity. The proposal to re-designate this area to CD will continue to maintain all of the key principals
stated above, with the exception of forest products. With over 50% open space, covenant areas, dedicated
building envelopes, park and trail dedication, the proposal will retain much of the forested area that is
currently present. Further, recreational opportunities will be enhanced throughout the area with the
dedication of the extensive trail and park system. This will enable residents of the area to take advantage
of the potential increased connectivity from Blenkin Memorial Park to the east through the subject property
and over to April Point to the west. With the retention of these areas, wildlife will be protected through the
preservation of wildlife corridors, habitat and biodiversity. In addition, buffers between the property and
foreshore, adjacent properties and roadways will be evident and consist of natural, mature vegetation.
Lastly, the proposal provides mechanisms to continue to protect groundwater through the implementation
of a sustainable rainwater management system.
With respect to the environmental objectives within the OCihe proposal can be regarded as consistent
with the objectives in that the proponents have committed that the development will continue to respect the
shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural vegetation and archaeological sites. This
commitment will be achieved through the preservation of existing ecosystems, habitat and tree retention
by the implementation of covenants, building envelopes and dedicated parkiand. The proposal indicates
that the design and layout of the development aims to respect the shoreline character of the area, by
retaining existing tree cover and natural habitat through the provision of setbacks, covenant areas and
dedicated building envelopes. Given the above, the implementation of registered covenants on title, to
prescribe dedicated building envelopes and environmental areas, will help ensure the protection of the
existing ecosystem.
Further, the proposal may be viewed as supportive of the OCP as the development will incorporate larger
lot sizes of approximately 1.0 hectares (2.5 acres) along the shoreline, as opposed to smaller residential
lots that permit lot areas of 4000.0 square metre (0.99 acres), along the shoreline; and thereby respecting
the policies that discourage high density settlement patterns along the shoreline.
In summary of the above OCP considerations, a review of the current OCP indicates a possible
misapplication of the silviculture designation, resulting in the inclusion of lands that are not provincially
designated as or used for forestry purposes. Further, it is possible that many of the policies within the S
designation, that were originally developed to protect ALR and FLR lands have been inadvertently
amended to include lands that are not provincially considered forestry lands. Lastly, it appears that
statements that were included in the last OCP review that were intended to discourage the re-designation
of ALR and Crown lands with forest tenures were amended in such a way to create statements that aim to
regulate land use, which is not the statutory role of an OCP. It is clear that the intent of the OCP is to
maintain a more rural character for the area, consisting of a mix of larger lot sizes. The proposal to create
1 .0 hectare (2.47 acre) parcels may be viewed as achieving the OCP's lot area expectations and allow for
more rural land use opportunities, as country residential parcels are generally viewed as more rural in
nature.
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The creation of the CD designation will enable more detailed guidelines and policies that will promote
efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems and compatibility
with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. Further, the CD designation will allow for the
implementation of current and future guidelines associated with servicing, conservation, sustainability,
transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. Overall, the approval of this
application may be viewed as consistent with the objectives of the OCP.
Zoning Considerations
The proposal includes a zoning amendment to rezone 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) of the property from Rural
One (RU-i) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit phased subdivision. The
parcel is currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0
hectares (9.88 acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture,
single family residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density
currently permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the density proposed, a zoning
amendment is required to permit parcels 46 parcels averaging 1.0 hectare (2.5 acres) in area.
The proposal also includes a rezoning of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial
Two (C-2) to permit a tourist commercial venture that is proposed to consist of a small campground and
commercial recreation dock. This area is also currently zoned RU-i and does not permit commercial
tourism activities. Given the proposal to develop a small tourist commercial venture on one of the parcels,
a rezoning to C-2 is required. The proposed commercial parcel is located adjacent to the existing
commercially zoned April Point Resort and Marina. The planned development and configuration of the
subject property can be seen on the proposed subdivision plan (attached on Page 13).
CD ZONE
To address the proposal, the original intent was to create a new Country Residential Two zone that would
contain similar requirements to the existing CR-2 zone, but that would allow for lot averaging. However,
upon further consideration of the proposal, it was determined that the regional district would benefit from
the creation of a site specific comprehensive development zone. The benefit of the CD zone is the ability
to provide regulatory site specific requirements that will determine the method by which the proposal will
be developed on the ground.
The creation of a CD zone will provide site specific requirements associated with the development's
distinct land use patterns and sustainable components. The CD zone will enable the regional district to
provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal.
In addition to providing zoning requirements and densities similar to those contained within the existing
CR-2 zone, the CD zone will enable to the regional district to provide further requirements that will ensure
the build out of the development occurs as agreed upon between the proponents and the SRD.
The CD zone will, therefore, include precise requirements for the development including, but not limited to,
phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, dark sky lighting requirements,
sustainable and green building requirements. Other provisions will be secured within a Master
Development Agreement and the registration of covenants and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to
ensure the provision of servicing corridors, trails, public/open space amenities, etc.
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ERVICING

Provision of services, especially sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
The development, as proposed, includes the implementation of a standalone on-site community sanitary
sewer system to service the proposed 46 strata units. This sewer system would consist of a Type 3
Tertiary System with UV treatment that would incorporate 5 septic field locations throughout the strata
development. The implementation of such a system would handle effluent on site and would be
maintained by the strata corporation. VIHA has indicated initial support for the servicing proposal. There
is however, a possible alternative to a stand alone option for sewer servicing for the development.
The property lies approximately 1.2 km from the closest sewer main in the Quathiaski Cove Sewer
Service Area and actually abuts the western extent of the current sewer service area (currently
unserviced). There may be economies of scale for both the applicant and the sewer service to develop
the possibility of expansion of the current sewer service area to include the proposed development and
for the applicant to treat sewage via the community sewer system. At a meeting held on May 6, 2010,
this option was discussed with the applicants, with a request on behalf of staff for them to consider how
this would affect the proposal from infrastructure, financing and development perspectives. They
subsequently responded that they would like to explore this possibility further and would be open to
connection to the QCove sewer pending their due diligence and the establishment of charges, costs and
processes.
Independently of the rezoning proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted with Koers
Engineering to undertake 2 engineering studies associated with the QCove sewer service, 1) an
expansion study for a select group of properties that are proximate to the current system and who have
expressed a desire to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant) and 2) a Development
Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any developments that required
connection to the sewer system. The information from this study, as well as, presumably, research on
behalf of the applicant on potential costs and design - will assist in determining whether this development
proposal and the greater community would benefit from their connection to the QCove sewer system.
Water
The proponents have proposed a private community water system for each strata phase of development.
Currently the proponents have drilled 4 deep wells on the property, which provide approximately 50
gallons of water per minute. The source of the water is said to be the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler,
which travels under the ocean floor to Quadra Island. Two of the four wells have been tested and
confirmed as potable. The other two wells will be pumped and flushed during the summer, prior to
testing for potability. Two additional wells are proposed, if needed, to provide backup to the
development. The water systems will be built to regional district standards and will provide additional fire
fighting service to the development. A preliminary well evaluation report is being drafted by Rick Milne of
Last Drop Water Systems to qualify the quality and quantity of water available on site required for
preliminary subdivision requirements.
Energy
The proponents have put forward a commitment to the inclusion of energy efficiency considerations as
part of the development Such considerations will be accomplished through the registration of building
schemes to ensure that building are oriented towards the sun, and include the use of energy efficient
lighting, appliances, showerheads, programmable thermostats, etc. and, if possible, the use of solar
power.
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_Rainwater Management
The development proposes to implement a more sustainable, on-site rainwater management system,
which will include four catchment areas, detention areas and infiltration areas. Through the
implementation of the above sustainable soft infrastructure there will be no increase in rainwater on
adjacent properties. To ensure the rainwater management plan is implemented, the proponents will be
required to register the plan on title in the form of a covenant or phasing agreement.
Transportation
With respect to transportation, the proposal is situated adjacent to an existing arterial road that provides a
functional transportation network serving residents to the north of the parcel and will provide sufficient
service to adequately support the increased load associated with the 46 units proposed. Further, the
development will include the extension of the Harbourbrook and Union Road and the construction of an
internal common road network. All roads proposed for construction will be developed in accordance with
Ministry of Transportation (MOT) requirements. In addition, the proponents have indicated that they are
willing to improve pedestrian routes along a portion of the property fronting April Point Road with the
development of a path that is separated from the main roadway to increase walkability and safety along
this section of the road. In general, the proposal includes the development of some transportation
provisions in the adjacent area.
PROVISION OF AMENITIES

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, trail development,
public access to the foreshore, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common
areas, covenant areas and dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are
awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer system. The potential for additional amenities may be
considered as part of a master development agreement between the proponent and the regional district
as identified by the community through the application and public hearing progress.
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

The parks and open space component of the development includes approximately 50% of the total
property area. The majority of the open space provided will be managed through public parks and trails,
as well as, a smaller component of private/common open space that will be provided through registered
covenants and dedicated building envelopes. Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks
and trails and has confirmed that there is significant value in the provision of these amenities for the
community; the provision of which is supported within the OCP. A summary of the parks and open space
associated with the proposal is provided below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 park areas (12 ha)
Park buffers (1 ha)
3 greenbelts (4-5 ha)
5 greenway trails (-3000 to 5000 ft)
5 common open space (3.87 ha)
Conservation covenant areas (-18-20 ha)

The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and have
proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The natural vegetated buffers will be achieved
through the registration of covenants and some dedication. The clearing and land alterations required
should be concealed to a high degree from both the roadway and neighbouring residents, as access to
the proposed new parcels is planned off of an existing access road that will then be extended throughout
the property line. The resulting parcels should blend in with the surrounding area, redevelop a portion of
the existing neighbourhood and complement existing land use patterns. The provision of parks and open
space are discussed in greater detail under the 'Dedication & Right-of-Ways' and 'Covenants' sections
on pages 14 and 15 of this staff report.
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PHASING

The proponents have indicated that the 46 new proposed lots will be phased over a ten year period, with
approximately four to five new parcels developed during each phase. The phasing plan has been devised
from the current absorption rate present on the island. The proposal to phase the development in this way
will ensure that required amenities and facilities are provided and constructed as each phase of the
proposal progresses. This will have a gradual impact on local amenities and facilities, and should ease
the burden on existing or planned infrastructure by ensuring that the appropriate levels of infrastructure are
in place as the level of density increases. Although the proponents have indicated that phasing and
servicing are appropriate, it is, however, recognized that should the development extend the Quathiaski
Cove Sanitary Sewer System, the increased density will have an impact on the sewer systems overall
capacity. Phasing, as it relates to servicing, will require further analysis and discussion with the applicants.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided as part of the build out of the development. Such requirements would include,
but are not limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works;
provision of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of
the lands; phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable requirements.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COMPONENTS

Based upon a review of the documents included with the proposal, the proponents have provided details
indicating the provision of multiple layers of green building and sustainable development practices.
These components, as provided, are summarized below:
A more compact and clustered rural form of development
> Pedestrian friendly
> Bicycle oriented
'- Increased connectivity through the development of greenway and trail systems
> Greener infrastructure
Reduction in rainwater runoff and on-site rainwater management
) More efficient energy use
> Decreased impermeable surfaces
> Improved road standards
Increased open space
' Environmentally sensitive development focusing on decreased environmental impact
Ecological conservation and Sensitive Ecosystem Preservation (includes eagle nest trees)
Tree Protection
Retention of Wildlife Corridors
This level of sustainable building practice, if realized, would support the regional district's requirements to
further Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions.
DEDICATION & RIGHT-OF-WAYS

All areas proposed for park will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure the lands remain 'Public
Park' for the use by all public. Further, the proponents have also confirmed that the trails within the
development will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure these trails remain a public amenity, open
for connectivity from adjacent neighbourhoods on either side of the development. Lastly, the proponents
have agreed to the registration of right-of-ways in the name of the regional district over all internal
common roads to ensure public access to any of the amenities on site and guarantee general public
access throughout the site.
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COVENANTS
The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the properties to ensure that open
space is retained and to protect the environmentally sensitive areas on the site. Such covenants will
prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area of the parcel, protecting both environmentally sensitive
areas and existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes
over the parcels to ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

Based on a review of the proposal, it is evident that the proponents have provided a number of items that
may be viewed as potential strengths of the development. These items include the applicants indicated
commitment to sustainable, green building principles, the provision of parks, trails and open space, the
focus on pedestrian connectivity and improved bicycle system, as well as, the potential extension of the
Q. Cove sanitary sewer system. Further, the approval and realization of this form of development may
help to raise the standard for development within the regional district. However, there may be a number
of challenges associated with the support for and approval of the development. In addition to be in
contrast with the existing Silviculture designation, one primary challenge that may be associated with a
proposal to increase the existing permitted density for the property is the acceptance of a semi-rural and
somewhat alternative form of development within the area. The form of development proposed, however
often viewed as a more environmentally friendly form of development, including a more clustered
approach with a dedication to increased open space and sustainable, green building components, is a
relatively new approach to development, especially for more rural areas of the regional district. A second
challenge associated with the development is with respect to servicing and ensuring that the appropriate
sewer and water infrastructure is selected and provided for the development.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations
and authorities it considers will be affected. Board members must consider whether the consultation
should be early and ongoing, and specificaUy whether consultation is required with;
a) Local First Nations;
b) City of Campbell River;
c) School district boards, greater boards and improvement district boards; and
d) Provincial and federal governments and their agencies.
In reference to section 879 of the LGA, it is proposed that a notice be placed on the SRD's website until
replaced by a notice of public hearing. The Agency Referral' section on page 16 of this report provides a
list of the external organizations and authorities to which this proposed amendment has been forwarded,
for the board's approval.
FIRST NATIONS CONSULTATION

Further to the referral process noted above, the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) is committed to early
and on-going First Nations consultation, as required under Section 879 of the LGA. As part of the
consultation process, the SRD will initiate contact with First Nations to introduce and provide the intent
and general details associated with the proposal. In addition, the SRD will extend a request to meet and
—discuss the proposal in greater detail. Following these preliminary discussions, a formal referral of the
development proposal and associated draft bylaws will be provided to First Nations and will include an
initial response period of thirty (30) days. Should comments or concerns be received from any First
Nation regarding the proposal, such comments will be forwarded to the board for further consideration
and direction.
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_AGENCY REFERRALS

The application was referred to a number of agencies for comments. Comments received to date are
summarized in the following table:
Agency

Comments

ALC

Comments not received.

BC Assessment Authority

Comments not received.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty
Society

"Area well utilized by the Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation and for this reason the
LKTS will not approve the plan."

We Wal Kai Nation

See above.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

See above.

Homalco Band

Comments not received.

Komoks First Nation

Comments not received.

DFO

No objections.

Environmental Health (VIHA)

Wastewater — conditions meet minimum criteria for VlHA subdivision
standards.
Water — general water supply adequate, however, ultimate approval will
be at the discretion of MoT during subdivision.

ILMB

Comments not received.

Ministry of Community
Services

Consideration will be provided during the bylaw approval process.

Ministry of Environment

Environmental concerns addressed through RAR report, Preliminary
Vegetative Management and Environmental Impact Assessment,
Geotechnical Report

Ministry of Forests

Private land is outside of the Provincial Forest and the interests of MoFR
are unaffected.

Ministry of Transportation

No objections to the rezoning as proposed.

School District #72

Comments not received.

Ministry of Tourism, Sports &
Arts (Archaeology Branch)

Development near the recorded archaeological sites may require a site
alteration permit.
A qualified consulting archaeologist should be
engaged prior to land altering activities.

ALTERNATIVES

The board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and
—conducting a public hearing.
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IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and regional district bylaws.
CITIzEN/PuBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

The proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal. Should a recommendation of support be made for the application, public
consultation will occur in the form of a public hearing, conducted in compliance with the requirements of
Section 890, "Public hearings", of the LGA, as required prior to final adoption of any proposed bylaw
amendments. The regional board may determine further public meetings are required prior to public
meeting.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

This application will include extensive interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and
operations departments. The parks department will be responsible for all aspects of park dedication and
trail development. The operations department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects
of the sewer extension project, as well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD
standards. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process.
Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during the public hearing process, the finalization
of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of service areas, etc.

d

uss o -enpiller
Manager of Corn unity Services

Author: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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APPENDIX I

List of Associated Studies:
1. Archeaological Assessment
2. Geotechnical Assesment (Preliminary)
3. H20 Wastewater Assessment
4. Preliminary Vegetative Management & Environmental Impact Review
5. RAR Assessment
6. Soil Assessment
7. Sustainability Strategy

All studies are available upon re

Baseline
archaeological services itiL

556 tlarm.siw: A t'nue, ('ourtenay B.C. V9N 2X5 Phone: (250) 897-3853 Fax: (250) 897-3389

April 16, 2009

Project No. 09007

Rick Scheilinck
Box 4
Merville, BC
VOR2MO
Via Email: ritimber(telus.net
Re:

Lot 208 Sayward District, PlO 009-660-771, Archaeological Site Potential
Assessment, Quadra Island, BC.

This letter presents the results of an archaeological site potential assessment (also known as
an archaeological overview assessment) conducted by Baseline Archaeological Services Ltd.
(Basehne) of a parcel of land (64 hectares) in the Gowliand Harbour area of Quadra island,
situated along eastern Vancouver Island, privately owned by Rick Schellinck. The study area is
located within the consultative boundaries of the Campbell River Band (Wei Wai Kum First
Nation) and Cape Mudge Band (Wel Wal Kal First Nation) who are member bands of the Hamatla
Treaty Society (HTS), the Homalco Band as well as the Komoks First Nation.
The work reported herein consists of an archaeological overview assessment (AOA) as
defined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (1998) and as
outlined in the Protocol Agreement on the Management of Cultural Heritage Resources (1994)
between the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and the Arts.
It was requested that Baseline undertake an archaeological site potential assessment for the
subject lot in order to assess the archaeological potential and to make recommendations
regarding the property in lieu of a rezoning application. Site specific AOAs tend to be more
accurate than large scale AOAs because more detailed information on archaeological site
potential can be based upon specific topographic and environmental features for the particular
proposed blocks.
This report is concerned with identifying any known archaeological sites on the subject lot
and making management recommendations on how to proceed in the event of any development
applications.
It is also concerned with determining the potential for any unrecorded
archaeological sites. This report does not address any First Nations traditional use activities and
sites. As such, this report does not comprehensively document all First Nations interest in the
land. The study was conducted without prejudice to First Nations treaty negotiations, aboriginal
rights or aboriginal title.
This site specific AOA was conducted by reviewing 1:25,000-scale orthographic and
preliminary development maps, 1:2000 and 1:5000 scale topographical maps, reviewing data
present on the remote access to archaeological data (RAAD) website, and via personal

communication with Dan Bowen and Rick Scheltinck. The results of this assessment are also
based on knowledge gained through previous archaeological studies in the general area.
The study area is situated to the east of April Point, in Gowliand Bay, on the southern end of
Quadra Island. Although fresh water sources are present on the lot it is unlikely that fish-bearing
streams are associated with the study area. The forest cover consists of minimal stands of
second growth Douglas-fir, cedar and hemlock and some deciduous, however the majority of the
area is non-forested. The area's elevation ranges up to -45 metres above sea level.
A background file search indicated that archaeological sites EaSh-13, EaSh-41 and EaSh-43
are recorded on the subject property. Each is a shell midden site containing artifacts and human
remains (in EaSh-43). These sites were first recorded in the 1960s and 70s with limited
subsequent revisits. The file search also indicated that the sites have experienced some
disturbance. In terms of potential for unrecorded archaeological resources it is generally
assumed when in close proximity to a known archaeological resource the potential is considered
to be high. The potential for culturally modified trees is low based on the lack of veteran timber
on the lot
According to provincial guidelines when a recorded archaeological site (as represented by a
polygon - EaSh-41 and EaSh-13 are mapped as a polygon) is located on or within 20 metres of a
property this is considered to be a direct conflict. When direct conflicts are identified, the
proponent is directed to hire a professional consulting archaeologist to determine if further
archaeological study is necessary.
In the event that the subject property is approved for subdivision and/or redevelopment or
any other ground disturbing activities it is recommended that an archaeological impact
assessment (AlA) be conducted. Thej[n
objectives of the AlA are to:
(a) identify and evaluate archaeological resources within the project area;
(b) identify and evaluate all impacts on archaeological resources which might result from the
proposed developments: and
(c) recommend viable alternatives for managing adverse impacts.
In order to conduct an AlA, the land owner will need to hire an archaeologist to apply for a
Section 14 Heritage Inspection Permit under the Heritage Conservation Act. This permit will
allow the archaeologist to conduct subsurface testing of the subject property (and within the
boundaries of the three archaeological sites). Following the field testing a report will be drafted
that will adhere to the provincial AlA Guidelines.
This report will make management recommendations that may include (in the case of no
archaeological deposits being identified) no further archaeological work. In cases where
archaeological deposits conflict with proposed development activities management
recommendations may include archaeological monitoring under a Section 12 Site Alteration
Permit. In the event that deposits considered archaeologically significant and intact are identified
in conflict with proposed development activities management recommendations may include a
program of systematic data recovery (SDR) under a separate Section 14 investigation permit
prior to the Site Alteration Permit.

Developers and operators should be made aware of the potential of undiscovered
archaeological remains in any surveyed or unsurveyed areas. Archaeological resources are
protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and require all development activities in the
vicinity of archaeological remains to be halted as not to threaten these remains, and to
immediately notify the BC Archaeology Branch. Directly notifying the appropriate First Nations
would also be recommended.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concems. Thank you
for the opportunity to conduct this archaeological assessment.
Yours truly,

Owen Grant
Archaeologist

ilting Services
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H 2°
ENVIRONMENTAL
LTD

3060 Lake Road
Denman Island, BC VOR I TO
Tel: (250) 335-1864
email: h2oenv©felus.nef

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by ou to log kd describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VlHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

1
British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manuel (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared br the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April 2009

SoD Assessment
DL 208. Quadra Island
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VlHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1 %) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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Soil Assessment
DL 208, Quadra Island

7/2/2009
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand arid was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the fufi 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VlHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104)ere!pcluded in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I

to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy" orest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic condUótivity of the soils in Area D ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area D.
Area D is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaE.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Si nce rely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Per.
Steven M. Car.aleira, P.Geu
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4 — 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102-140

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

U—7

SOD — orgaruics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some moWing at 120 cm

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110 — 120

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106 — 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0— 7

SOD — organ cs, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108 cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13

4.
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0-10

SOD-organics, sandy, loose

10- 120

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120- 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm

C)
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0— 2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2

104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102 — 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

-cemented pockets

120 — 145

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 108

SAND — some gravel, medium grairred, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108— 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130cm

130— 150

SAND— coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145cm

0 — 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120cm

TP-9

TP-10

TP-11
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0-4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

4 — 105

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110— 115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. She IIinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50 — 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108-115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT—medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 — 20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110 cm mottled at 130 cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56 — 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100 — 115

SAND -. medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

rootlets

5 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles
H20
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100- 130

SAND - trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0 -5

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 - 110

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110- 140

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140cm

0 -5

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

540

SAND - fine grained, loose, tart, dry, rootlets

40 - 100

SAND 1race giäVèl, tra'è silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0 -5

FOREST DEBRIS.- organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 - 80

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80- 105

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105cm
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-20

SAND —trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/ grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100 — 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 120

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120 — 140

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30 - 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green I grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10 — 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0 — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0— 15

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15-40

SAND — trace gravel trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40— 130

SAND and GRAVEL'- trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm.

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

20

20— 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130 cm
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email: h2oenv(telus.net

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box 4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2),
September,
prepared for the Ministry of Health
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, Apnl 2009

2

2007,

21
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense be
140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-S & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day, These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will reqapproximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VlHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30cm and exhibited mottling at 130cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 1 07 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
1 9000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area D ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area D.
Area D is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Per.

G/L'
Steven M. Car a eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4 — 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120cm

102— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110 — 120

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106— 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7— 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13

H2 0
ENVIRONMENTAL
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0-10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND —some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm

j

H 20
ENViRONMENTAL

Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0—2

SOD — organ ics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102— 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-9

110-120
120

TP-1O

TP-11

145

cementedpoA
SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2-10

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108— 30

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130— 15

SAND— coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145cm

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120-130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL—coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm

1120
ENViRONMENTAL
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-i2

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

4 — 105

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110— 115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm

H2 0
ENVIRONMENTAL
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50— 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 — 20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110cm mottled at 130cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56 — 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100-115

SAND —mediumgrainedsand, grey, moist, rootsto 110cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-105

SAND —some gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

ENVIRONMENTAL

tin

Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100-130

SAND —trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110-140

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS rganics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 —40

SAND —fine graine, tan, dry, rootlets

40— 100

SAND trace ravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets '"

5 — 80

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80 — 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105cm

H20
ENVIRONMENTAL
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20— 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green! grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100— 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 120

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120 — 140

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30 — 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39

H 20
ENVIRONMENTAL
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0 — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grai., ..L mottled at 140

0 — 15

FOREST DEBRISnics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15 —40

SAND — trace gra7%racé"1!t, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40— 130

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm,

0—b

FOREST DEBRIS —organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10 —20

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20 — 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45— 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey.
roots to 130cm

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

H20
ENVIRONMENTAL
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Riparian Areas Re.ulation: Assessment Report
Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.
Date 2009-10-27
I. Primary QEP Information
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Ken
Bond
AScT

Middle Name

W

Company GAlA Environmental Consulting
Services
Email jkbond@telus.net

24880
1965 Dzini Road
Black Creek
BC

Postal/Zip
Country

V9J I Hi
Canada

Phone #

250-337-8336

II. Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Chris
Hudec
Professional Engineer

Middle Name

29249
Suite A-2569 Kenworth Road
Nanaimo
Postal/Zip
BC
Country

Company Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Ltd.
Email geotechIewkowich.com
V9T 3M4
Canada

250-756-0355

Phone #

Ill. Developer Information
First Name
Last Name
Company
Phone #
Address
City
Prov/state

Richard
Schellinck

Middle Name

- -

Email rjtimber@telus.net

Box 4
Merville

Postal/Zip

VOR2MO

BC

Country

Canada

IV. Development Information
Development Type Subdivision:>6 single family
Area of Development (ha) -64
Riparian Length (m) 340
Lot Area (ha) 64
Nature of Development j new
Proposed Start Date 2009-02-02
Proposed End Date 2010-03-31
V. Location of Proposed Development
Street Address (or ne rest town)
Lot 208, Quadra Island
Local Government Strathcona Regional District
City
Stream Name unnamed
Legal Description (PID)
027 985 369
Region
Stream/River Type
Watershed Code
Latitude

Stream
n/a
50
04

DFO Area
00

Longitude

125

13

Region 1 (Vancouver
Island)
South Coast
00

Completion of Database Information includes the Form 2 for the Additional QEPs, if needed.
Insert that form immediately after this page.
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Table of Contents for Assessment Report
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Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and a Description of the
Development proposal
(Provide as a minimum: Species present, type of fish habitat present, description of current riparian
vegetation condition, connectivity to downstream habitats, nature of development, specific activities
proposed, timelines)

District Lot 208, on Quadra Island, is being proposed for a multi-lot subdivision. The property is
59 ha. in size with ocean frontage on Gowland Harbour and Unkak Cove. Portions of the
property are covered with old growth forest and portions were logged in 2007 due to windthrow.
There are five streams located on the property which all flow directly into Unkak Cove or Gowland
Harbour. Stream #2 is the only stream containing fish.
Stream #1:
This stream has an average width of 1.3 meters, a gradient of 5%, and flows into Unkak Cove. It
is located within an old growth forest of Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Western hemlock and red
alder. The substrate is gravel and fines. The stream was used as a domestic water source in the
past and has ponds which were excavated to hold water. A 200 mm steel pipe is providing the
water flow to the stream. The only potential fish habitat area that is deep enough to sample with
Gee minnow traps is a pond which is approximately 200 square meters by one meter deep.
The pond was sampled with two Gee minnow traps, baited with salted salmon roe, on march 4/5
and March 26/27, 2009. No fish were captured. The potential fish habitat consisted of the pond
and the 55-meter section downstream.
Both Coho salmon and Cutthroat trout could potentially use this stream. However, due to the
extremely low flow there is no usable habitat for these salmonids.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #2 (Lone Fish Stream):
This stream has a length of 170 meters within the subject property and has its source within
upstream wetlands. The stream is located within a ravine and an old growth forest of Western
red cedar, Douglas fir, Western hemlock, red alder and big leaf maple. The substrate consists of
boulders, cobbles and gravel.
The stream flows into Unkak Cove. This section of stream was sampled with Gee minnow traps,
baited with salted salmon roe on March 4/5, 2009. One 80 mm coastal cutthroat trout was
captured.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #3:
This stream is a very shallow, small stream with an average width of 0.8 meters and a gradient of
35%. Due to the lack of water and the 35% gradient, this stream is not considered fish bearing.
Stream #4:
This stream has an average width of 2.4 meters and a gradient of 12% for the first twenty-two
meters from Gowland Harbour. The gradient upstream is 23%, which precludes the passage of
fish upstream. The substrate consists of boulders, cobbles, and grave. The riparian consist of
old growth forest.
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FORM I
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The stream was sampled for fish in the lower 22-meter section with Gee minnow traps, baited
with salted salmon roe. The traps were set on March 4/5 and March 26/27, 2009, with no fish
caught.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #5:
This stream has an average width of 0.7 meters and a gradient of 16% for the first ten meters
from Gowland Harbour. At 10 meters, a one meter waterfall precludes any upstream passage of
fish. This stream is not large enough to support spawning salmonids, but a Gee minnow trap was
set below the waterfall to sample for rearing fish. The trap was set on March 4/5 and March
26/27, 2009. No fish were captured.
This stream is located within an old growth forest and has a substrate of fines and gravel.
This stream will be contained within parkland.

o

C)
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Date: 2009-03-27

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
x
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2
-

2

Reach #

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
Gradient (%)
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
starting point 2.7
hereby certify that:
upstream 2.8
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
2.7
22%
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
3.0
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
3.6
(name of developer);
downstream 2.2
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
2.9
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
5.3
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
3.2
12%
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.
2.6
3.8
Total: minus high /low 27.3
mean 3.0
RIP
c/P
SI
Channel Type
Site Potential Vegetation Type (SP
Yes No
Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
SPVT Polygons
x
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR

1

LC

SH

TR

x

SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Polygon No:
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Form 1
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Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segmen 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, B ink and Channel 10
C
tability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insectdrop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade OS (m) max
9
South bank Yes
X
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
I (For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tabIe3-7)
I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #
Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a
ditch, and only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.9
upstream 3.9

3.4
2.3
2.6
downstream 2.1
2.9
3.2
2.4
2.2
1.5
Total: minus high /low 24.0
mean 2.6
RIP

Gradient (%)
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional)
hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
9%
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
Lname of developer);

12%

C/P

g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

S/P

Channel Type

x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
No
Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
SPVT Polygons
x
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer)
9) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
Polygon No:

1
LC

assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.
Method employed if other than TR

SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR

LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1
If tw o sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
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Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
7.8
South bank Yes
x
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
No
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
Segment
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
No:
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
(For ditch use table3-7)
SPEA maximum
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
Segment
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
South bank Yes
Shade ZOS (m) max
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
f)
(name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Section 3. Site Plan
Insert jpg file below

Site Plan
RIPARIAN ASSESSCNT SKETCH COVERI NIl
DISTRICT LOT 208, SAYWA
DISTRICT,
ON PLAN DEPOSITED UPR 00 792081
EXCEPT PART IN PLAN VIP 606

0. 1. 207

0.1.. 110
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Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
This section is required for detailed assessments. Attach text or document files, as need, for each element
discussed in chapter 1.1.3 of Assessment Methodology. It is suggested that documents be converted to PDF
before inserting into the assessment report. Use your "return' button on your keyboard after each line. You must
address and sign off each measure. If a specific measure is not being recommended a justification must be
provided.

1. Danger Trees

Stream #2 will be located within a designated undeveloped
park. Accordingly, there will be no development within
close proximity to any danger trees that may exist.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environment a! professional) , hereby certify that:
i) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
j)
(name of developer);
Schellinck
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

2. Windthrow

Windthrow is not a concern within the SPEA as the
surrounding area will be a designated undeveloped park.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer 1Q!S
Schellinek
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

3. Slope Stability

See geotechnical report attached.

I, Chris Hudec
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ejçj
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

4. Protection of Trees

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, additional protection for
trees is not required.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
(name of developer)•
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

5. Encroachment

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, encroachment will not be
an issue.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmentalprofessional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
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set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

6. Sediment and Erosion Control

As the surrounding land adjacent to Stream #2 will remain
undeveloped park land, sediment and erosion control will
not be a concern.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

7. Stormwater Management

Stormwater management is not applicable.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

8. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Attach text or document files explaining the monitoring regimen Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. It is
suggested that all document be converted to PDF before inserting into the PDF version of the assessment report.
Include actions required, monitoring schedule, communications plan, and requirement for a post development report.

As there will be no development in or adjacent to Stream #2, environmental monitoring will not
be required.

C)
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Section 6. Photos
Provide a description of what the photo is depicting, and where it is in relation to the site plan.

Stream #2— Upper Reach

Stream #2 — Lower Reach
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Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing

File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.Box 4, Merville, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Aim: Mr. Richard Schellinck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QtjADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNI CAL ASSMENT
l)ear Mr. Scheliinck:
1.
a.

Introduction
At your request, Lewkowich Enginring A
geotechnical assessment of the above site,

ics Ltd. (LE) has carried Out a preliminary
report provides a summary of our findings and

recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe devel incur of the land.
b.

We examined the Official Comm. 'ty Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Envir.. mentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NI-IA ..:. vclopment Permit
de

. . ment permit

(I)1'A). We note that this site is located within three
g Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and

er Course, as - wn on the Site Plan liv 1'horconsult I .td. (their drawing number BTO9-B
March, 2009
2.

Bac
We unde

• i at the 64 hectare, country residential development will includc a mixed use of

residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831
www.lewkowich.com
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schdllinck
Project: DL. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
i.

Determine whether the land is geotechnically safe and sintable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii

Idcntif any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to cnsuIU.,, buildings, and Works and Services
se intended; and

are developed and maintained safe

4.

Acknowledge that approv

on this report when making a decision

on applications for the dcv

d.

Assessment Methodolo
A site reconnaissance
topography and the

carried o

y

'I9 to gather information on the

.ility of the rock .rmntion as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.

Sub-surfice soils an. drock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the sub
and

ty.

•. ort is pr

conceptual nature o

ary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
opment.

5.

Site' Ct nditions

5.1.

Gene

a.

The site o'Tho4.ied country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residenual (R-1) properties
to the south.

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshorc slopes in both degree
20 to 80 deg from honzontal and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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A

exists in the northern portion of the subcct site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOm high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cle1..as include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes

5.2

Subsurface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions thro
interrupted by areas of dee

immature tree growth.

dude portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
(which are generally thicker than 1 rn) over
f colluvium and perched glaciofluvial

bedrock. The morain

grey, saltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic

materials. The bedr

s indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified

surface texture. An

ar zones. The rock is characterized as strong and

by tectonic1n res
slighIy weathered. The de

is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.

e overburden soil overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
sur

However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief

due to
areas inclu
b.

ring along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
dients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30rn.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some testpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These testpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based matenal to a depth in excess of 2m.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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5.3

A

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditiot other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6

Conclusions & Recommendations

6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the preceding Secti

the site is corld geotechnically safe

and suitable for the intended purpose (residential '

opment), provided the

recommendations in this report are folIo
b.

un.

Site development for the
embankment COnS'

) to estab

'' to require area grading (excavation and

opo .

'way and service line installations.

Therefore, lots are s ect to re-examina • n during and after area grading but prior to
development regis

'. We have take' this issue into account in formulating our

recomro-5.
c.

Building areas within di study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian set acks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for

reaso ;.. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife

in these

protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.
d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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A

from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Where buildings are to be set above glacio-marinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1 (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Georechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an e uation of site-specific
condition.
e.

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside ofgeotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential building construction. In general we expect that an allowable
building design

bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be av
would be suitable either for naturall de

consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable
preparation shall include removal of an
f.

onstruction. This

ited soilS, bedrock, or struc al fill. If foundations
pressure should be available. Site
topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.
bination of bedrock, native undisturbed

Settlements for foun
soil, or compacted s

tural fill should

tolerable for wood t

residential ho

thuin i. ose ranges considered to be normal and
being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm

differcnti1'en typical olumn s. .gs. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within foo

according to conventional and good construction

practice.
g.

Fill, u

uircd to raiss

ding areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
ci. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered

importe.

practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate dcnsiuicauon. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).
h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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A

and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining val1 back slopes
allow for disturbance such as

should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for

projecc should review

temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation w.

at the time of construction

detailed geotcchmcal analysis on a lot by lot basis
this may hi. accomphshed using a standard

eper than 1.5 metres. A more

g Code Qu

ssurince Schedule s B

and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of some rodible
signific:rnce during the

opm

take into account th

tential impact

sensitive areas. Thi

uld generally ts

directed
prov

crosion control is expected to be an issue of
ty. Overland storm water controls should
d runoff as it may impact adjacent
e form of runoff from construction activities being
sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
truction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's arc

do
6.5

Seis
No hqu

e been identified at this site nor are any expected belou the

investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.l.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the sire class can be upgraded.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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6.6
a.

A

Permanent Dewatering
Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgrades.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventi

requirements of the B.C.

Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered

ble at this site. Once final

plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechni

ngineer should be consulted

and provide further dewatermg data
b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water well awa
settlement of backfill around foundations will create undesirable low

buildings. Any
for collection of

surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore .ro.er surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of barkfll
laced ap4 ompacted following our recommendations

should not be a probl
regarding structural
7.0

Geotechnical Ass
The B
G.

e and Quality urance
ode

a that

• technical Engineer be retained to provide

cal Assurance se - • • e construction of buildings. Gcotechnical Assurance
s include review the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting

doe

is, and respo

iliry for field reviews of these components during construction.

8.0 Acknowle
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit. It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strarhcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressc4 or implied, is made. Due to the
interpolation of soil conditions between or

geological randomness of many soil form

lied. If unidentified soils are encountered,

away from the areas indenufied has

trucuon or other information pertinent to

unanticipated conditions become
the structures become available the rec

tions may be altered or modified in writing by

the undersigned.
10.0 Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.

reciates the opportunity to be of service on this

project. if you have

tional requtrements at this time, please contact us at

•.ents, o

youi1convenience.

RespcctfulJSubmitted,
Lcwkowich Engineering Aiates Ltd.
Reviewed by,

.

/q

71
Chris Hudec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior Technologist
Attachment; Thorconsult Limited Drawing BTO9.B-02 Rev I

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal's riparian area.
Date 2009-10-27
1. I/We Ken Bond, AScT and Chris Hudec, P.Eng.
Please list name(s) of qualified environmental professional(s) and their professional desiqnation that are involved in
assessment.)

hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
(name of developer)
, which proposal is
developer Rick Schellinck
described in section 3 of this Assessment Report (the "development proposal"),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed, OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)

b) X if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.

[NOTE:
"qualified environmental professional" means an applied scientist or technologist, acting alone or
together with another qualified environmental professional, if
(a) the individual is registered and in good standing in British Columbia with an appropriate professional
organization constituted under an Act, acting under that association's code of ethics and subject to disciplinary
action by that association,
(b) the individual's area of expertise is recognized in the assessment methods as one that is acceptable for the
purpose of providing all or part of an assessment report in respect of that development proposal, and
(c) the individual is acting within that individual's area of expertise.
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
"Sustainable development ties together the carrying capacity
of natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity"

COWLLAND I 1AK50(JK
VIEWS
Proposed Rezoning
Lot 1 of DL 208, Sayward District
VIP Plan 86955, Quadra Island
By Dan Bowen Consulting Senvces Ltd.
Copyright 2009

an 6owen Consulting Services Ltl.
2120 Stewart Ave., Courtenay C, V9N 3H9 • Phone/Fax 250-33&-897&

Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8

November 19, 2009

Attention: - Russ HotsenpiLler and John Neill, Nanning

Re: Sustainability Strategy for proposed rezoning of Lot 1, DL 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.
Introduction:
The purpose of this report is to present the basic fundamental steps
taken to establish a sustainable strategy, and to address the criteria
taken to achieve these objectives. We have set out our goals for
promoting a sustainable development that respects the land using a
number of conservation strategies. We have strived to find balance
between environmental, social and economic values.
Owner Rick Schellinck and myself have spent the past 11 months
gathering information and professional reports in order to present a
strong rationale for consideration that also respects the community
values as set out in the Quadra OCP.
We have held two community consultation meetings at the Quadra
Community centre in September and October to present our proposal
and ask for feedback. There were about 80 people who attended both
meetings.
The existing OCP Silviculture designation on this private property
provides no incentive or direction to protect and preserve
environmentally valuable forested waterfront land. Our proposed
amendment to the Quadra OCP to permit Country Residential uses
will allow us to achieve these goals.

Considerations:
• The proposed OCP amendment to Country Residential designation must
provide substantial benefits to the Quadra community.
• There shall be no negative impact to the areas existing infrastructure
of water, sewer, roads or power.
• The proposed development must support economic activity on the island
and create jobs.
• The proposed developments sustainability plan must address the
community values as set out in the Quadra OCR
• To meet our goal of over 50% greenspace by providing new waterfront
parks, new trail linkages and conservation covenants.
• To address sustainable house buitdiig practices using accepted green
practices or LEEDS certification.

Background:
The subject property is 158 acres in area with 30 acres in the ALR. The property
is presently designated Silviculture in the Quadra Island OCP and in a RU-i zone in
the Quadra IsLand Bylaw.
The property is located directly adjacent to April Point properties to the west
(Zoned C-2), it is directly north of the Quathiaski Cove area (Zone R-i), and to the
east is RU-i zoned land in the ALR.
To the north there is over 10,000 feet
of waterfront that includes Goose Bay,
Gowliand Point and part of Gowlland
Harbour. We also have waterfront views
to the south at Unkak Cove. Our land
includes both sides of April. Point road
for 2000 feet, as well as direct access
off the end of Harbourbrook Road.

Gowltand Harbour Views
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Evaluation Strategy:
Sustainable development evaluation covers Environmental, Social and Economic
impacts, as welt as land use, building, transportation and infrastructure as noted
below:
A) Environmental Evaluation:
With the assistance of a qualified environmental practitioner (QEP),
a geotechnicat engineer, and a registered forestry environmentalist,
we all worked on the classification of the vegetative types, ecosystems,
wetlands and streams.
We identified five small streams and many connected wetland areas with
significant environmental values. Our QEP has provided a RAR report for
the Ministry of the Environment and the SRD. Our forestry environmentalist
is preparing her preliminary rets
Within our proposed park and convenant areas we have identified groves
of old growth trees, as well as areas of mature second growth trees
with its surrounding ecosystems intact. Upland of these areas we have
identified sensitive ecosystems and associated wetlands.
We worked closely with the Quadra Island eagle nest monitor group to
confirm the presence of three eagle nests.
Recommendation# 1:
Dedicate the two 15 acre parks that
encompass all the streams, sensitive
ecosystems and wetland areas.
A total of 30 acres.
Recommendation # 2:
Place conservation covenants on several
significant forested areas identified in our
consultants' inventory reports.
Recommendation # 3:
Place a conservation covenant on
approximately 85-90% of our waterfront
property for no tree removal as per our
geotechnical evaluation and forestry consultant's reports.

Gowtiand Harbour Views

Recommendation # 4:
On two of the strata phases identified as having exceptional green space values,
we will introduce the building envelope concept, where our goal is to protect as
much as possible, possibly up to 70 % of the land, as greenspace using conservation
covenants.
Recommendation # 5:
On our three eagle nest trees we will place a 100-foot no build conservation
covenant. We have completed a tree inventory of the eagle roost trees and will
place covenants on them as well for no removal or disturbance.
Recommendation # 6:
Within the proposed C-2 zoned area, we will, maintain a 50-60% conservation
covenant that will include the 900 of the 1000 feet of waterfront. This will provide
continuity with the proposed Goose Bay Park area.
Recommendation # 7:
Adjacent to all park boundaries and proposed lots there will be a further "no
tree removal" covenant to create a park buffer area for tree throw and wildlife
continuity.
"Our goal is to protect over 50% of the property as greenspace buffers,
dedicated parks and conservation covenants, for future generations to enjoy."

B) Sociat Impacts:
Working with the community and the Quadra
OCP trail route plans we realized that our
property was in a perfect position to be a vital
link to the shoreline of Gowiland Harbour, next
to our area of old growth forest. Many members
of the community have expressed the need
of waterfront park areas and even more were
excited about the access we plan to provide to
the public.
After our proposed 30-acre park dedication,
our master trail system will have the next most
value to the community.
The other point applauded by the community was our plan to protect the rural
character, viewscapes and contribute to maintaining rural community values.
Gowiland Harbour Views
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Recommendation # 8:
Within our two park areas and the link
trail across our property, we will work
directly with the Quadra Island Trail
Committee and SRD to construct new
trails and bridges where necessary.
Recommendation # 9:
To complete the trail Link from the
Community Centre down Orion Road to
Gowlland Harbour near the old steam ship
wharf. We would be again prepared to
work with the Quadra Island TraiL Committee and the SRD to ensure this vital link
is constructed.
Recommendation # 10:
On the GowtLand Point peninsula we will provide a trait system within our strata
plans that will access the beach in five areas. These trails will be established by
statutory right of way plans in the name of the Strathcona Regional District and
remain open to the public. The individual Strata Corporations would maintain the
trails in the strata areas at no cost to the public or SRD.
Recommendation # 11:
View-scapes by the boating public and other adjacent properties in Gowtland
Harbour toward our property to be protected by conservation covenant. As noted
above, 85-90 % of our waterfront area wiLL be protected by conservation covenant.
Recommendation # 12:
The historic April Point Road has remained unchanged for many years. In maintaining
country road character, we have protected this area in two ways. First, we propose
to dedicate the entire area fronting the road to the east as park. Secondly, on the
west side of April Point Road, we recommend a conservation covenant 15-20 m
wide minimum to complement the proposed building envelope concept in this
area.
Recommendation # 13:
In keeping with community values, we will construct a walking traiL along the April
Point roadway for 2000 feet towards April Point, and towards Quathiaski Cove,
and Quadra Elementary School area. This roadside trail will link to our park trails
and the community centre.
"Social amenities that promote and improve a healthy lifestyle
are the cornerstones of sustainable development
Gowitand Harbour Views

C) Heritage Values:
Our archaeological consuLtant has identified three areas of First Nations
archaeological significance. The BC Archaeological Branch in Victoria
has these areas noted in their inventory.
Recommendation #14:
To confirm in detail the areas of cuLtural values with further study and to protect
those areas. Protection would be by a covenant in the name of the Province of BC
for no disturbance - if the areas are within the park, they will automatically be
protected.
"First Nations cultural sustainability plans will protect
First Nations culture for future generations"
D) Economic Benefits:
Our proposed development will produce
approximately 200 man-years of work, or 10
man-years per year for the next 20 years. The
tax benefits to the local government would be
approximately 10-20 times the present values. The
attractive lots would bring a variety of people from
many walks of live to live and support the local
economy. These benefits would not only be felt immediately,
but wilt carry on for many generations.
Our proposed C-2 (Commercial recreational zone) could accommodate a much
needed Kayak Centre. This type of social-recreational activity is rated as one of
the top five things to do on Quadra Island. Our access directly to the scenic and
calm waters of Gowlland Harbour, make this a destination point. Also identified,
was the need for a RV site on the west coast of Quadra Island. This would benefit
tourism close to the Quasiaski Cove area.
Our 15-acre ALR lot remains in the ALR and will be developed over time as a farm.
With the possibly for a commercial organic farm to supplement the Quadra Island
community with seasonal fresh vegetables. We will be developing this concept
over the next year if we are successful with our rezoning.
In contrast, the existing SilvicuLture designation economic benefits are very
Limited. We see no community value from an economic standpoint. We see no
community values that would contribute to the community's economy.
Only the owner will benefit from the logging of the property, removal of the
existing forest can never be replaced.
Gowtand I-{aibour Views
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Our sustainable plans are much more in tune with the changing times.
"With the existing silvi culture designation the result is no conservation
or preservation of the identified significant areas of this property.
Thus no economic benefit, no social benefit and no environmental benefit
to the community values noted in the Quadra OCR
There is no sustainable balance."
E) Land Use Considerations:
We are developing a concept plan for a mix
of housing types. We note that we will have
a variety of Lot types and sizes.
We have made efforts not to create lineal
type waterfront Lots, as noted in the OCP,
however this is difficult when there is
10,000 feet of waterfront property.
Recommendation#1 5:
We have divided the waterfront areas three
ways. First, by the dedicated parks on 2600
feet of waterfront, there are no homes in
those areas. Next, we have proposed waterfront common areas within our strata
areas to be kept as greenspace with no homes. Finally, with our conservation
covenants and setback requirements, most lots are over 100 feet back from the
waterfront and within treed areas, and thus creating vegetative buffers.
For example:
Phase 1 - Unkak Road/April Point Road - there will be only two waterfront
properties, and six upland Lots in a deep forest environment, with a custom
building enveloped designed to fit within the conservation covenanted areas.
Within this phase we hope to protect and preserve approximately 70 % of the
forested area. We would dedicate the Goose Bay Park and build the April Point
Road trail.
Most homes will have buffer areas between them which will create privacy.
We would register building schemes that would incorporate green building
guidelines. Each lot would follow our guidelines for water conservation! energy
conservation and storm water management.

Gowflarid Harbour Views
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F) Building Design:
Recommendation # 16:
Our registered building scheme will encourage a high standard of building design
with quality assurance and west coast design appearance.
We will encourage accepted green best building practices or Leeds certification
for new home construction.
Home site construction will encourage walkways to trail systems within the
common strata areas that will link to the main trail system. In some cases,
in difficult terrain, limited common accesses or trails wilt be used.
Special consideration will be made on some lots for adequate parking.
These areas will be Located in areas that will have minimal impact on vegetation.
G) Transportation:
As noted above we plan to maintainte rural road standard. In discussions with
MOT on April Point Road, we can reduce accesses by having common access that
serve more that one lot. This improves safety. We are encouraging walking or
biking in our sustainable plans. This will minimize need for vehicular uses in some
cases. This area is only one km from the elementary school and the Quathiaski
commercial centre.
Harbourbrook Road is our other road access and is not paved. In discussions with
MOT, we will be required to pave this road, as welt as all the roads within our
development. This is a MOT standard.
In keeping with OCP concepts, we can reduce the common road width in the strata development to 10 m. That
is half the normal width, thus minimizing the physical
footprint and protection of green space in some cases.
Common roads and public roads have been designed
with a curvilinear alignment to create traffic
calming opportunities, as well as protection
of specific identified treed areas.

H) Infrastructure:
Our sustainable strategy is to be self-sufficient within our property,
and therefore not impact the Quathiaski Cove community in any way,
Gowfland Harbour Views

except to provide amenities to benefit the community.
Infrastructure includes sewer, water, storm water management,
and renewable energy concepts.
Sewage Feasibility:
With the assistance of H20 Environmental, we have found adequate granular
mineral soil to accommodate our deveLopment within our property. We had
initially considered the option of hooking up to the Quathiaski Cove sewage
treatment system, and adding new modules at our cost, with a net gain for the
community. We learned that although this would appear to be feasible, there
were those in the community that would not support this concept. Some don't like
ocean outfaltsl We are sustainable. The H20 Environmental report is enclosed. Our
sewage treatment system will be reviewed and installed under the supervision of a
professional engineer.
Our plan is to do our development over several years, in four phases of 12 lots or
Less, to meet VIHA subdivision standards for tertiary sewage treatment plants.
Recommendation # 16:
To apply directly to VIHA for confirmation of feasibility of our four sewage
treatment plant systems as part of the rezoning process.
Potable Water Feasibility:
We have drilled four deep wells on our 158 acres to confirm we have adequate
volume of water to accommodate such a development. As we proceed, we will
supply a potable water management pLan, however at this time, we can advise the
following:
• The four welts that we drilled were test wells to determine if water was
going to be an issue.
• The four wells produce in excess of 50
gallons / minute.
• We plan to drill two more wells if
necessary in the future.
• Three of the deep wells are over 300
feet and into the ancient Karmutsen
volcanic rock. This ancient rock is
characterized by many faults and
fractures that contain underground
water flows from Quadra Island,
Vancouver Island and the BC mainland
(Reference GSC). We are water sustainable.
Gowtland Harbour Views
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Recommendation# 17:
Apply to VIHA for a "Smafl Water System" application for each of the four strata
phases.
Note: Fire protection
Water storage tanks with fire hydrants will be installed in two strategic locations
as recommended by the Quadra Island fire chief.
Storm Water Management:
We have not completed a Storm Water Management and Siltation Management
plan yet. However, our plans are that our engineer will complete these reports
when needed. Our SWM plan will follow the provincial best management practices
by incorporating tools noted there.
Recommendation# 18:
To complete the SWM plan and incorporate the recommendations for the
construction phase, as well as the future drainage structures for detention ponds,
retention areas, infiltration structures, bio-swaLes, rain gardens, water barrels, etc.
Alternate energy concepts:
We plan to incorporate solar panels in areas of the strata infrastructure to reduce
the normal power grid. Examples considered are: the power for the pumping
system for our sewage treatment plants, our strata amenity buildings, and strata
lighting. We have discussed thermal exchange concepts to reduce home heating
costs with our engineer, and although expensive, this technology is feasible, and is
used in other areas.
We have discounted wind energy sources due to negative visual and aesthetic
concerns.
Recommendation #19:
All opportunities to conserve energy by using alternate sources will be considered.
Any concepts we feel that are feasibLe will be incorporated into the strata bylaws
for consideration.
In conclusion, the recommendations made in this report are to confirm we are
very committed to our sustainable development plan. We pLan to work with the
community and the SRD to build a foundation of trust and open communications
to add to these recommendations as we move ahead. This plan is unique and
therefore special recommendations were needed. We want to set an example for
future developments on Quadra Island.

Gowttand Harbour Views
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Our Mission
To provide the sustainable framework
for a way of life that respects the environment
and enables residents to experience a strong connection
between community, the land and the sea.
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1.1

General

Strathcona Forestry Consulting was retained by Richard and Cheryl Schellinck ("the
developers") to conduct a preliminary vegetative management and environmental
impact assessment of Lot 1, SL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District, Quadra Island.
The developers are making application to the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) to
rezone the subject property for a country residential development to be known as
Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
This report contains preliminary assessment results based on a general overview of the
property and foreshore areas. The report provides general recommendations about
ecological features of the Site and addresses proposed parkland dedication and
greenspace.

Figure 1. Proposed Gowiland Harbour Views (Chameleon Creative, 2009).

1.2

Scope of Work

The scope of work included ecological classification, detailed site analysis, and an
overview of sensitive ecosystems. Wildlife species and aquatic resources were noted,
but not specifically inventoried. The prime focus of this study was to define various
vegetative groups as per the Ministry of Environment (MoE) Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEl). A detailed environmental study did not fall within the scope of work.
2
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Figure 2. Project area (thorconsult, 2009

Figures 3. Site overview (Chameleon Creative, 2009).
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1

Site Description

District Lot 208 (the Site) is located at the southern end of Quadra Island, near
Quathiaski Cover (BC Ferry terminus for ferry travel between Quadra island and
Campbell River). The Site encompasses over 3,000 m of ocean frontage at Gowlland
Harbour and Unkak Cove. Foreshore areas range from low, subdued banks in the north
and west to steep, coastal bluffs in the southwest and northeast. Gently rolling terrain
between coastal boundaries incPudes a relatively flat plateau dominating the northern
portion of the Site. To the south, the terrain inclines gradually to a relatively small cove
(Goose Creek Cove).
The majority of the Site is mature second growth forest cover. The central plateau was
recently salvaged logged to recover heavy blowdown from winter storm events in
recent years.
Current zoning is Silviculture (Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw # 1840). The
Site bordered by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the east, by partially
developed residential (R-1) properties to the south, by partially developed commercial
(C-2) properties to the west, and Gowlland Harbour to the north.
The Site is located in the Strathcona Regional District (SRD).

Photos. Older/mature forest cover (left, right); central plateau (centre).
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3.1

Description of Proposed Development

The developers are making application to rezone the 65-ha (185-acre) Site to a Country
Resident ial 2 Zone with rural lot designation. A range of lot configurations and sizes will
be available (fee simple and strata lots; waterfront and upland sites). Lot sizes will range
from 1 to 15 acres. One Commercial 2 recreational lot of 5 acres is proposed on April
Point Road. A significant portion of the development will have a density of the Country
Resident ial Zone with 1 lot per 1.0 ha (2.5 acres).
Approximately 30 acres at the Site is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), of which half
is planned for park dedication. The remainder of the ALR will be considered for organic
community farming and/or Silviculture greenhouse operations.
The developers plan to protect and preserve over 50% of the Site as green space
through retention of natural vegetation in conservation covenants and Iwo dedicated
forested parks (Goose Creek Park and Gowliand Harbour Park). Interconnecting trails
will extend through forested areas between parkiands, beach areas, and existing
community facilities.
The project will involve some blasting in the central, western portion of the property to
meet access requirements.

Photo. The Site contains 3,000 m of foreshore area.
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3.2

Regulatory Provisions

Development of the Site is governed by local development permits. and provincial and
federal regulations. Quadra Island's Official Community Plan (OCP) (Bylaw #1840)
provides long-term direction for development with associated goals for environmental
direction.
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) prohibits the deposition of a deleterious substance
(including sediment) in water frequented by fish. Any storm water discharges must not
exceed water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. The federal guidelines
are administered by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) and
provincial guidelines are administered by the BC Ministry of the Environment (MoE).
Additional provincial regulations include the Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) for
management of watercourses. The RAR Assessment Report completed by GAlA
Environmental Consulting Services identified five watercourses at the Site draining into
Goose Bay/Unkak Cove or Gowlland Harbour. The only fish-bearing stream (Lone Fish
Stream) drains into Goose Bay through proposed waterfront parkland.
Section 3.4 of the British Columbia Wildlife Act prohibits the destruction of an egg or an
active nest of any bird species and prohibits the destruction of a nest of a Bald Eagle,
Osprey, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Great-blue Heron or Burrowing Owl, regardless of
whether it is occupied. Several known Bald Eagle nests were observed at the Site.
An Archaeological Site Potential Assessment (April, 2009) was conducted by Baseline
Archaeological Services Ltd.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. conducted a Preliminary Geotechnical
Assessment (August, 2009).
3.3

FIeld Assessment

Strathcona Forestry Consulting conducted a field visit to the site on December 1, 2009.
Mr. Rick Schellinck was present at the site visit.
Thorconsult Limited provided site plan mapping.

Photo. GHV Site.
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1 4=1

OvervIew

A review of existing biological and physiographic information was done in conjunction
with the field assessment.
42

Blogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) is a land classification system that groups
similar segments of the landscape (ecosystems) into hierarchical categories based on
climate, vegetation, and soils (Land Management Handbook 28, BC MoE. 1994). For the
purposes of this study, an ecosystem is considered to be a portion of the landscape with
relatively uniform dominant vegetation. Vegetation of mature ecosystems is a useful
tool in BEC as it is considered the best integrator of the combined influences of the
environmental factors affecting a site. More stable vegetation from later successional
stages ("late seral") is most useful for classifying ecosystems; BEC can also be applied to
earlier successional stages.
The BEC system designates the Site in the very dry Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimatic Subzone (CWHxm). The CWHxm occurs at lower elevations along the
east side ol Vancouver Island, and on the islands around southern Johnstone Strait.
Elevational limits range from sea level to approximately 700 m. The CWHxm has warm,
dry summers and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall. Growing seasons are
long, and feature water deficits on zonal sites (intermediate in soil moisture and
nutrients).
Forests on zonal sites in the CWHxm are dominated by Douglas-lw, with lesser
components of western hemlock and western redcedar. Major understorey species
include salal, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry, Hylocamium splendens (Step-up
moss), and Kindbergia oregano (Oregon beaked moss). Less common species include
fwinf lower, and bracken fern. On rich, moist sites (i.e., proposed Gowlland Harbour Park)
the forest floor is covered with a dense growth of sword fern, vanilla leaf and
foamflower.

Photo. cwHxm forest.
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[4.3 SensitIve Ecosystem Inventory
Sensitive ecosystems are those which are fragile and/or rare, or those ecosystems which
are ecologically important because of the diversity of species they support.
In 1997 the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory of the east coast of Vancouver Island was
completed to identify. classify, and map sensitive terrestrial ecosystems along the
coastal lowlands and adjacent islands. The goal of the SEI is to encourage informed
land-use decisions that will conserve sensitive ecosystems.
According to the SEI, the Site contains four MoE SEI polygons (6649, 6521, 6666, and
6732). Table 1 summarises the characteristics of the sensitive ecosystems represented by
the polygons in Figure 4.

6732

6666

Figure 4. Designated SEI (Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory) Polygons at GHV Site.
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Table 1 CharacteristIcs of Sensitive Areas Identified at the GFIV Site
SEI Polygon # Area (ha)
Description
Ecosystem Type
-App. 70% of polygon is occupied by
6649
8.2
Woodland
(April Point)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous
forest 40-70 yrs old)
(Includes
major site type: Douglas-fir/lodgepole
pine/Cladina
proposed
greenspace
(moist)
-Remainder of stand is comprised of conifercovenant
dominated Mature Forest with Douglasareas)
fir/so lal
-Over
half
of
polygon
is occupied by conifer9.9
Older Forest
6521
dominated Mature Forest (80-250 yrs since
(GoMland
Harbour)
last disturbance)
major site type: western redcedar and
(includes
snowberry
proposed
(moist)
Goose Creek
-age of stand > 80 yrs
Park)
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities at riparian areas
-Approximately
40% of polygon is occupied
6666
1 5.7
Older Fore
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gov1land
Harbour)
jor site type: western redcedar/snowbeny
(moist)
(includes
-age of stand generally> 80 yrs
proposed
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
Gowliand
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
Harbour Park)
- W
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities along riparian areas and along
foreshore
-Approximately 80% of polygon is occupied
6732
9.9
Older Forest
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowlland
Harbour)
(generally 80-250 years since last
disturbance)
(includes
site type: Douglas-f ir/lodgepole
proposed
pine/Cladina
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remaining 20% of site occupied by
areas)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous) in
narrow linear communities
major site types: western
redcedor/snowberry
western redcedar/foamf lower
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4.4 Physlography

]

The Site occupies variable aspects between sea level (0 m asl=above sea level) and
approximately 45 m asl.
The Site contains a variety of slope gradients and relief, ranging from the gentle inland
plateau to steep coastal cliffs. Soils in the area were derived from deep (generally> 1 m
thick) morainal deposits, overlying extrusive bedrock. Gravelly loamy sand is the
common soil texture. Pockets of glaciofluvial material found in morainal sediments
contain rounder coarse fragments. Coarse fragment content is relatively high. Shell
fragments in selected soil profiles show evidence of historical use of the Site by First
Nations.
Drainage ranges from moderately dry at coastal bluffs to very moist at seepage areas
on lower-sloped seasonal drainages. Soil types include Dystric Brunisols and Humo-Ferric
Podzols with poorly developed B horizons. Humus types vary from lignomors (Woodlands)
to leptomoders (mixed, Older Forest) and rhizomulls (rich, moist mixed forest).

Photo. Shell fragments in soil profile.
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5.1 SIte Reconnaissance Methodology

1

The Site was stratified according to natural and property boundaries. Stratified polygons
were surveyed by walking arbitrary transect lines, so that the entire property was
covered. Ecological data were collected at random sample plot locations within each
polygon, as per Land Management Handbook #47 (Silviculture Prescription Data
Collection Field Handbook, BC MoF, 2000). Data collection was distributed to provide
even coverage over the entire site. At each sample plot location the following
information was recorded:
• UTM location and approximate elevation
• Slope
• Aspect
• Slope Position
• Vegetation Layers and % composition by layer
• Structural Stage(s)
• Canopy closure
• Drainage
• Aeration
• Tree attributes (stem density, average height. average diameter, leading species.
condif ion class, %live/dead)
• Site series
• Coarse woody debris (# pieces, average decay class, diameter range)
Throughout the assessment, comments regarding wildlife usage at the Site were noted.
Representative photographs were taken.
Data collected in the field were used to support the delineation of ecosystem polygons.

I

II

Strathcona Forest Consultin

Site assessment specifically addressed Environmentally Sensitive Ecosystems designated
by the MoE (Fig. 3). SEI polygons totaled approximately 65% of the Site. The entire Site
was assessed during the field review.
ntyp
The MoE SEl identified three terrestrial ecosystem types at the Site: Older/Mature Forest;
Woodland; and Riparian.
1. Older/Mature Forest
Forest cover at the Site was dominated by mature second-growth forest ranging in age
from 80 to 250 years (since last disturbance). Average age range was 80-100+ years.
It should be noted that a significant portion of the original forest cover at the Site was
logged by European settlers on Quadra Island over 100 years ago. After the original oldgrowth stands were logged, many areas (including the central plateau) regenerated
naturally with western hemlock. Western hemlock tends to be shallowly rooted, and is
very susceptible to blowdown. Recent harvesting in the centre of the GHV property was
done by the developers to recover heavy hemlock blowdown from winter storms. Minor
blowdown occurred on sloping foreshore areas where the mature forest stands
included a mix of species more sheltered from prevailing winds.
The predominant natural disturbance factor in the CHWxm is wildfire, with a mean
interval event cycle of approximately 200 years. Old-growth Douglas-fir stumps found
throughout the Site indicate the original forest stand was dominated by Douglas-fir.
Forest stands at the Site were generally coniferous-dominated, with Douglas-fir and/or
western hemlock as leading species, together with western redcedar, and a lesser
component of Sitka spruce and grand fir. Scattered deciduous species (bigleaf maple,
red alder) were found in scattered, seeoage sites.

Photos. Older/mature forest ecosystems.
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Site series encompass sites capable of producing similar late seral or climax plant
communities within a biogeoclimatic subzone (or variant). A site series is specific to a
subzone (or variant).
A range of site series occurred within each of the forest ecosystems at the Site (Table 2).
Zonal sites (representing conditions intermediate in moisture and nutrients) and
somewhat dry to fresh, richer sites predominated. Structural stage 6 (Mature Forest) was
dominant (see Appendix Hor explanation of structural stages).

Table 2. Major site series encountered In Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems at the GHV site
Site series

Classifier

Description

CWHxm - 03

FdHw - Salal

Moderately dry, poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 01

HwFd - Kindbergia

Zonal: somewhat dry to fresh; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 06

HwCw - Deer fern

Moist to very moist; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 04

Fd - Sword fern

Moderately dry; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 05

Cw - Sword fern

Somewhat dry to fresh; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 07

Cw - Foamf lower

Moist to very moist; rich to very rich nutrients

Photos: Site series examples: CHWxm-05

CHWxm-04

CWHxm-03

Proposed parkland dedication (Gowiland Harbour Park and Goose Creek Park} and
greenspace contained Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems, with a wide representation of
plant communities from the CWHxm.
Older second growth forests function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife
species, and as primary connections between different types of ecosystems. In older
second growth stands such as those found in proposed parkiand dedication at the Site,
wildlife diversity is relatively high. Coarse woody debris (snags and downed logs) in
stands older than 80 years provides important habitat for small mammals and cavity
nesting birds. The biodiversity values of second growth forest generally increase with

age, resulting in an increased capacity to support more and larger species of plants
and animals.
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2. Woodland
A lesser portion of the Site contained dry, open forests, with 10-50% tree cover. These
areas of exposed bedrock close to the shoreline contained conifer-dominated and/or
mixed conifer and deciduous stands with non-forested openings, often vith shallow soils
and bedrock outcroppings. A range of structural stages (1 -5) was present.

Photos. Woodland ecosyste sat GHV Site.

Coastal bluff ecosystems are naturally rare on southeast Vancouver Island and the
adjacent islands. Undisturbed sites are very rare. Coastal bluffs occupy less than 0.3% of
east Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands (SEl Inventory, 1996).
Coastal bluffs provide nesting sites for a number of birds. Coastal bluff ecosystems
provide important micro-habitats for a number of plants that flower for a limited time in
the spring before moss outcrops dry in the summer.
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3. Rlparlan
Areas adjacent to water bodies (ocean, wetlands, streams) are influenced by a variety
of factors - erosion, sedimentation, flooding and/or subterranean irrigation - due to the
proximity to the water body.
Riparian ecosystems at the Site included small seasonal wetlands, seasonal
watercourses, and narrow linear communities along foreshore areas where there is little
or no flooding. Saltine marshes along the Gowliand Harbour foreshore were also
included in the riparian ecosystem category. Saltine and estuarine marshes have
declined to less than one third of their extent in the early 1900's due to coastal dyking
and conversion of marshes to agriculture (SEl Inventory, 1996). More recently, impacts
have occurred from activities such as log handling and marina construction.

Photos. Riparion ecosystems at the GHV Site encompass small wetlands, stream courses, and foreshore
areas.

Riparian ecosystems vary greatly according to different sfructural stages based on age
and form of the vegetation. Riparian ecosystems provide a wide variety of habitat types
that contribute to high levels of biodiversity. Structural stage 6 dominated at the GHV
site; a variety of earlier structural stages occurred at small, natural openings.
15
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The subject property is classified in the CWHxm subzone. Overview of the Site focused
on vegetative units identified by the MoE SEI: Mature/Older Forest, Woodland, and
Riparian Areas. Vegetation at the Site is characteristic of the CWRxm. Douglas-fir and
western hemlock were the dominant tree species at the Site. A lesser component of
western redcedar was present. Minor components of grand fir and Sitka spruce were
present.
Lodgepole pine was found at drier sites (moss-covered coastal bluffs). Bigleaf maple
and alder were found in wetter areas (lower seepage slopes). Minor occurrences of
western yew and bitter cherry were observed.
The understorey shrub layer in coniferous-dominated forest stands was dominated by
solal, snowberry, dull Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry. The herbaceous layer in
coniferous-dominated forests was comprised largely of sword fern and foam flower.
Common mosses were Oregon beaked moss and red-stem feather moss. Moister sites
along seasonal watercourses supported salmonbe and various nitrophytic plant
species.
Drier, moss-covered rocky outcrops along
moss species, including Cladonia spp.

7.1

fores :e area contained a variety of

SIte Series and Siructural Stage Repres

A wide range of site series was represented,' rticularly in the Older/Mature Forest
ecosystems. Structural Stage representaf
as dominated by Structural Stage 6
(Mature Forest); a range of earlier structural stages occurred throughout the Site.

Photo. Old growth Douglos-r stump provides a nurse Iog' for second growth hemlock tree.
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Biological diversity (or biodiversify) is the diversity of plants, animals, and other living

organisms in all their forms and levels of organisation, and includes the diversity of
ecosystems, and the functional processes that link them. Biodiversity is based on
ecological principles.
The historical fire cycle in the CWHxm would have resulted in a landscape of even-aged
stands with snags and veteran trees, and small areas encompassing a range of seral
types. The landscape was dominated by extensive areas of mature forest surrounding
patches of younger forest. Across much of the Pacific Northwest, natural disturbance
has largely been supplanted by human activities, such as urban development, logging,
and agriculture. Stand conditions that mimic the natural disturbance patterns that
occurred over thousands of years generally provide optimal habitat for native species.
Habitat needs of forest organisms can be best met by:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining patchy stands with a variety of forest stand attributes and structures
across a variety of ecosystems and landscapes
maintaining connectivity of ecosystems to ensure continued dispersal and
movement of forest-dwelling organisms across the landscape
providing forested areas of sufficient size to maintain forest interior conditions and
to prevent the formation of excessive edge habitat
maintaining snags, veteran trees, and coarse woody debris
maintaining old seral stages

Forest stands at proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour View Park contain
important attributes that contribute significantly to biological diversity:
•
•

•

•

•

stand structure - a high degree of horizontal and vertical structure (patchiness)
provides a mix of foraging, nesting, and resting habitat
wildlife trees - a significant number of wildlife trees (standing or dead or live frees
with characteristics that provide valuable habitat for the conservation or
enhancement of wildlife) includes various species (Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce,
grand fir, western redcedor, western hemlock, bigleaf
coarse woody debris - moderate to high levels of fallen branches and old
blowdown on the forest floor provide feeding, breeding, and shelter substrate for
invertebrates, small mammals, and amphibians, in addition to carbon storage
and erosion control
forest floor - a range of humus types and decomposing materials (including
freshly deposited leaf litter from bigleaf maples) provide varied habitat for
invertebrates, soil fungi, bacteria, and saprophytic plants
special habitats - inclusion of small wetlands, stream courses, rock outcrops, and
Woodlands provide unique and less common stand features that are associated
with specific flora, fauna, or microhabitat processes less common in landscape

Proposed preservation of the Site's ecosystems will effectively mimic natural disturbance
conditions in a "seminatural landscape", promoting plant and animal diversity.
17
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Timing of the assessment in late fall precluded some sampling opportunities.
Spring/summer field work is recommended to gather data on breeding birds (including
owl species), and herbaceous plant species.
While the Site is classified in the CWHxm, it may be considered somewhat transitional
between biogeoclimatic units, as it contains attributes of both the drier moist maritime
Coastal Douglas-fir subzone (CDFmm) - to the southeast - and the wetter Submontane
very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock variant (CWHvm1) to the north. A minor
component of grand fir is aligned with the CDFmm. Western hemlock is associated with
the CWHxm. Sitka spruce is found on moist, rich sites in the CDFmm, CWHxm, and
CWHvm1.

al brackets on a forest snaG.
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The preliminary overview provided a number of recommendations in support of the
developers' goals to manage high biodiversity levels at the Site.
1. Marine foreshore - These areas provide high quality habitat features (including a
number of nesting/perching trees) for bald eagles. Maintain integrity of the shoreline to
by establishing a 1 5m buffer from the high water mark along the marine foreshore.
2. Woodland sites - Moss-covered coastal bluffs generally have little or no soil, and
vegetation is prone to erosion. Where possible, use buffers of woodland vegetation or
other native vegetation to help to slow the spread of non-native species, and help
reduce access.
3. Invasive species - Invasive species (i.e., Scotch broom, thistle) can spread rapidly
and crowd out native species. Encourage homeowners to landscape with native
species.
4. Nlesfing/breeding sites - Prevent disturbance of nesting or breeding areas. Establish
a permanent protective buffer around eagle nest trees. The BC Wildlife Act does not set
out specific buffer distances. In other areas of British Columbia a buffer of 60 m is
necessary to provide adequate protection. Consultation with local government is
recommended. During the nesting season (app. February to August), no development
activities should occur within 150 m of active nests. During nesting season, no blasting
should occur within 1 km of the nest.
5. Erosion and Sediment Control Plan - Prior to construction develop a detailed Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan, and ensure it is followed through all phases of construction.
6. Environmental monitoring - Monitor construction activities to ensure that the Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan is carried out in an effective manner. Weekly inspections (by
the Qualified Environmental Professional or a designate) are required at a minimum
during periods of heavy activity, in addition to more frequent inspections during times of
heavy rainfall. Monitoring and reporting should be done for the duration of the project.
7. Proposed parkland dedication - Proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland
Harbour Park provide a wide range of habitats highly suitable for long-term biodiversity
protection. Retention of healthy, older second growth forest stands is ideal for old
growth recruitment; high biodiversity values that will increase as the stands age.
8. Proposed greenspace covenant west, central portion of Site - A moderate to high
windthrow hazard was observed in this stand of tall, shallowly rooted hemlock trees. A
significant portion of the trees are infected with mistletoe. Conduct a danger tree
assessment prior to construction.
9. Wildland - rural interface fire hazard - Reduce the potential for interface fire by
following FireSmart guidelines for vegetation management, fire retardant construction
19
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materials, and infrastructure (i.e.. looping access routes with adequate fireflow)
(FireSmart, Protecting Your Community from Wildfire. Partners in Protection. 2003).
10. Trails - Develop interconnecting nature trails with careful consideration to sensitive
ecosystems. Avoid wetland areas; use designated creek crossings; incorporate
switchback turns on slopes to reduce erosion; and minimise disturbance to root systems
of trees in advanced Structural Stages.
11. Wildlife Trees - Conduct an inventory of Wildlife Trees to ensure safety and wildlife
issues are addressed.

Photo. Wildlife Tree.
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The developers of Gowlland Harbour Views are proposing to protect and preserve over
fifty percent of the Site as upland green space and waterfront parks. A general
overview of the property and foreshore areas was conducted in December, 2009 to
assess ecological site characteristics of the site, with a specific focus on sensitive
ecosystems identified by the Site by the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
As detailed in this report, the Gowliand Harbour Views site contains considerable
diversity and structural complexity. I was impressed with the developers' consideration
of sustainable concepts. Proposed dedication of parkland and green space will
capture a range of forest stand attributes and structural stages across the landscape.
In my professional opinion, with recommendations above addressed, development
plans as proposed for Gowlland Harbour Views provide opportunities to enhance
biodiversity by providing a "seminatural" landscape that mimics natural disturbance
conditions. Dedication of parkiand and green space will preserve structural richness and
a wide diversity or plant and animal species at the stand and landscape level.
Management strategies based on ecological relationships will maintain and/or revive
native species biodiversity.
In summary, the development affords effective environmental protection and
additionally, provides special value for the community.
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9.0

LimitatIons

This report provides a general overview of the ecological characteristics at the site, with a focused
assessment on sensitive ecosystems. Evaluation is based on pro fessional judgment. The investigation
involved a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to (he particular property as disclosed
at the ((me of inspection. The report was prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions.
Ills intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was commissioned and for use by local
government regulating the activities to which it pertains.

C)
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Appendix I
Structural stages and codes
From Standards for Terrestrial Ecosystems Mapping In British Columbia. 1998. Ecosystems Working Group of the
Terresiriar Ecosystems Task Force, Resources Inventory Committee.

Structural stage

Description

Post-disturbance stages or environmentally induced structural development
I Sparse bryoid

Initial stages of primary and secondary succession

Substages
la Sparse
lb Bryoid

<10% vegetation cover
Bryophyte- and lichen-dominated communities

Stand initiation stages or environmentally induced structural development
2 Herb

Early successional stage or herbaceous communities
Maintained by environmental conditions or disturbance;
time since disturbajice <20 yrs for normal forest succession

S ubstages
2a Forb-dominated
2b Graminoid-dominated
2cAq uatic
2dDwarf shrub
3 Herb/Shrub

Herbaceous commities dominated by non-graminoid herbs
Herbaceous commu ies dominated by grasses, sedges, reeds,
and rushes
Herbaceous communities dominated by floating or submerged
aquatic plants
Communities dominated by dwarf woody species
Early successional stage or shrub communities maintained by
environmental conditions or disturbance; dominated by shrubby
vegetation; seedlings and advanced regeneration may be
abundant

Substages
3a Low shrub

3b Tall shrub

Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation <2m tall;
seedlings and advanced regeneration may be abundant; time
since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession
Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation that are
2 — 10 m tall; time since disturbance <40 yrs for normal forest
Succession
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Stem exclusion stages
4 Pole/Sapling

Trees> 10 m tall, typically densely stocked, have overtopped
shrub and herb layers; time since disturbance usually <40 yrs
for normal forest succession; up to 100+yrs for dense (5 00015 000+ st/ha) stagnant stands

5 Young Forest

Self-thinning has become evident; forest canopy has begun
differentiation into distinct layers (dominant, main canopy, and
overtopped); time since disturbance generally 40-80 yrs, but
may begin as early as age 30
Understorey reinitiation stage

6 Mature Forest

Trees established after the last disturbance have matured; time
since disturbance generally 80-250 yrs for CDFmm

7 Old Forest

Old, structurally complex stands composed mainly of shad eTolerant and regenerating tree species; snags and coarse woody
Debris in all stages of decomposition typically, as are patchy
understoreys; time sjçedisturbance generally >250 yrs
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August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Scheilinck
P.O.l3ox 4, Merville, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Attn: Mr. Richard Schelhnck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QUADR. ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schcllinck:
1.
a

Introduction
\t youi tequest Lewkowich En eermg Associates Ltd (LEA) has carried out i prdiminar',
bove site This report provides a swnmary of our findings and

geotechrucal assessment of

recommendations. Specifica our evaluati' have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect
b.

eve

We examined the Official Co
development lies within any B

ent o e land
unity Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
onmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area

(NHA) or Development Permit Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd. (then drawing number BTO9-B
dated March, 2009).
2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).
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3.

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
1

Determine whether the land is geotechmcai.ly safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safc" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 s'ears,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii.

Identify any geotechnical deciency that might imp t the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP as, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the

- - ds

the development that are required to c' e the Ian.,
are developed and maintained saf
iii.

. gs, and Works and Services

or the'use intended; .nd

Acknowledge that approving offic. '! . clv on this report when making a decision
on apphcations for the

4.

the design and construction of

.

'to

land.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconraissance was ca
topography and the stability of
Sub-surficc soils and bedrock
the subject property. The rep

• out on I'

13, 2009 to gather information on the
ations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.

logy maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
s preliminary in nature due to the visual only Site investigation

arid the conceptual nature of the development.
5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential (R-1) properties
to the south.
Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau
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exists in the northern portion of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the propei'tv. The topography also includes ci seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located 'ust south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain cart be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOin high.
c.

Vegetauon consists of forested areas, incEuding mature speciir ens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, arid deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
areas include a thick growth of tall grasses

undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal.
with some low shrubs, blackberry bush - . . 5.2

Subsurface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface condition

u ture tree growth.

lude portions of exposed/shallow bedrock

interrupted by areas of deep

s (which are generally thicker than I in) over

bedrock. The mor

ets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial

materials. The b
surface texture.
by tectonic action

ed as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic
f exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
icalized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and

slightly weathered. The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30m.
b.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some testpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesrpits, located art the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2rn
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5.3

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the prece

the site is considered geotechnically safe
development), provided the

and suitable for the intended p
recommendations in this report are fob
b.

Site development for the study area is undeiood to require area grading (excavation and
embankment construction) to

roadway and service line installations.

Therefore, lots are subject to r xamination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We

-e taken this issue into account in formulating our

recommendations.
c.

Budding areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have arm inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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from horizontal, Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas 1 and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8rn is recommended. Where buildings arc to be set above glacio-marine
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1 (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to a' evaluation of site-specific
condition.
e.

to be favorable for residential building con
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be a
would be suitable either for naturall de
consist of intact bedrock, a hi.ai r allow
prepara don shall include removal of any or
f.

"build" areas are considered

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside of the g
n general

- xpect that an allowable

ding design and construction. This
bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
ressure should be available. Site
topsoil) materials or unengineered till soils.

Settlements for foutidarions c nstructed t. he combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compacLed structural hU should be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for woOd frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g.

Fill, if requi.rcd to raise building arcas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate densification. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,
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and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
mchnation of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining vaU back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H:

to allow for disturbance such as

from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer fo e project should review
deeper than 1.5 metres. A more

temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foun
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot
this may be accomplished using a stan

be neces

t the time of construction

C Bui4ing Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B

and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of sonic erodible sur
significance during

b

t of th

s, erosion control is expected to be an ;ssue of
opert)'. Overland storm water controls should

take into accoun

e potential pa • concentrated runoff as it may impact adjacent

sensitive areas.

s should ge sally take the form of runoff from construction activities being

directed to retenti.

as

to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be

provided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documcnted.
6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site mclude competent
naturally deposited sods which would fall under Site Class C as apphcable to Table 4.1.8.4.; of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6

Permanent Dewatering

a.

Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgrades.
These derails include providing trench dams for municipal seivice piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Convexitional rcquirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considcrc suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined1 theGeotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

ater well away from buildings. Any

Ground surfaces should be graded to

ate undesirable low areas for collection of

settlement of backfill around foun

ediately corrected by placement of

surface water next to the bull
additional backfill to restore zoper surface

inage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill

should not be a problem if backfill is place' ; nd compacted following our recommendations
regarding struc
7.0

I fill.

Geotechnical Asurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Gcotechrucal Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geotechnical Assurance
services include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibilnv for field reviews of these components during construction.
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9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident til construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the bsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current cons

expressec1 .

accepted engineering practices. No other
geological randomness of many soil fo
away from the areas indentified has

plied, is made. Due to the

interpolation of soil conditions berween or
implied. If unideruified soils are encountered,
trucUon or other information pertinent to

unanuctpated conditions beco
the structures become avai.la

- chniques, and generally

dations may be altered or modified in writing by

the undersigned.
10.0

Closutc
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. If you have any comments, or additional requirements at this time, please contact us at
'our convenience.
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Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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/
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Project Engineer
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P st Management practices
Provincial Standards
AN ECONOMIC A11ONAL

2.0 Defining Integrated Stormwater Management (ISM)

51OMWA1
MANALMN1

Stormwater management has evolved over the decades, and continues to evolve. The
following comparison captures the key elements of the transition from a traditional, 1980s
approach, to an integrated approach in the 2000s. The integrated approach stilt incorporates
the traditional scope of engineering work, but builds on it to achieve environmental as well as
drainage objectives.

Integrated Stormwater Management Planning
From TRADITIONAL to

INTEGRATED:

• Drainage Syslems

- Ecosystems

• Reactive (Solve Problems)

A Reriourcc for Urlran arid Rural Land U)cvclopntettt in BC

Proactive (Prevenl Problems)

• Engineer-Driven

• Interdisciplinary Team-Driven

• Prolect Property

- Protect Property and Habitat

• PrpeandConvey

•

Unilaleral Decisions

Mimic Natural Processes

• Consensus-Based Decisions

• Local Government Ownership

• Partnerships with Others

• Extreme Storm Focus

• Rainwater Integrated with Land Use

• PEAK FLOW THINKING

• VOLUME.BASED THINKING

Source Smunmrwxter Plannrng A Guideboob lox ac

Water Balance
Rainfall landing on a site travels in four directions:
— lnterllow — soaking into shallow ground and moving slowly through soils to streams
Deep Groundwater — percolating vertically into deep groundwater
Evapotranspiration — evaporating from surfaces and transpiration from leaves
rr'ted by O,
5ac1cyn'srcU-Jayp.. IjO,d.C.p. kmb.cka.
POQ.rr. 080

BRrriSi-i
COLUMBIA

prufor8 noud.d by rr.x*r8ryw
WO.r. Lord Mo.wo,ceuoy
Ie.ndxoon

Water balance model for surface water

Surface run-off — flowing over the ground
The total volume of rainfall equals the sum of Ihese four components and this relationship is
known as the Water Balance.
Urban drainage has traditionally focused on managing surface runoff. It is only recently that the
other three components have begun to receive serious attention, with the emphasis on interliow.
Although interfiow was first defined in the 16 century. its significance has been largely ignored
for over 400 years. It is now recognized that alt four components need to be considered as part
of a comprehensive and integrated approach to stormwater volume management.
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Goose Bay Park, low tide
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flew-Point Rock, mossy/grass environment; Conservation covenant
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Thursday, April 28, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Thursday,
April 28, 2011 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at #301-990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Chair:
Vice-C h air:
Directors:

C. Anderson
J. Abram
N. Anderson
C. Dahling
B. Leigh
T. Lewis
J. MacDonald
C. Moglove
Z. Stewart
M. Storry
G. Whalley
Alt. Director: R. Mennie

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Village of Tahsis
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Village of Zeballos
Village of Sayward
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot - Nootka/Sayward (Electoral Area A)
City of Campbell River

Absent:

C. Cornfield
R. Grant

City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River

Staff:

B. Reardon
T. Yates
D. Christenson
R. Hotsenpiller
M. Hebert

Chief Administrative Officer
Corporate Services Manager
Financial Servcies Manager
Community Services Manager
Senior Executive Assistant

CALL TO ORDER
There being a quorum present the Chair called the meeting to order at 10:30 am.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The agenda was approved by concensus as published.
Director Storry arrived at 10:31 a.m.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Leigh/Lewis: SRD 237/11
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THAT the minutes of the March 24, 2011 meeting of the Regional Board be adopted.
CARRIED
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
Meeting Remuneration
MacDonaldlStorry: SRD 238/11
THAT meeting remuneration for members of the Municipal Services Committee be waived
when it meets on the same date as another meeting of the Board or committee of the Board.
Director Moglove arrived at 10:33 a.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
Bulk Water Extraction Policy
In response to a query from a Director on the status of a staff report on a potential bulk water
extraction policy, the Chief Administrative Officer advised that a staff report will be provided
at the next meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee.
Procedure Bylaw
In response to a query from a Director on the status of the review of the procedure bylaw, the
Chief Administrative Officer advised that a package would be circulated to all Directors after
the Board meeting.

REPORTS
Chief Administrative Officer Report - April, 2011
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 239/11
THAT the April, 2011 monthly management report from the Chief Administrative Officer be
received.
CARRIED
Electoral Areas Services Committee
Whalley/Abram: SRD 240/11
THAT the draft minutes of the April 13, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be received.
CARRIED
Committee of the Whole
MacDonald/Whalley: SRD 241/11
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THAT the draft minutes of the April 13, 2011 meeting of the Committee of the Whole be
received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Stewart/Moglove: SRD 242/11
THAT the draft minutes of the April 13, 2011 meeting of the Strathcona Gardens
Commission be received.
CARRIED
Development Variance Permit DV 4C 10 (815 Noble Road - Warman)
MacDonaldlWhalley: SRD 243/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 244/11
THAT development variance permit DV 4C 10 (815 Noble Road - Warman) be approved;
and
THAT the Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the development variance permit.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Official Community Plan Consultation
N. AndersonfWhalley: SRD 245/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonfWhalley: SRD 246/11
THAT approval of the agency referral list and First Nations consultation process for the
Cortes Island Official Community Plan be deferred until the second draft of the Plan has been
reviewed by the Board.
CARRIED
Crown Land Tenure - We Wai Kai Nation, Scallop Farm - Sutil Channel
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 247/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramfN. Anderson: SRD 248/11
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THAT the Chair, Vice Chair and Chief Administrative Officer be authorized to meet with the
appropriate government officials to resolve the issue of tenures being offered prior to zoning
approvals.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 249/11
THAT in light of new information received regarding the We Wai Kai Nation scallop farm,
the Board reaffirm its direction to meet Board to Council, with representation from the
Province of British Columbia, as soon as possible.
CARRIED
Granite Bay Park, Quadra Island - Renewal of License of Occupation
Abrami'Whalley: SRD 250/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 25 1/11
THAT an offer for renewal of License of Occupation No. 108805 (ILMB File No. 1409099)
for the Granite Bay Park site be accepted subject to the offer being substantially on the same
terms and conditions as the current license.
CARRIED
Proposed Hotel Tax - Quadra Island
Abram/Lewis: SRD 252/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 253/11
THAT the Strathcona Regional District support the proposal by the Discovery Islands
Chamber of Commerce to implement a 2% hotel room tax for Quadra Island.
CARRIED
Coastal Invasive Plant Committee
MacDonald/Abram: SRD 254/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 255/11
THAT the Coastal Invasive Plant Committee be invited to present to the Committee of the
Whole.
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CARRIED
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
MacDonald/Abram: SRD 256/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
MacDonaldlAbram: SRD 257/11
THAT the Honourable Pat Bell, Minister of Jobs, Tourism and Innovation be requested to
task the appropriate officials with making a presentation to the Strathcona Regional District
regarding the implications for local government of the proposed Comprehensive Economic
and Trade Agreement between Canada and the European Union.
CARRIED
Coastal Community Network Proposal
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 258/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 259/11
THAT the matter of support for the Coastal Community Network proposal entitled "Pacific
North Coast Integrated Area (PNCIMA) Management Plan: Eco-Based Management Plan
support to Regional Districts" dated March 28, 1011 be deferred pending clarification of
Coast Sustainability Trust funding levels and related entitlements for the Strathcona Regional
District.
CARRIED
Proposed Amendment - Covanta Energy Refuse Permit
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 260/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 261/11
THAT Technology Resource Inc. be advised that the Board supports the proposed
amendment to the ash discharge permit for the Covanta Energy project at Gold River from
150,000 to 200,000 tonnes per year.
CARRIED
Proposed Heriot Bay Sewerage System
Abram/Whalley: SRD 262/11
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 263/11
THAT the results of the Treatment Plant Study undertaken by Koers and Associates Ltd. and
the associated costs of a sewerage system, including associated costs for commercial
properties, for Heriot Bay be presented to the public.
CARRIED
Regional Community to Community Forum Program - 2011/12
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 264/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlMacDonald: SRD 265/11
THAT the Strathcona Regional District apply for $5,000 for each Community to Community
forum to be held with local First Nations bands that indicate an interest in participating in the
coming year.
CARRIED
Proposed Local Revenue Bylaws - Campbell River Indian Band
MacDonald/Whalley: SRD 266/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Stewart: SRD 267/11
THAT the Campbell River Indian Band be advised that the Strathcona Regional District's
interests are unaffected by Campbell River Indian Band Property Assessment Law, 2011 and
Campbell River Indian Band Property Taxation Law, 2011.
CARRIED
Proposed Addition to Reserve #11, Campbell River Indian Band
MacDonald/Moglove: SRD 268/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 269/11
THAT the matter of the proposed extension of Campbell River Indian Band Reserve #11 be
referred back to the Committee of the Whole for further consideration.
CARRIED
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BYLAWS AND RESOLUTIONS
Bylaw No. 94 - Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment No. 4
(CP 3C 09 - Schellinck) and
Bylaw No. 95- Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99 (RZ 2C 09 Schellinck)
AbramlWhalley: SRD 270/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 271/11
THAT the matter of proposed Bylaw No. 94 and proposed Bylaw No. 95 be referred to the
June meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee for additional consideration.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 106 - Cortes Island Zoning Bylaw 2002, Amendment No. 25 (RZ lB 10 Squirrel Cove - Klahoose Shellfish Limited Partnership)
N. Anderson/Whalley: SRD 272/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. Anderson/Whalley: SRD 273/11
THAT Bylaw No. 106, being Electoral Area 'I' (Cortes Island) Zoning Bylaw 2002,
Amendment No. 25 be given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlWhalley: SRD 274/11
THAT a public hearing on Bylaw No. 106 be authorized to be held at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday,
May 28, 2011 at the Gorge Hall in Whaletown, Cortes Island, and
THAT the holding of the public hearing be delegated to the 4 electoral area directors with
Director N. Anderson and Director Leigh designated as the Chair and Vice Chair
respectively, for the public hearing.
CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS
Grants in Aid - Electoral Area C
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 275/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 276/11
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THAT a grant in aid of $1,000 be approved for the Museum at Campbell River to assist with
programming, technical requirements and other operating expenses to be paid from the
Electoral Area 'C' grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 277/11
THAT a grant in aid of $2,500 be approved for the Quadra Island Fall Fair Committee to
assist with initial infrastructure costs and hosting of the inaugural Quadra Island fall fair to be
paid from the Electoral Area 'C' grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Correspondence - 4 April 2011 - Sayward Elementary Junior Secondary School
regarding Annual Bike Rodeo
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 278/11
THAT the April 4, 2011 correspondence from Sayward Elementary Junior Secondary School
be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Abram: SRD 279/11
THAT a grant in aid of $500 be approved for the Sayward Parent Advisory Committee to
assist with prizes for the Annual Sayward Bike Rodeo to be paid from the Electoral Area 'A'
grant in aid budget.
CARRIED
Grants in Aid - Electoral Area B
Whalley/Abram: SRD 280/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. Anderson!Whalley: SRD 28 1/11
THAT grants in aid to be paid from the Electoral Area 'B' grant in aid budget be approved as
follows:
i) $1,700 for the Cortes Island Museum and Archives Society to assist with the provision of
public education and archives programs;
ii) $2,000 for the Southern Cortes Community Association to assist with renovations;
iii) $4,000 for the Whaletown Community Club, to be allocated $1,000 to assist with
Schoolhouse Gallery upgrades and $3,000 to assist with Gorge Hall accessibility renovations;
iv) $400 for the Stewards of Gorge Harbour Society to assist with Gorge Harbour clean-up
activities and signage;
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v) $1,200 for the Cortes Community Radio Society to assist with equipment purchases and
space upgrades;
vi) $1,000 to the Wild We Stands Society to assist with the land conservancy working group
mapping project;
vii) $1,650 for the Cortes Community Health Association to assist with youth programming;
viii) $300 for the Museum at Campbell River to assist with general programming;
ix) $300 for the Campbell River Art Gallery to assist with general programming.
CARRIED
Director N. Anderson left the meeting chambers at 10:56 a.m. citing a potential conflict as a
result of a personal relationship with a director of the Friends of Cortes Island Society.
MacDonaldlLewis: SRD 282/11
THAT a grant in aid of $3,000 be approved for the Friends of Cortes Island Society to be
paid from the Electoral Area B grant in aid budget, to be allocated $2,000 to assist with core
operations and $1,000 to assist with the provision of the Youth Initiative Project.

MacDonaldlLeigh: SRD 283/11
THAT the motion be amended to defer the $1,000 allocation to assist with the provision of
the Youth Initiative Project pending receipt of further information.
CARRIED
A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was...
CARRIED
Director N. Anderson re-entered the meeting chambers at 11:02 a.m.
ADDENDA - UPON APPROVAL OF THE BOARD
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 284/11
THAT the addendum items be considered.
CARRIED
Member Release - 21 April 2011 - Union of British Columbia Municipalities
Abram/MacDonald: SRD 285/11
THAT the April 21, 2011 Member Release from the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities regarding Local Government Elections Legislation be received.
CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area C
AbramfN. Anderson: SRD 286/11
https//agenda strathconard ca/public/minutesprinter asp7printer1 &id=81 &AgendaType=1 &MeetingDate4/28/20 11 &MeetingType=52
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 287/11
THAT a grant in aid of $1,000 be approved for the Old Farm Community Garden to assist
with the construction of a set of 4' x 4' cedar compost bins and completion of the interior of
the tool shed to be paid from the Electoral Area 'C' grant in aid budget.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
The meeting was terminated by concensus - 11:05 a.m.
Certified Correct:

Chair

Corporate Officer
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 4, 2011
FILE: 0540-04 EASC

TO:

Chair and Directors,
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

GOWLLAND HARBOUR OCP & ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENTS

PURPOSE/PROBLEM
To defer consideration of Bylaw No. 94 (Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No. 4) and Bylaw No. 95 (Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99)
pending further analysis.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At its January 27, 2011 meeting the Regional Board passed the following resolutions:
Abram/Leigh: SRD 075/11
THAT the matter of Bylaw No. 94 be deferred to the next meeting of the Electoral Areas
Seriices Committee.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 076/11
THAT the matter of Bylaw No. 95 be deferred to the next meeting of the Electoral Areas
Ser1'ices Committee.
CARRIED

Although not indicated in the Board resolutions it is believed that the purpose of these decisions
is to undertake additional staff analysis. That being said, it is anticipated that an update report
will be available for consideration at the March 9, 2011 Committee meeting.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
Respectfully:

//AZ
Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
Prepared by: T. Yates, Corporate Services Manager

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

December 2, 2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No's. 94 AND 95 - GOWLLAND HARBOUR, QUADRA Is.

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FoLIO No.:

772 18262.005 PIE) No

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinák

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955

Civic ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATIONS:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), Commercial Two E (C2E) and Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)

027-985-639

PURPOSE
To consider Bylaw No. 94, which proposes to re-designate a portion of a parcel of land in Gowlland
Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) and a portion from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and;
To consider Bylaw No. 95, which proposes to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-I) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 51 unit phased subdivision, to rezone a
portion from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two E (C-2E) to permit a resort commercial venture and
rezone a portion of the foreshore from both Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a commercial dock.
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-POLICY ANALYSIS
Part 26 "Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In accordance with Board direction provided on August 26, 2010, staff have prepared proposed official
community plan and zoning bylaw amendments associated with the land use application by Mr. Rick
Schellinck for the proposed residential and commercial development of property located at Gowlland
Harbour on Quadra Island; this development known as Gowliand Harbour Views.
In general terms, the bylaw amendments (Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95) as currently drafted propose to
introduce a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and associated policies within the Official
Community Plan as well as introduce two new zones within the Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw; these being a
Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone. It is felt that these
bylaw amendments, in conjunction with the use of a master development, covenant and right-of-way
agreements, will provide a comprehensive planning framework to guide and regulate the site specific
design and planning considerations associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views development. A review
of the specific development components associated ith the Gowlland Harbour Views application confirms
that it offers key land use components worthy of re
anconsideration of support by the Board and the
community.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning of th
ement agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a formal public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled at an appropriate time to allow the
opportunity for full community review and dialogue respecting the application.
The following recommendations are offered for the Committee's consideration at this time.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend the Board consider first and second readings of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95 for CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT prior to proceeding forward to a community meeting and public hearing, the Committee
recommend staff confirm final application details and prepare an associated draft master development
agreement; AND FURTHER THAT the final development proposal details and associated agreement be
brought forward for Committee review and consideration.
Respecfft4

/
Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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—BACKGROUND

The original development proposal, (details of which were outlined in staff report dated June 21, 2010 as
attached), was presented to the Electoral Areas Services Committee (EASC) in August. Following the
EASC meeting, the Board, at its August 26, 2010 meeting adopted the following:
"THAT the agency referral process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for applications CP
3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT the First Nations consultation process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for
applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT official community plan and zoning amendment bylaws for applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C09
(Schellinck) be prepared for consideration by the Board."
In addition to the above, staff noted as part of the Committee and Board's initial review and discussion of
the proposal the following specific requests; these being the development of a new, site-specific
commercial zone for the proposed commercial component of the development and further that
consideration be given to the inclusion of wildlife corridors as part of se planning details.
CURRENT APPLICATION STATUS

Subsequent to the Board's consideration of the application I August 10, application details have been
modified as follows:
1. The proponent has advised staff of the desire to amend the residential component of the application
from a phased 46 lot strata subdivision, to a 51 lot residential development with the first four phases of
the development as a 39 lot fee simple subdivision and the final phase five as an 8 lot strata
subdivision. The resulting density for the site, calculated on the basis of a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) site area,
maintains an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 ha (2.47 ac).
2. In adjustments being made to the overall proposed density, the area of park land dedication has been
revised and increased from 12.0 ha (29.5 ac) to 14.2 ha (35.1 ac).
3. The applicant has, in addition to confirming the presence of existing wildlife movement patterns through
the park area adjacent to Goose Bay, modified application details to include a specific wildlife corridor
through a portion of the residential area which may offer enhanced opportunity for wildlife movement
through the site.
4. Initial application details related to the proposed commercial use of the land, were limited to
identification of a proposed 12 unit campsite operation with caretaker facility, as well as an associated
marine component consisting of a three finger dock and ramp. Revised application details have
identified an expanded commercial use to include resort use (consisting of common building, restaurant
and cabin units) and a campground and associated infrastructure, while maintaining the three finger
dock and ramp on the marine foreshore area. The proposed density requested for the 2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
site is a total of 20 units (cabins and campsites combined).
Details of the revised development proposal are as shown on the following two pages and for further clarity
a synopsis of the proposed land uses associated with the 63.0 ha (155.7 ac) parent parcel is provided
below.
•
•
•
•

Proposed Single Family Residential / Open Space (51 units)
Dedicated Park Land
Proposed Commercial Use (resort, campground, and marine uses)
Unchanged Land Use (ALR)

41.6 ha (102.8 ac)
14.2 ha (35.1 ac)
2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
6.0 ha (14.8 ac)
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PROPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS
As per Board direction, staff have prepared proposed official community plan and zoning bylaw
amendments for review and consideration. It is hoped that the amendments, as currently drafted, strike a
reasonable balance in meeting the needs of both the applicant, as part of the application process, and the
community, in terms of maintaining the overall intent of the official community plan to ensure that
inappropriate land uses do not threaten the integrity of environmentally sensitive areas, ALR and forested
lands. A summary of the proposed amendments, in very general terms, is outlined below. Full details of
the proposed bylaw amendments are attached and identified as Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Proposed Official Community Plan Amendments (Bylaw No.94):
•

To introduce the opportunity to establish a Comprehensive Development Designation (CD) and
associated zones throughout the plan area, subject to specific considerations,

•

To identify policies and guidelines associated with the new CD designation,

•

To redesignate a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property known as Gowliand Harbour
Views (GHV) from Silviculture to the new comprehensive development designation,

•

To redesignate a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property from Silviculture to Commercial,

•

To amend specific Country Residential policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.4 (a).....Country residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
With:
3. 1.4(a)(i)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should be
discouraged.
3.1.4(a) (ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

•

To amend specific Rural Residential Designation policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.5 (a).....Rural residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve areas or lands designated Silviculture.
With:
3.1.5(a) (I)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1. 5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential lands
are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendments (Bylaw No: 95):
•

To introduce a new commercial zone, entitled Commercial Two E (C-2E), and related zoning
provisions and definitions to allow for resort, restaurant and campground uses,

•

To rezone a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property to the new C-2E zone, and to rezone the
adjacent foreshore to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to allow for marine commercial use,

•

To introduce a new zone, entitled Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), and related zoning
provisions to allow for residential uses and park and open space,
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•

To identify, specifically within the CD-i zone, the allowance for subdivision utilizing density
averaging provisions pursuant to the Land Title Act.

•

To rezone a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property to the new CD-i zone.

The creation of a new CD designation, CD zone, and the drafting of a new C-2E zone, as outlined above,
offers enhanced ability to guide and regulate unique design and planning considerations. Comprehensive
Development zones are frequently used for relatively large sites and allow for the tailoring of density, siting,
parking and landscaping requirements to the site as opposed to the application of pre-determined
regulations from existing zones. CD zones are also used to provide for a mixture of land uses, usually a
mix of residential and commercial, that the zoning bylaw does not otherwise pemlit.
The proposed CD zone will enable the Regional District to provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone
to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone includes precise requirements for
the development including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun
oriented siting, open space and dark sky lighting requirements. Other provisions, such as public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, sustainable and green building
requirements, will be secured within a Master Development Agreement and the registration of covenants
and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to ensure the provision a -timing of servicing corridors, trails,
public/open space amenities, etc.
The afore-mentioned proposed bylaw amendments, and the pro Sed use of master development,
covenant and right-of-way agreements, details of which are outlined below, provide a comprehensive
planning framework to guide and regulate the development.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT DETAILS
The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided for the entirety of the development proposal. Such requirements would include,
but not be limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works; provision
of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of the lands;
phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable development considerations. The following
identifies the key development components to be included and expanded upon within the master
development agreement.
Phasing
The proponents have indicated that the 51 proposed lots will be created over 5 phases, which may span a
ten year period. The phasing plan has been devised from the current absorption rate present on the
island. The proposal to phase the development in this way will ensure that required amenities and facilities
are provided and constructed as each phase of the proposal progresses. The dedication of both parks will
occur during the first phase of subdivision and will, therefore, provide a public amenity upfront. The sewer
will be extended to the property and connections to each lot within Phase 1 during the first phase of the
project. Specific considerations relating to servicing are as follows:
•

Servicing

The provision of services, specifically sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
Although the property abuts the western extent of the current Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Area it
is adjacent to an unserviced portion of the service area and lies approximately 1.2 km from the
closest sewer main. The applicant has provided a preliminary commitment to the expansion of the
current sewer service to include the proposed development in order for the development's sewage to
be treated via the community sewer system.
Independent of the proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted three engineering studies
associated with the Q. Cove sewer service. These studies are inter-related and the information
obtained from them will determine the viability of sewerage provision for the GHV proposal:
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1) An Expansion study for a select group of properties that are adjacent to the local service area and
who have expressed a desire/need to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant).
2) A Treatment Plant Operational study to determine the viability of the current treatment plant itself.
This study has been completed and indicates that the treatment plant has the volume and design
capacity to accept the amount of waste that would be generated from build out of GHV. It has
identified some components of the treatment plant are approaching the end of their design lives,
principally the rotating biological contactor rotating shaft, and the need for replacement in the
foreseeable future. These future costs need to be accounted for in long range capital planning. The
findings from the Treatment Plant Operational study are the basis for the DCC study described below.
3) A Development Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any
developments that require connection to the sewer system, including the GHV development. This
study will inform the development of a DCC bylaw which will be the mechanism by which
developments will contribute their share of costs towards the sewer system. This is a priority project
associated with the sewer utility.
For the development of Gowiland Harbour Views (GHV) to access sewer servicing, the following
elements will need to be addressed:
1.

The sewer service area would need to be expanded to encompass the entirety of the
subject lands.

2.

GHV would be required to provide a trunk line from the current boundary of the sewer
service to an area proximate to Lot 208.

3.

GHV would be required to provide a collection system throughout the proposed
development and be responsible for hook-up for each of the fee simple lots and strata lots
associated with the developmen

4.

All connections and works would
acceptable to the regional district.

5.

The regional district would assume respó!isibility for the operations and maintenance of the
collection system
futurid w Id offset these costs through an annual fee charged
to each landowner.

c

ucted associated with design standards

The specifics regarding infrastructure requirements/specifications, financing, hook-up costs and
latecomers agreements are being developed at this time. However, these details will be finalized
within the development agreement between the developer and the regional district that will form part
of the approval process should this application move forward.
Water
The development is proposed to be serviced by a private community water system supplied by four
deep wells on the property. Tests have indicated that the wells provide a sufficient amount of water
and the water has been confirmed as potable. The water system will be built to regional district
standards and will provide additional fire fighting service to the development. A well evaluation
report, drafted by Rick Mime of Last Drop Water Systems, to investigate the quality and quantity of
water available on site required for preliminary subdivision requirements has been completed. This
report confirms that there is sufficient water to service the proposed lots and all water quality issues
are correctable with proper filtration. Specifications regarding the water system will be contained
within the master development agreement.
•

Provision of Amenities

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, public right-of-ways and
trail development, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common areas, covenant
areas and the use of dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting
the ability to connect to the sewer system.
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Parks, Trails and Open Space

The parks, trails and open space components of the development make up approximately 50% of the total
property area. Approximately 14.2 ha (35.lac) of land is to be identified as public parks and trails. Another
2.0 ha (4.9 ac) of open space will be provided in the form of private/common open space. A remaining
19.8 ha (48.9 ac) of open space will be provided through registered covenants and dedicated building
envelopes. The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and
have proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The retention of natural vegetated buffers will be
achieved through the registration of covenants and dedicated building envelopes.
A summary of the approximate areas of parks, trails and open space associated with GHV is provided
below:
Community Park — 14.2 hectares
• Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Goose Bay & April Point Rd) — 8.2 hectares of park
• Phase 1 - Park (adjacent to Gowlland Harbour & Harbourbrook Rd) — 6.0 hectares of park
Community Trails
•
•

Phase 1 — developer to build trail along April Point Road section adjacent to development
Phase 5 — provision of trail right-of-way through commIII
nd internal common road system.

Open Space-21.8 hectares
• Phase 1 — 9.2 hectares of green space
• Phase 2 — 1.1 hectares of green space
• Phase 3 — 0.8 hectares of green space
• Phase 4 — 4.7 hectares of green space
• Phase 5 — 6.0 hectares of green Space (includes 2.0 ha of common area adjacent to Goose Bay)
Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks and trails areas has confirmed that there is
significant value in the provision of these amenities for the community; the provision of which is supported
within the OCP. The development and standard of the trail system will be addressed within the Master
Development Agreement and will require the registration of right-of-way agreements, as well as the
requirement for obtaining appropriate licenses and approvals over Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure lands along April Point Road, and other public roads where needed. These instruments will
ensure public right of access to, and use of, the trail system identified within the development. The current
neighbourhood trail network as proposed offers potential future opportunity for the development of, and
connection to, a more extensive Island trail network. As part of discussions held with the applicant, the
potential opportunity for improvements to the Orian Road right-of-way trail during Phase 5 of the
subdivision has been identified, subject to future discussions with MOT, adjacent property owners and the
community.
Covenants
The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the property to ensure that open
space is retained and environmentally sensitive areas are protected throughout the site. Such covenants
will prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area, protecting both environmentally sensitive areas and
existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes over the
,parcels to help ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
The commitment to the registration of covenants and building schemes, as well as any required right-ofways for trail, wildlife corridors and/or public utility services will be contained as a schedule to the master
development agreement and required prior to final approval of each phase of subdivision.
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.RATIONALE

A review of the specific development components associated with the Gowiland Harbour Views application
confirms that it offers key land use components worthy of review, and consideration of support, by the
Board and the community. These components are as follows:
i.

Site planning details, in particular the dedication of forested areas of parkland, buffers, wildlife
habitat, protection of groundwater resources and biodiversity. development of a trail system and
preservation of open space, associated with the GHV development proposal demonstrate
consideration of environmental values, green space, recreational opportunities

ii.

GHV has committed to offering public recreational opportunities and will enhance these
opportunities throughout the area with the proposed park dedication and the development, licensing
and granting of public access over a local neighbourhood trail system.

iii.

GHV takes into consideration the environmental objectives evident in the OCP and has committed
the development to respect the shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural
vegetation and archaeological sites.

iv.

GHV provides mechanisms for the protection of groundwater through the implementation of a
sustainable rainwater management system.

v.

GHV has been designed in consideration of the aesthetics and viewscapes in the area, providing
forested buffers from the foreshore for neighbouring properties and marine users in the area.

vi.

GHV will provide community amenities in the form of 14.2 hectares of park dedication, trail
development, public access to the foreshore, as well as, 21.8 hectares of open space.

vii.

GHV will provide pedestrian improvements by designing and installing a separate path along April
Point Road that will provide for increased_safety d walkability for area users.

viii.

GHV's commitment to a 1.2 km
Cove Sanitary Sewer System would
provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer
system.

ix.

GHV's proposed country residential scale development, situated in close proximity to Quathiaski
Cove, may be viewed as offering a desired alternative for those Islanders wishing to downsize from
larger rural acreages.

x.

GHV's commercial resort offers potential for increased tourism opportunities and economic
development in the Gowiland Harbour area.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations and
authorities it considers will be affected. In reference to section 879 of the LGA, the Board has previously
approved the consultation process associated with this application process and associated bylaw
amendments.
ALTERNATIVES

The Board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and conducting
a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Although the proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal, this community outreach took place a number of months ago and application
details have changed since that time.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled an appropriate time to allow the opportunity
for full community review and dialogue.
a,
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the aforementioned bylaw amendments will nclude extensive interdepartmental
involvement between the planning, parks and operations departments. The parks department will be
responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail development. The operations
department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects of the sewer extension project, as
well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD standards. The planning department will be
responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be
required during the public hearing process, the finalization of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of
service areas, etc.

otsen piller
Man-ger of Com unity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
B. Rees, Parks and Planning Manager

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors oé Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quada Islan
icii Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attache to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited1 all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No. 4'.
READAFIRSTTIMEONTHE_ DAY OF
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE

_DAYOF

READ A THIRD TIME ON THE

DAYOF

,2010
,2010
,2010
,2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHE_DAYOF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by deleting text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) and
including the following:
3.1.4(a)(i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMF - o country residential should
be discouraged.

r.

3.1.4(a)(ii) Careful consideration should bew
given to
ny application
i
.. where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
3.1.5(a) (i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1 .5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment.

3.2.1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions; therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw.
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(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include cornmuty review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas:
1

Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, waikable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency.
green building design and public security and safety.
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4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments shouLd provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of blo swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, nonmotorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include:
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
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PA GE 5

MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".

C)
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.'
Amends 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007.'

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act;
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited fo all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99'

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

1.

TEXT AMENDMENT

The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
ludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically
Restaurant: an establishmenting
neighbourhood pubs.

refreshments, but specifically excludes

Resort Unit: means the use oa building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 91.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4, Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 11.1, 'General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.28

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowliand Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All loire to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11.28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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11. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-i zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

ii. 28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres).

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END— CD-I

I
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6. Part 11 'ZONES', Section 111, General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)

11.6E
11.6E.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11.6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building acces ry to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6E.1 and 11.6E.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.
b)

ermanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2 0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional districts
Dark Sky Policy.
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ii)

iii)

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E1a) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite spaces
and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

on any recreational vehicle.
No additions are p
.r
'
provided for in accordance with the
Public restrooms sha
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

f)
g)

11.6E.4

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The pThvision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOT AREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise requwed by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6E.6

LOTCOVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E

L
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from 'Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1',

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix '1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".

C)

PAGE 8
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Area to be re-zoned
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No 46 being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment No.
97
Amends Map 2' of Bylaw No. 1213, being 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 21,2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO NO.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinc

AGENT:

Dan Bowen

GAL DESCRIPTION:

PID NO.:

027-985-639

ulting

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

CIVIC ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
____Silviculture
PROPOSED NEW OCP DESIGNATI9N
Comprehensive Development (CD)
ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED NEW ZONE:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) and Commercial Two (C-2)

PURPOSE

To re-designate 49.8 hectares (123.0 acres) of a parcel of land in Gowlland Harbour from Silviculture (S)
to Comprehensive Development (CD) and to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone to permit a 46 unit phased strata
subdivision. Also, to re-designate 2.1 hectares (5.2 acres) of the parcel from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and rezone the area from Rural One (RU-I) to Commercial Two (C-.2) to permit a tourist
commercial venture.
POLICY ANALYSIS

Part 26 'Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.

Staff Report - CP 3C O9IRZ 2C 09 (Schellinck)
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Subject Property

Location Map
CP 3C 09/ RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot I - April Point Road
kiIy 23, 2010
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,... EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The proponents are requesting to re-designate and rezone the subject property to allow for the
development of a 46 unit strata subdivision and small tourist commercial enterprise. Currently, the parcel
is designated as Silviculture (S) within the OCP, which identifies a minimum lot are of 16.0 hectares (40.0
acres) and focuses on the value of such lands for existing or future forestry purposes. Further, the parcel is
currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0 hectares (9.88
acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture, single family
residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density presently
permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the above OCP designation and zoning, an
amendment to both bylaws are required to permit the proposed 46 unit strata subdivision and associated
commercial enterprise.
It is proposed that a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation within the OCP and a new CD
zone within the zoning bylaw be created to more effectively guide regulate the unique site specific design
and planning considerations associated with development. A CD designation will enable more detailed
guidelines and policies specifically addressing the proposal, which may facilitate the creation of a higher
standard of development reflecting efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and
existing ecosystems and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. The CD
designation will allow for the implementation of guidelines associated with servicing, conservation,
sustainability, transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. A CD zone,
to be drafted in consideration of CD designation policies, will enable the regional district to provide a more
comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone will
include requirements including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks,
sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities, use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management
requirements, dark sky lighting requirements, sustainable and green building requirements.
A review of the proposal has been conducted and may be supported based upon general OCP policies,
outside of a few stringent silviculture policies, and consideration of existing and requested land uses. The
requested OCP and rezoning amendment may be viewed as a natural transition area between the
adjacent residential neighbourhood to the immediate south and rural areas to the north and east and may
be considered an extension of existing settlement areas and land use patterns. Furthermore, and in
keeping with OCP policies, the proponents maintain that rural characteristics will be respected. The
development will allow for the provision of amenities in the form of parks, trails and open space for
neighbouring residents, as well as, a potential 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer
System. To date, both the agency referral and internal review processes have not identified any
significant issues associated with the proposal.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITrEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the list of agencies that have been referred applications
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (ScheUinck).
3. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the First Nations consultation process for CP 3C 09/RZ
2C 09 (Schellinck)as outlined in the staff report dated June 21, 2010.
4. THAT the Committee recommend that staff draft the required OCP and zoning amendment bylaws for
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

The proposal, referred to as 'Gowlland Harbour Views' is a proposed development situated on a 63.9
hectare (158.0 acre) waterfront parcel in Gowliand Harbour on the west side of Quadra Island,
approximately 1.8 kilometers from Quathiaski Cove. The subject property is located in a rural
neighbourhood at the end of the intersection of April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road. The property is
currently designated Silviculture (S) and zoned Rural One (RU-i). The subject property is currently an
oceanfront undeveloped setting that includes old growth and mature second growth tree stands, wetlands,
and many distinct natural ecosystems. Bounded by Gowiland Harbour to the north, the property is located
adjacent to April Point Lodge and Marina to the west. While rural lands surround the property to the east
and northeast, immediately south lays a developed residential zoned neighbourhood, which permits
densities of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) per lot created. Some of the lands to the northeast include
a significant component of silviculture lands with some areas designated Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
The proponent purchased the property in 2000, at which time the property, although designated as S in the
OCP, was neither designated as Forest Land Reserve or Private Managed Forest Land, nor classified as
tree farm through the Assessment Act. The proponent has retained as much of the harvestable timber as
possible on the land, with the exception of some 'blow down' areas that occurred as a result of extreme
weather and storm events. The timber that was impacted by such events has been removed from the
property, leaving a cleared area near the centre of the area proposed for strata lot development.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a zoning amendment from Rural One
(RU-i) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. A range of lot
configurations, as well as, a variety of lot sizes ranging in area from 0.4 hectares (0.99 acre) to 6.0
hectares (15.0 acres) is proposed. All parcels proposed within the CD-i zoning designation will use lot
averaging provisions in order to maintain an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres),
which provides a country residential form of density. A re-designation and rezoning of the parcel, if
supported, would provide for a transitional zone between smaller lots designated residential further to the
south and lands designated rural to the northeast (see context map). Further, the proposal includes a redesignation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) of land from the existing Silviculture (S) designation to Commercial
(C), as well as, a rezoning from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a commercial
venture. This commercial parcel is proposed to include a small seasonal campground and marine
recreational area adjacent to the existing April Point Resort and Marina, which is currently zoned
commercial.
The existing 12.0 hectares (30.0 acres) of ALR land is to stay RU-i and remain within the ALR. A total of
6.0 hectares (14.8 acres) of this ALR land adjacent to the foreshore is to be designated as park, while the
remaining ALR land will remain as a 6.0 hectare (14.8 acre) acreage available for future farming related
uses. The proposal includes the provision of over 50% open space, in the form of covenant areas,
dedicated building envelopes, common areas, park and trail dedication. In addition to providing and
retaining natural open space, the offered provision of the trail network by the applicant will increase
connectivity in the area, offering the opportunity for an extensive trail system from Blenkin Park to the east,
through the subject property and over to April Point Resort to the west. The commitment of tree retention
will be contained within natural, mature vegetated tree buffers between the property and foreshore,
adjacent properties and roadways. The provision of the above should achieve retention of much of the
existing forested areas.
A new CD designation and CD zone offers the ability to more effectively guide and regulate unique design
and planning considerations for the development. This will provide site specific guidelines and regulations
associated with the development of a distinct and sustainable development. More detailed guidelines and
policies specifically addressing the proposal will facilitate the creation of a higher standard of development
that will promote efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems
and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses.
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Lon text
he proposed development is situated outside of the Quathiaski Cove containment boundary, the area
currently included in the draft Quathiaski Cove Local Area Plan currently underway. The purpose of the Q.
Cove Local Area Plan is to provide a strong model of neighbourhood structure, while introducing increased
densities and smaller lot sizes, ranging from 10 unites/hectare (4 units/acre) to 20 units/hectare (8
units/acre), within the village core. The plan is proposed to introduce specific land use designations and
guide form and character within the Q. Cove area. Although the intent of the Q. Cove Plan will be to
concentrate development within the Q. Cove centre, the Gowlland Harbour development may be viewed
as a natural transition in density in respect to existing and proposed densities in the area.
The proposed development is situated immediately north of an adjacent more densely populated
Residential One (R-i) neighbourhood, which includes an existing land use pattern comprised of parcels as
small as 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres). Immediately to the west is a large commercial property,
owned by April Point Resort, as well as, a small R-1 neighbourhood and separate Country Residential Two
(CR-2) neighbourhood, which require lot areas of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) and 1.0 hectare (2.47
acres) respectively. To the north and east are Rural One (RU-i) zoned lands, which requires minimum
parcel sizes of 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres). The presence of these existing R-1 and CR-4 neighbourhoods
combined with the existence of RU-i zoned parcels provides evidence that even with a range of lot sizes,
most of which are less than those required by both the zoning bylaw and OCP, it is possible to produce the
characteristics required to provide the natural character associated with a rural neighbourhood.
Further, the proposed development may provide a transition zone between smaller residential lots and
larger rural parcels that currently represent a mix of densities in land use patterns in the immediate vicinity.
This subdivision may be considered an extension to an existing settlement area and may provide a natural
transition zone between the adjacent residential properties to the south and rural properties to the north
,—and east. Further, the potential development of the extension of the Q. Cove sewer system would provide
sewer service to the northern portion the 0. Cove containment boundary, as well as, those properties
beyond.
Official Community Plan Considerations
The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123,0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. Upon review of
the application, it was confirmed that the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation and that
the proposal would require an OCP amendment to re-designate the parcel from Silviculture to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a small re-designation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from
Silviculture to Commercial. Although the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation, support
can be found within the OCP policies that may justify an amendment to the existing designation.
The OCP includes Silviculture policies that recognize the importance of silviculture lands for future
forestry purposes and encourages the retention, protection and enhancement of lands designated
silviculture. However, this silviculture designation was originally created to protect those lands
designated as Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve, as evident in the previous OCP
Bylaw 1840. The OCP review in 2007, that created the current OCP Bylaw 3050, amended the
silviculture policies to include those areas outside of the ALR and those lands previously designated as
FLR. The policies were amended at that time to include lands not designated as forestry tree farm by the
Assessment Act and harvested under the Private Management Forest Land Act and lands that were not
under a Crown forest licence area under the Forest Act. As a result, the policies within the Silviculture
designation included private parcels of land that were not under tenure or classified as tree farm, but that
were privately owned parcels of land covered by extensive forest. This resulted in the application of
-multiple policies designed to protect ALR and FLR lands to the subject property, even though it was not
nder forest tenure nor classified as tree farm at the time, and had not been since the parcel was owned
oy limberWest. As a result of the above, the property designated as S, and included within the
Silviculture policies, may have inadvertently limited the usability of the parcel for activities other than
forestry even though there was no intent by the owners of the lands to harvest the lands.
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,,Additionally,

it may be of some concern that the OCP goes farther than the potential over-designation of
'Silviculture lands, by stating that country residential and rural residential lands will not be designated on
lands designated as Silviculture. The previous OCP bylaw, Bylaw 1840, stated that rural residential
lands would not be designated in Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve areas. This was
due to the provincial designation attached to ALR and FLR lands and the provincial regulations that
regulate the use of such lands, all of which supersede local government legislation. Therefore, the intent
of the statement was to protect ALR and FLR lands, not to attempt to impose silviculture on all lands that
were covered by forest, which is in part occurring within the new silviculture policies contained within the
OCP. Further, as per the LGA, the OCP cannot prevent the application for OCP amendments by land
owners, nor can it prevent lands from being re-designated. Legally, the OCP can only provide guidance
by encouraging the consideration of land use values, objectives and policies, to help guide future land
use and community development.
The Silviculture designation is in place to recognize the island's forest diversity and to aid in the promotion
of responsible sustainable stewardship of forest values. More specifically, this designation signifies the
importance of the Island's forests in the provision of environmental values, green space, recreational
opportunities, timber and forest products, buffers, wildlife habitat, protection of groundwater resources and
biodiversity. The proposal to re-designate this area to CD will continue to maintain all of the key principals
stated above, with the exception of forest products. With over 50% open space, covenant areas, dedicated
building envelopes, park and trail dedication, the proposal will retain much of the forested area that is
currently present. Further, recreational opportunities will be enhanced throughout the area with the
dedication of the extensive trail and park system. This will enable residents of the area to take advantage
of the potential increased connectivity from Blenkin Memorial Park to the east through the subject property
and over to April Point to the west. With the retention of these areas, wildlife will be protected through the
preservation of wildlife corridors, habitat and biodiversity. In addition, buffers between the property and
foreshore, adjacent properties and roadways will be evident and consist of natural, mature vegetation.
Lastly, the proposal provides mechanisms to continue to protect groundwater through the implementation
of a sustainable rainwater management system.
With respect to the environmental objectives within the OChe proposal can be regarded as consistent
with the objectives in that the proponents have committed that the development will continue to respect the
shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural vegetation and archaeological sites. This
commitment will be achieved through the preservation of existing ecosystems, habitat and tree retention
by the implementation of covenants, building envelopes and dedicated parkland. The proposal indicates
that the design and layout of the development aims to respect the shoreline character of the area, by
retaining existing tree cover and natural habitat through the provision of setbacks, covenant areas and
dedicated building envelopes. Given the above, the implementation of registered covenants on title, to
prescribe dedicated building envelopes and environmental areas, will help ensure the protection of the
existing ecosystem.
Further, the proposal may be viewed as supportive of the OCP as the development will incorporate larger
lot sizes of approximately 1.0 hectares (2.5 acres) along the shoreline, as opposed to smaller residential
lots that permit lot areas of 4000.0 square metre (0.99 acres), along the shoreline; and thereby respecting
the policies that discourage high density settlement patterns along the shoreline.

In summary of the above OCP considerations, a review of the current OCP indicates a possible
misapplication of the silviculture designation, resulting in the inclusion of lands that are not provincially
designated as or used for forestry purposes. Further, it is possible that many of the policies within the S
designation, that were originally developed to protect ALR and FLR lands have been inadvertently
amended to include lands that are not provincially considered forestry lands. Lastly, it appears that
statements that were included in the last OCP review that were intended to discourage the re-designation
-\of ALR and Crown lands with forest tenures were amended in such a way to create statements that aim to
regulate land use, which is not the statutory role of an OCP. It is clear that the intent of the OCP is to
maintain a more rural character for the area, consisting of a mix of larger lot sizes. The proposal to create
1 .0 hectare (2.47 acre) parcels may be viewed as achieving the OCP's lot area expectations and allow for
more rural land use opportunities, as country residential parcels are generally viewed as more rural in
nature.
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The creation of the CD designation will enable more detailed guidelines and policies that will promote
efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems and compatibility
with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. Further, the CD designation will allow for the
implementation of current and future guidelines associated with servicing, conservation, sustainability,
transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. Overall, the approval of this
application may be viewed as consistent with the objectives of the OCP.
Zoning Considerations
The proposal includes a zoning amendment to rezone 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) of the property from Rural
One (RU-i) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit phased subdivision. The
parcel is currently zoned Rural One (RU-i) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0
hectares (9.88 acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture,
single family residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-i zone, the maximum density
currently permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the density proposed, a zoning
amendment is required to permit parcels 46 parcels averaging 1.0 hectare (2.5 acres) in area.
The proposal also includes a rezoning of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial
Two (C-2) to permit a tourist commercial venture that is proposed to consist of a small campground and
commercial recreation dock. This area is also currently zoned RU-i and does not permit commercial
tourism activities. Given the proposal to develop a small tourist commercial venture on one of the parcels,
a rezoning to C-2 is required. The proposed commercial parcel is located adjacent to the existing
commercially zoned April Point Resort and Marina. The planned development and configuration of the
subject property can be seen on the proposed subdivision plan (attached on Page 13).
CD ZONE

To address the proposal, the original intent was to create a new Country Residential Two zone that would
contain similar requirements to the existing CR-2 zone, but that would allow for lot averaging. However,
upon further consideration of the proposal, it was determined that the regional district would benefit from
the creation of a site specific comprehensive development zone. The benefit of the CD zone is the ability
to provide regulatory site specific requirements that will determine the method by which the proposal will
be developed on the ground.
The creation of a CD zone will provide site specific requirements associated with the development's
distinct land use patterns and sustainable components. The CD zone will enable the regional district to
provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal.
In addition to providing zoning requirements and densities similar to those contained within the existing
CR-2 zone, the CD zone will enable to the regional district to provide further requirements that will ensure
the build out of the development occurs as agreed upon between the proponents and the SRD.
The CD zone will, therefore, include precise requirements for the development including, but not limited to,
phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, dark sky lighting requirements,
sustainable and green building requirements. Other provisions will be secured within a Master
Development Agreement and the registration of covenants and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to
ensure the provision of servicing corridors, trails, public/open space amenities, etc.
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,.-.SERVICING
Provision of services, especially sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
The development, as proposed, includes the implementation of a standalone on-site community sanitary
sewer system to service the proposed 46 strata units. This sewer system would consist of a Type 3
Tertiary System with UV treatment that would incorporate 5 septic field locations throughout the strata
development. The implementation of such a system would handle effluent on site and would be
maintained by the strata corporation. VlHA has indicated initial support for the servicing proposal. There
is however, a possible alternative to a stand alone option for sewer servicing for the development.
The property lies approximately 1.2 km from the closest sewer main in the Quathiaski Cove Sewer
Service Area and actually abuts the western extent of the current sewer service area (currently
unserviced). There may be economies of scale for both the applicant and the sewer service to develop
the possibility of expansion of the current sewer service area to include the proposed development and
for the applicant to treat sewage via the community sewer system. At a meeting held on May 6, 2010,
this option was discussed with the applicants, with a request on behalf of staff for them to consider how
this would affect the proposal from infrastructure, financing and development perspectives. They
subsequently responded that they would like to explore this possibility further and would be open to
connection to the QCove sewer pending their due diligence and the establishment of charges, costs and
processes.
Independently of the rezoning proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted with Koers
Engineering to undertake 2 engineering studies associated with the QCove sewer service, 1) an
expansion study for a select group of properties that are proximate to the current system and who have
—expressed a desire to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant) and 2) a Development
Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any developments that required
connection to the sewer system. The information from this study, as well as, presumably, research on
behalf of the applicant on potential costs and design - will assist in determining whether this development
proposal and the greater community woulpenefit from their connection to the QCove sewer system.
Water
The proponents have proposed a private cmmunity water system for each strata phase of development.
Currently the proponents have drilled 4 deep wells on the property, which provide approximately 50
gallons of water per minute. The source of the water is said to be the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler,
which travels under the ocean floor to Quadra Island. Two of the four wells have been tested and
confirmed as potable. The other two wells will be pumped and flushed during the summer, prior to
testing for potability. Two additional wells are proposed, if needed, to provide backup to the
development. The water systems will be built to regional district standards and will provide additional fire
fighting service to the development. A preliminary well evaluation report is being drafted by Rick Milne of
Last Drop Water Systems to qualify the quality and quantity of water available on site required for
preliminary subdivision requirements.
Energy
The proponents have put forward a commitment to the inclusion of energy efficiency considerations as
part of the development. Such considerations will be accomplished through the registration of building
schemes to ensure that building are oriented towards the sun, and include the use of energy efficient
lighting, appliances, showerheads, programmable thermostats, etc. and, if possible, the use of solar
power.
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.—Rainwater Management
The development proposes to implement a more sustainable, on-site rainwater management system,
which will include four catchment areas, detention areas and infiltration areas. Through the
implementation of the above sustainable soft infrastructure there will be no increase in rainwater on
adjacent properties. To ensure the rainwater management plan is implemented, the proponents will be
required to register the plan on title in the form of a covenant or phasing agreement.
Transportation
With respect to transportation, the proposal is situated adjacent to an existing arterial road that provides a
functional transportation network serving residents to the north of the parcel and will provide sufficient
service to adequately support the increased load associated with the 46 units proposed. Further, the
development will include the extension of the Harbourbrook and Union Road and the construction of an
internal common road network. All roads proposed for construction will be developed in accordance with
Ministry of Transportation (MOT) requirements. In addition, the proponents have indicated that they are
willing to improve pedestrian routes along a portion of the property fronting April Point Road with the
development of a path that is separated from the main roadway to increase walkability and safety along
this section of the road. In general, the proposal includes the development of some transportation
provisions in the adjacent area.
PROVISION OF AMENITiES

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, trail development,
public access to the foreshore, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common
areas, covenant areas and dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are
awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer system. The potential for additional amenities may be
considered as part of a master development agreement between the proponent and the regional district
as identified by the community through the application and public hearing progress.
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

The parks and open space component of the development includes approximately 50% of the total
property area. The majority of the open space provided will be managed through public parks and trails,
as well as, a smaller component of private/common open space that will be provided through registered
covenants and dedicated building envelopes. Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks
and trails and has confirmed that there is significant value in the provision of these amenities for the
community; the provision of which is supported within the OCP. A summary of the parks and open space
associated with the proposal is provided below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 park areas (12 ha)
Park buffers (1 ha)
3 greenbelts (4-5 ha)
5 greenway trails (-3000 to 5000 It)
5 common open space (3.87 ha)
Conservation covenant areas (-18-20 ha)

The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and have
proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The natural vegetated buffers will be achieved
through the registration of covenants and some dedication. The clearing and land alterations required
=should be concealed to a high degree from both the roadway and neighbouring residents, as access to
the proposed new parcels is planned off of an existing access road that will then be extended throughout
the property line. The resulting parcels should blend in with the surrounding area, redevelop a portion of
the existing neighbourhood and complement existing land use patterns. The provision of parks and open
space are discussed in greater detail under the 'Dedication & Right-of-Ways' and Covenants' sections
on pages 14 and 15 of this staff report.
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_PHASING

The proponents have indicated that the 46 new proposed lots will be phased over a ten year period, with
approximately four to five new parcels developed during each phase. The phasing plan has been devised
from the current absorption rate present on the island. The proposal to phase the development in this way
will ensure that required amenities and facilities are provided and constructed as each phase of the
proposal progresses. This will have a gradual impact on local amenities and facilities, and should ease
the burden on existing or planned infrastructure by ensuring that the appropriate levels of infrastructure are
in place as the level of density increases. Although the proponents have indicated that phasing and
servicing are appropriate, it is, however, recognized that should the development extend the Quathiaski
Cove Sanitary Sewer System, the increased density will have an impact on the sewer systems overall
capacity. Phasing, as it relates to servicing, will require further analysis and discussion with the applicants.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided as part of the build out of the development. Such requirements would include,
but are not limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works;
provision of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of
the lands; phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainableequirements.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COMPONENTS

Based upon a review of the documents included with the proposal, the proponents have provided details
indicating the provision of multiple layers of green building and sustainable development practices.
These components, as provided, are summarized below:
> A more compact and clustered rural form of development
Pedestrian friendly
Bicycle oriented
Increased connectivity through the development of greenway and trail systems
> Greener infrastructure
> Reduction in rainwater runoff and on-site rainwater management
More efficient energy use
Decreased impermeable surfaces
> Improved road standards
Increased open space
Environmentally sensitive development focusing on decreased environmental impact
Ecological conservation and Sensitive Ecosystem Preservation (includes eagle nest trees)
Tree Protection
> Retention of Wildlife Corridors
This level of sustainable building practice, if realized, would support the regional district's requirements to
further Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions.
DEDICATION & RIGHT-OF-WAYS

All areas proposed for park will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure the lands remain Public
Park' for the use by all public. Further, the proponents have also confirmed that the trails within the
development will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure these trails remain a public amenity, open
for connectivity from adjacent neighbourhoods on either side of the development. Lastly, the proponents
have agreed to the registration of right-of-ways in the name of the regional district over all internal
common roads to ensure public access to any of the amenities on site and guarantee general public
access throughout the site.
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_COVENANTS

The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the properties to ensure that open
space is retained and to protect the environmentally sensitive areas on the site. Such covenants will
prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area of the parcel, protecting both environmentally sensitive
areas and existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes
over the parcels to ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

Based on a review of the proposal, it is evident that the proponents have provided a number of items that
may be viewed as potential strengths of the development. These items include the applicants indicated
commitment to sustainable, green building principles, the provision of parks, trails and open space, the
focus on pedestrian connectivity and improved bicycle system, as well as, the potential extension of the
Q. Cove sanitary sewer system. Further, the approval and realization of this form of development may
help to raise the standard for development within the regional district. However, there may be a number
of challenges associated with the support for and approval of the development. In addition to be in
contrast with the existing Silviculture designation, one primary challenge that may be associated with a
proposal to increase the existing permitted density for the property is the acceptance of a semi-rural and
somewhat alternative form of development within the area. The form of development proposed, however
often viewed as a more environmentally friendly form of development, including a more clustered
approach with a dedication to increased open space and sustainable, green building components, is a
relatively new approach to development, especially for more rural areas of the regional district. A second
challenge associated with the development is with respect to servicing and ensuring that the appropriate
sewer and water infrastructure is selected and provided for the development.
INTERGOVERNM ENTALJREGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations
and authorities it considers will be affected. Board members must consider whether the consultation
should be early and ongoing, and specifically whether consultation is required with:
a) Local First Nations;
b) City of Campbell River;
c) School district boards, greater boards and improvement district boards; and
d) Provincial and federal governments and their agencies.
In reference to section 879 of the LGA, it is proposed that a notice be placed on the SRD's website until
replaced by a notice of public hearing. The 'Agency Referral' section on page 16 of this report provides a
list of the external organizations and authorities to which this proposed amendment has been forwarded,
for the board's approval.
FIRST NATIONS CONSULTATION

Further to the referral process noted above, the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) is committed to early
and on-going First Nations consultation, as required under Section 879 of the LGA. As part of the
consultation process, the SRD will initiate contact with First Nations to introduce and provide the intent
and general details associated with the proposal. In addition, the SRD will extend a request to meet and

discuss the proposal in greater detail. Following these preliminary discussions, a formal referral of the
development proposal and associated draft bylaws will be provided to First Nations and will include an
initial response period of thirty (30) days. Should comments or concerns be received from any First
Nation regarding the proposal, such comments will be forwarded to the board for further consideration
and direction.
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AGENCY REFERRALS

The application was referred to a number of agencies for comments. Comments received to date are
summarized in the following table:
Agency

Comments

ALC

Comments not received.

BC Assessment Authority

Comments not received.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty
Society

"Area well utilized by the Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation and for this reason the
LKTS will not approve the plan."

We Wai Kai Nation

See above.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

See above.

Homalco Band

Comments not received.

Komoks First Nation

Comments not received.

DFO

No objections.

Environmental Health (VlHA)

Wastewater — conditions meet minimum criteria for VIHA subdivision
standards.
Water — general water supply adequate, however, ultimate approval will
be at the discretion of MoT during subdivision.

ILMB

Comments not received.

Ministry of Community
Services

Consideration will be
vided during the bylaw approval process.
________
Environmental conc s addressed through RAR report, Preliminary
Vegetative Manage ent and Environmental Impact Assessment,
Geotechnical Report

Ministry of Environment

Ministry of Forests

Private land is outside of the Provincial Forest and the interests of MoFR
are unaffected.

Ministry of Transportation

No objections to the rezoning asppposed.

School District #72

Comments not received.

Ministry of Tourism, Sports &
Arts (Archaeology Branch)

Development near the recorded archaeological sites may require a site
alteration permit.
A qualified consulting archaeologist should be
engaged prior to land altering activities.

ALTERNATIVES

The board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and

conducting a public hearing.
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,..—.LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and regional district bylaws.
CmzENlPuBuc RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

The proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal. Should a recommendation of support be made for the application, public
consultation will occur in the form of a public hearing, conducted in compliance with the requirements of
Section 890, "Public hearings", of the LGA, as required prior to final adoption of any proposed bylaw
amendments. The regional board may determine further public meetings are required prior to public
meeting.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

This application will include extensive interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and
operations departments. The parks department will be responsible for all aspects of park dedication and
trail development. The operations department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects
of the sewer extension project, as well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD
standards. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process.
Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during e public hearing process, the finalization
of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of service areas, è

d

uss o .enpiller
Manager of Corn' unity Services

Author: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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APPENDIX I

List of Associated Studies:
1. Archeaological Assessment
2. Geotechnical Assesment (Preliminary)
3. H20 Wastewater Assessment
4. Preliminary Vegetative Management & Environmental Impact Review
5. RAR Assessment
6. Soil Assessment
7. Sustainability Strategy

All studies are available uoon re

Baseline
archai2ogical services i&12

556 th,rnstm: .l;Lnue ('ourtenay a.c. V9N2XS Phone: (250) 897-3853 Fax: (250) 897-3389

April 16, 2009

Project No. 09007

Rick Schellinck
Box 4
Merville, BC
VOR2MO
Via Email: Iitimber(telus.net
Re:

Lot 208 Sayward District, PlO 009-660-771, Archaeological Site Potential
Assessment, Quadra Island, BC.

This letter presents the results of an archaeological site potential assessment (also known as
an archaeological overview assessment) conducted by Baseline Archaeological Services Ltd.
(Baseline) of a parcel of land (64 hectares) in the Gowliand Harbour area of Quadra Island,
situated along eastern Vancouver Island, privately owned by Rick Schellinck. The study area is
located within the consultative boundaries of the Campbell River Band (Wei Wal Kum First
Nation) and Cape Mudge Band (Wei Wal Kal First Nation) who are member bands of the Hamatla
Treaty Society (HTS), the Homalco Band as well as the Komoks First Nation.
The work reported herein consists of an archaeological overview assessment (AOA) as
defined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (1998) and as
outlined in the Protocol Agreement on the Management of Cultural Heritage Resources (1994)
between the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Tounsm, Culture, and the Arts.
It was requested that Baseline undertake an archaeological site potential assessment for the
subject lot in order to assess the archaeological potentiat and to make recommendations
regarding the property in lieu of a rezoning application. Site specific AOAs tend to be more
accurate than large scale AOAs because more detailed information on archaeological site
potential can be based upon specific topographic and environmental features for the particular
proposed blocks.
This report is concerned with identifying any known archaeological sites on the subject lot
and making management recommendations on how to proceed in the event of any development
applications.
It is also concerned with determining the potential for any unrecorded
archaeological sites. This report does not address any First Nations traditional use activities and
sites. As such, this report does not comprehensively document all First Nations interest in the
land. The study was conducted without prejudice to First Nations treaty negotiations, aboriginal
rights or aboriginal title.
This site specific AOA was conducted by reviewing 1:25,000-scale orthographic and
preliminary development maps, 1:2000 and 1:5000 scale topographical maps, reviewing data
present on the remote access to archaeological data (R.AAD) website, and via personal

communication with Dan Bowen and Rick Schellirick. The results of this assessment are also
based on knowledge gained through previous archaeological studies in the general area.
The study area is situated to the east of April Point, in Gowiland Bay, on the southern end of
Quadra Island. Although fresh water sources are present on the lot it is unlikely that fish-bearing
streams are associated with the study area. The forest cover consists of minimal stands of
second growth Douglas-fir, cedar and hemlock and some deciduous, however the majority of the
area is non-forested. The areas elevation ranges up to -45 metres above sea level.
A background file search indicated that archaeological sites EaSh-13, EaSh-41 and EaSh-43
are recorded on the subject property. Each is a shell midden site containing arUfacts and human
remains (in EaSh-43). These sites were first recorded in the 1960s and los with limited
subsequent revisits. The file search also indicated that the sites have experienced some
disturbance. In terms of potential for unrecorded archaeological resources it is generally
assumed when in close proximity to a known archaeological resource the potential is considered
to be high. The potential for culturally modified trees is low based on the lack of veteran timber
on the lot.
According to provincial guidelines when a recorded archaeological site (as represented by a
polygon — EaSh-41 and EaSh-13 are mapped as a polygon) is located on or within 20 metres of a
property this is considered to be a direct conflict. When
nfiicts are identified, the
proponent is directed to hire a professional consulg arc
to determine if further
archaeological study is necessary.
In the event that the subject property is approved tOt subdivision and/or redevelopment or
any other ground disturbing activities it is recommended that an archaeological impact
assessment (AlA) be conducted. The primary objectives of the AlA are to:
(a) identify and evaluate archaeological resources within the project area;
(b) identify and evaluate all impacts on archaeological resources which might result from the
proposed developments; and
(c) recommend viable altetnatives for managing adverse impacts.
In order to conduct an AlA, the land owner will need to hire an archaeologist to apply for a
Section 14 Heritage Inspection Permit under the Heritage Conservation Act. This permit will
allow the archaeologist to conduct subsurface testing of the subject property (and within the
boundaries of the three archaeologcal sites). Following the field testing a report will be drafted
that will adhere to the provincial AlA Guidelines.
This report will make management recommendations that may include (in the case of no
archaeological deposits being identified) no further archaeological work. In cases where
archaeological deposits conflict with proposed development activities management
recommendations may include archaeological monitoring under a Section 12 Site Alteration
Permit. In the event that deposits considered archaeologically significant and intact are identified
in conflict with proposed development activities management recommendations may include a
program of systematic data recovery (SDR) under a separate Section 14 investigation permit
prior to the Site Alteration Permit.

Developers and operators should be made aware of the potential of undiscovered
archaeological remains in any surveyed or unsurveyed areas. Archaeological resources are
protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and require all development activities in the
vicinity of archaeological remains to be halted as not to threaten these remains, and to
immediately notify the BC Archaeology Branch. Directly notifying the appropriate First Nations
would also be recommended.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. Thank you
for the opportunity to conduct this archaeological assessment.
Yours truly,

Owen Grant
Archaeologist

cc Dan Bowen, Dan Bowen Consulting Services
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June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Islan

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each,
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared for the Ministry of Ftealth
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April2009
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TesfL'if and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense bel
140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1 %) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10. at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade (ownwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-1O4erejgluded in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130 cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I

to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area D ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area D.
Area D is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area 0 would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to
disposal site.

additional potential wastewater

Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 Wated
Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the 4raerim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

iL t,2X'
Steven M. Car al eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT

No.
TP-4

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

(cm)
0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4— 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

TP-5

TP-6

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0 — 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120 cm

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, rfldium
140

0 — 5

SOD — organic1ändy,iôose, brown, numerous rootlets

5— 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

med sand, grey, moist, dense below

IT

110 —

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

TP-7

0-2 'W SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets
2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106— 150

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

TP-13

0— 7

SOD — orgariics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108 cm

IL.
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-1 4

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120— 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm

C)
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0—2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102 — 110

SAND and GRAVEL —trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140 cm

0—2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

- cemented pockets

120— 145

SAND — '

0 —2

SODorganics, sarv, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 105

SAND Some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
occasional cobbles

108— 10

- mino oWing, roots to 130cm

TP-9

TP-10

130 — I

TP-11

rairi sand, red, hard below 145 cm

— coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145 cm

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0-4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

4- 105

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand is wet

110- 115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50-108

SAND and GRAVEL —medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium g ed sand, grey, hard below
110cm

0 —20

FOREST DEBRIS — or. - nics. san.',
rootlets

20— 130

SAND—some
dry, roots toll

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS rgan -, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

TP-21

TP-22

5 — 56

f

TP-23

TP-24

-, brown, numerous

edium grained, loose, red to tan,
t 130 cm

AND some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
UIIUIrown dry, rootlets

56 — 100

SAND trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100— 115

SAND--medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110cm

0 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles
H2 0
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100— 130

SAND — trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140cm

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5

TP-27

40

SAND — fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40 — 100

SAND trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0—5

FOREST DES
rootlets

5 — 80

SAND trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80 — 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105 cm

rganics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
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Area 0 Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown numerous
rootlets

10— 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/ grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100 — 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green I grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS -ianics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootle
r

10 — 120

SA

120— 140

coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
SA
cm, - - ted pockets below 130 cm

0 — 10

FOR
rootlet

10 — 75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND —trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green I grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39

135

— trace gra

race silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. SheHlnck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10 — 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

U — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130 — 150

SAND — coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0— 15

FOREST DEBRIS — orgariics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15-40

SAND—trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40— 130

SAND and GRAVEL—trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
30 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm.

0— 10

FOR

10. 20

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20— 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — Organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130 cm

TP-31

TP-32

TP43

TP-34

DESCRIPTION

(Cm)

DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
cobbles
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LTD

3060 Lake Road
Denman Island, BC VOR ITO
Tel.' (250) 335-1864
email: h2oenvteIus.net

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box 4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Islan

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manuel (Version 2),
September,
prepared for the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April 2009

2007,
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
repo it.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-S & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibit-d small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense belo
m
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be rou
equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No
ingatwas observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the d1osal of w ewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivis on will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VlHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand arid
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater fron1i3 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 Jot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17720 litres. This volume of effluent will 4üire approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 ni of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30cm and exhibited mottling at 130cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extnded to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP.39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils iii Area D ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area D.
Area D is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated ,ith percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was obsetved in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to ' ___ dditional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on DistrictTht 208
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria f

Quadra Island reviewed during
r strata subdivision.
tee

Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.
SSO\

I
c','

Per.
Steven M. Car a eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4— 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0 —7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120 cm

102— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD

5 — 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110 —'

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0-2 '

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106 — 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150cm

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13

brown, numerous rootlets
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0- 10

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

10-120

SAND-some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112cm

120- 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0—2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102— 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2-120

SAND—somegrav
120 cm, occasion

110-120

-cementedpo

120 145

SAND

0— 2

SOorganics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 10

AND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 c • occasional cobbles

TP-9

TP-10

106

TP-11

0

- mino

grained, loose, red, dry, roots to

nd, red, hard below 145cm

oWing, roots to 130 cm

130— 15s

-

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm

—coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0 -4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

4 - 105

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110-115

SAND. SILT, GRAVEL -coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm

C)
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R, Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50— 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 — 20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110cm mottted at 130 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS —organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rooUets

56 — UO

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

10O—

SANmedium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0—5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

rootlets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles
H2 0
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100-130

SAND—trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5-110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100 cm

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 40

SAND — fine grained loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40-100

SAND trace g
roots to 80 cm

0-5

POR
rooUets

5-80

SAND —trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 ciii

80 — 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105 cm

t, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

rganics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, red, dry

20 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green! grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30-100

SAND —trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100 — 160

SAND — coarse gral
cm

0-10

FOREST DEBRIS
rootlet

10 — 120

SAND — trace gravce'flt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120 — 140

SAND — coarse graified sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 —75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30— 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39

variegated green ! grey, roots to 110

ics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Sheiiinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0 — 25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grai

0 — 15

FOREST DEBRIS
rootlets, cobbles

cs, sandy, loose, brown, numerous

15 —40

SAND —trace gra

race lit, fine to medium grained, loose,

TP-31

TP-32

40 — 130

TP-33

TP-34

N'

• GRAV

., mottled at 14

— trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
ckets at 110 cm

0-10

FOR-T DEBRIS —organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
cobbles

10 —20

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20-125

SAND and GRAVEL —coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130cm
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Riparian Areas Re • ulation: Assessment Re • ort
Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.

Date 2009-10-27
I. Primary QEP Information
First Name Ken
Last Name Bond
Designation AScT
Registration #
Address
City
Provlstate

24880
1965 Dzini Road
Black Creek
BC

Middle Name

W

Company GAlA Environmental Consulting
Services
Email jkbond@telus.net
Postal/Zip
Country

V9J 1 Hi
Canada

Phone #

250-337-8336

II. Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Chris
Hudec
Professional Engineer

Middle Name
Company Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Ltd.
Email geotechlewkowich.com

29249
Suite A-2569 Kenworth Road
Nanaimo
Postal/Zip
BC
Count

Phone #

913M4
Canada

250-756-0355

Ill. Developer Information
First Name
Last Name
Company
Phone #
Address
City
Prov/state

Richard
Schellinck

i

ame

Email rjtimber@telus.net
Box 4
Mervill:
BC

.Zip
•untry

VOR2MO
Canada

IV. Development Info

tion
Development
Subs .ion:>6 single family
Area of Development (ha
Riparian Length m) 340
Lot Area (ha) 64
Nature of Development new
Proposed Start Date 2009-02-02
Proposed End Date 2010-03-31

V. Location of Proposed Development
Street Address (or ne irest town)
Lot 208, Quadra Island
Local Government Strathcona Regional District
City
Stream Name unnamed
Legal Description (PlD)
027 985 369
Region
Stream/River Type
Watershed Code
Latitude

Stream
n/a
50
04

DFO Area
00

Longitude

125

13

Region 1 (Vancouver
Island)
South Coast
00

Completion of Database Information includes the Form 2 for the Additional QEPs, if needed.
Insert that form immediately after this page.
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FORM I
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Table of Contents for Assessment Report
Page Number

1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values

2. Results of Riparian Assessment (SPEA width)

3. Site Plan
4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
(detailed methodology only).
1.
Danger Trees
2.
Windthrow
3.
Slope Stability
4.
Protection of Trees
5.
Encroachment
6.
Sediment and Erosion Control
7.
Floodplain
8.
Stormwater Management

5. Environmental Monitoring

6. Photos

7. Assessment F2 ortProfes nal Opinion
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and a Description of the
Development proposal
(Provide as a minimum: Species present, type of fish habitat present, description of current riparian
vegetation condition, connectivity to downstream habitats, nature of development, specific activities
proposed, timelines)

District Lot 208, on Quadra Island, is being proposed for a multi-lot subdivision. The property is
59 ha. in size with ocean frontage on Gowland Harbour and Unkak Cove. Portions of the
property are covered with old growth forest and portions were logged in 2007 due to windthrow.
There are five streams located on the property which all flow directly into Unkak Cove or Gowland
Harbour. Stream #2 is the only stream containing fish.
Stream #1:
This stream has an average width of 1.3 meters, a gradient of 5%, and flows into Unkak Cove. It
is located within an old growth forest of Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Western hemlock and red
alder. The substrate is gravel and fines. The stream was used as a domestic water source in the
past and has ponds which were excavated to hold water. A 200 mm steel pipe is providing the
water flow to the stream. The only potential fish habitat area that is deep enough to sample with
Gee minnow traps is a pond which is approximately 200 square meters by one meter deep.
The pond was sampled with two Gee minnow traps, baited with salted salmon roe, on march 4/5
and March 26/27, 2009. No fish were captured. The potential fish habitat consisted of the pond
and the 55-meter section downstream.
Both Coho salmon and Cutthroat trout could potentially use this stream. However, due to the
extremely low flow there is no usable habitat for these salmonids.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #2 (Lone Fish Stream):
This stream has a length of 170 meters within the subject property and has its source within
upstream wetlands. The stream is lOcated within a ravine and an old growth forest of Western
red cedar, Douglas fir, Western heml k, red alder and big leaf maple. The substrate consists of
boulders, cobbles and g-yeI.
The stream flows into Unk- This section of stream was sampled with Gee minnow traps,
baited with salted salmon roe on March 4/5, 2009. One 80 mm coastal cutthroat trout was
captured.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #3:
This stream is a very shallow, small stream with an average width of 0.8 meters and a gradient of
35%. Due to the lack of water and the 35% gradient, this stream is not considered fish bearing.
Stream #4:
This stream has an average width of 2.4 meters and a gradient of 12% for the first twenty-two
meters from Gowland Harbour. The gradient upstream is 23%, which precludes the passage of
fish upstream. The substrate consists of boulders, cobbles, and grave. The riparian consist of
old growth forest.
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The stream was sampled for fish in the lower 22-meter section with Gee minnow traps, baited
with salted salmon roe. The traps were set on March 4/5 and March 26/27, 2009, with no fish
caught.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #5:
This stream has an average width of 0.7 meters and a gradient of 16% for the first ten meters
from Gowland Harbour. At 10 meters, a one meter waterfall precludes any upstream passage of
fish. This stream is not large enough to support spawning salmonids, but a Gee minnow trap was
set below the waterfall to sample for rearing fish. The trap was set on March 4/5 and March
26/27, 2009. No fish were captured.
This stream is located within an old growth forest and has a substrate of fines and gravel.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Date: 2009-03-27

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
x
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2
Reach #

2

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Gradient (%)

Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.7
upstream 2.8
2.7
3.0
3.6
downstream 2.2
2.9
5.3
3.2
2.6
3.8
Total: minus high Ilow 27.3
mean 3.0
RIP
Channel Type

22%

0

I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

SI
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT
No
SPVT Polygons

x

ick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
• Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer)
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type
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Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segmen 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, B inkand Channel 10
;tability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insectdrop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade os (m) max
9
X
No
South bank Yes
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
Southbank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #

I

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a
ditch, and only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.9
upstream 3.9
3.4
2.3
2.6
downstream 2.1
2.9
3.2
2.4
2.2
1.5
Total: minus high flow 24.0
mean 2.6
RIP
Channel Type

Gradient (%)

9%

12%

C/P

I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

S/P
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
SPVT Polygons

x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I Ken Bond (name of Qualified environmental professional) t hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulationnade under the Fish Protection Act
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

I
L

Method employed if other than TR
SH TR

SPVT Type

x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
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Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
7.8
South bank Yes
X
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearin9 status report
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each siIe is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tabl3-7)
Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professio
hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined i
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of
evelopment proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development
sal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my asseLssment of the developmen
al, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
,
the Riparian Areas Re$ulation.
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Section 3. Site Plan
Insert jpg file below

Site Plan
RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT SKETCH COVERING
DISTRICT LOT 206, SAYWARO DISTRICT.
ON PLAN DEPOSITED UNDER DO 762061
EXCEPT PART IN PLAN VIP 56606

ISLAND

0. I. 207

L180
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Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
This section is required for detailed assessments. Attach text or document files, as need, for each element
discussed in chapter 1.1.3 of Assessment Methodology. It is suggested that documents be converted to PDF
before inserting into the assessment report. Use your return" button on your keyboard after each line. You must
address and sign off each measure. If a specific measure is not being recommended a justification must be
provided.

1. Danger Trees

Stream #2 will be located within a designated undeveloped
park. Accordingly, there will be no development within
close proximity to any danger trees that may exist.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) ,hereby certify that:
i) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
j)
Schellinck
(name of developer);
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

2. Windthrow

Windthrow is not a concern within the SPEA as the
surrounding area will be a designated undeveloped park.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), herby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in theRiparian Areas ReuIation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment ofthe development proposal made by the developer Rick
/
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the developmei* proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the devOIopmentroposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation\

3. Slope Stability

See géotechral report attached.

I chris Hudec
(name of qualified envimnmental prof
a!) lereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined t
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of
evelopment proposal made by the developer Pick
Schellinck
(name of developer
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development mposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying Out my assessment f the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

4. Protection of Trees

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, additional protection for
trees is not required.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

5. Encroachment

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, encroachment will not be
an issue.

(name of qualified environmentalprofessional) hereby certify that:
I Ken Bond
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c.

I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment

Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
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6. Sediment and Erosion Control

As the surrounding land adjacent to Stream #2 will remain
undeveloped park land, sediment and erosion control will
not be a concern.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmentalprofessional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act:
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer):
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report: and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

7. Stormwater Management

Stormwater management is not applicable.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmentalprofessional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act:
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer):
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report: and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

8. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Area
ation made under the Fish
Protection Act:
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of
develppment proposa
de by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of developer)
c. I have carried out an assessment of the developme
posal an • y assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report: and In carrying out my assessment of the d
'sal, I have followed the assessment methods
ment s
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulati
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Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Attach text or document files explaining the monitoring regimen Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. It is
suggested that all document be converted to PDF before inserting into the PDF version of the assessment report.
Include actions required, monitoring schedule, communications plan, and requirement for a post development report.

As there will be no development in or adjacent to Stream #2, environmental monitoring will not
be required.
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Section 6. Photos
Provide a description of what the photo is depicting, and where it is in relation to the site plan.
•'.t'.

.......

Stream #2 — Upper Reach

Stream #2 — Lower Reach
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A Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental . materials testing
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.Box 4, Merville, B.C.
Meiville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Atm: Mr. Richard Schellinck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,

SAYWARD DISTRICT, Q1ADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSS8MENT
I)ear Mr. Schellinck:
1.
a.

Introduction

ring A

At your request, Lewkowich £

ye site,

geotechnical assessment of th

I ons have taken into account those natural hazards,

recommendations. Specifically, o
which may affect .
b.

We examined th

.

tes Ltd. (LE) has carried out a preliminary
report provides a summary of our findings and

. meiithe land.

i fficial Comm.

PIaV)CP) to determine whether the proposed

development lie "thin any Envir. .entally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NI-IA
de'

vcl.

ent Permit

- .ment permit

(DPA). We note that this site is located within three
. g Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and

wn on the Site Plan by Thorconsult I .td. (their drawing number BTO9-B

2.

Bac
We under

at the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of

residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technkian).

Suite A - 2569 I(enworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831

www.lewkowich.com
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: DL. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

A

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following ob1ectives:
i.

Determine whether the land is geotechnically safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impac e design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP ar- and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards o e design and construction of
.

arc developed and maintained safe

se intended;
on this report w en making a decision

Acknowledge that approvin

nd.

on applications for the deve
4.

igs, and Works and Services

the development that are required to ens

Assessment Methodolo
A site reconnaissance

9 to gather information on the

carried o

topography and the

ihty of the rock

Sub-surfice soils an

drock geology
Ott IS Pr

the sub
and

conceptual nature o .

5.

Sit

5.1.

Gene

a.

The site o •

don as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
were also referenced by our office in the area of
ry in nature due to the visual only site investigation

opment.

•sed country residential development consists of a 65 hcccare lot located

near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the
east, by Govland Harbour to the north and b partially developed residential R-1) properties
to the south.
b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshorc slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: DL. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 3 of 8

A

eUsts in the northern portion of the subject sire with a moderately inclined secuon surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some ouscroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the forcshore by sheer cliffs in excess of I Orn high.
c.

\'egetatson consists of forested areas, including mature spec
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively 1

d. Tree growth is a

combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduo

es (maple and alder), with an

undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cl

a thick growth of tall grasses

with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes
5.2

Subsurface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions thr

surface texture. An
by teem
sligh
w

sur
due to
areas inclu

vth.

(which are generally thicker than I m) over
colluvium and perched glaciofluvial

bedrock. The morain
materials. The bcdr

e

elude portions of exposed/shallow bedrock

interrupted by areas of dee

b.

s along the outer penmeter,

k grey, . asaltic volcanic rock with an aphanrnc

is described as a
anon of expo
in localize

s indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
ar zones. The rock is characterized as strong and

g is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
die the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
ock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
ring along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
adients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 3Oin.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formaoon of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferrcd. Some testpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These testpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2m.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project DL 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page4of8

5.3

A

Groundwater
Ground vater conditions within anticipated building envelope areas arc generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe an)' water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditiot other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the prece

the site is coiid geotechnically safe

and suitable for the intended purpo

opment), provided the

recommendations in this report are
b,

Site development for the
embankment cons.

c.

uu .
) to estab ti

. d to require area grading (excavation and

'po -

dway and service line installations.

Therefore, lots are s ect to re-exa

during and after area grading but prior to

development regis

s issue into account in formulating our

B

. We have take

areas within th study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline

bu

and riparian set

s, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas

for

hnical reaso

at is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible

in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.
d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: D.L. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 5 of 8

A

from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of Sm is recommended. Where buildings are to be set above glacio-marinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev I (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechmcal Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an c uation of site-specific
condition.
e.

. otechni "build" areas are considered

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside of

expect that an allowable

to be favorable for residential building construction.
ding design

bearing pressure of 150 kPa wotild be a "
would be suitable either for naturally' .sited so'
'le

consist of intact bedrock, a higher'

• s constxu

Settlements for foun.

tural fill should

soil, or compacted s

residential ho

tolerable for wood
differ
or.

'.

oluron s

bed soils within foo..

.rock, or struc ' fill. If foundations
ressure should be available. Site

topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.

preparation shall include removal of an'
f.

onstruction. This

• di.

'.bination of bedrock, native undisturbed
. ose ranges considered to be normal and

: being 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
: This is contingent on removals of any loosened

. , according to conventional and good construction

p
g.

Fill, i

uired to rais

ding areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
el. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered

importe.

practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate densification. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).
h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Projecr D.L 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 6 of 8

and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow for disturbance such as
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation wallseper than 1.5 metres. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may

'at the time of construction

this may be accomplished using a standard Cli, • g Code Q

ssurance Schedule's B

and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of som rodible
significance during the

pm

take into account th

tential impact

sensitive areas. Thi

uld generally ta

directed

nor to en

, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
ty. Overland storm water controls should
d runoff as it may impact adjacent
e form of runoff from construction activities being
sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
tniction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are

pro
do
6.5

Seis
No liqu'i

been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the

investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.l.84.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4.l.8.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6
a.

A

Permanent Dewatering
Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgradcs.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Convene I requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered

ble at this sire, Once final

plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnic

ngineer should be consulted

and provide further dewateiing data
b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to dir

.varer well awa

settlement of backfill around foundapbns will create undesirable low

buildings. Any
s for collection of

surface water next to the building, aiti should b immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore 2per suiface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a probl :' if backfill

laced ci compacted following our recommendations

regarding structural
7.0

The B

de

se
do

' es that

Assurance se '

Ge

8.0

e and Quality .urance

Geotechnical Ass

• technical Engineer be retained to provide
e construction of buildings. Gcorechnical Assurance

include review the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
is, and respo

ility for field reviews of these components during construction.

Acknowl
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit. It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.
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A

We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strathcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident u

construction or further

investigation. The recommendations given are based on the s urface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current

truction

plied, is made. Due to the

accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee,
terpolation o

geological randomness of many soil form
away from the areas indenufied has •
unanticipated conditions become k

niques, and generally

ade or

conditions between or

ed. If unidenti d soils arc encountered.

dunn: . . trucuon or other information pertinent to

the structures become available the rec.

'tions may be altered or modified in writing by

the undersigned.
10.0 Closure
Lewkowich Engin

reciates the opportunity to be of service on this

project

tional requirements at this time, please contact us at

Respcctfull)
Lewkowich
Reviewed by,

Chris Hudec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior Technologist
Attachment; Thorconsult Limited Drawing BTOD.B-02 Rev I
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Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal's riparian area.
Date 2009-10-27
1. I/We Ken Bond, AScT and Chris Hudec, P.Enq.
Please list name(s) of qualified environmental professional(s) and their professional desiqnation that are involved in
assessment.)

hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
, which proposal is
described in section 3 of this Assessment Report (the "development proposal"),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)

b) X if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.

[NOTE:
"qualified environmental professional" means an applied scientist or technologist, acting alone or
together with another qualified environmental professional, it
(a) the individual is registered and in good standing in British Columbia with an appropriate professional
organization constituted under an Act, acting under that association's code of ethics and subject to disciplinary
action by that association,
(b) the individual's area of expertise is recognized in the assessment methods as one that is acceptable for the
purpose of providing all or part of an assessment report in respect of that development proposal, and
(c) the individual is acting within that individual's area of expertise.
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
"Sustainable development ties together th.e carrying capacity
of natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity'

GOWLLAND LIAK5OCJK
VIEWS
Proposed Rezoning
Lot 1 of DL .208, Sayward District
VP Plan 86955, Quadra Island
By Dan Bowen Conufting Serivces Ltd.
Copyright 2009

1an owen Consulting Services Lt4.
2120 Stewart Ave., Courtenay C, V9N H9 • Phone/Fax 25O-3-897&

Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8

November 19, 2009

Attention: Russ Hotsenpilter and John Neiti, Planning

Re: Sustainability Strategy for proposed rezoning of Lot 1, DL 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.
Introduction:
The purpose of this report is to preWt the basic fundamental steps
taken to establish a sustainable strategy, and to address the criteria
taken to achieve these objectives. We have set out our goals for
promoting a sustainable development that respects the land using a
number of conservation strategies. We have strived to find balance
between environmental, social and economic values.
Owner Rick Schellinck and myself have spent the past 11 months
gathering information and professional reports in order to present a
strong rationale for consideration that also respects the community
values as set out in the Quadra OCP.
We have held two community consultation meetings at the Quadra
Community centre in September and October to present our proposal
and ask for feedback. There were about 80 people who attended both
meetings.
The existing OCP Silviculture designation on this private property
provides no incentive or direction to protect and preserve

environmentally valuable forested waterfront land. Our proposed
amendment to the Quadra OCP to permit Country Residential uses
will allow us to achieve these goals.

Considerations:
• The proposed OCP amendment to Country Residential designation must
provide substantial benefits to the Quadra community.
• There shafl be no negative impact to the areas existing infrastructure
of water, sewer, roads or power.
• The proposed development must support economic activity on the island
and create jobs.
• The proposed developments sustainability plan must address the
community values as set out in the Quadr OCP.
• To meet our goal of over 50% greenspace bproviding new waterfront
parks, new trail linkages and conrvation covenants.
• To address sustainable hou&buildinflractices using accepted green
practices or LEEDS certificalTbn.

Background:
The subject property i58 '
a with 30 acres in the ALR. The property
is presently designated Silviculture in the Quadra Island OCP and in a RU-i zone in
the Quadra Island Bylaw.
The property is located directly adjacent to April Point properties to the west
(Zoned C-2), it is directly north of the Quathiaski Cove area (Zone R-1), and to the
east is RU-i zoned land in the ALR.
To the north there is over 10,000 feet
of waterfront that includes Goose Bay,
Gowfland Point and part of Gowlland
Harbour. We also have waterfront views
to the south at Unkak Cove. Our land
includes both sides of April. Point road
for 2000 feet, as well as direct access
off the end of Harbourbrook Road.

GowRand Harbour Views

Evaluation Strategy:
Sustainable development evaluation covers Environmental, Social and Economic
impacts, as well as land use, building, transportation and infrastructure as noted
below:
A) Environmental Evaluation:
With the assistance of a qualified environmental practitioner (QEP),
a geotechnical engineer, and a registered forestry environmentalist,
we all worked on the classification of the vegetative types, ecosystems,
wetlands and streams.
We identified five small streams and many connected wetland areas with
significant environmental values. Our QEP has provided a RAR report for
the Ministry of the Environment and the SRD. Our forestry environmentalist
is preparing her preliminary rep
Within our proposed park annver,nt areas we have identified groves
of old growth trees, as well as areas of mature second growth trees
with its surrounding ecosystems intact. Upland of these areas we have
identified sensitive ecosystems and associated wetlands.
We worked closely with the Quadra Island eagle nest monitor group to
confirm the presence of three eagle nests.
Recommendation# 1:
Dedicate the two 15 acre parks that
encompass all the streams, sensitive
ecosystems and wetland areas.
A total of 30 acres.
Recommendation # 2:
Place conservation covenants on several
significant forested areas identified in our
consultants' inventory reports.
Recommendation # 3:
Place a conservation covenant on
approximately 85-90% of our waterfront
property for no tree removal as per our
geotechnical evaluation and forestry consultant's reports.

Gowitand Harbour Views

Recommendation # 4:
On two of the strata phases identified as having exceptional green space values,
we will introduce the building envelope concept, where our goal is to protect as
much as possible, possibly up to 70 % of the Land, as greenspace using conservation
covenants.
Recommendation # 5:
On our three eagle nest trees we will place a 100-foot no build conservation
covenant. We have completed a tree inventory of the eagle roost trees and will
place covenants on them as well for no removal or disturbance.
Recommendation # 6:
Within the proposed C-2 zoned area, we wilt maintain a 50-60% conservation
covenant that will include the 900 of the 1000 feet of waterfront. This will provide
continuity with the proposed Goose Bay Park area.
Recommendation # 7:
Adjacent to all park boundaries and roposed lots there will be a further "no
rk biifer area far tree throw and wildlife
tree removal" covenant to create
continuity.
"Our goal is to protect over 50% of tff property as greenspace buffers,
dedicated parks and conservation covenants, for future generations to enjoy."

B) Social Impacts:
Working with the community and the Quadra
OCP trait route plans we realized that our
property was in a perfect position to be a vital
link to the shoreline of Gowiland Harbour, next
to our area of old growth forest. Many members
of the community have expressed the need
of waterfront park areas and even more were
excited about the access we plan to provide to
the public.
After our proposed 30-acre park dedication,
our master trait system will have the next most
value to the community.
The other point applauded by the community was our plan to protect the rural
character, viewscapes and contribute to maintaining rural community values.
Gowilarid Harbout Views
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Recommendation # 8:
Within our two park areas and the link
trail across our property, we will work
directly with the Quadra Island Trail
Committee and SRD to construct new
trails and bridges where necessary.
Recommendation # 9:
To complete the trail link from the
Community Centre down Orion Road to
Gowitand Harbour near the old steam ship
wharf. We would be again prepared to
work with the Quadra Island Trail Committee and the SRD to ensure this vital Link
is constructed.
Recommendation # 10:
On the GowLland Point peninsula we wiLt provide a trail system within our strata
plans that will access the beach in five areas. These trails will be established by
statutory right of way plans in the name of the Strathcona Regional District and
remain open to the public. The individual Strata Corporations would maintain the
trails in the strata areas at no cost to the public or SRD.
Recommendation # 11:
View-scapes by the boating public and other adjacent properties in Gowtland
Harbour toward our property to be protected by conservation covenant. As noted
above, 85-90 % of our waterfront area will be protected by conservation covenant.
Recommendation ~~ 12:
The historic April Point Road has remained unchanged for many years. In maintaining
country road character, we have protected this area in two ways. First, we propose
to dedicate the entire area fronting the road to the east as park. SecondLy, on the
west side of April Point Road, we recommend a conservation covenant 15-20 m
wide minimum to complement the proposed building envelope concept in this
area.
Recommendation # 13:
In keeping with community values, we will construct a walking trail along the April
Point roadway for 2000 feet towards April Point, and towards Quathiaski Cove,
and Quadra Elementary School area. This roadside trail will link to our park trails
and the community centre.
"Social amenities that promote and improve a healthy lifestyle
are the cornerstones of sustainable development"
GowUand Harboui Views

C) Heritage Values:
Our archaeological consultant has identified three areas of First Nations
archaeological significance. The BC Archaeological Branch in Victoria
has these areas noted in their inventory.
Recommendation #14:
To confirm in detail the areas of cultural values with further study and to protect
those areas. Protection would be by a covenant in the name of the Province of BC
for no disturbance - if the areas are within the park, they will automatically be
protected.
"First Nations cultural sustainability plans will protect
First Nations culture for futur- 'enerations"
D) Economic Benefits:
Our proposed development will produc
approximately 200 man-years of work or I
e
man-years per year for the next 20 y
tax benefits to the local government wo d be
approximately 10-20 times tIie present values. The
attractive lots would bring a variety of people from
many walks of live to live and support the local
economy. These benefits would not only be felt immediately,
but wilt carry on for many generations.
Our proposed C-2 (Commercial recreational zone) could accommodate a much
needed Kayak Centre. This type of social-recreational activity is rated as one of
the top five things to do on Quadra Island. Our access directly to the scenic and
calm waters of Gowtland Harbour, make this a destination point. Also identified,
was the need for a RV site on the west coast of Quadra Island. This would benefit
tourism close to the Quasiaski Cove area.
Our 15-acre ALR lot remains in the ALR and wilt be developed over time as a farm.
With the possibLy for a commercial organic farm to supplement the Quadra Island
community with seasonal fresh vegetables. We will be developing this concept
over the next year if we are successful with our rezoning.
In contrast, the existing Silviculture designation economic benefits are very
Limited. We see no community vaLue from an economic standpoint. We see no
community values that would contribute to the community's economy.
Only the owner will benefit from the Logging of the property, removal of the
existing forest can never be replaced.
GowUand Har bow Views

Our sustainable plans are much more in tune with the changing times.
"With the existing silvi culture designation the result is no conservation
or preservation of the identified significant areas of this property.
Thus no economic benefit, no social benefit and no environmental benefit
to the community values noted in the Quadra OCR
There is no sustainable balance."
E) Land Use Considerations:
We are developing a concept plan for a mix
of housing types. We note that we will have
a variety of lot types and sizes.
We have made efforts not to create Lineal
type waterfront lots, as noted in the OCP,
however this is difficult when there is
10,000 feet of waterfront property.
Recommendation#1 5:
We have divided the waterfront areas thrë
ways. First, by the dedicated parks on 2600
feet of waterfront, there are no homes in
those areas. Next, we have proposed waterfront common areas within our strata
areas to be kept as greenspace with no homes. Finally, with our conservation
covenants and setback requirements, most tots are over 100 feet back from the
waterfront and within treed areas, and thus creating vegetative buffers.
For example:
Phase 1 - Unkak Road/April Point Road - there will be only two waterfront
properties, and six upland lots in a deep forest environment, with a custom
building enveloped designed to fit within the conservation covenanted areas.
Within this phase we hope to protect and preserve approximately 70 % of the
forested area. We would dedicate the Goose Bay Park and build the April Point
Road trail.
Most homes wilt have buffer areas between them which will create privacy.
We would register building schemes that would incorporate green building
guidelines. Each lot would follow our guidelines for water conservation! energy
conservation and storm water management.

Gowtiand Harbour Views
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F) Building Design:
Recommendation # 16:
Our registered building scheme will encourage a high standard of building design
with quality assurance and west coast design appearance.
We will encourage accepted green best building practices or Leeds certification
for new home construction.
Home site construction will encourage walkways to trail systems within the
common strata areas that will Link to the main trail system. In some cases,
in difficult terrain, limited common accesses or trails will be used.
Special consideration will be made on some lots for adequate parking.
These areas wilt be located in areas that will have minimal impact on vegetation.
G) Transportation:
As noted above we plan to maintain the rural road standard. In discussions with
MOT on April Point Road, we can reduce accesses by having common access that
serve more that one lot. This improves safety. We are encouraging walking or
biking in our sustainable plans. This will minimize need for vehicular uses in some
cases. This area is only one km from the elementary school and the Quathiaski
commercial centre.
Harbourbrook Road is our other road access and is not paved. In discussions with
MOT, we wilt be required to pave this road, as well as all the roads within our
development. This is a MOT standard.
In keeping with OCP concepts, we can reduce the common road width in the strata development to 10 m. That
is half the normal width, thus minimizing the physical
footprint and protection of green space in some cases.
Common roads and public roads have been designed
with a curvilinear alignment to create traffic
calming opportunities, as well as protection
of specific identified treed areas.

H) Infrastructure:
Our sustainable strategy is to be self-sufficient within our property,
and therefore not impact the Quathiaski Cove community in any way,
GowUand Harbour Views

except to provide amenities to benefit the community.
Infrastructure includes sewer, water, storm water management,
and renewable energy concepts.
Sewage Feasibility:
With the assistance of H20 Environmental, we have found adequate granular
mineral soil to accommodate our development within our property. We had
initially considered the option of hooking up to the Quathiaski Cove sewage
treatment system, and adding new modules at our cost, with a net gain for the
community. We learned that although this would appear to be feasible, there
were those in the community that would not support this concept. Some don't like
ocean outfalls! We are sustainable. The H20 Environmental report is enclosed. Our
sewage treatment system will be reviewed and installed under the supervision of a
professional engineer.
Our plan is to do our development over several years, in four phases of 12 lots or
less, to meet VIHA subdivision standards for tertiary sewage treatment plants.
Recommendation # 16:
To apply directly to VIHA for confirmation of feasibility of our four sewage
treatment plant systems as part of the rezoning process.
Potable Water Feasibility:
We have drilled four deep weLls on our 158 acres to confirm we have adequate
volume of water to accommodate such a deveLopment. As we proceed, we will
supply a potable water management plan, however at this time, we can advise the
following:
• The four wells that we drilled were test welLs to determine if water was
going to be an issue.
• The four wells produce in excess of 50
gallons / minute.
• We plan to drill two more wells if
necessary in the future.
• Three of the deep wells are over 300
feet and into the ancient Karmutsen
volcanic rock. This ancient rock is
characterized by many faults and
fractures that contain underground
water flows from Quadra Island,
Vancouver Island and the BC mainland
(Reference GSC). We are water sustainable.
GowUand Hat bour Views
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Recommendation# 17:
Apply to VIHA for a "Small Water System" application for each of the four strata
phases.
Note: Fire protection
Water storage tanks with fire hydrants will be installed in two strategic locations
as recommended by the Quadra Island fire chief.
Storm Water Management:
We have not completed a Storm Water Management and Siltation Management
plan yet. However, our plans are that our engineer wiU complete these reports
when needed. Our SWM plan will follow the provincial best management practices
by incorporating tools noted there.
Recommendation# 18:
To complete the SWM plan and incorporate the recommendations for the
construction phase, as well as the future drainage structures for detention ponds,
retention areas, infiltration structures, bio-swales, rain gardens, water barrels, etc.
Alternate energy concepts:
We plan to incorporate solar panels in areas of the strata infrastructure to reduce
the normal power grid. Examples considered are: the power for the pumping
system for our sewage treatment plants, our strata amenity buildings, and strata
lighting. We have discussed thermal exchange concepts to reduce home heating
costs with our engineer, and although expensive, this technology is feasible, and is
used in other areas.
We have discounted wind energy sources due to negative visual and aesthetic
concerns.
Recommendation #19:
All opportunities to conserve energy by using aLternate sources will be considered.
Any concepts we feel that are feasible will be incorporated into the strata bylaws
for consideration.
In conclusion, the recommendations made in this report are to confirm we are
very committed to our sustainable development plan. We plan to work with the
community and the SRD to build a foundation of trust and open communications
to add to these recommendations as we move ahead. This plan is unique and
therefore special recommendations were needed. We want to set an example for
future developments on Quadra Island.

Gowttand Harbour Views
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Our Mission
To provide the sustainable framework
for a way of life that respects the environment
and enables residents to experienc" a strong connection
between community, the (an 'and the sea.

cknowLedgement:
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Photo. Goose Greek streamside vegetation.
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DUCTI

Li

General

Strathcona Forestry Consulting was retained by Richard and Cheryl Schellinck ("the
developers") to conduct a preliminary vegetative management and environmental
impact assessment of Lot 1, SL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District, Quadra Island.
The developers are making application to the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) to
rezone the subject property for a country residential development to be known as
Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
This report contains preliminary assessment results based on a general overview of the
property and foreshore areas. The report provides general recommendations about
ecological features of the Site and addresses proposed parkland dedication and
greenspace.

Figure 1. Proposed Go'Mlond Harbour Views (Chameleon Creative. 2009).

1.2

I

Scope of Work

The scope of work included ecological classification, detailed site analysis, and an
overview of sensitive ecosystems. Wildlife species and aquatic resources were noted,
but not specifically inventoried. The prime focus of this study was to define various
vegetative groups as per the Ministry of Environment (MoE) Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEI). A detailed environmental study did not fall within the scope of work.
2
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Figure 2. Project area (Thorconsult, 2009).

Figures 3. Site overview (Chameleon Creative, 2009).
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1 2.0

SITE CONDITIONS

LU

Site Description

District Lot 208 (the Site) is located at the southern end of Quadra Island, near
Quathiaski Cover (BC Ferry terminus for ferry travel beiween Quadra Island and
Campbell River). The Site encompasses over 3,000 m of ocean frontage at Gowliand
Harbour and Unkak Cove. Foreshore areas range from low, subdued banks in the north
and west to steep, coastal bluffs in the southwest and northeast. Gently rolling terrain
between coastal boundaries includes a relatively flat plateau dominating the northern
portion of the Site. To the south, the terrain inclines gradually to a relatively small cove
(Goose Creek Cove).
The majority of the Site is mature second growth forest cover. The central plateau was
recently salvaged logged to recover heavy blowdown from winter storm events in
recent years.
Current zoning is Silviculture (Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw # 1840). The
Site bordered by partially developed rural (RU-1) properties to the east, by partially
developed residential (R-1) properties to the south, by partially developed commercial
(C-2) properties to the west, and Gowlland Harbour to the north.
The Site is located in the Strathcona Regional District (SRD).

Photos. Older/mature forest cover (left, right): central plateau (centre).
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GOWLLAND HARBOUR VIEWS DEVEI.OPMENT

3.1

Description of Proposed Development

The developers are making application to rezone the 65-ha (185-acre) Site to a Country
Resident ial 2 Zone with rural lot designation. A range of lot configurations and sizes will
be available (fee simple and strata lots; waterfront and upland sites). Lot sizes will range
from 1 to 15 acres. One Commercial 2 recreational lot of 5 acres is proposed on April
Point Road. A significant portion of the development will have a density of the Country
Residential Zone with 1 lot per 1.0 ha (2.5 acres).
Approximately 30 acres at the Site is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). of which half
is planned for park dedication. The remainder of the ALR will be considered for organic
community farming and/or Silviculture greenhouse operations.
The developers plan to protect and preserve over 50% of the Site as green space
through retention of natural vegetation in conservation covenants and two dedicated
forested parks (Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour Park). Interconnecting trails
will extend through forested areas between parklands, beach areas, and existing
community facilities.
The project will involve some blasting in the central, western portion of the property to
meet access requirements.

Photo. The Site contains 3,000 m of foreshore area.
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3.2

1

Regulatory Provisions

Development of the Site is governed by local development permits, and provincial and
federal regulations. Quadra Island's Official Community Plan (OCP) (Bylaw #1840)
provides long-term direction for development with associated goals for environmental
direction.
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) prohibits the deposition of a deleterious substance
(including sediment) in water frequented by fish. Any storm water discharges must not
exceed water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. The federal guidelines
are administered by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) and
provincial guidelines are administered by the BC Ministry of the Environment (MoE).
Additional provincial regulations include the Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) for
management of watercourses. The RAR Assessment Report completed by GAlA
Environmental Consulting Services identified five watercourses at the Site draining into
Goose Bay/Unkak Cove or Gowliand Harbour. The only fish-bearing stream (Lone Fish
Stream) drains into Goose Bay through proposed waterfront parkland.
Section 3.4 of the British Columbia Wildlife Act prohibits the destruction of an egg or an
active nest of any bird species and prohibits the destruction of a nest of a Bald Eagle,
Osprey, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Grea lue 1-leron or Burrowing Owl, regardless of
nests were observed at the Site.
whether it is occupied. Several known . d E
An Archaeological Site Potential
Archaeological Services Ltd.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Assessment (August, 2009).
3.3

essmen

•riC009) was conducted by Baseline

co ' ted a Preliminary Geotechnical

Field Assessment

Strathcona Forestry Consulting conducted a field visit to the site on December 1, 2009.
Mr. Rick Schellinck was present at the site visit.
Thorconsult Limited provided site plan mapping.

Photo. GHV Site.
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I 4.1

OvervIew

A review of existing biological and physiographic information was done in conjunction
with the field assessment.
4.2

Blogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) is a land classification system that groups
similar segments of the landscape (ecosystems) into hierarchical categories based on
climate, vegetation, and soils (Land Management Handbook 28, BC MoF, 1994). For the
purposes of this study, an ecosystem is considered to be a portion of the landscape with
relatively uniform dominant vegetation. Vegetation of mature ecosystems is a useful
tool in BEC as it is considered the best integrator of the combined influences of the
environmental factors affecting a site. More stable vegetation from later successional
stages ("late seral") is most useful for classifying ecosystems; BEC can also be applied to
earlier successional stages.
The BEC system designates the Site in the very dry Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimatic Subzone (CWHxm). The CWHxm occurs at lower elevations along the
east side of Vancouver Island, and on the islands around southern Johnstone Strait.
Elevational limits range from sea level to approximately 700 m. The CWHxm has warm,
dry summers and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall. Growing seasons are
long, and feature water deficits on zonal sites (intermediate in soil moisture and
nutrients).
Forests on zonal sites in the CWHxm are dominated by Douglas-fir, with lesser
components of western hemlock and western redcedar. Major understorey species
include salal, dull Oreon-grape, red huckleberry, Hylocomium spiendens (Step-up
moss), and Kindbergia oregano (Oregon beaked moss). Less common species include
twinflower, and bracken fern. On rich, moist sites (i.e.. proposed Gowiland Harbour Park)
the forest floor is covered with a dense growth of sword fern, vanilla leaf and
foamflower.

Photo. cwHxm forest.
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Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory

Sensitive ecosystems are those which are fragile and/or rare, or those ecosystems which
are ecologically important because of the diversity of species they support
In 1997 the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory of the east coast of Vancouver Island was
completed to identify, classify, and map sensitive terrestrial ecosystems along the
coastal lowlands and adjacent islands. The goal of the SEI is to encourage informed
land-use decisions that will conserve sensitive ecosystems.
According to the SEI, the Site contains four MoE SEI polygons (6649, 6521, 6666, and
6732). Table 1 summonses the characteristics of the sensitive ecosystems represented by
the polygons in Figure 4.

6732

6666

Figure 4. Designated SEI (Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory) Polygons at GHV Site.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Sensitive Areas identified at the GHV Site
Description
SEI Polygon # Area (ha) Ecosystem Type
-App. 70% of polygon is occupied by
6649
8.2
Woodland
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous
(April Point)
forest 40-70 yrs old)
major site type: Douglas-f ir/Jodgepole
(Includes
pine/Cladina
proposed
greenspace
(moist)
-Remainder
of
stand
is comprised of conifercovenant
dominated Mature Forest with Douglasareas)
fir/so lal
-Over half of polygon is occupied by conifer9.9
Older Forest
6521
dominated Mature Forest (80-250 yrs since
(Gowiland
Harbour)
last disturbance)
major site type: western redcedar and
(includes
snowberry
proposed
(moist)
Goose Creek
-age of stand > 80 yrs
Park)
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities at riparian areas
-Approximately 40% of polygon is occupied
6666
1 5.7
Older Forest
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowiland
Harbour)
jor site type: western redcedar/snowberry
(moist)
(includes
-age of stand generally> 80 yrs
proposed
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
Gowlland
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
Harbour Park)
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities along riparian areas arid along
foresbore
-Approximately
80%
of polygon is occupied
6732
Older Forest
9.
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowiland
Harbour)
(generally 80-250 years since lost
disturbance)
(includes
site type: Douglas-f ir/lodgepole
proposed
pine/Cladina
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remaining 20% of site occupied by
areas)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous) in
narrow linear communities
major site types: western
redcedar/snowben-y
western redcedar/foamf lower

I
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4.4 Physlography

]

The Site occupies variable aspects between sea level (0 m asl=above sea level) and
approximately 45 m asi.
The Site contains a variety of slope gradients and relief, ranging from the gentle inland
plateau to steep coastal cliffs. Soils in the area were derived from deep (generally> 1 m
thick) morainal deposits, overlying extrusive bedrock. Gravelly loamy sand is the
common soil texture. Pockets of glaciofluvial material found in morainal sediments
contain rounder coarse fragments. Coarse fragment content is relatively high. Shell
fragments in selected soil profiles show evidence of historical use of the Site by First
Nations.
Drainage ranges from moderately dry at coastal bluffs to very moist at seepage areas
on lower-sloped seasonal drainages. Soil types include Dys c Brunisols and Humo-Ferric
Podzols with poorly developed B horizons. Humus types va om lignomors (Woodlands)
to leptomoders (mixed, Older Forest) and rhizomulls rich, m t mixed forest).

Shell fragments in soil profile.
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5.1 SIte Reconnaissance Methodology
The Site was stratified according to natural and property boundaries. Stratified polygons
were surveyed by walking arbitrary transect lines, so that the entire property was
covered. Ecological data were collected at random sample plot locations within each
polygon, as per Land Management Handbook #47 (Silviculture Prescription Data
Collection Field Handbook, BC MoF, 2000). Data collection was distributed to provide
even coverage over the entire site. At each sample plot location the following
information was recorded:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UTM location and approximate elevation
Slope
Aspect
Slope Position
Vegetation Layers and % composition by layer
Structural Stage(s)
Canopy closure
Drainage
Aeration
Tree attributes (stem density, average height. average diameter, leading species,
condition crass, %live/dead)
Site series
Coarse woody debris (# pieces, average decay class. diameter range)

Throughout the assessment, comments regarding wildlife usage at the Site were noted.
Representative photographs were taken.
Data collected in the field were used to support the delineation of ecosystem polygons.

Ii
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6.0

ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Site assessment specifically addressed Environmentally Sensitive Ecosystems designated
by the MoE (Fig. 3). SEI polygons totaled approximately 65% of the Site. The entire Site
was assessed during the field review.
ysm types
The MoE SEI identified three terrestrial ecosystem types at the Site: Older/Mature Forest;
Woodland; and Riparian.
1. Older/Mature Forest
Forest cover at the Site was dominated by mature second-growth forest ranging in age
from 80 to 250 years (since last disturbance). Average age range was 80-100+ years.
It should be noted that a significant portion of the original forest cover at the Site was
logged by European settlers on Quadra Island over 100 years ago. After the original oldgrowth stands were logged, many areas (including the central plateau) regenerated
naturally with western hemlock. Western hemlock tends to be shallowly rooted, and is
very susceptible to blowdown. Recent harvesting in the centre of the GHV property was
done by the developers to recover heavy hemlock blowdown from winter storms. Minor
blowdown occurred on sloping foreshore areas where the mature forest stands
included a mix of species more sheltered from prevailing winds.
The predominant natural disturbance factor in the CHWxm is wildfire, with a mean
interval event cycle of approximately 200 years. Old-growth Douglas-fir stumps found
throughout the Site indicate the original forest stand was dominated by Douglas-fir.
Forest stands at the Site were generally coniferous-dominated, with Douglas-fir and/or
western hemlock as leading species, together with western redcedar, and a lesser
component of Sitka spruce and grand fir. Scattered deciduous species (bigleaf maple,
red alder) were found in scattered, seepage sites.

Photos. Older/mature forest ecosystems.
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Site series encompass sites capable of producing similar late seral or climax plant
communities within a biogeoclimatic subzone (or variant). A site series is specific to a
subzone (or variant).
A range of site series occurred within each of the forest ecosystems at the Site (Table 2).
Zonal sites (representing conditions intermediate in moisture and nutrients) and
somewhat dry to fresh, richer sites predominated. Structural stage 6 (Mature Forest) was
dominant (see Appendix 1for explanation of structural stages).

Table 2. Major site series encountered in Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems at the GHV site
Site series

Classifier

Description

CWHxm - 03

FdHw - Salal

Moderately dry, poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 01

HwFd - Kindbergia

Zonol: somewhat dry to fresh; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 06

HwCw - Deer fern

Moist to very moist; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 04

Fd - Sword fern

Moderately dry; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 05

Cw - Sword fern

Somewo fresh; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 07

Cw - Foamf lower

MoIeryst; rich to very rich nutrients

Photos: Site series examples: CHWxm-05

CHWxm-04

CWHxm-03

Proposed parkland dedication (Gowlland Harbour Park and Goose Creek Park) and
greenspace contained Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems, with a wide representation of
plant communities from the CWHxm.
Older second growth forests function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife
species, and as primary connections between different types of ecosystems. In older
second growth stands such as those found in proposed parkland dedication at the Site,
wildlife diversity is relatively high. Coarse woody debris (snags and downed logs) in
stands older than 80 years provides important habitat for small mammals and cavity
nesting birds. The biodiversity values of second growth forest generally increase with
age, resulting in an increased capacity to support more and larger species of plants
and animals.
13
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2. Woodland
A lesser portion of the Site contained dry, open forests, with 10-50% tree cover. These
areas of exposed bedrock close to the shoreline contained conifer-dominated and/or
mixed conifer and deciduous stands with non-forested openings, often with shallow soils
and bedrock outcroppings. A range of structural stages (1 -5) was present.

Photos. Woodland ecosyste
Coastal bluff ecosystems are naturally rare
adjacent islands. Undisturbed sites are ye
east Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands
Coastal bluffs provide nesting sites for a flu
provide important micro-habitats for a numb
the spring before moss outcrops dry in the su

ast Vancouver Island and the
stal bluffs occupy less than 0.3% of
ntory, 1996).
r o jrds. Coastal bluff ecosystems
f plants that flower for a limited time in
er.
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3. Riparlon
Areas adjacent to water bodies (ocean, wetlands, streams) are influenced by a variety
of factors - erosion, sedimentation, flooding and/or subterranean irrigation - due to the
proximity to the water body.
Riparian ecosystems at the Site included small seasonal wetlands, seasonal
watercourses, and narrow linear communities along foreshore areas where there is little
or no flooding. Saltine marshes along the Gowlland Harbour foreshore were also
included in the dparian ecosystem category. Saltine and estuarine marshes have
declined to less than one third of their extent in the early 1 900's due to coastal dyking
and conversion of marshes to agriculture (SEI Inventory, 1996). More recently, impacts
have occurred from activities such as log handling and marina construction.

Photos. Riparian ecosystems at the GHV Site encompass small wetlands, stream courses, and foreshore
areas.

Riparian ecosystems vary greatly according to different structural stages based on age
and form of the vegetation. Riparian ecosystems provide a wide variety of habitat types
that contribute to high levels of biodiversity. Structural stage 6 dominated at the GHV
site; a variety of earlier structural stages occurred at small, natural openings.
15
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The subject property is classified in the CWHxm subzone. Overview of the Site focused
on vegetative units identified by the MoE SEl: Mature/Older Forest, Woodland, and
Riparian Areas. Vegetation at the Site is characteristic of the CWI-lxm. Douglas-fir and
western hemlock were the dominant tree species at the Site. A lesser component of
western redcedar was present. Minor components of grand fir and Sitka spruce were
present.
Lodgepole pine was found at drier sites (moss-covered coastal bluffs). Bigleaf maple
and alder were found in wetter areas (lower seepage slopes). Minor occurrences of
western yew and bitter cherry were observed.
The understorey shrub layer in coniferous-dominated forest stands was dominated by
salal, snowberry, dull Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry. The herbaceous layer in
coniferous-dominated forests was comprised largely of sword fern and foam flower.
Common mosses were Oregon beaked moss and red-stem feather moss. Moister sites
along seasonal watercourses supported salmonberry and various nitrophytic plant
species.
Drier, moss-covered rocky outcrops along
moss species, including Cladonia spp.

e area contained a variety of

7.1 SIte Series and Structural Stage Repres
A wide range of site series was res ented,' icularly in the Older/Mature Forest
ecosystems. Structural Stage repres'as dominated by Structural Stage 6
(Mature Forest); a ranc- of earlier structurdl stages occurred throughout the Site.

Photo. Old growth Douglas-fir stump provides a "nurse log" for second growth hemlock tree.
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Biological diversity (or biodiversity) is the diversity of plants, animals, and other living
organisms in all their forms and levels of organisation, and includes the diversity of
ecosystems, and the functional processes that link them. Biodiversity is based on
ecological principles.
The historical fire cycle in the CWHxm would have resulted in a landscape of even-aged
stands with snags and veteran trees, and small areas encompassing a range of seral
types. The landscape was dominated by extensive areas of mature forest surrounding
patches of younger forest. Across much of the Pacific Northwest, natural disturbance
has largely been supplanted by human activities, such as urban development, logging,
and agriculture. Stand conditions that mimic the natural disturbance patterns that
occurred over thousands of years generally provide optimal habitat for native species.
Habitat needs of forest organisms can be best met by:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining patchy stands with a variety of forest stand attributes and structures
across a variety of ecosystems and landscapes
maintaining connectivity of ecosystems to ensure continued dispersal and
movement of forest-dwelling organisms across the landscape
providing forested areas of sufficient size to maintain forest interior conditions and
to prevent the formation of excessiv
g obitat
maintaining snags, veteran treesnd
e woody debris
maintaining old seral stage

Forest stands at proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour View Park contain
important attributes that contribute significantly to biological diversity:
•
•

•

•

•

stand structure - a high degree of horizontal and vertical structure (patchiness)
provides a mix of foraging, nesting, and resting habitat
wildlife trees - a significant number of wildlife frees (standing or dead or live trees
with characteristics that provide valuable habitat for the conservation or
enhancement of wildlife) includes various species (Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce,
grand fir, western redcedar, western hemlock, bigleaf
coarse woody debris - moderate to high levels of fallen branches and old
blowdown on the forest floor provide feeding, breeding, and shelter substrate for
invertebrates, small mammals, and amphibians, in addition to carbon storage
and erosion control
forest floor - a range of humus types and decomposing materials (including
freshly deposited leaf litter from bigleaf maples) provide varied habitat for
invertebrates, soil fungi, bacteria, and saprophytic plants
special habitats - inclusion of small wetlands, stream courses, rock outcrops, and
Woodlands provide unique and less common stand features that are associated
with specific flora, fauna, or microhabitat processes less common in landscape

Proposed preservation of the Site's ecosystems will effectively mimic natural disturbance
conditions in a "seminatural landscape", promoting plant and animal diversity.
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liming of the assessment in late fall precluded some sampling opportunities.
Spring/summer field work is recommended to gather data on breeding birds (including
owl species), and herbaceous plant species.
While the Site is classified in the CWHxm, it may be considered somewhat transitional
between biogeoclimatic units, as if contains attributes of both the drier moist maritime
Coastal Douglas-fir subzone (CDFmm) - to the southeast - and the wetter Submontane
very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock variant (CWHvm1) to the north. A minor
component of grand fir is aligned with the CDFmm. Western hemlock is associated with
the CWHxm. Sitka spruce is found on moist, rich sites in the CDFmm, CWHxm, and
CWHvm1.

at brackets on a forest snag.
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The preliminary overview provided a number of recommendations in support of the
developers' goals to manage high biodiversity levels at the Site.
1. Marine foreshore - These areas provide high quality habitat features (including a
number of nesting/perching trees) for bald eagles. Maintain integrity of the shoreline to
by establishing a 15m buffer from the high water mark along the marine foreshore.
2. Woodland sites - Moss-covered coastal bluffs generally have little or no soil, and
vegetation is prone to erosion. Where possible, use buffers of woodland vegetation or
other native vegetation to help to slow the spread of non-native species, and help
reduce access.
3. Invasive species - Invasive species (i.e., Scotch broom, thistle) can spread rapidly
and crowd out native species. Encourage homeowners to landscape with native
species.
4. Nesting/breeding sites - Prevent disturbance of nesting or breeding areas. Establish
a permanent protective buffer around eagle nest trees. The BC Wildlife Act does not set
out specific buffer distances. In other areqs of British Columbia a buffer of 60 m is
necessary to provide adequate protection. Consultation with local government is
recommended. During the nesting season (app. February to August), no development
activities should occur within 150 m of active nests. During nesting season, no blasting
should occur within 1 km of the nest.
5. Erosion and Sediment Confràl Plan - Prior to construction develop a detailed Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan, and ensure it is followed through alt phases of construction.
6. Environmental monitoring - Monitor construction activities to ensure that the Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan is carried out in an effective manner. Weekly inspections (by
the Qualified Environmental Professional or a designate) are required at a minimum
during periods of heavy activity, in addition to more frequent inspections during times of
heavy rainfall. Monitoring and reporting should be done for the duration of the project.
7. Proposed parkland dedication - Proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland
Harbour Park provide a wide range of habitats highly suitable for long-term biodiversity
protection. Retention of healthy. older second growth forest stands is ideal for old
growth recruitment; high biodiversity values that will increase as the stands age.
8. Proposed greenspace covenant west, central portion of Site - A moderate to high
windthrow hazard was observed in this stand of tall, shallowly rooted hemlock trees. A
significant portion of the trees are infected with mistletoe. Conduct a danger tree
assessment prior to construction.
9. Wildland - rural interface fire hazard - Reduce the potential for interface fire by
following FireSmart guidelines for vegetation management, fire retardant construction
19
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materials, and infrastructure (i.e.. looping access routes with adequate fireflow)
(FireSmart, Protecting Your Community from Wildfire. Partners in Protection. 2003).
10. Trails - Develop interconnecting nature trails with careful consideration to sensitive
ecosystems. Avoid wetland areas; use designated creek crossings; incorporate
switchback turns on slopes to reduce erosion; and minimise disturbance to root systems
of trees in advanced Structural Stages.
11. Wildlife Trees - Conduct an inventory of Wildlife Trees to ensure safety and wildlife
issues are addressed.

Photo. WiIdIie Tree.
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10.0 EXECUT1VE'SUMM.
The developers of Gowiland Harbour Views are proposing to protect and preserve over
fifty percent of the Site as upland green space and waterfront parks. A general
overview of the property and foreshore areas was conducted in December, 2009 to
assess ecological site characteristics of the site, with a specific focus on sensitive
ecosystems identified by the Site by the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
As detailed in this report, the Gowlland Harbour Views site contains considerable
diversity and structural complexity. I was impressed with the developers' consideration
of sustainable concepts. Proposed dedication of parkland and green space will
capture a range of forest stand attributes and structural stages across the landscape.
In my professional opinion, with recommendations above addressed, development
plans as proposed for Gowiland Harbour Views provide opportunities to enhance
biodiversity by providing a "seminatural" landscape that mimics natural disturbance
conditions. Dedication of parkland and green space wtI pieserve structural richness and
a wide diversity or plant and animal species at the stand and landscape level.
Management strategies based on ecological relationships will maintain and/or revive
native species biodiversity.

r

In summary, the development affords effective environmental protection and
additionally, provides special value for the community.
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9.0

LImitations

This report provides a general overview of the ecological characteristics at the site, with a focused
assessment on sensitive ecosystems. Evaluation is based on professional judgmenl. The investigation
involved a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to the particular property as disclosed
at the time of inspection. The report was prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions.
It is intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was commissioned and for use by local
government regulating the activities to which it pertains.
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Appendix I
Structural stages and codes
From Standards for Terrestrial Ecosystems Mapping In British Columbia. 1998. Ecosystems Working Group of the
Terrestrial Ecosystems Task Force, Resources Inventory Committee.

Structural stage

Description

Post-disturbance stages or environmentally induced structural development
I Sparse bryoid

Initial stages of primary and secondary succession

Substages
la Sparse
lb Bryoid

<10% vegetation cover
Bryophyte- and lichen-dominated communities

Stand initiation stages or environmentally induced structural development
2 Herb

Early successional stage or herbaceous communities
Maintained by environmental conditions or disturbance;
time since disturban <O yrs for normal forest succession

S ubstages
2a Forb-dominated
2b Graminoid-dominated
2cAquatic
2dDwarf shrub
3 Herb/Shrub

Herbaceous communities dominated by non-graminoid herbs
Herbaceous communities dominated by grasses, sedges, reeds,
and rushes
Herbaceous communities dominated by floating or submerged
aquatic plants
Communities dominated by dwarf woody species
Early successional stage or shrub communities maintained by
envfronmental conditions or disturbance; dominated by shrubby
vegetation; seedlings and advanced regeneration may be
abundant

Substages
3a Low shrub

3b Tall shrub

Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation < 2m tall;
seedlings and advanced regeneration may be abundant; time
since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession
Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation that are
2 — 10 m tall; time since disturbance <40 yrs for normal forest
Succession
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Stem exclusion stages
4 Pole/Sapling

Trees> 10 m tall, typically densely stocked, have overtopped
shrub and herb layers; time since disturbance usually <40 yrs
for normal forest succession; up to 100+yrs for dense (5 00015 000+ st/ha) stagnant stands

5 Young Forest

Self-thinning has become evident; forest canopy has begun
differentiation into distinct layers (dominant, main canopy, and
overtopped); time since disturbance generally 40-80 yrs, but
may begin as early as age 30
Understorey reinitiation stage

6 Mature Forest

Trees established after the last disturbance have matured; time
since disturbance generally 80-250 yrs for CDFmm

7 Old Forest

Old, structurally complex stands composed mainly of shadeTolerant and regenerating tree species: snags and coarse woody
Debris in all stages of decomposition typically, as are patchy
understoreys; time se disturbance generally >250 yrs
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File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.l3ox 4, Mervil.le, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Atm: Mr. Richard Schelhnck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OFtISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHINICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schcllinck:
1.

Introduction

a.

At your request, Lewkowich En
geotechnical assessment of

Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
bove site. This report provides a summary of our findings and

recommendations. Specifica our evaluati
which may affect the safe deve pment o
b.

We examined the Official Co
development lies within any E
(NH A) or Develop me

have taken into account those natural hazards,
land.

unity Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
onmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
t Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three

development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd. (their drawing number BTO9-h
dated March, 2009).
2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A -2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756.3831
www.Iewkowich .com

Client: Richard & Cheryl Schelhnck
Project: D.L. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
1

Determine whether the land is geotechmcally safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seistmc event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii.

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attenuoO to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in thedatds of the design and construction of
the development that are required to e
are developed and maintained saf

theid buildings, and Works and Services

or the e intended; and

Acknowledge that approving offirs may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for theclo
4.

t

of the land.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconiaissance was ca
topography and tby of

out on Ny 13, 2009 to gather information on the
mations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.

Sub-surfice soils and bedrockfeology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject proper . The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual na e of the development.
5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the
east, by Govhmnd Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential (R-1) properties
to the south.

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4rn to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.

Client; Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
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exists in the northern portion of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the prop ertv. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ra'ine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppmgs of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOrn high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature spe4imens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensivelgged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, a
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines arid salal. Cleared areas incl

trees (maple and alder), with an
thick growth of tall grasses

with some low shrubs, blackberry bushas well asiinmature tree growth.
5.2

Subsutface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions throughou

site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock

interrupted by areas of deep . raine sedim a s (which are generally thicker than I in) over
bedrock. The mora.ine sedime

clude

ets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial

materials. The bdrock is descr ed as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic
surface texture

examinatio

I exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified

b tcLron]c 'iction resulting in cahzed she ii zones The rock is chatacterl7cd

.ts

strong 'rnd

slightly weathered. The degree of joinbng is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30m.
b.

fvluch of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominandy post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some testpits have bccn
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesrpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2rn.
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5.3

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground waler table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater condit4ans at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the tune of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the precedil'ig Secti,pi 5, the site is considered geotechmcaily safe
nd suitable for the intended p

se (residhq1 development), provided the

recommendations in this rep are follod.
b.

Site development for the stu
embankment con
Therefore, lots

cfion) to e
subject to r

development reg

t.1ofl. We

rea is undestood to require area grading (excavation and
•

osed roadway and service line installations.

xarmnation during and after area grading but prior to
-e taken this issue into account in formulating our

recommendations.
c.

Building areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

V/e recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist oi shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Where buildings are to be set above glacio-marine
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1 (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechaical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to a '. valuation of site-specific
condition.
c.

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside of the g
to be favorable for residential building con
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be a
would be suitable either for naturall de
consist of intact bedrock, a
preparation shall include re

f.

Settlements For foundations co

"build" areas are considered
xpect that an allowable
ding design and construction. This

bedrock, or structural fill. IF foundations
ressure should be available. Site
topsoil) materials or unengineered [ill soils.

e! - gie combination of bedrock, native undisturbed

soil, or compacted structural fishould be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.
g.

Fill, if required to raise budding areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate densification. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

ii.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,
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and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H:

to allow for disturbance such as

from temporary excavation. I'he Geotechnical Engineer fo e project shou.]d review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foun . -

deeper than 1.5 metres. A more

detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot . .

be neces .

this may be accomplished using a stand

g Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B

CB

t the time of construction

and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of son erodible sur -s, erosion control is expected to be an ;ssue of
significance during ttlo

- t of th

•opertv. Overland storm water controls should

take into accounthe potential pa • concentrated runoff as it may impact adjacent
sensitive areas. hs should ge ally take the form of runoff from cons truction activities being
d.uected to retenu areis jto entry to sensitive areas Erosion control plans can be
provided by our office pi6r to any construction activities to ensure appropnate BMP's are
documented.
6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the sire includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4.l.8.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of Ioundauon design and construction, unless
detailed site observations conIu-m that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6

Permanent Dewatering

a.

Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currendy expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgrades.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to •
settlement of backfill around founs. . .
surface water next to the buil' , and s
additional backfill to restore oper surface
should not be a prohli.-afba.

ater vell away from buildings. Any
_____
ate undesirable low areas for collection of
d b urimediately corrected by placement of
inage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill

is place' nd compacted following our recommendations

regarding struc
7.0

Geotechnical
The BC Building Code

uality Assurance
that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide

Geotechrucal Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geotechnical :\ssurance
services include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibthtv for field reviews of these components during construction.
8.0
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9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evidentiui1 construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current cètion techniques, and generally
,expressed or implied, is made. Due to the

accepted engineering practices. No other
geological randomness of many soil fo

prìs, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
mplied. If umdenuuied sods are encountered,

away from the areas indenufed has
unanticipated conditions bec

strucuon or other information pertinent to

the structures become availa

dations may be altered or modified in writing by

the undersigned.
10.0

Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Asso

s Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this

project. if you have any cornnnts, or additional requirements at this time, please contact us at
'our convernence.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lcwkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,
,s

-

1
-...._—
(;hris Hudec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Projcct Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior Technologist
..ttachrnent, '1horcoiisu1t Limited Drawing 8T09-B-02 Rev I
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P 'st Management practices
Provincial Standards
AN ECONOMIC A1IONAL

IN1A1t2
5fOMWA1T.
MANAcMN1

2.0 Defining Integrated Stormwater Management (ISM)
Stormwater management has evolved over the decades, and continues to evolve, The
following comparison captures the key elements of the transition from a traditional, 1980s
approach, to an integrated approach in the 2000s. The integrated approach still incorporates
the traditional 'scope of engineering work, but builds on it to achieve environmental as well as
drainage objectives.

Integrated Stormwater Management Planning
From TRADITIONAL

A Rendln'cc for U,'lrau and Rural Lartd Dcr'c'hrj.nr:crrt in BC

to

INTEGRATED:

• Drainage Systems

-

• Ecosystems

• Reactive (Solve Problems)

—.

• Proactive (Prevenl Problems)

• Engineer-Driven

• Interdisciplinary leant-Driven

• Prolect Property

• Protect Property and Habitat

• Pipe and Convey
• Unilateral Decisions

• Mimic Natural Processes
—.

• Consensus-Based Deasions

—.

• Rainwater Integrated with Land Uoe

• Local Government Ownership
Extreme Storm Focus

• Partnerships with Others

• PEAK FLOW THINKING

•

Source 5rormwarer Planning

VOtUME-BASED THINKING

A Guidebook for BC

Water Balance
Rainfall Iandtng on a site travels in four directions:
— Inlerflow — soaking into shallow ground and moving slowly through soils to streams
— Deep Groundwater — percolating vertically into deep groundwater
Evapotranspiration — evaporating from surfaces and transpiration from leaves
Pn5ed e..sd. and w'$sntpn'.rd.d byse

BRInSH

Couii

Water balance model for surface water

— Surface run-off — flowing over the ground
The total volume of rainfall equals the sum of these four components and this relationship is
known as the Water Balance.
Urban drainage has traditionally focused on managing surface runoff, It is only recently that the
other three components have begun to receive serious attention, with the emphasis on interfiow.
Although interfiow was first defined in the 1610 century, its significance has been largely ignored
for over 400 years. II is now recognized that alt four components need to be considered as part
of a comprehensrve and integrated approach to stormwater volume management.
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StrathCona
RegionaI District

ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES COMMITTEE

Wednesday, February 9, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Electoral Areas Services Committee held on Wednesday, February 9, 2011
at the Strathcona Regional District office located at #301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

Staff:

J. Abram
B. Leigh
N. Anderson
G. Whalley

Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
Kyuquot/Nootka-Sayward (Electoral Area A)

B. Reardon
T. Yates
D. Christenson
R. Hotsenpiller
B. Rees
J. Neill
M. Hebert

Chief Administrative Officer
Corporate Services Manager
Financial Services Manager
Community Services Manager
Parks & Planning Manager
Planning Technician
Senior Executive Assistant

CALL TO ORDER:
There being a quorum present, the Chair called the meeting to order at 9:35 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
LeighlWhalley: EASC 24/11
THAT the agenda be approved with the addition of the following:
New Business
1) Vancouver Island Regional Library Board Update
2) Woodhus Slough - Shelter Point Farm
CARRIED
DELEGATIONS:
Greenshores Project
The Chair introduced and welcomed Ms. Harriet Rueggeberg of the Greenshores Project. Ms.
Rueggeberg provided an informative presentation on the Greenshores Project.
LeighlWhalley: EASC 25/11
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THAT the presentation from Ms. Harriet Rueggeberg of the Greenshores Project be received.
CARRIED

REPORTS:
Adoption of Minutes
N. Andersonl\Vhalley: EASC 26/11
THAT the minutes of the January 12, 2011 meeting of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be adopted.
CARRIED
LeighfWhalley: EASC 27/11
THAT the minutes of the January 13, 2011 special meeting of the Electoral Areas Services
Committee be adopted.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 45, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment
No.3, and Bylaw No. 46, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No.97
(Timberwest Forest I Limited - Gowiland Harbour Log Sort)
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 28/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: EASC 29/11
THAT the Committee recommend that Bylaw No. 45 and Bylaw No. 46 be given first two
readings and authorized for a public hearing.
CARRIED
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 30/11
THAT the Committee recommend that the referrals be approved.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 94, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 2007, Amendment
No. 4 and Bylaw No. 95, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 99 Scheffinck (Gowliand Harbour)
Leigh/Whalley: EASC 31/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
&MeetngType75
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Final Draft 2011 - 2015 Financial Plan
LeighlWhalley: EASC 32/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
The Financial Services Manager provided a presentation on the final draft 2011 - 2015
Financial Plan.
Discussion ensued.
Chair Abram left the meeting chambers at 10:25 a.m. and Vice Chair Leigh assumed the
position of presiding officer.
Chair Abram re-entered the meeting chambers at 10:30 a.m.
Leigh!Whalley: EASC 33/11
THAT Gas Tax Funds of $250,000 currently earmarked for a Water Pump Station in Area tD'
be applied to the the Regional District portion of the planning costs for Area 'D' sewerage.
CARRIED
Leigh/N. Anderson: EASC 34/11
THAT the budget amounts for Area 'Dt Grant in Aid be amended to $44,000 for each of the
years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.
CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS:
Vancouver Island Regional Library Update
Director Leigh advised that she had been re-elected to an executive position on the
Vancouver Island Regional Library Board. Director Leigh further advised that staff of the
Vancouver Island Regional Library Board have been instructed to enter into negotiations for
the establishment of a new library facility on each of Quadra Island and Cortes Island.
Woodhus Slough and Shelter Point Farm
Director Leigh advised that she had attended the ceremonies at Shelter Point Farm
establishing the Bear Creek Nature Park and dedication of 161 acres of wetlands in Area 'C'
of the Comox Valley Regional District. Director Leigh further advised that a conservation
covenant has apparently been granted to Ducks Unlimited which also includes lands located
in Electoral Area 'D' of the Strathcona Regional District.

TERMINATION:
Leigh/N. Anderson: EASC 35/11
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CARRIED
Certified:
Corporate Officer

J. Abram
Chair
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Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD

REGIONAL DISTRICT

Thursday, January 27, 2011
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District held on Thursday,
January 27, 2011 at the Strathcona Regional District offices located at #301-990 Cedar Street, Campbell
River, B.C.
MINUTES

Present:
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Directors:

C. Anderson
J. Abram
N. Anderson
C. Cornfield
R. Grant
B. Leigh
T. Lewis
J. MacDonald
C. Moglove
Z. Stewart
M. Stony
G. Whalley

Village of Gold River
Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets (Electoral Area C)
Cortes Island (Electoral Area B)
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Oyster Bay - Buttle Lake (Electoral Area D)
Village of Zeballos
Village of Sayward
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
City of Campbell River
Kyuquot - Nootka/Sayward (Electoral Area A)

Absent:

C. Dahling

Village of Tahsis

Staff:

T. Yates
Corporate Services Manager
D. Christenson Financial Servcies Manager
R. Hotsenpiller Community Services Manager
M. Hebert
Senior Executive Assistant

CALL TO ORDER
There being a quorum present, the Chair called the meeting to order
at 10:31 am.
CLOSED (IN-CAMERA) MEETiNG
MacDonaldlAbram: SRD 001/11
THAT the Board adjourn to a closed (in-camera) session pursuant
to the following subsections of Section 90 of the Community
Charter:
90(1)(a) personal information about an identifiable individual who
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holds or is being considered for a position as an officer, employee
or agent of the municipality or another position appointed by the
municipality;
90(1)(j) information that is prohibited, or information that if it were
presented in a document would be prohibited, from disclosure
under section 21 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act;
90(2)(d) a matter that, under another enactment, is such that the
public must be excluded from the meeting.
CARRIED
RISE & REPORT
The Board rose from its closed (in-camera) session at 10:39 a.m.
RECESS
The Board recessed at 10:39 a.m.
RECONVENE
The Board reconvened at 11:02 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The agenda was approved with the following additions:
New Business
6) Aquatic Management Board Request for Funding (Director
Lewis)
7) Halibut Allocation Policy (Director Cornfield)
8) Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex (Director Stewart)
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
Abram/Lewis: SRD 009/11
THAT the minutes of the December 16, 2010 inaugural meeting of
the Regional Board be adopted.
CARRIED
Director Storry arnved at 11:03 a.m.

REPORTS
Chief Administrative Officer's Management Report
Abram/Grant: SRD 010/11
THAT the Management Report for January 2011 from the Chief
Administrative Officer be received.
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CARRIED
Electoral Areas Services Committee
Abram/Leigh: SRD 011/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 12, 2011 meeting of the
Electoral Areas Services Committee be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/N. Anderson: SRD 012/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 13, 2011 special meeting of
the Electoral Areas Services Committee be received.
CARRIED
Committee of the Whole
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 013/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 12, 2011 meeting of the
Committee of the Whole be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Cornfield: SRD 014/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 14, 2011 special meeting of
the Committee of the Whole be received.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Stewart/Moglove: SRD 015/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 12, 2011 meeting of the
Strathcona Gardens Commission be received.
CARRIED
Provincial Initiative to Streamline Regional District Land Use
Decisions
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 016/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 017/11
THAT the Regional District decline to participate in the pilot
project initiative.
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CARRIED
Official Community Plan Consultation
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 018/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abrami'N. Anderson: SRD 019/11
THAT a bylaw be prepared for further consideration which
establishes a corporate standard for Official Community Plan
(OCP) consultation and which delegates well defined levels of
authority to staff for determining appropriate consultation processes
pertaining to OCP's.
CARRIED
Board of Variance Policy
AbramlWhalley: SRD 020/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 021/11
THAT the corporate policy No. CP-003 entitled Board of Variance
Member Selection be approved.
CARRIED
Soil Deposit and Removal Control Service
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 022/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 023/11
THAT a further report and bylaw be prepared for the purpose of
removing Electoral Area 'B' and Electoral Area 'C' from the Soil
Deposit and Removal Control service.
CARRIED
LeighlAbram: SRD 024/11
THAT a report be prepared outlining the use of the Soil Deposit and
Removal Control service in Area 'D'.
CARRIED
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Oyster River Dike Maintenance
LeighlCornfield: SRD 025/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlCornfield: SRD 026/11
THAT an application be made to the Building Canada Fund
Communities Component/Flood Protection Program (BCFCC/FPP) Intake 2010 Tier 2 grant program in the amount of
$120,500 plus HST to undertake protection work associated with
the Oyster River dike.
CARRiED
AbramlComfield: SRD 027/11
THAT the supplementary report from the Chief Administrative
Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Abram: SRD 028/11
THAT consideration of service establishment alternatives for
maintenance of the Oyster River dike structure be deferred to the
director for Electoral Area 'D' for further discussions with staff.
CARRIED
Cortes Island Fire Protection
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 029/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 030/11
THAT the Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the
fire protection service agreement with the Kiahoose First Nation for
Tork Indian Reserve No. 7 at Squirrel Cove.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 031/11
THAT the Regional District not proceed further with Bylaw No. 92,
Theing South Cortes Island Fire Protection Services and Facilities
Local Service Establishment Bylaw 1990, Amendment No. 4.
CARRIED
External Agency Appointments
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MacDonald/Whalley: SRD 032/11
THAT the report from the Chair be received.

Moglove/Cornfield: SRD 033/11
THAT the matter of External Agency Appointments for 2011 be
deferred to the next meeting of the Conmiittee of the Whole; and
THAT the external agency appointments made for 2010 continue
until replaced or reappointed.
CARRTED
Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities
(AVICC) Sponsored Resolutions - Greyhound Canada Service
Reductions
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 034/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Lewis/MacDonald: SRD 035/11
THAT consideration of a sponsored resolution to the Association of
Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities convention concerning
proposed Greyhound Canada service reductions between Nanaimo
and Vancouver be deferred until Februaiy.
DEFEATED

Directors MacDonald, Whalley, N
Anderson, Abram, Stewart, Lewis, Leigh
opposed

LeighlLewis: SRD 036/11
THAT a sponsored resolution concerning Greyhound Canada
Service reductions be approved for submission to the Association
of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities convention as
follows:
"WHEREAS the B.C. Passenger Transportation Board is
considering an application by Greyhound Canada Transportation
ULC for service reductions between Vancouver and Nanaimo
which has been initiated as a result of a dispute over terminal
parking at B.C. Ferries facilities;
AND WHEREAS the service reductions contemplated would have
an adverse effect on those who rely on bus transportation between
Vancouver Island communities;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the B.C. Passenger
Transportation Board be encouraged to resolve the dispute between
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B.C. Ferries and Greyhound Canada over terminal parking at B.C.
Ferry Corporation facilities and that the requested service
reductions be denied."

LeighlLewis: SRD 037/11
THAT the sponsored resolution be amended by rewording the last
paragraph so that it reads as follows:
"NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the B.C. Passenger
Transportation Board requested service reductions be denied."
CARRIED
A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was...
CARRIED

Director Moglove opposed

Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities
(AVICC) Sponsored Resolution - Pacific Aquaculture
Regulations
Leigh/N. Anderson: SRD 038/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 039/11
THAT a sponsored resolution concerning the aquaculture regulatory
regime announced by Fisheries and Oceans Canada be approved for
submission to the Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities convention as follows:
"WHEREAS THE Federal government has developed Pacific
Aquaculture Regulations under the Fisheries Act which have
established a new regulatory regime with respect to commercial
aquaculture operations on the British Columbia coast;
AND WHEREAS it is critical that operational compliance
standards under the regulations include provisions to mitigate
negative impacts on adjacent land uses;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,
a) that Fisheries and Oceans Canada be requested to expand the
current license templates for marine finfish, shellfish and
freshwater aquaculture to include specific operational compliance
standards that serve to mitigate the potential for negative impact of
aquaculture operations on adjacent land uses;
b) that Fisheries and Oceans Canada be requested to defer approval
of new aquaculture operations pending written confirmation from
local governments that such operations are in compliance with local
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government regulations; and
c) that Fisheries and Oceans Canada be requested to convene a
meeting of British Columbia coastal communities, regional
districts, local governments and First Nations to provide more
clarity on the Pacific Aquaculture Regulations."

Moglove/N. Anderson: SRD 040/11
THAT the sponsored resolution be amended by adding the words
"the potential for" after the word "mitigate" in the second
paragraph.
CARRIED

Director Cornfield opposed

A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was...
CARRIED

Director Cornfield opposed

Request for Financial Assistance - Village of Zeballos
Lewis/MacDonald: SRD 041/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Abram!N. Anderson: SRD 042/11
THAT the possibility of the Strathcona Emergency Program hiring
a qualified hydrologist to identify the specific needs for structural
improvements to ditches and riprap to protect the residents of
Zeballos be investigated; and
THAT the Regional District pursue financial assistance in this
endeavour from the Provincial Emergency Program, Integrated
Lands Management Branch and the Ministry of Forests, Mines and
Lands and other funding sources.
CARRIED
Proposed Municipal Services Committee
MacDonaldlStewart: SRD 043/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Grant/MacDonald: SRD 044/11
THAT the Chair be requested to establish a Municipal Services
Committee as a standing committee of the Regional District.
CARRIED
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MacDonaldiGrant: SRD 045/11
THAT the Terms of Reference for the Committee be as documented
in the report from the Chief Administrative Officer dated January
17, 2011.

Lewis/MacDonald: SRD 046/11
THAT article 3.2 of the Terms of Reference be amended to read
"Membership on the Committee shall be confined to not less than 3
nor more than 5 directors representing the collective municipalities
within the Regional District".
Discussion ensued.

With permission from the Chair and consent of the seconder,
Director Lewis withdrew the amending motion.
Grant/Cornfield: SRD 047/11
THAT Article 3.2 and Article 4.2 of the Terms of Reference be
amended to read as follows:

Article 3.2 - "Membership on the Committee shall be comprised of
all municipal directors."
Article 4.2 - "All directors are entitled to vote on all questions
which may come before the Committee, subject to a declaration of
conflict. All questions shall be decided on the basis of one vote per
municipality."
CARRIED
A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was...
CARRIED
CornfieldlMacDonald: SRD 048/11
THAT the Committee's meetings be scheduled for the same days as
regular meetings of the Regional Board during 2011, except for the
December meeting.
CARRIED
The Chair advised that he would establish the Committee as
recommended by the Board.
Municipal Finance Authority Surplus Repatriation
LeigbfMoglove: SRD 049/11
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THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Lewis: SRD 050/11
THAT the 2010 - 2014 Financial Plan be amended to reflect debt
surplus repatriation funds in the amount of $120,753 being
contributed to the Strathcona Gardens Capital Works, Machinery &
Equipment Reserve Fund.
CARRIED
Recommended 2011 - 2015 Financial Plan
LeighlMacDonald: SRD 05 1/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Lewis: SRD 052/11
THAT the Recommended 2011 - 2015 Financial Plan including the
amendments outlined in Schedule A of the staff report dated
January 21, 2011 be approved in principle.

Director Whalley left the meeting chambers at 12:06 p.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
MacDonald/Grant: SRD 053/11
THAT the Board recommend any further changes that it wishes to
see incorporated into the 2011 - 2015 Financial Plan at this time in
order that the Final 2011 - 2015 Financial Plan can be prepared for
consideration.
Discussion ensued.
Director Whalley re-entered the meeting chambers at 12:09 p.m.
With permission from the Chair and consent of the seconder,
Director MacDonald withdrew the motion.

Community to Community Forum (March 1, 2011)
AbramlGrant: SRD 054/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
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N. AndersonlMoglove: SRD 055/11
THAT the Chair, Vice Chair, Electoral Area Directors and the Chief
Administrative Officer be authorized to attend the Community to
Community Forum on March 1, 2011.
Director Stewart left the meeting chambers at 12:13 p.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
N. Anderson/Lewis: SRD 056/11
THAT the Chair and Chief Administrative Officer extend an
invitation to the Kwakiutl District Council to attend the Community
to Community Forum on March 1, 2011 with the Strathcona
Regional District.

CornfieldlAbram: SRD 057/11
THAT the motion be amended to read "THAT the Chair and Chief
Administrative Officer send a letter to all First Nations bands and
tribes within the Strathcona Regional District encouraging their
attendance and participation at the Community to Community
Forum on March 1, 2011 as the Strathcona Regional District will be
attending."
CARRIED
A vote was held on the motion as amended and it was...
CARRIED
Director Stewart re-entered the meeting chambers at 12:19 p.m.
Director Moglove left the meeting chambers at 12:19 p.m.
Nanwakolas Council Participation in PNCIMA Marine
Planning
N. AndersonlMacDonald: SRD 058/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Grant: SRD 059/11
THAT the Nanwakolas Council be invited to meet with the
Regional Board.
CARRIED
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Union of British Columbia Municipalities - Regional District
CAO/CEO Meeting
MacDonald/Leigh: SRD 060/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 061/11
THAT the Chair, Vice Chair and Chief Administrative Officer be
authorized to attend the Union of B.C. Municipalities CAO/CEO
Forum scheduled for March 23, 2011.
Director Moglove re-entered the meeting chambers at 12:2 1 p.m.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
Request for Financial Assistance - Quadra Island Seniors
N. AndersonlAbram: SRD 062/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Cornfield/Abram: SRD 063/11
THAT a $3,500 economic development grant be provided to the
Quadra Island Seniors to assist with the operating costs of the
Tourist Information Booth.
CARRIED
Director Storry left the meeting chambers at 12:23 p.m.
RECESS
The Board recessed at 12:23 p.m.
RECONVENE
The Board reconvened at 12:51 p.m.
BYLAWS AND RESOLUTIONS
Bylaw No. 64 - Subdivision Servicing Standards
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 064/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlN. Aiiderson: SRD 065/11
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THAT further consideration of Bylaw No. 64 be deferred until the
next meeting of the Board pending a report providing clarity on the
status of the Campbell River Liquid Waste Management Plan.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 85- Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990, Amendment
No. 98 and
Bylaw No. 88 - Electoral Area 'J' - Desolation Sound Rural
Land Use Bylaw, 1993, Amendment No. 9
Abram/Cornfield: SRD 066/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Leigh/Cornfield: SRD 067/11
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 85 together
with all supporting documents and written submissions be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Whalley: SRD 068/11
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 88 together
with all supporting documents and written submissions be received.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 069/11
THAT Bylaw No. 85, being Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment No. 98 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Abrani/Whalley: SRD 070/11
THAT Bylaw No. 88, being Electoral Area 'J' - Desolation Sound
Rural Land Use Bylaw, 1993, Amendment No. 9 be given third
reading.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 86 - Electoral Area 'I' (Cortes Island) Zoning Bylaw
2002, Amendment No. 24
MacDonald/N. Anderson: SRD 071/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
LeighlN. Anderson: SRD 072/11
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THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 86 together
with all supporting documents and written submissions be received.
CARRIED
N. AndersonlWhalley: SRD 073/11
THAT Bylaw No. 86, being Electoral Area 'F (Cortes Island)
Zoning Bylaw 2002, Amendment No. 24 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 94- Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Amendment (CP 3C 09- Scheffiuck)
and Bylaw 95 - Quadra Island Zoning Amendment (RZ 2C 09 Scheffinck)
Abram/Leigh: SRD 074/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbrarnlLeigh: SRD 075/11
THAT the matter of Bylaw No. 94 be deferred to the next meeting
of the Electoral Areas Services Committee.
CARRIED
Abram/Leigh: SRD 076/11
THAT the matter of Bylaw No. 95 be deferred to the next meeting
of the Electoral Areas Services Committee.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 98 - Menzies Bay Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2000, Amendment No. 5
Whalley/Comfield: SRD 077/li
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 078/11
THAT the report on the public hearing for Bylaw No. 98 together
with all supporting documents and written submissions be received
CARRIED
Whalley/Leigh: SRD 079/11
THAT Bylaw No. 98, being Menzies Bay Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2000, Amendment No. 5 be given third reading.
CARRIED
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Bylaw No. 103 - Regional District Procedure Bylaw 2007,
Amendment No. 2
Leigh/MacDonald: SRD 080/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Leigh: SRD 08 1/11
THAT Bylaw No. 103, being Regional District Procedure Bylaw
2007, Amendment No. 2 be now introduced and given first and
second readings.
CARRIED
MacDonaldlMoglove: SRD 082/11
THAT Bylaw No. 103 be given third reading.
CARRIED
Moglove/MacDonald: SRD 083/11
THAT Bylaw No. 103, being Regional District Procedure Bylaw
2007, Amendment No. 2 be reconsidered, finally passed and
adopted.
CARRIED

NEW BUSINESS
Grant in Aid - Cortes Island Parent Advisory Council
N. AndersonlCornfield: SRD 084/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Grants in Aid - Electoral Area 'B'
Abram/N. Anderson: SRD 085/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 086/11
THAT a grant in aid of $5,950 be approved for the Friends of
Cortes Island Society to assist with the costs of a non-profit
fundraising coordinator position to be paid from the Electoral Area
'B' grant in aid budget to be paid as soon as possible.
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Director N. Anderson declared a conflict of interest due to having a
shared property interest with a director of the applicant and left the
meeting chambers at 1:10 p.m.
Discussion ensued.
A vote was held on the motion and it was...
CARRIED
Director N. Anderson re-entered the meeting chambers at 1:14 p.m.
N. AndersonlMoglove: SRD 087/11
THAT a grant in aid of $1,500 to Cortes Carbon Solution (CCS) be
approved to assist with creation of an assessment criteria filter,
community self assessment tool and development of a community
engagement process for the development of greenhouse gas
emissions reduction strategies on Cortes Island.
CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area 'C'
AbramfN. Anderson: SRD 088/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlN. Anderson: SRD 089/11
THAT a grant in aid of $3,000 be approved for the Surge Narrows
Community Association to assist with payment of annual insurance
costs for the community hall, bunkhouse and quonset hut, general
administrative expenses and maintenance costs to be paid from the
Electoral Area 'C' grant in aid budget to be paid as soon as possible.
CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area 'A'
Whalley/MacDonald: SRD 090/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/N. Anderson: SRD 091/11
THAT a grant in aid of $1,000 be approved for the Sayward Futures
Society in support of the 2011 Canada Day celebrations to be paid
from the Electoral Area 'A' grant in aid budget to be paid as soon as
possible.
CARRIED
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Correspondence - 2010 November 1 - Municipal Finance
Authority re Appointment of Member(s)
Cornfield/MacDonald: SRD 092/11
THAT the November 1, 2010 correspondence from the Municipal
Finance Authority be received.
CARRIED
Aquatic Management Board
Director Lewis provided a verbal report on the Aquatic
Management Board's need for financial assistance.
Cornfield/Whalley: SRD 093/11
THAT a report be prepared for consideration at the next meeting of
the Committee of the Whole regarding the Aquatic Management
Board's request for funding support.
CARRIED
Halibut Allocation Policy
Director Cornfield provided a verbal report on the current
community based discussions regarding halibut allocation policy.
Cornfield/Leigh: SRD 094/11
THAT a report be prepared outlining the issues with factual
infonnation including population, catch and allocation data.
DEFEATED

All directors opposed except Director
Cornfield

LeighlAbram: SRD 095/11
THAT the matter of halibut allocation policy be referred to the
Coastal Community Network and the Aquatic Management Board
for research and advice.
Director Moglove opposed
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex
With the Chair's approval, Director Stewart withdrew the matter of
the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex from the agenda.

ADDENDA
LeighlCornfield: SRD 096/11
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THAT the addenda items be considered.
CARRIED
Grant in Aid - Electoral Area 'C'
Abram/Lewis: SRD 097/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
AbramlWhalley: SRD 098/11
THAT a grant in aid of $1,000 be approved for the Friday Flicks
Film Club to assist with the acquisition of a new projection screen
to be paid from the Electoral Area 'C' grant in aid budget to be paid
as soon as possible.
CARRIED
Electoral Area 'A' Community Parks - Service Repeal
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 099/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Whalley/Cornfield: SRD 100/11
THAT a further report and bylaw be prepared for the purpose of
repealing the Community Parks service currently provided within
Electoral Area 'A'.
CARRIED
Strathcona Gardens Commission
Moglove/Stewart: SRD 101/11
THAT the draft minutes of the January 24, 2011 special meeting of
the Strathcona Gardens Commission be received.
CARRIED
Bylaw No. 101 - Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex Fees
and Charges Bylaw 2011
Leigh/Moglove: SRD 102/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Moglove/Leigh: SRD 103/11
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THAT Bylaw No. 101, being Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex Fees and Charges Bylaw 2011, be now introduced and
given first and second readings concurrently.
CARRIED
Leigh/Moglove: SRD 104/11
THAT Bylaw No. 101 be given third reading.
CARRIED
LeighlMoglove: SRD 105/11
THAT Bylaw No. 101, being Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex Fees and Charges Bylaw 2011, be reconsidered, finally
passed and adopted.
CARRIED
Regional Growth Strategy - Comox Valley Regional District
MacDonald/Lewis: SRD 106/11
THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
CARRIED
Lewis/MacDonald: SRD 107/11
THAT the Comox Valley Regional District revised Regional
Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 120 be referred to the next meeting of
the Committee of the Whole for further consideration.
CARRIED

TERMINATION
Lewis/MacDonald: SRD 108/11
THAT the meeting be terminated - 1:44 p.m.
CARRIED
Certified correct:

Chair
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Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

December 2, 2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09
3360-20/ RZ 2C 09

TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAw No'S. 94 AND 95

- GOwLLAND HARBOUR, QUADRA IS.

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO No.:

772 18262005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

CIVIC ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 3050 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007"

EXIsTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATIONS:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD) and Commercial (C)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED ZONES:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-I), Commercial Two E (C2E) and Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)

PID No.:

027-985-639

PURPOSE
To consider Bylaw No. 94, which proposes to re•designate a portion of a parcel of land in Gowliand
Harbour from Silviculture (5) to Comprehensive Development (CD) and a portion from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and;
To consider Bylaw No. 95, which proposes to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 51 unit phased subdivision, to rezone a
portion from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two E (C-2E) to permit a resort commercial venture and
rezone a portion of the foreshore from both Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine
Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a commercial dock.
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POLICY ANALYSIS

Part 26 "Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw. A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In accordance with Board direction provided on August 26, 2010, staff have prepared proposed official
community plan and zoning bylaw amendments associated with the land use application by Mr. Rick
Schellinck for the proposed residential and commercial development of property located at Gowlland
Harbour on Quadra Island; this development known as Gowlland Harbour Views.
In general terms, the bylaw amendments (Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95) as currently drafted propose to
introduce a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation and associated policies within the Official
Community Plan as well as introduce two new zones within the Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw; these being a
Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) zone and Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone. It is felt that these
bylaw amendments, in conjunction with the use of a master development, covenant and right-of-way
agreements, will provide a comprehensive planning framework to guide and regulate the site specific
design and planning considerations associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views development. A review
of the specific development components associated with the Gowliand Harbour Views application confirms
that it offers key land use components worthy of review and consideration of support by the Board and the
community.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning of the master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a formal public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled at an appropriate time to allow the
opportunity for full community review and dialogue respecting the application.
The following recommendations are offered for the Committee's consideration at this time.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITIEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend the Board consider first and second readings of Bylaw No. 94 and
Bylaw No. 95 for CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT prior to proceeding forward to a community meeting and public hearing, the Committee
recommend staff confirm final application details and prepare an associated draft master development
agreement; AND FURTHER THAT the final development proposal details and associated agreement be
brought forward for Committee review and consideration.

Brian
rdon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

The original development proposal, (details of which were outlined in staff report dated June 21, 2010 as
attached), was presented to the Electoral Areas Services Committee (EASC) in August. Following the
EASC meeting, the Board, at its August 26, 2010 meeting adopted the following:
"THAT the agency referral process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for applications CP
3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT the First Nations consultation process outlined in the CAO's report dated June 21, 2010 for
applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck) be approved.
THAT official community plan and zoning amendment bylaws for applications CP 3C 09/RZ 2C09
(Schellinck) be prepared for consideration by the Board."
In addition to the above, staff noted as part of the Committee and Board's initial review and discussion of
the proposal the following specific requests; these being the development of a new, site-specific
commercial zone for the proposed commercial component of the development and further that
consideration be given to the inclusion of wildlife corridors as part of site planning details.
CURRENT APPLICATION STATUS

Subsequent to the Board's consideration of the application in August 2010, application details have been
modified as follows:
1. The proponent has advised staff of the desire to amend the residential component of the application
from a phased 46 lot strata subdivision, to a 51 lot residential development with the first four phases of
the development as a 39 lot fee simple subdivision and the final phase five as an 8 lot strata
subdivision. The resulting density for the site, calculated on the basis of a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) site area,
maintains an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 ha (2.47 ac).
2. In adjustments being made to the overall proposed density, the area of park land dedication has been
revised and increased from 12.0 ha (29.5 ac) to 14.2 ha (35.1 ac).
3. The applicant has, in addition to confirming the presence of existing wildlife movement patterns through
the park area adjacent to Goose Bay, modified application details to include a specific wildlife corridor
through a portion of the residential area which may offer enhanced opportunity for wildlife movement
through the site.
4. Initial application details related to the proposed commercial use of the land, were limited to
identification of a proposed 12 unit campsite operation with caretaker facility, as well as an associated
marine component consisting of a three finger dock and ramp. Revised application details have
identified an expanded commercial use to include resort use (consisting of common building, restaurant
and cabin units) and a campground and associated infrastructure, while maintaining the three finger
dock and ramp on the marine foreshore area. The proposed density requested for the 2.1 ha (5.2 ac)
site is a total of 20 units (cabins and campsites combined).
Details of the revised development proposal are as shown on the following two pages and for further clarity
a synopsis of the proposed land uses associated with the 63.0 ha (155.7 ac) parent parcel is provided
below.
• Proposed Single Family Residential I Open Space (51 units)
• Dedicated Park Land
• Proposed Commercial Use (resort, campground, and marine uses)
• Unchanged Land Use (ALR)

41.6 ha (102.8 ac)
14.2 ha (35.1 ac)
2.1 ha(5.2ac)
6.0 ha (14.8 ac)
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PROPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS
As per Board direction, staff have prepared proposed official community plan and zoning bylaw
amendments for review and consideration. It is hoped that the amendments, as currently drafted, strike a
reasonable balance in meeting the needs of both the applicant, as part of the application process, and the
community, in terms of maintaining the overall intent of the official community plan to ensure that
inappropriate land uses do not threaten the integrity of environmentally sensitive areas, ALR and forested
lands. A summary of the proposed amendments, in very general terms, is outlined below. Full details of
the proposed bylaw amendments are attached and identified as Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Proposed Official Community Plan Amendments (Bylaw No.94):
•

To introduce the opportunity to establish a Comprehensive Development Designation (CD) and
associated zones throughout the plan area, subject to specific considerations,

•

To identify policies and guidelines associated with the new CD designation,

•

To redesignate a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property known as Gowliand Harbour
Views (GHV) from Silviculture to the new comprehensive development designation,

•

To redesignate a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property from Silviculture to Commercial,

•

To amend specific Country Residential policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.4 (a).....Count,y residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
With:
3. 1.4(a)(i)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should be
discouraged.
3.1.4(a) (ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

•

To amend specific Rural Residential Designation policies within the plan by replacing:
3.1.5 (a).....Rural residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or
Agricultural Land Reserve areas or lands designated Silviculture.
With:
3.1.5(a) (I)
Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1. 5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential lands
are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated as
Silviculture.

Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendments (Bylaw No: 95):
•

To introduce a new commercial zone, entitled Commercial Two E (C-2E), and related zoning
provisions and definitions to allow for resort, restaurant and campground uses,

•

To rezone a 2.1 ha (5.2 ac) portion of the property to the new C-2E zone, and to rezone the
adjacent foreshore to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to allow for marine commercial use,

•

To introduce a new zone, entitled Comprehensive Development One (CD-i), and related zoning
provisions to allow for residential uses and park and open space,
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•

To identify, specifically within the CD-i zone, the allowance for subdivision utilizing density
averaging provisions pursuant to the Land Title Act.

•

To rezone a 55.8 ha (137.9 ac) portion of the subject property to the new CD-I zone.

The creation of a new CD designation, CD zone, and the drafting of a new C-2E zone, as outlined above,
offers enhanced ability to guide and regulate unique design and planning considerations. Comprehensive
Development zones are frequently used for relatively large sites and allow for the tailoring of density, siting,
parking and landscaping requirements to the site as opposed to the application of pre-determined
regulations from existing zones. CD zones are also used to provide for a mixture of land uses, usually a
mix of residential and commercial, that the zoning bylaw does not otherwise permit.
The proposed CD zone will enable the Regional District to provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone
to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone includes precise requirements for
the development including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun
oriented siting, open space and dark sky lighting requirements. Other provisions, such as public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, sustainable and green building
requirements, wilt be secured within a Master Development Agreement and the registration of covenants
and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to ensure the provision and timing of servicing corridors, trails,
public/open space amenities, etc.
The afore-mentioned proposed bylaw amendments, and the proposed use of master development,
covenant and right-of-way agreements, details of which are outlined below, provide a comprehensive
planning framework to guide and regulate the development.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT DETAILS

The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided for the entirety of the development proposal. Such requirements would include,
but not be limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works; provision
of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of the lands;
phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable development considerations. The following
identifies the key development components to be included and expanded upon within the master
development agreement.
Phasing

The proponents have indicated that the 51 proposed lots will be created over 5 phases, which may span a
ten year period. The phasing plan has been devised from the current absorption rate present on the
island. The proposal to phase the development in this way will ensure that required amenities and facilities
are provided and constructed as each phase of the proposal progresses. The dedication of both parks will
occur during the first phase of subdivision and will, therefore, provide a public amenity upfront. The sewer
will be extended to the property and connections to each lot within Phase I during the first phase of the
project. Specific considerations relating to servicing are as follows:
•

Servicing

The provision of services, specifically sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
Although the property abuts the western extent of the current Quathiaski Cove Sewer Service Area it
is adjacent to an unserviced portion of the service area and lies approximately 1.2 km from the
closest sewer main. The applicant has provided a preliminary commitment to the expansion of the
current sewer service to include the proposed development in order for the development's sewage to
be treated via the community sewer system.
Independent of the proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted three engineering studies
associated with the Q. Cove sewer service. These studies are inter-related and the information
obtained from them will determine the viability of sewerage provision for the GHV proposal:
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1) An Expansion study for a select group of properties that are adjacent to the local service area and
who have expressed a desire/need to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant).
2) A Treatment Plant Operational study to determine the viability of the current treatment plant itself.
This study has been completed and indicates that the treatment plant has the volume and design
capacity to accept the amount of waste that would be generated from build out of GHV. It has
identified some components of the treatment plant are approaching the end of their design lives,
principally the rotating biological contactor rotating shaft, and the need for replacement in the
foreseeable future. These future costs need to be accounted for in long range capital planning. The
findings from the Treatment Plant Operational study are the basis for the DCC study described below.
3) A Development Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any
developments that require connection to the sewer system, including the GHV development. This
study will inform the development of a DCC bylaw which will be the mechanism by which
developments will contribute their share of costs towards the sewer system. This is a priority project
associated with the sewer utility.
For the development of Gowiland Harbour Views (GHV) to access sewer servicing, the following
elements will need to be addressed:
1.

The sewer service area would need to be expanded to encompass the entirety of the
subject lands.

2.

GHV would be required to provide a trunk line from the current boundary of the sewer
service to an area proximate to Lot 208.

3.

GHV would be required to provide a collection system throughout the proposed
development and be responsible for hook-up for each of the fee simple lots and strata lots
associated with the development.

4.

All connections and works would be constructed associated with design standards
acceptable to the regional district.

5.

The regional district would assume responsibility for the operations and maintenance of the
collection system in the future and would offset these costs through an annual fee charged
to each landowner.

The specifics regarding infrastructure requirements/specifications, financing, hook-up costs and
latecomers agreements are being developed at this time. However, these details will be finalized
within the development agreement between the developer and the regional district that will form part
of the approval process should this application move forward.
Water
The development is proposed to be serviced by a private community water system supplied by four
deep wells on the property. Tests have indicated that the wells provide a sufficient amount of water
and the water has been confirmed as potable. The water system will be built to regional district
standards and will provide additional fire fighting service to the development. A well evaluation
report, drafted by Rick Milne of Last Drop Water Systems, to investigate the quality and quantity of
water available on site required for preliminary subdivision requirements has been completed. This
report confirms that there is sufficient water to service the proposed lots and all water quality issues
are correctable with proper filtration. Specifications regarding the water system will be contained
within the master development agreement.
•

Provision of Amenities

he development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, public right-of-ways and
trail development, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common areas, covenant
areas and the use of dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting
the ability to connect to the sewer system.
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Parks, Trails and Open Space

The parks, trails and open space components of the development make up approximately 50% of the total
property area. Approximately 14.2 ha (35.lac) of land is to be identified as public parks and trails. Another
2.0 ha (4.9 ac) of open space will be provided in the form of private/common open space. A remaining
19.8 ha (48.9 ac) of open space will be provided through registered covenants and dedicated building
envelopes. The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and
have proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The retention of natural vegetated buffers will be
achieved through the registration of covenants and dedicated building envelopes.
A summary of the approximate areas of parks, trails and open space associated with GHV is provided
below:
Community Park — 14.2 hectares
• Phase I - Park (adjacent to Goose Bay & April Point Rd) — 8.2 hectares of park
• Phase I - Park (adjacent to Gowiland Harbour & Harbourbrook Rd) — 6.0 hectares of park
Community Trails
• Phase I — developer to build trail along April Point Road section adjacent to development
• Phase 5— provision of trail right-of-way through common area and internal common road system.
Open Space —21.8 hectares
• Phase I — 9.2 hectares of green space
• Phase 2— 1.1 hectares of green space
• Phase 3-0.8 hectares of green space
• Phase 4-4.7 hectares of green space
• Phase 5-6.0 hectares of green Space (includes 2.0 ha of common area adjacent to Goose Bay)
Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks and trails areas has confirmed that there is
significant value in the provision of these amenities for the community; the provision of which is supported
within the OCP. The development and standard of the trail system will be addressed within the Master
Development Agreement and will require the registration of right-of-way agreements, as well as the
requirement for obtaining appropriate licenses and approvals over Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure lands along April Point Road, and other public roads where needed. These instruments will
ensure public right of access to, and use of, the trail system identified within the development. The current
neighbourhood trail network as proposed offers potential future opportunity for the development of, and
connection to, a more extensive Island trail network. As part of discussions held with the applicant, the
potential opportunity for improvements to the Orian Road right-of-way trail during Phase 5 of the
subdivision has been identified, subject to future discussions with MOT, adjacent property owners and the
community.
Covenants
The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the property to ensure that open
space is retained and environmentally sensitive areas are protected throughout the site. Such covenants
will prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area, protecting both environmentally sensitive areas and
existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes over the
arcels to help ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
The commitment to the registration of covenants and building schemes, as well as any required right-ofways for trail, wildlife corridors and/or public utility services will be contained as a schedule to the master
development agreement and required prior to final approval of each phase of subdivision.
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RATIONALE

A review of the specific development components associated with the Gowlland Harbour Views application
confirms that it offers key land use components worthy of review, and consideration of support, by the
Board and the community. These components are as follows:
i.

Site planning details, in particular the dedication of forested areas of parkland, buffers, wildlife
habitat, protection of groundwater resources and biodiversity. development of a trail system and
preservation of open space, associated with the GHV development proposal demonstrate
consideration of environmental values, green space, recreational opportunities

ii.

GHV has committed to offering public recreational opportunities and will enhance these
opportunities throughout the area with the proposed park dedication and the development, licensing
and granting of public access over a local neighbourhood trail system.

iii.

GHV takes into consideration the environmental objectives evident in the OCP and has committed
the development to respect the shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural
vegetation and archaeological sites.

iv.

GHV provides mechanisms for the protection of groundwater through the implementation of a
sustainable rainwater management system.

v.

GHV has been designed in consideration of the aesthetics and viewscapes in the area, providing
forested buffers from the foreshore for neighbouring properties and marine users in the area.

vi.

GHV will provide community amenities in the form of 14.2 hectares of park dedication, trail
development, public access to the foreshore, as well as, 21.8 hectares of open space.

vii.

GHV will provide pedestrian improvements by designing and installing a separate path along April
Point Road that will provide for increased safety and walkability for area users.

viii.

GHV's commitment to a 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would
provide a benefit to residents in the area that are awaiting the ability to connect to the sewer
system.

ix.

GHV's proposed country residential scale development, situated in close proximity to Quathiaski
Cove, may be viewed as offering a desired alternative for those Islanders wishing to downsize from
larger rural acreages.

x.

GHV's commercial resort offers potential for increased tourism opportunities and economic
development in the Gowlland Harbour area.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations and
authorities it considers will be affected. In reference to section 879 of the LGA, the Board has previously
approved the consultation process associated with this application process and associated bylaw
amendments.
ALTERNATIVES

The Board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and conducting
a public hearing, should the proposal proceed forward.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and Regional District bylaws.
CITIZEN/PUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

Although the proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal, this community outreach took place a number of months ago and application
details have changed since that time.
It is anticipated as part of fine tuning master development agreement details that staff may require
additional information from the applicant and/or the development proposal may be further amended. As
with any development application, it is important that the community has ample opportunity to review
finalized application details, proposed bylaw amendments and any associated agreements prior to the
proposal being scheduled for community comment as part of a public hearing process. As such it is
recommended that a public information meeting be scheduled an appropriate time to allow the opportunity
for full community review and dialogue.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

The consideration of the aforementioned bylaw amendments will include extensive interdepartmental
involvement between the planning, parks and operations departments. The parks department will be
responsible for overseeing all aspects of park dedication and trail development. The operations
department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects of the sewer extension project, as
well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD standards. The planning department will be
responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process. Additionally, legislative staff resources will be
required during the public hearing process, the finalization of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of
service areas, etc.

itted by:

otsenpiller
Man ger of Com unity Services
Prepared by: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
B. Rees, Parks and Planning Manager

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 94
A BYLAW TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 3050, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW, 2007'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 3050, adopted an
official community plan for part of Electoral Area 'C' (Quadra Island) pursuant to Part 26 of the
Local Government Act
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates the
use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District remains
in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 3050 having due
regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1. Bylaw No. 3050 being the 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007' is hereby
amended as set out in Schedule 'A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
Citation
2. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2007, Amendment Bylaw No, 4.
READ A FIRST TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON THE ___ DAY OF
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE ___ DAY OF

,2010
, 2010
,2010
, 2010

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVEOPMENT
ONTHE_DAYOF
,2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE
2010

Chair

Corporate Officer

DAY OF
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. Part 3 is hereby amended by adding the following text after the existing 3.1(b) and
renumbering the remaining items accordingly:
3.1(c) The establishment of 'comprehensive development' designations and zones may be
considered as required throughout the plan area where existing settlement designations and
related zones do not offer sufficient detail, nor capacity to ensure the protection of the natural
environment, where greenway values and community amenities are desired and/or where the
provision of mixed use is identified and supported.
2. Part 3 is hereby amended by deleting text within the last sentence of Part 3.1.4(a) and
including the following:
3.1.4(a)(i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to country residential should
be discouraged.
3.1 .4(a)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where country residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
3. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the text of the last sentence of Part 3.1.5(a) with the
following:
3 1 .5(a) (i) Proposals to redesignate lands that are Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), Tree
Farm Licence (TFL) or Private Managed Forest Lands (PMFL) to rural residential should be
discouraged.
3.1.5(b)(ii) Careful consideration should be given to any application where rural residential
lands are proposed to be designated on significant environmental lands or lands designated
as silviculture.
4. Part 3 is hereby amended by replacing the existing Part 3.2 with the following text and
renumbering the subsequent sections accordingly:
Comprehensive Development Areas (CDA's)
3.2

Comprehensive Development Areas (CDAs) are potential development areas that
include high environmental, greenway and community values, and may include mixed
use. CDA's are intended to accommodate a specific comprehensive development and
aim to guide the use, form and character, and environmental impact the development
may have on the surrounding area. All CDA's shall aim to enhance the quality of life
of its residents and surrounding neighbours and value and respect the surrounding
areas character and natural environment

3 2 1 Lands within a Comprehensive Development Area are typically within areas where
unique environmental conditions are present and the objective of the Regional District
is to ensure that the new development is in harmony with these conditions, therefore,
(a) the Regional District may designate any CDA as a 'Development Information
Approval Area' and may request any of the requirements contained with Part IV of this
bylaw

BYLAWNO.94
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(b) the Regional District may designate any CDA that incorporates mixed uses as a
Development Permit Area as per Section 920 of the Local Government Act and the
development permit guidelines will be established as part of the OCP application,
respecting the 'form and character' of the development and to set guidelines for the
protection of the natural environment.
(c) the regional district may require a master development agreement as a condition
of designating an area as a Comprehensive Development Area.
3.2.2 When considering Comprehensive Development Areas, the following matters will be
taken into account:
(a) Comprehensive Development Areas may be considered anywhere within the plan
area, but should only be considered in conjunction with a Comprehensive
Development Zone, which will define land uses and development regulations specific
to the subject lands;
(b) CDA's may allow for density averaging, density bonus, or transfer of development
rights;
(c) The site should offer adequate water supply, sewage disposal, drainage and
access for the intended use(s);
(d) The proposal should not adversely affect the environment or adjacent land uses;
(e) Notwithstanding these requirements, the Regional District may require additional
information to properly evaluate any proposed changes to the OCP and zoning bylaw;
(f) Proposals for CDA's will be considered on a site by site basis and the redesignation/re-zoning shall include community review and public hearing.
3.2.3

Comprehensive Development Areas Policies
The following policies are applicable to all Comprehensive Development Areas.
1 'Smart Growth' Principles: To address the importance of connections between,
development and the quality of life, the importance of functioning ecosystems and
the necessity to be fiscally, socially and environmentally responsible,
Comprehensive Development Areas shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Promote safe, walkable communities;
Provide greenways to promote connectivity to surrounding areas;
Provide corridors that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly;
Protect environmentally sensitive areas;
Preserve open space;
Reduce impervious surfaces while encouraging rainwater recharge;
Integrate storm water management.

2. Green Building Strategies: green buildings, which have been proven to have
reduced life cycle costs and enhanced marketability, involve sustainable design
and development through the practice of:
a) Increasing the efficiency with which buildings and their sites use energy, water
and materials;
b) Orientating buildings (especially single and multi-family residential buildings)
to optimize the warmth and light distributed by the sun; and by
c) Reducing building impacts on human health and the environment through
better siting, design, construction. operation, maintenance and removal.
3. Building Design: buildings and structures should be designed in harmony with
neighbouring aesthetics and the environment while promoting energy efficiency.
green building design and public security and safety.
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4. Visual Quality: a high standard of visual quality with comprehensive development
areas should be provided that is sensitive to the surrounding landscape and
neighbouring land uses.
5. Affordable Housing Options: where applicable, a diversity of housing types to
accommodate a variety of housing needs of existing and future Quadra residents
should be provided. Priority should be given to housing that is affordable to
purchase or rent, is family oriented or allows for seniors to 'age in place'
6. Protection of Significant Vegetation: significant vegetation provides for wildlife
habitat, improved air quality, visual and noise buffers, stormwater management
and erosion control. Effective protection of significant vegetation may require that
a professional arborist, biologist and/or qualified professional assesses the area,
identifies significant vegetation to be retained and provides protective measures for
the preservation of such vegetation.
7. Provision of Parks and Open Space: developments are encouraged to provide a
minimum of 40% open space, which may include, but are not limited to sensitive
ecosystems and habitat features for environmental protection purposes, parkland,
greenway trails, etc.
8. Landscaping and Buffers: developments should provide site appropriate
landscaping and buffers aimed at protecting neighbouring properties from potential
impacts.
9. Agricultural Potential and Food Security: where Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) lands are included in a portion of the development area, these lands should
be protected and conserved for agricultural use or as otherwise permitted by the
Agricultural Land Commission Act. Further, non-ALR areas reserved for small
community gardens for the rearing of local produce are encouraged.
10. Integrated Rainwater Management: to address the potential for hydrological
changes, an on-site storm water management plan is required to address pre and
post development flows and ensure that there is no net increase in offsite storm
water. Further, it is encouraged to refrain or limit hard piped solutions to storm
water and initiate standards to provide a minimum amount of impervious services
and to capture and infiltrate and filter rain water on site through the implementation
of bio swales, detention ponds and rain gardens. The reuse of rain water for
irrigation and toilet flushing wherever possible is encouraged.
11. Transportation Alternatives: the developer is encouraged to incorporate a
variety of transportation modes and routes in relation to the development to help
reduce single occupant vehicle dependency and promote safe, healthy, non
motorized transportation methods.
12. Safety and Security: to facilitate a safe and secure neighbourhood, strategies
from 'Crime Prevention through Environmental Design' (CPTED) should be
implemented within the development. Such strategies include
a) 'Eyes on the street' ground oriented design,
b) Open space located to maximize overlook;
c) Clear sight lines at points of change in directions in pathways and
intersections with other pedestrian/vehicular routes;
d) Landscape plans and vegetation management that permits visibility;
e) Sufficient lighting adhering to the regional district's dark sky standards;
f) Traffic calming measure where appropriate.
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
i)

The portion outlined in black and coloured purple is re-designated from Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix '1'; AND

ii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1".
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Appendix '1'
Part of Schedule 'A of Bylaw No. 45 being 'Quadra Isiand Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007,
Amendment No. 4.
Amends 'Schedule A-i of Bylaw No. 3050, being Quadra Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw, 2007

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

BYLAW NO. 95

A BYLAW TO BYLAW NO. 1213, BEING 'QUADRA ISLAND ZONING BYLAW, 1990'
WHEREAS the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District has, by Bylaw No. 1213,
adopted zoning regulations for Quadra Island and vicinity pursuant to Part 26 of the Local
Government Act,'
AND WHEREAS a bylaw of the former Comox-Strathcona Regional District that regulates
the use or development of land within the area comprising the Strathcona Regional District
remains in force until amended or repealed;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board wishes to amend the aforesaid Bylaw No. 1213
having due regard to the requirements of the Local Government Act,
NOW THEREFORE the Board of Directors of the Strathcona Regional District, in open
meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Amendments
1.

Bylaw No. 1213 being the 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990' is hereby amended as set
out in Schedule A' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.

Citation
2.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as 'Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990,
Amendment Bylaw No. 99'.

READ A FIRST TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A SECOND TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
READ A THIRD TIME ON THE DAY OF , 2010
RECONSIDERED, FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED ON THE DAY OF , 2010

Chair

Corporate Officer
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SCHEDULE 'A'
SECTION ONE

TEXT AMENDMENT

1. The definitions section of the bylaw is hereby amended by including the following:
Campground: means a parcel of land occupied and maintained for temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which are
licensed for the current year and have been brought to the site by the traveller.
Campsite: means a portion of a parcel of land, occupied and maintained for the temporary
accommodation of the travelling public in tents, trailers or recreational vehicles, but
specifically excludes mobile home pads.
Guest: means any person or persons, including tourists and the travelling public, staying at
a location other than their permanent home or address.
Recreational Vehicle: means a structure or trailer, or vehicle used or designed to be used
for temporary sleeping purposes and which is designed and intended to be mobile on land,
whether or not self-propelled, but specifically excludes mobile homes and park model trailers.
Restaurant: an establishment serving meals and refreshments, but specifically excludes
neighbourhood pubs.
Resort Unit: means the use of a building or buildings on land for the provision of temporary
transient residential accommodation to guests in separate units, and may include cabins, but
specifically excludes campgrounds, the use of mobile homes, park model trailers or
recreational vehicles and excludes the use or occupation of residential accommodation as a
permanent, seasonal or secondary residence.
Tourist: means any person or persons, including guest and the travelling public, staying in a
location other than their permanent home or address.
2. The Table of Contents is amended to include the following zones:
11.28 Comprehensive Development One (CD-i)
11 .6E Commercial Two E (C-2E)
3. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.1.3 with the
following:
Unless otherwise permitted within a zone, lot area requirements may be reduced by a
maximum of 5% per lot, provided that at the decreased size, all other applicable
requirements of this bylaw can be satisfied.
4. Part 9 'Subdivision Requirements' is amended by replacing the text in 9.6 with the following:
Notwithstanding the requirements of Part 9, it shall be necessary for a Restrictive Covenant
to be registered in the name of the regional district against the title of land at the time of
registration of a strata subdivision or fee simple subdivision that has applied density
averaging (where permitted), which restricts further subdivision of any lot within the original
parcel that is not equal to the minimum lot area required by the zone.
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5. Part 11 ZONES', Section 111, General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ONE (CD-I)

11.28

This Comprehensive Development Zone is to permit a master planned residential community
and the provision of amenities.
11.28.1

PERMITTED USES
a)

11.28.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
a)
b)

11. 28.3

11.28.4

Residential use, not to exceed an overall density of one single family
dwelling per hectare.

Home occupations;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDITIONS OF USE
1)

The comprehensive development shall be carried out in compliance with
the Gowlland Harbour Views Master Development Agreement, registered
building envelopes, building scheme and vegetation and tree preservation
covenants.

2)

Maximum number of residential units shall not exceed 51 units.

3)

All lots are to be connected to a community water system and a
community sanitary sewer system.

4)

Servicing standards and associated phasing shall be as per the Master
Development Agreement.

5)

All lands are to be developed in accordance with an approved On-Site
Stormwater Management Plan.

SITE DENSITY
The maximum density for the Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is
one single family dwelling per hectare.

11.28.5

PARCEL DENSITY
Residential use is limited to one single family dwelling per lot.

11,28.6

PARCEL SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified area in this bylaw or as further regulated by
registered covenants and designate building envelopes:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line,
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.
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11. 28.7

SITING OF BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
a)
b)

c)
11.28.8

The siting of accessory buildings is not permitted in the front yard;
Notwithstanding specified yard setbacks within the CD-i zone, siting for all
buildings and structures shall comply with Part 10.2 'Size, Shape and
Siting of Buildings and Structures' of this bylaw and Bylaw No. 2782,
"Floodplain Management Bylaw, 2005";
All single family dwellings are to be sited to permit maximum passive solar
building orientation.

HEIGHT
The height of all buildings and structures will be measured from the average
natural grade to the peak of the roof.

11.28.9

LIGHTING
The installation of approved 'dark sky' lighting is required on all building exteriors.

11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 20%.
11.28.11 PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
a)

The Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone is required to provide
a minimum of 50% parks and open space.

b)

Parks shall be dedicated and right-of-ways granted as per the Master
Development Agreement.

c)

All designated trails within the development are to be constructed as per
the Master Development Agreement and final works completed prior to
completion of final subdivision phase.

11.28.12 PARCEL AREA
a)

The minimum residential lot area within the Comprehensive Development
One (CD-i) zone shall be 1 hectare (2.47 acres)

b)

Despite (a), a subdivision with parcels smaller than the identified minimum
lot area above may be created by subdivision provided that the overall
average parcel size of all lots within the subdivision is equal to the
minimum lot area required.

END- CD-I
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6. Part 11 ZONES, Section 111 General Provisions' is amended by inserting the following
new zone:

11.6E
11.6E.1

COMMERCIAL TWO E (C-2E)
PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a)

11.6E.2

11 .6E.3

Resort/campground units limited to a total maximum density of 10 units per
1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a)

Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;

b)

Offices associated with a permitted principal use;

c)

Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;

d)

Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;

e)

Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;

f)

Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I)

All permitted uses listed in Section 11. 6E. I and II. 6E. 2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a)

More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.

b)

Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.

c)

Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

a 15 0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt,
a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
a solid fence 2 0 metres (6.6 feet) in height

d)

Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).

e)

All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district s
Dark Sky Policy
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ii)

iii)

11.6E.4

Resort Use listed in Section 11.6E.la) shall be subject to the
following:
a)

Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.

b)

The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).

Campground Use:
a)

A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the natural boundary of the sea to provide an
environmentally sensitive area buffer between all campsite spaces
and the foreshore environment of Goose Bay.

b)

All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2 (1291.7 feet2).

c)

All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater
management.

d)

All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.

e)

No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.

f)

Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.

g)

A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2E) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6E.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11 .6E.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%
(excluding campsite/tent site areas).
END • C-2E
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MAP AMENDMENT

The land use designation for land described as Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan
V1P86955 on 'Schedule A-i' of Bylaw No. 3050, being the 'Quadra Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw, 2007', is hereby amended as follows:
I)

The portion outlined in black and coloured red is re-designated from Silviculture' (S) to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as shown on the attached Appendix 1',

ii)

The portion outlined in black and colour fuchsia is re-designated from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C), as shown on the attached Appendix "1"; AND

iii)

The portion outlined in black and coloured salmon is rezoned from Access One (AC-i)
and Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2), as shown on the attached
Appendix "1".
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STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June21,2010
FILES: 3350-20/ CP 3C 09

3360-20/ RZ 2C 09
TO:

Chair and Directors
Electoral Areas Services Committee

FROM:

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer

RE:

OCP & ZONING AMENDMENT APPLICATION

PARTICIPANTS:

All electoral areas

FOLIO NO.:

772 18262.005

APPLICANT:

Richard Schellinck

AGENT:

Dan Bowen Consulting

EGAL DESCRIPTION:

PID NO.:

027-985-639

Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan V1P86955

Civic ADDRESS:

Harbourbrook Road/April Point Road

OCP BYLAw:

Bylaw No. 3050 "Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007"

EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
PROPOSED NEW OCP DESIGNATION:

Silviculture
Comprehensive Development (CD)

ZONING BYLAW:

Bylaw No. 1213, "Quadra Island Zoning ByLaw, 1990"

EXISTING ZONING:
PROPOSED NEW ZONE:

Rural One (RU-i)
Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) and Commercial Two (C-2)

PURPOSE

To re-designate 49.8 hectares (123.0 acres) of a parcel of land in Gowiland Harbour from Silviculture (S)
to Comprehensive Development (CD) and to rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to a proposed new
site specific Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) zone to permit a 46 unit phased strata
subdivision. Also, to re-designate 2 1 hectares (5.2 acres) of the parcel from Silviculture (S) to
Commercial (C) and rezone the area from Rural One (RU-i) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a tourist
commercial venture
POLICY ANALYSIS
Part 26 'Planning and Land Use Management" of the Local Government Act (LGA) addresses local
governments' roles regarding OCP and zoning bylaws. Section 876 grants authority to local governments
to adopt an official community plan (OCP) by bylaw, while Section 903 gives local governments the
authority to adopt a zoning bylaw A bylaw can only be changed by an amending bylaw. In addition,
Section 890 of the LGA stipulates that a local government must not adopt an OCP or zoning bylaw without
holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the
local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proponents are requesting to re-designate and rezone the subject property to allow for the
development of a 46 unit strata subdivision and small tourist commercial enterprise. Currently, the parcel
is designated as Silviculture (S) within the OCP, which identifies a minimum lot are of 16.0 hectares (40.0
acres) and focuses on the value of such lands for existing or future forestry purposes. Further, the parcel is
currently zoned Rural One (RU-I) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0 hectares (9.88
acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture, single family
residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-I zone, the maximum density presently
permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the above OCP designation and zoning, an
amendment to both bylaws are required to permit the proposed 46 unit strata subdivision and associated
commercial enterprise.
It is proposed that a new Comprehensive Development (CD) designation within the OCP and a new CD
zone within the zoning bylaw be created to more effectively guide regulate the unique site specific design
and planning considerations associated with development. A CD designation will enable more detailed
guidelines and policies specifically addressing the proposal, which may facilitate the creation of a higher
standard of development reflecting efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and
existing ecosystems and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. The CD
designation will allow for the implementation of guidelines associated with servicing, conservation,
sustainability, transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. A CD zone,
to be drafted in consideration of CD designation policies, will enable the regional district to provide a more
comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal. The CD zone will
include requirements including, but not limited to, phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks,
sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities, use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management
requirements, dark sky lighting requirements, sustainable and green building requirements.
A review of the proposal has been conducted and may be supported based upon general OCP policies,
outside of a few stringent silviculture policies, and consideration of existing and requested land uses. The
requested OCP and rezoning amendment may be viewed as a natural transition area between the
adjacent residential neighbourhood to the immediate south and rural areas to the north and east and may
be considered an extension of existing settlement areas and land use patterns. Furthermore, and in
keeping with OCP policies, the proponents maintain that rural characteristics will be respected. The
development will allow for the provision of amenities in the form of parks, trails and open space for
neighbouring residents, as well as, a potential 1.2 km extension of the Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer
System. To date, both the agency referral and internal review processes have not identified any
significant issues associated with the proposal.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TO THE ELECTORAL AREAS SERVICES
COMMITTEE:

1. THAT the staff report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received.
2. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the list of agencies that have been referred applications
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
3. THAT the Committee recommend approval of the First Nations consultation process for CP 3C 09/RZ
2C 09 (Schellinck) as outlined in the staff report dated June 21, 2010.
4. THAT the Committee recommend that staff draft the required OCP and zoning amendment bylaws for
CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09 (Schellinck).
Respeq

(

Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
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BACKGROUND

The proposal, referred to as 'Gowliand Harbour Views' is a proposed development situated on a 63.9
hectare (158.0 acre) waterfront parcel in Gowlland Harbour on the west side of Quadra Island,
approximately 1.8 kilometers from Quathiaski Cove. The subject property is located in a rural
neighbourhood at the end of the intersection of April Point Road and Harbourbrook Road. The property is
currently designated Silviculture (S) and zoned Rural One (RU-i). The subject property is currently an
oceanfront undeveloped setting that includes old growth and mature second growth tree stands, wetlands,
and many distinct natural ecosystems. Bounded by Gowlland Harbour to the north, the property is located
adjacent to April Point Lodge and Marina to the west. While rural lands surround the property to the east
and northeast, immediately south lays a developed residential zoned neighbourhood, which permits
densities of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) per lot created. Some of the lands to the northeast include
a significant component of silviculture lands with some areas designated Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
The proponent purchased the property in 2000, at which time the property, although designated as S in the
OCP, was neither designated as Forest Land Reserve or Private Managed Forest Land, nor classified as
tree farm through the Assessment Act. The proponent has retained as much of the harvestable timber as
possible on the land, with the exception of some 'blow down' areas that occurred as a result of extreme
weather and storm events. The timber that was impacted by such events has been removed from the
property, leaving a cleared area near the centre of the area proposed for strata lot development.
PLANNING ANALYSIS

The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a zoning amendment from Rural One
(RU-I) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-I) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. A range of lot
configurations, as well as, a variety of lot sizes ranging in area from 0.4 hectares (0.99 acre) to 6.0
hectares (15.0 acres) is proposed. All parcels proposed within the CD-i zoning designation will use lot
averaging provisions in order to maintain an average minimum parcel size of 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres),
which provides a country residential form of density. A re-designation and rezoning of the parcel, if
supported, would provide for a transitional zone between smaller lots designated residential further to the
south and lands designated rural to the northeast (see context map). Further, the proposal includes a redesignation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) of land from the existing Silviculture (S) designation to Commercial
(C), as well as, a rezoning from Rural One (RU-I) to Commercial Two (C-2) to permit a commercial
venture. This commercial parcel is proposed to include a small seasonal campground and marine
recreational area adjacent to the existing April Point Resort and Marina, which is currently zoned
commercial.
The existing 12.0 hectares (30.0 acres) of ALR land is to stay RU-i and remain within the ALR. A total of
6.0 hectares (14.8 acres) of this ALR land adjacent to the foreshore is to be designated as park, while the
remaining ALR land will remain as a 6.0 hectare (14.8 acre) acreage available for future farming related
uses. The proposal includes the provision of over 50% open space, in the form of covenant areas,
dedicated building envelopes, common areas, park and trail dedication. In addition to providing and
retaining natural open space, the offered provision of the trail network by the applicant will increase
connectivity in the area, offering the opportunity for an extensive trail system from Blenkin Park to the east,
through the subject property and over to April Point Resort to the west. The commitment of tree retention
will be contained within natural, mature vegetated tree buffers between the property and foreshore,
adjacent properties and roadways. The provision of the above should achieve retention of much of the
existing forested areas.
A new CD designation and CD zone offers the ability to more effectively guide and regulate unique design
and planning considerations for the development. This will provide site specific guidelines and regulations
associated with the development of a distinct and sustainable development. More detailed guidelines and
policies specifically addressing the proposal will facilitate the creation of a higher standard of development
that will promote efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems
and compatibility with the natural systems and surrounding land uses.
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Context
The proposed development is situated outside of the Quathiaski Cove containment boundary, the area
currently included in the draft Quathiaski Cove Local Area Plan currently underway. The purpose of the Q.
Cove Local Area Plan is to provide a strong model of neighbourhood structure, while introducing increased
densities and smaller lot sizes, ranging from 10 unites/hectare (4 units/acre) to 20 units/hectare (8
units/acre), within the village core. The plan is proposed to introduce specific land use designations and
guide form and character within the Q. Cove area. Although the intent of the Q. Cove Plan will be to
concentrate development within the Q. Cove centre, the Gowlland Harbour development may be viewed
as a natural transition in density in respect to existing and proposed densities in the area.
The proposed development is situated immediately north of an adjacent more densely populated
Residential One (R-1) neighbourhood, which includes an existing land use pattern comprised of parcels as
small as 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres). Immediately to the west is a large commercial property,
owned by April Point Resort, as well as, a small R-1 neighbourhood and separate Country Residential Two
(CR-2) neighbourhood, which require lot areas of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres) and 1.0 hectare (2.47
acres) respectively. To the north and east are Rural One (RU-I) zoned lands, which requires minimum
parcel sizes of 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres). The presence of these existing R-1 and CR-4 neighbourhoods
combined with the existence of RU-I zoned parcels provides evidence that even with a range of lot sizes,
most of which are less than those required by both the zoning bylaw and OCP, it is possible to produce the
characteristics required to provide the natural character associated with a rural neighbourhood.
Further, the proposed development may provide a transition zone between smaller residential lots and
larger rural parcels that currently represent a mix of densities in land use patterns in the immediate vicinity.
This subdivision may be considered an extension to an existing settlement area and may provide a natural
transition zone between the adjacent residential properties to the south and rural properties to the north
and east. Further, the potential development of the extension of the Q. Cove sewer system would provide
sewer service to the northern portion the Q. Cove containment boundary, as well as, those properties
beyond.
Official Community Plan Considerations
The proposal includes the re-designation of a 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) portion of the property from
Silviculture (S) to Comprehensive Development (CD) to permit a 46 unit strata subdivision. Upon review of
the application, it was confirmed that the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation and that
the proposal would require an OCP amendment to re-designate the parcel from Silviculture to
Comprehensive Development (CD), as well as, a small re-designation of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from
Silviculture to Commercial. Although the proposal is in conflict with the existing OCP designation, support
can be found within the OCP policies that may justify an amendment to the existing designation.
The OCP includes Silviculture policies that recognize the importance of silviculture lands for future
forestry purposes and encourages the retention, protection and enhancement of lands designated
silviculture. However, this silvicutture designation was originally created to protect those lands
designated as Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve, as evident in the previous OCP
Bylaw 1840. The OCP review in 2007, that created the current OCP Bylaw 3050, amended the
silviculture policies to include those areas outside of the ALR and those lands previously designated as
FLR. The policies were amended at that time to include lands not designated as forestry tree farm by the
Assessment Act and harvested under the Private Management Forest Land Act and lands that were not
under a Crown forest licence area under the Forest Act. As a result, the policies within the Silviculture
designation included private parcels of land that were not under tenure or classified as tree farm, but that
were privately owned parcels of land covered by extensive forest. This resulted in the application of
multiple policies designed to protect ALR and FLR lands to the subject property, even though it was not

under forest tenure nor classified as tree farm at the time, and had not been since the parcel was owned
by TimberWest. As a result of the above, the property designated as S, and included within the
Silviculture policies, may have inadvertently limited the usability of the parcel for activities other than
forestry even though there was no intent by the owners of the lands to harvest the lands.
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Additionally, it may be of some concern that the OCP goes farther than the potential over-designation of
Silviculture lands, by stating that country residential and rural residential lands will not be designated on
lands designated as Silviculture. The previous OCP bylaw, Bylaw 1840, stated that rural residential
lands would not be designated in Agricultural Land Reserve and Forest Land Reserve areas. This was
due to the provincial designation attached to ALR and FLR lands and the provincial regulations that
regulate the use of such lands, all of which supersede local government legislation. Therefore, the intent
of the statement was to protect ALR and FLR lands, not to attempt to impose silviculture on all lands that
were covered by forest, which is in part occurring within the new silviculture policies contained within the
OCP. Further, as per the LGA, the OCP cannot prevent the application for OCP amendments by land
owners, nor can it prevent lands from being re-designated. Legally, the OCP can only provide guidance
by encouraging the consideration of land use values, objectives and policies, to help guide future land
use and community development.
The Silviculture designation is in place to recognize the island's forest diversity and to aid in the promotion
of responsible sustainable stewardship of forest values. More specifically, this designation signifies the
importance of the Island's forests in the provision of environmental values, green space, recreational
opportunities, timber and forest products, buffers, wildlife habitat, protection of groundwater resources and
biodiversity. The proposal to re-designate this area to CD will continue to maintain all of the key principals
stated above, with the exception of forest products. With over 50% open space, covenant areas, dedicated
building envelopes, park and trail dedication, the proposal will retain much of the forested area that is
currently present. Further, recreational opportunities will be enhanced throughout the area with the
dedication of the extensive trail and park system. This will enable residents of the area to take advantage
of the potential increased connectivity from Blenkin Memorial Park to the east through the subject property
and over to April Point to the west. With the retention of these areas, wildlife will be protected through the
preservation of wildlife corridors, habitat and biodiversity. In addition, buffers between the property and
foreshore, adjacent properties and roadways will be evident and consist of natural, mature vegetation.
Lastly, the proposal provides mechanisms to continue to protect groundwater through the implementation
of a sustainable rainwater management system.
With respect to the environmental objectives within the OCP, the proposal can be regarded as consistent
with the objectives in that the proponents have committed that the development will continue to respect the
shoreline, with its scenic landscapes, biological diversity, natural vegetation and archaeological sites. This
commitment will be achieved through the preservation of existing ecosystems, habitat and tree retention
by the implementation of covenants, building envelopes and dedicated parkland. The proposal indicates
that the design and layout of the development aims to respect the shoreline character of the area, by
retaining existing tree cover and natural habitat through the provision of setbacks, covenant areas and
dedicated building envelopes. Given the above, the implementation of registered covenants on title, to
prescribe dedicated building envelopes and environmental areas, will help ensure the protection of the
existing ecosystem.
Further, the proposal may be viewed as supportive of the OCP as the development will incorporate larger
lot sizes of approximately 1.0 hectares (2.5 acres) along the shoreline, as opposed to smaller residential
lots that permit lot areas of 4000.0 square metre (0.99 acres), along the shoreline; and thereby respecting
the policies that discourage high density settlement patterns along the shoreline.
In summary of the above OCP considerations, a review of the current OCP indicates a possible
misapplication of the silviculture designation, resulting in the inclusion of lands that are not provincially
designated as or used for forestry purposes. Further, it is possible that many of the policies within the S
designation, that were originally developed to protect ALR and FLR lands have been inadvertently
amended to include lands that are not provincially considered forestry lands. Lastly, it appears that
statements that were included in the last OCP review that were intended to discourage the re-designation
of ALR and Crown lands with forest tenures were amended in such a way to create statements that aim to
regulate land use, which is not the statutory role of an OCP. It is clear that the intent of the OCP is to
maintain a more rural character for the area, consisting of a mix of larger lot sizes. The proposal to create
1.0 hectare (2.47 acre) parcels may be viewed as achieving the OCP's lot area expectations and allow for
more rural land use opportunities, as country residential parcels are generally viewed as more rural in
nature.
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The creation of the CD designation will enable more detailed guidelines and policies that will promote
efficient use of land, effective conservation of natural features and existing ecosystems and compatibility
with the natural systems and surrounding land uses. Further, the CD designation will allow for the
implementation of current and future guidelines associated with servicing, conservation, sustainability,
transportation, landscaping, open space, public amenities, safety and security. Overall, the approval of this
application may be viewed as consistent with the objectives of the OCP.
Zoning Considerations
The proposal includes a zoning amendment to rezone 49.8 hectare (123.0 acre) of the property from Rural
One (RU-I) to Comprehensive Development One (CD-i) to permit a 46 unit phased subdivision. The
parcel is currently zoned Rural One (RU-I) within the zoning bylaw, which requires lot areas of 4.0
hectares (9.88 acres) and permits agricultural use, nurseries and commercial greenhouses, silviculture,
single family residential use and accessory buildings. Under the current RU-I zone, the maximum density
currently permitted on the parcel is five residential units. Given the density proposed, a zoning
amendment is required to permit parcels 46 parcels averaging 1.0 hectare (2.5 acres) in area.
The proposal also includes a rezoning of 2.1 hectares (5.0 acres) from Rural One (RU-I) to Commercial
Two (C-2) to permit a tourist commercial venture that is proposed to consist of a small campground and
commercial recreation dock. This area is also currently zoned RU-i and does not permit commercial
tourism activities. Given the proposal to develop a small tourist commercial venture on one of the parcels,
a rezoning to C-2 is required. The proposed commercial parcel is located adjacent to the existing
commercially zoned April Point Resort and Marina. The planned development and configuration of the
subject property can be seen on the proposed subdivision plan (attached on Page 13).
CD ZONE

To address the proposal, the original intent was to create a new Country Residential Two zone that would
contain similar requirements to the existing CR-2 zone, but that would allow for lot averaging. However,
upon further consideration of the proposal, it was determined that the regional district would benefit from
the creation of a site specific comprehensive development zone. The benefit of the CD zone is the ability
to provide regulatory site specific requirements that will determine the method by which the proposal will
be developed on the ground.
The creation of a CD zone will provide site specific requirements associated with the development's
distinct land use patterns and sustainable components. The CD zone will enable the regional district to
provide a more comprehensive, regulatory zone to help direct and form specific aspects of the proposal.
In addition to providing zoning requirements and densities similar to those contained within the existing
CR-2 zone, the CD zone will enable to the regional district to provide further requirements that will ensure
the build out of the development occurs as agreed upon between the proponents and the SRD.
The CD zone will, therefore, include precise requirements for the development including, but not limited to,
phasing, density, lot averaging, lot coverage, setbacks, sun oriented siting, open space, public amenities,
use of impervious surfaces, stormwater management requirements, dark sky lighting requirements,
sustainable and green building requirements. Other provisions will be secured within a Master
Development Agreement and the registration of covenants and/or statutory right-of-way agreements to
ensure the provision of servicing corridors, trails, public/open space amenities, etc.
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SERVICING
Provision of services, especially sewer and water services, are a significant aspect of the proposed
development and are addressed as follows:
Sewer
The development, as proposed, includes the implementation of a standalone on-site community sanitary
sewer system to service the proposed 46 strata units. This sewer system would consist of a Type 3
Tertiary System with UV treatment that would incorporate 5 septic field locations throughout the strata
development. The implementation of such a system would handle effluent on site and would be
maintained by the strata corporation. VIHA has indicated initial support for the servicing proposal. There
is however, a possible alternative to a stand alone option for sewer servicing for the development.
The property lies approximately 1.2 km from the closest sewer main in the Quathiaski Cove Sewer
Service Area and actually abuts the western extent of the current sewer service area (currently
unserviced). There may be economies of scale for both the applicant and the sewer service to develop
the possibility of expansion of the current sewer service area to include the proposed development and
for the applicant to treat sewage via the community sewer system. At a meeting held on May 6, 2010,
this option was discussed with the applicants, with a request on behalf of staff for them to consider how
this would affect the proposal from infrastructure, financing and development perspectives. They
subsequently responded that they would like to explore this possibility further and would be open to
connection to the QCove sewer pending their due diligence and the establishment of charges, costs and
processes.
Independently of the rezoning proposal at hand, the regional district has contracted with Koers
Engineering to undertake 2 engineering studies associated with the QCove sewer service, 1) an
expansion study for a select group of properties that are proximate to the current system and who have
expressed a desire to connect to the system (this does not include the applicant) and 2) a Development
Cost Charge study which is designed to determine potential costs for any developments that required
connection to the sewer system. The information from this study, as well as, presumably, research on
behalf of the applicant on potential costs and design - will assist in determining whether this development
proposal and the greater community would benefit from their connection to the QCove sewer system.
Water
The proponents have proposed a private community water system for each strata phase of development.
Currently the proponents have drilled 4 deep wells on the property, which provide approximately 50
gallons of water per minute. The source of the water is said to be the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler,
which travels under the ocean floor to Quadra Island. Two of the four wells have been tested and
confirmed as potable. The other two wells will be pumped and flushed during the summer, prior to
testing for potability. Two additional wells are proposed, if needed, to provide backup to the
development. The water systems will be built to regional district standards and will provide additional fire
fighting service to the development. A preliminary well evaluation report is being drafted by Rick Mime of
Last Drop Water Systems to qualify the quality and quantity of water available on site required for
preliminary subdivision requirements.
Energy
The proponents have put forward a commitment to the inclusion of energy efficiency considerations as
part of the development. Such considerations will be accomplished through the registration of building
schemes to ensure that building are oriented towards the sun, and include the use of energy efficient
lighting, appliances, showerheads, programmable thermostats, etc. and, if possible, the use of solar
power.
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—Rainwater Management
he development proposes to implement a more sustainable, on-site rainwater management system,
which will include four catchment areas, detention areas and infiltration areas. Through the
implementation of the above sustainable soft infrastructure there will be no increase in rainwater on
adjacent properties. To ensure the rainwater management plan is implemented, the proponents will be
required to register the plan on title in the form of a covenant or phasing agreement.
Transportation
With respect to transportation, the proposal is situated adjacent to an existing arterial road that provides a
functional transportation network serving residents to the north of the parcel and will provide sufficient
service to adequately support the increased load associated with the 46 units proposed. Further, the
development will include the extension of the Harbourbrook and Union Road and the construction of an
internal common road network. All roads proposed for construction will be developed in accordance with
Ministry of Transportation (MOT) requirements. In addition, the proponents have indicated that they are
willing to improve pedestrian routes along a portion of the property fronting April Point Road with the
development of a path that is separated from the main roadway to increase walkability and safety along
this section of the road. In general, the proposal includes the development of some transportation
provisions in the adjacent area.
PROVISION OF AMENITIES

The development will provide community amenities in the form of park dedication, trail development,
public access to the foreshore, as well as, open space to be provided through the provision of common
areas, covenant areas and dedicated building envelopes. Further, the potential 1.2 km extension of the
....Quathiaski Cove Sanitary Sewer System would provide a benefit to residents in the area that are
—waiting the ability to connect to the sewer system. The potential for additional amenities may be
—considered as part of a master development agreement between the proponent and the regional district
as identified by the community through the application and public hearing progress.
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

The parks and open space component of the development includes approximately 50% of the total
property area. The majority of the open space provided will be managed through public parks and trails,
as well as, a smaller component of private/common open space that will be provided through registered
covenants and dedicated building envelopes. Opportunity for on-site inspection of the proposed parks
and trails and has confirmed that there is significant value in the provision of these amenities for the
community; the provision of which is supported within the OCP. A summary of the parks and open space
associated with the proposal is provided below:
• 2parkareas(l2ha)
• Park buffers (1 ha)
• 3 greenbelts (4-5 ha)
• 5 greenway trails (-3000 to 5000 ft)
• 5 common open space (3.87 ha)
• Conservation covenant areas (-18-20 ha)

.

The proponents have acknowledged the importance of the retention of natural vegetation and have
proposed to maintain as much as possible in order to minimize the amount of change to the rural
neighbourhood and viewscapes from the shoreline. The natural vegetated buffers will be achieved
through the registration of covenants and some dedication. The clearing and land alterations required
should be concealed to a high degree from both the roadway and neighbouring residents, as access to
the proposed new parcels is planned off of an existing access road that will then be extended throughout
the property line. The resulting parcels should blend in with the surrounding area, redevelop a portion of
the existing neighbourhood and complement existing land use patterns. The provision of parks and open
space are discussed in greater detail under the 'Dedication & Right-of-Ways' and 'Covenants' sections
on pages 14 and 15 of this staff report.
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PHASING

The proponents have indicated that the 46 new proposed lots will be phased over a ten year period, with
approximately four to five new parcels developed during each phase. The phasing plan has been devised
from the current absorption rate present on the island. The proposal to phase the development in this way
will ensure that required amenities and facilities are provided and constructed as each phase of the
proposal progresses. This will have a gradual impact on local amenities and facilities, and should ease
the burden on existing or planned infrastructure by ensuring that the appropriate levels of infrastructure are
in place as the level of density increases. Although the proponents have indicated that phasing and
servicing are appropriate, it is, however, recognized that should the development extend the Quathiaski
Cove Sanitary Sewer System, the increased density will have an impact on the sewer systems overall
capacity. Phasing, as it relates to servicing, will require further analysis and discussion with the applicants.
MASTER DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

The creation of a master development agreement is proposed as a mechanism to ensure specific
requirements are provided as part of the build out of the development. Such requirements would include,
but are not limited to: the provision of services; appropriate servicing standards and on-site works;
provision of amenities, such as, parks, trails and open space; standards associated with improvements of
the lands; phasing details; and suitable environmental and sustainable requirements.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COMPONENTS

Based upon a review of the documents included with the proposal, the proponents have provided details
indicating the provision of multiple layers of green building and sustainable development practices.
These components, as provided, are summarized below:
> A more compact and clustered rural form of development
> Pedestrian friendly
> Bicycle oriented
- Increased connectivity through the development of greenway and trail systems
> Greener infrastructure
> Reduction in rainwater runoff and on-site rainwater management
> More efficient energy use
> Decreased impermeable surfaces
> Improved road standards
> Increased open space
> Environmentally sensitive development focusing on decreased environmental impact
r Ecological conservation and Sensitive Ecosystem Preservation (includes eagle nest trees)
> Tree Protection
> Retention of Wildlife Corridors
This level of sustainable building practice, if realized, would support the regional district's requirements to
further Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions.
DEDICATION & RIGHT-OF-WAYS

All areas proposed for park will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure the lands remain 'Public
Park' for the use by all public. Further, the proponents have also confirmed that the trails within the
development will be dedicated to the regional district to ensure these trails remain a public amenity, open
for connectivity from adjacent neighbourhoods on either side of the development. Lastly, the proponents
have agreed to the registration of right-of-ways in the name of the regional district over all internal
common roads to ensure public access to any of the amenities on site and guarantee general public
access throughout the site.
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COVENANTS

The proponents have agreed to the registration of covenants against the properties to ensure that open
space is retained and to protect the environmentally sensitive areas on the site. Such covenants will
prevent development and land alteration within these areas. Further, the proponents have stated that
the registration of building envelopes against a large number of the parcels will occur to ensure that
development takes place within a specified area of the parcel, protecting both environmentally sensitive
areas and existing tree stands. The proponents have also agreed to the registration of building schemes
over the parcels to ensure that the parcels are developed in accordance with the proposal and include
components of sustainable and green development.
STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

Based on a review of the proposal, it is evident that the proponents have provided a number of items that
may be viewed as potential strengths of the development. These items include the applicants indicated
commitment to sustainable, green building principles, the provision of parks, trails and open space, the
focus on pedestrian connectivity and improved bicycle system, as well as, the potential extension of the
Q. Cove sanitary sewer system. Further, the approval and realization of this form of development may
help to raise the standard for development within the regional district. However, there may be a number
of challenges associated with the support for and approval of the development. In addition to be in
contrast with the existing Silviculture designation, one primary challenge that may be associated with a
proposal to increase the existing permitted density for the property is the acceptance of a semi-rural and
somewhat alternative form of development within the area. The form of development proposed, however
often viewed as a more environmentally friendly form of development, including a more clustered
approach with a dedication to increased open space and sustainable, green building components, is a
relatively new approach to development, especially for more rural areas of the regional district. A second
challenge associated with the development is with respect to servicing and ensuring that the appropriate
sewer and water infrastructure is selected and provided for the development.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL/REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Section 879 of the LGA states that during the amendment to an enactment, a local government must
provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with persons, organizations
and authorities it considers will be affected. Board members must consider whether the consultation
should be early and ongoing, and specifically whether consultation is required with:
a) Local First Nations;
b) City of Campbell River;
C) School district boards, greater boards and improvement district boards; and
d) Provincial and federal governments and their agencies.
In reference to section 879 of the LGA, it is proposed that a notice be placed on the SRD's website until
replaced by a notice of public hearing. The 'Agency Referral' section on page 16 of this report provides a
list of the external organizations and authorities to which this proposed amendment has been forwarded,
for the board's approval.
FIRST NATIONS CONSULTATION

Further to the referral process noted above, the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) is committed to early
and on-going First Nations consultation, as required under Section 879 of the LGA. As part of the
consultation process, the SRD will initiate contact with First Nations to introduce and provide the intent
and general details associated with the proposal. In addition, the SRD will extend a request to meet and
discuss the proposal in greater detail. Following these preliminary discussions, a formal referral of the
development proposal and associated draft bylaws will be provided to First Nations and will include an
initial response period of thirty (30) days. Should comments or concerns be received from any First
Nation regarding the proposal, such comments will be forwarded to the board for further consideration
and direction.
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AGENCY REFERRALS

The application was referred to a number of agencies for comments. Comments received to date are
summarized in the following table:
Agency

Comments

ALC

Comments not received.

BC Assessment Authority

Comments not received.

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty
Society

"Area well utilized by the Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation and for this reason the
LKTS will not approve the plan.'

We Wai Kai Nation

See above.

Wei Wai Kum Nation

See above.

Homalco Band

Comments not received.

Komoks First Nation

Comments not received.

DFO

No objections.

Environmental Health (VIHA)

Wastewater — conditions meet minimum criteria for VlHA subdivision
standards.
Water — general water supply adequate, however, ultimate approval will
be at the discretion of MoT during subdivision.

ILMB

Comments not received.

Ministry of Community
Services

Consideration will be provided during the bylaw approval process.

Ministry of Environment

Environmental concerns addressed through RAR report, Preliminary
Vegetative Management and Environmental Impact Assessment,
Geotechnical Report

Ministry of Forests

Private land is outside of the Provincial Forest and the interests of MoFR
are unaffected.

Ministry of Transportation

No objections to the rezonin as proposed.

School District #72

Comments not received.

Ministry of Tourism, Sports &
Arts (Archaeology Branch)

Development near the recorded archaeological sites may require a site
alteration permit. A qualified consulting archaeologist should be
engaged prior to land altering activities.

ALTERNATIVES

The board may either approve or deny the requested OCP and zoning amendments, as per the Local
Government Act legislated process regarding OCP and zoning amendments.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Applicable fees have been collected for this application under the Planning Procedures and Fees Bylaw
No. 3 and include a $1500.00 public hearing fee to cover costs associated with advertising and

conducting a public hearing.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

This report and the recommendations contained herein are in compliance with the Local Government Act
and regional district bylaws.
CITIZENIPUBLIC RELATIONS IMPLICATIONS

The proponents have held a number of public meetings and placed notices in the local newspaper
regarding the proposal. Should a recommendation of support be made for the application, public
consultation will occur in the form of a public hearing, conducted in compliance with the requirements of
Section 890, "Public hearings", of the LGA, as required prior to final adoption of any proposed bylaw
amendments. The regional board may determine further public meetings are required prior to public
meeting.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL INVOLVEMENT/IMPLICATIONS

This application will include extensive interdepartmental involvement between the planning, parks and
operations departments. The parks department will be responsible for all aspects of park dedication and
trail development. The operations department will be responsible for the ensuring the technical aspects
of the sewer extension project, as well as, ensuring the sewer infrastructure is completed to SRD
standards. The planning department will be responsible for all aspects of the bylaw amendment process.
Additionally, legislative staff resources will be required during the public hearing process, the finalization
of the adoption of the bylaws and extension of service areas, etc.

uss o enpiller
Manager of Corn unity Services

Author: A. Nelson, Lead Planner
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APPENDIX I
List of Associated Studies:
1. Archeaological Assessment
2. Geotechnical Assesment (Preliminary)
3. H20 Wastewater Assessment
4. Preliminary Vegetative Management & Environmental Impact Review
5. RAR Assessment
6. Soil Assessment
7. Sustainability Strategy

All studies are available upon request.

Baseline
archaeobgical services1t1i

556 Hurm stun .-1 venue, ('ourtenay B.c. V9N 2X5 Phone: (250) 897-3853 Fax: 2SO) 897-3389

April 16, 2009

Project No. 09007

Rick Schellinck
Box 4
Merville, BC
VOR2MO
Via Email: ritimbertelusnet
Re:

Lot 208 Sayward District, PID 009-660-771, ArchaeologIcal Site Potential
Assessment, Quadra Island, BC.

This letter presents the results of an archaeological site potential assessment (also known as
an archaeological overview assessment) conducted by Baseline Archaeological Services Ltd.
(Baseline) of a parcel of land (64 hectares) In the Gowliand Harbour area of Quadra Island,
situated along eastern Vancouver Island, privately owned by Rick Schellinck. The study area is
located within the consultative boundaries of the Campbell River Band (Wei Wai Kum First
Nation) and Cape Mudge Band (Wei Wai Kal First Nation) who are member bends of the Hamatla
Treaty Society (HTS), the Homalco Band as well as the Komoks First Nation.
The work reported herein consists of an archaeological overview assessment (AOA) as
defined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (1998) and as
outlined in the Protocol Agreement on the Management of Cultural Heritage Resources (1994)
between the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and the Arts.
It was requested that Baseline undertake an archaeological site potential assessment for the
subject lot in order to assess the archaeological potential and to make recommendations
regarding the property in lieu of a rezoning application. Site specific AOAs tend to be more
accurate than large scale AOAs because more detailed information on archaeological site
potential can be based upon specific topographic and environmental features for the particular
proposed blocks.
This report is concerned with identifying any known archaeological sites on the subject lot
and making management recommendations on how to proceed in the event of any development
applications.
It is also concerned with determining the potential for any unrecorded
archaeological sites. This report does not address any First Nations traditional use activities arid
sites. As such, this report does not comprehensively document all First Nations interest in the
land. The study was conducted without prejudice to First Nations treaty negotiations, aboriginal
rights or aboriginal title.
This site specific AOA was conducted by reviewing 1:25,000-scale orthographic and
preliminary development maps, 1:2000 and 1:5000 scale topographical maps, reviewing data
present on the remote access to archaeological data (RAAD) website, and via personal

communication with Dan Bowen and Rick Schellinck. The results of this assessment are also
based on knowledge gained through previous archaeologIcal studies In the general area.
The study area is situated to the east of April Point, in Gowliand Bay, on the southern end of
Quadra Island. Although fresh water sources are present on the lot it is unlikely that fish-bearing
streams are associated with the study area. The forest cover consists of minimal stands of
second growth Douglas-fir, cedar and hemlock and some deciduous, however the majority of the
area is non-forested. The areas elevation ranges up to -45 metres above sea level.
A background file search indicated that archaeological sites EaSh-13, EaSh-41 and EaSh-43
are recorded on the subject property. Each is a shell midden site containing artifacts and human
remains (in EaSh-43). These sites were first recorded in the 1960s and 70s with limited
subsequent revisits. The file search also indicated that the sites have experienced some
disturbance. In terms of potential for unrecorded archaeological resources it is generally
assumed when in close proximity to a known archaeological resource the potential is considered
to be high. The potential hr culturally modified trees is low based on the lack of veteran timber
on the lot
According to provincial guidelines when a recorded archaeological site (as represented by a
polygon — EaSh-41 and EaSh-13 are mapped as a polygon) is located on or within 20 metres of a
property this is considered to be a direct conilict. When direct conflicts are identified, the
proponent is directed to hire a professional consulting archaeologist to determine if further
archaeological study is necessary.
In the event that the subject property Is approved for subdivision and/or redevelopment or
any other ground disturbing activities it Is recommended that an archaeological impact
assessment (AlA) be conducted. The primary objectives of the AlA are to:
(a)Identify and evaluate archaeological resources within the project area;
(b)Identify and evaluate all impacts on archaeological resources which might result from the
proposed developments; and
(C) recommend viable alternatives for managing adverse Impacts.
In order to conduct an AlA, the land owner will need to hire an archaeologist to apply for a
Section 14 Heritage Inspection Permit under the Heritage Conservation Act. This permit will
allow the archaeologist to conduct subsurface testing of the subject property (and within the
boundaries of the three archaeological sites). Following the field testing a report will be drafted
that will adhere to the provincial AlA Guidelines.
This report will make management recommendations that may include (in the case of no
archaeological deposits being identified) no further archaeological work. In cases where
archaeological deposits conflict with proposed development activities management
recommendations may include archaeological monitoring under a Section 12 Site Alteration
Permit. In the event that deposits considered archaeologically significant and intact are identified
in conflict with proposed development activities management recommendations may Include a
program of systematic data recovery (SDR) under a separate Section 14 Investigation permit
prior to the Site Alteration Permit.

Developers and operators should be made aware of the potential of undiscovered
archaeological remains in any surveyed or unsurveyed areas. Archaeological resources are
protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and require all development activities in the
vicinity of archaeological remains to be halted as not to threaten these remains, and to
immediately notify the BC Archaeology Branch. Directly notifying the appropriate First Nations
would also be recommended.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. Thank you
for the opportunity to conduct this archaeological assessment.
Yours truly,

Owen Grant
Archaeologist
cc Dan Bowen, Dan Bowen Consulting Services
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3060 Lake Road
Denmanlsland,BC VORITO
Tel: (250)335-1864
LID email: h2oenv©telus.net

H20
ENVIRONMENTAL

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on Distrkt Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VlHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2),
September, 2007, prepared br the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April2009
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Testpif and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profde of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1 %) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-1O at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130 cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I

to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area 0 consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area D ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaD.
Area 0 is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area 0 would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary

and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaE.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Steven M. Car
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0-4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4- 102

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102 - 140

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0- 7

SOD - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7- 120

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, diy, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120 cm

102 - 140

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0-5

SOD - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5- 110

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110 - 120

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0-2

SOD - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2- 106

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106- 150

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0- 7

SOD - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7- 130

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108 cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-1 4

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10-120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120-130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRiPTION

TP-8

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous r000ets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102-110

SAND and GRAVEL —trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-9

110-120 -cemented pockets

TP-10

TP-1 I

120— 145

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 105

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130— 150

SAND— coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145cm

0 — 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120— 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0-4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

4— 105

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110-115 SAND SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0-4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4-50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50— 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108-115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT —medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm

0-20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
thy, roots to 110cm mottled at 130cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5-56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56— 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100— 115

SAND — medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105 — 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootfets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100— 130

SAND — trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5-40

SAND — fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40 — 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5-80

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80— 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105cm

I.
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0-10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-20

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20- 130

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green/ grey, roots to 95
cm

0-30

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30- 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100- 160

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0-10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10- 120

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120- 140

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-75

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 - 130

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0-30

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30- 135

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 130

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, 1o05e, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0-25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cii,,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0— 15

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15-40

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40— 130

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm.

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-20

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20 — 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45 — 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130 cm

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

DESCRIPTION

(Cm)

'1.
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3060 Lake Road
Denman Island, BC VOR ITO
Tel.' (250) 335-1864
email: h2oenv@telus.net

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box 4
Merville, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

British Columbia Onsfte Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared for the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April 2009

Soil Assessment
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Testpit and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes pr 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-10 at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.

The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of I

to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area 0 ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaD.
Area 0 is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13,600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area E.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Per.
Steven M. Car

eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0 —4

SOD — orgariics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4— 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120cm

102— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110— 120

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106 — 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0 —7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7— 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0- 10

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

10- 120

SAND - some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottting at 112cm

120- 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH

TP-8

0-2

SOD — organ ics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, thy, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102— 110

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110— 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

-cemented pockets

120— 145

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0-2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 108

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130 — 150

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145 cm

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120-130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120 cm

TP-9

TP-1O

TP-11

DESCRIPTION

(Cm)
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-12

0-4

SOD—organics, sandy, loose

4 — 105

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

- sand is wet

110— 115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL— coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0-4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 —50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50— 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108— 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm

0-20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110 cm mottled at 130cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5-56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56— 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100— 115

SAND — medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
root1ets

10— 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105— 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous

TP21

TP-22

TP-23

TP-24

rootlets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles
H2 0
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

TP-27

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100- 130

SAND - trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5- 110

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110- 140

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 -40

SAND - fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40- 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 -80

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80 - 105

SAND - trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105cm
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Area D Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS -organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-20

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20- 130

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green! grey, roots to 95
cm

0-30

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

30- 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100- 160

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10- 120

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120 - 140

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-75

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75 - 130

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 - 30

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30- 135

SAND - coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Sheflinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0 - 10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10- 130

SAND - some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0-25

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25- 130

SAND - some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130 - 150

SAND - coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0- 15

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15 -40

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40- 130

SAND and GRAVEL - trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS -organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-20

SAND - some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

20- 125

SAND and GRAVEL - coarse gralned sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0- 10

FOREST DEBRIS - organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
roollets, cobbles

10- 45

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45-130

SAND - some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130cm

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

H20
ENVIRONMENTAL

Un
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Riparian Areas Re' ulation: Assessment Resort
Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.
Date 2009-10-27
I. Primary QEP Information
First Name Ken
Last Name Bond
Designation AScT
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

24880
1965 Dzini Road
Black Creek
BC

Middle Name

W

Company GAlA Environmental Consulting
Services
Email jkbond@telus.net
Postal/Zip
Country

V9J 1 Hi
Canada

Phone #

250-337-8336

II. Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
First Name Chris
Middle Name
Last Name Hudec
Designation Professional Engineer
Company Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Ltd.
Registration # 29249
Email geotech@lewkowich.com
Address Suite A-2569 Kenworth Road
City Nanaimo
Phone #
250-756-0355
Postal/Zip V9T 3M4
Prov/state BC
Country
Canada
III. Developer Information
First Name
Last Name
Company
Phone #
Address
City
Prov/state

Richard
Schellinck

Middle Name

Email rjtimber@telus.net
Box 4
Merville
BC

Postal/Zip
Country

VOR2MO
Canada

IV. Development Information
Development Type Subdivision>6 single family
Area of Development (ha) 64
Riparian Length m) 340
Lot Area (ha) 64
Nature of Development I new
Proposed Start Date 2009-02-02
Proposed End Date 2010-03-31
V. Location of Proposed Development
Street Address (or ne rest town)
Lot 208, Quadra Island
Local Government Strathcona Regional District
City
Stream Name unnamed
Legal Description (PID) 027 985 369
Region
Stream/River Type
Watershed Code
Latitude

Stream
n/a
04
50

DFO Area
00

Longitude

125

13

Region 1 (Vancouver
Island)
South Coast
00

Completion of Database Information includes the Form 2 for the Additional QEPs, if needed.
Insert that form immediately after this page.
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Table of Contents for Assessment Report
Page Number
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Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and a Description of the
Development proposal
(Provide as a minimum. Species present, type of fish habitat present, description of current riparian
vegetation condition, connectivity to downstream habitats, nature of development, specific activities
proposed, timelines)

District Lot 208, on Quadra Island, is being proposed for a multi-lot subdivision. The property is
59 ha. in size with ocean frontage on Gowland Harbour and Unkak Cove. Portions of the
property are covered with old growth forest and portions were logged in 2007 due to windthrow.
There are five streams located on the property which all flow directly into Unkak Cove or Gowland
Harbour. Stream #2 is the only stream containing fish.
Stream #1:
This stream has an average width of 1.3 meters, a gradient of 5%, and flows into Unkak Cove. It
is located within an old growth forest of Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Western hemlock and red
alder. The substrate is gravel and fines. The stream was used as a domestic water source in the
past and has ponds which were excavated to hold water. A 200 mm steel pipe is providing the
water flow to the stream. The only potential fish habitat area that is deep enough to sample with
Gee minnow traps is a pond which is approximately 200 square meters by one meter deep.
The pond was sampled with two Gee minnow traps, baited with salted salmon roe, on march 4/5
and March 26/27, 2009. No fish were captured. The potential fish habitat consisted of the pond
and the 55-meter section downstream.
Both Coho salmon and Cutthroat trout could potentially use this stream. However, due to the
extremely low flow there is no usable habitat for these salmonids.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #2 (Lone Fish Stream:
This stream has a length of 170 meters within the subject property and has its source within
upstream wetlands. The stream is located within a ravine and an old growth forest of Western
red cedar, Douglas fir, Western hemlock, red alder and big leaf maple. The substrate consists of
boulders, cobbles and gravel.
The stream flows into Unkak Cove. This section of stream was sampled with Gee minnow traps,
baited with salted salmon roe on March 4/5, 2009. One 80 mm coastal cutthroat trout was
captured.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #3:
This stream is a very shallow, small stream with an average width of 0.8 meters and a gradient of
35%. Due to the lack of water and the 35% gradient, this stream is not considered fish bearing.
Stream #4:
This stream has an average width of 2.4 meters and a gradient of 12% for the first twenty-two
meters from Gowland Harbour. The gradient upstream is 23%, which precludes the passage of
fish upstream. The substrate consists of boulders, cobbles, and grave. The riparian consist of
old growth forest.
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The stream was sampled for fish in the lower 22-meter section with Gee minnow traps, baited
with salted salmon roe. The traps were set on March 4/5 and March 26/27, 2009, with no fish
caught.
This stream will be contained within parkiand.
Stream #5:
This stream has an average width of 0.7 meters and a gradient of 16% for the first ten meters
from Gowland Harbour. At 10 meters, a one meter waterfall precludes any upstream passage of
fish. This stream is not large enough to support spawning salmonids, but a Gee minnow trap was
set below the waterfall to sample for rearing fish. The trap was set on March 4/5 and March
26/27, 2009. No fish were captured.
This stream is located within an old growth forest and has a substrate of fines and gravel.
This stream will be contained within parkiand.
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Date. 2009-03-27

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
x
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2
Reach #
2
Channel width and slope and Channel
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.7
upstream 2.8
2.7
3.0
3.6
downstream 2.2
2.9
5.3
3.2
2.6
3.8
Total: minus high /low 27.3
mean 3.0
RIP
C/P
Channel Type

Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
Gradient (%)

22%

12%

I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional),
hereby certify that
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report, and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation

S/P

x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
x
SPVT Polygons
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) , hereby certify that
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer)'
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report, and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No.

Method employed if other than TR

1

LC

SH

TR

x

SPVT Type

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type
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Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segmen I
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, B inkand Channel 10
C
;tability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insectdrop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade OS (m) max
9
South bank Yes
X
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
Ditch Fish Yes
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
(For
ditch
use
tab1e3-7)
I
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmenta! professional) , hereby certify that
a) I am a quahfied environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer),
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report, and
d) in carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Reach #

1

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a
ditch, and only provide widths if a ditch)
channel Width(m)
Gradient (%)
I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional)
starting point 2.9
hereby certify that
upstream 3.9
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
3.4
9%
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
2.3
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
2.6
(name of developer)
downstream 2.1
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
2.9
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report, and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
3.2
12%
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
2.4
to the Riparian Areas Regulation
2.2
1.5
Total minus high flow 24.0
mean 2.6
RIP
cfi
sip
channel Type
x
Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
SPVT Polygons
x
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer),
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) in carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
Lc

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed If other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and channel 10
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Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
No
7.8
x
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
Ditch
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
No
bearing status report
Bearing
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
SPEA maximum
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
Segment
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
No:
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
South bank Yes
Shade ZOS (m) max
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
Segment
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
No:
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
No
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that
i, Ken Bond
e) I am a quaiified environmentai professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act,
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schelhnck
f)
(name of developer),
g) I have carried out an assessment of the deveiopment proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report, and
h) in carrying out my assessment of the deveiopment proposal, i have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Section 3. Site Plan
Insert jpg file below

Site Plan
RIPARIAN ASSESSNENT SNETOI COVERING
DISTRICT LOT 208, SATWAPO DISTRICT,
ON PLAN DEPOSITED UNDER 00 782081
EXCEPT PART IN PLAN VIP 56608

OOWLIAIC

ttI,ecp

,'-

ISLA

0. 1 207

D.L 160
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Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
This section is required for detailed assessments. Attach text or document files, as need, for each element
discussed in chapter 1.1.3 of Assessment Methodology. It is suggested that documents be converted to PDF
before inserting into the assessment report. Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. You must
address and sign off each measure. If a specific measure is not being recommended a justification must be
provided

1. Danger Trees

Stream #2 will be located within a designated undeveloped
park. Accordingly, there will be no development within
close proximity to any danger trees that may exist.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) , hereby certify that
i)
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,

j)

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rk
(name of developer)
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

Schellinck

k)

2. Windthrow

Windthrow is not a concern within the SPEA as the
surrounding area will be a designated undeveloped park.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that
a
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,

b

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
(name of developer);
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation
Schellinck

c

3. Slope Stability

See geotechnical report attached.

I Chris Hudec
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,

b
c

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ei
Schellinck
(name of developer),
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

4. Protection of Trees

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, additional protection for
trees is not required.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that
a
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,

b
c

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
Schellinck
(name of developer)
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

5. Encroachment

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, encroachment will not be
an issue.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmentaiprofessional) hereby certify that
a
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,

b

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer

c

Schellinck
(name of developer),
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment

Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
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6. Sediment and Erosion Control

As the surrounding land adjacent to Stream #2 will remain
undeveloped park land, sediment and erosion control will
not be a concern.

i, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that
a
i am a quaiified environmental professionai, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,
b
i am quaiified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
Scheilinck
(name of developer),
c
i have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and in carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

7. Stormwater Management

Stormwater management is not applicable.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that'
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,
b
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rii
Schellinck
(name of developer),
c
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

8. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that,
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,
b
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Scheilinck
(name of developer),
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report, and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Attach text or document files explaining the monitoring regimen Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. It is
suggested that all document be converted to POF before inserting into the PDF version of the assessment report.
Include actions required, monitoring schedule, communications plan, and requirement for a post development report.

As there will be no development in or adjacent to Stream #2, environmental monitoring will not
be required.
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Section 6. Photos
Provide a description of what the photo is depicting, and where it is in relation to the site plan.

Stream #2 — Upper Reach

Stream #2 — Lower Reach
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A Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009

Richard and Cheryl Schellirick
P.O.Box 4, Merville, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Attn: Mr. Richard Schelhnck
PROJECT:

STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.

SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schelhnck:
1.

Introduction

a.

At your request, Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
geotechriical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We examined the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NHA) or Development Permit Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd. (theix drawing number BTO9-B
dated March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax (250) 756.3831
www.lewkowlch.com
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Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: D.L 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File, G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

A

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
1.

Determine whether the land is geotechnically safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

is.

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
are developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and

is

Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13, 2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surface soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only sue investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Is land. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-I) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential (R-1) properties
to the south

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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Client Richard & Cheryl Schethnck
Project D.L 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 3 of 8

A

exists in the northern portion of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOin high
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cleared areas include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as immature tree growth.

5.2
a.

Subsurface Conditions
Typical subsurface conditions throughout the site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than I in) over
bedrock. The moraine sediments include pockets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic
surface texture An examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
by tectonic action resulting in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slightly weathered The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30m.

b

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred Some testpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesipits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2m

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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File G7203.01
August 31, 2009
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5.3

A

Groundwater
Ground watcr conditions within anticipated building envelope areas arc generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage at evidence of a
shallow water table in general, we expect that the ground water table will have a suong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till sods, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to flucniate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the site is considered geotechnically safe
and suitable for the intended purpose (residential development), provided the
recommendations in this report are followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
embankment construction) to establish proposed roadway and service line installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We have taken this issue into account in formulating our
recommendations.

c.

Budding areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffets and ripanan setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pettaining to wildlife
protectton areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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E!t

from horizontal Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Vhere buildings are to be set above glacto-manne
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev I (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechnical Engineer may
considet modification of the setback distances, subject to an evaluation of site-specific
condition.
e.

Subgrade condioons within those areas inside of the geotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential building construction. In general we expect that an allowable
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be available for building design and construction. This
would be suitable either for naturally deposited soils, bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable bearing pressure should be available. Site
preparation shall include removal of any organic (topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.

f.

Settlements for foundations constructed on the combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compacted structural fill should be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g

Fill, if required to raise building areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate densificanon. Granular fin, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1,5 to 3.0 metres high,
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and 5 0 metres where the fill exceeds 3 0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow for disturbance such as
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation walls deeper than 1.5 metres. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may be necessary at the time of construction
this may be accomplished using a standard BC Building Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B
and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of some erodible surfaces, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
significance during the development of this property. Overland storm water controls should
take into account the potential impact of concentrated runoff as it may impact adjacent
sensitive areas. This should generally take the form of runoff from construction activities being
directed to retention areas prior to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
provided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documented.

6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4,l.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the Site include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4 A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
detailed site obaervations confirm that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6
a.

A

Pcrmanent Dewatering
Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B C Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgtadcs.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.0
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered suitable at this site, Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatenng data

b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water vell away from buildings. Any
settlement of backfill around foundations will create undesirable low areas for collection of
surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore proper surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a problem if backfill is placed and compacted following our recommendations
regarding structural fill.

7.0

Geotechnical Assurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Geotechnical Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geotechnical Asaurance
services include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibility for field reviews of these components during construction.

8.0 Acknowledgements
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strathcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indentified has been made or imphed. If unidentified soils are encountered,
unanticipated conditions become known during construction or other information pernnent to
the structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or modified in writing by
the undersigned.

10.0 Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. If you have any comments, or additional requirements at this time, please contact us at
your convenience.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,

Chris Hudec, M.A.Sc, P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Semot Technologist
Attachment; Thorcojisult Limited Drawing BTO9.B-02 Rev I
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Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal's riparian area.
Date

2009-10-27

1. I/We Ken Bond, AScT and Chris Hudec, P.Enq.
Please list name(s) of qualified environmental professional(s) and their professional desiqnation that are involved in
assessment.)

hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
, which proposal is
described in section 3 of this Assessment Report (the "development proposal"),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report, and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed, OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)

b) X if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.

[NOTE:
"qualified environmental professional" means an applied scientist or technologist, acting alone or
together with another qualified environmental professional, if
(a) the individual is registered and in good standing in British Columbia with an appropriate professional
organization constituted under an Act, acting under that association's code of ethics and subject to disciplinary
action by that association,
(b) the individual's area of expertise is recognized in the assessment methods as one that is acceptable for the
purpose of providing all or part of an assessment report in respect of that development proposal, and
(c) the individual is acting within that individual's area of expertise
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
"Sustainable development ties together t.e carrying capacity
of natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity"

1OWLLAND L1AKbOLJK
VIEWS
Proposed Rezoning
Lot 1 of DL•208, Sayward District
VIP Plan 86955, Quadra Island
By Dan Bowen Consulting Serivces Ltd.
Copyright 2009

Pan owen Consulting Ser,ices Ltd.
2120 StewartAve., Courtenay 6C, V9N H9 • Phone/Fax 250-33&-897&

Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8

November 19, 2009

Attention: - Russ Hotsenpilter and John Neifl, Planning

Re: Sustainability Strategy for proposed rezoning of Lot 1, DL 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.
Introduction:
The purpose of this report is to present the basic fundamental steps
taken to establish a sustainable strategy, and to address the criteria
taken to achieve these objectives. We have set out our goals for
promoting a sustainable development that respects the land using a
number of conservation strategies. We have strived to find balance
between environmental, social and economic values.
Owner Rick Schellinck and myself have spent the past 11 months
gathering information and professional reports in order to present a
strong rationale for consideration that also respects the community
values as set out in the Quadra OCR
We have held two community consultation meetings at the Quadra
Community centre in September and October to present our proposal
and ask for feedback. There were about 80 people who attended both
meetings.
The existing OCP Silviculture designation on this private property
provides no incentive or direction to protect and preserve

environmentally valuable forested waterfront land. Our proposed
amendment to the Quadra OCP to permit Country Residential uses
will allow us to achieve these goals.

Considerations:
• The proposed OCP amendment to Country Residential designation must
provide substantial benefits to the Quadra community.
• There shalt be no negative impact to the areas existing infrastructure
of water, sewer, roads or power.
• The proposed development must support economic activity on the island
and create jobs.
• The proposed developments sustainabitity plan must address the
community values as set out in the Quadra OCR
• To meet our goal of over 50% greenspace by providing new waterfront
parks, new trail linkages and conservation covenants.
• To address sustainable house building practices using accepted green
practices or LEEDS certification.

Background:
The subject property is 158 acres in area with 30 acres in the ALR. The property
is presently designated Silviculture in the Quadra Island OCP and in a RU-i zone in
the Quadra Island Bylaw.
The property is located directly adjacent to April Point properties to the west
(Zoned C-2), it is directly north of the Quathiaski Cove area (Zone R-1), and to the
east is RU-i zoned Land in the ALR.
To the north there is over 10,000 feet
of waterfront that includes Goose Bay,
Gowliand Point and part of Gowlland
Harbour. We also have waterfront views
to the south at Unkak Cove. Our Land
includes both sides of April Point road
for 2000 feet, as well as direct access
off the end of Harbourbrook Road.
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Evaluation Strategy:
Sustainable development evaluation covers Environmental, Social and Economic
impacts, as well as land use, building, transportation and infrastructure as noted
below:
A) Environmental Evaluation:
With the assistance of a qualified environmental practitioner (QEP),
a geotechnical engineer, and a registered forestry environmentalist,
we all worked on the classification of the vegetative types, ecosystems,
wetlands and streams.
We identified five small streams and many connected wetland areas with
significant environmental values. Our QEP has provided a RAR report for
the Ministry of the Environment and the SRD. Our forestry environmentalist
is preparing her preliminary reports.
Within our proposed park and convenant areas we have identified groves
of old growth trees, as weLl as areas of mature second growth trees
with its surrounding ecosystems intact. Upland of these areas we have
identified sensitive ecosystems and associated wetlands.
We worked closely with the Quadra Island eagle nest monitor group to
confirm the presence of three eagle nests.
Recommendation# 1:
Dedicate the two 15 acre parks that
encompass all the streams, sensitive
ecosystems and wetland areas.
A total of 30 acres.
Recommendation # 2:
Place conservation covenants on several
significant forested areas identified in our
consultants' inventory reports.
Recommendation # 3:
Place a conservation covenant on
approximately 85-90% of our waterfront
property for no tree removal as per our
geotechnicat evaluation and forestry consultant's reports.
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Recommendation # 4:
On two of the strata phases identified as having exceptional green space values,
we will introduce the building envelope concept, where our goal is to protect as
much as possible, possibly up to 70 % of the land, as greenspace using conservation
covenants.
Recommendation # 5:
On our three eagle nest trees we will place a 100-foot no build conservation
covenant. We have compLeted a tree inventory of the eagle roost trees and will
place covenants on them as well for no removal or disturbance.
Recommendation # 6:
Within the proposed C-2 zoned area, we will maintain a 50-60% conservation
covenant that will include the 900 of the 1000 feet of waterfront. This will provide
continuity with the proposed Goose Bay Park area.
Recommendation # 7:
Adjacent to all park boundaries and proposed lots there wiLt be a further "no
tree removal" covenant to create a park buffer area for tree throw and wildlife
continuity.
"Our goal is to protect over 50% of the property as greenspace buffers,
dedicated parks and conservation covenants, for future generations to enjoy."

B) Social Impacts:
Working with the community and the Quadra
OCP trail route plans we realized that our
property was in a perfect position to be a vital
link to the shoreline of Gowiland Harbour, next
to our area of old growth forest. Many members
of the community have expressed the need
of waterfront park areas and even more were
excited about the access we plan to provide to
the public.
After our proposed 30-acre park dedication,
our master trail system will have the next most
value to the community.
The other point applauded by the community was our plan to protect the rural
character, viewscapes and contribute to maintaining rural community values.
Gowtland Harbour Views
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Recommendation # 8:
Within our two park areas and the link
trail across our property, we will work
directly with the Quadra Island Trail
Committee and SRD to construct new
traits and bridges where necessary.
Recommendation # 9:
To complete the trait Link from the
Community Centre down Orion Road to
Gowitand Harbour near the old steam ship
wharf. We would be again prepared to
work with the Quadra stand Trail Committee and the SRD to ensure this vital link
is constructed.
Recommendation # 10:
On the Gowliand Point peninsula we wilt provide a trail system within our strata
plans that will access the beach in five areas. These trails will be established by
statutory right of way plans in the name of the Strathcona Regional District and
remain open to the public. The individual Strata Corporations would maintain the
trails in the strata areas at no cost to the public or SRD.
Recommendation # 11:
View-scapes by the boating public and other adjacent properties in Gowtland
Harbour toward our property to be protected by conservation covenant. As noted
above, 85-90 % of our waterfront area will be protected by conservation covenant.
Recommendation # 12:
The historic April Point Road has remained unchanged for many years. In maintaining
country road character, we have protected this area in two ways. First, we propose
to dedicate the entire area fronting the road to the east as park. Secondly, on the
west side of April Point Road, we recommend a conservation covenant 15-20 m
wide minimum to complement the proposed building envelope concept in this
area.
Recommendation # 13:
In keeping with community values, we will construct a walking trail along the April
Point roadway for 2000 feet towards April Point, and towards Quathiaski Cove,
and Quadra Elementary School area. This roadside trail will link to our park trails
and the community centre.
"Social amenities that promote and improve a healthy lifestyle
are the cornerstones of sustainable development
Gowliand Harbour Views

C) Heritage Values:
Our archaeological consultant has identified three areas of First Nations
archaeological significance. The BC Archaeological Branch in Victoria
has these areas noted in their inventory.
Recommendation #14:
To confirm in detail the areas of cultural values with further study and to protect
those areas. Protection would be by a covenant in the name of the Province of BC
for no disturbance - if the areas are within the park, they will automatically be
protected.
"First Nations cultural sustainability plans will protect
First Nations culture for future generations"
D) Economic Benefits:
Our proposed development will produce
approximately 200 man-years of work, or 10
man-years per year for the next 20 years. The
tax benefits to the local government would be
approximately 10-20 times the present values. The
attractive lots would bring a variety of people from
many walks of live to live and support the local
economy. These benefits would not only be felt immediately,
but will carry on for many generations.
Our proposed C-2 (Commercial recreational zone) could accommodate a much
needed Kayak Centre. This type of social-recreational activity is rated as one of
the top five things to do on Quadra Island. Our access directly to the scenic and
calm waters of Gowiland Harbour, make this a destination point. Also identified,
was the need for a RV site on the west coast of Quadra Island. This would benefit
tourism close to the Quasiaski Cove area.
Our 15-acre ALR lot remains in the ALR and will be developed over time as a farm.
With the possibly for a commercial organic farm to supplement the Quadra Island
community with seasonal fresh vegetables. We will be developing this concept
over the next year if we are successful with our rezoning.
In contrast, the existing Silviculture designation economic benefits are very
limited. We see no community value from an economic standpoint. We see no
community values that would contribute to the community's economy.
Only the owner will benefit from the logging of the property, removal of the
existing forest can never be replaced.
GowInd Harbour Views
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Our sustainable plans are much more in tune with the changing times.
"With the existing silviculture designation the result is no conservation
or preservation of the identified significant areas of this property.
Thus no economic benefit, no social benefit and no environmental benefit
to the community va(ues noted in the Quadra OCR
There is no sustainable balance."
E) Land Use Considerations:
We are developing a concept plan for a mix
of housing types. We note that we will, have
a variety of lot types and sizes.
We have made efforts not to create lineal
type waterfront lots, as noted in the OCP,
however this is difficult when there is
10,000 feet of waterfront property.
Recommendation#1 5:
We have divided the waterfront areas three
ways. First, by the dedicated parks on 2600
feet of waterfront, there are no homes in
those areas. Next, we have proposed waterfront common areas within our strata
areas to be kept as greenspace with no homes. Finally, with our conservation
covenants and setback requirements, most lots are over 100 feet back from the
waterfront and within treed areas, and thus creating vegetative buffers.
For example:
Phase 1 - Unkak Road/April Point Road - there will be only two waterfront
properties, and six upland lots in a deep forest environment, with a custom
building enveloped designed to fit within the conservation covenanted areas.
Within this phase we hope to protect and preserve approximately 70 % of the
forested area. We would dedicate the Goose Bay Park and build the April Point
Road trail.
Most homes will have buffer areas between them which will create privacy.
We would register building schemes that would incorporate green building
guidelines. Each lot would follow our guidelines for water conservation! energy
conservation and storm water management.
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F) Building Design:
Recommendation # 16:
Our registered building scheme will encourage a high standard of building design
with quality assurance and west coast design appearance.
We will encourage accepted green best building practices or Leeds certification
for new home construction.
Home site construction will encourage walkways to trail systems within the
common strata areas that will link to the main trail system. In some cases,
in difficult terrain, limited common accesses or trails will be used.
Special consideration will be made on some lots for adequate parking.
These areas will be located in areas that will have minimal impact on vegetation.
G) Transportation:
As noted above we plan to maintain the rural road standard. In discussions with
MOT on April Point Road, we can reduce accesses by having common access that
serve more that one lot. This improves safety. We are encouraging walking or
biking in our sustainable plans. This will minimize need for vehicular uses in some
cases. This area is onLy one km from the elementary school and the Quathiaski
commercial centre.
Harbourbrook Road is our other road access and is not paved. In discussions with
MOT, we will be required to pave this road, as welt as all the roads within our
development. This is a MOT standard.
In keeping with OCP concepts, we can reduce the common road width in the strata deveLopment to 10 m. That
is half the normal width, thus minimizing the physical
footprint and protection of green space in some cases.
Common roads and public roads have been designed
with a curvilinear alignment to create traffic
calming opportunities, as well as protection
of specific identified treed areas.

H) Infrastructure:
Our sustainable strategy is to be self-sufficient within our property,
and therefore not impact the Quathiaski Cove community in any way,
GowUand Harbour Views

except to provide amenities to benefit the community.
Infrastructure includes sewer, water, storm water management,
and renewable energy concepts.
Sewage Feasibility:
With the assistance of H20 Environmental, we have found adequate granular
mineral soil to accommodate our development within our property. We had
initially considered the option of hooking up to the Quathiaski Cove sewage
treatment system, and adding new modules at our cost, with a net gain for the
community. We learned that although this would appear to be feasible, there
were those in the community that would not support this concept. Some don't like
ocean outfafls! We are sustainable. The H20 Environmental report is enclosed. Our
sewage treatment system will be reviewed and installed under the supervision of a
professional engineer.
Our plan is to do our development over several years, in four phases of 12 lots or
Less, to meet VIHA subdivision standards for tertiary sewage treatment plants.
Recommendation # 16:
To apply directly to VIHA for confirmation of feasibility of our four sewage
treatment plant systems as part of the rezoning process.
Potable Water Feasibility:
We have drilled four deep wells on our 158 acres to confirm we have adequate
volume of water to accommodate such a development. As we proceed, we wilL
supply a potable water management plan, however at this time, we can advise the
following:
• The four wells that we drilled were test wells to determine if water was
going to be an issue.
• The four wells produce in excess of 50
gallons / minute.
• We plan to drill two more wells if
necessary in the future.
• Three of the deep wells are over 300
feet and into the ancient Karmutsen
voLcanic rock. This ancient rock is
characterized by many faults and
fractures that contain underground
water flows from Quadra Island,
Vancouver Island and the BC mainland
(Reference GSC) We are water sustainable
Gowl.land Harbour Views
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Recommendation# 17:
Apply to VIHA for a "SmaU Water System" application for each of the four strata
phases.
Note: Fire protection
Water storage tanks with fire hydrants will be installed in two strategic Locations
as recommended by the Quadra Island fire chief.
Storm Water Management:
We have not completed a Storm Water Management and Siltation Management
plan yet. However, our plans are that our engineer will complete these reports
when needed. Our SWM plan will follow the provincial best management practices
by incorporating tools noted there.
Recommendation# 18:
To complete the SWM plan and incorporate the recommendations for the
construction phase, as well as the future drainage structures for detention ponds,
retention areas, infiltration structures, bio-swaLes, rain gardens, water barrels, etc.
Alternate energy concepts:
We plan to incorporate solar panels in areas of the strata infrastructure to reduce
the normal power grid. Examples considered are: the power for the pumping
system for our sewage treatment plants, our strata amenity buiLdings, and strata
Lighting. We have discussed thermal exchange concepts to reduce home heating
costs with our engineer, and although expensive, this technology is feasible, and is
used in other areas.
We have discounted wind energy sources due to negative visual and aesthetic
concerns.
Recommendation #19:
All opportunities to conserve energy by using alternate sources will be considered.
Any concepts we feel that are feasible wiLl be incorporated into the strata bylaws
for consideration.
In conclusion, the recommendations made in this report are to confirm we are
very committed to our sustainable development plan. We plan to work with the
community and the SRD to build a foundation of trust and open communications
to add to these recommendations as we move ahead. This plan is unique and
therefore special recommendations were needed. We want to set an example for
future developments on Quadra Island.
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Our Mission
To provide the sustainable framework

for a way of life that respects the environment
and enables residents to experience a strong connection
between community, the land and the sea.

Acknowledgement:
This document was prepared for the use of the owner Rick ScheLUnck
for applications to the Strathcona Regional District and Local Area Directors.
Reproductions of this report are not permitted without permission of the owner.

Prepared by Dan Bowen
Dan Bowen Consulting Services Ltd.
dbcs@shaw.ca
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Strathcona Forestry Consulting
Preliminary vegetative management and environmental impact review:
Lot 1, DL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District
Quadra Island, BC
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L1:1

General

Strathcona Forestry Consulting was retained by Richard and Cheryl Schellinck ("the
developers") to conduct a preliminary vegetative management and environmental
impact assessment of Lot 1, SL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District, Quadra Island.
The developers are making application to the Sfrathcona Regional District (SRD) to
rezone the subject property for a country residential development to be known as
Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
This report contains preliminary assessment results based on a general overview of the
property and foreshore areas. The report provides general recommendations about
ecological features of the Site and addresses proposed parkland dedication and
g re e ns p a Ce

Figure L Proposed Gowliand Harbour Views (Chameleon creative, 2009).
11.2

Scope of Work

The scope of work included ecological classification, detailed site analysis, and an
overview of sensitive ecosystems. Wildlife species and aquatic resources were noted,
but not specifically inventoried. The prime focus of this study was to define various
vegetative groups as per the Ministry of Environment (MoE) Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEI). A detailed environmental study did not fall within the scope of work.
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Figure 2. Project area (Thorconsult, 2009).

Figures 3. Site overview (Chameleon Creative, 2009).
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Site Description

District Lot 208 (the Site) is located at the southern end of Quadra island, near
Quathiaski Cover (BC Ferry terminus for ferry travel between Quadra Island and
Campbell River). The Site encompasses over 3,000 m of ocean frontage at Gowiland
Harbour and Unkak Cove. Foreshore areas range from low, subdued banks in the north
and west to steep, coastal bluffs in the southwest and northeast. Gently rolling terrain
between coastal boundaries includes a relatively flat plateau dominating the northern
portion of the Site. To the south, the terrain inclines gradually to a relatively small cove
(Goose Creek Cove).
The majority of the Site is mature second growth forest cover. The central plateau was
recently salvaged logged to recover heavy blowdown from winter storm events in
recent years.
Current zoning is Silviculture (Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw # 1840). The
Site bordered by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the east, by partially
developed residential (R-1) properties to the south, by partially developed commercial
(C-2) properties to the west, and Gowlland Harbour to the north.
The Site is located in the Strathcona Regional District (SRD).

Photos. Older/mature forest cover (left, right); central plateau (centre).
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3.1

Description of Proposed Development

The developers are making application to rezone the 65-ha (185-acre) Site to a Country
Residential 2 Zone with rural lot designation. A range of lot configurations and sizes will
be available (fee simple and strata lots; waterfront and upland sites). Lot sizes will range
from 1 to 15 acres. One Commercial 2 recreational lot of 5 acres is proposed on April
Point Road. A significant portion of the development will have a density of the Country
Residential Zone with 1 lot per 1.0 ha (2.5 acres).
Approximately 30 acres at the Site is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), of which half
is planned for park dedication. The remainder of the ALR will be considered for organic
community farming and/or Silviculture greenhouse operations.
The developers plan to protect and preserve over 50% of the Site as green space
through retention of natural vegetation in conservation covenants and two dedicated
forested parks (Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour Park). Interconnecting trails
will extend through forested areas between parkiands, beach areas, and existing
community facilities.
The project will involve some blasting in the central, western portion of the property to
meet access requirements.

Photo. The Site contains 3,000 m of foreshore area.
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3.2

Regulatory Provisions

Development of the Site is governed by local development permits, and provincial and
federal regulations. Quadra Island's Official Community Plan (OCP) (Bylaw #1840)
provides long-term direction for development with associated goals for environmental
direction.
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) prohibits the deposition of a deleterious substance
(including sediment) in water frequented by fish. Any storm water discharges must not
exceed water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. The federal guidelines
are administered by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) and
provincial guidelines are administered by the BC Ministry of the Environment (MoE).
Additional provincial regulations include the Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) for
management of watercourses. The RAR Assessment Report completed by GAlA
Environmental Consulting Services identified five watercourses at the Site draining into
Goose Bay/Unkak Cove or Gowliand Harbour. The only fish-bearing stream (Lone Fish
Stream) drains into Goose Bay through proposed waterfront parkland.
Section 3.4 of the British Columbia Wildlife Act prohibits the destruction of an egg or an
active nest of any bird species and prohibits the destruction of a nest of a Bold Eagle,
Osprey, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Great-blue Heron or Burrowing Owl, regardless of
whether it is occupied. Several known Bald Eagle nests were observed at the Site.
An Archaeological Site Potential Assessment (April, 2009) was conducted by Baseline
Archaeological Services Ltd.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. conducted a Preliminary Geotechnical
Assessment (August, 2009).
3.3

Field Assessment

Sfrathcona Forestry Consulting conducted a field visit to the site on December 1, 2009.
Mr. Rick Schellinck was present at the site visit.
Thorconsult Limited provided site plan mapping.

Photo. GHV Site.
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I 4.1

OvervIew

A review of existing biological and physiographic information was done in conjunction
with the field assessment.
4.2

I
I

Blogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) is a land classification system that groups
similar segments of the landscape (ecosystems) into hierarchical categories based on
climate, vegetation, and soils (Land Management Handbook 28, BC MoF, 1994). For the
purposes of this study, an ecosystem is considered to be a portion of the landscape with
relatively uniform dominant vegetation. Vegetation of mature ecosystems is a useful
tool in BEC as it is considered the best integrator of the combined influences of the
environmental factors affecting a site. More stable vegetation from later successional
stages ('late seral") is most useful for classifying ecosystems; BEC can also be applied to
earlier successional stages.
The BEC system designates the Site in the very dry Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimatic Subzone (CWHxm). The CWHxm occurs at lower elevations along the
east side of Vancouver Island, and on the islands around southern Johnstone Strait.
Elevotional limits range from sea level to approximately 700 m. The CWHxm has warm,
dry summers and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall. Growing seasons are
long, and feature water deficits on zonal sites (intermediate in soil moisture and
nutrients).
Forests on zonat sites in the CWHxm are dominated by Douglas-fir, with lesser
components of western hemlock and western redcedar. Major understorey species
include sold, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry, Hylocomium splendens (Step-up
moss), and Kindbergia oregano (Oregon beaked moss). Less common species include
twinf lower, and bracken fern. On rich, moist sites (i.e., proposed Gowlland Harbour Park)
the forest floor is covered with a dense growth of sword fern, vanilla leaf and
foamflower.

Photo. CWHxm forest.
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4.3 SensitIve Ecosystem Inventory
Sensitive ecosystems are those which are fragile and/or rare, or those ecosystems which
are ecologically important because of the diversify of species they support.
In 1997 the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory of the east coast of Vancouver Island was
completed to identify, classify, and map sensitive terrestrial ecosystems along the
coastal lowlands and adjacent islands. The goal of the SEl is to encourage informed
land-use decisions that will conserve sensitive ecosystems.
According to the SEI, the Site contains four MoE SEI polygons (6649, 6521, 6666, and
6732). Table 1 summarises the characteristics of the sensitive ecosystems represented by
the polygons in Figure 4.

6732

6666

Figure 4. Designated SEI (Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory) Polygons at GHV Site.
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- Table 1: CharacterIstics, of Sensitive Areas Identified at the GFIV Site. .
Description
SEt Polygon # Area (ha) Ecosystem Type
-App.
70%
of
polygon is occupied by
Woodland
8.2
6649
Woodland
(mixed
coniferous/deciduous
(April Point)
forest 40-70 yrs old)
major site type: Douglas-f ir/Jodgepole
(includes
pine/Cladina
proposed
(moist)
greenspace
-Remainder of stand is comprised of conifercovenant
dominated Mature Forest with Douglasareas)
fir/salal
-Over
hail
of
polygon
is occupied by conifer9.9
Older Forest
6521
dominated
Mature
Forest
(80-250 yrs since
(Gowliand
Harbour)
last disturbance)
major site type: western redcedar and
(includes
snowberry
proposed
(moist)
Goose Creek
-age of stand >80 yrs
Park)
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities at riparian areas
6666
-Approximately 40% of polygon is occupied
15.7
Older Forest
(Gowliand
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
Harbour)
major site type: western redcedar/snowberry
(moist)
(includes
-age of stand generally> 80 yrs
proposed
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
Gowiland
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
Harbour Park)
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities along riparian areas and along
foreshore
6732
9.9
-Approximately 80% of polygon is occupied
Older Forest
(Gowiland
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
Harbour)
(generally 80-250 years since lost
disturbance)
(includes
site type: Douglas-f ir/lodgepole
proposed
pine/Cladina
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remaining 20% of site occupied by
areas)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous) in
narrow linear communities
major site types: western
redcedar/snowberry
west em redcedar/f oamf lower
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4.4 Physiography
The Site occupies variable aspects between sea level (0 m asl=above sea level) and
approximately 45 m asl.
The Site contains a variety of slope gradients and relief, ranging from the gentle inland
plateau to steep coastal cliffs. Soils in the area were derived from deep (generally> 1 m
thick) morainol deposits, overlying extrusive bedrock. Gravelly loamy sand is the
common soil texture. Pockets of glaciofluvial material found in morainal sediments
contain rounder coarse fragments. Coarse fragment content is relatively high. Shell
fragments in selected soil profiles show evidence of historical use of the Site by First
Nations.
Drainage ranges from moderately dry at coastal bluffs to very moist at seepage areas
on lower-sloped seasonal drainages. Soil types include Dystric Brunisols and humo-Ferric
Podzols with poorly developed B horizons. Humus types vary from lignomors (Woodlands)
to lepfomoders (mixed, Older Forest) and rhizomulls (rich, moist mixed forest).

Photo. Shell fragments in soil profile.
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5.1 Site Reconnaissance Methodology
The Site was stratified according to natural and property boundaries. Stratified polygons
were surveyed by walking arbitrary transect lines, so that the entire property was
covered. Ecological data were collected at random sample plot locations within each
polygon, as per Land Management Handbook #47 (Silviculture Prescription Data
Collection Field Handbook, BC MoF, 2000). Data collection was distributed to provide
even coverage over the entire site. At each sample plot location the following
information was recorded:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UTM location and approximate elevation
Slope
Aspect
Slope Position
Vegetation Layers and % composition by layer
Structural Stage(s)
Canopy closure
Drainage
Aeration
Tree attributes (stem density, average height, average diameter, leading species,
condition class, %live/decd)
• Site series
• Coarse woody debris (# pieces, average decay class, diameter range)
Throughout the assessment, comments regarding wildlife usage at the Site were noted.
Representative photographs were taken.
Data collected in the field were used to support the delineation of ecosystem polygons.
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Site assessment specifically addressed Environmentally Sensitive Ecosystems designated
by the MoE (Fig. 3). SEI polygons totaled approximately 65% of the Site. The entire Site
was assessed during the field review.
6.1

Ecosystem types

.4

The MoE SEt identified three terrestrial ecosystem types at the Site: Older/Mature Forest;
Woodland; and Riparian.
1. Older/Mature Forest
Forest cover at the Site was dominated by mature second-growth forest ranging in age
from 80 to 250 years (since last disturbance). Average age range was 80-100+ years.
It should be noted that a significant portion of the original forest cover at the Site was
logged by European settlers on Quadra Island over 100 years ago. After the original oldgrowth stands were logged, many areas (including the central plateau) regenerated
naturally with western hemlock. Western hemlock tends to be shallowly rooted, and is
very susceptible to blowdown. Recent harvesting in the centre of the GHV property was
done by the developers to recover heavy hemlock blowdown from winter storms. Minor
blowdown occurred on sloping foreshore areas where the mature forest stands
included a mix of species more sheltered from prevailing winds.
The predominant natural disturbance factor in the CHWxm is wildfire, with a mean
interval event cycle of approximately 200 years. Old-growth Douglas-fir stumps found
throughout the Site indicate the original forest stand was dominated by Douglas-fir.
Forest stands at the Site were generally coniferous-dominated, with Douglas-fir and/or
western hemlock as leading species, together with western redcedar, and a lesser
component of Sitka spruce and grand fir. Scattered deciduous species (bigleaf maple,
red alder) were found in scattered, seepage sites.

Photos. Older/mature forest ecosystems.
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Site series encompass sites capable of producing similar late seral or climax plant
communities within a biogeoclimatic subzone (or variant). A site series is specific to a
subzone (or variant).
A range of site series occurred within each of the forest ecosystems at the Site (Table 2).
Zonal sites (representing conditions intermediate in moisture and nutrients) and
somewhat dry to fresh, richer sites predominated. Structural stage 6 (Mature Forest) was
dominant (see Appendix ifor explanation of structural stages).

Table 2. MaJor site series encountered in Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems at the GHV site
Site series

Classifier

Description

CWHxm - 03

FdHw - Salal

Moderately dry, poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 01

HwFd - Kindbergia

Zoncil: somewhat dry to fresh; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 06

HwCw - Deer fern

Moist to very moist; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 04

Fd - Sword fern

Moderately dry; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 05

Cw - Sword fern

Somewhat dry to fresh; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 07

Cw - Foamf lower

Moist to very moist; rich to very rich nutrients

Photos: Site series examples: CHWxm-05

CHWxm-04

CWHxm-03

Proposed parkiand dedication (Gowlland Harbour Park and Goose Creek Park) and
greenspace contained Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems, with a wide representation of
plant communities from the CWHxm.
Older second growth forests function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife
species, and as primary connections between different types of ecosystems. In older
second growth stands such as those found in proposed parkland dedication at the Site,
wildlife diversity is relatively high. Coarse woody debris (snags and downed logs) in
stands older than 80 years provides important habitat for small mammals and cavity
nesting birds. The biodiversity values of second growth forest generally increase with
age, resulting in an increased capacity to support more and larger species of plants
and animals.
13
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2. Woodland
A lesser portion of the Site contained dry, open forests, with 10-50% tree cover. These
areas of exposed bedrock close to the shoreline contained conifer-dominated and/or
mixed conifer and deciduous stands with non-forested openings, often with shallow soils
and bedrock outcroppings. A range of structural stages (1 -5) was present.

Photos. Woodland ecosystems at GHV Site.

Coastal bluff ecosystems are naturally rare on southeast Vancouver Island and the
adjacent islands. Undisturbed sites are very rare. Coastal bluffs occupy less than 0.3% of
east Vancouver Island and the Gull Islands (SEI Inventory, 1996).
Coastal bluffs provide nesting sites for a number of birds. Coastal bluff ecosystems
provide important micro-habitats for a number of plants that flower for a limited time in
the spring before moss outcrops dry in the summer.

'4
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3. Rlparlan
Areas adjacent to water bodies (ocean, wetlands, streams) are influenced by a variety
of factors - erosion, sedimentation, flooding and/or subterranean irrigation - due to the
proximity to the water body.
Riparian ecosystems at the Site included small seasonal wetlands, seasonal
watercourses, and narrow linear communities along foreshore areas where there is little
or no flooding. Saltine marshes along the Gowlland Harbour foreshore were also
included in the riparian ecosystem category. Saltine and estuarine marshes have
declined to less than one third of their extent in the early 1900's due to coastal dyking
and conversion of marshes to agriculture (SEl Inventory, 1996). More recently, impacts
have occurred from activities such as log handling and marina construction.

Photos. Riparian ecosystems at the GHV Site encompass small wetlands, stream courses, and foreshore
areas.

Riparian ecosystems vary greatly according to different structural stages based on age
and form of the vegetation. Riparian ecosystems provide a wide variety of habitat types
that contribute to high levels of biodiversity. Structural stage 6 dominated at the GHV
site; a variety of earlier structural stages occurred at small, natural openings.
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RESULTS -

The subject property is classified in the CWHxm subzone. Overview of the Site focused
on vegetative units identified by the MoE SEI: Mature/Older Forest, Woodland, and
Riparian Areas. Vegetation at the Site is characteristic of the CWHxm. Douglas-fir and
western hemlock were the dominant tree species at the Site. A lesser component of
western redcedar was present. Minor components of grand fir and Sitka spruce were
present.
Lodgepole pine was found at drier sites (moss-covered coastal bluffs). Bigleaf maple
and alder were found in wetter areas (lower seepage slopes). Minor occurrences of
western yew and bitter cherry were observed.
The understorey shrub layer in coniferous-dominated forest stands was dominated by
salal, snowberry, dull Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry. The herbaceous layer in
coniferous-dominated forests was comprised largely of sword fern and foam flower.
Common mosses were Oregon beaked moss and red-stem feather moss. Moister sites
along seasonal watercourses supported salmonberry and various nitrophytic plant
species.
Drier, moss-covered rocky outcrops along the foreshore area contained a variety of
moss species, induding Cladonia spp.

7.1 Site Series and Structural Stage Representation
A wide range of site series was represented, particularly in the Older/Mature Forest
ecosystems. Structural Stage representation was dominated by Structural Stage 6
(Mature Forest); a range of earlier structural stages occurred throughout the Site.

Photo. Old growth Douglas4ir stump provides a "nurse log" for second growth hemlock tree.
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Biological diversity (or biodiversify) is the diversity of plants, animals, and other living
organisms in all their forms and levels of organisation, and includes the diversity of
ecosystems, and the functional processes that link them. Biodiversity is based on
ecological principles.
The historical fire cycle in the CWHxm would have resulted in a landscape of even-aged
stands with snags and veteran trees, and small areas encompassing a range of seral
types. The landscape was dominated by extensive areas of mature forest surrounding
patches of younger forest. Across much of the Pacific Northwest, natural disturbance
has largely been supplanted by human activities, such as urban development, logging,
and agriculture. Stand conditions that mimic the natural disturbance patterns that
occurred over thousands of years generally provide optimal habitat for native species.
Habitat needs of forest organisms can be best met by:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining patchy stands with a variety of forest stand attributes and structures
across a variety of ecosystems and landscapes
maintaining connectivity of ecosystems to ensure continued dispersal and
movement of forest-dwelling organisms across the landscape
providing forested areas of sufficient size to maintain forest interior conditions and
to prevent the formation of excessive edge habitat
maintaining snags, veteran trees, and coarse woody debris
maintaining old seral stages

Forest stands at proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowliand Harbour View Park contain
important attributes that contribute significantly to biological diversity:
•

stand structure - a high degree of horizontal and vertical structure (patchiness)
provides a mix of foraging, nesting, and resting habitat
• wildlife trees - a significant number of wildlife trees (standing or dead or live trees
with characteristics that provide valuable habitat for the conservation or
enhancement of wildlife) includes various species (Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce,
grand fir, western redcedar, western hemlock, bigleaf
• coarse woody debris - moderate to high levels of fallen branches and old
blowdown on the forest floor provide feeding, breeding, and shelter substrate for
invertebrates, small mammals, and amphibians, in addition to carbon storage
and erosion control
• forest floor - a range of humus types and decomposing materials (including
freshly deposited leaf litter from bigleaf maples) provide varied habitat for
invertebrates, soil fungi, bacteria, and saprophytic plants
• søecial habitats - inclusion of small wetlands, stream courses, rock outcrops, and
Woodlands provide unique and less common stand features that are associated
with specific flora, fauna, or microhabitat processes less common in landscape
Proposed preservation of the Site's ecosystems will effectively mimic natural disturbance
conditions in a "seminatural landscape", promoting plant and animal diversity.
17
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liming of the assessment in late fall precluded some sampling opportunities.
Spring/summer field work is recommended to gather data on breeding birds (including
owl species), and herbaceous plant species.
While the Site is classified in the CWHxm, it may be considered somewhat transitional
between biogeoclimatic units, as it contains attributes of both the drier moist maritime
Coastal Douglas-fir subzone (CDFmm) - to the southeast - and the wetter Submontane
very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock variant (CWHvm1) to the north. A minor
component of grand fir is aligned with the CDFmm. Western hemlock is associated with
the CWHxm. Sitka spruce is found on moist, rich sites in the CDFmm, CWHxm, and
CWHvm1.

Photo. Fungat brackets on a forest snag.
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I 9.0 RCOMMENDA11ONS The preliminary overview provided a number of recommendations in support of the
developers' goals to manage high biodiversity levels at the Site.
1. Marine foreshore - These areas provide high qualify habitat features (including a
number of nesting/perching trees) for bald eagles. Maintain integrity of the shoreline to
by establishing a 1 5m buffer from the high water mark along the marine foreshore.
2. Woodland sites - Moss-covered coastal bluffs generally have little or no soil, and
vegetation is prone to erosion. Where possible, use buffers of woodland vegetation or
other native vegetation to help to slow the spread of non-native species, and help
reduce access.
3. Invasive species - Invasive species (i.e., Scotch broom, thistle) can spread rapidly
and crowd out native species. Encourage homeowners to landscape with native
species.
4. Nesting/breeding sites - Prevent disturbance of nesting or breeding areas. Establish
a permanent protective buffer around eagle nest frees. The BC Wildlife Act does not set
out specific buffer distances. In other areas of British Columbia a buffer of 60 m is
necessary to provide adequate protection. Consultation with local government is
recommended. During the nesting season (app. February to August), no development
activities should occur within 1 50 m of active nests. During nesting season, no blasting
should occur within 1 km of the nest.
5. Erosion and Sediment Control Plan - Prior to construction develop a detailed Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan, and ensure it is followed through all phases of construction.
6. Environmental monitoring - Monitor construction activities to ensure that the Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan is carried out in an effective manner. Weekly inspections (by
the Qualified Environmental Professional or a designate) are required at a minimum
during periods of heavy activity, in addition to more frequent inspections during times of
heavy rainfall. Monitoring and reporting should be done for the duration of the project.
7. Proposed parkiand dedication - Proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland
Harbour Park provide a wide range of habitats highly suitable for long-term biodiversity
protection. Retention of healthy, older second growth forest stands is ideal for old
growth recruitment; high biodiversity values that will increase as the stands age.
8. Proposed greenspace covenant west, central portion of Site - A moderate to high
windthrow hazard was observed in this stand of tall, shallowly rooted hemlock trees. A
significant portion of the trees are infected with mistletoe. Conduct a danger tree
assessment prior to construction.
9. Wildland - rural interface fire hazard - Reduce the potential for interface fire by
following FireSmart guidelines for vegetation management, fire retardant construction
19
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materials, and infrastructure (i.e., looping access routes with adequate fireflow)
(FireSmart, Protecting Your Community from Wildfire. Partners in Protection. 2003).
10. Trails - Develop interconnecting nature trails with careful consideration to sensitive
ecosystems. Avoid wetland areas; use designated creek crossings; incorporate
switchback turns on slopes to reduce erosion; and minimise disturbance to roof systems
of trees in advanced Structural Stages.
11. Wildlife Trees - Conduct an inventory of Wildlife Trees to ensure safety and wildlife
issues are addressed.

Photo. Wildlife Tree.
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The developers of Gowlland Harbour Views are proposing to protect and preserve over
fifty percent of the Site as upland green space and waterfront parks. A general
overview oF the property and foreshore areas was conducted in December, 2009 to
assess ecological site characteristics of the site, with a specific focus on sensitive
ecosystems identified by the Site by the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
As detailed in this report, the Gowlland Harbour Views site contains considerable
diversity and structural complexity. I was impressed with the developers' consideration
of sustainable concepts. Proposed dedication of parkland and green space will
capture a range of forest stand attributes and structural stages across the landscape.
In my proFessional opinion, with recommendations above addressed, development
plans as proposed for Gowltand Harbour Views provide opportunities to enhance
biodiversity by providing a "seminatural" landscape that mimics natural disturbance
conditions. Dedication of parkland and green space will preserve structural richness and
a wide diversity or plant and animal species at the stand and landscape level.
Management strategies based on ecological relationships will maintain and/or revive
native species biodiversity.
In summary, the development affords effective environmental protection and
additionally, provides special value for the community.

2!
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9.0

LimitatIons

This report provides a general overview of the ecological characteristics at the site, with a focused
assessment on sensitive ecosystems. Evaluation is based on professional judgment. The investigation
involved a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to the particular property as disclosed
at the time of inspection. The report was prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions.
It is intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was commissioned and for use by local
government regulating the activities to which it pertains.
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Appendix I
Structural stages and codes
From Standards for Terrestrial Ecosystems Mapping in British Columbia. 1998. Ecosystems Working Group of the
Terrestrial Ecosystems Task Force, Resources Inventory Committee.

Structural stage

Description

Post-disturbance stages or environmentally induced structural development
I Sparse bryoid

Initial stages of primary and secondary succession

Substages
Ia Sparse
lb Bryoid

<10% vegetation cover
Bryophyte- and lichen-dominated communities

Stand initiation stages or environmentally induced structural development
2 Herb

Early successional stage or herbaceous communities
Maintained by environmental conditions or disturbance;
time since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession

Substages
2a Forb-dominated
Herbaceous communities dominated by non-graminoid herbs
2b Graminoid-dominated Herbaceous communities dominated by grasses, sedges, reeds,
and rushes
2cAquatic
Herbaceous communities dominated by floating or submerged
aquatic plants
2dDwarf shrub
Communities dominated by dwarf woody species
3 Herb/Shrub

Early successional stage or shrub communities maintained by
environmental conditions or disturbance; dominated by shrubby
vegetation; seedlings and advanced regeneration may be
abundant

Substages
3a Low shrub

3b Tall shrub

Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation <2m tall;
seedlings and advanced regeneration may be abundant; time
since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession
Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation that are
2— 10 m tall; time since disturbance <40 yrs for normal forest
Succession
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Stem exclusion stages
4 Pole/Sapling

Trees> 10 m tall, typically densely stocked, have overtopped
shrub and herb layers; time since disturbance usually <40 yrs
for normal forest succession; up to 100+yrs for dense (5 00015 000+ st/ha) stagnant stands

5 Young Forest

Self-thinning has become evident; forest canopy has begun
differentiation into distinct layers (dominant, main canopy, and
overtopped); time since disturbance generally 40-80 yrs, but
may begin as early as age 30
Understorey reinitiation stage

6 Mature Forest

Trees established after the last disturbance have matured; time
since disturbance generally 80-250 yrs for CDFmm

7 Old Forest

Old, structurally complex stands composed mainly of shadeTolerant and regenerating tree species; snags and coarse woody
Debris in all stages of decomposition typically, as are patchy
understoreys; time since disturbance generally >250 yrs
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August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.l3ox 4, Merville, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Att:n: Mr. Richard Schelhnck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWAItD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNTCAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schellinck:
1.

Introduction

a.

At your request, Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
geotechnical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We exammed the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
NHA) or Development Perrrut Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd (their drawing number BTO9-B
dated March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo, B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756.3831
www.lewkawich.com

Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project; D.L. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File; G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Page 2 of 8

3.

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
Determine whether the land is geotechmcally safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safc" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;
ii.

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
are developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and

iu.

Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13, 2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surfce soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the
east, b Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential cR-I) properties
to the south.

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30rn) throughout. A relatively flat plateau
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exists in the northern poruon of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gent1 rolling
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOin high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines ai-id salal. Cleared areas include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as Immature tree growth.

5.2

Subsutface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions throughout the site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than 1 m) over
bedrock. The moraine sediments include pockets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an apbanitic
surface texture An examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
by tectonic action resulting in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slightly weathered. The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no donuinii.nt pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30m.

b

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some tesipits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesrpits, located on the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based matenal to a depth in excess of 2rn.
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5.3

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the site is considered geotechnically safe
and suitable for the intended purpose (residential development), provided the
recommendations in this report are followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
embankment construction) to establish proposed roadway and service hrìe installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration We have taken this issue into account in formulating our
recommendations.

c.

Building areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

'.X'c recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I arid 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of Sm is recommended. Where buildings arc to be set above glacio-marinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev I (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an evaluation of site-specific
condition.
c.

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside of the geotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential budding construction. In general we expect that an allowable
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be available for building design and construction. This
would be suitable either for naturally deposited soils, bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable bearing pressure should be available. Site
preparation shall include removal of any organic (topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.

f.

Settlements for foundations constructed on the combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compacted structural fill should be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g.

Fill, if required to raise building areas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
unported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate dcnsification. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,
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arid 5.0 metres where the LIII exceeds 3.0 metres thick, Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inchnarion of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a umform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining vall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow fox disturbance such as
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation walls deeper than 1.5 metres. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may be necessary at the time of construction
this may be accomplished using a standard BC Building Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B
and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of some erodible surfaces, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
significance during the development of this property. Overland storm water controls should
take into account the potential impact of concentrated runoff as it may impact adjacent
sensitive areas. This should generally take the form of runoff from construction activities being
directed to retention areas prior to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
provided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documented.

6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
naturally deposited sods which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4 1 8.4 A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundauon design and consoucuon, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6

Permanent Dewatermg

a.

Considenng the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadays
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture Iniection to building subgrades.
These derails include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations arc determined, the Geotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

-

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water vell away from buildings. Any
settlement of backfill around foundations will create undesirable low areas for collection of
surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
addiuoiial backfill to restore proper surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a problem if backfill is placed and compacted following our recommendations
regarding structural fill.

7.0

Geotechnical Assurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Geotechmcal Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geutechnical Assurance
'erv1ces include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibihtr for field reviews of these components duiing construcuoti.

8.0

Acknowledgements
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Lid. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Sttathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit. It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.
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\Ve acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strathcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indenufied has been made or implied. If unidentified soils are encountered,
unanticipated conditions become known durmg construction or other information pertinent to
the structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or modified in writing by
the undersigned.

10.0 Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. if you have any comments, or additional requi.rcments at this time, please contact us at
your convernence.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,
,.sS,0 -'
/

Chris Hudec, M.A.Sc, P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior lechnologist
Attachment, Thorconsult Limited Drawing BTO9-B-02 Rev 1
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2.0 Defining Integrated Stormwater Management (ISM)
Stormwater management has evolved over the decades, and continues to evotve. The
following comparison captures the key elements of the transition from a traditional. 1980s
approach, to an integrated approach in the 2000s. The integrated approach stilt incorporates
the traditional scope of engineering work, but builds on it to achieve environmental as well as
drainage objectives.

Integrated Stormwater Management Planning
From TRADITIONAL to

A

Rcott,'cc for llrl'an artd Rum! Land Dcvdop;rt'rtt in BC

INTEGRATED:

• Drainage Systems

- Ecosystems

• Reactive (Solve Problems)

• Proactive (Prevent Problems(

• Engineer-Driven

Interdisciplinary Team-Driven

• Protect Property

• Protect Property dud Habitat

• Pipe and Convey

• Mimic Natural Procesws

• Unilateral Decisions

• Consensus-Based Decisions

• Local Govemmenl Ownership

Partnerships with Others

• Extreme Storm Focus

• Rainwater Integrated with Land Use

• PEAK FLOW THINKING

• VOLUME-BASED THINKING

Source Sroemwater Plonoing A Guidebook for ec

Water Balance
Rainfall landing on a site travels in four directions:
— Interfiow — soaking into shallow ground and moving slowly through soits to streams
— Deep Groundwater — percolating vertically into deep groundwater
Evapotranspiration — evaporating from surfaces and transpiration from leaves
— Surface run-off — flowing over the ground

BRU1SFI
COUMBL

Water balance model for surface water

The totat volume of rainfall equals the sum of these four components and this relationship is
known as the Water Balance.
Urban drainage has traditionally focused on managing surface runoff. It is only recently that the
other three components have begun to receive serious attention, with the emphasis on terfiow.
Although intertlow was first defined in the 161h century, its significance has been largely ignored
for over 400 years. It is now recognized that all four components need to be considered as part
of a comprehensive and integrated approach to slorrnwater volume management.

2.0 Defining JSM
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DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL — REFERRAL FORM
FILE: CP73C 09 I RZ 2C 09— SCHELLINCK — APRIL POINT ROAD - REVISED
Date sent: January 9, 2019
Please comment on the attached development proposal for potential effect on your agencys interests.
We would appreciate your response by February 6, 2019. This is a revision of a proposal referred to
you in January 2010. A Proposal Comparison Summary table is presented in the Proposal Details
section.
Please complete the Response Summary form enclosed. If your agency's interests are unaffected,
please indicate this on the form - no further information is necessary. In all other cases, we would
appreciate receiving additional information to substantiate your position and, if necessary, outline any
conditions related to your position. Please identify any legislation or official government policy that
would affect our consideration of this proposal.
PROPOSAL SUMMARY

To permit subdivision into 21 residential lots, greenspace, one
commercial lot and one Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) lot:
• No change to the designation or zoning for the ALR portion.
• Redesignate portions of the property from Silviculture (5) to Rural
(RU) and Commercial (C).
• Rezone portions of the property from Rural One (RU-i) to Rural Two
(RU-2) and Commercial Two G (C-2G).
• Rezone a portion of Goose Bay adjacent to the proposed
Commercial Two G (C-2G) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
APPLICANT:
Rick and Cheryl Schellinck
AGENT:
Dan Bowen Consulting Services
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VlP86955
OCP BYLAW:
Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan Bylaw, 2007
EXISTING OCP DESIGNATION:
Silviculture (5)
PROPOSED OCP DESIGNATION: Rural (RU), Commercial (C), Silviculture (5)
ZONING BYLAW:
Bylaw 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990
EXISTING ZONING:
LAND: Rural One (RU-i); WATER (GOOSE BAY): Access Three (AC-3)
PROPOSED ZONING:
LAND: Rural One (RU-i), Rural Two (RU-2), Commercial Two G (C2G); WATER (GOOSE BAY): Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
PURPOSE OF PROPOSAL:

PROPOSAL DETAILS

Overview and Planning Analysis
A previous proposal for this parcel (Lot 1, DL 208, on April Point Road) to amend both the official
community plan and zoning bylaw has been revised by the applicant. The original 2010 proposal
encompassed a 51 .8-hectare (128.0-acre) portion of Lot 1. The revised 2018 proposal encompasses
the entire 67.36-hectare (166.45-acre) parcel.

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, CampbeU River, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca

The property is currently designated Silviculture (S) in the OCP and zoned Rural One (RU-i) in the
Zoning Bylaw.
The 2018 proposal is to redesignate portions of the property from Silviculture (S) to Rural (RU) and
Commercial (C), rezone portions of the land from Rural One (RU-i) to Rural Two (RU-2) and
Commercial Two G (C-2G) and rezone the water adjacent to the proposed Commercial Two G (C-2G)
from Access Three (AC-3) to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2). The designation and zoning for the ALR
portion will not change. These changes would permit the proposed 23-lot subdivision formatted as
shown in the following bullets and on the attached Proposed Subdivision Plan.
•
•
•
•
•

21 2.0-hectare residential lots
1 12.0-hectare Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) parcel
1 2.0-hectare commercial lot
1 3.0-hectare park, with approximately 3 km of total trail systems (including roads & beach)
Approximately 1.1 km of designated pedestrian trails (area +/-0.5 ha)

The changes from the 2010 proposal are summarized in the Proposal Comparison Summary Table
below.
Proposal Comparison Summary Table
Original 2010 Proposal
Revised 2018 Proposal
Redesignate portions from Silviculture (S) to:
Redesignate portions from Silviculture (S) to:
• Rural (RU)
• Country Residential (CR)
• Commercial (C)
• Commercial (C)
. ALR remains Silviculture (S)
Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i) to:
Rezone portions from Rural One (RU-i) to:
• Rural Two (RU-2)
• Country Residential Two A (CR-2A)
• Commercial Two (C-2)
• Commercial Two G (C-2G)
and water adjacent to the Commercial Two
• ALR remains Rural One (RU-i)
(0-2) parcel from Access Three (AC-3) to
and water adjacent to the Commercial Two G
Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
(C-2G) parcel from Access Three (AC-3) to
Marine Commercial Two (MC-2)
To permit a 48-unit strata subdivision, some
To permit a 23-lot fee simple subdivision
fee simple lots, greenspaces including a 6including 21 2-hectare residential lots, a 12hectare park over ALR, a 6-hectare ALR
hectare ALR parcel, one 2-hectare
parcel, one commercial lot (recreational sites) commercial lot (recreational sites), a 3.0and potentially a marina.
hectare park, pedestrian trails and potentially
a marina.
As shown on the attached Location Map, the subject property is in a semi-rural area along the shores of
Gowiland Harbour and Goose Bay on Quadra Island. It is accessed from April Point Road and
Harbourbrook Road with a proposal to extend access from Harbourbrook Road.
The subject site is currently undeveloped and includes areas of mature second growth forest dominated
by conifers. A portion of the central area has been salvage logged to recover heavy blowdown as a
result of winter storm events. The areas that were salvage logged have a heavy regeneration of 3-5 m
high conifers.
The subject property is surrounded by a mix of zones, which are presented in the Surrounding Land
Use Pattern Table below and illustrated in the attached Current Zoning Map. Also attached is a
Proposed Zoning Map.
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Neighbouring
west lands
south lands
east lands
northeast lands
bay shorelines
point shoreline

Surrounding Land Use Pattern Table
Zoning
Type of development
Commercial Two (C-2)
April Point Resort (resort accommodations and
Industrial One (I-i)
marina complex)
Residential One (R-i)
denser residential with 0.4-hectare lot minimums
Rural One (RU-i)
4-hectare lot minimums and community centre
Public Assembly One (PA-i)
with parkiand
Rural Two (RU-2)
2-hectare lot minimums
log handling and private wharves with marina
Access Three (AC-3)
uses near April Point Resort
Marine Industrial (MI-i)
Heritage One (HE-i)
cultural area not to be disturbed without
appropriate authorization

Rationale
The existing commercial use to the west supports the proposed rezoning of the west lot to commercial.
The location of the subject property between lands currently zoned Rural One (RU-i), Rural Two (RU2), and Residential One (R-1) supports the proposed rezoning of the central 21 lots to Rural Two (RU2). Further, recent public hearings on Quadra Island have demonstrated community support for the
development of smaller rural-residential lots. In addition, the forestry industry has changed since the
OCP was written over 15 years ago, such that there is a lessened focus to conserve forest lands in this
area. Not changing the ALR portion designation of Silviculture (S) and zoning of Rural One (RU-i)
supports the intention of the ALR and OCP and conserves 12 hectares of forest.
Proposed Development Features
*- 3.0-hectare park dedication and i.i km designated trail (area +/-0.5 ha) representing 7.0% of the
total property area.
> Designated walkway easements to be constructed, interconnecting with roads, beaches, parks, other
amenities and forested areas throughout the site (approximately 3.0 km).
Supporting Analysis
The proposal submission includes the following assessments; however, these documents are not
included in this referral package:
Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment
Preliminary Archaeological Assessment
Preliminary Vegetative Management and Environmental Impact Assessment
Soils Assessment for Wastewater
Drilled Well Data
Riparian Areas Assessment
Sustainability Strategy

Aniko Nelson,
Parks and Planning Manager
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Consultation will occur with the following First Nations marked with an

X

Ahousaht First Nation

Maa-nulth First Nations

Cowichan Tribes

Mamalilikulla-Qwe'Qwa'Sot'Em First Nations

Ehattesaht First Nation

MowachahtlMuchalaht First Nation
X

Nanwakolas Council (member Nations: Wei Wai
Kum, Komoks)

X

Halalt First Nation

X

Homalco First Nation

Nautsa mawt Tribal Council

HuI'qurni'num Treaty Group

Nuchatlaht First Nation

Hupacasath First Nation

Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council

Ka:'yu:'k't'h / Che:K:t1es7et'h First Nation

X

Penelakut Tribe

X

Kiahoose First Nation (Cortes)

1

K'omoks First Nation

X

Tla'amin First Nation

Kwiakah Band Office

X

Stz'uminus First Nation

Qualicum First Nation

2

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty Society (formerly Hamatla
directly to We Wai Kai)

X

Lake Cowichan First Nation

X

We Wai Kai (Cape Mudge Band)

X

Lyackson First Nation

1

We Wai Kum (Campbell River Band)

Tlowitsis First Nation

1 via Nanwakolas Council
2 We Wai Kain directly
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This referral has been sent to the following agencies marked with an

Agricultural Land Commission (ALC)

x

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas

Advisory Planning Commission (APC): none for Area C

X

Ministry of Environment

BC Assessment Authority

X

Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource
Operations & Rural Development
Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource
Operations & Rural Development (Aquaculture
Licensing & Regulation)

BC Ferries Corporation

BC Parks

X

Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource
Operations & Rural Development (Forestry)

City of Campbell River (CCR)

X

Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource
Operations & Rural Development (Land Tenures
Branch)
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training
(Labour)

Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD)

X

X

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (General)
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (Aquaculture)

Mount Waddington Regional District (MWRD)

Environment Canada

Private Managed Forest Land Council

Fire Department (Oycter River / Quadra I Cortee)

Powell River Regional District (PRRD)

Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
X

Ministry of Agriculture

X

Ministry of Tourism, Arts & Culture

X

School District No. 72 (Campbell River)
Transport Canada

X

Island Health

x

Parks

Strathcona Regional District Internal
x

Electoral Area 'C' Director: Jim Abram
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RESPONSE SUMMARY

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL — REFERRAL FORM
FILE: CP 3C 09/ RZ 2C 09— SCHELLINCK — APRIL POINT ROAD - REVISED
Contact: Aniko Nelson
Approval recommended for reasons
outlined below

Interests unaffected by development
proposal

Approval recommended subject to
conditions below

Approval NOT recommended due to
reasons outlined below

SIGNED BY:

TITLE:

FIRST NATION
OR AGENCY:

DATE:
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LOCATION MAP

Location Map
CP 3C 09 / RZ 2C 09 - Schellinck
Lot I -April Point Road
January25, 2010
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CURRENT ZONING MAP

RU-I
AC-3
HE-I
R-I
C-2
PA-I
MI-I
I-I

Rural One
Access Three
Heritage One
Residential One
Commercial Two
Public Assembly One
Marine Industrial One
Industrial One

Legend
.
Agricultural Land Reserve
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PROPOSED ZONJNG MAP
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EXISTING ZONING: LAND

0114wNo. 1213 QrzM4ftz4PwZoMNGBIz4w, 199Q
PA GE 29

11.2
11.2.1

111.2

11.2.3

RURAL ONE (RU-i)
PERMITTED USES
Agricultural use;
a)
b)
Nmseiies and commercial greenhouses;
c)
Singlefarnilv dwelling;
d)
Accessory buildings and structures;
Sihaceltare.
CO?DONS OF USE
a)

More than one (1)princqial building shall be permitted on a lot, wovided
that all other requirements of the bylaw are complied with.

b)

One (1) guest dwelling per lot subject to a nmum floor area of 80.0
square xnefres (861.1 square feet) shall be permitted only where the lot has
a minimum area of 4000.0 square mefres (0.99 aores).
*2857

C)

Two (2) single famili dwellings ale permitted where the lot has a
____ area of 4.0 hectares ('9.55 aores) with one additional single
familj' residential building permitted for each additional 4.0 hectares
(9.88 aores) to a mm,m of five (5) emits.

LOT AREA
a)
b)

The ynini,mma lot area an the Rural One (RU-i) ilJl be 4.0 hectares
(9.88 aores).
Reponlod
*1391

11.2.4

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw:
a)
Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 nnefres (24.6 feet) fiom a
1)
frcntlothne;
2)
Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) froan a rear
lotline;
3)
Sid,vardshallbea minirnurn of 3.0 metres (9.84 feet) floanaside
lotline.
b)

11.2.5

No building used for the pwpose of feeding livestock or poultry in
confinement fbi commercial pwposes shall be sited less than 75.0 metres
(24606 feet) from the highwaternnaik of any lake or slrean:.

LOTCOVERAGE
The m.x.rnrn colYrage of all buildings and stnulures on a lot shall be 15%.
End - RU-i
FAITh -
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EXISTING ZONING: WATER (GOOSE BAY)
BTJ4WNO. 1213

QC4M4 L 42O!aVBlAW, 199

PA CE

ACCESS ThREE (AC-3)

11.15

11.15.1 PER.ffrr USES
a)
b)

11.15.2

PERMITFED ACCESSORY USES
a)

11.153

Navigalional aids;
Log dumping, booming and storage.

P'*ate Ianipspi*Q1e floats, orpth'ats wharves.

LOT AREA
No minimum lot area 1iI apply.

11.15.4

SETBACKS
No yard

END -AC-3

PAir!!- ZONES
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PROPOSED ZONING: LAND — RURAL

BYZAWNo. 1213

4M4.4rZwmGI1Zsw, J5Q
PA GE .39

113
11.3.1

RURAL TWO (RU-2)
PERM1TrED1JSES
a)
b)
c)

11.3.2

11.3.3

Sefna'dreiling
Nwsies and conan&cial greeahoones;
Accessory buildings and structures.

CONDiTIONS OF USE
a)

Mine than one (1)pnncrpal building shall be pesmitted on a lot, provided
that all 0thIeIW1ft of this bylaw are cosnpliedwitk

b)

One (1) guest dwelling p lot subjed to a inwrnm floor area of SO
square metres (861.1 square feet) shall be peiinitted only when the lot has
a _.rn.-r'r' area of 4000.0 square metres (0.99 acres).

c)

Two (2) single fairly dwdlings are permitted wh&e the lot has a
of 40 bectaies (9.88 acres) with one additional single fanuly
reidith1 building prirmilfid for each additional 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres)
to a 1fl.rmnu offive(S) units.

#2U7

LOTAREA
a)

The rn.m,mmi lot area in the Rural Two (RU-2) zone shall be 2.0 bectares
(4.94 aaes)

b)

Rapeolad (p1391)

11.3.4

SETBACKS
Encept where otherwise specified in this by1aw
1)
Front wrd shall be a imninium of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a flout lot
hue;
2)
Rear yard shall be a
of 7.5 metres (24.6 fret) from a rear lot
hne;
3)
Side ard shall be a mininnim of 3A) metres (9.84 feet) from a side lot line.

113.5

LOT COVERAGE
The
coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 15%.
END - RU.2

FAITh - ZOfr
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PROPOSED ZONING: LAND — COMMERCIAL TWO 'G'

11.6G

COMMERCIAL TWO G (C-2G)

11.6G.1

PERMITTED PRINCIPAL USES:
a) Resort/campground use; combined total number of units limited to a total
maximum density of 10 units per 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres);

11 .6G.2

PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES:
a) Accessory residential use in conjunction with a principal permitted use is
restricted to one (1) single family dwelling;
b) Offices associated with a permitted principal use;
c) Retail sales accessory to the resort and campground uses only;
d) Restaurant use accessory to the resort and limited to a maximum number
of 30 seats;
e) Common facility building accessory to resort and/or campground uses;
f) Accessory uses, buildings and structures accessory to a principal
permitted use, including office and retail sales.

11.6G.3

CONDITIONS OF USE:
I) All permitted uses listed in Section 11.6G.1 and 11.6G.2 are subject to
the following conditions:
a) More than one (1) commercial building may be located on a lot,
subject to all other requirements of the bylaw.
b) Permanent residential use is not permitted on the parcel, with the
exception of one single family dwelling used as an accessory
residential use to a principal permitted use.
c) Unless otherwise specified, screening is required along property
lines that abut adjacent parcels of land and shall consist of at least
one of the following:
i. a 15.0 metre (49.2 foot) greenbelt;
ii. a 10.0 metre (32.8 foot) vegetated buffer; or
iii. a solid fence 2.0 metres (6.6 feet) in height.
d) Landscaping shall be in accordance with the conditions of the
required development permit (DP).
e) All exterior lighting is to be in compliance with the regional district's Dark Sky Policy.
ii) Resort Use listed in Section 11.6G. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a) Occupancy of all resort units shall be temporary in nature.
b) The maximum gross floor area of any resort unit shall not exceed
80.0 square metres (861.1 square feet).
iii) Campground Use listed in Section 11.6G. 1(a) shall be subject to the
following:
a) A 15.0 metre naturally vegetated greenbelt is required along the
natural boundary of the sea to provide an environmentally sensitive
area buffer between all campsite spaces and the foreshore
environment of Goose Bay.
b) All campsite spaces, excluding designated tent sites, shall have a
minimum area of not less than 120.0 metres2(1291.7 feet2).
c) All campsite areas, excluding tent sites, shall be finished with
pervious surface materials to allow for sufficient rainwater management.

Strathcona Regional District

d) All recreational vehicle units in the campground much be licensed
for the current year to travel on a public highway.
e) No additions are permitted on any recreational vehicle.
f) Public restrooms shall be provided for in accordance with the
Public Health Act Public Place Sanitary Facilities Regulation.
g) A minimum of one garbage container for every two camping
spaces shall be provided for purposes of garbage disposal. Each
container must be durable, insect-tight, water-tight and rodent
proof. The provision of centralized bear proof garbage collection
centre of suitable capacity is required and must be sited a minimum
of 4.5 m from any property line.
11.6G.4

LOTAREA
The minimum lot area for the Commercial Two E (C-2G) zone shall be
2.0 hectare (4.94 acres).

11.6G.5

SETBACKS
Except where otherwise specified in this bylaw and/or as otherwise required by
covenant:
1) Front yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a front lot line;
2) Rear yard shall be a minimum of 7.5 metres (24.6 feet) from a rear lot line;
3) Side yard shall be a minimum of 4.5 metres (14.8 feet) from a side lot line.

11.6G.6

LOT COVERAGE
The maximum coverage of all buildings and structures on a lot shall be 10%,
excluding campsite/tent site areas.
END C-2G
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PROPOSED ZONING: WATER (GOOSE BAY) — COMMERCIAL

Ea4RNo. 1213 ' QZZ4DK4 A ZAPZO.Th'GBTZAW, J%
PA GE 68

11.21
11.21.1

MARINE COMMERCIAL TWO (MC-2)
PERMITTED USES
a)
b)

11.212

2865

Navigational aids;
Boat ramps or wharves, or floats as part of a tourist commercial operation
orprii'ate educational institution.

CONDITIONS OF USE
All sewage discharge must comply with the requirements of the authority having
jtsthctiom

11.21.3

LOTAREA
No minimmn lot area shall apply

1121.4

SETBACIS
No yard niiniuuym shall apply.

END - MC-2

PART!! - ZONES
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PROPOSED SUBDIVISION PLAN

PROPOSED SUBDIVISION OFLOT , D!STRICTLOT2OB, SAYWARD
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Strathcona Regional District

Agency Response

ary Jo Van Order

g

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cooper, Diana FLNR:EX <Diana.Cooper@gov.bc.ca >
January-10-19 9:48 AM
MaryJo Van Order
RE: Referral RZ2CO9 - Schelinck
EaSh-13 EaSh-41 EaSh-43 EaSh-71 EaSh-72 EaSh-73 site records loianl9.pdf

Hello Mary Jo,
Thank you for the referral RZ2CO9-Schelinck, that proposes new development on the Quadra Island property legally
described as LOT 1 DISTRICT LOT 208 SAYWARD DISTRICT PLAN VlP86955, PID 027985369. According to Provincial
records, there are six archaeological sites recorded on the property: EaSh. EaSh-41, EaSh-43, EaSh-71, EaSh-72, and
EaSh-73. In addition, most of the rest of the property has high to moderate potential to contain unknown/unrecorded
archaeological deposits.
Archaeology sites, whether known or unknown, are protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and must not be
altered or damaged without a permit from the Archaeology Branch. Given the subsurface nature of archaeological
deposits, boundaries of-aF eoiogical sites are difficult to determine without extensive subsurface testing. Therefore,
any mapped boundaries are considered to be approximate and it is possible that the sites are more or less extensive
than currently mapped on the property.
Prior to any land-altering activities (e.g. addition to home, property redevelopment, extensive landscaping, service
tallation), an Eligible Consulting Archaeologist should be engaged to determine the steps in managing impacts to the
archaeological sites and whether there are other sites that could be impacted by proposed developments. An Eligible
Consulting Archaeologist is one who is able to hold a Provincial heritage permit that allows them to conduct
ahaeIôji
studies. Ask an archaeologist if he or she can hold a permit, and contact the Archaeology Branch (250953-3334) to verify an archaeologist's eligibility. Consulting archaeologists can be contacted through the BC Association
of Professional Archaeologists (www.bcapa.ca ) or through local directories.

S

Occupying an existing dwelling or building without any land alterations does not require archaeological study or
permitting.
If a permit is required, proponents should be advised that the permit application and issuance process takes
approximately 8-10 weeks and should plan their development schedule accordingly.
If work is planned that is outside of the labelled red areas as shown in the screenshots below, the Archaeology Branch
cannot require the proponent conduct an archaeological study or obtain a permit prior to development. In this instance
it is a risk management decision for the proponent. However, the Archaeology Branch strongly encourages engaging an
archaeologist prior to development as the sites may extend beyond the limits indicated on the attached screenshots.
If any land-altering development is planned and proponents choose not to contact an archaeologist prior to
development, owners and operators should be notified that if an archaeological site is encountered during
development, activities must be halted and the Archaeology Branch contacted at 250-953-3334 for direction. If an
archaeological site is encountered during development and the appropriate permits are not in place, proponents will be
contravention of the Heritage Conservation Act and likely experience development delays while the appropriate
mits are obtained.
I have attached the site records for the six known archaeological sites recorded on the property.

1

•

If you or your clients have questions, please visit the FAQ page at http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/archaeology/faq.htm and
the Property Owners and Developers web page at
ttP://www.for.ov.bc.ca/archaeolov/ProPertv owners and developers/index.htm.
If you or your clients have further questions regarding the permitting process, please contact Nathan Friesen
(Supervisor, Permitting and Assessment) at 250-953-3306 or Nathan.P.Friesen@gov.bc.ca.
Below are screenshots showing the property (outlined in yellow) in relation to the archaeological sites (red areas). The
second screenshot also shows the archaeological potential for the property. Brown areas indicate high potential for
unknown/unrecorded archaeological deposits and beige areas indicate moderate potential.
Please let me know should you have any questions regarding this information.
Kind regards,
Diana

2

3

Diana Cooper

I

Archaeologist/Archaeological Site Inventory Information and Data Administrator

Archaeology Branch I Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
Unit 3 1250 Quadra Street, Victoria, BC V8W2K71 P0 Box 9816 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W9W3
Phone: 250-953-3343 I Fax: 250-953-3340 I Website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/archaeologv/
From: Mary Jo Van Order <mvanorder@srd.ca >
nt: January 9, 2019 3:59 PM
: Mary Jo Van Order <mvanorder@srd.ca >
Subject: Hello
Hello

lease find attached information regarding proposed amendments to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and
fling Bylaw for the Gowlland Harbour and Goose Bay area (April Point). Please respond regarding your agency's
interests on the included Response Summary sheet.
Sincerely,
Mary Jo Van Order
Planner II

Strathcona
U., 1*1 •i$t*,ct

I-

301 —990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
e. mvanorder@srd.ca J t. 250.830.6707
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-13
Protected by Legislation: YES

Map Reftrence:
GIS Populated

Historic Source

Latitude

Longitude

UTM
Easting

50357

-1251329

340777

Map Sheet
Number

SpatialAccuracy

92K/03
92K 004

110K
110K

UTM
Northing

(JTM Zone

Latitude

Longitude

5548336

10

500400

1251310

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

UTM Zone

Accuracy Remarks
Location not changed based on 1 50k site map (EaSh-2) Geometry changed based on dimensions
2012-328 Site boundary updated and expanded using detailed site map submitted by Baseline Archaeology.

Site Location:
Description

Site Access

Northwest tip of Lot 208, Quadra Island, near south
end of Gowiland Harbour

egal Description:
Legal Type

Legal Description

Lot

2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Gowlland Harbour, Quadra Island, BC

Property IdentWer:
Parcel Identifier
FIB

PIN

027985369

Legal Type

Legal Number

Legal Description

Parcel

Street Address:
Street Number

Street Name

City

Postal Code

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

177 NE -SW

77 NW-SE

Site Area

Comments
1963 original dimensions given as 200 yards
x 25-50 feet
2012-328 The north and east boundaries
have changed to better reflect the site
dimensions in the field. N- based on edge of
previous landslide which eroded the northern
extent of the site The east boundary was
expanded to include positive tests and
exposures E- determined by negative
subsurface tests and exposures See site
map for details

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventoiy Form
Borden Number: EaSh-13

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation
GIS Elevation

Elevation Comments

5-5

-19-4016

1963 form notes elevation as 8-15 feet

Type

Name

Description

GIS EcoRegion
GIS Drainage
Minor Drainage
GIS VegetationZone

Georgia-Puget Basin
COMOX

Biogeography

1963 Spring and creek
CWl-lxml

GIS VegetationZone

Tenure/Reserves:
Jurisdiction

Tenure/Reserves T

GIS RegionalDistrict
GIS LandDistricts

Description

Tenure Remarks

Comox-Strathcona
Sayward District

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Subsurface

Shell Midden

General
Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

Dia

Depth

DBS from

LIBS To

Shape

Orientation

Clam bed
Feature Remarks
1963 form notes a good clam bed in vicinity

Cultural Material:
Type

Status

Repository

Date

Artifact

Collected

RBCM

01/Jan/1963

Details
5 bone barb or awl fragments, one composite harpoon valve, 2 abrasive stones Acc 11688, BCPM

Stratigraphy:
Minimum
0 00

Maximum

General Stratigraphy Remarks
1963. depth of deposit given as 4 feet. Clam, rock some soil

IBerm'um

Colour

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-13

Site Condition:
Disturbance History

Condition
Assessed By

Assessment
Dale

Abbott,
Donald N

24/May/1963

Allester,
Stephanie

07INovI2012

Peniit
Number

Issuing
Agency
Arch

2012 328

Recommendation

History

Investigate,
should be test
pitted at least
looks like major,
failry old site
Seems
productive
Avoidance or
Site Alteration
Permit

Present

Present

Future

Past

Present

Factor

Remarks
Undisturbed

Erosion

2012-328
Ongoing erosion
due to wave
action A previous
landslide north of
the current
boundary also may
have impacted the
site
2012-328
Res Dev
Development
plans indicate that
the site is located
within reserved
green space and
will not be
impacted
Road
2012-328 A
Constructio previously
constructed road
n
runs south to
north, bisecting the
site.
Arch
2012-328 30
Investigatio auger tests (5
positive, 25
n
negative) were
conducted within
and adjacent to
the site, to
determine the
eastern boundary
See site map for
details

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventoiy Form
Borden Number: EaSh-13

Site Visit:
Type

Date of Visit

Affiliation

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Permit
Holder

Recorder

Recording

01/Jan/1960

CMC

19602

Pre-1995

Arch

Capes,
Katherine

Capes,
Katherine

Project Description:
Initial recording
B C Provincial I

24/May/1963

Non-per
mit

Abbott, Donald
N

Arch

Gogal, Chelsea

Project Description:
Archaeological Survey of BC Provincial Parks
Baseline ArchaE 2012 328

07/Nov/2012

Inspection

Project Description:
AlA of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Gowlland Harbour, Quadra Island, BC

References:
Report Title

Report Date

Report Authors

960-002, Survey of East Coast of
Vancouver Island North of Nanaimo

Jan/1960

Capes, Katherine,

1963, Report on an Archaeological
Survey of Provincial Parks, 1963

Jan/1963

Abbott, Donald N,

Comments

Survey of 136 parks, Vancouver
Island, Gulf Islands and Okanagan
Lake - 92 sites discovered

Images:
Type

Repository

Photographer

Image Date

Description

Photograph

RBCM

Abbott, Donald N

01/Jan/1963

No accession
numbers given

Image Caption

Decision History:
History Date

Decision

Criteria

Person

Description

29/Oct/2010

Status Change

Auto

DXLUNDY

16/May/2018

Status Change

Auto

ACFERGUS

Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate
Site heritage status
changed from null to

Recommended
By

Recommende
dDate

Attached Documents:
Type
ombined Document

Description

Filename

2012-328, site form, site map

EaSh-13 2012-328 Site
form, site map pdf

2019/01/10 940 3IAM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number:

EaSh..41

Protected by Legislation: YES

Map Reftrence:
GIS Populated

Historic Source

Latitude

Longitude

UTM
Easting

50336"

-1251312"

340887

Map Sheet
Number

SpatialAccuracy

92K/03
92K 004

Site Map (Rough)
Site Map (Rough)

UTM
Northing

UTM Zone

Latitude

Longitude

5547620

10

500337

1251320

UTM
Eusting

UTM
Northing

UTM Zone

Accuracy Remarks
Location changed based on rough site map Geometry changed based on dimensions and rough site map

Site Location:
Description

Site Access

ON QUADRA ISLAND, BETWEEN APRIL PT &
GOWLLAND HARBOUR ON E SITE OF LARGE
COVE.

roperty Identfier:
rcel Identifier
PID

PIN

009-660-771

009-660-771

Legal Type

Legal Number

Legal Description
2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward
District, Gowiland Harbour, Quadra Island, BC

Street Address:
Street Number

Street Name

Ciiy

Postal Code

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

61

46

Site Area

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation

GIS Elevation

4-4

-19-4016

Elevation Comments

Biogeography
e
or Drainage
I
GIS VegetationZone

Name

Description

N/A See Description

STREAM - MINOR

CWHxm1

GIS EcoRegion

Georgia-Puget Basin

GIS Drainage

COMOX

Comments
2012-328 No change to maximum
dimensions Positive surface exposures were
noted within current boundaries of site

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-41

Tenure/Reserves:
Jurisdiction

TenurelReserves T Description

GIS RegionaiDistrict
GIS LandDistricts
GIS Municipalities

Tenure Remarks

Comox-Strathcona
Sayward District
Comox-Strathcona, Subd A

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Subsurface

Shell Midden

Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

ha

Depth

BBS from

BBS To

Shape

Orientation

IBerRim

Colour

Orientation

IBe1.1 u1m

Colour

Feature Remarks

Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Surface

Faunal

Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

Dia.

Depth

BBS from

BBS To

Shape

Feature Remarks

Cultural Material:
Type

Status

Repository

Date

Artifact

Collected

Private Coil

O1/Jan/1964

Details
bone needle in possession of Howard Richards

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-41

Site Condition:
Condition
Assessed By
Allester,
Stephanie

Disturbance History
Assessment
Date

Fern it
Number

Issuing
Agency

18/0ct12012

2012 328

Arch

Recommendation

H:story

Factor

Avoidance or site
alteration permit

Future

Res Dev

Present

Ongoing

Remarks

2012-328 Plans
for future
development
indicate that site is
located within
reserved
greenspace and
will not be
impacted
Arch
2012-328 Revisit
lnvestigatio No subsurface
n
testing conducted
2012-328
Erosion
Ongoing erosion
due to wave
action

Visit:

Ste
Type

Date of Visit

Affiliation

Recording

14/Mar/1975

B C Provincial I

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Permit
Holder

Arch

Recorder
Powell, Bob

Project Description:

19/Oct/2012

Baseline ArchaE 2012 328

Inspection

Gogal, Chelsea

Project Description:
AlA of Lot 1

Remarks:
Date

Remarks
MIDDEN, VILLAGE? BONE NEEDLE IN POSSESSION OF HOWARD RICHARDS

Decision History:
History Date

Decision

Criteria

Person

Description

16/May/2018

Status Change

Auto

ACFERGUS

16/May/2018

Status Change

Auto

ACFERGUS

Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate
Site heritage status
changed from null to

Recommended
By

Recommende
dDate

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-41

Attached Documents:
Type

Description

Filename

Document
Document
Site Form

Site_Area
Site_Map
2012-328, site form

Site_Area2_EaSh_41 tif
Site_Mapl_EaSh_41 .tif
EaSh-41 2012-328 Site
form.pdf

I
-2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-43
Protected by Legislation: YES

Map Reftrence:
GIS Populated
Latitude
50353"

Historic Source
Longitude
-1251260"

UTM
Easting
341361

UTM
Northing
5548174

UTM Zone
10

Latitude
500355

Longitude
1251255

UTM
Easting
416

UTM
Northing
480

Map Sheet
Number
SpatialAccuracy
92K103
110K
92K 004
110K
Accuracy Remarks
Location changed based on rough site map Geometry changed based on dimensions Location matched to orthophoto
of house
2012-328 Site boundary updated using detailed site map submitted by Baseline.

Other Maps:
Map Name
enclosed

Scale

e Location:
escription

Site Access

Yeatman homestead in south end of Gowland Harbour
165 acres piece, accessible down the dirt road on the
left hand side of West Main Road (going towards
Heriot Bay), across from Blenkin Memorial Park
100 ft. from house 'A' south and to the beach,
extending back onto hillside

Property Identifier:
Parcel Identifier
PID
027985369

PIN

Legal Type
Parcel

Legal Number

Legal Description

Street Address:
Street Number

Street Name

Postal Code

UTM Zone
10

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-43

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

63 E -w

18 N -S

Site Area

Comments
2012-328 Dimensions are based on
shoreline and observed shell midden
exposures The exact boundaries are not
known as no subsurface testing was
conducted See site map for details NNatural based on
shoreline ESW- Based on observed shell
midden exposures The site location and
dimensions in
RAAD were not mapped accurately during
intial site recording The site boundary has
been moved to
better reflect its location in the field

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation
GIS Elevation
3-3

Elevation Comments

-19-4016

iogeography
Type

Name

Description

Minor Drainage

N/A See Description

stream directly behind house "A"

GIS Drainage

COMOX

GlS VegetationZone

CWl-lxml

GIS EcoRegion

Georgia-Puget Basin

Tenure/Reserves:
Jurisdiction

Tenure/Reserves T

Description

GIS Municipalities

Comox-Strathcona, Subd. A

GIS RegionalDistrict

Comox-Strathcona

GIS LandDistricts

Sayward District

Tenure Remarks

2019/01/10 940 3IAM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-43

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Subsurface

Shell Midden

Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

Lila.

Depth

DBSfrom

DBS To

Shape

Orientation

lBerm fRim

Colour

Feature Remarks

Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Surface

Lithics

Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

Dia.

Depth

DBSfrom

BBS To

Shape

Orientation

Feature Remarks

I

Cultural Material:
Type

Status

Repository

Date

Artifact

Observed

Private Coil

O1/Jan/1920

Details
Bones and skulls found when bringing in a float house in the 1920s, 3 bodies uncovered from hillside while cultivating
Re-buried in the flower garden in front of house 'A' Date given as 1920's
Artifact

Collected

Private CoIl

01/Jan/1920

Details
Many stone artifacts, beads, etc found in the 1920s, but stolen by 'a man from a store in Victoria' who took them from
Yeatmans in the 1920s Date given as 1920's

Colour

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventoiy Form
Borden Number: EaSh-43

Site Condition:
Condition
Assessed By
Aflester,
Stephanie

Disturbance History
Assessment
Dale
18/0ct12012

Pemit
Number
2012 328

Issuing
Agency
Arch

Recommendation

History

Factor

Remarks

Avoidance or
Site Alteration
Permit

Ongoing

Erosion

Future

Res Dev

2012-328
Ongoing erosion
due to wave
action
2012-328
DevelopmenPlans
for furure
development
indicate that the
site is located
within reserved
greenspace and
will not be
impacted

Site Visit:
'ype
!ecording

Date of Visit

Affiliation

13/Mar/1977

Unknown

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Permit
Holder

Arch

Recorder
Skogan, Joan
E

Project Description:

Unknown

18/Oct/2012

Baseline ArchaE 2012 328

Gogal, Chelsea

Inspection

Project Description:
AlA of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Gowliand Harbour, Quadra Island, BC

Images:
Type
Photograph

Repository
Unknown

Photographer

Image Date
01/Jan/1977

Description
only reference
is 'in file'

Image Caption

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number:

EaSh-43

Remarks:
Date

Remarks
THIS SITE IS OF CONSIDERABLE INTEREST TO THE WE-WAI-KAI BAND AT CAPE MUDGE AND TO
PEGGY YEATMAN HERSELF. MRS YEATMAN IS ILL AND QUITE ELDERLY NOW SO THE SALE OF
HER PROPERTY IS VERY LIKELY PEGGY YEATMAN HEARD MANY STORIES OF THE MIDDEN SITE
NEAR THEIR HOME FROM OLD PEOPLE WHO WERE FRIENDS OF HERS BOTH AT THE CAPE AND
AT THE SPIT IN CAMPBELL RIVER THE LEGEND GOES THAT THEIR BAY IS GOWLAND HARBOUR
WAS A FREQUENT STOPPING PLACE FOR HAIDA PEOPLE TRAVELLING TO AND FROM HOME
THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO HAVE TAKEN DEER (WHICH WERE PLENTIFUL), SEA CUCUMBERS,
CLAMS AND OYSTERS, AS WELL AS SOME FRUIT FROM THE WILD CRAB APPLES AND OF
COURSE, FRESH WATER FROM THE STREAM THAT STILL FLOWS RIGHT DOWN TO THE BEACH
ATTITUDE TO EXCAV PROBABLY FAIR IF COURTEOUSLY APPROACHED AND CAPE MUDGE
INVOLVED CAMPING AVAILABLE AT REBECCA SPIT, HERIOT BAY INN ALSO ON ISLAND MANY
STONE ARTIFACTS, BEADS ETC FOUND IN THE 20'S, RIPPED OFF BY 'A MAN FROM A STORE IN
VICTORIA' WHO TOOK THEM FROM YEATMAN'S, ALSO IN THE 20'S

Decision History:
History Date
15/May/2018

Decision
Status Change

Criteria
Auto

Person
ACFERGUS

15/May/2018

Status Change

Auto

ACFERGUS

Description
Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate
Site heritage status
changed from null to

Recommended
By

Recommende
dDate

Attached Documents:
Type
Document
Combined Document

Description
Site_Area
2012-328, site form, site map

Filename
Site_Area_EaSh_43 tif
EaSh-43 2012-328 Site
form, site map pdf

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-71
Protected by Legislation: YES

Identjfication:
Temporary Number

Site Name

EaSh-Ti

Assigned By

Date Assigned

Dawe, Stephanie

08/Jan/20 13

Map Refrrence:
GIS Populated
Latitude
50354

Historic Source
Longitude
-125 1337"

UTM
Easling
340616

UTM
Northing
5548244

UTM Zone
10

Latitude

Longitude

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

tJTM Zone

Map Sheet
Number
SpatialAccuracy
92K 004
Site Map (Detailed)
92K/03
Site Map (Detailed)
Accuracy Remarks
2012-328. Features present on site map also present in GIS

Other Maps:
ap Name
2012-328 Development map

Scale
500

Site Location:
Description

Site Access

2012-328 The site is located on the west side of
Quadra Island at Gowland Harbour

2012-328. From the ferry landing at Quathiaski Cove follow
Quathiaski Cove Rd east, turn north on to Green Rd and
follow until the fork At Anderson Rd follow north until Harbour
Brook Rd on right Follow Harbour Brook until the road ends
and continue north along an unnamed dirt road After —1km
you will come to an end of the dirt road The site is due west
—1Dm

Legal Description:
Legal Type
District Lot

Legal Description
2012-328. Lot 1, District lot 208, Sayward District, VIP 86955, PID 009-660-771.

Property Identjfier:
Parcel Iden1jfier
PID
009660771

PIN

Legal Type
District Lot

Legal Number
208

Legal Description
2012-328 Lot 1, District lot 208, Sayward
District, VIP 86955, PID 009-660-771

treet Address:
Ireet Number

Street Name

City

Postal Code

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-71

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

75 N -s

15 E -w

Site Area

Comments
2012-328. NES - Observed - The site
boundary is determined by the locations of
the positive/negative shovel/auger tests W Natural - The western boundary is
determined by a steep rock bluff.

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation
GIS Elevation

Elevation Comments

10-20

-19-4016

2012-328 Elevation determined using 20m trim contours.

Type

Name

Description

GIS Drainage

COMOX

Biogeography

GIS VegetationZone
Georgia-Puget Basin

GIS EcoRegion

CWHxm 1

VegetationZone

enure/Reserves:
Jurisdiction

Tenure/Reserves T

Description

Private

Other

2012-328 The site is within a
proposed subdivision

GIS LandDistricts

Sayward District

GS RegionalDistrict

Comox-Strathcona

Tenure Remarks

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Subsurface

Shell Midden

Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

Dia

Depth

DBS from

liDS To

Shape

Orientation

Berm/R:m

Feature Remarks

Stratigraphy:
inimum
0

Maximum

General Stratigraphy Remarks

0 50

2012-328 Cultural material appears at various depths within the site ranging from surface
exposures to 50cm below surface See attached table for details of shovel and auger
testing

Colour

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-71

Site Condition:
Condition
Assessed By
Dawe,
Stephanie

Disturbance History
Assessment
Date
18/0ct12012

Pemit
Number
2012328

Issuing
Agency
Arch

Recommendation

History

Factor

2012-328 Site
avoidance or
alteration permit

Present

Arch
2012-328 Shovel
lnvestigatio and auger tests
n

Remarks

Site Visit:
Type

Date of Visit

Affiliation

Recording

18/Oct/2012

Baseline Archa 2012 328

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Inspection

Arch

Permit
Holder

Recorder
Gogal, Chelsea

Project Description:
2012-328 Gowland Harbour Dist Lot 208 AlA

Reftrences:
Report Date

Report Title

Report Authors

Comments

2012-328

Decision History:
History Date
12/Apr/2013

Decision
Status Change

Criteria
Auto

Person
CRLAKE

Description
Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate

Recommended
By

Recommende
dDate

Attached Documents:
Type
Detailed Data Table

Description
2012-0328 EaSh-71 Shovel test log

Map

2012-328 EaSh-71 Site map

Map

2012-328 midrange map

Filename
2012-0328 EaSh-71 Shovel
test log pdf
EaSh-71 2012-0328 Site
Map.pdf
2012-328 EaSh-71
midrange map pdf
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-72
Protected by Legislation: YES

IdentWca(ion:
Temporary Number

Site Name

T2

Assigned By

DateAssigned

Dawe, Stephanie

08/Jan/2013

Map Reftrence:
Historic Source

GIS Populated
Latitude
503'57

Longitude
-1251314

UTM
Easting
341076

UTM
Northing
5548318

UTM Zone
10

Latitude

Longitude

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

Map Sheet
SpatialAccuracy
Number
92K103
Site Map (Detailed)
92K.004
Site Map (Detailed)
Accuracy Remarks
2012-328 Features present on sitemap are also present in GIS

(her Maps:
Scale
2500

ap Name
2012-328 Development map

Site Location:
Description

Site Access

2012-328 The site is located on the west side of
Quadra Island, south of Gowlland Harbour

2012-328. From the ferry ramp at Quathiaski Cove follow
Quathiaski Cove Rd south to the interection of Green Rd
Follow Green Rd north until the intersection at Anderson Rd
and then proceed north along Anderson Rd until the fork at
Harbour Brook Rd Follow Harbour Brook Rd to the end
—1800m The site is along the beach/bluffs

Legal Description:
Legal Description
Lot 1, District Lot 208, V1P86955

Legal Type
District Lot

Property Identifier:
Parcel Identjfier
PID
009660771

PIN

Legal Type
District Lot

Legal Number
208

Legal Description
Lot 1, District Lot 208, V1P86955

Street Address:
eet Number

Street Name

City

Postal Code

UTM Zone

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-72

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

600 NW-SE

10 NE -SW

Site Area

Comments
2012-328 NE - Natural -The north and east
boundaries are determined by steep rock
bluffsat the northern end of the site and by
ocean at the southern end SW - Observed The south and west boundaries are
determined by the location of the observed
shell midden

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation
GIS Elevation

Elevation Comments

0-10

-19-4016

2012-328 Elevation determined using 20m trim contours

Description

Biogeography
Type

Name

GIS Drainage

COMOX

GIS EcoRegion

Georgia-Puget Basin

GIS VegetationZone

CWHxm1

'Tenure/Reserves:
Jurisdiction

Tenure/Reserves T

Description

Tenure Remarks

GIS RegionalDistrict

Comox-Strathcona

GIS Municipalities

Comox-Strathcona, Subd A

GIS LandDistricts

Sayward District

Private

Other

2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, V1P86955,
P1D009660771

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Subsurface

Shell Midden

General
Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

SM

60000

1000

Dia.

Depth
005

DBS from

DRS To

Shape

Orientation

IBe .uu1'm

NW-SE

Feature Remarks
2012-328 A shallow (5cm in depth) exposure of shell midden was observed along the beach and on top of steep rocky bluffs Horizontally the deposit
is very narrow along the bluff and widens down at the beach (5cm - 10 m)

Colour

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-72

Site Condition:
Condition
Assessed By
Dawe,
Stephanie

Disturbance History
Assessment
Date
19/Dec/2012

Pemit
Number
2012 328

Issuing
Agency
Arch

Recommendation

History

Factor

Remarks

2012-328 Site
avoidance or
alteration permit

Present

Erosion

2012-328 Due to
the location and
nature of the
deposit it is
believed to be
eroding along the
beach.

Site Visit:
Type

Date of Visit

Affiliation

Testing

19/Dec/2012

Baseline ArchaE 2012 328

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Inspection

Arch

Permit
Holder

Recorder
Gogal, Chelsea

Project Description:
2012-328 AlA for Lot 1, District Lot 208 Gowlland Harbour

ferences:
Report Title

Report Date

Report Authors

Comments

2012-328

Decision History:
History Date
12/Apr/2013

Decision
Status Change

Criteria
Auto

Person
CRLAKE

Description
Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate

Recommended
By

Recommende
dflate

Attached Documents:
Type
Map

Description
2012-328 EaSh-72 Sitemap

Filename
2012-328 EaSh-72
Subsurface Testing and Site
Map pdf

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-73
Protected by Legislation: YES

Identfication:
Temporary Number

Site Name

T3

Assigned By

Date Assigned

Dawe, Stephanie

08/Jan/2013

Map Refrrence:
GIS Populated
Latitude
50 341"

Historic Source
Longitude
-125 1324"

UTM
Easting
340870

UTM
Northing
5547826

UTM Zone
10

Latitude

Longitude

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

UTM Zone

Map Sheet
Number
SpatialAccuracy
92K 004
Site Map (Rough)
92K103
Site Map (Rough)
Accuracy Remarks
2012-328. Features present on site map also present in GIS

Other Maps:
ap Name
2012-328 Development map

Scale
500

Site Location:
Description

Site Access

2012-328 The site is located on the west side of
Quadra Island, south of Gowliand Harbour

2012-328 From the ferry ramp at Quathiaski Cove follow
Quathiaski Cove Rd south until Green Rd Turn north and
follow Green Rd until the intersection at Anderson Rd Follow
Anderson Rd north for —600m and take the right fork onto
Harbour Brook Rd Continue north along Harbour Brook Rd
for —1 2km The site is located lOOm off the west side of the
road

Legal Description:
Legal Type
District Lot

Legal Description
2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208, VI P86955

Property Idenhfier:
Parcel IdentjfIer
PID
009660771

PIN

Legal Type
District Lot

Legal Number
208

Legal Description
2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208, V1P86955

Street Address:
eet Number

Street Name

City

Postal Code

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-73

Site Dimensions:
Length (m)

Width (m)

15 NE -SW

7 NW-SE

Site Area

Comments
2012-328 NESW- Observed - The site
boundary was determined by the observed
location of the shell midden piles

Environment:
Elevation (metres above Sea Level)
User Elevation
GIS Elevation

Elevation Comments

-19-4016

2012-328 The site is along the shore line

Type

Name

Description

GlS Drainage

COMOX

GIS VegetationZone

CWHxm1

GIS EcoRegion

Georgia-Puget Basin

0-0

Biogeography

Tenure/Reserves:
TenureiReserves T

risdiction

Tenure Remarks

Description

GIS RegionalDistrict

Comox-Strathcona

GIS LandDistncts

Sayward District

GIS Municipalities

Comox-Strathcona, Subd A
Other

Private

2012-328 Lot 1, District Lot 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955,
PID 009660771

Site Typology:
Class

Type

Sub Type

Descriptor

PRECONTACT

Cultural Material

Surface

shell midden

General
Feature Description Table
Feature #

Length

Width

SM

1500

7 00

Dia.

Depth
000

BBS from

BBS To

Shape

Orientation

IBenh1v'm

NE -SW

Feature Remarks
2012-328 The site consists of two exposed piles of shell midden mixed with historic debris, on the surface Due to the nature of the piles it is believed
that they are a secondary deposit

Colour

2019/01/10 940 31AM
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British Columbia Site Inventory Form
Borden Number: EaSh-73

Site Condition:
Condition
Assessed By
Dawe,
Stephanie

Disturbance History
Assessment
Date
18/OctJ2O12

Pemit
Number
2012 328

Issuing
Agency
Arch

Recommendation

History

Factor

Remarks

2012-328 Site
avoidance or
alteration permit

Past

Other

2012-328 The site
is believed to be a
secondary deposit.

Site Visit:
Type

Date of Visit

Affiliation

Testing

18/Oct/2012

Baseline ArchaE 2012 328

Permit

Permit Type

Issuing
Agency

Inspection

Arch

Permit
Holder

Recorder
Gogal, Chelsea

Project Description:
2012-328 AlA of Loti, District Lot 208, Gowlland Harbour

References:
Report Title

Report Date

Report Authors

Comments

2012328

p

Decision History:

History Date
12/Apr/2013

Decision
Status Change

Criteria
Auto

Person
CRLAKE

Description
Site registration status
changed from Decision
Pending to Registry
Candidate

Recommended
By

Recommende
dDate

Attached Documents:
Type
Map

Description
2012-328 EaSh-73 Midrange map

Map

2012-328 EaSh-73 Sitemap

Filename
2012-0328 EaSh-73
Midrange pdf
2012-328 EaSh-73 Site
Map pdf

Excellent health and care, for everyone,
everywhere, every time.

island health

February 1, 2019
Aniko Nelson
Strathcona Regional District
301 — 990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Dear. Mrs. Nelson:
RE: Development Proposal File CP 3C 09/ RZ 2C 09 Schellinck — April Point Rd. Ouadra Island
The above noted proposal has been reviewed and the following comments are provided for your
consideration.
Subdivision — Sustainable Seweraae Servicing
It is recommended that the applicant meet the minimum requirements from Island Health's Subdivision
Standards (July 2013). In this Standard the minimum requirements for subdivision are prescribed, including
but not limited to the minimum lot sizing and soil depth requirements. The standard can be viewed at:
https://www.islandhealth.ca/sites/defaultlfiles/20 18-04/subdivision-standards.pdf
Please note that if the daily design flow for a site or combination of sites exceeds 22, 900 litres per day, an
authorization would be required from the Ministry of Environment.
The Subdivision Standards are in place to take into consideration sustainability and prevent negative
cumulative impacts.
Subdivision — Drinkina Water
Another consideration is the provision of drinking water. For water systems that consist of two or more
connections to one source or a public/commercial enterprise would fall under the requirements of the
Drinking Water Protection Act (DWPA) and the Drinking Water Protection Regulation (DWPR).
Compliance with the DWPA and DWPR are required prior to occupancy.
An important consideration is not only water quality, but also water quantity. We are experiencing more
frequent drought like conditions and it should be demonstrated that an adequate supply of water is available
for the maximum proposed usages. This area has also demonstrated some drinking water supplies which
have tested for higher than acceptable levels of arsenic in the water. It is unclear in an increase in demand
on the aquifer would result in higher or lower arsenic levels.
Healthy Built Environments Comments
3.0-hectare park dedication and 1.1 km designated trail (area +1-0.5 ha) represents 7% of the total property
area. From a health lens, research indicates a strong relationship between exposure to nature and reduced
levels of stress, chronic disease, and depression and anxiety, as well as improved concentration and
cognitive firnctioning.

Health Protection and Environmental Services
#200 — 1100 Island Highway, Campbell River, BC V9W 8C6 Canada

Tel: 250.850-21111 Fax: 250.850-2455

vlha.ca

Re: April Point Rezoning, Cont'd.
February 1, 2019

Page 2 of 2

The designated walkway easements to be constructed, interconnecting with roads, beaches, parks, other
amenities and forested areas throughout the site (approximately 3.0km) provide health benefits to the
community. Health evidence suggests that improving park aesthetics, providing shared amenities such as
places to rest (benches) can promote physical activity among all levels of mobility'.
Housing Policy: It is noted in the Strathcona Housing Needs Assessment and Community Health Network
profiled a gap in housing affordability and quality on Quadra Island2. Ensuring adequate housing quality
and affordability has a variety of health related benefits. Such as, affordability of housing is associated with
an increase in disposable income, making it easier for individuals and families to afford non-housing related
essentials such as medication and nutritious food. Good quality housing is also attributed to greater social
well-being, good general health, and respiratory health especially for children, to name but a few of the
health linkages'.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this rezoning application. Please contact me if you
wish to discuss these points in further detail.
Regards,

Nancy Clements B.A.Sc., C.P.H.I.(C)
Environmental Health Officer
NC/dj

'PHSA (2018). Healthy Built Environment Linkages Toolkit. Retrieved from:
http://www.bccdc.calpop-public-health/Documents/HBE linkages toolkit 201 8.pdf
2Strathcona Community Health Network (2018). Community Housing Profiles. Strathcona Housing Needs
Assessment — Area B and C. Retrieved from: https://www.strathcona-chn.net/

RESPONSE SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL — REFERRAL FORM
FILE: CP 3C 09! RZ 2C 09— SCHELLINCK — APRIL POINT ROAD - REVISED
Contact: Aniko Nelson

X

Approval recommended for reasons
outlined below

Interests unaffected by development
proposal

Approval recommended subject to
conditions below

Approval NOT recommended due to
reasons outlined below

The proposed rezoning will allow for residential development in areas with mature forest, which is
considered a Sensitive Ecosystem. We recommend retaining mature forest, and other undisturbed
sensitive ecosystems such as woodlands and riparian fringe forest whenever possible. Sensitive
ecosystem mapping for the Sunshine Coast and adjacent islands (including Quadra) is available online
via the EcoCat website (https://www2.gov.bc.calgov/content/environmentlresearch-monitoringreporting/libraries-publication-catalogues/ecocat) or directly through this link:
http:/Ia I OO.gov.bc.ca/pub/acatlpublic/viewReport.do?reportld=3758.
We recommend that any required vegetation clearing be minimized and occur outside the nesting
period from March 1 to August 31 to reduce impacts on all bird species. A search for the nests of birds
(eagles, peregrine falcons, gyrfalcon, ospreys and herons) protected under Section 34(b) of the Wildlife
Act should be conducted before the start of vegetation clearing. Should the nest of a bird requiring
protection under Section 3 4(b) of the Wild!jfe Act be located, please refer to the recommended buffer
distances in Table 4.1 (Section 4) of Develop with Care: Environmental Guidelines for Urban and
Rural Land Development in British Columbia (MOE 2014) available at
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wldldocuments/bmp/devwithcare/index.htmL Note that Great Blue heron
nests have been found on Quadra Island near this property, and this species is of conservation concern.
Great Blue herons require stands of undisturbed trees near the shoreline for nesting.
Please follow other relevant best management practices in Develop with Care.

Strathcona Regional District

SIGNED BY:

Jenna Cragg

FIRST NATION Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
OR AGENCY:
Resource Operations and Rural
Development! Ecosystems Section

TITLE:

Ecosystems Biologist

DATE:

4 Feb 2019

Strathcona Regional District

RESPONSE SUMMARY

'Approval recommended for reasons
outlined below

Interests unaffected by development
proposal

Approval recommended subject to
conditions below

Approval NOT recommended due to
reasons outlined below

f

The Ministry has no objection to the proposed Revised Development Proposal.
Please not that this response 'is not to be construed as subdivision approval. A formal review
will be done at time of subdivision application.

.

SubdiviSion, considerations may include but are not limited to the following:
-

Compliance with .SRD bylaws, regulations and development permft requirements

-

Road construction that adheres to Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure requirements

-. Access to water

.

.

-. Proof of.suitable potable water source and sewage disposal
Stormwater management.
Natural hzards

.

Suitable access, to subdivision', lots

SIGNED BY:

Morganne Franssen

FIRST NATION Ministry of Transportation and
OR AGENCY:
InfrastructUre

TITLE;

District Development
Technician

DATE:

January 28, 2019

Strathcona Regional District

RESPONSE SUMMARY

ontact An,ko Nelson
Approval recommended for reasons
outlined below
x Approval recommended subject to
conditions below

Interests unaffected by development
proposal
Approval NOT recommended due to
reasons outlined below

The referral indicates that there will be no change to the ALR portion of the property: Wot
changing the ALR portion designation of Silviculture (S) and zoning of Rural One (RU-I)
supports the intention of the ALR and OCP and conserves 12 hectares of forest."
I would encourage the addition of a buffer requirement, on lot 22 along the ALR boundary,
prior to development.

SIGNED BY:

I
(ill HatfId.Ag.
FIRST NATION BC Ministry of Agriculture
OR AGENCY:

TITLE:

Regional Agrologist

DATE;

February 7, 2019

Strathcona Regional District

RESPONSE SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL -REFERRAL FORM
FiLE: CP 3C 09/ RZ 2C 09- SCHELLINCK -APRIL POINT ROAD - REViSED
Contact: Aniko Nelson
Approval recommended for reasons
outlined below
Approval recommended subject to

JJ conditions below

'

Interests unaffected by development
proposal
Approval NOT recommended due to
reasons outlined below

From our perspective, this development plan is away from our Quathiaski Cove ferry terminal
and adjacent waterfront area, and therefore, we have no issues with the proposed OCP
zoning amendments.
-

SIGNED BY:

TITLE:

FIRST NATION
ORAGENCY:

DATE: February 19, 2019

Properties Administrator

Stratticona Regional District

ary Jo Van Order
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mackay, Paula A FLNR:EX <Paula.Mackay@gov.bc.ca >
February-11-19 11:53 AM
MaryJo Van Order
RE: Hello

Hi Mary Jo,
Sorry I did not get this response back to you until now. As you know, I forwarded this referral to the Timberwest Forest
Corp as they hold log handling tenures (file numbers: 0072299 and 0345635) adjacent to the area under application.
In reviewing the potential impact to the log handling tenures, we reviewed the title for the area under application (PID
027985369). Specifically the charge E527054 that references the log handling tenures and the idea that any future
applications for log handling will not be opposed:
Status Reg,stered

Doc ES27054

RCVD. 20010411 ROST. 20T9-02111 I 0704

Pages of?
mc 1ansforor acknowledges and agrees that TimberWesi, or a company related to
9.
TimbetWest, shalt be entitled to rclaifl at all times the interest of the 'Lessee" under a lease of
aquatic Lands dated Jwic 16,1994 granted by the Province of British Columbia to ThuberWest Forcst
Limited under Lease No 104933 (together with any renewal, modification, expansion or replacement
thercof1S referred to herein as the "Waler Lease"), and full control over the Waler Lease, and the
Transferor will provide to TimberWest, or a related patty as directed by ThubcrWcst, upon request
a consent in substantially the fbrm of the consent attached hereto as Schedule A, executed by the
Transferor, and such oihcr consents authorizations and powers of attorney in connection therewith
as TimberWesi may reasonably require in order to satistr the Province of British Columbia that
TimberWest or a company related to TimberWcs* is entitled to retain such control of the Water
Lease, notwithstanding that TimberWesi is not the owner of the Lands, including such consents,
authorizations and powers of attorney as may be required in connection with any renewal of the
Water Lease. The Transferor covenants and agrees not at any time to oppose any application by
TimberWest or any related party relating to the Water Lease or the use of the area covered thereby
and will not at anytime make any representations in opposition to any grants, renewals, cxtcnsions
expansions or modifications thereof

We would expect that in order to allow for the continued use of the log handling tenures, the proposed subdivision and
re-zoning application would be such that this charge would apply to all future parcels of land and should be registered
on any future titles.
Please contact me should you have any questions.
nks,
Paula Mackay
250 286-9373
1

Paula Mackay I Program Manager
—inistry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations & Rural Development
ampbell River Natural Resource District I Tel: 250.286.9373 I email: paula.mackayqov.bc.ca
_____
L4RrnsH

COWMKIA

Minsuy of'
Foc*ts, Lands and

Nanuai Rcturc Operaiion;

From: Mary Jo Van Order [mailto:mvanorder@srd.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, January 9, 2019 3:59 PM
To: Mary Jo Van Order
Subject: Hello
Hello
Please find attached information regarding proposed amendments to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and
Zoning Bylaw for the Gowliand Harbour and Goose Bay area (April Point). Please respond regarding your agency's
interests on the included Response Summary sheet.
Sincerely,
Mary J0 Van Order

s

ianner II

trathcona

301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
e. mvanorder@srd.ca It. 250.830.6707

ma
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Barbara Bryant
—om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ic <imciargmaiI.com>
March 14, 2022 9:42 AM
Aniko Nelson
Email - planningsrd.ca
To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No 94&95-OCP Rezoning Schellinck

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

I wish to submit my fervent opposition to the rezoning and subsequent development of Mr.
Schellinck's property.
A subdivision of this magnitude is folly.
Two new ferries that do not even double the hourly capacity will be overwhelmed and we will find
ourselves with the same dilemma our lineups currently experience.
While it is clear, certain individuals, public officials and businesses with vested interests will no doubt
put forward eloquent arguments in favour of this proposal, those of us unarmed with clout and
lawyers can only plead to keep a relatively, and not so relatively (in the summer) quiet and
uncongested existence.
This is not the same as developments on Vancouver Island and the mainland where infrastructure is
mostly in place and confinement is not an issue.
I understand Mr. Schellinck has offered to leave a portion of old growth forest unharmed should he
be allowed to go forward. This reeks of big city tactics and has created, in some, fear of reprisal (i.e
±is cutting it down if he is denied permission).
hould he be allowed to proceed, will this not create a precedent allowing anyone who wants to
rezone silva culture land being given a green light?
This rezoning proposal is wrong on so many levels.
Thank you
Ingrid Ciarfella

1

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:58 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Rezoning and Development Application
Schellinck proposal letter.pdf

From: drsameen@hush.com <drsameen@hush.com>
Sent: January 10, 2022 4:48 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Rezoning and Development Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Hello Ms. Nelson,

Please find attached my letter, to be included in the Public Hearing Binder, in opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland
Harbour Rezoning and Development Application. I share a land boundary with Mr. Schellinck on Quadra Island.
-ndly confirm receipt of the letter.

Kind regards,

Dr. Sameen Ahmed

1

Sameen Ahmed, MD
886 Pidcock Road
Quathiaski Cove, BC VOP INO
250-203-0539
drsameen@hush.com
January 10, 2022
Aniko Nelson
Senior Manager, Community Services
Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
To be included in the Public Hearing Binder Re: BYLAWS No. 94 and 95- OCP/
REZONING SCHELLINCK
Dear Ms Nelson,
I am opposed to this development and the rezoning proposed by the applicant. I am a
full-time resident of Quadra Island and share a property boundary with Mr. Schellinck.
The reasons for my opposition to these proposals are as follows:
1. WATER - The large development proposed by Mr. Schellinck will result in a
considerable draw from the ground water supply (aquifer) in our area of Quadra
Island. Currently, the supply is adequate; however, as we have already seen at the
Quadra Links golf course, large draws from aquifers can and do diminish the water
level. The level of the water in the aquifer dropped after the golf course was created
in 2008 and has not recharged since. Considering the added effects of climate
change with longer droughts and heat waves/domes, we must protect our water
sources from drying up if we are to live sustainably. This development threatens the
water supply.
2. TRANSPORTATION - The increase in traffic on and off Quadra Island warrants
close consideration. Our ferries are already extremely overloaded, especially, but
not limited to, the late spring to early autumn months. This is not just an
inconvenience. The ferries are our only transportation to and from work, school,

healthcare appointments, and for acquiring goods and services that are not
available in our rural community. Currently, Quadra Island residents do not have
priority loading for ferries. It remains to be seen if the two smaller ferries that are
on the horizon to replace our current single ferry will help alleviate the congestion
(or function adequately in the strong currents between Quathiaski Cove and
Campbell River - I understand the engines may be less robust). The development
proposed by Mr. Schellinck stands to increase the load on our already overloaded
ferry system, especially in the busiest months of the year. This development will
further overload an already overly taxed ferry system that is our lifeline for
providing and acquiring essential goods and services and, for many residents,
earning a living wage.
3. RURAL COMMUNITY - The increase in traffic to and from the ferry, up and down
Anderson Road, Pidcock Road, the north part of Green Road, Harbourbrook Road,
and April Point Road will be substantial with 51 residences, a campground, cafe,
and marina. This will significantly change the peaceful rural atmosphere of the
close community that currently exists in the area. Many of us chose to live in our
area of Quadra Island for a quiet, connected, rural lifestyle and Mr Schellinck's
development proposal, should it be accepted, would have a destructive influence
on this.
4. AFFORDABLE HOUSING - Mr. Schellinck's proposal does not appear to address
Quadra Island's acute need for year-round affordable housing. The residential sites
are not aimed at being affordable housing. Therefore, it is more likely they would be
purchased by part-time residents or vacationers who may have little interest in
being part of the rich community fabric of Quadra Island or in caretaking the land
and water that remains. A more careful consideration of the current and future
housing needs of our rural island community is needed in this proposal, while
balancing considerations around substantial increases in population density in this
part of the island.
5. POLLUTION - Air, land, marine, and noise pollution will increase substantially in
our community with such a large development.
6. TREES/FOREST - The current designation of the land as silviculture protects it as
sustainably managed forest. This helps with carbon sequestration and also
provides habitat for local animals. Climate change is rapidly changing our land and
food security for the future (and present - 2021 brought many climate-related
travesties from devastating fires to floods and mudslides that signal many future

challenges ahead). It is more important now than ever to protect our remaining
forests that provide us with shade, wind protection, and preserve animal habitats.
The rezoning and land development sought by the applicant would represent
backward steps in helping to mitigate the negative consequences of climate change
that is our responsibility to prioritize.
While growth and change in a community are inevitable, it is vitally important to make
such progress with careful consideration and prevention of dire consequences that
may come with the changes enterprising individuals would like to see. We have
examples on other islands south of us who have disrupted their water sources and
developed beyond sustainable capacity who are now suffering consequences. Data
from Pender Island, Salt Spring Island, Savary Island and Hornby Island may provide
useful insight into how such development can impact precious natural resources that
are necessary for us, and those after us, to live in the communities we love.

Sincerely yours,

Sameen Ahmed, MD

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 13, 2022 8:42 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Re; Schellinck rezoning

From: David Alger <sysassona56 @yahoo.ca>
Sent: January 12, 2022 6:03 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Re; Schellinck rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Subject; respectfully request that this submission be included in the Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No. 94 and 95 OCPlrezoning Schellinck
Dear Sir or Madam;
am writing this letter to formalize my opposition to the above rezoning proposal. Before retiring, for about 10 years
as was the District Habitat Officer for the BC Fish and Wildlife Service, Campbell River. During that period, I was
ften asked to review proposals of this type, which we termed "log and flog". As in this case, the proponent has
removed most of the valuable or accessible timber resources, and now seeks a windfall return by chopping the land
into as many lots as possible.
From a fish and wildlife habitat perspective, a managed forest that can be administered at the stand level is infinitely
preferable to scores of small 2-5 ha parcels. A managed forest at the stand level can be more easily used to help achieve
biodiversity and other environment goals as opposed to a large number of small parcels of land. Removing this land from
the managed forest land base on Quadra will also put additional harvest pressure on the remaining managed forest area.
I wish to be clear that I am also opposed to this rezoning, as a resident of Quadra Island. I am not a NIMBY or a person
who wishes to raise the drawbridge. I have spent most of my adult life on Quadra and raised my family here. I am aware
of the shortage of reasonably priced homes and that the dwindling supply of building lots is a big part of the problem. I
would like to see some managed growth on Quadra, such that perhaps my children could afford to live here, some day.
But that growth should be centred around cluster developments and other densifying developments, utilizing the existing
land zoned for residential use. We should not begin by rezoning land from the managed forest land base. The Schellinck
proposal is just another "business as usual" development that will do little to create reasonably priced homes, while
contributing to urban sprawl.
Thank you for considering my views.
Best regards;
David Alger, R.P. Bio (retired)
Quadra Island
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Yvonne Burgin, P0 Box 41, Henot Bay, BC, VOP 1 HO
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Sta& Hegional District
SRD Rural Directors
#301-990 Cedar St.
Campbell River, BC
V9W 7Z8

January 2, 2021

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
Mr. Schellinck received this silviculture land as a trade. His plan to use it for a large development
(residential housing, camping & RV sites, marina and restaurant) could not be further away from its
zoning today. It is a solely profit driven project that will increase traffic on our small roads, lead to
even more ferry line-ups and add to the already crowded summer months.
Furthermore: As Mr. Schellinck is not even a Quadra resident, he will not have to bear the
consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,

xj
I

/ Yvonne Burgin, Quadra lsIan,.

Barbara Bryant
om:
•
oent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 7, 2022 9:33 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: sandybullivant@gicable.com <sandybullivant@gicable.com >
Sent: January 6, 2022 4:34 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Strathcona Regional District Rural Directors:

Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
is my understanding that this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a massive
,evelopment of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more. It needs to remain
silviculture.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, we need to keep carbon in the ground and we do
not need more traffic on our narrow roads, more impossible line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV
parks. It has become increasingly difficult and arduous to get on and off Quadra Island over the summer
months and even extending into the fall. Residents have had difficulty getting to appointments off
island. Local tradespeople are faced with long delays waiting in ferry lineups. I do not see this issue
being resolved by the new ferries, especially with their limitations around weight restrictions and engines.
This appears to be all about money making for Mr. Schellinck and his supporters. Because he does not
even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I may have more to say on this topic and if so, will send in something further at a later date and add to
my submission but the power is likely to go out and I wanted to get this to you.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Sandy Bullivant
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Barbara Bryant
•
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 2:09 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Joyce Baker <jbaker@gicable.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 2:00 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter into the Public Hearing Record my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
=lication 94/95 on Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV
sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This proposal is a total money-making venture. And because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not
have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Joyce Baker,
1087 Topcliff Road,
Quadra Island.
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:50 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Robyn Budd <tasekol@telus.net>
Sent: January 10, 2022 9:58 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To the SRD Rural Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for use as silviculture; the trade was not offered with the intent to create
'uge development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
On Quadra, as elsewhere globally, we are experiencing first-hand the extremes of unprecedented, humancaused climate change. We need our trees. We emphatically do not need traffic congestion on our small
roads, constant multi-sailing waits at the ferry, and more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture on the part of Mr Schellinck, with no concern for local values, our Official
Community Plan, or climate mitigation. Unlike those of us who make Quadra our home, he is a non-resident
who will never have to bear the consequences of his development.
Therefore I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,

Robyn Budd
1 970 Hyacinthe Bay Rd
Box 215 Heriot Bay
Quadra Island, BC

obyn Budd
ekol@telus.net

Box 215 Heriot Bay
BCVOP 1HO
1

250.285.3563
250.203.9792
-
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Barbara Bryant

S

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:48 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning Application 94/95 Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Janet Brettnacher <janinbc@gicable.com >
Sent: January 9, 2022 12:38 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning Application 94/95 Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Directors,
I am writing to state my opposition to the rezoning application #94/95 Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View. This property
was obtained by Mr Schellinck with the current zoning and he was well aware of the limitations of that zoning when he
cquired the land. Many hours went into planning the zoning and OCP and the reason for the zoning designation was to
ep some land free from development. If we continually change zoning and OCPs based on each person's desire to do
what they want with property, regardless of zoning, then why have it in the first place.
Quadra Island does not have unlimited capacity for development. We are ferry serviced and already have constant
overloads. Our roads are narrow with no bike paths or sidewalks. Our services are limited. But mostly we are a rural
island and the intent for most residents is to live in a rural environment. If we don't plan the future of our island now by
controlling the growth we are certain to face many issues such as water and sewer usage, road congestion, ferry
overlands, lack of sufficient medical services and some we haven't even considered.
Thank you for your time in reading my views.
Janet Brettnacher
Quadra Island Resident
P0 Box 114
Heriot Bay, BC V0P1H0
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:46 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck - Gowland Harbor Rezoning Application

-----Original Message
From: Lawrie Bowles <todspond@gicable.com >
Sent: January 9, 2022 7:35 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck - Gowland Harbor Rezoning Application
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear Sir,
I strongly oppose this application for Zoning Amendment. I have lived on Quadra for over 20 years (1402 Hooley Rd.).
great amount of time and effort was put into the development of an updated OCP in 2012, or there about, with both
combined effort of both the SRD and local input to assemble the plan. When approved this document was, and still
is, strongly supported by Quadra Islanders. It is still a viable and current plan.
While I recognize that rezoning apps are a necessary part of the planning process, since a master plan cannot cover off
all variables concerned, these apps should allow for for minor tweaking to the OCP but the changes should still reflect
the over reaching intent of the master document.
The Schellinck application, to me, far exceeds the intent of of rezoning regulations. If approved this application, by the
sheer magnitude of the way the development contravenes the OCP, would result in an OCP that would be out of date
with the newly adjusted ongoing vision for Quadra Island and as such should spur another planning review and new
OCP.
Quadra residents do not want this. We strongly endorse the current OCP and do not wish approve a rezoning
application that result in the OCP being antiquated.
Sincerely,
Lawrie Bowles
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:44 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Robin Beaton <robinbeaton@gmail.com >
Sent: January 8, 2022 4:00 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
My understanding is that this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. The community plan DOES
NOT support silviculture land being turned into a large development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites,
marina, restaurant and more.
This past summer was an indication of Quadra reaching its saturation point of visitors. Three hour waits for the
ferry were a common occurrence. We do not need more traffic on our small roads, more unbelievable line-ups
at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
Mr. Schellinck is not a Quadra resident and will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Robin Beaton,
Box 327,
1603 Hyacinthe Bay Road
Heriot Bay
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:39 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: anelson@srd.ca, Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: lorna baker <violinlorna@yahoo.com >
Sent: January 7, 2022 11:42 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Fwd: anelson@srd.ca, Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:
Von: Joyce Baker <jbaker@gicabie.com >
Betreff: aneIson(äsrd.ca, Rezoning application 94195, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Datum: 4. Januar 2022 urn 17:15:36 MEZ
An: Lorna Baker <violinlornayahoo.com >
To: SRD Rural Directors <an&son@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites,
camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small
roads, more unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not
have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Lorna Baker.
1337 Vaughn Rd
1

Quadra Island
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Yvonne Burgin, P0 Box 41, Heriot Bay, BC, VOP 1 HO
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t-egional District
SRD Rural Directors
#301-990 Cedar St.
Campbell River, BC
V9W 7Z8

January 2, 2021

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinek-Gowliand Harbour View rezoning application
94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
Mr. Schel!inck received this silviculture land as a trade. His plan to use it for a large development
(residential housing, camping & RV sites, marina and restaurant) could not be further away from its
zoning today. It is a solely profit driven project that will increase traffic on our small roads, lead to
even more ferry line-ups and add to the already crowded summer months.
Furthermore: As Mr. Schellinck is not even a Quadra resident, he will not have to bear the
consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,

I
Yvonne Burgin, Quadra lslan.

Barbara Bryant
Peter Berfelo <pberfelo@icloud.com >
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:56 PM

om:
ent:
To:

Aniko Nelson

Cc:

Email - planning@srd.ca
Fwd: Shellinck Subdivision Proposal - Quadra

Subject:

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Ms. Nelson,
To the SRD Board of Directors.
Further to the below commentary dated July 18, 2019, I intend to change my disapproval of the Bylaw 94 and 95
changes and support the Schellinck Application due to the following reasoning:
- the misinformation and parochial nature of the anti-development bias against any development on Quadra Island is
emotion rather than fact based.
- the property values increase and heightened interest in rural lifestyles due to Covid necessitates a realisation that
Quadra Island is already a destination location for both residents and visitors. That genie will not be put back in the
bottle.
row or die. The onslaught of the inflationary cycle and the relentless expansion of service costs due to environmental
concerns (ie: VIHA regulation for sewerage disposal and drinking water quality) dictates a larger tax base for affordable
services.
- it is time to stop judging quality of life by how well rich people are doing. Most of the antipathy to development is due
to the selfishness of landed gentry who refuse to either share or acknowledge the concerns of working people.
- the OCP is not working and needs revision.
- there are many Quadra residents who depend on the housing and tourist industries for economic survival and the
landed gentry makes no allowance for that fact.
- developer capital costs in a Master Services Agreement can not be replaced by government grants to extend the QCove
sewer line. A sewer line extension paid by the developer will also spread the cost of sewerage system maintenance and
the proposed new sewerage plant over a larger tax base.
Sent from myiPad.
- any addition of oceanfront public parkland, trails or public access will be lost to the community if this application is
denied. A 10 acre subdivision and 30 acre ALR lot with no public parks or access becomes probable.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Peter Berfelo <pberfelo@icloud.com>
Date: July 18, 2019 at 10 :04:34 AM PDT
To: jneill@srd.ca
Subject: Shellinck Subdivision Proposal - Quadra
1

Further to public comments made regarding the above proposal, I wish to proactively add my
disapproval. While not against development or disposed toward nimbyism, I question the value of a
community plan when outlying proposals are presented ad hoc.
In my opinion, the well-considered Community Plan must be supported to maintain the Island's values
and value. Urban type sprawl and piece-meal services is the wrong path forward. Expensive lots and the
resultant well-off elderly owners do nothing to house the service providers that the island requires.
The SRD must make subdivision within the Community Plan more feasible, not more difficult for those
who are disposed to undertake those endeavours.
https://biv.com/a rticle/2019/07/islands-time-real-estate-developers-catch-wave
The above article encapsulates the future challenges the SRD will face as cost pressures force retirees
father north as I am sure you know better than I.
Thank you for your time and please feel free to share my message where you consider appropriate.
Your truly,
Peter Berfelo
Quadra Island.
Sent from my iPad
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Barbara Bryant

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:03 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Shelinicks application

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

From: Paul Bishop <PaulRobertBishop@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 6:01 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Shellnicks application
NOTICE: This email is from

an external source.

attention Aniko
just to make sure my earlier letter gets into the record of my objection to removing the land from silva
culture
Hi John and Jim
'rn writing to strongly recommend that several public hearings take place, any attempt to
use electronic methods will not serve the general interest of many of the folks here on Quadra
I have lived at the south end of Gowland Harbour for over 30 years and for the record I am opposed
to the proposal, many years ago I attended the first go at this sub-division hearings both at the local
school and Community Center
I have a keen interest in understanding local 1st nation historic
sites, at one of the meetings I heard the spokesperson saying just how important preserving the integrity
of the land with regards to the long heritage of native presence they made it sound like they were going
to be honest caretakers of the land, what they forgot to mention was the destruction of several pit house
site/midden by pushing a road through them heading down to the beach (opposite Kask Island) there are
numerous other sites on this property. To my knowledge they have never had a detailed archeological
survey
done the pit houses were significant as no others have been documented. They also mentioned
preserving
old growth fir a walk through the massive clear cut will show the observer the stumps of these heritage
trees.
I can understand why the owners want to sell off lots and have other things like marina's/camping etc
after
removing the timber with grate financial gain, knowing that growing more trees will take too long to see
any huge additional returns.
)veloping a large sub-division, by removing it from sylva culture would be a game changer we already
have
major Ferry issues if you survey the pop. of Quadra you will find the majority of us like the quiet rural life
1

style. I do wonder just what is the motivation for considering this, it was more than clear the first time
they
• d a go at this that the public was against it, if you could please let me know just how this have changed
would
appreciate this
sincerely Paul Bishop
Paul Bishop 1093 west road Quathiaski Cove VOP 1NO QUADRA ISLAND
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:59 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: SCHELLINCK Rezoning Application - Opposition
SCH ELLI NCK opposition.pdf

From: Nicky Ballingall <nball579@telus.net >
Sent: January 12, 2022 1:47 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: SCHELLINCK Rezoning Application - Opposition
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Hello,
Attached please find my letter and rationale for opposing Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning application by
Sche lii nck.
est Regards
Nicky Ballingall

Virus-free. www.avast.com

January 12, 2022
To: SRD Rural Directors

Subject: BYLAWS No.94 and 95— QUADRA OCP REZONING SCHELLINCK

I am opposed to the rezoning application referenced above.

-

Please enter my formal opposition to the BYLAWS No.94 and 95— OCP REZONING
SCHELLINCK into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island, and confirm that you have
done so by reply email.

I am opposed to this application for the following reasons:
1. There is NO benefit to Quadra Island, so there is NO rationale to support disrespecting/over-riding
the OCP.
2. The subdivision development will NOT resolve the "white elephant" of a sewer system that exists
on Quadra Island. It wifi make it worse.
3. The subdivision occupants and their visitors will add to the already overburdened feriy. The new
ferries will hardly make a dent in the routine overloads. The construction vehicle traffic to support the
building of the subdivision will also add to the ferry overburden.
4. It will destroy the natural habitat in this area.
5. It wifi not assist in addressing the need for affordable housing on Quadra Island.
6. It will have negative repercussions to the water supply of existing residents, similar to those
currently experienced by the residents living near the new Golf Course Development.
7. If you approve this proposal you are setting a precedent that will tie your hands from denying future
similar rezoning requests. Large Raven Industries properties in the area are waiting in the wings.
8. The donated 'parkiand' (most likely it is land that cannot support a residence) is akin to a bribe to
allow a development that will only enrich the pocket of the developer. I traverse Whiskey Point Estates
frequently and learned from a recent Facebook discussion that there is actually donated 'parkiand' in
that development that was part of a 'deal' to secure zoning approval. I had no idea this 'parkiand'
existed, it remains inaccessible, and it certainly has had NO benefit to the residents of Quadra Island.
g. Another large residential development is already underway in theApril Point (Summer Run) area
which apparently has the correct zoning. I am aware of this from my previously peaceful residence as I
listen to huge logging trucks strain their way up the Anderson Road hill just past Ferry Road. This
other development will already have negative impacts to Quadra Island. We may not be able to stop it

1
'

January 12, 2022

as it requires no Zoning change, but you can stop the SCHELLINCK subdivision development to
minimize the total harm to Quadra Island and its residents.
h. There was significant upheavalldisruption to the local Anderson Road/Pidcock Road/Ferry Road for
the new ferry terminal construction. No one seems to have acknowledged this in any way. The local
residents were not made aware of these expected impacts during the public hearings. The trucks laden
with heavy rocks and fifi have destroyed parts of the roadway. Their inability to negotiate the
Anderson Road to Pidcock turn early on resulted in the destruction of the Pidcock and Anderson Road
and Yield signs which were never repaired/replaced until construction ended (a definite safety hazards
reported to both Mainroad and the RCMP). Many trucks had to go past Pickcock Road, backup into
Ferry Road (continual disruptive sound of the backup BEEP, BEEP, BEEP in a quiet residential area)
and then backtrack on Anderson to Pidcock. Based on my experience with that limited construction
activity the additional long-term upheaval/disruption to the local roads and residents from another
subdivision development that has no benefit to Quadra Island is not welcomed.

Please deny this application.

Nicky Ballingall
847 Anderson Road
Quathiaski Cove BC VOP 1NO

Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 4:31 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning Application 94 & 95 submission

Original Message
From: Louella Baker <lbaker@gicable.com>
Sent: January 12, 2022 3:50 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning Application 94 & 95 submission
** NOTICE: This email is from an external so u rce.**

Please include in the "Public Hearing Binder" for Re-zoning applications 94 & 95, Rick Schellinck Gowlland Harbour
Views.
To: Regional Directors:

S

m a resident of Quadra Island since 1985, my address is: 1059 Topcliff Road, P0 Box 473, Quathiaski Cove, B. C. VOP
1NO.
I am not in favour of the proposed re-zoning application 94 & 95 submitted by Rick Schellinck for Gowlland Harbour
Views on Quadra Island.
Here are my reasons:
1. It goes against the Official Community Plan. One of the main ideas regarding property development of Quadra in the
OCP was to limit future development to the two main population centres of the Cove and Heriot Bay. This property is in
neither and does not meet the main criteria for development set out in the OCP as being within walking distance of the
ferries, stores, school, etc.

2. I am against an RV Park and Campground on April Point Road. This plan would create unnecessary congestion to our
ferry service and provide little return for our economy. These large motor homes are self-contained and are not
dependant on spending money in the community. The present condition of April Point Road would not be able to
handle these large vehicles and so major changes would be required to be paid for by taxpayers. I am not willing to
spend my tax dollars to assist this development venture which would provide little financial return to the community
and would contribute major problems to our roads and ferry system.
3. This property, zoned Silviculture, was given in exchange for another island's property along with a hefty sum of cash
to Mr. Schellinck for future silviculture use. The community will benefit very little from this development, in spite of Mr.
Schellincks claims (see below). Mr Schellinck stands to gain personally in the millions of dollars at the expense of
—adra's forests, the ecosystems, the water reserves, the air quality, the ferry service, the road usage, etc.
4. Mr. Schellinck claims he will provide the community with parks and trails. I dispute these claims....the parks are
indicated for pieces of his property which are steeply inaccessible. The trails he proposes do not connect with Quadra's
1

present trail system....he doesn't own the property between his piece and the Public Access Road, so his "trail" could
only be on the beach at low tide which is an unwalkable, muddy beach. It is completely inappropriate for a public trail.
Mr. Schellinck claims he will provide the community with an increased sewage system. This is for the benefit of his
development only and would not benefit the community at large.
Since Mr. Schellinck was "given" this property to get him off another island, he would, in my opinion, need to provide
MUCH GREATER BENEFIT to the Community of Quadra Island, than he is proposing at the moment. Some examples of
benefits could be: donation of a percentage of his property to a Quadra Housing Society in order to build affordable
rental units for young working people and their families, a water system for the entire Cove, monetary compensation to
a Quadra Housing Society to be used for building rental/coop housing in a more acceptable place in the Cove.
I do not agree with the re-zoning application. It goes against the Official Community Plan of Quadra Island and should
be rejected.
Sincerely,
Louella Baker
1059 Topcliff Road
Box 473, Quathiaski Cove,
Quadra Island, B. C.
VOP 1N0
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JAN1 12022

Sandra Bums
1487 West Road
Heriot Bay, BC VOP 1 HO

StrathcOna Regional District January 5, 2022
Strathcona Regional District Rural Directors
#301-990 Cedar St.,
Campbell River,
BC V9W7Z8
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for silviculture, not to be a development of house sites, camping sites, RV
sites, marina, restaurant and more.
My specific concerns include the following:
Water: at this time we do not have an understanding of Quadra's reserves of water for existing homes and
businesses
Sewage: How is it managed and who is responsible for managing and repairing any direct problems or any
repercussions of this project which is in a pristine area - hence the need for the land to remain silviculture.
Sustainabiliy of traffic on and off our island: Even with the expectation of a change to our ferry system our already
overburdened ferries will not be relieved. Did not the WeWaiKai Nation recently almost double their RV campsite?
This alone will increase the difficult ferry situation.
The intent of Quadra's Official Community Plan was to "discourage the creation of new settlement areas", clearly
this proposal is in violation of that and works only to further Mr. Schellinck's private ambitions and personal
advantage.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,

Sandra Burns
Quadra Island

2022-01-05
Strathcona Regional District Rural Directors
301-990 Cedar St., Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8

JAN 112022
Strathcona Regionai District

Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View — Quadra Island
Dear SRD Regional Directors,
I am a permanent resident, tax payer and voter living on Hope Spring Road on Quadra Island.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
I oppose any development proposal that increases road traffic and ferry lineups, draws additional
groundwater, reduces forest cover and increases food insecurity, beyond what is already in the Official
Community Plan.
Quadra's roads are our walking trails (we have no sidewalks). Additional traffic brought by this proposed
project (and others) would increase risk to pedestrians, pets, drivers and wildlife, as well as reduce the
enjoyment of the activity of walking on roads here and so our way of life. Plus, heavier traffic reduces
the enjoyment of our properties due to noise issues.
Ferry lineups are already unbearable in the summer and have continued to get worse over the last 5
years. The new ferries will, at best, reduce the traffic temporarily, and soon will be overwhelmed by
additional visitor traffic. And that's before counting the traffic brought on by this (these) development
proposals.
People and lawns require freshwater. Additional development would draw on our limited (and
unknown) groundwater resources. It appears that climate change will exacerbate this issue with longer,
drier summers. When development increases to the point where there are water shortages (like on
Saltspring), there are large negative impacts to the people living there.
Let's put a limit on development before it ruins the rural residential way of life, the very thing we live
here for.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,

Step
P0 Box 163
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO

JAN 112022
Dear SRD Directors:

Strathcona Regional District

Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island. I am a year-round resident of Quadra Island, a voter
and a taxpayer.
Absolutely the last thing that Quadra Island needs is a development of 50 plus houses, a 20 site RV park,
a 12 site campground, a restaurant, marina and more overlooking quiet, lovely Gowland Harbour. This
proposal is completely at odds with Quadra's Official Community Plan which aims to concentrate
development in two locations only — Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. The roads to this area are not
designed to handle this much traffic and the residents who live between Quathiaski Cove and April Point
are entirely opposed to this proposal.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and silviculture it should remain. Mr. Schellinck
does not live on Quadra and would not have to bear the consequences of this development. Quality of life
for Quadra residents, maintenance of forested areas and wildlife habitat are all far more valuable than
allowing Mr. Schellinck to make more money.
A large percentage of the residents of Quadra Island live here because of its rural character. We want to
live in a place where there are still some vestiges of wilderness. Quadra Island should not be treated by
SRD planning staff as if its residents want more development, since most of them do not. We put up with
the inconveniences of being somewhat removed from stores and services because we want quiet and we
enjoy being surrounded by trees and wild creatures. We value these aspects of life here which are
irreplaceable.
There has not been a thorough hydrological survey done on Quadra Island. Neither residents nor our
elected officials nor SRD staff really know how many residents the water resources on this island can
support. We do not want to be over-developed with shortages of potable water like Saltspring Island. This
development would use more of our scarce water resources, produce more sewage and contribute to
even longer waits to get on and off of Quadra. Most of the many visitors to Quadra come here to enjoy
some semblance of wilderness, something increasingly hard to find anywhere near the urban centers
where most people now live. More visitors and residents will conflict with the environment that draws
people to live here and visit in the first place.
Sir David Attenborough's memoir "A Life on Planet Earth" states that worldwide the percentage of land
that is wilderness has shrunk to 35 percent. This includes the vastness of Antarctica so the area of
wilderness near human population centres is far smaller, Our balance of wild spaces and developed
areas on Quadra should not be further skewed to the development end. Quadra Island is a BC treasure —
overdevelopment needs to stop.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours sincerely,
Elise Bonnie Brownstein
/
C

cleo5048@yahoo.ca
822 Hopespring Road
Heriot Bay, Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
am:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 13, 2022 3:11 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck Proposal Comments for the Public Record
VB Schellinck Proposal 9495 Comments.docx.docx

From: Vicki Biro <vlbiro@xplornet.ca >
Sent: January 13, 2022 2:23 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck Proposal Comments for the Public Record
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Vicki Biro
vlbiro@xplornet.ca
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Vicki Biro
Box 63
Heriot Bay, BC vOpihO
(250) 285-2246
vlbiroxplornet.ca

Date: January 13, 2022
To: SRD Rural Directors, for the Public Binder
anelson@srd.ca
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning
application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of housing
sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on
our small roads, more unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck
will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Vicki Biro
3500 Granite Bay Road,
Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
•

Vicki Biro <vlbiro@xplornet.ca>
January 20, 2022 12:48 PM
Aniko Nelson
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey; Jim Abram imabram©xplornet.ca)
Re: Schellinck Proposal Comments #94-95
SRD Schellinck Proposal Desktop #94-#95.docx

om:
bent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

On Jan 19, 2022, at 5:32 PM, Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca> wrote:

Hello Aniko,
Thank you for your follow-through. I do regret this inconsistent submission as well as appreciate SRD's tenacity on
behalf of my preferred intentions. Attached you will find comments for Schellinck Proposal #94 and #95.
Vicki
—cki Biro
3500 Granite Bay Rd.
Box 63 He riot Bay, BC voplhO

I have received your email, but unfortunately I am unable to see any attachments. I kindly ask that you
resend.
Thank you!

c rathcona
a ic
ST

V
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Aniko Nelson
Senior Manager, Community Services
301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
e. anelsonsrd.ca t. 250.830.6708 I toll free: 1 .877.830.2990
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Vicki Biro
Box 63
3500 Granite Bay Road
Heriot Bay, BC vOpihO
(250) 285-2246
vlbiroxIornet.ca

January 8, 2022
Date: January 13, 2022
To:
Rural Directors
For the Public Binder
From: Vicki Biro, Quadra Resident
Re:
Schellinck Proposal By-Laws 94 &95
Dear Rural Directors:
The following comments summarize immediate and longer-termed implications for
Quadra Island given proposed Schellinck By-Laws 94 & 95. It purports to respect
ecology, assure environmental protections including habitat and for all the Forestry
reasons listed in the Silviculture Section of Quadra's 2011 Official Community Plan
(OCP). As well, this proposal would promote development of business and commerce
here-to-fore non-existent on Quadra. As well, it makes the case for a new, seasonal
social perspective, that is, "Gentrification". Associated employment would be seasonal,
likely at the lowest end of the wage scale.
In all, the Proposal endorses historical Federal and Provincial priorities firmly
entrenched given Settlement more than 100 years ago. Emphasized have become the
privileges of land ownership as well as business for personal and political profit.
Nevertheless, Quadra's grassroots, democratic process is a highly valued one that
continues to support and enable pivotal on-Island cultural and economic strengths and
gains on-Island.
Reading the proposal through the eyes of Provincial authorities, legally it appears to
abide within acceptable requirements for land use development, provides jobs, if
seasonal, increases government revenue, promotes leisure and pleasure among people
who can afford to visit on-Island. No problem from First Nations nor various Ministries.
One would never think that water use or sewage might present complex problems.
Neither would Island traffic.
Nevertheless, Quadra-specific, geological science is yet to determine Quadra's water
and sewer complexities. While longer, more consistent ferry line-ups surely would
increase ferry revenues, has Mr. Schellinck additional insights as to how current,
permanent residents might tend to the essentials of their personal daily lives while
waiting in line through warmer months of the year, hour after hour as is now the fact,
even with two new ferry boats soon-to-be-at-hand? Has he Considered that his grand
scheme might not draw most Island full-time residents?
Some would enjoy Mr.Schellinck's proposed additions to Island businesses. These
might be more recent resident retirees and successful business owners. Profits

compound among non-resident realtors. Permanent Island exodus even now includes
families with children. Rents and land are expensive, increasingly on-Island, therefore
drive caring, responsible citizens away. Gig work, such as Mr. Schellinck proposes, is of
no significant help in this regard. Middle incomers seek improved opportunities
elsewhere, including, but not limited to jobs, more reliable public utilities, medical, and
education as children grow older. Indeed, Quadra is transitioning from a social
demographic that defines the Island as a place where few have too much and many
more too little. The few who have comparatively too much might possibly find Mr.
Schellinck's grand scheme more attractive, including its exclusive cafe and social
stations. Plus, he would profit grandly at something like $400,000 per sold lot. All
endorsed by silence from Federal and Provincial offices, Ministries, and First Nations. In
total, this proposal does not address more urgent Island challenges.
On the other hand, the proposal now sits with Strathcona Regional District, our
community level, and appropriately within Canadian law. Here, we can speak distinctly
of Quadra's predominate humanitarian culture. To elaborate: Given the century since
settlement and further to include First Nations, a singular, fundamentally democratic,
healthy society emerges on-Island. Outcomes have not been perfect, but increasingly
yield bounties that cannot be sold. Permanent residents, a group for which Mr.
Schellinck does not qualify, continue to build upon firmly established, what we today
might term "Healthy Democratic Power Points".
Pivotal here is any healthy democracy's continuing challenge to provide for its own. Mr
Schellinck's proposal to expand buildings, parking areas, and exclusivity contradict and
culturally negate on-Island sentiment and planning.
Power Points Referencing Quadra's Grassroots Sentiment and Planninci
1 .Quadra volunteers, non-profits, and businesses collaborate to assure sustenance and
shelter among everyone living on-Island. No one need be homeless, hungry, or
alone. Exclusivity is not culturally welcomed. Notably, Quadra's 2011 Quathiaski
Cove OCP includes a view to affordable housing.
2.Diversity with inclusiveness remains the cultural norm. A broad variety of interests are
served throughout on-Island arts; social events; early childhood and elementary
education; clinical medical resources; well organized emergency services; and
more. The Quadra Community Center remains pivotal in these regards. Yet given
the pandemic, individuals and groups adjust with in-home resources and
technology. A well-stocked and equipped library remains extensively valued and
used. Considerable learning and sharing prevails.
3.A deep respect for environmental health pervades and prevails. Island non-profits
remain active on behalf of salmon, forest, creeks, lakes, trails, land conservancy,
native flora and fauna. Re-wild ing land, discussions and activities, strengthen
devotions to this mode of Island living. Relevant books and journalism increasingly
influence throughout. The Quadra Island Foundation stands to support these and
other Island endeavours.

4. More is to be required, especially given this dramatic era of climate change.
However, initially Quadra Island nurtures and enhances its continuing, healthy,
grass roots democracy. Mr. Schellinck's proposal circumvents for the sake of
significant financial profit.
5. Quadra's OCP supports #1-#4 above. It is forward-looking, and
responsibly assures diversity, inclusion, within a caring culture. The Island is
poised, indeed must be encouraged, to become a place where few have too
much and fewer too little.
In closing, land-use definitions given Quadra's 2011 OCP guidelines appropriately and
continuously must rest with Island people—those who work, live, raise children and
otherwise—those closest to Quadra's strengths and changing needs. Mr. Schellinck's
proposed new buildings, expanded parking, increased numbers of visitors, commercial
exclusivities and competitiveness, all surely compounding existing water and sewage
complexities, incorporate values outside the guidelines, and therefore remain both
oppositional and contradictory to current Island living.
I respecifully request that you deny this proposal.
Thank you for your considerations.
Respectfully yours,
Vicki Biro
Street Address: 3500 Granite Bay Road, Quadra Island
Mailing Address: Box 63, Heriot Bay, BC vOpi hO
(250) 285-2246
vlbiro@xplornet.ca

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:17 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck Property Quadra Island Rezoning application 94/95

From: Val Barr and Grant Hayden <haybar@gicable.com >
Sent: January 16, 2022 12:27 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck Property Quadra Island Rezoning application 94/95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
For the record, I am opposed to the requested changes of zoning on the Gowlland Harbour/Schellinck property which
asks for it to be removed from Silviculture and to be rezoned as Country Residential and Commercial.
Mr Schellinck accepted the trade of this property to protect forested property on Denman Island when the BC
government offered it to him.
It should remain in Silviculture. If he has done a poor job of managing the property for silviculture values and as a
managed property that is on him.
The community generally is opposed to another high end residential development without the infrastructure to support
The Q Cove sewer treatment plant should be for the use of the properties closer to the Cove which are not yet on
the system.
We as a community, already have too many tourists arriving on the island during the warm season, and we really need
to understand what the community wants in regard to commercial camping sites prior to another site being allowed for
a zoning change to be used for RV recreational use.
Thanks
Valerie Barr 1407 West Road Quadra Island BC

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9:11 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

From: Anita Brochocka <anitabrochocka@gmail.com>
Sent: January 17, 2022 8:26 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Regional District Office
330 - 990 Cedar Street
Campbell River

To the Directors,
am opposed to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour development plan.
I see more negative effects than benefits for Quadra Island residents.
Benefits:
Construction, maintenance and supply related employment.
Negative Effects:
More traffic and car exhaust.
More ferry traffic and line ups.
Loss of forest land and all the services the ecosystem performs.
Pollution to the waterfront and ocean.
Change is always happening. Growth is likely inevitable.
Guided growth and change can be beneficial to the community.
Quadra needs growth that will improve the island economy and quality of life with opportunities for
young families to make the island their home. The present population is generally old and rich.
Quadra needs affordable housing available for ownership or for rental. New development requires
proper infrastructure for water and sewage to make growth possible.
We do not need more real estate that is only affordable for the affluent.
This development is a regressive model that does not address the challenges we will be facing
created by extreme weather and social inequity.
I also resent how the Community Plan is regularly disregarded and applicants relentlessly push to
ve the Plan changed and corrupted.
-iave lived on Quadra for 33 years. I work in Campbell River 5 days a week, the ferry line-ups make
commuting difficult.
Quadra has to test drive the 2 ferry system to see how it will work. Increased traffic from more
development is the last thing we need.
1

Sincerely,
Anita Brochocka
y address is
712 O'Connor Rd
Quathiaski Cove
BCVOP 1NO
ReplyForward
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:
**

Rod Burns <bph@connected.bc.ca>
January 29, 2022 112 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca)
Quadra OCP revision proposal 94 95 Schellink R Lot 1 District 208 VIP 86955
Schellinck Rods SEND! docx

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Attached are my comments / concerns regarding the approve rezoning application
In Brief: reading the 10 amendments has opened up 100's of concerns and questions needing
professional, government and community discussions.
These discourses must take time, likely stretching into years! Much needed for the amendments
proposed will have social, environmental and economic impacts reaching into the centuries!
Rod Burns, CPHI (Certified Professional Heritage Interpreter)
1110 Milton Road, Quadra Island, 26 years
250 285 2272

bpc@connected.bc.ca
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January 28, 2022
Aniko Nelson, Sr Manager, Community Services,
Planning, Strathcona Regional District,
301 - 990 Cedar Str. Campbell River, BC, V9W 7Z8
planning@srd.ca

phone: 250 830 6700

RE: OCP bylaw revision application #'s 94, 95
Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District Plan VIP 86955

Comments:
Schellinck, Gowland Harbour, OCP ammendment application. The following OCP amendment
proposals #94. were written by the SRD planning staff. By provincial law, municipal planners are
required to write by-law terms, conditions and amendments so that the applicants' proposal is more
likely to be accepted by the public and council.
a) File 0550 04 Board, January 5, 2021 from David Leitch to the Regional Board
page 1
Bylaws No 94 and 95 have been prepared to FACILITATE the Gowland Harbour Views
development proposal
b) Bylaw 94, Schedule A Section One Text Amendment
the redesignation to country residential is permitted to allow for model residential development
provided that the proposal satisfies the following criteria:

The entrance I main road:
Of note is that the Base layer and ditch are already pre-built. Anticipating Rezoning approval? This
new construction, is more highly engineered than 20 years ago when logging and hauling was the
primary activity.

The 10 amendments / terms of change to the OCP, are below. The words to the amendments are
provided. Below them under Changed to ... is how the proposals are being presented to the public.
through 2022, for their consideration and comments I concerns.

i) the proposal represents a mode development that sets a high standard for future land development in
the area.
2022 changed to
a high standard for future land development in the area.
The "high standard" is so wide open for interpretation and discussion it becomes
meaningless.

ii) the proposed development and nature of the land use is viewed as being of significant value and
demonstrates a higher and better use of the land
significant value and demonstrates a higher and better use of the land
2022 changed to
Comments
".. significant value:" interpretation and discussion, again is so wide open it becomes
meaningless. "value" is this social, economic, environmental?
" better use of the land" Very frequently now, locally and globally "forests" are valued as
Worth More Standing" The UN - Cop 26, in the first day of meetings, passed a resolution that
globally, forest lands are in crisis and need to be retained for Climate Warming mitigation.
Schellinck, sadly in the 20 years since he made the 2nd cut through much of the land, has
undertaken NO re-forestation practices, anywhere from replanting, thinning, invasive plant
removal. As he is NOT a member of the Managed Forests Council, he is free from any scrutiny
by private forest holders. Nor does he have to particpate in any Bests Practices recommended by
fellow private forest land holders.
The trees in the photos below, were naturally grown, not planted. Silvaculture practice, would
have had the trees thinned to a minimum of 2 - 3 meters between each stem (personal, Ministry
of Forests employment experience) The understory is so dark that minimal mosses, shrubs are
able to grow. Birds cannot fly through the thick branches to find food or escape attack byflying
predators.

Scotch Broom: considered and Invasive Plant by the
Vancouver Island Invasive Plant
Council. In co-operation with the Ministry of Forests,
forest managers are requested to remove invasive plants
and monitor for any re-establishment.

Bull Thistle: only recently, was this invasive plant
removed from the compedium for forest companies, as it
has now become fully established throughout BC. This
site is an example of the past 20 years where there
appears to have been zero attempts at any Bull Thistle
management.

';

-'.-

'.•,•.

Using the "invasive plants and NO best practices in silvaculture being undertaken in 20 years,
where is the historic evidence that the applicant has made even a modest attempt at protection of
environmental attributes? Add in the rough trode treatment of wetlands, previously mentioned
Addressing his record, a Professional Forester, in past 20 years, his ignoring industries Best
Practices, is there even minimal assurance that any environmental protection, recommended in
the bylaw will transpire in the development of the proposed housing project and other related
build outs?
Professional Reliance, has became an agreement between Forest Companies and the Ministry of
Forests, since 2006 is getting a Black Eye and earning huge skepticism from the public!

iii) signficant community value is identified in the proposed development and/or desired amenities
provided.
Changed to
signficant community value and/or desired amenities provided.

Comments
What are the significant community values to be provided?
What are the desired amenities?
The responses are again so wide open for discussion, hence the definite need to hear from the
community residents, full time and seasonal.

iv) the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land base as identified
through an environmental assessement and protected through an environmental covenant
Changed to

the highest commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land

Comments
The photos below, of a trench, likely dug in 2021, cuts through a well established wetland, about
5,000 years in development) now stretches about 750 meters. Notice the zone of low vegetation
growth vs. lines of trees, denoting differences in natural drainage.
The right hand photo is a cross section of the trench, going down approximately 1 m. (3 ft.) The
soils levels A and B in total are about 30 cm. deep. The remaining 60 cm. appears to be glacial
clay based hard-pan. What the depth is to reach into the glacial gravels I aquafir is unknown.
In other parts of Quadra Island, ie. Tsa Kwa Luten creek, the hard pan layer is in excess of 10 m
deep.

Evidence of mismanagemement of the wetland, includes tracks of equipment (Fallers and
haulers) repeatedly moving in and out of the wetlands. Forest Practices Board reports point out
that repeated movement of the heavy equipment compacts soils, significantly stunting, delaying
the regrowth of plants, animal life forms, while altering water drainage patterns.

Alteration of well established wetlands, ie. trenching, ditching, culvert installation, magnify the
scouring and eroding of stream beds due to the higher volume, greater energy coming off altered
landscapes. (The above environmental view of a wetland is based on tree, vegetation types and
visable pools of water. Within the Ministry of Forests, it would most likely be designated as a
non-conforming Wetland, thus not subject to any environmental protection which could decrease
the opportunity for tree harvesting!)
Try to imagine what 20 > 30 2 acre lots and the homes could look like if this wetland is cleared
away! Likely they will look much like the new subdivisions located at the south edge of Campbell
River and Oyster River .... Would a similar development on Quadra Island fit into the ambiance
of Rural Residential?

v) a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover, protected through the registration of
vegetation removal convenants.
Changed to
a commitment to significant retention of existing forest cover,
The above "commitment to signficant retention of existing forest cover" is, as above, so wide
open to interpretation and variety of opinions. Needed are maps to narrow the discussion, so as to
have some meaning and direction!
vi) a commitment for the provision of parks, trails and greenways.
no change
Comments
The Commitment rings so hollow to be meaningless! Maps are needed and firm, absolute
words to identify the parks, trails, greenways,
Who will be managing the trails, removal of fallen trees across the trails, repair I
replacement of any bridges.
Who covers the annual costs in maintenance? A special tax could be in order, drawn only
from the possible property owners!
vii) a commitment to a minimum of 50% -40% open space provided through the registration of
dedicated building envelopes and br no build convenants.
changed to 40%
Comments
The drop from 50% to 40% enabled 2 additional lots to be available for sale. The potential
net profit to the applicant is added by 100,000's $$$
Is this an equitable exchange to the Island: socially and environmentally?

viii) the implementation of Best Management Practices, smart growth principles and green building
strategies that include water and energy effciency.
no change
Comments

What are the solid, identified, factual, absolute Best Management Practices, Smart Growth
Principles and Green Building strategies which the applicant MUST follow, implement?
Research shows that the above models were supposed to have been identified by SRD
planning staff many years ago, but have yet to be undertaken? The public no less, NEEDS to
Know the background history to the concepts and implimentation expectations!
ix) the provision of appropriate services for water and liquid waste is achieved and integrated on site
rainwater management, and
2022 deleted
Comments
Deleted Why? What has this provision been replaced by? There are so many "water source,
inflow, outflow, storage, annual rates, aquafir size questions needing to be answered across SRD
jurisdictional lands, not just a single 150 acre land rezoning application.
The large scale terms and implimentation concepts must be laid out, before micro management is
enacted.
Previous public hearings, the applicant "discussed" the construction of a large, water tank
system, to be a water back up in the dry season?
Hydrologists and engineers know how impermiable barriers ie. rooftops, other structures,
driveways, walkways... alter the collection and movement of surface water (rain, snow) Site
specific engineering research / reports need to be done, which will address these questions.
Significant public discussion I consultation and finally consensus needs to be undertaken before
any re-zoning is agreed to! These issues will take years to address and consensus agreed to!

x) the proposed development is compatiblility with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource
areas, is appropriate for the size of the parcel. is of at an appropriate scale and that does not exceed the
carrying capacity of the land.
Changed to
is compatible with adjacent land and water uses and natural resource areas at an
appropriate scale that does not exceed the carrying capacity of the land
Comments
This highly scaled back condition: how is "compatible with adjacent Land and water uses" to
be determined? details please, then discussion and revision for consensus.
Rezoning application #95: campsite, RV site, marina, cafe
Public discourse over the past 2 years, has discussed expansion of marina's, RV Campsites, cafe's.
- Will the owners of Wee Wai Kai, support the "need" or argue "NO MORE!! Wee Wai Kai has
just expanded from 150 to 165 sites, the golf course wants to add 30, Tsa Kwa Luten recently
added cottages and 12 campsites (plans for 15 more), Other resorts have about 0 sites. NO
MOREI '' or we will be beyond economic carrying capacity.

What are the standards being used to determine "carrying capacity" Are there other standards
which need to be added into the discussion to determine most likely outcomes to proposing 50
buildings and lots are within Quadra Islands localized carrying capacity.

Other Concerns about the rezoning applicatio
What also needs to be considered within the OCP to which SRD staff must use as base lines in
determining possible clauses.
2020 is so different socially, enviromentally, economically from when the OCP was developed
decades ago.
We / across SRD / BC / city and country were are in (2022) an extreme housing availability and
affordability crisis. The average property on Quadra now exceeds 600,000$$ with zero vacancies
in rentals and or homes for sale. At the same time, there likely are 50+ millionaires ready to buy
land and build a home, to house their family, seasonally; to accommodate family and friends
wanting to come for a 7 day visit. They will want a 2 car garage and room to park their 5th wheel
"travel trailer. (see homes now being build at Fir Crest Acres I Golf Course and or the
subdivisions going up in Campbell River)
BUT: Where are the much in demand "younger home I health care workers to live?" Where are
the home and yard maintenance workers supposed to live and to raise their children? Where are
the replacement workers to the Forest Industry to find affordable accommodation? What about
the Walcan Fish Plant or kayaking guides, pub staff supposed to live? Out in the forests?
Could there not be an Accommodations Levy attached to any and ALL properties sold on
Quadra dedicated to fmance the building of high density, low cost housing, in Q Cove, as laid out
in the OCP
No less critical, is top of mind, are concerns around Climate Change ie. water security, CO2
reductions by maintaining Forest Cover! Food Security is also to be addressed!
In 20 years Mr. Schellinck has done NOTHING with the Agricultural Land Reserve, being part
of his holdings? Community grazing land for sheep, cattle, goats, gardens, orchards could
happen. We could become a Training center for gardening, animal husbandry! Needed from the
SRD is to push for more lots on Quadra Island to get the ALR Lands working!
Transportation:
The islanders' have been tested massivesly these past few years! The 2 new ferries, 2022, will not
significantly be moving more people and vehicles per hour! 2 - 4 hour waits from ferry overloads
have become the summer norm (May - June - mid-September). Winter overloads are not quite as
severe, but need to be planned for!
50 new homes: 2 vehicles per home, 20% having 5whee1 RV's add in the proposed 30 RV sites at
the Quadra Golf Course, expansion of the Wee Wai Kai RV sites, plus those private sites being

offered by Islanders (to help pay for life expenses) means that ferry line ups will not be
shortened!
Conclusion: The application under OCP bylaw revision # 94 and 95 to rezone Lot 1 District Lot
28, Plan VIP 86955 needs many levels of re-consideration. This will likely require years of staff
time, public discussion an8d applicant re-thinking!
Social concerns, environmental concerns must NO LONGER take back seats to Economic
profits going to 1 person, leaving 99 to live the known, likely and unexpected consequences (many
negative and a few positive!)
Rod Burns, CPHI
Box 348 Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1110

bpc@connected.bc.ca
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Strathcona Regionaj District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating somethnes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.

Barbara Bryant
0m:

'ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 6, 2022 3:19 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Re-zoning Application 94/95 for the Public Record

From: Connie Cochrane & Jack Seigel <contours@seenature.ca >
Sent: January 6, 2022 3:20 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Re-zoning Application 94/95 for the Public Record
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
For the public record:
m very concerned about the SRD's willingness to even consider the Re-zoning Application 94/95. The application is
or permission to go way beyond anything that is deemed acceptable or desirable in the Quadra Island OCP.
Many years ago, I sat as a member of the Planning Advisory Committee in another jurisdiction. Although we were often
confronted with many non-conforming requests, the CAO of the township would reject applications that showed
absolutely no acknowledgment of the existing official plan. I believe that Mr. Schellinck's application falls into that
category. I see no supporting documentation that would indicate otherwise.
I respectfully request that you reject application 94/95.
Sincerely,
Constance Cochrane
He riot Bay, BC
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:20 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning

From: Melanie Circle <melaniecircle@me.com >
Sent: January 2, 2022 4:54 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

I am writing in regards to the Shellinck proposal for the development on April Point Road, Quadra Island. Please take
note of my opposition to the proposal.
I am a resident of Quadra Island and request that this development be refused - once and for all. It will benefit very
few Quadra Islanders, and will adversely affect the vast majority of us.
road to the development is narrow, windy, and would be extremely dangerous if heavily traveled. There are places
where two cars can barely pass. To widen the road would cut into the already pressured ecosystem and beauty of the
island.
We do not need a significant increase to the population — permanent or seasonal — to maintain the healthy lifestyle
now possible on Quadra. If this development were to go ahead, we would all suffer — the land, the trees, the fourleggeds, the legless, the winged and us two-leggeds as well.
Who would this development benefit?
It's easy to see what development brings in other areas. I don't think the majority of us want those changes here. I
know that I don't.
The development has been proposed and reproposed for almost 12 years. How is it that the message that this
development is not welcome by the majority of Quadra Islanders has not gotten through — either to Mr. Shellinck or to
the SRD board?

Thank you for your consideration,
Melanie Circle
rzo8 Heriot Bay Rd.
He riot Bay, BC
1
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:55 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95 Shellinck-Gowland Harbour View

Original Message
From: charlie <cedbland@hotmail.com>
Sent: January 10, 2022 1:14 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95 Shellinck-Gowland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external so urce.**

Dear Srd Directors Please enter my submission to the public record.
I am not in favor of the RV park in Gowliand Harbour because the increased ferry traffic on Friday going to Quadra and
on Sunday going back will make ferry lineups unmanageable.
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Barbara Bryant
•

rom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 2:15 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Rezoning Application

From: DAN AND MARTHA CHESLUK <dan-martha@shaw.ca >
Sent: January 17, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To the Directors,
My husband and I wish to register our opposition to the Scheilnick-Gowlland Harbour rezoning application 94/95.
This land should be used for it's original purpose as a silviculture area. It should not be used as a huge development site
for houses,camping sites, RV sited,marina,restaurant,etc.!
Quadra needs more trees not more cars or RV vehicles. As we all know the ferry lineups are already horrendous for a
ood part of the year. And trees are disappearing at an alarming rate.
Please deny this application.
Sincerely,
Dan and Martha Chesluk
110 Quadra Loop
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Barbara Bryant

S

m:
oent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9.06 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW Emailing: SRD DIRECTORS DOCCUMENT 1 Vinay
SRD DIRECTORS DOCCUMENT 1 Vinay docx

Original Message
From: Chafekar <avchafekargicabIe.com>
Sent: January 11, 2022 9:24 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Emailing: SRD DIRECTORS DOCCUMENT I Vinay
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Mr Nelson attached find a letter re Shellinek application. Sincerely . . . .Vinay Chafekar Quadra Island.
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:
.RD DIRECTORS DOCCUMENT I Vinay

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain
types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are
handled.
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TO SRD RURAL DIRECTORS<anelson@srd.ca >

Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Shellinek-Gowland Harbor View
Dear SRD Directors,
Please be informed I formally oppose this application for following reasons
The land was gifted to Mr. Shellinek zoned Silviculture and not for housing development.
50 site Housing, 25 site RV park,12 Site Camping, Restaurant and Marina. It is an insane project.
This proposal is the worst for Quadra Island. Bending OCP By laws to profit this man is the least thing
SRD needs to do. I oppose this application for the following reasons:
-50 houses will add at least 100 residents and 100 vehicles on Quadra roads.
When children, grand children visit, it will multiply.
-25 site RV park will add additional 25 (Town) cars and RVs. 5-10 trucks for 5th wheel trailers
-12 site Camping will bring 12 more vehicles on our roads. To already crowed roads during tourist
season.
I am sure you are aware of expanded Rebecca Spit First Nations Camp Grounds which will have at least
100+ vehicles and up to 500+ people camping. Producing garbage, throwing beer cans, bottles and
coffee cups as they walk on roads and trails defacing this beautiful island.
isa Qua Luten is expanding their camping and RV camping sites which will add more vehicles and people
during summer and winter holiday seasons
All of these RVs and Campers come fully stocked with provisions. NO ECONOMIC GAIN TO Quadra
merchants.
God only knows we need to preserve, protect and grow trees in our forests to mitigate climate change.
Mr. Shellinek has already sold timber from his land, claiming it was a blow down. With this development
more trees will be felled adding to global climate change problem.
The Cars, Vans, Trucks, Rvs, and boats burn fossil fuels. They all come to Quadra from all over North
America . Adding more c02 to the climate.
RVs are mobile homes loaded with all necessities for long term living. These visitors do not need and buy
much. No economic advantage to local stores, Only creating burden on local garbage disposal system. I
see more roadside garbage during tourist season every year. We do not need more tourists here.
Shellinek development is disastrous to Quadra Island and indirectly the world.
-In my estimation there are 100+ Air B&BS on the island & as many vehicles and 200 tourists come year
round to Quadra.
In addition to above many Quadra residents run B&B and VRBO operations. Heriot Bay Inn has camp
sites already in operation for years.
The cumulative effect is overcrowded roads, roadside garbage, Perpetual OVER LOADS on ferries.

Past two years there has been jump in ferry overloads like we have not seen. Two ferries will make no
difference, because of rise in Air B&B,VRBOs and existing and expanding Camping facilities.
The tourist crowds will stretch our volunteer fire fighting and emergency services and water supply to
limit. Crime and reckless city type driving will increase on roads with no regard for seniors and wildlife
on the road. The Island already has lots of camping and other tourism related businesses. We do not
need more population density, camping, RV facilities or another marina.
Shellinek proposal does not help the island in any way. In fact it will irrevocably harm life on the island.
I "strongly urge" the board to reject this application or table this application until the pandemic is
controlled. Then discuss it in an open forum meeting so the islanders have a chance to express their
opinion
Respectfully submitted
Vinay Chafekar, Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
•

Aniko Nelson
February 10, 2022 12:11 PM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Regarding subdivision of area on Goose Bay

om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Connie Cooper <cooperconnie23 @yahoo.ca >
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2022 12:01:10 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Regarding subdivision of area on Goose Bay
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

I am strongly opposed to this development.

am strongly opposed to the Permanent Deforestation of 158 acres of Silviculture land into a large residential
bdivision with a campground recreation area on Goose Bay, just when forests are becoming so important for so many
services to people and the ecosystem. The subdivision will eliminate benefits that this forest maintained.
Intact and allowed to regrow will provide for Quadra Islanders, including:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

sequester carbon and reduce air pollution, helping to mitigate climate change and improve our air
quality.
reduce stormwater runoff and erosion, protecting Goose Bay, Unkuk Cove and Gowiland Harbour from
siltation and water pollution into our important tidal flats marine ecosystems.
allow slow percolation of rain water into the ground under a forest
canopy to both replenish and to purify the ground water supply for residents of Q.
Cove and particularly for the planned density in Q. Cove Village. Two thirds of the rainfall is held in the
canopies reducing the amount of rain on the ground and preventing compaction of soil, important with
more intense rain deluges expected with Climate Change.
cut winter winds for Q. Cove residents.
help cool surroundings in Q. Cove in summer via shade and transpiration.
protect biodiversity, nurturing forest plants, wildlife and freshwater communities. Species are under
threat globally from habitat loss, pollution and climate change. We can help protect species on Quadra
Island by standing by our OCP vision to stop fragmenting and paving our rural areas with new
residential sprawl developments.
Cultural services
o the forest's free ecosystem services can reduce tax costs.
o the forest can provide employment now and in the future in silviculture, forest products and,
stand-protecting logging in future for value-added and local building materials.
o forest greenspace will maintain a rural "sense of place" and improved community livability at Q.
Cove Village.
1

o super-natural Quadra Island is appealing for tourism.
o we will maintain a natural forest legacy and future opportunities for our kids and grand
kids close to our urban village.
o Thank you for your attention to this matter.
o Constance Cooper
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Barbara Bryant
m:

Aniko Nelson

sent:

January 13, 2022 8:42 AM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Schellinck proposal

From: Adrianne Davis <adrianne.davis@twincomm.ca >
Sent: January 12, 2022 7:45 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck proposal
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public

My understanding is that the land title that was transferred to Mr.
Schellinck was silviculture, not to be a huge housing/commercial development. I am opposed to a
developer changing the nature of a title for profit.
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.

Quadra needs trees and water conservation. As we have not yet mapped our various aquifers, until
we have a firm understanding of our water situation, any large development is questionable. I do
understand the need to increase the diversity of housing on our island. I do not think this parficular
development is the way forward. We have/had a plan of densification and this area was not on
that plan.

I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Thanks for your time and trouble,
Adrianne Davis
169 Quadra Loop
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:55 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
EW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

From: John Douglas <bluesail3@gmail.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 1:06 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Re: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

On Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 1:01 PM John Douglas <bluesail3@gmail.com> wrote:
(Via email to anelson(2isrd.ca and copy to iimabramxplomet.ca)

lention: A. Nelson, Strathcona Regional District

To the Directors re: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

I am writing to register my opposition to this rezoning application, which goes against a number of foundational aspects of Quadra's Official Community Plan (OCP).

I urge the directors to support the OCP's Intention to focus new housing development in the two village centres at Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay. Development in these areas
would yield better housing diversity and affordability, encourage neighbourhood connection and walkability, and make more efficient use of existing infrastructure.

Also, maintaining the current property for silviculture will reduce long-term harm to our natural environment, both the land and waterways. This better supports our community
with free eco-system services that can help slow the many effects of climate change.

I've lived in a number of communities where decisions to develop in previously natural areas have led to negative consequences such as pollution, erosion, increased traffic and
sprawl, as well as destruction of vital natural systems and habitat.

Smart development takes careful consideration and review of long-term consequences. I want to register my opinion as a voice for truly smart development.

Sincerely,

hn Douglas
360 Sutil Road
Quadra Island, BC
1

Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11,2022 1:56 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: To the Directors re: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

From: Julie Douglas <jadouglas25@gmail.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 1:29 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: To the Directors re: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

(Via email to anelsonsrd.ca and copy tojimabram(2xolornet.ca)

ention: A. Nelson, Strathcona Regional District

To the Directors re: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

I oppose this rezoning application as it fundamentally, and significantly, contravenes Quadra's Official Community Plan (OCP).

I am also concerned that approving this application would set a precedent for future unchecked development that goes against the
community wisdom and wishes embedded in the OCP.

In response to the demand for local housing, I urge the directors to support the OCP's intention to focus new development in the two
village centres at Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay. This should yield better housing diversity and affordability, encourage
neighbourhood connection and walkability, and make more efficient use of existing infrastructure.

As well, I urge the directors to maintain the current zoning for silviculture, so that this property continues to provide healthy forest to
—p preserve air and water quality, soil stability and, with particular attention to protecting sensitive areas, quality terrestrial and
rine wildlife habitat. Reducing long-term harm to our natural environment better supports our community with free eco-system
services that can help slow the many effects of climate change.

,
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Sincerely,

Julie Douglas
360 Sutil Road
Quadra Island, BC
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:18 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Letter opposing Schellinck rezoning
Schellinck rezoning.docx

From: Ian Douglas <iankdouglas@gmail.com >
Sent: January 16, 2022 5:02 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Letter opposing Schellinck rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
hi,
I have enclosed a letter opposing the Schellinck rezoning
Ian Douglas
250-204-7588
ttp://www.linkedin.com/in/iankdouglas
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January 16, 2022
1373 Hooley Road,
Heriot Bay, BC VOP 1HO

anelson@srd.ca
To the Directors:
Re: Bylaws No 94 and 95-OCP/ Rezoning Schellinck Application

I am writing to oppose this Rezoning application. I have owned property on Quadra for more than ten
years and feel that the Schellinck property would be best used for silviculture as per the OCP
designation. I have concerns about overloading the ferry access in the summer when water is also
limited. I also feel the commercial development along the Goose Bay tidal flats would affect wildlife.

Yours sincerely,

Ian Douglas

Barbara Bryant
om:
'ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 5:49 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Schellinck Rezoning: Gowland Harbour.

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Smokey <jsmokeydymny@protonmail.com >
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 4:30:2 1 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck Rezoning: Gowland Harbour.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

A. Nelson
Regional District Office
330-990 Cedar street
Campbell River, B.C.
V9W 7Z8

Sir,

I apologize for sending you the same introduction to this rezoning application, but the issue is very
similar, just worse, I think.
If you have read my objection to the Quadra Links rezoning proposal you may skip the majority of this letter and
jump to the end bit which I labelled "new part'

Emigrating to Canada in 1949 when I was 2, I got off a train with my parents at Graham
Lake, Ontario, 180 km northwest of what is now called Thunder Bay.
My dad wanted to be a trapper, because he had read many stories by Jack London,
translated into Polish.
Our new home was a cabin with no electricity and no telephone and there was no road
access all winter. That didn't matter much because almost no one owned a car.
There was the weekly local train. And there were dog teams to pull sleds.

The 'local' train stopped at Graham on Saturdays. It was called the "milk run" because all the other
steam trains raced on by to their destinations, but the Saturday train dropped milk and groceries for
the one room store, delivered the Star Weekly and sometimes picked up passengers. All us local
kids stood there waiting for someone to buy the Star Weekly and we would beg for the colour
Lomics section from the buyer. Most of us could not read, but I remember that I could figure out
That was happening in the "Lii' Abner" and "Katzenjammer Kids" comic strips because the stories
were so basic, or maybe the drawing was so well executed that I could understand the gist of the
storylines.
1

For the local kids northern Ontario was pretty great. If you could forget about the black flies.
We walked the trails in the boreal forest, dropped fishing lines off the docks into the lake,
oping NOT to catch the biggest pike which would probably eat us.
e played with sled dogs when they weren't out working. The water in Graham Lake was
clear and cold. You could see the fish almost to the bottom.
In our cabin there was a small hand pump mounted right on the kitchen counter. That was very
convenient item when it was 40 below and the larger outdoor pump was covered in snow.
My mom began making plans to leave Graham as I was approaching school age. She wasn't going
to send me to boarding school in Port Arthur.
We moved to Montreal next. That's where I found out I didn't know any English.
But here's the crux of the matter. I went to see Graham Lake again in 1973 with my mom. We
found our old cabin covered in blue tarpaper and it was being rented to tourist hunters.
When I saw the lake, I was horrified. The clear water was now deep red. Not opaque red
like blood. But a clear red that made the sandy bottom look pink at just two feet deep.
There were 7 logging camps in the immediate area, each with 200 men cutting the boreal
forest for pulp wood.
The grapple loaders were filling rail cars so quickly from trucks coming up on both sides of
the track that the train did not actually come to a halt to get loaded.
20 years after we had left the land was a clear cut as far as you could see in every direction. And
he water was full of iron which had washed out from the topsoil. There were no trees to hold the
opsoil.

Ø

Now on Quadra Island, almost 50 years later, people are clearcutting for different
reasons. And I don't care about ferry overloads or traffic as much as some do.
That's what seems to happen when folks want to make money here. And the traffic and
ferry overloads will diminish and then stop each fall.
New part:
This Gowland Harbour proposal has skipped the subterfuge of gradually changing land use to a golf course, then
adding a 17 home subdivision, and subsequently adding an RV park.
Mr. Schellinck has already clear-cut the property in question as if someone had already assured him that
his plans for subdivision would be approved! Fifty-one to sixty-one house lots. A commercial resort with cabins, a
campground a café, a private residence - the list goes on!
No, Mr. Schellinck has jumped right in with his developer construction boots on - he's already clearcut a big swatch
of land - and once again, there has been no professional water study.
Neither is there a calculation of the long-term effects of a subdivision, dropped into a former piece of Silviculture
land. Clearly some people have the audacity not only to disregard an official community plan, but are willing to let
the people who but these ill-thought-out lots or homes deal with the after effects of the degraded environment.
As I wrote in my Quadra Links letter, I recorded two days last summer when my house at 1024 Heriot Bay Road
reached 40 degrees in the shade.

Consequently, I believe that the approval of the Schellinck proposal would be tantamount to a
riminal lack of oversight by the SRD.
Jerzy Smokey Dymny
Quadra Bike School
2

1024 Heriot Bay Rd.
VOP 1NO

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCPIREZONING SCRELLLNCK

I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:
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RD Rural Directors
#gol-990 Cedar St.
Campbell River, UC
k) 7Z&

JAN 052022

Strathcona Regional Dstrct

)anuarq 2, 2021

Dear RD Rural Directors,
Please enter mq formal opposition to the gehellinek-Gowliand )-larbour Piew rezoning
application 94i/95 into the Public Rearing Record for Quadra island.
Air. gehellinek received this silvicu/ture land as a trade. 1/is plan to use it for a large
development (residential housing, camping g RP sites, marina and restaurant) could not be
further awaq from its zoning toda9. it is a solelq profit driven project that will increase
traffic on our small roads, lead to even more ferri line-ups and add to the a/read crowded
summer months.
Turthermore: As Air. ?c1zellinck is not even a Quadra resident, he will not have to bear the
consequences of this development
I respectful/q ask that 'ou denq this application,
yours trulq,
( .1
A
)oer4' Li hhorn, Quadra island

LI

Barbara Bryant
Prom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:17 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: rezoning for Schellinick -Gowland Harbour view

From: sheelagh elmitt <sheelagha49@gmail.com>
Sent: January 2, 2022 7:47 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: rezoning for Schellinick -Gowland Harbour view
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelsonsrd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
lease enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
.4/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping
sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads,
more unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have
to bear the consequences of this development.
I am a long term resident of quadra and chose this island as a peaceful green treed place to live.
Last summer starting in early May the tourists started arriving. We as locals depend on the ferry to get to and from
essential medical and other emergency services . The traffic line ups at the ferry were more extreme this year than ever.
It is usually a 2-3 ferry wait in summer. the 2 new ferries will not remedy this situation. In fact it will encourage more
tourists to this island than ever.
IN reality this Island does depend on some tourist money but there needs to be a balance between
the needs of the people who live here year round and the amount of tourists that come to our Island.
Wee Wai Kai campground has undergone a huge development this year which will increase the load of large
RVs and campers already.
We do not require any more tourist attractions.
Let out forests and oceans as they are be enough of an attraction without undermining the whole
infrastructure of this very precious,vulnerable rare landscape and island community.
Once lost it is gone forever.
Please consider the importance of maintaining the beauty and natural resources of this island, ahead of
apital gain by those who lack foresight and are only interested in the financial gain.
spectfully and strongly ask that you deny this application,
I also request that you enter this request into the Public hearing draft
Many thanks
Sheelagh Elmitt
1

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 5, 2022 11:46 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Rezoning application Schellinck - Gowlland Harbour View.

Get Outlook for jOS
From: Anne Faryon <a.faryongmail.com >
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:59:52 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application Schellinck - Gowlland Harbour View.
NoTIcE: This email is from an external source.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck - Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 in the public
hearing record for Quadra Island.
We already suffer horrendous line ups for the ferry and our ambulance service was stretched to the limits last
summer. This development will remove very necessary trees at a time when we should be planting more. What effect
will this have on the water table and who knows the effect on deeper water aquifers? Should not a study be made of

Mr Schellinck does not live on Quadra and will not feel the effects of
this proposed development of houses, RV sites camp sites etc.
Mr Schellinck will be sitting back collecting a great deal of money while we who live here will be suffering the
consequences of this proposal.
Please deny this application.
Yours truly
Anne Faryon
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Barbara Bryant
r0m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:22 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View & Quadra Links RV Park

From: Carol Foort <cfoort@yahoo.com >
Sent: January 2, 2022 2:57 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Fw: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View & Quadra Links RV Park
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
aring Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV
sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the
consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Carol Foort
Quadra Island

I
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11,2022 1:55 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellink development in Gowland Harbour

From: John Fraser <jwftech@gmail.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 1:19 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellink development in Gowland Harbour
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Hello SRD Representatives:
Hope you are all well and all the best in the New Year.
I oppose the Schellink proposal on several fronts.
carbon loading: 50 lots in the 300k to 1 mil+ range, top dollar in an inflationary market will no doubt warrant deep
ockets and a grand entitlement resulting in hyper development hyper consumerism on every lot. 3000 sq ft high end
homes, a guest cabin/rental (600-800 sq ft), a workshop/studio (1000 sq ft +), a greenhouse, a couple of wood sheds, a
garden...etc..
Development will require intense and ongoing heavy equipment earthwork throughout, much from off island coming
and going, lots of diesel, lots of oil, lots of lube and a lot of gas.
A whole lot of concrete to found above buildings and maximize convenience and maintenance.
Materials coming from long supply chains, around the world, to 'customize' and add value, and to satisfy the owners
ongoing wants, needs and demands. Waste, a lot of it.
So, mm. 2 to 4 vehicles per lot (visitors, renters, contractors,service providers), coming and going in an endless stream.
Pollution and wasted energy. Out of province, fly in visitors.
With other parts of the development, add more traffic, mostly vehicle dependent, more pollution.
2-deforestation,backfill of historic drainage patterns, ditching and erosion: as development continues, water patterns
change, requiring evolving upstream and downstream management.
Increased pollution from home/shop/yard and garden project(s) and maintenance products being flushed,
drained,dumped and ditched and on into the ocean.
3-increased runoff, challenged /depleted aquifers, increased heat through deforestation:
Trees down for development footprint, for view capacity, to fireproof (ironic, since every tree down increases local
heating/drying), to protect buildings, to satisfy insurance demands...etc.
Reduced aquifer recharge, increased drawdown.
-yhow, with climate events increasing exponentially in occurrence and intensity (destruction), it might be wise to
Testrain our incessant growth strategies, economic and otherwise. What we do locally matters.

1

4- does not meet the well thought out OCP.
Thank you for your time.
ohn Fraser
2040 Hyacynthe Bay Rd
P0 451
Heriot Bay, BC.
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ara Bryant

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:19 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Subject: Rezoning application 432/433, Quadra Links

From: james Foort <mfoort@yahoo.com >
Sent: January 2, 2022 5:40 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Subject: Rezoning application 432/433, Quadra Links
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
I —'nd was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV
s__—narina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the
consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,
Michael Foort
Quadra Island
PS. It should be noted that it is SO disheartening that Quadra Islanders spent almost 40 years developing a community
plan only to see it under attack by opportunists. Worse still is the lack of serious push back from our regional board.
Think of how regional directors would feel if projects were being floated and accepted on their streets and
neighborhoods that were against community wishes and values?
MF
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Barbara Bryant

O

il:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 2:08 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Ray Grigg <raygrigg@gicable.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 1:53 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelsonsrd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View, Quadra Island,
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please register into the Public Hearing Record my unreserved opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View
oning application 94/95.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and was never intended for residential, recreational and
commercial development. It is not adjacent to Quathiaski Cove or Heriot Bay, the two communities that the Official
Community Plan has designated as high density village sites.
Quadra, as everywhere on our beleaguered planet, needs trees, and not more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
I would appreciate if applicants for further exemptions from Quadra's OCP gave more consideration to the wellbeing of
the community rather than their own self-interest. Indeed, Mr. Schellinck does not even live on Quadra, and will not
have to bear the consequences of this wholly inappropriate proposed development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Ray Grigg
1087 Topcliff Road
Quadra Island, B.C,

1

Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
Sent:

Tuesday, January 11,202211:27 AM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

EW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View & Quadra Links RV Park

From: Patricia George <quadrablue@icloud.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Fwd: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View & Quadra Links RV Park
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I'm opposed to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95.
Please enter my objection into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
I gather this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck to be used for silviculture. A large
development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more
does not meet the requirement of reforestation and regeneration of land for
sustaining plant and animal species. Including park areas does not a forest make.our
roads and transportation systems ie ferry cannot handle this.
Patti George

I respectfully ask that you deny this application
Box 443 Heriot Bay
Quadra Island

Begin forwarded message:

Dear SRD Rural Directors,

1

Please enter my formal opposition to the Quadra Links RV park rezoning application
432/433 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
Quadra Links asked for rezoning for a Golf course, then they asked for rezoning for a
Subdivision to eliminate the debt for buying the Golf course property, and now they
want an RV park of five acres.
Many trees were removed and wildlife habitat was destroyed for the Golf course and
then the subdivision, and we don't need even more loss.
A huge RV park will destroy the charming ambiance our our neighbourhoods, contribute
to more crowded roads, more sewage, more use of our scarce water, and add to even
longer ferry line-ups.
We already have campgrounds, RV parks, B & Bs, vacation rentals. We do not need
more.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Patti George.
Yours truly, (name),
Quadra Island

2

Barbara Bryant
•

om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:05 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
EW: Schellinck Rezoning application: Gowiland Harbour

Original Message
From: C Guldemond <yesacgo@yahoo.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 8:01 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck Rezoning application: Gowlland Harbour
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To the directors
Please enter my opposition to the Schellinck Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the public hearing
record for Quadra Is. Some concerns that inspire my opposition:
-sylviculture lands should not become residential and recreational developments -community plan designates QCove
nd Heriot Bay as appropriate areas for more dense development. Not anywhere someone has a chunk of land.
ours
•
Cornelis Guldemond
845 Smiths Rd
Box 150 Quathiaski Cove
V0P1N0
Sent from my iPhone
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Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 6, 2022 240 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning Application 94/95, Shellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Original Message
From: don and marg heald <margheald39gmail.com>
Sent: January 6, 2022 2:39 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning Application 94/95, Shellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please consider this to be my letter of opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning
application 94/95 and please enter it into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
his land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silverculture and not for a huge development of house
ites, camping sites, RV sites, and restaurant. Mr Shellinck does not make his home on Quadra
Island, this is totally a money making venture which would have a detrimental effect on our island
resources and rural lifestyle. We are already struggling with incredible ferry lineups and scarce water
supply, and I believe a development of such as Mr. Shellinck proposes does not have a place on
Quadra Island.
I respecifully ask that you please deny this application,
Sincerely,
Margaret Heald
1155 Topcliff Road
Quadra Island, BC
250-285-3864

1

Barbara Bryant

S

m:
sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 11:18AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Val Barr and Grant Hayden <haybar@gicable.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors
I am opposed to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application 95/94. Please record this in the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island. The current silviculture zoning is the best use of this area.
Thank you, Grant Hayden
adra Island

e

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Barbara Bryant

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:06 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View

From: Helen Lee <hleefridayflowers@gmail.com >
Sent: January 3, 2022 7:17 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
'ring Record for Quadra Island.
The proposal does not meet the requirements of the Official Community Plan. The original planned nodes of
development are being ignored by the piece meal approach to every individual proposal coming before the SRD.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture and would involve the conversion of 15 acres of Agricultural Land
Development to Country-Residential for part of the subdivision. This large development of house sites, camping sites,
RV sites, marina, a restaurant and more does not address the environmental impact on the local environment.
The owner has offered to pay some portion of the sewage pipe extension to his development so the rest of the
taxpayers will be effectively subsidizing him.
Given the rapid increase in development taking place on Quadra, we urgently need to reflect upon the impact on
forests, water, sewage, roads, ferry traffic and the sustainability of certain types of tourism on the island through the
development of a new Official Community Plan.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Helen Lee
Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:55 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95 Schellinck Gowlland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Heather <hkstew@uniserve.com>
Sent: January 10, 2022 1:39 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95 Schellinck Gowiland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To Strathcona Regional District Rural Directors
Dear Sirs,
Would you please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck Harbour View rezoning application above into the
ublic Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
My reasons for this are as follows:
History of the applicant: He was given an extensive property on Quadra to manage as silviculture. plus a substantial
amount of cash, in exchange for a property that he was actively logging on Denman Island.
The Conservancy there was unhappy with his poor logging practices in a sensitive area. This was confirmed by several
Quadra Island woodlot owners who visited the site. On his silviculture property on Quadra he has now clearcut much of
the area away from the waterfront. In view of this history can one maintain any confidence in his intentions?
Benefit to Quadra Island: This proposal has little benefit for Quadra Island. It goes against the recent community
plan that is attempting to restrict further large developments to the Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay village areas. To
service outlying areas such as his proposal entails development of roads, hydro ... all of which add to local taxes. In
addition the majority of folks are denied access to large areas of a lovely waterfront. I suspect that given todays recent
land prices, most of the waterfront lots will be purchased by summer visitors to the island,
Scarcity of park land and waterfrontage on Quadra: For an area the size of Quadra there is very limited access to
undeveloped waterfront. Roads in developed areas that are supposed to allow public access to the water are often not
advertised as such and are even allowed to grow over in some cases. The very limited water access below Quadra Loop
has become hugely popular but points the need for more of these people friendly beach areas. The developer of this
supposed silviculture property has been given a jewel, one of the most beautiful undeveloped waterfrontage areas left
on the island. How about donating it as a park for future generations!
Employment for Islanders: The developer does not live on Quadra and in all his past activities has brought his own
people to work on his property rather than involving locals.
Potential waste and sewage problems: The proposed site is fairly close to the April Point development and looks
onto a semi enclosed body of water - there is the problem of waste and sewage from yet a further development.
But above all as already mentioned above, this proposal goes completely against our Community Plan which was
recently updated with a great deal of input and work on the part of many Islanders.
1

I am asking that you look closely at this application and for the many reasons stated, deny this development
application. Respectively submitted by Heather Kellerhals

Heather Kellerhals-Stewart
Box 250
Heriot Bay, B.C.
VOP 1HO
www. kellerhalsstewart.ca
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Barbara Bryant
om:
rent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11,202211:17 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning applications 94 & 95, Schellinck Gowland Harbour Views

From: Dennis Humes <dhumes@telus.net >
Sent: January 10, 2022 8:59 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning applications 94 & 95, Schellinck Gowland Harbour Views
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please include in the "Public Hearing Binder" for Rezoning applications 94 & 95, Rick Schellinck
Gowlland Harbour Views.
To Regional Directors:
As a resident and ratepayer residing at 762 Pidcock Rd, Quathiaski Cove, I am writing to record my total dissatisfaction
=.nd rejection of the proposed rezoning applications 94 & 95 submitted by Rick Schellinck for Gowlland Harbour Views on
_uadra Island.
As I am sure you have heard by a majority of Quadra Islanders, Schellinicks proposal goes against the Official
Community Plan. One of the main decisions regarding property development of Quadra in the OCP was to limit future
development to the two main population centres of Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay. This property is in neither
immediate area and does not meet the main criteria for development set out in the OCP as being within walking
distance of the ferries, stores, and school.
There is no community value, absolutely none, in this attempt by Schellinick to commercially develop this silviculture
land. In fact, this attempt to undermine the OCP for personal gain will set a precedent that will completely threaten the
character of Quadra Island.
After months and countless hours of dedicated community work to develop a coherent community plan agreed upon
by the Quadra Island population, we, again, have to meet a challenge to our plan by an interloper who acquired
silviculture land, not to grow and harvest trees but to commercially develop it. This is an affront to the community and
must not be allowed to go forward.
Regards,
Dennis Humes
762 Pidcock Rd.
P0 Box 663, Quathiaski Cove,
Quadra Island, B.C.
VOP 1NO

1.

Dear SRD Directors,
We are opposed to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95. Please
count us as opposed on the record for this application. We live year-round on Quadra Island,
we are property owners, and tax payers.
Please consider the following issues:
1.Development of existing high-density residential areas, such as around Quathiaski Cove, is
already limited by the lack of knowledge of drinking water resources on Quadra Island.
Consequently, those parts of the 'official community plan' (OCP) are rendered useless until a
comprehensive hydrological survey is performed.
It would be shockingly unfair to those residents who wish to develop their properties in the
QCove area in accordance with the OCP, to be denied due to drinking water concerns, while
a much larger, higher impact development is allowed to proceed, which may draw from the
same aquifer as properties in the QCove area, and further reduce opportunities for local
residents.
2. Gowliand Harbour is a special local recreation area that uniquely provides sheltered waters
with west exposure, that already supports recreational economic activities, and is much
appreciated by the local community. Adding more houses, RV sites, and occupying more of
the waterfront will greatly diminish the natural characteristics that make Gowlland Harbour
special to residents and visitors. Declining recreational value on our island will reduce other
economic opportunities, such as lower-impact tourism like kayaking, wildlife viewing, and
boat tours, which are currently major attractions on Quadra island. It is critical that we
prioritize both the existing economic activity and the quality of life characteristics in our
community, and develop in a way that doesn't adversely impact these priorities.
We respectfully request that the SRD Directors do not approve this application to rezone the
land in Gowiland Harbour.
Best regards,
Alex Hare and Heather Kent
Heriot Bay, Quadra Island
ahare@protonmail.com
heatkentgmail. corn

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
Thursday, January 13, 2022 2:00 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Quadra Island Community Hearing - Quadra Links and Gowland Harbour Views
Quadra Links RV & Gowland Harbour Views Proposal Concerns.pdf

From: Karen Horton <karenhorton061gmail.com >
Sent: January 13, 2022 1:42 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Quadra Island Community Hearing - Quadra Links and Gowland Harbour Views
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Hi Aniko,
Please find attached our thoughts on the two proposals being discussed at the upcoming Community Public Hearing this
month.
=ank you for your time reviewing it.
Regards,
Karen & Bruce

1

January 12, 2022
Strathcona Regional District
Campbell River, BC
Re: Community Public Hearing —
Ouadra Links RV Site Rezoning Application
Gowland Harbour Views Proposal
A. Nelson
anelson@srd.ca
Board of Directors
administration@ srd.ca
Hello,
This letter is in regards to the Rezoning application from Ouadra Links for an RV site on their property.
As residents of Quadra Island, we would like to know why this developer is applying for additional usage of
their property when they have not even completed or occupied the initial subdivision development plan that
they were recently given authorization for.
Requesting to now develop a designated green-space that was part of their initial proposal is ludicrous. For
one, if the approval was based on providing this space how can it be rezoned for more development at a later
date? We would think that this should of been made part of the development plan from the beginning and
authorized at the same time if an additional phase was discussed and agreed upon as such.
The word on the island is that the owners of Rebecca Spit Camp Grounds are already in the works of
increasing their property for a lot more RV sites. If this is the case, would it not be wise for the SRD to wait
and see how this increase of tourists is going to affect our resources and our roads before authorizing any
additional proposals for the same?
Our island is already a victim of our Provincial Governments Tourism pushldrive. Even during this whole
so-called pandemic the advertising has been on the forefront in the media for opening up Quadra Island as if
we are another Tofino. The difference is our ferry service and the residents are expected to carry the brunt of
this promoted greed. Many permanent residents rely on this service which is part of our highway system for
employment and other essential services not offered on the island. Tourists who come to the island do not
necessarily stay on the island during their visits, creating a constant increase in unnecessary ferry traffic
during the day. It is unfortunate that BC Ferries is unwilling to entertain the idea of preferential boarding for
island residents on
of their sailings that may help with the existing issue many of us are experiencing
trying to get to work or appointments on the main island. We are told this is not an option, even though they
already honor certain saiings for Cortes residents over us to assist them for the same reasons.
Introducing two new smaller ferries is not the answer to our traffic issues. Unless there is a solution to
accommodate the influx of ferry traffic in a larger designated ferry parking lot to ease up the backlog on our
streets, this is only going to get worse.
By allowing more RV sites to be developed only causes an increase of unnecessary revolving traffic on an
island that is already currently not equipped to handle it properly or safely, especially with some of larger
RV's. Many of these take up the space of three vehicles, some of the larger ones pulling a vehicle is closer to
four car lengths. These are preventing a substantial number of smaller vehicles from each sailing.
During the heavier summer months there is usually two lanes of overflow traffic parked on Quathiaski Cove

Road, followed by a single lane around the corner on Harper Road towards the Elementary School property.
There has been times that the lineup continues down Heriot Bay Road onto the narrow residential section of
Green Road. Making it almost impossible and unsafe for the larger vehicles to turn around on the single
road to take their place in the back of the line up. Unless BC Ferries is willing to employ enough staff to
patrol all of these areas, it is an accident waiting to happen.
This brings us to the proposal for a Conference Facility put forward by the Whiskey Point Resort. Was this
application not turned down until a proper study was completed because of concerns that our road
infrastructure is incapable of handling the increase of traffic that this may cause? Are these not the same
roads that will potentially be affected with an increase of campers constantly traveling on and off our island?
As we see it, the people that probably would be using the conference rooms can easily walk on the ferry to
this destination and most likely will stay at the resort, if need be. While the other proposal from Quadra
Links will be drawing in recreational vehicles that will most certainly be a much bigger hinder to the roads in
question.
Last year alone has been an eye opener for many of us residents as we witnessed a substantial increase in
ferry traffic. This does not seem to reflect the number of new construction that is being built on our island
which makes us think that the excess of traffic is caused by people living in campers now that a number of
the campgrounds have remained opened during the off season. if we take into account the normal turn-over
rate that these normally have, this is only going to get worse.
It would actually be better having permanent residential lots like the Gowland Harbour Views proposal
instead of this type of business. It appears that Mr. Schellinck has accommodated all of the SRD
requirements and is still having a problem having his proposal accepted. If he has followed through on all of
the necessary changes, why is there such an issue moving forward on this? It sounds like he has been very
cooperative with the SRD. While a few residents are trying to block this proposal, maybe we should focus
on how he can help our small community, especially if he is able to install the necessary water and sewage
treatment systems so it doesn't drain on our existing services.
The main concern that needs to be addressed is if any of these lots are permitting more than one resident as
that will only add to many peoples fear about the increase of population. Also the fact that many of these
larger lots will most likely not be affordable for many full-time residents that are currently renting or looking
to buy. Perhaps there can be a compromise that both Mr Schellinck and the SRD can agree on.
What Quadra Island actually needs more than anything is to provide our younger people an affordable
housing solution instead of focusing on accommodating more tourists. At the end of the day, it is the next
generation that will support our island. Perhaps this developer and the SRD could look at offering an
economical option for them to get into the real estate market by offering a designated property zoned for a
Tiny Home Community or Mobile Home Park which are more affordable in todays market. The tiny home
option would make it easier to transport these on the ferry and maneuver into place. These types of
communities have become very popular and would fit with the island atmosphere if planned correctly,
especially settled in among trees. It would also be most beneficial if these were offered to existing full-time
residents instead of making them available for summer holidayers or non-resident investors. Keeping our
Elementary School open has been the main focus for some time, which means we need to really focus on
providing options for the younger generation to remain living on the island and allowing them to put down
permanent roots.
Thank you for your time in allowing us to share our thoughts on the future of Quadra Island.
Kind regards,
K. Horton
B. Girdlestone
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JAN 112022
Strathcona Regional District

Don Heald
ii Topdiff rd.
Quadra Island

January 5, 2022
SDR RURAL DIRECTORS
SUBJECT; Rezoning application application # 94/95 SCHELLINICK

Dear Directors;
Please consider this to be my letter of opposition to the proposed Gowland
Harbour view rezonirig application 94/95 and enter it into public record for Quadra
Island.
This development goes against the wishes of the vast majority of Quadra
Islanders and would benefit only Mr. Schdllinick and a select few construction contractors
at the expense of the rest of the residents who will have to live with the resulting strain on
our resources and infrastructure, eg. ferry line ups, ground water supplies etc.
Please deny this application.

Respectfully Don HeaJd

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:19 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck Gowlland Harbour Views OCP and Rezoning

From: M.J. Horak <expertobc@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 16, 2022 8:31 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck Gowlland Harbour Views OCP and Rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To whom it may concern,
I oppose the rezoning of this property and am in favour of continuing with the current silviculture zoning.
Considering climate change and local wildlife & ecological factors, this property requires reforestation &
rehabilitation and should be carried out in a timely manner. Also consider there is no meaningful
-frastructure for this type of development--mainly water supply for fire fighting capability which could impact
-irrounding neighbourhoods from an uncontrolled fire.
Additionally, a high-density development will require bylaws for restricting wood burning as a heat source as
well as noise level bylaw, sprinkler systems and many others.
Lastly, ferry and road congestion due to population growth will negatively impact traffic, road conditions, and
public safety. Even with two ferries, there is not enough capacity to meet the influx of new residents, tourist,
local residents, commercial activities and outer islands commuters.

I strongly oppose the rezoning of this property on the above grounds.

Marcela Horak
Quadra Island resident
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Barbara Bryant

bent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:19 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Shellinck Gowland Harbour Views Rezoning. Please enter my comments into public hearing binder!

From: M.J. Horak <expertobc@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 16, 2022 8:28 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Re: Shellinck Gowland Harbour Views Rezoning. Please enter my comments into public hearing binder!
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To whom it may concern,
I oppose the rezoning of this property and am in favour of continuing with the current silviculture zoning.
Considering climate change and local wildlife & ecological factors, this property requires reforestation &
rehabilitation and should be carried out in a timely manner. Also consider there is no meaningful
frastructure for this type of development--mainly water supply for fire fighting capability which could impact
-urrounding neighbourhoods from an uncontrolled fire.
Additionally, a high-density development will require bylaws for restricting wood burning as a heat source as
well as noise level bylaw, sprinkler systems and many others.
Lastly, ferry and road congestion due to population growth will negatively impact traffic, road conditions, and
public safety. Even with two ferries, there is not enough capacity to meet the influx of new residents, tourist,
local residents, commercial activities and outer islands commuters.

I strongly oppose the rezoning of this property on the above grounds.

Jerry Horak
Quadra Island resident
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Barbara Bryant

=ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 1:00PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: To the Directors

From: B Henry <brenthenrys@gmail.com >
Sent: January 17, 2022 12:43 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANeison@srd.ca >
Subject: To the Directors
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Schellinck-Gowland Habour Rezoning Application
I have been a resident of Quadra Island for over 32 years. I have seen much change on this island. Some for the good of
this island, some not so. I am not against change, but also not a proponent of unplanned change, not suiting the needs
of the island.
I am a proponent of change that remediates some of the basic shortages needed at present. With an improved inland
highway completed in recent years and a new two ferry system about to replace our current, overly taxed ferry, I have
doubt that visitors and potential new residents see Quadra as being more accessible than ever before, encouraging
further numbers of people taxing our limited resources and infrastructure.
We have an existing Official Community Plan that was created, through much community participation and debate, to
plan for controlled community minded growth on this island. I think the community expects other developments to also
plan ahead in the same spirit of this document. Quadra Links failed to do so in their original plan. One has to ask
whether they first created a sufficient marketing plan for their development, or whether Quadra Links was just an
attempt to fill local golfers dreams of their own private course. One must attract novice golfers as well as experienced
users to sustain such a plan. This has not happened, and Quadra Links must be asked why. This should have been asked
before they were allowed to change direction and complete their new subdivision. The OFC of 2012, states that
densification on Quadra should take place in the Cove and Heriot Bay areas of the island, along with the
needed infrastructure to facilitate this. The Quadra Links application was never intended to follow the OCP, and should
never have been allowed. It provides housing for only high income earners and taxes the ground water in the area,
which has been lowering in the nearby island test well each year since. Amendment of the OCP for the Quadra Links
project was a big mistake as it suits none of the priority housing needs of the community and has not even generated
enough income to sustain itself!
Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay are the two areas where densification should occur. Smaller lots, and smaller single
family and multi-family dwellings are what are most needed at present, both for a younger population, off island
seasonal workers, and a growing retirement population. We as a community should be concentrating on this first and
not further recreational and upscale housing. Several developers in the Cove are already moving in this direction, now
that there is a sewage system, but can not proceed because of Island Health's concern over adequate drinking water,
necessitating a community drinking water supply.
Adding recreational summer camping lots, which tax ferry, water, and road infrastructure, to support a failed golf
urse is not enough reason to again amend Quadra's Official Community Plan. And if the OCP is not reflecting the
rrect current developmental wishes of the community as a whole, perhaps after 10 years, the OCP should undergo a
community review. But this must be done before further major developments are proposed and ammended for in the
OCP, on this island!
1

Sincerely yours,
Brent Henry,
i.2 Smiths Rd.,
x 40, Quathiaski Cove,
Quadra Island
I, as a 32 year resident of Quadra Island, am disheartened that we are again looking at amending our Official
Community Plan, for a development that clearly does not fit within the community's development guidelines.
With the recent completion of the inland island highway and the near future minimal expansion of our ferry system,
impending growth on the island must conform to the communities growth guidelines, ie the Official Community Plan.
The OCP calls for densification in both Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay. The idea of densification is to provide higher
density, more affordable housing for our younger families, seasonal off-island workers, and our growing retirement
population, all of which are badly needed.
This is the only sensible way for the community to counter soaring single unit housing prices! Suburbia on Quadra Island
is not! The Schellinck proposal only provides more high cost upper middle class dwellings, increased usage of our ferry
system, more commuting to the Cove, for services, with single occupant vehicles, and more decrease of valuable carbon
sink forest, on land that was intended for silva culture usage! Island residential growth needs to be focused in higher
density areas, such as Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove.
Some developers have already started in the higher densification of Quathiaski Cove, but have been hampered by lack
of infrastructure for this growth. The Cove has a sewage system, but is lacking an adequate drinking water supply.
Water is only provided by individual wells only, and island Health is now requiring stringent expensive water treatment
requirements, that are becoming an obstacle to further densification, that in turn begs the question whether it is time
for a community water system. Surburban-like development, like the Schellinck proposal, with its lack of centralized
services, other than shelter and recreation, is not the answer. It is too far removed from Quathiaski Cove for the density
proposed. It does not make planning sense! The regional district should be making every effort to aid the densification
the Cove and the necessary infrastructures for that development, including if necessary, the creation of a community
-ater system! It should also put on hold poorly suited development, achieved only through amendment to the OCP. If
the trend is for an increasing number of applications to our OCP, perhaps it is time to first review that 10 year old
document!
Sincerely yours,
Brent Henry
712 Smiths Rd.,
Box 40,
Quathiaski Cove
Quadra Island
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO TifiS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:

Signed

Address
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To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO TIllS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT

Reason:

Signed

Address
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No. 94AN1) 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO TillS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:

Signed
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Barbara Bryant
—om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:53 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW:

From: Gail Johnson <gailj218@gmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 11:06 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: jimabram@xplorenet.ca
Subject:
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To be included in the public hearing binder
Re bylaws no. 94 and 95. OCP/ Rezoning Schellinck
I am opposed to this development.
is land is for silviculture not a subdivision, trailer park, resort.
t is best for the island that it remains as forested land for many reasons.
Sincerely
Gail Johnson
580 Cutter Road
Heriot Bay, Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
('om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11,2022 11:26 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Gordon James <mgjames@twincomm.ca >
Sent: January 11, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV
es, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the
consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Martha James
Quadra Island
Sent from my iPad
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Tuesday, January 11, 2022
jimabram@xplorenet.ca
anelson@xplornet.ca

To the Strathcona Regional District Directors:

As a Gowlland Harbour land owner, I am asking you please, not to go forward with the
project on Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward Distinct Plan V1P860955 and land covered by
water being part of the bed of Discovery Passage. Please do not re-designate this parcel
Silviculture to part Country Residential and part of the bed of Discovery Passage. We do
not want, or need, a residential subdivision, commercial resort, campground and a
commercial dock. It will forever damage Quadra and Gowlland Harbour Island by:

1. Making the Ferries more overloaded than they are already.
2. There will be permanent deforestation and loss of natural habitat.
3. Increasing marine water pollution and deplete sea and air creatures around Gowlland
Harbour.
4. Increasing air pollution and green house gases.
5. Increasing garbage pick up problems. They can hardly pick up the garbage that Quadra
has on Wednesdays.
6.This development will disrupt ground water recharge.

In my opinion, this project will damage our beautiful Quadra Island and Gowlland
Harbour forever, and will reduce our quality of life. I am saying "No" to this rezoning
application and am greatly opposed to this development.
Please save this property and leave the heritage trees standing and save beautiful
Quadra Island for future generations. Also, please contact Archaeologists so that they can
document the prehistoric sites that are on this land. We greatly enjoy our amazing quiet

rural life style here. Please, feel free to contact me if I can be of any further assistance.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Jones
c347751 5©rogers.com
1115 West Road
403-391-1141 (cell)

Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
Sent:

January 10, 2022 5:53 PM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Bylaws no.94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck

From: Jeff Kingstone <jeffkingstone47@gmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 10:56 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Bylaws no.94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To be included in the public hearing binder:
I am opposed to this development.
Signed Jeff J. Kingstone
580 Cutter Road
(riot Bay BC
P0 Box 287 Heriot Bay VOP 1HO

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:29 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95. Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Lynda and Kelvin <hview@island.net>
Sent: January 11, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95. Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour view rezoning application 94/95 into the public
hearing records for Quadra Island.
is land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of houses, campsites, RV site,
Marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on earth right now needs trees and we do not need more traffic on our roads, more
unbelievable lineups at the ferry, for camping and RV Parks.
He does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you denied this application.
Yours truly,
Lynda and Kelvin Kerr
1133 West Rd.
Gowlland Harbour
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Subject:

Fern Kornelsen <fernkornelsen@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 11,20229:03 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To the SRD Rural Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for use as silviculture; the trade was not offered with the intent to create a huge
development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
On Quadra, as elsewhere globally, we are experiencing first-hand the extremes of unprecedented, human-caused
climate change. We need our trees. We emphatically do not need traffic congestion on our small roads, constant multisailing waits at the ferry, and more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture on the part of Mr Schellinck, with no concern for local values, our Official
Community Plan, or climate mitigation. Unlike those of us who make Quadra our home, he is a non-resident who will
never have to bear the consequences of his development.
Therefore I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
ncereiy,
Fern Kornelsen
Box 30 Heriot Bay BC
250-203-2842
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 12:12 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Marianne Kaplan <mkaplan@shaw.ca >
Sent: January 18, 2022 12:00 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the SRD Rural Directors:
I hope you are still accepting comments on the Rezoning Application for the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View project. I
would like to express my strong opposition to this application and project.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for use as silviculture; the trade was not offered with the intent to create a huge
development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
rge-scale development such as this has no place on Quadra. Lets consider developments that fulfill the housing needs
TisIand residents, not one that encourages summer-time congestion of our roads from visitors in massive RV's.
The extremes of climate change are being felt on Quadra as in other parts of the world. We need our trees.
Mr Schellinck clearly has no concern for local values, our Official Community Plan, or climate mitigation. Unlike those of
us who make Quadra our home, he is a non-resident who will never have to bear the consequences of his development.
Therefore I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,
Marianne Kaplan
2140 Hyacinthe Bay Road
Quadra Island
BC
VON 1HO
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Barbara Bryant

-cent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 19, 2022 10:55AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Opposition to proposed Bylaws 94 & 95

From: nadia kuhl <kuhlnadia@gmail.com >
Sent: January 19, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Opposition to proposed Bylaws 94 & 95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the Strathcona Regional Directors presiding & deciding on proposed Bylaws 94 & 95:
I have also attached a letter written by a fellow Quadra Islander as their words are in keeping with my own concerns.
Quadra Islands lack of affordable housing and a potentially limited source of potable water if too many investment or
vacation homes are built, are a great concern. We are on the cusp of big changes for our little island. Keeping the school
=should be a high priority. 51 new vacation homes owned by retired folk or those who live elsewhere will not build
mmunity here, but rather tear it apart. Another RV community using resources and clogging up the ferries and roads
=s not in keeping with community and quality of life for islanders. Continuous growth in property values will eventually
make Quadra un-livable for young families. Our businesses will struggle to employ and there will be a lack of community
life if we continue to encourage vacation home growth only.
These proposed bylaws will push Quadra Island further down a car-centric road in a time when we must be moving
away from carbon intensive lifestyles; leaning in, densifying our walkable areas. The ferry, bless it, will never quench the
appetite of vehicles for access to our island. Quality of life is why we choose to move here, having a functional ferry is a
necessity. This proposal with its 51 lots, resort & RV campground promises to interfere with that balance.
Hardly any of Quadra Island is suited to an increase in RV traffic. Quadra has only one seven kilometre stretch of road
with a marked pedestrian shoulder, all other roads are too narrow to offer such amenity. Quadra's narrow roads are
shared with many year-round cycling & walking islanders plus summer throngs of cyclists: increased RV density without
proper road infrastructure is unsafe. Low-carbon commuting is sustainability: as our community pedals they need to
feel safe on our narrow roads. Increasing the numbers of RVs jeopardizes non-vehicle-user safety and therefore island
sustainability as personal safety on roads nudges folks away from low-carbon commuting.
"11.28.12 PARCEL AREA" states that while the lot size shall be 2.47 acres, "a subdivision with parcels smaller than the
identified minimum lot area above may be created...provided the overall average parcel size of all lots within the master
planned community is equal to the minimum lot area required". My imagined optics: tiny slices of land, each with a
driveway and two car garage, each 20% covered in buildings (see "11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE"). This does not give me
"affordable housing" vibes, more like "gated community" vibes.
iS QCove needs "urban density" [and affordable housing] but for manageability of our downtown core, density within
reasonable walking distance is immeasurably superior. This proposal would unfortunately increase vehicle density in the
Cove — an issue OCove's infrastructure is not prepared for.
1

This land under discussion is currently zoned Silviculture. Most of the parcel has been harvested and it will be many
decades till it is harvestable again. But on a steep slope with an understory of skunk cabbage there is a pocket of first
rowth elder trees, among them lives Quadra's biggest spruce tree. This tree and its companions need preservation. I
rge the Regional District to consider how this small pocket of old growth on the edge of Gowlland Harbour can be
preserved in perpetuity. The proposal as it stands has no park mapped into it. So while the staff report states "35.1 ac of
land is to be provided as public parks and trails" these are not shown in the proposal. As such I cannot find this staff
comment trustworthy.
Thoughtful development is focused on sustainability & walkability and fits within Quadra's OCP. These proposed
changes do not meet these criteria. Instead, these proposed bylaws create brand new zoning never before applied to
Quadra Island properties and in contravention of Quadra's current OCP.
I urge the Strathcona Regional Directors to refuse these proposed bylaws.
Thank you for your time,
Nadia Kuhl
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Barbara Bryant
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 20, 2022 5:23 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Proposed by-laws 94 and 95

From: delano kuhl <kuhldelano@hotmail.com>
Sent: January 20, 2022 5:08 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Proposed by-laws 94 and 95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the Strathcona Regional Directors presiding & deciding on proposed Bylaws 94 & 95:

The following is a letter from a fellow Quadra island local. I concur.

These proposed bylaws will push Quadra Island further down a car-centric road in a time when we must be
moving away from carbon intensive lifestyles; leaning in, densifying our walkable areas. The ferry, bless it, will
never quench the appetite of vehicles for access to our island. Quality of life is why we choose to move here,
having a functional ferry is a necessity. This proposal with its 51 lots, resort & RV campground promises to
interfere with that balance.

Hardly any of Quadra Island is suited to an increase in RV traffic. Quadra has only one seven kilometre stretch
of road with a marked pedestrian shoulder, all other roads are too narrow to offer such amenity. Quadra's
narrow roads are shared with many year-round cycling & walking islanders plus summer throngs of cyclists:
increased RV density without proper road infrastructure is unsafe. Low-carbon commuting is sustainability: as
our community pedals they need to feel safe on our narrow roads. Increasing the numbers of RVs jeopardizes
non-vehicle-user safety and therefore island sustainability as personal safety on roads nudges folks away from
low-carbon commuting.

"11.28.12 PARCEL AREA" states that while the lot size shall be 2.47 acres, "a subdivision with parcels smaller
an the identified minimum lot area above may be created...provided the overall average parcel size of all lots
within the master planned community is equal to the minimum lot area required". My imagined optics: tiny

slices of land, each with a driveway and two car garage, each 20% covered in buildings (see "11.28.10
PARCEL COVERAGE"). This does not give me "affordable housing" vibes, more like "gated community" vibes.

YES QCove needs "urban density" [and affordable housing] but for manageability of our downtown core,
density within reasonable walking distance is immeasurably superior. This proposal would unfortunately
increase vehicle density in the Cove — an issue QCove's infrastructure is not prepared for.
This land under discussion is currently zoned Silviculture. Most of the parcel has been harvested and it will be
many decades till it is harvestable again. But on a steep slope with an understory of skunk cabbage there is a
pocket of first growth elder trees, among them lives Quadra's biggest spruce tree. This tree and its
companions need preservation. I urge the Regional District to consider how this small pocket of old growth on
the edge of Gowlland Harbour can be preserved in perpetuity. The proposal as it stands has no park mapped
into it. So while the staff report states "35.1 ac of land is to be provided as public parks and trails" these are not
shown in the proposal. As such I cannot find this staff comment trustworthy.
Thoughiful development is focused on sustainability & walkability and fits within Quadra's OCP. These
proposed changes do not meet these criteria. Instead, these proposed bylaws create brand new zoning never
before applied to Quadra Island properties and in contravention of Quadra's current OCP.

I urge the Strathcona Regional Directors to refuse these proposed bylaws.

Thank you for your time

Delano Kuhl
Kuhl Construction Ltd
Box 414
Quadra Island BC
VOP IHO

1-204-212-0492
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Barbara Bryant
•

Aniko Nelson
January 21, 2022 444 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW 94/95 rezoning app

om:
bent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Original Message
From: Geraldine Kenny <geraldinekuniserve.com>
Sent: January 21, 2022 4:44 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: 94/95 rezoning app.
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Directors,
rmally wish to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95. I oppose
is development because this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. It was not to be a
huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more. Quadra
island needs affordable housing for young families and seniors not a self serving development for the
wealthy from away. I totally resent and reject this application. It is monstrous.
Quadra right now, needs to concentrate on keeping our forests intact, reducing our carbon foot print
and keeping unnecessary development in check. There are limits to growth on a small island and a
development of such scale does not enhance the identity or quality of life on Quadra island. We do
not want to become like everybody else, traffic and ferry congestion, water scarcity and over taxing
our natural resources.
As Schellnick does not live on Quadra, he will not have to endure the consequences of his totally
unrealistic development. This is a profit and development venture. His disregard for the natural
beauty and ambiance of the island in conjunction with his disrespect for residents is indicative of a
money grabbing developer. He needs to be stopped.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Geraldine Kenny
1110 MILTON RD.
Quadra Island
1

Barbara Bryant

5tTt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 2:07 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

From: Michael Layer <michael.laver@twincomm.ca >
Sent: January 4, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
-=ns land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as si/vicu/ture, not to become a major development of house sites, camping sites,
RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
1

Quadra, as everywhere on the planet right now, needs trees and green space, an application for which this property is
currently zoned. We do not need more traffic on our small roads, more intolerable line-ups at the ferry terminals, more
camping and RV parks.
This is nothing more than a money-making venture by an absentee entrepreneur. Because he does not even live on
Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours sincerely,
Michael Layer
Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 5, 2022 9:23 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

From: Francis <sillyfish@twincomm.ca>
Sent: January 4, 2022 10:45 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelsonsrd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
=1s land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a major development of house sites, camping sites,
RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.

Quadra, as everywhere on the planet right now, needs trees and green space, for which this property is currently
zoned. We do not need more traffic on our small roads, more intolerable line-ups at the ferry terminals, more
camping and RV parks.
This is nothing more than a money-making venture by an absentee entrepreneur. Because he does not even live on
Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours sincerely,
Francis Layer
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
0m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:39 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Bob Lloyd <beatonlloyd@gmail.com >
Sent: January 8, 2022 11:33 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelsonwsrd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
lease enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into
e Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
My understanding is that this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. The community plan DOES
NOT support silviculture land being turned into a large development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites,
marina, restaurant and more.
This past summer was an indication of Quadra reaching its saturation point of visitors. Three hour waits for the
ferry were a conunon occurrence. We do not need more traffic on our small roads, more unbelievable line-ups
at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
Mr. Schellinck is not a Quadra resident and will not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Robert Lloyd
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:05 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Kathie Landry <landrykathie56@gmail.com >
Sent: January 11, 2022 8:00 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
'ase enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the
=olic Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping
sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
I am opposed for (1) environmental and (2) community capacity reasons.
1) Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees. Even with small green spaces, this will effectively
be a clear cut. This destroys soil, habitat and causes siltation. Deforestation also impacts the grounds ability to
absorb rainwater. We have very limited knowledge of the amount of ground water available into the future to
support the current population. Dramatically increasing the year round, as well as recreational population,
before we have some understanding of water supply is not prudent.
2) We do not need more traffic on our small roads, and more unbelievable ferry line-ups at the ferry. From
June through September people regularly waited 2-3 hours to board ferries from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.daily. This is
extremely difficult for those who live here and work in Campbell River such as nurses and other health care
providers.
I am not opposed to small scale affordable housing developments for seniors and families on Quadra Island,
or the village concepts' as per our Official Community Plan. Many thousands of volunteer hours went into
developing this plan and it included young adults to aging seniors.
However, large developments that invite ever increasing numbers of people who will put pressure on our local
resources and infrastructure is unconscionable
is is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have
to bear the consequences of this development.
1

I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
jrs truly,
=nie Landry
196 Quadra Loop
Quadra Island
I am grateful to live on the unceded traditional territory of the Salish E'iksan, Tatpu'us, Yayaqwlltah, Komokwe and the
Laich-Kwil-Tach We-Wai-Kai Nations known as the 'Land of Plenty' to the Indigenous people. I am aware that
the privileges! enjoy as a settler are at the expense of the Indigenous people and am committed to working
towards reparation.
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Barbara Bryant

sent:
To:
Subject:

Hanna Lewandowski <earthlightpottery@yahoo.ca >
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:05 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca; Aniko Nelson; Jim Abram
Opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Directors,
please, enter my formal opposition to the Gowland Harbour Viev (Mr. Schellinck) re-zoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island. My opposition is based on the following beliefs:
1. Quadra Island absolutely does not need another subdivision consisting of 50 some houses, 20 sites RV park, a
restaurant and marina.
-the human density on the Island is increasing to the level of discomfort.
-the existing restaurants already have problems surviving outside of the summer season.
-there already is a marina - across the water from the proposed one. It is called April Point
underused.

Marina, and it is

2. Proposed houses will not in any way help the existing affordable housing problems - this will be a cluster of expensive,
acreage-based housing that will contribute to traffic density, air and water pollution, noise and ferry overloads. Existing
roads leading to the area will not be able to handle this volume of traffic.
3. The property was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and should probably remain there. Deforestation of Quadra
.nd is progressing rapidly in every area. The link between deforestation and decreased water retention is known, but
— hydrological situation of Quadra Island is not. 50 plus housing proposal will have an unpredictable impact on ground
water levels. Development of a park within the subdivision is yet another urban delusion that the Island does not need we have parks, they are called forests.
4. Creation of more subdivisions and such is seriously impacting the natural setting we live in, and deprives our wildlife of
natural habitat. I think the time has come to start not only thinking about it, but also doing something about it by denying
such applications. Wilderness of the world has been reduced to 35% of the land.
5.This project contradicts all that we should encompass as Quadra Island dwellers, and that is attempts at building
economically and ecologically feasible, low-impact lifestyle. The existing OCP, that Mr. Schellinck proposes to override is
in support of such community development. Mr. Schellinck's 'Kingdom within Kingdom" is not. It is my understanding that
he does not even live on Quadra Island - he will develop and move on, never having to suffer the consequences that we
all will.
Please, stop this development.
Respectfully submitted by
Hanna Lewandowski
689 Plaza Road, Quathiaski Cove, British Columbia
A tax-paying and voting full time resident of Quadra Island.
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Strathcona Regional District

Avi Luxenburg
P.O. Box 586
Heriot Bay, BC VOP I HO
January 3, 2022

Strathcoria Regional District Rural Directors
#301-990 Cedar St.,
Campbell River,
BC V9W7Z8
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, SchelUnck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for silviculture, not for development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites,
marina, restaurants or other ventures.
Can we please return to the question of "need"? VVhat is in the best, long-term interest of Quadra and its
inhabitants? Do Quadra residents need an exacerbation of some of the challenges that we are already facing? Do
we need more demand on what appears to be a dwindling water supply, or busier roads, or longer ferry wait-lines,
or fewer forests?
The intent of Quadra's Official Community Plan was to "discourage the creation of new settlement areas", clearly
this proposal is in violation of that and works only to further Mr. Schellirick's private ambitions and personal
advantage.
What does Quadra need?
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,

Avi Luxenburg
Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
m:
bent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 2:42 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCPlRezoning Schellinck

From: Linda Lessard <Iinda.lessard57@gmail.com >
Sent: January 14, 2022 2:40 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

January, 14, 2022
A. Nelson
Regional District Office
330-990, Cedar Street,
Campbell River, BC
• 9W 7Z8
To the Directors;
To be included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95— OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK
I am opposed to this development.
I will not enumerate all the reasons why I am opposed to this development as I know you have read
them all.
Suffice to say that so many years ago Quadra islanders designed a Community Plan. The idea was
to help preserve the quality of life on the island while making it possible for controlled development.
This plan includes two high density areas. The rest of the island has limits on size and use of
properties.
The Schellinck Rezoning proposition will put a drain on local resources and offer nothing positive for
the island and its residents. It is in opposition of COMMUNITY VALUES 2.1 and SETTLEMENT
PATTERNS 2.2A (I, II, VI, and VII) from the Community Plan. This area of the island is "Silviculture
designated forest land and Agricultural Land Reserve" and it should remain that way to protect the
integrity of the area.
I want my opposition to this rezoning noted and included. Please reply to this email to acknowledge
that you have received it and are counting my opposition.
Thank you,
inda Lessard
P0 Box 358,
1197 Dawnray Rd,
Quathiaski Cove, BC
1

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 6:18 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: To be Included in the Public Hearing Binder

From: Bonnie Latham <cblatham@telus.net>
Sent: January 17, 2022 6:16 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: To be Included in the Public Hearing Binder
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Re: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK and QUADRA LINKS RV SITE REZONING APPLICATION
We are opposed to the above two developments. We can no longer sit by and watch the rampant signs of development
in this fundamentally rural community. Huge swaths of trees have been erased from the natural landscape which has
now been proven detrimental to the earth's vital atmosphere. There must be a return to the original goal of silviculture
to preserve these important contributors, and to mitigate the rapid changes in our climate - NOW A few years, even
e year might prove to be too late.
ur community needs 'Smart Growth', as strategized in the original OCP for Quadra, not rural sprawl. Adding
subdivisions that include huge infrastructure requirements not to mention the high-end housing is ludicrous. Then there
are the collateral negative effects of natural habitat loss for wildlife, and damage to the precious diversity of the island
ecosystem. Token offerings by the developer are naive and insulting. And what about the pollution to the marine
ecosystem? Also, and this refers more specifically to the plans for a large RV park (golf course Board of Directors), there
is the added stress on the transportation infrastructure, specifically the ferry, which is already a burgeoning
problem. Line-ups, long waits (what about the residents that have medical appts or urgent business in Campbell River
or further?) The 'new ferries' are supposed to mitigate these issues - hah!, it's going to be a nightmare for a good long
while after they begin service, what with the somewhat dazed parking lot crew of this past summer season. So add to
all this confusion of the usual summer trade (lots and lots of extra RVs and cars), further development means more cardependent folks moving in. And housing or rentals for average folks that can't afford the luxury neighborhood?? Forget
it; there's already a dearth in affordable housing or rentals.
Finally, what about potable water? There should not be any development until it is determined if Quadra Island can
handle more population. Currently there is a team of folks under the auspices of ICAN, who are investigating the
viability of our water sources, studies of which haven't been updated since 2013, so until it is established whether or not
Quadra can sustain further large scale development, the regional district should turn down these applications or declare
a moratorium until sustainability studies have been completed, and then based on the evidence, decide what's
appropriate. In the meantime a revisit to the original OCP is the best option.
Bonnie and Curt Latham
197 Quadra Loop, Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 19, 2022 9:16 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Opposition Letter

From: Bonnie Latham <cblatham@telus.net >
Sent: January 18, 2022 6:26 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>; Jim Abram (jimabramxplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Opposition Letter
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Re: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK and QUADRA LINKS RV SITE REZONING APPLICATION
We are opposed to the above two developments. We can no longer sit by and watch the rampant signs of development
in this fundamentally rural community. Huge swaths of trees have been erased from the natural landscape which has
now been proven detrimental to the earth's vital atmosphere. There must be a return to the original goal of silviculture
to preserve these important contributors, and to mitigate the rapid changes in our climate - NOW! A few years, even
one year might prove to be too late.
—ur community needs 'Smart Growth', as strategized in the original OCP for Quadra, not rural sprawl. Adding
subdivisions that include huge infrastructure requirements not to mention the high-end housing is ludicrous. Then there
are the collateral negative effects of natural habitat loss for wildlife, and damage to the precious diversity of the island
ecosystem. Token offerings by the developer are naive and insulting. And what about the pollution to the marine
ecosystem? Also, and this refers more specifically to the plans for a large RV park (golf course Board of Directors), there
is the added stress on the transportation infrastructure, specifically the ferry, which is already a burgeoning
problem. Line-ups, long waits (what about the residents that have medical appts or urgent business in Campbell River
or further?) The 'new ferries' are supposed to mitigate these issues - hah!, it's going to be a nightmare for a good long
while after they begin service, what with the somewhat dazed parking lot crew of this past summer season. So add to
all this confusion of the usual summer trade (lots and lots of extra RVs and cars), further development means more cardependent folks moving in. And housing or rentals for average folks that can't afford the luxury neighborhood?? Forget
it; there's already a dearth in affordable housing or rentals.
Finally, what about potable water? There should not be any development until it is determined if Quadra Island can
handle more population. Currently there is a team of folks under the auspices of ICAN, who are investigating the
viability of our water sources, studies of which haven't been updated since 2013, so until it is established whether or not
Quadra can sustain further large scale development, the regional district should turn down these applications or declare
a moratorium until sustainability studies have been completed, and then based on the evidence, decide what's
appropriate. In the meantime a revisit to the original OCP is the best option.
Bonnie Latham
197 Quadra Loop, Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
0m:

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 19, 2022 9:16 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: letter of opposition

From: Bonnie Latham <cblatham@telus.net>
Sent: January 18, 2022 6:22 PM

To: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>; Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: letter of opposition
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Re: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK and QUADRA LINKS RV SITE REZONING APPLICATION
We are opposed to the above two developments. We can no longer sit by and watch the rampant signs of development
in this fundamentally rural community. Huge swaths of trees have been erased from the natural landscape which has
now been proven detrimental to the earth's vital atmosphere. There must be a return to the original goal of silviculture
to preserve these important contributors, and to mitigate the rapid changes in our climate - NOW! A few years, even
one year might prove to be too late.
ur community needs 'Smart Growth', as strategized in the original OCP for Quadra, not rural sprawl. Adding
subdivisions that include huge infrastructure requirements not to mention the high-end housing is ludicrous. Then there
are the collateral negative effects of natural habitat loss for wildlife, and damage to the precious diversity of the island
ecosystem. Token offerings by the developer are naive and insulting. And what about the pollution to the marine
ecosystem? Also, and this refers more specifically to the plans for a large RV park (golf course Board of Directors), there
is the added stress on the transportation infrastructure, specifically the ferry, which is already a burgeoning
problem. Line-ups, long waits (what about the residents that have medical appts or urgent business in Campbell River
or further?) The 'new ferries' are supposed to mitigate these issues - hah!, it's going to be a nightmare for a good long
while after they begin service, what with the somewhat dazed parking lot crew of this past summer season. So add to
all this confusion of the usual summer trade (lots and lots of extra RVs and cars), further development means more cardependent folks moving in. And housing or rentals for average folks that can't afford the luxury neighborhood?? Forget
it; there's already a dearth in affordable housing or rentals.
Finally, what about potable water? There should not be any development until it is determined if Quadra Island can
handle more population. Currently there is a team of folks under the auspices of ICAN, who are investigating the
viability of our water sources, studies of which haven't been updated since 2013, so until it is established whether or not
Quadra can sustain further large scale development, the regional district should turn down these applications or declare
a moratorium until sustainability studies have been completed, and then based on the evidence, decide what's
appropriate. In the meantime a revisit to the original OCP is the best option.
Curt Latham
197 Quadra Loop
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9.10 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW. Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No94 & 95 - OCP Rezoning Schellinck

Original Message
From: J0 Leanne <joleanne33gmail.com>
Sent: January 17, 2022 6:44 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No94 & 95 - OCP Rezoning Schellinck
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear Mr. Nelson,
Please be advised that as a full time resident of Quadra Island I would greatly appreciate it if you
would take into account my concern and opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning
Application. Development of the island in this way would have many negative impacts on this small
nd mass. The services which protect and provide emergency care are already struggling to keep
p to current demands. The costs both to the ecosystems of the island and its present community
should not be traded off in favour of a developer increasing his profits.
Regards,
L Logan
250-285-2218
1496 West Road,
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
rom:
0ent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9:15 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder Re BYLAWS No.94 and 95 -OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK

From: Lilianne Langevin <liliannelangevin@hotmail.com>
Sent: January 17, 2022 11:25 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder Re BYLAWS No.94 and 95 -OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re BYLAWS No.94 and 95 -OCPI
REZONING SCHELLINCK

To the Strathcona Regional Directors,

This letter is in regards to the proposed amendments to the Zoning ByLaws # 94-95 for the OCP and The
Schellinck property Development (DL 208). As the owner of the adjacent property in the ALR (Lot 2 DL 207) I
am directly affected by this proposal.

I am not against development, tourism, logging practices or growth if carefully planned and properly managed.
The proposal for the creation and subdivision of 51 lots, Resort, RV Campground, Cafe and Commercial
Marina however are in my opinion not a reasonable approach for the area. With our climate already changing I
fear the impact all these new houses, lawns and gardens will have on our current water supply. Having
removed a vast portion of forests and with initial roads in place, it will certainly affect our water supply.

Other important points to mention are the impact the added traffic will have on our undeveloped infrastructure.
Already, with the increased tourism, navigating the narrow roads in the Cove during the summer months is a
nightmare and just plain dangerous. Ferry overloads are a daily occurrence with cars improperly lined up all
e way to the school blocking the entire lanes and all these travelers walking about. The upcoming second
rry will certainly not be the solution if we increase the density at that rate with this large subdivision.

1

Mr Schellinck is proposing "Affordable Housing". With a lot size of 2.47 acres or smaller, the cost of building
and creating private properties will not fit in the category of "Affordable" in this proposition.

This property is currently zoned Silviculture. Although severely harvested at this time, there is a large section
that should definitely be left untouched in order to preserve the fair sized trees still standing and to provide a
corridor for the abundant wildlife. Mr Schellinck has threatened to cut down that remaining section of forest
before. The application for the changes to the zoning of the Silviculture should not be accepted.

The portion of the application submitted for Commercial zoning is also questionable. A Marina and
Commercial dock built in the area suggested doesn't make sense. The Bay is extremely shallow and is nothing
but a mud flat at low tide. Will this suggest an application to dredge the Bay at a later date to accommodate a
dock and vessels visiting his "Resort"? Once again a pristine area that should be preserved and not developed
for commercial purposes.

I also question the impact the amount of people moving about, driving and hiking trails in this subdivision will
look like once residents are in place. A once quiet forest became nothing but noise for several years now.
Road building equipment, chainsaws etc.... Not to mention the multiple fires started when burn piles were lit
too late in season, two of them threatening my property. As a Professional Registered Forester, Mr
Schellinck's forestry practices are certainly questionable.

Quadra Island's future development should be focused on sustainability. A well planned urban hotmaildensity
project that could work with the OCP in the Cove would be ideal but a development of this size that requires
changes to zoning to simply please the heart of one eager developer is not what the Island needs. As
mentioned before, this sets a precedent to zoning changes that could seriously affect the Island and its future
generations.

These proposed changes to the zoning By-Laws should not be accepted.

Sincerely,

Lilianne Lange yin
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FEB 2 2022
Strathcons Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to, understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my fonnal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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FEB 23 2022
Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Is land.
respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 6, 2022 3:36 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Gowiland Harbour Views proposal

Get Outlook for lOS
From: Kent Macaulay <kentmacaulay3@gmail.com >
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:22:02 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Gowlland Harbour Views proposal
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the Rural Directors of Strathcona Regional District--

r entry into the public record:

We are writing to express our deep concern about the Gowiland Harbour Views proposal submitted by Rick
Schellinck. We believe that Quadra Island could handle and even benefit from some level of further development, but
only if this development is modest, measured and carefully planned. This proposal, in contrast, is major in scope re the
number of new residents and visitors involved, leading to inevitable strain on our neighbourhood's narrow roads and
water supply. We also share the worry of many Quadra Islanders about even longer ferry line-ups resulting from a
potentially sudden substantial increase in ferry users. Moreover, we are dismayed at the prospect of this sizeable area
of land being removed from Silviculture zoning and, in effect, being deforested permanently.

For these reasons, we would respectfully urge you to reject this proposal. Thank you for considering our comments.

Kent Macaulay and Thom Knutson
860 Prentice Place
P.O. Box 100
Quathiaski Cove, BC VOP 1NO

1

Barbara Bryant
m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:22 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
SRD Schellinck doc.doc

From: Michael Mascall <michquadra@gmail.com>
Sent: January 2, 2022 2:16 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

January 2, 2022

SRD Rural Directors <>,
Re: Rezoning application #94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Dear Aniko Nelson and SRD Rural Directors,
Please accept my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.

This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for forestry and not for the development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites,
marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture for Mr. Schellinck is not adding anything to the quality of life in our Quadra Island
community.

.

also in violation of our OCP.

1

I respectfully ask that you deny this application,

Yours Sincerely,

Michael Mascall

Box 441 He riot Bay, BC

AVaSt

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com

Barbara Bryant
rom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:21 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Janis McLean <trailqueen51@gmail.com >
Sent: January 2, 2022 3:38 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <AN elson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I am a long-time resident of Quadra Island (over 30 years). I have been following this situation closely since Mr.
Schellinck first acquired this land in a trade deal because of his unpopularity on Denman Island. The land is zoned
Silviculture and should remain so.
We need the trees much more than we need a huge development of housing sites, camping sites, RV sites, a marina and
restaurant. Besides the impact of more tree loss on the Island, this type of development would mean much more
affic on narrow roads, impacting the safety of other users and contributing to crumbling infrastructure. Overloads at
the ferry terminal are beyond belief in the tourist season (since 2016 when Quadra Island somehow became an
irresistible tourist destination). The situation only slightly improves in the off-season now. We do not need this type of
development contributing to our ferry woes.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly, Janis McLean
Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:16 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Quadra development proposals

From: donmlo donmlO@telus.net <donmlO@telus.net >
Sent: January 3, 2022 11:09 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Quadra development proposals
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
ease include my opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 in the Public Hearing
Record for Quadra Island.
Mr Shellinck acquired this land for silviculture. Quadra needs its trees more than it needs more traffic, more camping,
more RV sites etc.
Mr Shellinck has a history of acquiring good forestry land, logging it flat and attempting inappropriate development.
Mr Shellinck is not a Quadra resident.
Regards,
Donald McEachern
535 Pinetree Drive, Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
December 30, 2021 8:17 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Shellinck - Gowland Harbour Views, Quadra Links -RV sites.
Letter to SRD re development. .odt

From: emackay@gicable.com <emackay@gicable.com>
Sent: December 29, 2021 3:01 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabramxplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Shellinck - Gowland Harbour Views, Quadra Links -RV sites.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please find attached my response to the above proposed developments. I request that they be entered in
the Public Hearing Binder for the two projects.

1

I have been a resident of Quadra Island since 1998 active in various community groups and activities
over that time span. I was here for the development of the original Community Plan. I appreciate the
amount of work and consultation that went into that plan. It now appears that this plan can be
disregarded by any developer that comes along. There is one overpowering consideration that seems to
be missing from both the original plan and these proposed developments. WATER AVAILABILITY.
When I started considering the availability of water on the island I found the following:
1. Four aquifers are mapped on the island and the north part of the island with its Karst
topography is a bit of a mystery. The aquifers are currrently numbered 1240, 754, 751 and 974.
2. Aquifer #974 is the smallest at 0.7 km2 This appears to be where the Gowland Harbour
development is proposed. It is part of the Quadra sands which extends down Vancouver Island.
It is already facing stress in some areas.
3. The aquifers are recharged by rain that falls on Quadra Island. There is no other water
recharging them. Being an island, salt intrusion from seawater could be a problem if the
aquifers are drawn down.
4. Research in the BC Geological Survey site does not indicate any measurements of how much
water our aquifers hold. This is further complicated by having both shallow and deep wells.
There are most likely cracks that allow water from the shallower, small aquifers to leak down
into the major aquifers. Shallow wells already frequently run dry towards the end of summer.
5. There is one observation well (OBS well 383) close to the intersection of Smith Rd. and Heriot
Bay Rd. which indicates a steady decline in water level since the record started in 2008-06-26.
It also shows a distinct drop in water level during the summer months. This is close to the Golf
Course.
6. Over the past almost 40 years the precipitation falling on Quadra Island has decreased by about
25 cm. Climate change is expected to lead to a decrease in rainfall during the summer months.
7. Population of the island both year round and during the summer months has increased, quite
dramatically this summer.
8. Drew Harbour campground has been extended and development there continues with an
increase in RV parking. Their water usage will increase markedly in the summer dry season. It
is approximately 4km from the Golf Course.
9. Further development of sites for homes is increasing around the island, using the guidelines of
the existing community plan.
10. There is an increased interest in small farming enterprises which during the summer months
will require water.
11. The ferry situation is critical and even with a 50% increase in the capacity due next year it most
likely will still lead to serious overload problems in the summer months. Recreation vehicles
take up a lot of room, displacing cars. Waits of up to 3 hours were not unusual during the
summer months.

I would suggest that we allow no more development outside the OCP that exists at the moment until we
have some knowledge of the amount of water we have available for domestic and farm use. We do not
want to end up like Saltspring Island and other Gulf Islands who had serious water problems this past
summer. There is also a more than adequate amount of parking for RVs in the existing camping
grounds. It most likely is time to review our Official Community Plan, including the whole of Quadra
Island so we are prepared for the climate changes that are likely to occur. Let us not ruin our beautiful
island as it exists at the moment.
Eileen M. Mackay

Barbara Bryant
rom:

Aniko Nelson

Sent:

January 10, 2022 5:58 PM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey
FW: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Subject:

From: Jude McCormick <dunnjudy@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 5:42 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
1y main concern has to do with water sustainability. The Quadra OCP 2.21 Objectives Water Resources & Management states:
(I) To protect watersheds and groundwater recharge areas from degradation
(ii) To protect the supply of potable water to ensure water self-sufficiency
(iii) To determine the extent and quality of water resources through inventories, water quality
testing, and monitoring
(iv) To identify and eliminate sources of pollution to surface and groundwater supplies
(v) To ensure that storm water drainage of future development is such that there is no
increase in the peak of run off from the site after development as compared to that which
occurred before the development took place
The first three items have to do with knowing where and caring for the areas water is stored
by nature; the safety and quality of our water; and checking on how much water we have and
how much we can safely use on a regular basis. There is only one Observation Well, 383, for
the whole island drilled in 2008. A note from Sylvia Barroso, MSc, PGeo, Regional Hydrologist,
Water protection, West Coast Region states about this well that "within the first 6-7 years [it]
showed an approximately im decline in average groundwater levels, believed to be associated
iith an increase in groundwater development and usage in the aquifer during this
eriod. Within more recent years, I note that the groundwater levels appear to have
stabilized."
1

We do not know enough about that aquifer or any other water source on Quadra to approve a
arge development that will not meet the needs of those needing housing who already reside
ere. The water levels in this well have stabilized at a lower level that when the well was
drilled. More stress (increased development and usage) may continue the decline.
We do not know the health of the aquifer serving the current needs of the April Point
area. We do not know if that aquifer may be susceptible to salt water intrusion if it is
overused. We need to know more to make responsible decisions around water usage
We do know that wells are running dry in the hotter summers. We do know that year-round
(meaning they have water running all year, not just in the rainy months) creeks and streams
on the north end of Quadra are a little more than trickles during our drier than normal
summers.
There is nothing more important than having enough sustainable water for the health of our
environment, people, plants, and wildlife. Let's find out how much water we have and how
much we need to keep Quadra healthy. Then we can make decisions based on facts. We
need to know more about our water in order to make sustainable and fair decisions.
-I respectfully

ask that you deny this application.

Sincerely,
Jude McCormick
Quadra Island

2

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:49 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowland Harbour View Rezoning Quadra Island.

From: Kate McLean <mcleank8@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 9:35 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Gowland Harbour View Rezoning Quadra Island.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Good morning Mr. Nelson,
I am writing to you to voice my opposition to the rezoning of the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View from Silviculture to
Residential. My concerns for this rezoning include increased demand on our aquifers for water for an additional (up to)
50 residences, Increased ferry traffic on aferry system that is characterized by multiple overloads and long waits with
the current population as well as permanent removal of important silviculture lands from our area. At a time when our
vernment is focusing on sustainable forestry rather than deforestation (which is what this rezoning and development
ill be), I feel that it is crucial that the SRD recognizes the importance of forestry in our community and conserve our
plantations and silviculture lands. I will be attending the public hearing on January 18 at the Quadra Community Centre
to vote NO to this proposal.
Please enter my comments into public record.
Kate McLean

1

Barbara Bryant

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:41 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning Application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Diana McKerracher <diana@gicable.com >
Sent: January 8, 2022 12:25 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning Application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

[ NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

nuary 6, 2022

To: SRD Rural Directors

Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I am a full-time resident and property owner on Quadra Island and have been delighted to call
Quadra home for 43 years.

I am writing to express my opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
plication 94/95. I would like my comments entered into the Public Hearing Record for
adra Island.

1

his land was traded to Mr. Schellinck to preserve some timbered land on Denman Island. It is
ned as silviculture. I see no reasonable argument for removing that designation so that Mr.
Schellinck can profit financially.

In the spirit that the land was traded to Mr. Schellinck, it should remain as silviculture, not be
developed as house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,

Sincerely,

D. McKerracher
Diana McKerracher. (*co py also sent by Canada Post on Jan. 10, 2022)

p

418 Schooner Road

Box 262
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:40 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Vivian Meyer <vmeyer9093@gmail.com >
Sent: January8, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schel linck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,

January 8, 2022

I formally wish to strongly oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95. I oppose this development because this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. It
as not intended to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina,
estaurant and more.

Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees and green space. This would add an
extreme increase in traffic on our small roads and more frequent overloads at the ferry. It would
place a very heavy burden on water use and sewage.
This is a for-profit and development venture. As Mr. Schelinick does not live on Quadra, he will
not have to endure the consequences of his totally unrealistic development for a small island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Sincerely,
Vivian Meyer
1024 Heriot Bay Road
Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
sent:
To:
Subject:

Allan Mandell <pecanpie9@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:50 AM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Opposition to Rezoning appl. 94/95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD
I am writing in opposition to the proposed Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95.
Beside the tangible debilitating effects this development would have on the islandts forest, water table,
sewers, roads and ferry traffic, there is also a corresponding effect on the overall quality of island life. Quadra
seems to be at a tipping point in this regard.
More and more growth is not always the right answer. It certainly is not in keeping with the rural life of
Quadra island, and if we continue to move in this direction, the quiet island life is what will be sacrificed, as it
has been in so many other places. For that reason alone, not to mention the forces of greed that are at play, I
cannot support the proposed plans for development.

Respectfully,
Allan Mandell
allanallanmandell.com
840 HopeSpring Road
Heriot Bay VOP1HO

1

Barbara Bryant

p
mom:

Aniko Nelson

.ent:

January 12, 2022 10:56 AM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Schellinck application

Attachments:

Schellinck application.pdf

From: Sabine Maibauer (via Google Docs) <smaibauer@gmail.com >
Sent: January 12, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

smaibauergmaiI.com attached a document
smaibauergmail.com has attached the following document:
I would like my letter stating my opposition to Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour
Views application 94/95 added into the public record. I have attached my
letter to this email. Regards, Sabine Maibauer

QSchellinck

application

Google LLC, 1 600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because smaibauer@gmail.com shared a document with you
from Google Docs.

1

GoogIe

Sabine Maibauer
Box 536,
Quathiaski Cove
Quadra lsland,BC
VOP-1 NO
Cell #250-202-5002
Date: January 11,2022
SRD Office
301-990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC
V9W-7Z8
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I would like to enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing record for Quadra Island.
This parcel of land is zoned silviculture and should be kept that way. The need to
grow trees and to create a healthy forest for all living creatures far outweighs the
need to create yet another neighbourhood of houses using up fresh water and
adding pollution. The ferry lineups are insane, my trip to town to get necessities has
become increasingly frustrating. There is new development happening already on
established parcels of land and our community infrastructure is barely keeping up.
Allowing this application to go through is the wrong direction for the community of
Quadra Island,
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Regards,

1037 West Road , Quadra Island resident

Barbara Bryant

S

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:06 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
EW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

From: Tern Martin <tdmartin@telus.net>
Sent: January 12, 2022 6:50 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Attention: A. Nelson, Strathcona Regional District
To the Directors re: Opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
ppose this rezoning application.
Quadra residents have clearly expressed their support for a rural community where settlement is contained and limited — and when I
say limited, I mean limited in both scope and character. This is reflected in Quadra's Official Community Plan (OCP), our
overarching land use planning document. I understand that an OCP is a living document and that things always change and need to be
evaluated. However, the evaluation process must always consider if proposals improve human well-being in the community and if
they address the twin crises we face locally and globally: climate change and biodiversity loss.
To look after our human well-being we need affordable housing options for when we enter vulnerable periods of our life, we need
community gardens and farms for food security, we need facilities like tool libraries to support a sharing economy and a free store, we
need a robust recycling centre for items we can't reuse and repurpose. We need ideas on how to better deal with our existing yard
waste, construction debris and household garbage.
To look after nature that supports human well-being, we need to set aside significant areas of land in a natural or semi-natural state to
retain and purify water, ameliorate severe weather, store carbon, prevent soil loss, provide diverse wildlife habitat and to provide a
myriad other free services.
I urge you to maintain the current silviculture zoning as this designation is a better fit with the community's well-being goals and
helps to mitigate the growth fueled twin crises: climate change and biodiversity loss. The proposed Schellnick-Gowland rezoning to
allow for high end housing and all that goes with that takes us away from our goals, benefitting a few at the expense of the
community and our ecological commons.
Sincerely,
Tern Martin
—=2 Quadra Road
Quadra Island, BC
1

Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:04 AM

Cc:

Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Schellinck rezoning proposal.

To:

From: George Murdoch <georgeemurdoch@gmail.com>
Sent: January 11, 2022 7:58 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Schellinck rezoning proposal.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear Mr. Nelson;

is proposal conflicts with virtually every objective of the official community plan. It fails to meet the real needs and
spirations of the community. Quadra Island does not need more million dollar homes. It does need a broader
demographic and housing that's affordable to lower income individuals and families. Gowland Harbour Views will not
provide either. It will provide an unacceptable increase in congestion and disruption. Statistically, 60 building lots equals
100 more cars, not to mention the RV and contractor traffic. It's sole benefit is to the developer.
There are presently several would-be property developers supporting Mr Schellinck's proposal, likely in the hope that
their own plans would be difficult to deny should his application be accepted. There seems to be a disconnect between
the ambitious schemes of developers and the reality of living on an island with limited access. I feel that the future of
Quadra Island could pivot in a very undesirable direction if this large scale project should proceed. Thank you.

G. Murdoch.

1

Barbara Bryant
('om:
sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 13, 2022 8:43 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: development proposal Quadra Island

From: ianmce43@outlook.com <ianmce43@outlook.com >
Sent: January 12, 2022 10:36 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: development proposal Quadra Island
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

A Nelson SRD
please record my objection to the Schellink Gowland Harbour proposal for a reallocation of the lands in
question from silviculture to residential and other uses. A massive change not in keeping with Quadra
ethos. Thank you
Ian McEachern
Quadra Island
Please enter this in the Public Hearing Record

1

To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re BYLAWS No. 94.AN]) 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT
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John Neill
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

julie mellanby <juliemellanby@gmail.com >
Monday, December 13, 2021 12:03
John Neill
Quadra Island Bylaws No 94 and 95 Attention Aniko Nelson

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Hl,i know Quardra is growing as I see living here for 36 years. I hope you will see that Shellinck Gowlland Harbour
property should stay in agriculture and sivilculture and focus on the parts that are in our OCP for development.Here we
are again discussing The Golf Course property that I feel they have pushed their limits far enough and This is so wrong
to let them park RV.s I think we need to see how our ferry situation works out to manage the amount of r.v.'s we
already have to live with. Thank you for listening .From Julie Mellanby.
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 8:38 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowland Harbour prposed Subdivion

From: tedmat@gicable.com <tedmat@gicable.com >

Sent: January 14, 2022 8:32 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Gowland Harbour prposed Subdivion
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

anelson(thsrd .ca
2022 Jan 14
Fr
ward Mather
Box 16, 1225 Heriot Bay rd
Quathiaski
Proposed.... Subdivision proposal in Gowland Harbour on Quadra Island.
I oppose this rezoning proposal....
We need silvaculture tree, not more houses....
Too much traffic... too dense...
It should not be hooked up to the sewage plant in the cove.
I oppose..
Ted Mather Jan 14, 2022

ed Mather
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Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:14 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Shellinck proposal II Bylaw No 94 & 95

From: robyn discothistle <discothistle@gmail.com >
Sent: January 15, 2022 8:25 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Shellinck proposal /1 Bylaw No 94 & 95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the Strathcona Regional Directors presiding & deciding on proposed Bylaws 94 & 95:
These proposed bylaws will push Quadra Island further down a car-centric road in a time when we must be moving away from
carbon intensive lifestyles; leaning in, densifying our walkable areas. The ferry, bless it, will never quench the appetite of
vehicles for access to our island. Quality of life is why we choose to move here, having a functional ferry is a necessity. This
proposal with its 51 lots, resort & RV campground promises to interfere with that balance.
iardly any of Quadra Island is suited to an increase in RV traffic. Quadra has only one seven kilometre stretch of
road with a marked pedestrian shoulder, all other roads are too narrow to offer such amenity. Quadra's narrow
roads are shared with many year-round cycling & walking islanders plus summer throngs of cyclists: increased RV
density without proper road infrastructure is unsafe. Low-carbon commuting is sustainability: as our community
pedals they need to feel safe on our narrow roads. Increasing the numbers of RVs jeopardizes non-vehicle-user
safety and therefore island sustainability as personal safety on roads nudges folks away from low-carbon
commuting.
"11.28.12 PARCEL AREA states that while the lot size shall be 2.47 acres, "a subdivision with parcels smaller than
the identified minimum lot area above may be created...provided the overall average parcel size of all lots within the
master planned community is equal to the minimum lot area required". My imagined optics: tiny slices of land, each
with a driveway and two car garage, each 20% covered in buildings (see "11.28.10 PARCEL COVERAGE"). This
does not give me "affordable housing" vibes, more like "gated community" vibes.

YES QCove needs "urban density" [and affordable housing] but for manageability of our downtown core, density
within reasonable walking distance is immeasurably superior. This proposal would unfortunately increase vehicle
density in the Cove — an issue QCove's infrastructure is not prepared for.

This land under discussion is currently zoned Silviculture. Most of the parcel has been harvested and it will be many
decades till it is harvestable again. But on a steep slope with an understory of skunk cabbage there is a pocket of
first growth elder trees, among them lives Quadra's biggest spruce tree. This tree and its companions need
reservation. I urge the Regional District to consider how this small pocket of old growth on the edge of Gowlland
arbour can be preserved in perpetuity. The proposal as it stands has no park mapped into it. So while the staff
eport states "35.1 ac of land is to be provided as public parks and trails" these are not shown in the proposal. As
such I cannot find this staff comment trustworthy.

1

Thoughtful development is focussed on sustainability & walkability and fits within Quadra's OCP. These proposed
changes do not meet these criteria. Instead, these proposed bylaws create brand new zoning never before applied
Quadra Island properties and in contravention of Quadra's current OCP. I urge the Strathcona Regional Directors
refuse these proposed bylaws.
Sincerely,
Robyn Mawhinney
340 Cape Mudge Road
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January 6, 2022
To: SRD Rural Directors

\\

JAN1 4ZB2

Strathcona Regional District

Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I am a full-time resident and property owner on Quadra Island and have
been delighted to call Quadra home for 43 years.
I am writing to express my opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour
View rezoning application 94/95. I would like my comments entered into
the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck to preserve some timbered land on
Denman Island. It is zoned as silviculture. I see no reasonable argument
for removing that designation so that Mr. Schellinck can profit financially.
In the spirit that the land was traded to Mr. Schellinck, it should remain as
silviculture, not be developed as house sites, camping sites, RV sites,
marina, restaurant and more.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Sincerely,
/q
Diana McKerracher
1418 Schooner Road
Box 262
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO
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o

rra Bryant

om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 31, 2022 9:15AM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: re. Golland Harbour rezonmng application and golf couese camp ground

Get Outlook for iOS
From: peterdianne MacLaurin <pdmacla048@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 29, 2022 1:42:36 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: re. Golland Harbour rezonmng application and golf couese camp ground
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Both of these developments are fraught wih difficulties. Principale being increased ferry traffic,,draw down of water
supply,and impact on current infrastructure. We are opposed to both of these developments Peter and Dianne
MacLauroin
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Barbara Bryant
torn:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 12:33 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellink Rezoning Application

From: Lisa Nagy <lisaqua@gicable.com >
Sent: January 14, 2022 11:27 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Lisa Nagy <lisaqua@gicable.com >; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Schellink Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To be included in the Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellink
I am a long time resident of Quadra Island and I am opposed to the above application for rezoning.
Silviculture designated land should remain as silviculture. Our climate needs our forest now more than ever and every
piece of forest land that we rezone is in direct conflict with a future for our children.
Lisa Nagy
1511 Schooner Road
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO
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A. Nelson
Regional District Office
330-990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, V9W 7Z8

JAN 14 2
Strathcona Regional District

January 10, 2022

Dear A. Nelson,
To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re: BYLAWS No.94 and 95- OCPI REZONING SCHELLINCK
Both my wife and I are opposed to this development.
The chopping up of prime forest lands zoned Silviculture is outrages. It is a time in our history
when we should be promoting Silviculture land not destroying it! We all know we cannot keep
doing what we have been doing, this fantasy of perpetual growth has to stop.
On Quadra Island it is now the time and place to do things differently. For Quadra Islanders to
uphold our values, lifestyle, environment and hold fast to our zoning bylaws. By doing so we
contribute to the larger solution of environmental stability to which we all have a responsibility.
We must not compromise Quadra Islands values and environment to the demands of a
developer.

Sincerely,
Mark and Karen Nighswander
675 Cape Mudge Road

Barbara Bryant

S

TI:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:11 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowliand Harbour Views (Schellinck) proposal

From: James O'Rourke <findjimonquadra@gmail.com >
Sent: January 3, 2022 3:23 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Gowliand Harbour Views (Schellinck) proposal
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To Directors, SRD:
Re: Gowliand Harbour Views proposal
As a Quadra resident I ask that you register my opposition to the proposal by non-resident Gary Schellinck to allow for
the development of 50 residential sites, an RV park, camping, restaurant, marina and more on what is designated as
for silviculture. When Mr. Shelllinck accepted the land as part of a "compensation package" years back he was fully
re of the zoning and should have been prepared to accept the deal with a commitment to responsible stewardship
and forest management.
My primary opposition to the proposed development is that it is does not respect existing zoning regulations nor follow
the guidelines of the existing community plan. Until such time as that document has been completely reviewed and
approved by residents and district officials, it is inappropriate to allow a project that would potentially have a major
effect on the lives of residents and on the lifestyle for which so many of us have moved here to enjoy.
No one yet knows how the upcoming changes in ferry service from Campbell River will meet the needs of the island's
population. At this point, it looks as though ferry overloads and long waits are no longer just the situation during the
summer months, but are extending throughout the year. It remains to be seen what moving to an increased number of
saiings with smaller vessels will actually do to mitigate the situation. Given the sheer number of fulltime residents and
recreational travellers the proposed development would bring to the island, the number of commuter and recreational
vehicles that would be added would only contribute to the problem. The lineups on the Quadra side are increasingly
negatively affecting our lives. This is also a problem which is likely to be exacerbated on the Campbell River side, as the
flow of traffic by the ferry site would also be more affected and the safety of southbound vehicles trying to access the
ferry parking lot will be further compromised.
Until there has been a thorough hydrologic study completed that examines the probable effects of all new and
proposed developments on Quadra's water sources, no larger scale developments should be permitted. It is frightening
to consider the possible implications of development on the scale of Mr. Schellinck's proposal to existing water and
sewage systems on that side of the island.

This proposal would negatively affect the island, its natural resources and its natural beauty. It goes against official
zoning and the wishes of the community as expressed in the official community plan.
1

spectfuIIy,
James O'Rourke
1471 Schooner Road
Heriot Bay
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:11 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowiland Harbour Views (Schellinck) proposal

From: Catherine ORourke <findcathyonquadra@gmail.com>
Sent: January 3, 2022 3:24 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Gowiland Harbour Views (Schellinck) proposal

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To birectors, 5Rb:
Re: Gowlland Harbour Views proposal
a Quadra resident I ask that you register my opposition to
the proposal by non-resident Gary 5che111nck to allow for the
development of 50 residential sites, an RV park, camping,
restaurant, marina and more on what is designated as land for
silviculture. When Mr. 5helllinck accepted the land as part of a
'1compensation package" years back he was fully aware of the
zoning and should have been prepared to accept the deal with a
commitment to responsible stewardship and forest
management.
My primary opposition to the proposed development is that it is
does not respect existing zoning regulations nor follow the
jjidelines of the existing community plan. Until such time as
iriat document has been completely reviewed and approved by
residents and district officials, it is inappropriate to allow a
1

project that would potentially have a major effect on the lives
—f residents and on the lifestyle for which so many of us have
moved here to enjoy.
No one yet knows how the upcoming changes in ferry service
from Campbell River will meet the needs of the island's
population. At this point, it looks as though ferry overloads and
long waits are no longer just the situation during the summer
months, but are extending throughout the year. It remains to
be seen what moving to an increased number of sailings with
smaller vessels will actually do to mitigate the situation. Given
the sheer number of fuiltime residents and recreational
travellers the proposed development would bring to the island,
he number of commuter and recreational vehicles that would
e added would only contribute to the problem. The lineups on
the Quadra side are increasingly negatively affecting our lives.
This is also a problem which is likely to be exacerbated on the
Campbell River side, as the flow of traffic by the ferry site
would also be more affected and the safety of southbound
vehicles trying to access the ferry parking lot will be further
compromised.
Until there has been a thorough hydrologic study completed
that examines the probable effects of all new and proposed
developments on Quadra's water sources, no larger scale
evelopments should be permitted. It is frightening to consider
e possible implications of development on the scale of Mr.

Schellinck's proposal to existing water and sewage systems on
—at side of the island.

This proposal would negatively affect the island, its natural
resources and its natural beauty. It goes against official zoning
and the wishes of the community as expressed in the official
community plan.

Respectfully,
Catherine ORourke
T71 Schooner Road
Heriot Bay

Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
January 5, 2022 10:48 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: submission to the public record on rezoning application 94/95

m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

From: Theresa/Brian <qgardens.3gmail.com >
Sent: January 5, 2022 10:44 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: submission to the public record on rezoning application 94/95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Directors,
I am writing in opposition to the rezoning application 94/95 submitted for the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View site on
Quadra Island.
development has been submitted by a landowner whose interest in this venture is to further his own interests.
==st of the benefits of this development will accrue to him. It is the residents, including the other animals and the
plants of the island who will suffer the consequences. These will include more traffic, ferry line-ups, water shortages,
more loss of habitat and green space.
I am extremely concerned about climate change and all the negative impacts of our society's actions. It is not enough to
act personally. As a community, as a region, as a province, country and planet, we need to make rational decisions for
our planet's future. This proposal is not rational seen in that light. If we expect the farmers and miners of the Amazon
basin to protect their precious rainforest, let us do the same for our rainforest. When loggers cut down trees the land is
replanted; these lands become carbon sinks in time. Development removes this capacity permanently.
We have little control over the global climate crisis except to act in those places where we have some choice. I choose
to oppose this application.
I request that you place this submission in the Public Hearing Record.

Respectfully,
Theresa O'Brien
E

214, Heriot Bay BC, VOP 1HO

w

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9:14 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: To be included in the Public Hearing Binder, Bylaws No. 94 and 95 -- OCP/Rezoning -- Schellinck

From: Jean Olynyk <jeanolynyk@gmail.com >
Sent: January 17, 2022 8:41 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabramxplornet.ca>
Subject: To be included in the Public Hearing Binder, Bylaws No. 94 and 95 -- OCP/Rezoning -- Schellinck
NOTICE: This

email is from an external source.

I am a full-time resident of Quadra Island and am writing to express my opposition to the Gowland Harbour
development, due to the negative impact on Quadra Island's infrastructure and the rural nature of the
community:
•

Quadra Island already experiences extensive lineups and delays for ferry traffic, which is unlikely to be
alleviated by the new, half hour service with smaller ferries. While these issues were in the past largely
confined to summer traffic, they now continue for much of the year, especially around long weekends
and other holidays. The contribution the development will make to this already congested service will
be to make it even worse.

•

April Point Road is a beautiful rural road enjoyed by local residents (including me) for walking and bike
riding. Unfortunately, the road can be dangerous due to the speed of visitors heading to April Point
Resort, who frequently do not slow down or pull over for pedestrians or bicyclists. The proposal would
significantly increase the visitor vehicle traffic on April Point Road (including the number of RVs),
adding to its danger. The solution isn't to widen or change April Point Road to a more urban roadway,
which would encourage even more speeding and further deteriorate its rural nature. The solution is to
not permit the proposal as presented, with many small lots and RV camping. Quadra's rural nature is
its core identify, and this proposal would significantly and negatively alter the sense of community, the
ability of Quadra residents to enjoy our quality of life, and our road safety.

I am also concerned about the impact of this development on Quadra's groundwater resources.
Finally, residents should be able to have confidence in the zoning that is in place as a result of the community
planning process. Overturning the existing zoning would set a dangerous precedent for further developments
that are inconsistent with the vision set out in the community plan.
Thank you for considering my comments.
an Olynyk
P0 Box 837
712 Noble Road
1

Quathiaski Cove BC VOP iNC
(403) 760-4501
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Barbara Bryant

S

m:

Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:17 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: rezoning appUcation 94/95

Original Message
From: Sherry Peterson <sherrypeter25gmail.com>
Sent: January 2, 2022 9:03 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: rezoning application 94/95
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
lease enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application
95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not for a development of this size ie camping
sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant.
Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the consequences of
this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Yours truly,
Sherry Peterson
Quadra Island

1

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
December 30, 2021 8:13 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowland Views/Mr Shellink's Proposal

From: Cohn Perkins <colinperkins49@hotmail.com >
Sent: December 30, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Gowland Views/Mr Shellink's Proposal
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Hello Aniko Nelson
We are opposed to this development for a number of reasons:
#1 It is in contravention of the Quadra OCP in trying to restrict intensity of housing + commercial developments to the
Quathiaski Cove & Heriot bay areas. This is more urban sprawl which we are sure will encourage Raven Industries to
r licate along Harbour View Road & Anderson Road subdividing their >lOacre blocks into much smaller lots once the
er system is extended.
#2 The issue of long term water supply/sustainabihity has not been addressed by a complete hydrologic study due to
development pressure.
#3 Before developments like this are even considered there should be a complete review of the Quadra OCP with input
from Quadra residents to determine a future vision of what characteristics/features + restrictions they want for Quadra
Island developments.
#4 The traffic situation at BCFs will only be greatly exacerbated by all these proposed developments for Quadra Island to
the point where BCFs will end up in an untenable position of being virtual gridlock. There should be a complete study of
the logistics of traffic flow patterns on both the Quadra Island side + the Campbell River side before any of these large
developments are considered. The wait times at BCFs can be up to two hours at present in the high travel months if one
has to travel for medical appointments in the busy hours between 8am to 2pm.
Dana & Cohn Perkins
1181 Topcliff, QI

Sent from Mail for Windows
1

From: Cohn Perkins
Sent: August 1, 2019 5:58 PM
To: jimabramxplorenet.ce
Subject: Schellinck Proposal

Hi Jim

We are opposed to this development for the many reasons as stated in the Discovery Islander (Island
Forum) by Quadra Island residents. This land should be used for it's designated purpose (perpetual
forest) as in the original land swap agreement generously compensating Mr Schellinck for 'leaving" part
of his property on Denman Island,
If this land is subdivided/developed, it would be best to carve it up Into 10 acre lots or whatever the
OCP designates for lot size for that area/property. I have not talked to anyone yet who supports this
proposal. In discussions with Quadra residents the one thing mentioned was the hope of a referendum
(mail out?) or secret ballot of residents.
We support most small developments by local residents, but developments such as Mr Schellinck will
change the semi rural laid back" characteristics of Quadra which makes It so attractive at present.
Quadra is dangerously close to slipping into becoming another Salt Spring Island with these "Schellinck"
style developments.
Dana & Cohn Perkins
1181 Topchiff Rd
Sent from Mail for WIndows 10

Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:50 PM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Amy Paige <paigedunker@alaska.net>
Sent: January 11, 2022 12:04 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Our family spends time on our property on Quadra Island over the years since the mid 1980s and values all the qualities
of the island that are so important to its full-time year-round residents.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
._aring Record for Quadra Island.
While Quadra is in need of housing for its local year-round residents this rezone application is being made to
accommodate development of vacation accommodations for visitors to the island, not to fill the local needs of Quadra
residents. My understanding is that this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development
of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Amy Paige

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Poole <Igpoole99@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 11,2022 12:32 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Oposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island. I am a year-round resident of Quadra Island, a voter and a taxpayer.
A development of 50 plus houses, a 20 site RV park, a 12 site campground, a restaurant, marina and more
overlooking Gowland Harbour is completely at odds with Quadra's Official Community Plan which aims to concentrate
development in two locations only — Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. The roads to this area are not designed to handle
the extra traffic and the residents who live between Quathiaski Cove and April Point are strongly opposed to this proposal.

Quadra Island should not be
treated by SRD planning staff as if its residents want more development, since most of them do
not. It is my opinion that quality of life for Quadra residents, maintenance of forested areas and
wildlife habitat are all far more valuable than allowing Mr. Schellinck the opportunity to make more
profit through development.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and it should remain thus.

efore this application is considered, I believe that Mr. Schellinck should, at his expense, be required
obtain a thorough hydrological survey of Quadra Island. Neither residents nor our elected officials
nor SRD staff really know how many residents the water resources on this island can support. This
development would use substantially more of our limited water resources and produce more sewage.
It would also contribute substantially to longer waits at the ferry to get on and off of Quadra Island,
especially during tourist season.
A large percentage of the residents of Quadra Island live here because of its rural character. We want to live in a place
where there are still some vestiges of wilderness. We put up with the inconveniences of being somewhat removed from
stores and services because we want quiet and we enjoy being surrounded by trees and wild creatures. We value these
aspects of life here which are irreplaceable.

I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours sincerely,
Linda Poole
840 Hope Spring Road
Quadra Island, BC

1

Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:07 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour rezoning

From: Doug and Gretchen Peters <dougandgretchen@gmail.com>
Sent: January 12, 2022 8:58 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
I am writing in regards to the Schellinck Rezoning Application in Gowlland Harbour.
I am against this proposal as it goes against the Community Plan. It is too big, too much, too fast, especially as we face
increased water issues on this island. We need more affordable housing on this island, not more high priced homes.
Nancy Peters
26 Schooner Rd.
uadra Island, BC

1

Barbara Bryant
m:
øent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 11:37AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Quadra Links RV Site rezoning Application- Schellinck Rezoning Application

From: dave parrish <dave.parrish57@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 14, 2022 11:36 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Quadra Links RV Site rezoning Application- Schellinck Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the Directors
No to Quadra links application
1/ Density and sustainable water supply
Example of bad planning -Saltspring Island -Sunshine Coast -Texada Island
2/Infrastructure-Over crowded Ferries-Fire/Wild Fire-Ambulance-Medical Care
3/ Property Taxes
are not a developers play ground ,this is our home.
To the Directors
No to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour rezoning Application
For the same Obvious reasons
Good Islands are hard to find
Thank you ,Dave and Kathy Parrish
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Barbara Bryant
m:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14,202211 37AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW Quadra Links RV Site rezoning Application- Schellinck Rezoning Application

From: dave parrish <dave.parrish57@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 14, 2022 11:36 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Quadra Links RV Site rezoning Application- Schellinck Rezoning Application
NOT!CE: This email is from an external source.

To the Directors
No to Quadra links application
1/ Density and sustainable water supply
Example of bad planning -Saltspring Island -Sunshine Coast -Texada Island
2/Infrastructure-Over crowded Ferries-Fire/Wild Fire-Ambulance-Medical Care
3 Property Taxes
are not a developers play ground ,this is our home.
To the Directors
No to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour rezoning Application
For the same Obvious reasons
Good Islands are hard to find
Thank you ,Dave and Kathy Parrish

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 915 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Aaryn PL <aarynpl©hotmail.com>
Sent: January 15, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I realize this is 3 days late but please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour
View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island anyways.
this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites,
camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our
small roads, more unbelievable line-ups at the ferry that make ours and Cortes' travelling hard, more
camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will
not have to bear the consequences of this development. It is upsetting to me that one person can
make such a terrible impact on this island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly, Aaryn Perreault-Laird,
Quadra Island
Sent from my iPhone
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 10:25 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning

From: Sarah P <sarahpuddy@gmail.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 9:33 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal support to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for
Quadra Island.
Having had many conversations about development with Mr. Schellinck I believe that he will develop in a conscientious manner that suits
benifets the island.
adra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and I further support a conversation be had about maintaining the old growth and
appropriate buffers during the development of this property. This is something that Mr.Schellinck has suggested he is open to the past.
And shown through actions providing wildlife surveys at significant personal cost.
Further more, saying "no" to this application only deals the fate of those beautiful old growth to become lumber. Remember what
happened with the Raven property adjacent to the community centre? Shall history repeat itself, or shall we engage and evolve?
Some will argue that because Mr.Schellink is making money it is somehow not community oriented. Mr.Schellinck has always sought to
provide services that the community would benefit from. Ask yourself, is it better for the community to clear cut this piece of land? Zoned
silverculture, that his prerogative. Or is it better to nestle properties into the landscape and have park area donated?
I have sat on the sidelines for many years on this one, listening to people that have never had to decency to pick up the phone and talk to
Mr.Schellink sling unfounded accusations. Excuses that they trot out everytime anything is to be developed.
I respectfully ask that you accept this application.
Yours truly,
Sarah Richardson,
1191 Topcliffe Rd
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Barbara Bryant
r0m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:52 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
EW: Schnellinck Rezoning Application

From: Mike Redican <mike.redican@gmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 10:10 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Schnellinck Rezoning Application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors

I am opposed to the Rezoning Application 94/95 Schnellinck Gowland Harbour View proposal. It contradicts the vision
nd spirit of our Official Community Plan which advocates keeping intensive developments in the already existing nodes
on Quadra Island (0.-Cove, Heriot Bay, etc.).

Rather than dealing with ad-hoc development proposals I would like to see our OCP updated. Please enter my
opposition to the Schnellinck Rezoning Application in the Public Hearing Record.

Michael Redican
Box 452
Quathiaski Cove,
VOP 1NO
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Barbara Bryant
mom:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:48 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning Application 94/95

Original Message
From: roberta robson <rainwalker43@outlook.com >
Sent: January 9, 2022 1:40 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning Application 94/95
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Rural Directors: Please enter my formal opposition to the Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the public records. We need more trees and less development and less traffic. yours truly roberta robson 1110
milton rd.
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Barbara Bryant

fl om:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:19 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

From: T Reimer <redreimer@gicable.com >
Sent: January 12, 2022 9:09 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Fwd: Rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: I Reimer <redreimergicable.com >
Date: January 11, 2022 at 4:35:42 PM PST
To: anelson()crd.ca
Subject: Fwd: Rezoning

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I formally wish to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95. I oppose this development because
this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. It was not to be a huge
development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra Island needs trees and green space and does not need more traffic on our small
roads, more unbelievable line-ups at the ferry and more camping and RV parks.
This is a profit and development venture. As Mr. Schellnick does not live on Quadra, he
will not have to endure the consequences of his totally unrealistic development for a
small island.
1

I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Teresa Reimer
Quadra Island

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >.
Subject: Rezoning application 432/433, Quadra Links,
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Quadra Links RV park rezoning application
432/433 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
Quadra Links first asked for rezoning for a Golf course, then they asked for rezoning for
a Subdivision to eliminate the debt for buying the Golf course property, and now they
want an RV park of five acres.
160 acres of naturally regenerated second growth forest, animal habitat and ecological
biodiversity was removed for a golf course and for a subdivison.
This enormous RV park will destroy the charming ambiance our our neighbourhoods,
contribute to more crowded and dangerous roads, more sewage, more water shortages
and to even longer ferry line-ups.
We already have campgrounds, RV parks, B & Bs, vacation rentals. We do not need
more.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly,
Teresa Reimer
Quadra Island

Please enter my objections to these two developments into the Public
Hearing Record.
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 11:37 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellink Rezoning Application

Original Message
From: Lisa Nagy <IisaquagicabIe.com>
Sent: January 14, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Lisa Nagy <lisaqua@gicable.com>; Jim Abram (jimabramxpIornet.ca)
<jimabramxplornet.ca>
Subject: Schellink Rezoning Application
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To be included in the Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellink
I am a long time resident of Quadra Island and I am opposed to the above application for rezoning.
ilviculture designated land should remain as silviculture. Our climate needs our forest now more
than ever and every piece of forest land that we rezone is in direct conflict with a future for our
children.
Lisa Nagy
1511 Schooner Road
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP IHO
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Barbara Bryant
—rom:
-ent:
To:
Subject:

Nick Robinson <nickonquadragmail.com>
January 18, 2022 3:05 PM
Aniko Nelson; Email - planningsrd.ca
To SRD Directors re Schellinck Gowland Harbour Views Rezoning Application

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the SRD Directors re Schellinck Gowland Harbour Views Rezoning Application: BYLAWS No. 94 AND
95— OCP/REzoN1NG (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09- SCHELLINCK)
I am writing to ask that you reject the Schellinck Gowland Harbour Views Rezoning Application.
This proposal is contrary to the entire thrust of Quadra's Official Community Plan (OCP) which calls for
maintaining Quadra's "rural character" (mentioned 11 times in the Plan) by limiting future commercial and
housing developments outside of Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. The proposed development, were it
approved, would degrade Quadra's rural character in many ways, including by increasing population density,
and by increasing pressure on roads (mentioned as a particular problem in Official Community Plan section 3.5
d iii), trails, beaches and ferries (mentioned as a particular problem in section 3.5 d vi regarding transportation
links).
Here are a few of the many specific ways in which the proposal would take Quadra development in the opposite
irection to that called for by Quadra residents in their OCP:
1. Regarding residential development
Section 2.2a of the OCP sets as settlement objectives:
(v) To identj5' adequate inventories of suitable land and resources for future
settlement while considering small-scale and infill opportunities in rural areas.
(vi) The intent of the plan is to discourage the creation of new settlement areas.
Section
Section 3.1.3 (a) goes on to say that:
In addition to the Quathiaski Cove Village Plan area and the policies and
designations iden 4/led therein, areas designated as residential are identified
in Schedule A-i and represent the current residential zoning framework and
the existing neighbourhood areas within the plan area. These areas are
expected to provide sufficient infilling opportunities, through vacant residential
lots, as well as provide opportunities to fulfill the demand for the anticipated
future residential growth of the plan area over the life of the plan, thus
minimizing any need for further creation of residential areas.
But the proposal calls for the creation of a new settlement area outside of the areas identified in
Schedule A-i.
Section 3.1.4(a) is even more specific, saying that:
Country Residential lands will not be designated in sign ifi cant environmental
or Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated
1

Silviculture.
But the proposal calls for the creation of a new settlement area on land designated as Silviculture.
2. Regarding commercial development
Section 2.2h (i) of the OCP sets as objectives for commercial development:
(iii) To promote the concentration of appropriate commercial development in the
Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay areas...
(v) To minimize the impact of commercial development on the environment,
aesthetics, and adjoining properties and to discourage larger scale commercial
develop
Section 3.5 goes on to say
(a) Scattered retail and service commercial activities have the potential to detract
from the rural character of Quadra Island.
(d) Rezoning of land for commercial purposes shall be evaluated in light of but
not limited to, the following criteria:
(iii) the use will not generate excessive traffic through a residential area;
(vi) the provision of transportation links and access.
But the proposed commercial development, together with the steady stream of other rezoning proposals
that are coming at the SRD, would generate exactly the sorts of problems that the OCP says should be
avoided: scattered retail and service commercial activities that detract from Quadra's rural character,
increased road traffic, and increased ferry traffic.
3. Regarding forests & silviculture
Section 2.2j of the OCP sets as forests objectives
(i) To protect the forestland base on Quadra Island in cooperation with
appropriate provincial agencies, and to recognize the forests of Quadra as
being an important part of the Island's environment, heritage, recreation, and
economy.
(ii) To promote appropriate forest development and encourage wise management
and maintenance of timber lands as a means of achieving sustainable
development.
(iv) To encourage the maintenance of the forested, rural nature of the Island.
But the proposal calls for the conversion of lands zoned for silviculture to commercial and residential
zonings.
4. Regarding climate change and greenhouse gas emissions
Section 2.2g (i) sets as objectives:
(b) To establish targets and actions towards the reduction ofgreenhouse gas
emissions.
(d) To protect the health and productivity of the local soils and waterways.
But the proposal calls for converting a large block of land from silviculture to residential and
commercial development — a change that would damage soils and increase greenhouse gas emissions.
Any suggestion that this proposal could somehow satisf, the OCP requirements through "the highest
commitment to the protection of environmental attributes of the land base" as suggested in one of the proposed
2

bylaw amendments (3.1.4 b iv) is ridiculous. The suggestion seems to be that setting aside a portion of the
rezoned land for parks would fix everything. But degrading 60% of a parcel of land instead of all of it is not
—wironmental protection, and it is not consistent with the OCP objectives and policies that I've cited above.
If this project were approved a few island businesses would get some extra work, and the proponent would gain
millions of dollars at the stroke of a pen. But almost everyone else would lose for the reasons set out in the
oCP.
More broadly, I think many people could lose faith in local government and the protection that its zoning is
supposed to provide. After all, if a parcel zoned for silviculture can be rezoned for commercial and residential
development, even though this seems completely contrary to the OCP, then surely almost any rezoning is
possible.
Bear in mind as you look at the public input on this project, that few people can spare the hours of time it takes
to research and comment on a rezoning application. That is one of the reasons we have an OCP - so that
members of the community can give broad direction to the SRD once, and not have to be involved in every
rezoning application.
It is unclear to me why the Schellinck application was not rejected outright by the SRD on the grounds that it is
contrary to the OCP (surely OCP Section 3.1.4(a) which says "Country Residential lands will not be designated
on land designated Silviculture" is sufficient in itself?)
Instead staff seem to have gone through a long, expensive, box-checking exercise with the focus on trying to
-___ake a project that was completely at odds with the OCP somehow appear acceptable. If there is a loophole in
=rne OCP that allows this, I ask that it be closed.
Sincerely,
Nick Robinson
1686 Hyacinthe Bay Road
P.O. Box 344
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO
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Barbara Bryant
om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 8:15 PM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder(s) for (1) Quadra Links RV Site Rezoning Application AND (2) Bylaws
No 94 and 95- OCP/Rezoning Schellinck

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Sybille Williams <sybille9@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2022 6:03:39 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabrarn@xplornet.ca>
Subject: To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder(s) for (1) Quadra Links RV Site Rezoning Application AND (2) Bylaws
No 94 and 95- OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: The Directors
r the record:
1. Quadra Links RV Site Rezoning Application, and
2. ByLaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
This email is to voice our opposition to all significant developments on Quadra Island. There is a limited
amount of water available, and we have an Official Community Plan to recognize that fact.
Until the water levels of our aquifers on Quadra Island are established (one test well is definitely not
enough) and it is determined which way they are trending, as well as the replenishment rate of the
aquifers from year to year, any further development should be paused until it can be guaranteed that the
anticipated water demand can actually be met for the proposed developments. It would be irresponsible
to permit the developments proposed without knowing whether they are sustainable in light of climate
change, i.e. a series of drier years, with less overall rainfall.
The consequence of increased consumption of water for current residents will result in well failures and
lead to costly redrilling for everyone drawing from the same source, only to benefit the few, who may not
be suffering any negative consequences, as they may not reside on the island.
Regarding the sewage treatment plant, it seems to have already reached capacity, is in need of repairs,
and likely not meeting high environmentally sustainable standards, as it discharges "treated" waste into
the ocean right outside Quathiaski Cove. To do a proper job of treating the waste with added
tribution by the Schellinck proposal would probably become quite expensive and unaffordable by
_st.
Regarding both proposals, the Quadra Links proposal has already been granted an exception to the OCP
by allowing the development of the property for private housing. To ask for yet another exemption will
1

create precedents for other RV lot proposals and nullify the intent of the OCP. The Schellinck proposal
gnores the "Silviculture" designation of the land, and after harvesting the timber, it should be replanted
is intended by the zoning. We have seen so many times, once exceptions are made to the OCP, the
resulting developments are then used to further erode all official planning ("You made an exception for
them, why not for us?"). Thus, all planning dies the slow death of a thousand cuts.
One point, somewhat related to water demand: How is our local Volunteer Fire Department supposed to
cope with this type of growth if these developments are approved? Have we learned anything from
California and other similar jurisdictions?
And lastly, the benefits of a two-ferry connection to Campbell River are most likely going to be nullified if
these proposals are approved. Last summer has shown that even the increased traffic to Cortez Island
has created a traffic nightmare at both terminals. To add to this traffic volume in the summer would be
completely irresponsible, as BC Ferries has no capacity to increase parking.
Because of the reasons provided above, we are opposed to any further development on these scales at
this time, until solutions to the problems we have outlined have been found.
Regards,
Sybille Stegmueller and Uwe Fischer
1508 Schooner Road
Heriot Bay, BC
VOP 1HO
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Barbara Bryant
John Neill
March 7, 2022 9:39 AM
Barbara Bryant
FW: To be included in the Public Hearing Binder

• m:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Sybille Williams <sybille9@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 4, 202220:14
To: Email - planning@srd.ca <planning@srd.ca >
Subject: Fwd: To be included in the Public Hearing Binder
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Sybille Williams <sybille9@gmail.com>
Date: January 21, 2022 at 8:12:08 PM PST
To: anelson@srd.ca
Cc: jimabram@xplornet.ca
Subject: To be included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re: Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck

Dear Aniko Nelson:
We have expressed our views regarding water security in a previous email, sent to you.
We have just learned about the text amendments to the Schellinck proposal defining the conditions to
be met.
The amendments show a clear easing and relaxation of restrictions and requirements, culminating in
the complete removal of Provision No. IX. This provision aims to ensure sustainability of the
development over the long term, and the following section, Provision No. X, seems to be a vaguely
worded, ill-defined requirement, leaving a great deal of room for interpretation in its stead. That seems
to be the intended purpose.
It also clearly demonstrates the inherent weakness of the proposal and its vulnerability as a sustainable
development.
This further strengthens our opposition to the development as proposed as it demonstrates a conscious
attempt to develop the land without ensuring that development is sustainable.
Regards,
1

Sybille Stegmueller and Uwe Fischer

Sent from my iPhone
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ANIKO NELSON: anelson@srd
Lead Planner: Gowtland Heights Development
Strathcona Regional District
301 — 990 Cedar Street
Campbell River BC V9W 7Z8

2nid December 2021

Topic: Gowiland Harbour
Hello Aniko>
Mr. Abram supplied your email address with the intention that our comments be entered
in the minutes concerning Mr. Schellinck's Gowliand Harbour Land Development at the
meeting scheduled for January l8 2022 at 7PM. This topic is of such importance I
have chosen rather to mail you my submission.
Please be so kind as to enter my comments in the public hearing binder.
Point A: Location
The land around Gowlland Harbour is an open area like few others on Quadra Island.
As such it has long been identified as prime real estate, stretching over the salt expanse
of Gowiland and April Point. Even though it was logged at one point, the landconsists
for the most part of open grasslands. The land can be reached by a modern well
maintained length of road. compare this with the amount of work (and destruction of
forest) required of the Golf Course Development which the SRD had no problem
approving.
Point B: OCP (community plan)
The OCP (community plan) has been repeatedly dragged in to this discussion.
As far as anyone can determine, the OCP appears to be concentrating development (and
human occupation) in one small area of Quadra Island. An example of the outcome of
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this mentality is the construction of houses on Green Road behind the Credit Union.
That collection of houses are being built side-by-side as if we are back in Burnaby BC
where the streets are covered in a matrix of houses. I cringe whenever passing that
area, each tiny city lot selling for $100,000. This is the legacy of the OCR Sardine like
housing, exorbitant land values, and homes with sidewalks for a backyard. One would
hope we can do better than that in the future. Mr. Schellinck deserves to have his
proposal taken seriously. Development of the area up for rezoning translates in to years
of work for local artisans and builders.
Point C: Co-operation
Mr Schellinck's application has been delayed for countless years by the same attitude
and people who will attend and possibly moderate the meeting on January 18th. On that
basis alone (unless human nature changes suddenly) this proposal will never be allowed
to see the light of day. Issues such as zoning and land tenure should never be handled
locally.
Only 4% of the land in BC has been set aside for public occupation. Tens of
thousands of acres are in the hands of a few multinationals for the sole purpose of
logging off our old growth forests. At the same time our one and only major city
(Vancouver) is dealing with a major crisis in affordable housing and its side effects on
the next generation of Canadians.
The pressure to maintain the imbalance of ownership in British Columbia
originates largely from those who already own property. Those who wish to raise
families on their own property are denied the opportunity by a constant flood of new and
complex bylaws concerning such things as zoning restrictions.
Continued/3...

-3Point D: Detours
I lived in the northern part of BC for 32 years. It was well known that when the people
on our municipal boards delayed an application after its first reading that application
was, in effect, dead. Unfortunately from that point on wards people like Mr. Schellinck
were wasting their time trying to get an application approved. Mr. Robert Beck
commented on this situation in the Bird's Eye (August 7/19) where he stated accurately
that "local government has a desire to collect dollars for a rezoning application and get
paid to attend meetings and waste more of our money and time." Its disconcerting to
expect any municipal governing body to listen to reason rather than a few vested
interests.
The solution is to set a precedent and shift the decision on zoning land over to an
independent board appointed by our provincial government. Otherwise this and similar
proposals over land tenure will never pass. How many times do we have to walk down
the same road before accepting the fact that its a dead end?

Point E: Amenities
One of wonderful aspects of life on Quadra is the nearby connection with the amenities
offered by Campbell River.
The backlog at the ferry terminal has been presented as something akin to a valid
reason for denying the Schellinck application to rezone 300 acres from forest to
personal use property. No one seems to mention the fact that the reason for the volume
of cars in transit relates to the fact that - just 10 minutes away from Quadra - stores like

-4.Home Depot, Superstore, and Wa! Mart create opportunities that make life on Quadra
much more pleasant. If we want to shop for food, shoes (or attend a SRD public
meeting) a short and inexpensive ferry ride is involved in both directions. People who
want to make a timely connection with the amenities of a big city are frustrated by the
suggestion that even more people coming to Quadra will make transit on and off the
island just that much more difficult.
Another way of looking at the ferry crisis would be to imagine (if you will) Campbell
River taken out of the list of amenities offered by Quadra. If Campbell River did not
exist the ferry lineups would cease to exist. Land prices would drop also, falling in line
with those offered by other isolated communities outside of the sprawl of the lower
mainland and its bedroom communities on Salt Spring and Quadra Island.
Minus Campbell River, Quadra Island would be more like a Queen Charlotte City or a
Masset than a place where people can enjoy the relative isolation of an island while
minutes away shop at a variety of outlets which need a large population base to
continue in operation and at the same time offer very affordable prices.
Therefore the argument that more people translate to longer wait times at the ferry is
bogus when measured against the amenities of a nearby large city. Further, what other
island has two modern ferries at its disposal running every 30 minutes? The senior
levels of government have addressed this issue even as it is presented as another excuse
against the transformation of private spaces on Quadra.

Continued/5...
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Point F: In Sync
The nature of land development on Quadra has been in the form of cul-de-sac
communities which are separated from each other by large tracts of forest. The
development of the land at the end of Harbour Road fits perfectly in with the existing
pattern of growth on Quadra: water covers the western strip of the site and a band of
forest the eastern boundary. In spite of its potential this land sits empty.
*
Thank you for accepting my submission and including it in your roster.
Gorden Schweers
9014 April Point Road
Quadra BC

Barbara Bryant
rom:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 6, 2022 1:16 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: For the Public Record re bylaws 94,95
For the Public Record 94-95.docx

From: Jack Seigel <jack.seigel@lakeheadu.ca>
Sent: January 6, 2022 1:08 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: For the Public Record re bylaws 94,95
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I have reviewed the proposal of the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 and would like to
my formal opposition into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
The scale of the proposed development is beyond the capacity of services on the island and does not fit within the
current OCP. A periodic review of an OCP would be expected in a timely manner in consultation with the community
and not by off-island developers to manipulate the OCP by trying to force through bylaw changes.
Our roads are already busy, the proposed changes to the ferry services will likely not meet existing needs and I have
been unable to find a scientific study of ground water resources. The existing OCP makes good reference to the concern
of climate change and this must be seriously considered in the rate of changes humans add to the island.
Like many others I moved to Quadra Island rather than the overdeveloped Southern Gulf Islands as it offered a quiet
and more rural atmosphere. The OCP would indicate that that was a reasonable expectation on my part.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly
Jack Seigel
Schooner Rd.,
Heriot Bay, Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 10:37 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION BYLAWS 94/95 SCHELLINCK

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

From: Johnny dunstan <jawknee1949@gmail.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Fwd: PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION BYLAWS 94/95 SCHELLINCK
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: cathy slater <slaterdunstangmaiI.com >
Date: January 3, 2022 at 6:09:54 PM PSI
To: Johnny dunstan <jawknee1949gmail.com >
Subject: PUBLIC HEARING SUBMISSION BYLAWS 94/95 SCHELLINCK

To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCP/REZONING SCHELLLNCK
I am opposed to this development.
•
•

Catherine Slater
Johnny Dunstan
s1aterdunstan(gmail.com
Address: 1325 Vaughn Rd, Heriot Bay VOP 1110

December 31, 2021

Directors:

* my wife and I submitted this letter together 3 days ago. I have been advised to submit it as a separate
email. My wife will stand as it is.
I am opposed to this development.

Gowiland Harbour Views is not Smart Growth or Green!

Richard Schellinck is making an effort to make Gowliand Harbour Views a "green subdivision" by
including a public park and trail system, tree buffers, dark sky lighting and pending subdivision
requirements to build energy and water efficient buildings. SRD staff have even used the term "Smart
Growth".

Smart Growth is growth planning developed in the 1990's that counters seven decades of growing harm
from rural subdivision development (a post-WWII idea). Sprawl development harm appeared by the
1980's. Subdivisions create "social deserts" as everyone drives from their homes to
services, are economically-inefficient (think of long commutes, lost time and the cost of owning a car or
two) but, by far, the worst damage is environmental; every subdivision permanently eliminates and
fragments nature, causing "death by a thousand cuts" and homes and cars pollute into it. The old joke is
that rural subdivisions are named after the natural feature they just destroyed.

Smart Growth changes development dramatically from sprawl. It directs new growth in rural
areas into complete-service, pedestrian "villages". An urban containment
boundary protects intact surrounding natural lands for long-term food and water security, livability,
recreation, wildlife habitat and options for future generations. The village enlarges gradually as completeservice neighbourhood extensions from the margin. A range of affordable housing options is
possible, including co-operatives, so people can "age m place". Buildings are built sustainably (multiplex
designs are the most efficient, sharing walls and water efficiencies). The village has lots of green
space for beauty and ecosystem-services. Public transportation, car shares and car-pooling work best in a
village. The car becomes much less necessary. A village is more socially-vibrant and tax-efficient than
sprawl, has a much lighter "ecological footprint" and is much more resilient to impending Climate
Change impacts.

Smart Growth has been endorsed by governments. The B.C. Local Government Act, Part 13 Regional
Growth Strategies, section 428 lays out a rural growth strategy that is unmistakably Smart Growth. It
describes walkable, urban villages and a goal to protect rural lands from sprawl residential
development.

Our Quadra Island Official Community Plan (OCP) has enshrined these values to protect our rural land
from further subdivision developments by directing new development into two compact urban
"villages" at Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. A "Quathiaski Cove Village Plan" with an urban
containment boundary was designed in 2011.
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Here are two of our Quadra Island OCP provisions that are relevant to this development application:

COMMUNITY VALUES 21 To promote land use patterns which do not compromise the ecological
integrity and rural character of the Island. (c) To recognize the unique natural characteristics of
the /s/and and to safeguard sensitive areas including the Is/and's groundwater recharge areas
from inappropriate forms of development and sources ofpollution.

SETTLEMENTPATTERNS 2.2a (i) To maintain the rural nature of the Island and
encourage a small, close-knit community. (ii) To provide for forms of development
which are mindful of the capacity of the land to support such development and do not
detract from the rural character of the Island... (vi) The intent of the plan is to
discourage the creation of new settlement areas (vii) To implement the model of village
structure, specific land use designations and the form and character guidance for new
developments as provided by the "Quathiaski Cove Village Plan"

The Gowlland Harbour Views developer wants to convert around 150 acres of Silviculture designated
forest land (including 15 acres of Agricultural Land Reserve!) into a 51-61 house subdivision plus a
commercial resort on the tidal flats of Goose Bay. This resort is permitted a number of resort cabins, a
10+ site campground, public washrooms, a common facility, up to a 30-seat cafe, a single family
residence, offices and retail space and a wharf on the shores of Goose Bay tidal flats.

This development is the same old, harmful suburban sprawl that Smart Growth and our OCP aim to stop!
A few "green" amenities can never compensate for the fundamental harm that this residential sprawl
development will cause to the ecosystem and to Quadra Islanders!

Here is a list of the problems with this development:

1. This Development Will Cause Permanent Deforestation and Loss of Natural Habitat: The
development will eliminate and fragment nature with all its important ecosystem services for wildlife and
people. Species are dying at an alarming rate. The harm to them will go beyond the subdivision. The
"edge effect" of light will alter plant communities 50-100 meters into natural areas and wildlife will be
bothered by the sights, sounds and smells of people and their pets beyond the property boundaries. The
adjacent marine areas will be degraded. Some reserved parkland and tree buffers will not preserve habitat
and will be vulnerable to blow-down as fragmented groves (the developer says he has already had blowdown issues on the property).

2. This Development Will Disrupt Ground Water Recharge: An intact forest "sponges" rainwater
slowly and evenly into the ground, which replenishes ground water supply. The bare ground, roads and
roofs of buildings in a subdivision cause much more runoff (the impact starts at 10% impervious surface
area, and this application allows 15-20% roof surface). Ditches that protect houses, roads and people
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from flooding wash storm water off the land (Torrents of storm water also cause erosion and silting
which harms aquatic wildlife). In addition, 51-61 households and their gardens will need large amounts
of ground water. We do not yet know the capacity of ground water at April Point and Quathiaski
Cove, so we should be precautionary about adding large extraction. The level of the government test
well on Quadra Island has been dropping since 2012. With the longer droughts and heat
waves forecast with climate change, Quathiaski Cove Village, existing local properties and
wildlife will need a protected reserve of ground water for the long term. This development threatens
that water supply.

3. This Development Will Increase Marine Water Pollution: The animal droppings and daily
household chemicals washed from all the properties with storm water flows off this development will
harm the marine wildlife in the tidal flats of Goose Bay and Unkuk Cove and Gowlland Harbour. This
"non-point-source" water pollution from a subdivision is very difficult to deal with.

4. This Development Will Increase Air pollution and Greenhouse Gases: Car-dependent lifestyles
increase air pollution and greenhouse gases. Single-family houses are the least energyefficient house design and are contributors to climate change.

5. This Development Does Not Address Quadra Island's Affordable Housing Issues: For those who
think this subdivision might alleviate our affordable housing problems, there is no indication that any
of these lots will be affordable for modest income earners. Also, studies show that a wider range of
affordable housing choices is best achieved in a walkable village model with less need for cars. We
can also encourage more rental accommodations in existing rural island properties. There is no guarantee
that these lots won't be bought by high-end buyers or for seasonal, recreational use. This provides no
housing benefit to our island culture and community.

6. The Developer's Offer of a Contribution to a Sewage Pipe Extension to the Sub-division is Not a
Benefit to Tax-payers: For those who think the developer's offer of (as
yet, an undetermined) contribution to the cost for a 1.2 km sewage pipe extension to his development is a
benefit, think again. Only a few properties will benefit and tax-payers will be on the hook to pay for the
rest of the cost of that extension! A much better use of our waste water treatment plant capacity is to hold
it for Quathiaski Cove Village development over time (all new development in the
village will attach directly to existing pipes or with short extensions at much less or no cost to taxpayers). Our waste water treatment plant is also currently in need of repairs or replacement.

7. This Development Will Reduce Quadra Islanders' Quality of Life. It will increase traffic on our
roads and at our ferries. "Island Culture" which values intimate community surrounded by a healthy
ecosystem is not compatible with a large subdivision development in its heart.

Especially now that climate change is upon us, a Silviculture Forest is "the highest and best use" of
this property, for a healthy ecosystem and for the long term quality of life on Quadra
Island. Forests sequester carbon, helping to mitigate this existential threat! An intact forest
4

will provide free "ecosystem services" such as ground water
supply protection, local food production options, protection from winds, transpiration and
shade cooling in summers, maintaining island character and rural livability, and fmally, protection
of nature and intact habitat, as our OCP envisions.

Our growing Quathiaski Cove Village will be more resilient to the unpredictable impacts
of climate change and we will be encouraged by a replanted and regrowing forest doing its part to
reverse climate change.
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Barbara Bryant

5ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 8:59 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Just say NO!

From: sulyncedar <sulync@gmail.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 6:12 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Just say NO!
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I'm opposed to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95. Please enter my
objection into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
ather this land was traded to Mr. Schellinck to be used for silviculture. A large development of
house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more does not meet the requirement
of reforestation and regeneration of land for sustaining plant and animal species. Including park
areas does not a forest make.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
With peace, Sulyn Cedar
975 Gowlland Harbour Rd
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 3:25 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill, Meredith Starkey
FW. Rezoning application 94/95, Schellink-Gowland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Theresa/Brian <qgardens.3gmail.com>
Sent: January 4, 2022 3:18 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellink-Gowland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellink-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application into
the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
The rezoning application includes residential, RV and camping sites. In my opinion, it would be
irresponsible to approve this sort of
development at this time. We are to get two new ferries for Quadra.
'v have yet to prove themselves. We have a senous ferry overload problem already and this will
=urther challenged by the expansion of the campsite and RV park at Rebecca Spit in fact, we now
have many ferry overloads in the winter. We have land zoned ALR to be preserved for the
production of food, we have land zoned Silviculture; land that is preserved for the growing and
farming of trees. I am a retired farmer and forestry worker. I believe that we must retain intact ALR
and Siviculture lands.
It is too soon to approve an application such as this, please consider this carefully.
Sincerely Brian Simmons
Quadra Island

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://cano 1. safelinks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&
amp;data=04%7C01 %7Canelson%40srd .ca%7C0b9f9dbf8b08476b41 I f08d9cfd87b69%7C90b73d6
d9b03471 09a8b1 7a1 ci b05bb2%7C0%7C1 %7C6377693509561 77042%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZ
sb3d8eyJWljoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQljoiV2luMzliLCJBTiI6lk1 haWwiLCJXVCl6Mn0%3D%7C3000&a
mp;sdata=P9cwPtvCTEZbxDoB%2B8uUOAC%2B%2BMDPtVs5 ljstvtq8uSA%3D&amp; reserved=0
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Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 3.12 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: For the Public Record - Schellinck/Gowlland Harbour Views application

Original Message
From: Leona Skovgaard <mvbcgirl@gmail.com>
Sent: January 4, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson©srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: For the Public Record - SchellincklGowlland Harbour Views application
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear Directors and SRD Staff,
For the public record, I am opposed to the Schellinck/Gowlland Harbour Views application. This
application is so far outside the Official Community Plan that it should never have been kept alive as
____ as it has. It is not fair to the applicant nor the residents of Quadra Island who live in fear of this
posal being approved simply because of fatigue of all concerned.
Such a development would in no way enhance life on Quadra. On the contrary; it would debase what
has been set aside for agriculture and silviculture. It would displace wildlife, ruin the natural
ecosystems, threaten the water supply of the current residents and increase road and ferry traffic.
The only people who stand to gain are the developer and those with deep pockets who would be able
to land a home with a water view. In other words, it would increase the enclave for the wealthy and
do nothing for those struggling for accommodation.
No more postponements. This application needs to be REJECTED.
Sincerely,
Leona Skovgaard
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Barbara Bryant
rom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:54 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Quadra Development Schellink

Original Message
From: Sandy Spearing <sanspear@me.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 12:46 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Quadra Development Schellink
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To: SRD Rural Directors <aneIson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
To the SRD Rural Directors:
Iease enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for use as silviculture; the trade was not offered with the intent to create a huge
development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
On Quadra, as elsewhere globally, we are experiencing first-hand the extremes of unprecedented, human-caused
climate change. We need our trees. We emphatically do not need traffic congestion on our small roads, constant multisailing waits at the ferry, and more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture on the part of Mr Schellinck, with no concern for local values, our Official
Community Plan, or climate mitigation. Unlike those of us who make Quadra our home, he is a non-resident who will
never have to bear the consequences of his development.
Therefore I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,
Sandra Spearing
Box 165
Quathiaski Cove, B.C.

.nt from my iPad
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Barbara Bryant

0m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:48 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowland harbour views proposal -opposal

From: Eileen Sowerby <sowerby1611@uniserve.com>
Sent: January 9, 2022 4:12 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Gowland harbour views proposal -opposal

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
For submission to the Public Review:
attn. Ms. Nelson,
below is a copy of the letter I sent to you over 2 years ago opposing Mr. Schellinck's development. This still stands.
However, on further deeper reflection, I will add:
-this man wants to make a huge amount of money from the beauty of Quadra island -fresh air, quiet, beautiful beaches,
spectacular views, bio-diversity ... etc etc. all of this is not his to sell, and, moreover, will destroy these very things.
.rthermore, this addition to Quadra is for very rich people, and often, to have a 2nd or 3rd home -it will not help
mmunity in any way -a community needs a mixture of people -all ages, all abilities, all incomes, with a responsibility
to their surroundings (i.e. other species habitats).
Whilst taking away a huge amount of money Schellink will leave a huge biodiversity loss, sewage costs, noise, ferry
lineups etc etc etc.. and he will not have to deal with any of this, and, Quadrites will have to pay for this.
Please note that with the present population on Quadra even with the new ferries simple mathematics show that the 2
new ferries will still overload and not just in the summer but all year round.
sincerely
Eileen Sowerby M.B. Ch.B. M.A.

Original Message
Subject:Gowland harbour views proposal
Date:Tue, 20 Aug 2019 19:04:51 -0700
From:Eileen Sowerby <sowerbv1611uniserve.com>
To:anelson@srd.ca

attn: A. Nelson
As a long time Quadrite I am totally opposed to Rick Schellink wanting
to alter our OCP to change his silviculture lot into high-end-view
housing estate -in order to make lots more money.
This will, if it goes through in any fashion, damage Quadra community,
—crease urban blight, destroy further what Quadra is all about -all to
-ret one man, with a dubious reputation, from making even more money
-just because he wants to.
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"Who will profit? What's the cost?
Is this how Paradise was lost?"
Ann Mclean
incerely
Eileen Sowerby
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Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
Sent:

January 10, 2022 5:47 PM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Rezoning application 94/95 Gowlland Harbour View

From: Erik Skovgaard <ve7mdl@gmail.com >
Sent: January 9, 2022 10:24 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95 Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

*** FOR THE PUBLIC BINDER ***
The proposed rezoning of the lands around April Point and the south end of Gowlland Harbour is a
substantial deviation from the OCP. How this proposal got this far is puzzling to me. The OCP was
refu11y crafted by responsible people that have the best interests of the residents in mind. This
proposal is no less than a spit in the face of the people who developed the OCP.
The intent of the OCP is to use the area for silviculture. The land hosts a variety of wildlife which will
be displaced with few other places to go, if this proposal goes ahead. In addition, clearing a large
tract of forest land hardly makes sense in view of Climate Change and the need to remove CO2 from
the atmosphere.
Nevertheless, the applicant has proceeded as if approval of the proposal was a given. The land has
largely been cleared of trees, access roads are in the process of being built and wells have been
drilled. Not exactly in the spirit of the OCP which makes me wonder if the applicant is provided with
different information than the general public.
We the residents should ask for a very good justification for this proposal. Does it provide any net
benefit to the residents? Does it fix a problem here? Was an error made that should be corrected?
No. Other than the few residents that may consider moving to the proposed new development, there
are only downsides to the proposal for the rest of us:
' Additional loading on the water resources, which is increasingly becoming an issue for the
,esidents during the summer. And no, the aquifer does not originate on Savary Island as the
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applicant's consultant haplessly claimed. In fact, we have very little real data on the aquifers on
Quadra, but we do know that some wells run dry.
— Additional loading on the ferry system and the substantial increase in traffic on April Point and
Anderson roads. The increased traffic will result in a greater risk for an accident in front of the
school. The loading on the ferry is an obvious problem and only partially remedied by the new ferries
that will shortly replace the Powell River Queen. it is worth pointing out that the additional loading should this proposal be approved - will also affect residents from Cortes. And additional ferry
capacity is unlikely to be provided for many years.
3. In case of a wild fire the increased number of permanent and seasonal residents in the area will
represent a challenge if they have to be evacuated rapidly.
It is hard to see ANY substantial benefit to the community from this proposal but there are plenty of
downsides.
This proposal should be firmly rejected in it current form or any future variants. The SRD staff has
spent enough time on this and have other priorities. It is time to focus on proposals that actually
benefit the residents of our islands.
Regards,
ik Skovgaard
749 Anderson Rd.
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:43 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Quadra Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View Rezoning

From: Roberta Stevenson <robertabstevenson@gmail.com >
Sent: January 8, 2022 2:19 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Quadra Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View Rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Please enter the following into the Public Hearing Record:
I would like to support the development of the Gowiland Harbour View rezoning from silviculture to 50 site residential
application.
The applicant has seemingly done his due diligence on planning and providing services. Likewise Mr. Schellinck has
submitted many proposal aspects which demonstrate his desire to create a desirable place for new residents to
e. Quadra needs more families to support local businesses, school, and community events.
Thank you in advance,
Roberta Stevenson
2360 Riley Trail Road
DL 233
PC Box 32, He riot Bay, BC VOP 1HO
250-218-1147
Island resident for 38 years!
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To: SRD Rural Directors (anelson@srd.ca )
January 8, 2022
Re: Rezoning application 94-95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Directors,
Please accept this letter as my strong objection to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning
application 94-95 and enter my objection into tthe Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture. He has logged it and already begun developing.
His plans have grown from housing to RV sites, marina, campsites and more. Another resort!
Further development of this fragile area will only benefit Mr. Schellinck. The infrastructure on Quadra
Island is already stretched to meet the needs of the current development. Provision for sewage is
already an issue for the Cove in general. Please deny this rezoning application.
Respectifully submitted,
Cecelia Smith
Quadra Island resident.

Dear Rural Directors,

January 10, 2022

Re: Proposed Bylaws 94 & 95 - For the Public Record

I am opposed to these proposed bylaws

You may recall discussions years ago the idea of planners being able to inform applicants at
the outset of the amendments and Public Hearing process, of the odds against their proposals
ever being successful, Gowlland Harbour Views being one.

There are two issues; removing land from Silviculture, and creation of a massive development
that our infrastructure and our natural resources cannot support.

The Quadra Island community is very fortunate to have a well formulated OCP. It is a revered
document that details our goals and values and to a large e)ctent defines who we are.

Proposed Bylaw 94

FORESTS / SILVICULTURE
3.7 (a) The forests of Quadra Island provide for its residents, both human and non-human, a great
variety of things from spirituality to an income through logging. Somewhere in between lies a home
for wildlife, recreation uses, and other types of harvests. The following policy sections reflect the
community's recognition of the forests' diversity of values and desire to promote responsible
sustainable stewardship of these values.
(ii) The retention, protection, and enhancement of lands designated silviculture shall be
encouraged.
(iii) Encourage public awareness of the importance of protecting lands designated silviculture.
If proposed Bylaw 94 is defeated so automatically is proposed Bylaw 95, the subdivision.

Proposed Bylaw 95

Gowlland Harbour Views

Wording From Our OCP

2.2a To provide for forms of development which are mindful of the capacity of the land to support
such development and do not detract from the rural character of the Island.
vi) The intent of the plan is to discourage the creation of new settlement areas
(I) Proof of an adequate supply of potable water for each lot proposed for subdivision shall be
provided to the provincial approving officer.

The Executive Summary of the Staff Report of September 28 lists 6 key Considerations.

I will touch on two of the considerations: Water Service and Access

Water Service — The Water Survey Done by Rick Mime of Last Drop Water Systems is inaccurate
nonsense. This report shows up in every previous Staff Summary since 2010. The original
wording to guarantee a sufficient source of water reads "The source of the water is said to be
the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler, which travels under the ocean to Quadra Island." Rick
Milne believes in underground rivers. 2 mysterious rivers guarantee unlimited quantities,
survey complete All of our water comes from precipitation. The Underground Rivers myth
was thoroughly debunked in 2007 by two Provincial Hydrologists from the Ministry of
Environment.
(note: the Beauforts are 75km south & Whistler is 158km east, the ocean is 800 feet deep)

Access — The number of Vehicular trips both recreational and private, are not expected to
burden the existing road system nor impede sight tines or normal vehicular flow
Really? Another 100 cars + trucks + RVs ?

Two more outlandish statements from Bylaw 94
"The proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of significant value and
demonstrates a higher and better use of the land."

"The proposed development is of an appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land. " This is a nonsense statement, pseudo scientific and means nothing.

The proposed subdivision does exceed the carrying capacity of our Island infrastructure.

In order to accomplish his project Mr Shellinck has in these proposals, extensively rewritten
sections of our OCP and our Zoning Bylaw and created new clauses and definitions. These
changes are for our community to decide, not an off-island developer.

Please deny these proposed Bylaws. We should instead consider the Quathiaski Cove Village
Project a well considered plan that might benefit our Island community

Sincerely,

Michael Stahnke, 1070 Topcliff Road, Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
•

om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 10:57 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Bylaws 94 & 95 Quadra Island
Bylaws 94&95.odt

From: Michael & Jean Stahnke <ginaymiguel@gmail.com >
Sent: January 12, 2022 10:43 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Bylaws 94 & 95 Quadra Island
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Hi Aniko,
Please find attached my submission to the Public Hearing for these bylaws for inclusion in the Public Binder.
Thank you,
Jean Stahnke

Dear Rural Directors,

January 10, 2022

Re: Proposed Bylaws 94 & 95 - For the Public Record

I am opposed to these proposed bylaws

You may recall discussions years ago the idea of planners being able to inform applicants at
the outset of the amendments and Public Hearing process, of the odds against their proposals
ever being successful, Gowlland Harbour Views being one.

There are two issues; removing land from Silviculture, and creation of a massive development
that our infrastructure and our natural resources cannot support.

The Quadra Island community is very fortunate to have a well formulated OCP. It is a revered
document that details our goals and values and to a large extent defines who we are.

Proposed Bylaw 94

FORESTS / SILVICULTURE
3.7 (a) The forests of Quadra Island provide for its residents, both human and non-human, a great
variety of things from spirituality to an income through logging. Somewhere in between lies a home
for wildlife, recreation uses, and other types of harvests. The following policy sections reflect the
community's recognition of the forests' diversity of values and desire to promote responsible
sustainable stewardship of these values.
(ii) The retention, protection, and enhancement of lands designated silviculture shall be
encouraged.
(iii) Encourage public awareness of the importance of protecting lands designated silviculture.

If proposed Bylaw 94 is defeated so automatically is proposed Bylaw 95, the subdivision.

Proposed Bylaw 95 Gowlland Harbour Views

Wordinq From Our OCP

2.2a To provide for forms of development which are mindful of the capacity of the land to support
such development and do not detract from the rural character of the Island.
vi) The intent of the plan is to discourage the creation of new settlement areas
(i) Proof of an adequate supply of potable water for each lot proposed for subdivision shall be
provided to the provincial approving officer.

The Executive Summary of the Staff Report of September 28 lists 6 key Considerations.

I will touch on two of the considerations: Water Service and Access

Water Service — The Water Survey Done by Rick Milne of Last Drop Water Systems is inaccurate
nonsense. This report shows up in every previous Staff Summary since 2010. The original
wording to guarantee a sufficient source of water reads "The source of the water is said to be
the Beaufort Mountains and Whistler, which travels under the ocean to Quadra Island." Rick
Mime believes in underground rivers. 2 mysterious rivers guarantee unlimited quantities,
survey complete! All of our water comes from precipitation. The Underground Rivers myth
was thoroughly debunked in 2007 by two Provincial Hydrologists from the Ministry of
Environment.
(note: the Beauforts are 75km south & Whistler is 158km east, the ocean is 800 feet deep)

Access — The number of Vehicular trips both recreational and private, are not expected to
burden the existing road system nor impede sight lines or normal vehicular flow
Really? Another 100 cars + trucks + RVs?

Two more outlandish statements from Bylaw 94
"The proposed development and nature of land use is viewed as being of significant value and
demonstrates a higher and better use of the land."
"The proposed development is of an appropriate scale and does not exceed the carrying
capacity of the land." This is a nonsense statement, pseudo scientific and means nothing.

The proposed subdivision does exceed the carrying capacity of our Island infrastructure.

In order to accomplish his project Mr Shellinck has in these proposals, extensively rewritten
sections of our OCP and our Zoning Bylaw and created new clauses and definitions. These
changes are for our community to decide, not an off-island developer.

I believe the highest and best use of this property is for it to remain undeveloped to allow the
forest to regenerate on the Silviculture designated land and for the ALR land to remain in the
ALR. The last thing Quadra Island needs at this time of climate uncertainty is more alienation
of forest land making it unrecoverable due to development. We don't need more loss of forest
cover, more water consumption, more sewage, more traffic, more ferry overloads, and more
loss of green space and wildlife habitat. This development violates all the principles of our
ocP.
For all these reasons I ask that you deny both these proposed by laws.

Sincerely, Jean Stahnke

Topcliff Rd., Quadra Island

Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
Sent:

Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:17 PM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Schellinck rezoning

From: Leslie <sysassona@yahoo.ca >
Sent: January 11, 2022 2:13 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Schellinck rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please include in the Public Hearing Binder Re Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP/rezoning Schellinck

vould like it to be known that I object to any rezoning or change of designation to the lands Mr Schellinck is hoping to
ievelop.

Zoning designations on Quadra Island have been laid out through a long, thoughtful process with input from the community.
Much consideration was given to our islands vision for the future.

We already have four campgrounds on the island and the large RVs travelling on and off the island monopolize commuter
space on our busy summer ferry sailings. I do not feel the ferries or community can accommodate more.

Several subdivisions are already underway on Quadra Island. Our present zoning plan allows for smaller lots and development
in the Quathiaski Cove area which will help provide affordable housing within walking distance to the ferry. I believe the
Schellinck proposal will contribute significantly to our already congested ferry and I do not feel the acreage lots created will be
'affordable' or provide much needed rental accommodation.

=also feel it is important not to erode island lands set aside for forestry and agriculture... It is a bit of a slippery slope and these
—ds are a sustainable part of our island economy and landscape.

1

Thank you for your attention on this matter.

-

rncerely,
Leslie Smith
Leslie Smith

Quadra Island, BC

2

Barbara Bryant
•

om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 9:19 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95 Schellink-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Meg Stewart <megstew5@icloud.com >
Sent: January 16, 2022 9:07 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95 Schellink-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Directors,
I wish to state my opposition to this rezoning.
I wish the directors to consider these points below.
EQUIRED PARK LANDS, trails, public use in his application.
—ihese plans for community trails along the shoreline are simply a insult and unworkable.
Anyone who knows the first thing about usable land for safe walking, trail building on shoreline and steep slopes would
reject his public use development.
As PROFESSIONAL directors and with your EXPERT staff please examine on site conditions for PUBLIC PARK areas on the
development.
SAFETY and TRAFFIC
Traffic increase in the neighbourhood
PLEASE look at the adjacent PIDCOCK ROAD. Please study the SAFETY impacts that a subdivision of this size with many
cars wanting to use the more scenic Pidcock Road. It is the shortest route from Shellink's prpperty to the Quathiaski
Cove ferry.
We Quadra Islanders are often guilty of SPEEDING roads to catch ferries.
The NEW FERRY DOCK on Pidcock plus this proposal is not a safe future traffic flow. PLEASE have your staff look into this
impact.
VERY IMPORTANT other issues
Our current,( yes overdue renewal ) of COMMUNITY PLAN, simply his application is not in any way suitable.
HISTORY of his MANIPULATION of land use with be covered in my husband's letter.
Apologies for this space below. I will join my husband letter with his points for opposing the development. Dennis
Humes letter can be viewed below.
espectfully
leg Stewart
Same address as Dennis Humes

o

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
bent:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 8:15 PM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

Get Outlook for lOS
From: Martina Signarowitz <mfenk@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2022 6:42:41 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the SRD Rural Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck for use as silviculture; the trade was not offered with the intent to
create a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
On Quadra, as elsewhere globally, we are experiencing first-hand the extremes of unprecedented,
human-caused climate change. We need our trees. We emphatically do not need traffic congestion on
our small roads, constant multi-sailing waits at the ferry, and more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture on the part of Mr Schellinck, with no concern for local values, our
Official Community Plan, or climate mitigation. Unlike those of us who make Quadra our home, he is a
non-resident who will never have to bear the consequences of his development.
Therefore I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Sincerely,
Willie Signarowitz
449 Cape Mudge Road
Quathiaski Cove, BC
VOP 1NO

1

Barbara Bryant
rom:
,
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 17, 2022 3:35 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck rezoning application

From: peter skilton <p.skilton@outlook.com >
Sent: January 17, 2022 3:26 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Re: Schellinck rezoning application
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD directors
As residents of Quadra Island, my wife and I would like to say that we are not in favour of the rezoning of this
property.
We feel that the infrastructure ( roads and ferries) and potentially other factors, such as water, can not
support the extra volume of traffic and usage that will inevitably happen if this proposal is allowed to move
•

orward.
Respectfully yours,
Peter and Nina Skilton

1

Barbara Bryant
0m:
=ent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9:15 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: For inclusion in the Public Hearing Binder re Bylaws No, 94 & 95 - OCP Schellinck Rezoning

From: Graham Snell <artgram@tetus.net>
Sent: January 17, 2022 11:31 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: For inclusion in the Public Hearing Binder re Bylaws No, 94 & 95 - OCP Schellinck Rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To whom it concerns:
I am writing to state our opposition to this proposed development.

•

I concur with the well articulated problems with this proposal as outlined by Catherine Slater in the January 7th, 2022
issue of the Discovery Islander. I cannot add substantially to the comprehensive and knowledgeable
guments provided by Ms. Slater.
However, I will note our most serious concerns with the proposed development:
1. Water security: both the disruption of ground water replenishment and the increased demand that 51-61 new
households and a campsite would place on our existing water reserves.
2. Increased marine water pollution
3. Reduced quality of life (especially since we are direct neighbors to Mr. Schellinck's property and will be seriously
impacted by the increased noise and traffic patterns caused by visitors to the proposed resort and campsite)
4. Additional ferry traffic and congestion, and finally
5. Exacerbation of climate change impacts.
This last concern re climate change exacerbation is the most serious to us. The loss of forests which have the potential
to mitigate climate change and the related increase in pollution due to development and increased traffic is very
concerning and takes us in the wrong direction for dealing with the threat of climate change.
In particular, as we see an increase in climate exacerbated devastating wildfires across our province, the threat of
wildfire on our small island is especially concerning. As close neighbors to the proposed resort and campground, the
concern of wildfire threat is very real to us. One mismanaged or illegal campfire or a carelessly discarded cigarette butt
could quickly spread to our property and then the rest of our beautiful island. This would be a tragedy for all of us.
For these reasons and more, I ask the Directors to deny this application for rezoning and leave the lands in question
esignated as silviculture as per the existing OCP.
Respectfully,
Graham Snell
1

889 April Point Road
Quathiaski Cove, BC, VOP 1N0

2

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 19, 2022 9:48 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: SchellincklGowland Harbour Views - Against this Proposal - Quadra has other priorities

From: Heather St John <borneo.expat49@gmail.com >
Sent: January 19, 2022 9:38 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Schellinck/Gowland Harbour Views - Against this Proposal - Quadra has other priorities
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

This proposal does not benefit the people of Quadra Island, but is a direct affront to the wishes of the Community. Our
Medical Doctors are already overwhelmed by the demands on them. More rich, old people are not needed. The need
is to provide a place for young families to live and flourish. We want to preserve this unique island, not have it
overwhelmed by more residents who are just coming here to retire. It is the reason most of us live here...the availability
of nature and an environment that respects individuals and nature. The Island has a plan to locate more people in the
Heriot Bay area, and the Quathiaski Cove area....not a development in Gowland Harbour. We dont want every possible
nook and cranny occupied by humans on the coast.
hat is not progress. It is desecration.

Heather St John, Long term resident of Quadra Island.

1
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 14, 2022 12:09 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 - oCPlRezoning Schellinck

From: Ta nya Storr <tstorr@connected.bc.ca >
Sent: January 14, 2022 11:43 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To be included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re: BYLAWS No. 94 & 95 - OCP/Rezoning Schellinck
As property owners just down the road from the Gowlland Harbour Views proposed development, we are writing to
press our serious concerns with this proposal. At this time, Quadra Island is at a critical juncture where decisions we
make as a community will have a serious impact on the future of the residents and the natural environment. Our
concerns are as follows:
Traffic: At this time our neighbourhood has a minimal amount of traffic and is safe for children walking home from the

elementary school (located on Anderson Road), other pedestrians, and cyclists. It is a popular "circle route" for local
residents who use the Anderson/Pidcock loop for daily exercise and to get to/from the elementary school and ferry on
foot. We observe some increase in traffic in the summer months when April Point Resort is open, but it is still
manageable. Adding 51-61 more homes with likely two cars per home, plus a campground, cabins, and a marina will
mean a serious increase in traffic volume and noise on our narrow roads. As well, the impact of this increased traffic on
our already stressed ferry system is very concerning.
Water: To our knowledge, properties in the neighbourhood have an adequate water supply at present although some
are on shared wells and need to be very mindful of their consumption in the summer months. Adding this development
could impact the groundwater supply of local residents. We have not received any assurance otherwise, so this is very
worrying, especially as the effects of climate change now mean drier, hotter summers.
Permanent Deforestation: Removing the Gowlland Harbour Views land from the silviculture designation means that a

large part of it will be deforested permanently. We believe that the best use of this large parcel of land is to remain in
the silviculture zoning, as its important to capture carbon and continually renew this resource. Silviculture also creates
good paying jobs, which leads us to our next point.
iverse Population: Quadra Island needs to attract and retain young, vigorous, working people in order to maintain a

brant and diverse community. The island currently has an aging population who need support and services provided
by younger, working people in order to continue living here. To make Quadra Island a desirable place for young people
and families to live, we need affordable housing. The Gowlland Harbour Views proposal will not provide affordable
housing. These will be expensive properties that would likely be purchased by retirees looking to escape cities in this
1

province and elsewhere, or by seasonal residents. Most young, working people would not be able to purchase these
properties. Our OCP designates the Quathiaski Cove Village and Heriot Bay as the two areas for higher density
'velopment, where younger people might actually have a chance to purchase a small lot and build a home on it. That
the type of development we need to focus on at this time. That way we can retain and attract young people and
families, giving Quadra Island a diverse population and a sustainable childcare system and elementary school. As these
kids grow up, they will be the ones working as essential service providers.
Due to these concerns, we respectfully request that you reject this proposal. Please acknowledge receipt of our
submission.
Thank you for your consideration.
Tanya Storr and Peter Park
770 Pidcock Road
P.O. Box 721
Quathiaski Cove, BC
VOP 1N0

2

Barbara Bryant
•

m:
zent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
Tuesday, January 11,2022 11:18 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Chris Thompson <ctom@castleprinting.ca >
Sent: January 10, 2022 9:11 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca>,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
_a ring Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites, camping sites, RV
sites, marina, restaurant and more.
This proposal runs counter to our community plan. At this point trees are more important than houses.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Yours truly, (name),
Quadra Island
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Barbara Bryant
mom:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Anako Nelson
January 17, 2022 533 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Bylaws No 94 and 95 OCP/Rezoning Schellnick

Original Message
From: Claire Trevena <clairetrevena@yahoo.ca>
Sent: January 17, 2022 5:32 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Bylaws No 94 and 95 OCP/Rezoning Schelinick
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To: The Directors
From: Claire Trevena
1463 Schooner Road, Heriot Bay
I would like to express my opposition to the application to rezone two lots on Gowiland Harbour on
-.uadra Island.
The application goes against the spirit and the intent of Quadra's Official Community Plan, a
document which reflects the views of Quadra's residents for the development of our community both
through community values and settlement patterns.
In that OCP, the focus for growth in housing and commerce for the island centres largely on
Quathiaski Cove with Heriot Bay as a secondary location. The plan under consideration is in neither
of these communities.
Further, the OCP clearly expresses the need to be mindful of the rural character of the island and
discourages new settlement areas. The size of the Gowiland Harbour proposal does not reflect the
overall rural character and would create a new, and in Quadra terms, large, settlement area.
The development is not only for housing but includes cabins, a campground, cafe and retail space
which would put substantial pressure on resources and infrastructure.
There is no question the population of the island is growing; we are a popular tourist destination. Both
these facts are already straining our infrastructure and leaving unanswered questions about longterm sustainability. The size of the proposed subdivision and ancillary commercial activities would
inevitably add to the load on existing resources.
ope that the directors will look thoughtfully at settlement patterns in our community and ensure
y reflect our OCP.
Yours sincerely,
1

Claire Trevena
(By email)

2

Barbara Bryant
m:
,ent:
To:
Subject:

Izabela Terlecki <izabelatyahoo.com>
January 14, 2022 130 PM
Email - pIanningsrd.ca, Aniko Nelson; jimabram@xplorenet.ca
Opposition to the ScheHinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Directors,
please, enter our formal opposition to the Gowland Harbour Viev (Mr. Schellinck) re-zoning application 94/95 into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island. My opposition is based on the following beliefs:
1. Quadra Island absolutely does not need another subdivision consisting of 50 some houses, 20 sites RV park, a
restaurant and marina.
-the human density on the Island is increasing to the level of discomfort.
-the existing restaurants already have problems surviving outside of the summer season.
-there already is a marina - across the water from the proposed one. It is called April Point Marina, and it is
underused.

2. Proposed houses will not in any way help the existing affordable housing problems - this will be a cluster of expensive,
acreage-based housing that will contribute to traffic density, air and water pollution, noise and ferry overloads. Existing
roads leading to the area will not be able to handle this volume of traffic.

3. The property was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and should probably remain there. Deforestation of Quadra
Island is progressing rapidly in every area. The link between deforestation and decreased water retention is known, but
the hydrological situation of Quadra Island is not. 50 pIus housing proposal will have an unpredictable impact on ground
water levels. Development of a park within the subdivision is yet another urban delusion that the Island does not need we have parks, they are called forests.

4. Creation of more subdivisions and such is seriously impacting the natural setting we live in, and deprives our wildlife of
natural habitat. I think the time has come to start not only thinking about it, but also doing something about it by denying
such applications. Wilderness of the world has been reduced to 35% of the land.

5.This project contradicts all that we should encompass as Quadra Island dwellers, and that is attempts at building
economically and ecologically feasible, low-impact lifestyle. The existing OCP, that Mr. Schellinck proposes to override is
in support of such community development. Mr. Schellinck's "Kingdom within Kingdom" is not. It is my understanding that
he does not even live on Quadra Island - he will develop and move on, never having to suffer the consequences that we
•
l.

Please, stop this development.
1

spect1ully submitted by
Izabela and Konrad Terlecki
1393 Heriot Bay Road, Heriot Bay, British Columbia
A tax-paying and voting full time residents of Quadra Island.

2

Barbara Bryant
m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
December 29, 2021 12:20 PM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Island Development
Community Plan.odt

From: Jim Abram <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Sent: December 28, 2021 9:42 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >; John Neill <JNeill@srd.ca >
Subject: Fwd: Island Development
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
For the public hearing binder
Sent from my iPhone so please excuse my fat fingered response
Begin forwarded message:
From: Lynda Unterthiner <lyndauntergmail.com >
Date: December 28, 2021 at 9:30:44 AM PSI
To: iimabram@xplornet.ca
Subject: Island Development

Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINCK
I amlwe are opposed to this development.
You include your reason(s) here....
Signed _Rudi Unterthiner
Address 707 Green Rd., Quathiaski
Cove

1

I have a fundamental problem with the zone change applications that come before the
Strathcona Regional District Board frequently. It's my understanding that the OCP was a collaborative
effort that took months to create and represents a long range vision for the island. So I have to
wonder what the point was of creating something together that can be changed by the votes (or
influence) of a few people? Has the overall vision for the island changed drastically? If not, why are
we forced to constantly defend this document against piecemeal changes? Wouldn't it be simpler to
NOT MAKE CHANGES TO THE OCP for a period of perhaps five to ten years and then make
amendments or draw up a new plan with the input of the entire community?
.There are alternatives to the developments proposed, alternatives that can benefit both the
developer and the island. It doesn't have to be "my way or the "highway" for either side. We can all
relate to the result of short term thinking when we look at areas where urban sprawl has replaced
farmland and forests. Do we really want to be an island version of suburbia? Why not explore
solutions that are "outside the box' with good will and an open mind? We can create more by
cooperating and working together than we can by competing and dividing.

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Leitch
August 11 2021 9:00 AM
Tom Yates; Edith Watson
FW: GVH Public Hearing
GHV - PUBLIC HEARING - LYNDA UNTERTHINERS LETTER.odt

From: Lynda Unterthiner <lyndaunter@gmail.com >
Sent: August 11, 2021 7:36 AM
To: John Neill <JNeill@srd.ca >; Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: GVH Public Hearing
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Mr. Abram, I am sending my letter as an attachment.. . . I asked for an edit and
am able to send it this way rather than having the text in my email. Please call if there are
problems accessing it.

Lynda Unterthine
250-285-2129

1

To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder
Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95
OCP/REZONING (CP 3C 09/RZ 2C 09— SCHELLINCK)

I amlwe are opposed to this 50 plus housing development at April Point.
I have a fundamental problem with the Quadra zoning and Official Community Plan revision
change applications that come before the District Boardfr equently. Although I wasn't part of the
community-led, community-sponsored Official Community Plan that was created after many months I
understand that it was a well-discussed document that presented a long range vision for the community
as a whole.
So my question is, once such a document is so laboriously created, how can it be changed
without the same kind of involvement? How can four people, the majority of whom don' t live in the
community, alter the document? What if the general plan could only be changed every ten years and
then only by the involvement and opinions of the whole community once again? All development
applications would be required to fall within the guidelines and intent of the Official Community Plan
until the next revision. Developers could perhaps appeal to citizens to consider making changes to the
next, revised Official Community Plan informally through the local media or public meeting.
It would seem this could eliminate the need to even apply for changes before the next general
revision and this whole debate and division about a specific development would not be taking place.
The Official Community Plan would not have to be defended and district representatives and citizens
would be spared the stress and responsibility of making far reaching piecemeal decisions that affect the
future of the island population.

Signed

Address

Barbara Bryant

S

m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9:18 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill; Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Margaret Verschuur <margaret.verschuur@gmail.com >
Sent: January 2, 2022 5:53 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
I am opposed to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95.
In this time of climate crisis, we do not need this type of development on Quadra Island. We need affordable housing
close to amenities, and we need forests and trees.
se deny this application,
Respectfully,
Margaret Verschuur, Quadra Island resident

Margaret Verschuur
Ph: (250) 204-3709
Email: margaret.verschuurgmail.com

1

Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 10:56 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View.

From: Margaret Verschuur<margaret.verschuurgmail.com >
Sent: April 20, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear Rural Directors,
I will not be able to attend the meeting this evening, and want to express my strong opposition to the proposed
development re:
Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View.
_._ank you,
Margaret

Margaret Verschuur
Ph: (250) 204-3709
Email: margaret.verschuur@email.com

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
ØSent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 10, 2022 5:51 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowlland Harbour

From: Dirk <lyndirkv@gicable.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 10:05 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >; jimabram@explornet.ca
Subject: Gowiland Harbour
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To the directors,
For he record: Schellinck-Gowlland harbour Rezoning application
Re: bylaws no.94 and95-OCP/ rezoning Schellinck.
To be included in the Public Hearing Binder
wear Sir,
I am totally opposed to the subdivision detailed above from beginning to end.
I have followed this process all along. I was involved in the early stages connecting to Conservancy principles.
Sincerely,
Dirk van der Minne
650 Maple Road,
Heriot Bay,
P.O.Box 508, Tel. 250-285-2231

Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
Sent:

Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:18 AM

To:

Barbara Bryant

Cc:

Meredith Starkey

Subject:

FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View

From: Riki Winter-Vogt <rikivogt@hotmail.com >
Sent: January 10, 2022 10:15 PM
To: Email - planning@srd.ca <planning@srd.ca >
Cc: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into
the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Is.
I have many reasons for my opposition. Some follow:
have terrible ferry line-ups not just in the summer any more but for about eight months and the new
erries will not solve this problem and more suburbia will make things worse.
We have almost no reliable hydrology for this island but do know from our one monitored well that the
water levels have dropped steadily over the last several years.
The land in question is zoned silviculture and A.L.R. Why should the applicant be allowed to build a
subdivision etc. here? Where is the benefit to the Quadra community and to the ecosystem?
In this time of climate crisis we cannot afford to carry on with business as usual. We need to value nature
more. We need the trees and we need to think smart growth, think green, not think profit.
Mr. Schellinck does not live here and is ultimately interested in profit and not the welfare of the community
or of the land.
Sadly, these developments do NOTHING to create affordable housing.
Where is the upside to this development? Nowhere to be seen! I could go on....
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
Yours truly,
Riki Vogt
621 Noble Rd.,
Quadra Is.

1

Barbara Bryant

-rom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 4, 2022 9.15 AM
Barbara Bryant
John Neill, Meredith Starkey
FW. Rezoning Application 94/95, Schellineck-Gowland Harbour View

Original Message
From: Carol Woolsey <quadrapisces46gmail.com>
Sent: January 3, 2022 1:38 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning Application 94/95, Schellineck-Gowland Harbour View
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Dear SRD Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellineck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
his land was traded to Mr. Schellineck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites,
camping sites. RV sites, marina, restaurant and more. Quadra needs trees and we do not need more
traffic on our small roads. The road to April Point which would be used to access some of this
development, is already somewhat dangerous in spots and I doubt Mr. Schellineck would improve
that situation. The subdivision proposed would add quite a large no. of additional vehicles to already
unbelievable lineups. An RV park and campsite, often with longer and larger vehicles, would also
contribute to overloads.Because Mr. Schellineck is not a Quadra resident. I don't think he
understands, nor will he have to experience, the dire consequences of such a development. I am not
against change and development on Quadra. I am concerned about any change that doesn't
consider the heart and soul of our wonderful community!
I respectfully ask that his application be denied.
Yours hopefully,
Carol Woolsey
40-yr. resident of Quadra Is.
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Barbara Bryant
m:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 5, 2022 9:24 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Rezoning application 94/95, Shellinck-Gowland Harbour View

From: Kris Welistein <kwequestrian@gmail.com>
Sent: January 5, 2022 8:40 AM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Shellinck-Gowland Harbour View
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application.

o

ave lived on Quadra for over thirty years. I have lived on both the north end and the
uth end. I am a member of the ICAN Water Security Team and have been part of
Quadra Island Conservancy and Stewardship Society for almost a decade. I have hosted
a community outreach table, 'Fridays for the Future', on and off for a number of years.

I include this mini bio to help you understand that my concerns about rezoning and
intensifying population density on this island, at this time, come from a number of
directions.
In terms of our world, as we've all come to understand, any increase in population for the
sake of economic growth at the cost of environmental damage... is irrational. Mr.
Schellinck has already shown us his disregard for environmental issues by the damage
done due to his logging practices. I have walked and viewed his property.
In terms of our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the increase in
population, this proposal suggests. I sit in Quathiaski Cove (Friday's for the Future), and
see that even during the off season, our parking lot is full. Ferry lines extend up the hill
indicating sometimes, a more than one overload wait. The two ferry system coming our
way will not relieve this situation and all will become more critical as we do not have
enough island medical staff to service a growing population.
icialIy, some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted, in-depth
project to understand our water resources so there is a solid, scientific basis for evaluating
present and future water concerns. The material that holds aquifer in the south end of our
island, including Gowland Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to
1

what is now struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I think
it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in these changing
-imate times.
Perhaps my greatest worry here is that there are other greedy buggers out there, who are
waiting to see what Mr. Schellinck can get away with,(l know them). Precedent set.
People who won't live with this development's consequences. People who are not looking
to the requirements of the present community, with it's desperate need for affordable
housing. People who are really only concerned about making their buck.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
And please accept these legitimate concerns can only reasonably support a rejection of
this application.
Sincerely, Kris Wellstein
ReplyForward
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Barbara Bryant

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 5, 2022 9:22 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: expansion proposal

From: susan.wilson@gicable.com <susan.wilson@gicable.com >
Sent: January 4, 2022 6:03 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: expansion proposal
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Hello,
I am writing to express i-ny concerns regarding the proposals for development as proposed by Shellinck.
The quantity of sites, for residential, RV, and camping, seems excessive. Fm concerned about the
increased demand on our already overworked ferries, as well as utilities such as water and sewage
posaI and services such as our volunteer fire department.
Please enter my comments into the Public Hearing Record.
Thank you.
Susan Wilson
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Barbara Bryant
om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 12, 2022 9:06 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: opposition to rezoning applications on Quadra Island

From: Iris Wunsch <iris@greencoastmedia.ca >
Sent: January 11, 2022 10:15 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: opposition to rezoning applications on Quadra Island
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To: SRD Rural Directors <anelson@srd.ca >,
Subject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRD Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
earing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture and should stay as that and not to be turned into a huge
development of new house, camping & RV sites, marina, restaurant and more. We already have two campgrounds on
the island that cater to campers.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small roads, more
unbelievable line-ups at the ferry, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will not have to bear the
consequences of this development of increased traffic of cars as well as visitors and even more holiday homes where
people only spent a couple of weeks every year or increase the load of tourists through rentig out their houses.
What we desperately need on the island is affordable housing for families and single parents who work on the island
and keep all services going but can hardly afford a place to live or are in constant fear of loosing their rental through
sale of the property they are renting or having it turned into an AirB&B.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,
Best regards
Iris Wunsch,
Quadra Island

SRD Rural Directors <aneIson@srd.ce>,
Subject: Rezoning application 432/433, Quadra Links,

1

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Subject:

Owen Williams <askowen@relationshipexcellence.com >
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:53 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Dear SRD Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95 into the Public
Hearing Record for Quadra Island. I am a year-round resident of Quadra Island, a voter and a taxpayer.
I cannot see that Quadra Island needs is a development of 50 plus houses for wealthy residents, a 20 site RV park, a 12
site campground, a restaurant, marina and more overlooking quiet, lovely Gowland Harbour. This proposal is completely
at odds with Quadra's Official Community Plan which aims to concentrate development in two locations only — Heriot
Bay and Quathiaski Cove. The roads to this area are not designed to handle this much traffic and the residents who live
between Quathiaski Cove and April Point are entirely opposed to this proposal.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and silviculture it should remain. Mr. Schellinck does not live on
Quadra and would not have to bear the consequences of this development. Quality of life for Quadra residents,
maintenance of forested areas and wildlife habitat are all far more valuable than allowing Mr. Schellinck to "take his
money and run" giving nothing of real value to the island.

o

this application was about affordable housing or a co-housing community l'f find some way to support it but as it is, it's
e antithesis of what's desperately needed on this island.

A large percentage of the residents of Quadra Island live here because of its rural character. We want to live in a place
where there are still some vestiges of wilderness. Quadra Island should not be treated by SRD planning staff as if its
residents want more development, since most of them do not. We put up with the inconveniences of being somewhat
removed from stores and services because we want quiet and we enjoy being surrounded by trees and wild creatures.
We value these aspects of life here which are irreplaceable.
There has not been a thorough hydrological survey done on Quadra Island. Neither residents nor our elected officials
nor SRD staff really know how many residents the water resources on this island can support. We do not want to be
over-developed with shortages of potable water like Saltspring Island. This development would use more of our scarce
water resources, produce more sewage and contribute to even longer waits to get on and off of Quadra during tourist
season. Most of the many visitors to Quadra come here to enjoy some semblance of wilderness, something increasingly
hard to find anywhere near the urban centers where most people now live. More visitors and residents will conflict with
the environment that draws people to live here and visit in the first place.

I respectfully ask that you deny this application based on the fact that it doesn't meet the needs of the whole
community,
Yours sincerely,
Owen Williams

2 Sutil Road,
Cove, BC
VOP 1NO
1

sq

Blessings
Owen

s

wen Williams

"You can't mend the fence while you're sifting on it".
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 9:12 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: For inclusion in the Public Hearing Binder re Bylaws No, 94 & 95 - OCP Schellinck Rezoning

From: Pat Wolfe <patwolfe@telus.net >
Sent: January 17, 2022 8:27 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>; Graham Snell <artgram@telus.net>; Pat Wolfe
<patwolfe@telus.net>
Subject: For inclusion in the Public Hearing Binder re Bylaws No, 94 & 95 - OCP Schellinck Rezoning
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
To whom it concerns:
We are writing to state our opposition to this proposed development.
We concur with the well articulated problems with this proposal as outlined by Catherine Slater in the January 7th, 2022
sue of the Discovery Islander. We cannot add substantially to the comprehensive and knowledgeable
arguments provided by Ms. Slater.
However, we will note our most serious concerns with the proposed development:
1. Water security: both the disruption of ground water replenishment and the increased demand that 51-61 new
households and a campsite would place on our existing water reserves.
2. Increased marine water pollution
3. Reduced quality of life (especially since we are direct neighbours to Mr. Schellinck's property and will be seriously
impacted by the increased noise and traffic patterns caused by visiters to the proposed resort and campsite)
4. Additional ferry traffic and congestion, and finally
5. Exacerbation of climate change impacts.
This last concern re climate change exacerbation is the most serious to us. The loss of forests which have the potential
to mitigate climate change and the related increase in pollution due to development and increased traffic is very
concerning and takes us in the wrong direction for dealing with the threat of climate change.
In particular, as we see an increase in climate exacerbated devastating wildfires across our province, the threat of
wildfire on our small island is especially concerning. As close neighbours to the proposed resort and campground, the
concern of wildfire threat is very real to us. One mismanaged or illegal campfire or a carelessly discarded cigarette butt
could quickly spread to our property and then the rest of our beautiful island. This would be a tragedy for all of us.
or these reasons and more, we ask the Directors to deny this application for rezoning and leave the lands in question
signated as silvaculture as per the existing OCP.
Respectfully,

1

Patricia Wolfe & Graham Snell
889 April Point Road
uathiaski Cove, BC, VOP 1NO
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Barbara Bryant
rom:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 18, 2022 5:48 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Schellinck Rezoning Application: Gowlland Harbour

Get Outlook for lOS
From: Mark Whittington <whittingtonmark5@gmail.com >
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 4:25:25 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck Rezoning Application: Gowlland Harbour
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

a few small subdivisions is one thing, but this is to big of a venture for this Island to handle
we could use the
trees but not all the people this would bring, think of the water consumption and the ferries the traffic 0MG so much
for our rural lifestyle and it goes against the OCP. The
problems will just go on and on.
Mark Whittington

380 Smith Rd.

1

Dear SRD Directors:
Please enter my formal opposition to the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application 94/95
into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island. I am a year-round resident of Quadra Island, a voter
and a taxpayer.
Absolutely the last thing that Quadra Island needs is a development of 50 plus houses, a 20 site RV park,
a 12 site campground, a restaurant, marina and more overlooking quiet, lovely Gowland Harbour. This
proposal is completely at odds with Quadra's Official Community Plan which aims to concentrate
development in two locations only — Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. The roads to this area are not
designed to handle this much traffic and the residents who live between Quathiaski Cove and April Point
are entirely opposed to this proposal.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, and silviculture it should remain. Mr. Schellinck does
not live on Quadra and would not have to bear the consequences of this development. Quality of life for
Quadra residents, maintenance of forested areas and wildlife habitat are all far more valuable than
allowing Mr. Schellinck to make more money.
A large percentage of the residents of Quadra Island live here because of its rural character. We want to
live in a place where there are still some vestiges of wilderness. Quadra Island should not be treated by
SRD planning staff as if its residents want more development, since most of them do not. We put up with
the inconveniences of being somewhat removed from stores and services because we want quiet and we
enjoy being surrounded by trees and wild creatures. We value these aspects of life here which are
irreplaceable.
There has not been a thorough hydrological survey done on Quadra Island. Neither residents nor our
elected officials nor SRD staff really know how many residents the water resources on this island can
support. We do not want to be over-developed with shortages of potable water like Saltspring Island. This
development would use more of our scarce water resources, produce more sewage and contribute to
even longer waits to get on and off of Quadra during tourist season. Most of the many visitors to Quadra
come here to enjoy some semblance of wilderness, something increasingly hard to find anywhere near
the urban centers where most people now live. More visitors and residents will conflict with the
environment that draws people to live here and visit in the first place.
Sir David Attenborough's memoir "A Life on Planet Earth" states that worldwide the percentage of land
that is wilderness has shrunk to 35 percent. This includes the vastness of Antarctica so the area of
wilderness near human population centres is far smaller. Our balance of wild spaces and developed
areas on Quadra should not be further skewed to the development end. Quadra Island is a BC treasure —
overdevelopment needs to stop.
I respecifully ask that you deny this application,
Yours sincerely,
Margot Wood,
1400 Hooley Road,
Quadra Island.

Barbara Bryant
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
January 1, 2022 1:15 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey; John Neill
FW: Quadra Development

Original Message
From: Elizabeth Young <eyoung88@telus.net>
Sent: December 31, 2021 8:50 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Subject: Quadra Development
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

December 31, 2021

Dear Aniko Nelson:
are writing to express our concern over current proposed development projects on Quadra
iand. We understand that development will happen on the island, but there are two major
environmental limits that need to be studied before additional development projects are approved.
These two issues are: water availability and continuity and BC Ferry capacity. Before permits are
granted for further development on Quadra, a complete hydrologic assessment needs to occur.
Current residents as well as those requesting development permissions, need to know the ability of
our water resources to support those who reside on Quadra as well as new endeavours. If our
resources become overburdened, we will all suffer. Those who grant permissions, need to live up to
their responsibility for ensuring that the development is good for the island and not simply good for
the developer.
BC Ferry capacity and efficiency is also a critical resource for quality of life on Quadra Island. The
new two-ferry service will alter our ferry experience, hopefully for the better, but it too will have limits
that once exceeded will result again in long waits and excessive line- ups. It can be difficult for
residents to travel efficiently to Vancouver Island for work, appointments and shopping. Development
needs to benefit the greater Quadra community and not negatively impact residents, both new and
current. A thorough understanding of BCFerry capacity needs to be part of any development
proposal.
We trust that the SRD will examine the long range impacts to Quadra island of development
requests.

Respectfully submitted,

abeth B. Young & Joseph Nurmela
Schooner Road, Heriot Bay
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Barbara Bryant
m:
3ent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jan Zwicky <cashion@uvic.ca >
Saturday, January 8, 2022 12:29 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
RE: OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW Nos. 94 AND 95 (SCHELLINCK)
opposed to Schellinck proposal.pdf

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
I write to oppose OCP AND ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW Nos. 94 AND 95, the so-called Schellinck Gowlland Harbour
Views proposal. Please enter the following comment into the Public Hearing Binder for this proposal.
I have also attached a .pdf with the same comment, in case that is more convenient.
Overview
Bylaws No. 94 and 95 have been prepared to facilitate the Gowlland Harbour Views development proposal. Bylaw No. 94
proposes to re-designate portions of land in Gowiland Harbour from Silviculture (S) to Country Residential (CR) and
Commercial (C) while Bylaw No. 95 proposes to rezone portions of land from Rural One (RU-i) to Country Residential
Two A (CR-2A) and Commercial Two E (C-2E) and water adjacent from Access One (AC-i) and Access Three (AC-3)
to Marine Commercial Two (MC-2) to permit a subdivision of 1.0 hectare average sized lots and a tourist commercial
campground and associated dock.
My reasons for opposition are centred on the lack of adequate strategies to supplement or recharge groundwater
pplies at the south end of Quadra Island, and on the absence of adequate ferry infrastructure to support this
velopment.
I write in the capacity of a resident and property owner on the island, where I have lived full-time for 13 years. I am a
former teacher of environmental studies.
Water
As documented in "Quadra Island's Water Problem" by Roy Hales (https://cortescurrents.ca/quadra-islands-waterproblem/), Quadra already has a water problem. Provincial Groundwater Observation Well #383, near the centre axis of
the south island, is showing that Quadra's aquifer is already in decline. There are already too many people drawing on
it to allow it to recharge to its former levels during the winter rains. The result of increasing water usage in the south
island without first developing adequate conservation, aquifer recharge, and water redistribution strategies will be
suicidal: in the long run, no one will have enough water, including the new residents and the additional tourists. It would
be irresponsible of the SRD, and in direct contravention of Section 111.3.4.3(b) of the Official Community Plan, to allow
the proposed amendments to proceed at this time.
Ferry Service
I am a senior with health conditions that require ongoing treatment in Campbell River and Courtenay. This year I
have twice missed critical appointments because of three-sailing waits at the ferry. (That is, I got there over two hours
ahead of the ferry I needed to be on, and still was unable to get across in time.) This December, I was forced to postpone
a medical appointment (by several weeks, because of the waitlist), knowing that I would be risking further health
complications if I had to sit for two hours in a ferry line-up in the extreme cold weather that we were then experiencing.
two new ferries, both of which are significantly smaller than the present ferry, will be insufficient to solve this
oblem: the numbers are overwhelming. Until adequate ferry service for the existing Quadra population and tourist
traffic is provided, we cannot consider adding to that traffic. See Section 111.3.3.1(a) of the Official Community Plan.
1

Additional Concerns
In addition, it is my belief that this proposal is morally questionable. The government created the problem when it gave
Schellinck — who is interested simply in making money — the site on Quadra to compensate him for land the
government wanted to protect elsewhere. Amending Quadra's OCP to assist a profiteer may be a technical solution to
the problem, but it is not a moral one.
Finally, there is the fact that an amendment to the OCP to advance economic development was denied a few years back
in the case of a local We Wai Kai proposal to start a scallop farm. To mount a righteous defence of the OCP to block an
Indigenous proposal, but then happily to alter the same OCP when nonlndigenous interests are at stake looks, frankly,
racist.
Thank you for registering my comment.
Dr Jan Zwicky
1640 Thompson Road
He riot Bay, BC VOP 1HO
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FEB16 2O21
Strathcona Regional District
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SRD Rural Directors <anelsonãsrd.ca>,
(ybject: Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View
Dear SRI) Rural Directors,
Please enter my formal opposition to the Scheffinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This land was traded to Mr. Schellinck as silviculture, not to be a huge development of house sites,
camping sites, RV sites, marina, restaurant and more.
Quadra, as everywhere on Earth right now, needs trees, and we do not need more traffic on our small
roads, more unbelievable line-ups at the ferly, more camping and RV parks.
This is a total money-making venture. Because he does not even live on Quadra, Mr. Schellinck will
not have to bear the consequences of this development.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application,

;q

Yours truly, (name),
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To Be Included in the Public Hearing Bins
Re BYLAWS No.94 AND 95— OCPIREZONING SCIWLLINCK

I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:
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To Be Induded in the Public Hearing Binder
Re BYLAWS No.94 AN!) 95— OCPIREZONING SCHELLINC
I AM OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT
Reason:
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To Be Included in the Public Hearing Binder

Re BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95— OCPIREZONLNG SCHELLINC
I

I AM OPPOSED TO ThIS DEVELOpMF

FE& 1 7 2022

Reason:
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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StrathCOfla Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the ShellinckGowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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StrathCOfla Regiona$ District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sbellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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FEB 23 2022
Dear SRD Rural Directors:

Strathcona Regional District

I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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FEB 23 2022
Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my fonnal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait.. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Is land.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this conimunity that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
Iajn writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 9 4/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application.94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezomng
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hifi indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there 'is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material.that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is' comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and HeriOt Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellmck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck!s development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Is land.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
•scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hifi indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my fonnal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheffinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, thisproposal suggests. Even during the off season
feny lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there isa solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and.reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Sheffinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny t
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the bill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellincks development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheffinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRI) Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shefflnck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellincks development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:

Strathcona Regional District

I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the bill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheffinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even duringthe:off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth ptoject to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hifi indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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MAR 152022

Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRI) Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase hi population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think, it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheliinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Sheffinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regional DIstrlt

Dear SRI) Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. 1
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully as/hat you deny this application.
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MAR 152022
StrathcOfla Regk

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcoria Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regioni Dislrjct

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the biJi indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth ptoject to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two feny system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regio

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth ptoject to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quãthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistRke to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning applicatiOn 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
applicition.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system corning our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.

MAR 292022
StrathCOfla Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
applicttion.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to tAke our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning applicatiOn 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
Isesectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our bommunity, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the

increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth ptoject to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
iñaterial that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quätbiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development will create chnges to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Stratlicona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheliinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Shellinck's development wifi create chnges to this community that
wifi complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.

Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
mcrease in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth pEoject to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mist ke to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have inufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present nd future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove.and Reriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to tike our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create cha:nges to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have iiisufficient infrastrUcture to support the
increase in population, this proposal 1ggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quãthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
Mr. Sheffiuck's development will create chnges to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Sheilinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.

Barbara Bryant
Kip Keylock <oed@shaw.ca>
April 9, 2022 2:55 AM
Email - planning©srd,ca
Gowlland Harbour Views project

nt:
To:
Subject:

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Planning Dept,
May we offer our fuLl support for the proposed application on this project please..
We have worked with Rick over the years and admire and respect his final plan for this sensitive, yet much needed
development.
It seems he has worked through the details and has a plan that will not only meet demand, but do so while meeting
the List required of him.
Please accept our thanks for the efforts of all the staff involved in making this happen.
Regards
Kip

Rip Keylock
Ocean Estates Developments
250-218-6363

L

Estas OevIopmcnts
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

claudia lake <claudlake@yahoo.com>
April 10, 2022 6:44 PM
Aniko Nelson; Email - planning©srd.ca
Jim Abram Uimabram@xplornet.ca)
Re: Gowlland Views (Schellinck) Proposal

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Aniko Nelson and all SRD Planners,
I am writing today to voice my strong opposition to the proposed Schellinck development on Quadra
Island.
Please enter this, my formal opposition to the Schellink-Gowlland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95, into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This proposal flies in the face of the existing Official Community Plan for Quadra Island that was put
together with much thought and intelligent consideration for the wants and needs of the Quadra
Island community. It may need updating, but the fact is it was designed as is for a reason: to control
greedy developers and to ensure that Quadra Island remains a liveable, rural/semi-rural home for
island dwelling families.
r. Schellink has already trashed his acreage by removing much of the standing forest, for which he
nas already been well compensated. He has already altered considerable the landscape of his
property, but also the viewscape, watershed, and bird/wildlife habitat of the entire community, even
before his proposal has been presented formally to the public for comment. Again, this is not a very
community spirited venture.
It is already possible for Mr. Schelinick to sub-divide his property into several large lots, which current
zoning allows for. But Mr. Schellink wants to take it much, much farther by creating a third,
unwanted, commercial centre on his property.
Two "village" centres already exist, at Heriot Bay and at Quathiaski Cove, as set out in the Official
Community Plan. Any urbanization and further density of housing should occur only in these two
places, as has been the Plan all along. We do not need a third town centre on Quadra Island.
Expanding the Quathiaski Cove sewage system all the way along West Road to the property in
question would open the doors for even more urbanization along that route, and that goes against the
Official Community Plan as well.
The Gowlland Views development will not address the need for affordable housing for normal families
and young people who already find it impossible to find a place to live on Quadra or anywhere else
for that matter. This development has been foisted upon the community of Quadra Island in a
government trade-off, because a similar proposal by Mr. Schellinck on Denman Island was soundly
rejected by the people who live there. Why should Quadra Islanders have to put up with this
_secration of the Island's integrity?
I firmly believe that the majority of people on Quadra Island do not want this development to go
ahead as it will:
1

1) Be of no benefit whatsoever to Quadra Islanders but will only invite more weekend warriors and
—mmer visitors who will contribute nothing to the community while overburdening the resources and
rvices of Quadra Island.
2) Would overburden an already limited water table... .see Salt Spring Island for further information on
how an island with limited resources struggles with too many people tapping into limited water
resources; it is no joke, especially with extreme climate events growing more common all the time.
3) Add to an already overburdened ferry system. The Quadra Island ferry service is completely
maxxed out and transportation to and from Quadra Island is already fraught with issues; too many
people already trying to get on or off the island throughout the year.
4) The proposal would see a jump in population on an island which naturally has limited service
capacity and would add to the burden already faced by existing islanders; there are already not
enough doctors, ambulance drivers, first responders, fire fighters, garbage/recycle facilities, RCMP,
road maintenance services, grocery store clerks, etc.
5) Quadra Island does not need (or want) to be another island playground for the super-rich, retired
(or otherwise entitled) elites who already clutter up much of Vancouver Island and other islands of the
Salish Sea. Which is why the down-to-earth, working people of Quadra Island designed their Official
Community Plan the way they did:
To provide families with the means to earn a living and live comfortably, yet not ostentatiously, in a
uiet, peaceful, harmonious, semi-rural, forested community with plenty of natural amenities, fresh air
nd a relatively calm atmosphere.
I believe that most Quadra Islanders would like their island to remain this way into the future. Maybe
it is time to pull up the drawbridge. Seriously.
Sincerely,
Claudia Lake

2

Barbara Bryant

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 12, 2022 1:09 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW Schellinck - Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application

Original Message
From: John Walton <jdonquadra99©yahoo.ca>
Sent: April 12, 2022 12:43 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>; Brenda Leigh
(bleigh.53gmail.com) <bleigh 53@gmail.com>; Gerald Whalley (gdwhaIIeysaywardvalley.net)
<gdwhaIleysaywardvaIley. net>; director@cortesisland.com; David Leitch <DLeitch@srd.ca>
Subject: Schellinck - Gowland Harbour Rezoning Application
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

For the Record - A group of wise dedicated people spent a lot of valuable time formulating an Official
Community Plan to develop our island in a thoughtful manner retaining the rural quality of life so
—my of us moved here to enjoy. This application to rezone land dedicated to Silvaculture is in
nf1ict with the plan which has provision for development in 0 Cove and Heriot Bay. Mr.Schellinck
took the land to grow trees and trees are what we need, not more people. If he no longer wants to
grow trees and contribute to our community, I believe there are people who would.
I strongly oppose this application
John D. Walton
1183, Milton Road, Quadra Island
Tel: 250 285 2958

1

Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheflinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
applicttion.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrasthicture to support the

increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quäthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate 'times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development wifi create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning applicatibn 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Iland.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.

Strathcona_Regionj District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quathiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinek-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowlaiid Harbour View rezoriing
applicttion.
Within Our bommunity, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way wifi not relieve this situation.
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
m4ter1a1 that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinckts development w,ffl create chthiges to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning applicatibn 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
c
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Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
appliction.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development wifi create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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StrathconaRegon District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowlarid Harbour View rezoniiig
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off.season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project ó utiderstand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinek-Gowland View
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Thland.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastricture to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two feny system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
stmggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland Viw
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regional District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoriing
application.
Withth Our bommunity, we have insufficient infrastrjcture to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
all
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Some of our community members are actively exploring a mu1tifacetd,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quãthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shelliuck's development will create chiunges to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Mand.
View

I respectfully ask tht you deny this application.
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Strathcona Regioj District

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the ScheIlinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
applicition.
Within our áommunity, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hilt indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
wifi complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this application.
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Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Schellinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our

community, we have insufficient infrastrUcture to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the bill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way wifi not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quàthiaski Cove and Heriot Bay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to t1ce our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Sheffinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the ShelJinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94/95 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this applicatioh.
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Strathcofla R

Dear SRD Rural Directors:
I am writing to oppose the Scheffinck-Gowland Harbour View rezoning
application.
Within Our community, we have insufficient infrastructure to support the
increase in population, this proposal suggests. Even during the off season
ferry lines extend up the hill indicating sometimes, a more than one overload
wait. The two ferry system coming our way will not relieve this situation
and all will become more critical as we do not have enough island medical
staff to service a growing population.
Some of our community members are actively exploring a multifaceted,
in-depth project to understand our water resources so there is a solid,
scientific basis for evaluating present and future water concerns. The
material that holds aquifer in the south end of our island, including Gowland
Harbour, Quäthiaski Cove and Her ot Eay, is comparable to what is now
struggling to support resident populations on islands to the south of us. I
think it would be a huge mistake to take our water availability for granted in
these changing climate times.
• Mr. Shellinck's development will create changes to this community that
will complicate and reduce the present residents quality of living.
Please enter my formal opposition to the Shellinck-Gowland View
rezoning application 94195 into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra
Island.
I respectfully ask that you deny this applicatiofl.
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Barbara Bryant
m:
nt:
To:
Subject:

Gerry Cote <gerrycoteteIus.net>
April 18, 2022 8:34 AM
Email - planningsrd.ca
bylaw no. 95

** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

to Aniko Nelson, I am against the proposed development of the property of bylaw no. 95
,amendment no.99 .legally described as lot I ,district
10t208 ,sayward district plan V1P86955.There is sufficient space for development in Quathiaski cove
as it is .Concerning the commercial portion of the proposal I am totally opposed to any addition of
recreation sites .With the expansion of both Wewakai and Tsakwaluten campsites to accomodate
more rvs we have definitely reached our ferry capacity limit.But more importantly we should not
encourage the use of motor homes in this time of global warming.
best regards Gerry Cote
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Barbara Bryant
r''om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
**

B Bye <bbyeteIus.net>
April 18, 2022 11:45 AM
Email - planning©srdca
Jim Abram (jimabramxplornet.ca)
Opposed to Gowland Harbour Views (SHELLINCK) Bylaw Change

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

I am opposed to this bylaw change being passed because the land is zoned Silviculture and is
important we preserve our island for future generations, not be overrun by subdivisions of small lots
crowded together all for the sake of making a profit. The developer's plan does not appear to meet
the standards of our Official Community Plan (OCP) which was created to ensure our island has a
sustainable future.
Enticing more RV traffic with a RV campground where they bring everything from home is not helping
our island community except to the owners who collect the rental fee. The increased RV traffic on our
narrow roads increases the potential of danger to those who walk or cycle, and wear and tear on the
pavement. The worst will be more ferry overloads which are already near unbearable lineups in the
summer. This portion of the project is not an asset to our growing community.
We must not bow to developers who want to change our bylaws or scoot around our OCP for the
(ke of their profit and not adding to our community, and if this one is passed it will only set a
,recedent for others to follow suit.
I am all for progress and natural development on suitable lands, especially for affordable housing but
not for this project and not on our silviculture land!
Elizabeth (Buffy) Bye
713 Nole Road,
Quathiaski Cove, BC
VOP 1NO
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Mitsuru Hirano
304 Mahonia Lane
Quathiaski Cove, BC
VOP INO
April 17, 2022
Board of Directors
Strathcona Regional District
301-990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC
V9W 7Z8
SUBJECT: Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
Dear Strathcona Directors,
I am writing to oppose the Quadra Island Official Community Plan Amendment and
Quadra Island Zoning Amendment for the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Views Proposal.
The proposed application does not meet the application assessment requirements for
an amendment to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan from Silviculture to
Country Residential and rezoning of parcels from Country Residential to Country
Residential Two A and Commercial Two G and Marine Commercial Two and therefore,
should not be approved by the Regional District Board.
1.

Quadra Island Official Community Plan (OCP), 2007 Part III Community
Plan Policies, Residential Policies Section 3.1.3(a) States:
In addition to the Quathiaski Cove Village Plan area and the policies and
designations identified therein, areas designated as residential are identified in
Schedule A-i and represent the current residential zoning framework and the
existing neighbourhood areas within the plan area. These areas are expected to
Drovide sufficient infilling opportunities, through vacant residential lots, as well as
provide opportunities to fulfill the demand for the anticirated future residential
growth of the plan area over the life of the plan. thus minimizing any need for
further creation of residential areas. (Emphasis added.)
Response: The proposed application has not adequately justified the need for
the project in light of existing residential capacity approved in the OCP. No
further residential expansion should occur until a more complete assessment on
existing housing capacity has carried out and expansion of residential areas can
be justified.

2.

OPC Part Ill Country Residential Policies 3.1.4 (a) states:
"Areas designated as country residential are identified on Schedule A-i.
These small, rural lots are characterized largely by their proximity to
existing settled areas and their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country
residential activities. Country residential lands will not be designated in significant
environmental or Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated
Silviculture. (Emphasis added.)
Response: The proposed project is applying to change lands designated
Silviculture to Country Residential Two and is in direct opposition to Policy 3.1.4.
(a) and therefore should be denied. The application does not adequately justify
removing the lands from Silviculture to residential.

3.

OCP Part Ill Commercial Activity 3.5 (j). States:
"Commercial activity shall not be considered in foreshore and lake areas, on
peripheral islands, on agricultural lands, or in areas identified as being hazardous
or environmentally sensitive. Notwithstanding the above, it is recognized that
certain commercial activity is marine dependent and these activities may be
considered provided the following can be proven: the need for the proposed
activity, the marine siting requirements can be proven, and that the activity is
environmentally sound."
Response: There has been no environmental impact assessment of the
proposed marine dock. The marine environment will be impacted from
construction of the marine dock and operations of the facility. However, no
environmental assessment of the construction and operations of the facility has
been carried out nor how potential impacts may be avoided or mitigated.
Therefore, the zoning change to Marine Commercial Two should not be
approved.

4.

In Part IV of the OCP, Development Permit & Development
Approval Information Areas 4. 1(2) it states:
"To the extent that a proposed activity or development can reasonably be
expected to have an impact on any of the following, these shall be included in the
information to be submitted:
(b) local highways, water supply and sewage disposal systems including wells
and ground sewage, ecosystems absorption systems, utilities, parks, local
transportation services, local parking facilities and any other affected public
services or infrastructure; and

(f) recommendations indicating how undesirable impacts will be mitigated or
avoided, and how the proposal will comply with the official community plan."
Response: The proposed application has not adequately assessed the impact
the project will have on local highways, local transportation services, police, fire,
and medical services. Given Quadra Island is dependent on ferry services for
transportation to and from Vancouver Island, the proposed project does not
adequately assessed the impact this change in the community plan and zoning
will have on existing ferry services, island traffic, nor assess impacts on the
services for policing and emergency response for fire and ambulance services.
The environmental assessment submitted for the project not only omits the direct
impacts of the project, but fails to assess the critical cumulative impacts the
proposed change in land use will have on the Quadra Island community.
In Conclusion, the proposal does not provide an adequate environmental assessment
of the project to justify an amendment to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan nor
meet the criteria to support the proposed change in zoning. As such, the Board of the
Strathcona Regional District should deny approval of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respecifully submitted.

Mitsuru Hirano

Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 19, 2022 10:23 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinck Gowlland Harbour Views Rezoning application 94/95 - Opposition

From: Kate & Randy <quadraadventuregmail.com>
Sent: April 18, 2022 9:02 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Schellinck Gowlland Harbour Views Rezoning application 94/95 - Opposition
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

April 18, 2022
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed change in zoning and the
subsequent development of Lot 1, DL 208 Sayward District plan V1P86955.
his opposition is specifically to the proposal put forward to rezone Lot 1, DL 208
zayward District plan V1P86955 from Siviculture to Country Residential and part
Commerical (Bylaw 94) and rezoning from Rural One to Country Residential Two A and
Commercial Two G (Bylaw 95) and the rezoning of the foreshore to Marine Commercial
Two to facilitate the development of a residential subdivision, commercial resort,
campground and commercial dock.
The history behind this parcel of land is important to recognize - as the spirit in which this
land was acquired should be considered in deciding its future use and value. In 2001
residents of Denman Island fought and succeeded in preserving 134 acres of forest as an
ecological reserve under the Island Trust Fund. For 12 years the residents fought for that
protection. In exchange for that ecological reserve, Rick Schellink received financial
compensation and this waterfront parcel of Siviculture zoned property. At that time
Denman residents contacted the Quadra Conservancy and urged the Province not to
simply export the clear cutting of one area to another. And yet this is exactly what has
occurred. The land has been logged, not with the intent to manage it within Siviculture but
always with the future intent of a subdivision development.
I ask first that the value of this land be recognized, as it currently exists under the
Siviculture zoning. I request that the land remain under its current classification to protect
• nd preserve the values that Siviculture provides.
Values that include:
. Timber products -in perpetuity; if managed sustainably
1

• Wildlife corridors,
• Buffers for wetland areas,
• Protection to salt water marshes and critical salmon rearing habitat,
• Eagle nesting trees,
• Habitat for species that are particularly at risk due to climate change and urban
development,
• Protection of future water resources

Second, I ask that the Official Community Plan be respected and adhered to.
The OCP was created to guide the future vision and growth of this
community. Specifically it identified the desire to focus development and growth within
Heriot Bay and Quathiaski Cove. Recognizing the need and importance of growth but
supporting models that balanced it without sprawl or simply becoming a bedroom
settlement for Campbell River. This development optimizes everything the OCP was
designed to prevent or mitigate. A high density subdivision with isolated park areas
outside the development hubs. Approval for this development will open the floodgates to
further high end, high-density subdivision on large tracts of land outside the two core
zones. Approval for this development will ultimately dismantle the OCP and render it
valueless.
At present the idea of an additional campground with increased RV traffic and a
commercial resort given our current infrastructure is almost laughable. I certainly cannot
upport this, having experienced our ferry capacity, lack of public washrooms, garbage
provisions and limited recycling — all of which impact visitors and residents alike. In
addition to the shortage of housing for employees and residents (both rental and lowincome ownership options). Nothing in this proposal will contribute to developing or
supporting solutions to these challenges.
Thirdly I ask that the SRD support the principles upon which the OCP was based. Future
development proposals should be encouraged to genuinely engage and invest in the
community on Quadra. Growth means more than simply building expensive houses.
Investment in Quadra's infrastructures (water, sewer, fire department, community centre
etc), investment in protection of significant and ecological valuable green spaces and a
genuine commitment to community engagement should all be non-negotiable demands
on future proposals. It is clear that there will be continuous interest in development and
growth on the island. The bar should be set higher for proposals with a focus on
strengthening and supporting the community rather than creating such deep divisions.
Respectfully,
Kate Lansley
551 Noble Road, 0 Cove
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 8:58 AM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Bylaws 94 & 95 OCP Rezoning Schellinick

From: Pat Lowes <patricialowes@yahoo.ca >
Sent: April 20, 2022 8:46 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: jimabram@explorenet.ca
Subject: Bylaws 94 & 95 OCP Rezoning Schellinick
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.
Greetings. We are writing to express our OPPOSITION to the above proposal. We are long term residents
of Quadra Island and see no benefit of this proposal to our current population and would only futher strain
our infrastructure.
Rex and Patricia Lowes
1487 Hyacinthe Bay Road P0 Box 87
leriot Bay

w
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

claudia lake <claudlake@yahoo.com>
April 20, 2022 7:56 AM
Aniko Nelson; Email - planningsrd.ca
Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca)
Not sure if you received the following comments for Quadra Bylaw 94-95 Public Hearing..

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Aniko Nelson and all SRD Planners,
As I have not had a response from your office, and to be sure you have received my comments
regarding the proposed application for the Gowland Harbour Views development project on Quadra
island, I am re-sending the following e-mail this morning, to ensure that my comments are added to
the public record prior to the public hearing at the Quadra Community Centre this evening.
I would be grateful if you could acknowledge receipt of my comments.
Thank you so much.
Claudia Lake

1 am writing today to voice my strong opposition to the proposed Schellinck development on Quadra
Island.
Please enter this, my formal opposition to the Schellink-Gowiland Harbour View rezoning application
94/95, into the Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island.
This proposal flies in the face of the existing Official Community Plan for Quadra Island that was put
together with much thought and intelligent consideration for the wants and needs of the Quadra
Island community. It may need updating, but the fact is it was designed as is for a reason: to control
greedy developers and to ensure that Quadra Island remains a liveable, rural/semi-rural home for
island dwelling families.
Mr. Schellink has already trashed his acreage by removing much of the standing forest, for which he
has already been well compensated. He has already altered considerable the landscape of his
property, but also the viewscape, watershed, and bird/wildlife habitat of the entire community, even
before his proposal has been presented formally to the public for comment. Again, this is not a very
community spirited venture.
It is already possible for Mr. Schellink to sub-divide his property into several large lots, which current
zoning allows for. But Mr. Schellink wants to take it much, much farther by creating a third,

unwanted, commercial centre on his property.
wo "village" centres already exist, at Heriot Bay and at Quathiaski Cove, as set out in the Official
Community Plan. Any urbanization and further density of housing should occur only in these two
places, as has been the Plan all along. We do not need a third town centre on Quadra Island.
1

Expanding the Quathiaski Cove sewage system all the way along West Road to the property in
question would open the doors for even more urbanization along that route, and that goes against the
fficial Community Plan as well.

ØThe Gowlland Views development will not address the need for affordable housing for normal families
and young people who already find it impossible to find a place to live on Quadra or anywhere else
for that matter. This development has been foisted upon the community of Quadra Island in a
government trade-off, because a similar proposal by Mr. Schellinck on Denman Island was soundly
rejected by the people who live there. Why should Quadra Islanders have to put up with this
desecration of the Island's integrity?
I firmly believe that the majority of people on Quadra Island do not want this development to go
ahead as it will:
1) Be of no benefit whatsoever to Quadra Islanders but will only invite more weekend warriors and
summer visitors who will contribute nothing to the community while overburdening the resources and
services of Quadra Island.
2) Would overburden an already limited water table... .see Salt Spring Island for further information on
how an island with limited resources struggles with too many people tapping into limited water
resources; it is no joke, especially with extreme climate events growing more common all the time.
3) Add to an already overburdened ferry system. The Quadra Island ferry service is completely
maxxed out and transportation to and from Quadra Island is already fraught with issues; too many
eopIe already trying to get on or off the island throughout the year.
4) The proposal would see a jump in population on an island which naturally has limited service
capacity and would add to the burden already faced by existing islanders; there are already not
enough doctors, ambulance drivers, first responders, fire fighters, garbage/recycle facilities, RCMP,
road maintenance services, grocery store clerks, etc.
5) Quadra Island does not need (or want) to be another island playground for the super-rich, retired
(or otherwise entitled) elites who already clutter up much of Vancouver Island and other islands of the
Salish Sea. Which is why the down-to-earth, working people of Quadra Island designed their Official
Community Plan the way they did:
To provide families with the means to earn a living and live comfortably, yet not ostentatiously, in a
quiet, peaceful, harmonious, semi-rural, forested community with plenty of natural amenities, fresh air
and a relatively calm atmosphere.
I believe that most Quadra Islanders would like their island to remain this way into the future. Maybe
it is time to pull up the drawbridge. Seriously.
Sincerely,
Claudia Lake

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Barbara Bryant
am:

ent:
To:

Subject:

Janice or Gerald Ammundsen <someday.sailor@hotmail.com>
April 19, 2022 9:59 PM
Email - planningsrd.ca
Proposed Bylaws 94 & 95, Proposed Schellinck development. Gowland Harbour, Quadra Island.

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please accept this letter and enter it into the public record at the Strathcona Regional District that we are
very strongly OPPOSED to the passing and adoption of the proposed Bylaws 94 &95 for Quadra Island.
They are completely contrary to the intended values and concepts contained in the OCP. This development
would detract from the island, community, and environment in every way. It is clearly profiteering for the
benefit of the of the absentee owner and the SRD, at the expense of every resident of the community.
Gerald Ammundsen
Janice Ammundsen
609 Noble Rd.
Quathiaski Cove
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Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Subject:

Kendall F <kendallmhairifoster@gmail.com>
April 19, 2022 8:20 PM
John Neill; Email - planningsrd.ca
Public hearing written submission

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To whom it may concern,
I am strongly opposed to the development and rezoning proposed by Rick Schellinck (Bylaw Nos. 94 and
95) for the following reasons;
1.
2.
3. Loss of habitat and deforestation
4.
This property is a huge habitat for wolves and many other species which continually get pushed into smaller
and smaller spaces due to human expansion. This property has been designated silviculture, which means it
— ould remain a managed forest that will be a constant habitat for these species.
2.
3.
Loss of silviculture

4.
5.

In the face of increasing climate change it is important to preserve what forests we have left. This property is
meant to be a sustainably managed forest, which should provide carbon sequestration, wind protection, shade
during the summer, and wildlife habitat. Turning this into unaffordable housing does nothing to improve
Quadra Island, and results in the loss of the rural nature of Quadra, which is why we all choose to live here.
3.
4.
5.

Increased noise and decreased privacy
6.

My property is surrounded by Rick's proposed development. The quiet and privacy there are extremely
portant to me, and that will be decimated if this proposal goes through. There will be constant traffic of 51
useholds up and down Harbour Brook road, as well as the noise and lack of privacy that comes with having
many close neighbours in a subdivision. I chose to live on Quadra, and on this property because of the rural,
quiet nature of the area and this development would change all of that.
1

4.

•

6.

5.

Increased ferry traffic to and from Quadra

7.
The ferries are already a huge problem in the summer. The overloads are constant, and lineups are often
backed up all the way to the police station on Quadra. Rick's proposal would make this problem even worse
with the addition of 51 houses as well as a commercial campground. Quadra Island's infrastructure cannot
support a greater influx of people.
5.
6.
Water security

7.
8.

Rick's development would add 51 family homes to the south end of Quadra and water would be supplied from
4 wells on the property. It is unknown how much water there really is, and whether this huge draw will affect
neighbouring wells. An example of this already exists with the Quadra golf course. The aquifer supplying the
golf course has dropped and stayed that way since the golf course was built.
6.
7.
The development contributes to the lack of affordable housing on Quadra Island

8.
9.

Quadra Island has an affordable housing shortage. This development does nothing to address this problem.
These lots will be out of their price range for the majority of people on Quadra who contribute to our
community by working on the island and living there year round. It stands to reason that they will be bought by
wealthy people and used as summer cottages which contributes to inflated prices and lack of housing
affordability.
Due to the myriad of problems this proposed development would cause for the residents of Quadra Island I
strongly feel the rezoning/development proposal should be rejected.
Thank you,

Kendall Foster
Lot 2 Harbour Brook Rd
Box 895 Quathiaski Cove
VOP 1NO
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Barbara Bryant
Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 1:36 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Gowlland Harbour Views Hearing April 20.

it:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

From: Riki Winter-Vogt <rikivogt@hotmail.com >
Sent: April 20, 2022 12:29 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca >
Subject: Gowlland Harbour Views Hearing April 20.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Ms. Nelson,
Please enter into the public record that I am opposed to this development.
I have many reasons but want to emphasize just the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We do not have enough information about local hydrology and therefore would be foolish
to encourage such large urban development.
We are over-run with tourists and don't need another supply of unaffordable housing some of which
would surely become investments/air B&Bs/vacation rentals.
The ferries are so overloaded that getting off and back on the island becomes a major expedition.
There are far more positive things to do with this land. This is not the 20th century any more, much as
we might like to think so.
The OCP exists and should be followed and not overruled for the sake of furthering 'development".

Sincerely,
Riki Vogt
Quadra Is.
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 1.56 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW Re BYLAWS NO. 94 AND 95- OCP/REZONING SCI-IELLINCK

Original Message
From: K. Arbuthnot <karb@telus.net>
Sent: April 20, 2022 1:47 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram©xplornet.ca) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Re BYLAWS NO. 94 AND 95- OCP/REZONING SCHELLINCK
** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To Whom it may concern,
Please register me to be in opposition to this development proposal as it stands.
ill cut to the chase. This deal does not properly contribute to the welfare of this island and, below
e surface, seems shady.
Also, bylaw #3050 (Quadra Island OCP) is being treated as a mere "suggestion" to be molded by
anyone with the funding to back a likely inappropriate enterprise. I have seen instances where this
"bylaw" has been ignored completely.
- Ken Arbuthnot
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:

Subject:
**

Mia Frishholz <miafrishholz@gmail.com>
April 20, 2022 2.27 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Bylaws 94 and 95 for Quadra Island

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To whom it may concern:
We are opposed to these changes in our community plan which we believe are inconsistent with our
intention as a community to concentrate residential development in and around Heriot Bay and
Quathiaski Cove. It has been suggested that creating 51 residential lots in this area will allow
younger residents of the island to acquire residential property. We simply do not believe that these
waterfront and semi- waterfront properties will reduce the cost of housing on Quadra Island. Since
there is no local bus service on the island all these properties will have to be accessed by private car
or boat, increasing pressure on our already overloaded ferry system. We think preserving this area as
a silviculture designation will help protect our existing water supply and provide economic opportunity
for wood lot managers. We also see the dredging of this area to provide water access as destructive
to the marine environment.
We have struggled to develop and maintain a viable community sewer system in Quathiaski Cove.
We fail to see how a sewer system for this project could be developed and maintained without
substantial tax increases for the community as a whole. In any event the cost of such a system would
—i the price of property beyond the reach of younger people in our community.
=-e strongly believe that this proposal runs counter to the intention of our Community Plan and that it
be rejected.
Sincerely,
John and Mia Frishholz
312 Sutil Road
Quadra Island
Sent from my iPad
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Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Subject:

Tracy Sinclair <sinmoreeatless@gmail.com>
April 20, 2022 3:07 PM
Email - planningsrd.ca
Submission of comments re: Quadra SCHELLNICK zone redesignation

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Hello to the planners at the SRD,
In anticipation of the meeting on Quadra Island this evening, regarding the rezoning of silviculture lands to residential
and different forms of commercial, I am submitting some thoughts.
I am very keen to have land opened up for homes, ideally accessible for a reasonable amount of money, so that nonmillionaires can live on Quadra. Will this be that? We need reassurances of this.
Will the old growth trees within this land be preserved as park? What's in it for Quadra, if these large trees are cut down
and a closed community is built? This island already has a shortage of staff for its hospitality industry establishments.
I'm skeptical that this will even be an "addition to Quadra" and will instead be the development of a gated community,
that doesn't benefit Quadra Islanders.
No doubt a recurring concern that will be raised this evening, will be pressure on the ferry. I appreciate this, and while
and I am very aware of the knee-jerk response that so many people have when the thought of more people coming to
—adra is presented, I aspire to not close the gates of Quadra. People bring their own wonderful contributions to
adra, and I love that. Yet, it is a fair concern. Ferry overloads are epic and the new ferries have had to delay their start
date due to staff shortage.
All this to say, how will this rezoning benefit Quadra Islanders and will the incredible old growth be preserved as park?
This would be a minimum gesture of good faith the island that got Schellnick in a deal with the Crown that wasn't
actually very transparent.
In kindness,
Tracy Sinclair
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Barbara Bryant

To:
Subject:

**

Kornelia Mitchell <korneliamltchell@yahoo.com>
April 20, 2022 307 PM
Email - planningsrd ca
Bylaw No. 94 & Bylaw No 95 (Schellnick roposal)

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To whom it may concern,
I am against the proposed rezoning of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.
I have owned property on Quadra Island since 1989 and have been a full-time resident continuously
since 1996 (26 years). I have watched the population age, the ferry line-ups get longer, and housing
become unaffordable for many residents.
The proposed development would only exacerbate these situations and do virtually nothing positive
for the community. These lots will not be affordable for the people we so desperately need to stay on
Quadra: those who work in service industries and tourism.
The only people who will be able to afford to live in this subdivision are wealthy retired people, people
who can afford second vacation homes, and people who work at high paying jobs; most likely offland. More retired people will tax our already overburdened support system. Vacation homes will
ost likely be rented out as "AirBnBs" during much of the year. More commuters will just make the
ferries even more overloaded year round.

,

We have a desperate need for affordable housing on Quadra and this proposal would do nothing to
alleviate that. It would just exacerbate our existing problems. For these reasons I urge the SRD
board to reject this proposal.
Sincerely,
Kornelia Mitchell
P0 Box 401
Heriot Bay, BC. VOP I HO
(250) 285-3922
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Barbara Bryant

nt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 3:28 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Regarding the Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View.

From: Tom Martin <quadlaw@hotmail.com >
Sent: April 20, 2022 3:17 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Subject: Regarding the Rezoning application 94/95, Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour View.
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

20-04-22
Dear Sirs/Mesdames:
I am a resident of Quadra Island and am sending this to voice my opposition to the above noted Rezoning
p plicatio n.
w
This application violates both the spirit and letter of the Official Community Plan and should be rejected.
Yours sincerely,
Vincent Martin

1

Barbara Bryant
(rom:
..ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 3:28 PM
Barbara Bryant
Meredith Starkey
FW: Schellinick Subdivision bylaws 94 and 95
Schellinck Subdiviision bylaws 94 and 95.pdf

From: JIm Roberts <upandrunning088@gmail.com >
Sent: April 20, 2022 3:18 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinick Subdivision bylaws 94 and 95

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Please find attached my submission regarding the Scheilnick
subdivision Thank you for your attention Jim Roberts

Schellinick Subdivision bylaws 94 and 95

To all concerned, I am a long-term resident of Quadra Island. As much younger
people my wife and I bought our home and land in Gowland Harbour in 1986.
From this foothold we raised our family and developed our skills.
I am opposed to the Schellinck subdivision, I believe the land should stay as
designated Silviculture land. This would be a president setting subdivision if
approved and in combination with the others sure to follow would change the
Island forever.
The O.C.P. is a well thought out document created to provide guidance for
dictions such as this, let's not rewrite it just to satisfy the flavour of the month.

Jim Roberts

Barbara Bryant
om:
•
cent:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 4:00 PM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Schellinck public hearing submission

Get Outlook for lOS
From: Gavin Mcintosh <gavinmc@gicable.com >
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 3:56:38 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Cc: Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xpiornet.ca>
Subject: Schellinck public hearing submission
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

To SRD Directors.
I write to express my profound disapproval of the Rezoning applications 94/95 for the Schellinck property on Quadra
Island. I am appalled that the SRD would waste all the resources involved in letting this application come to this
stage. It is clearly against our official community plan and contravenes all the steps necessary to combat probable
Lpending crises associated with climate change on our Island and does nothing beneficial.
Quadra is faced with major concerns about the declining aquifers and all steps should be taken to remedy this rather
than allowing a development which will involve more roads and cleared areas which increase run off and reduce
absorption surface for our precious water. Rather focus should be on densification as outlined in the Q Cove Village
Plan.
Trees, and other vegetation, sequester CO2 and produce oxygen and using this land would be better reserved for this
vital function. Houses, ideally, should be clustered close together in central areas as in the Village Plan.
This proposal is for yet more acreages that will be prohibitively expensive for most people. Quadra needs affordable
housing for all ages but especially to enable young people to live here- and provide the work force we all need. Again
densification is required to meet this need.
Transportation is becoming a significant issue in view of climate change and although we cannot do much about existing
far flung acreages we should at least ban further major development outside the central areas to minimize the carbon
footprint of vehicles.
It is time to take these ecological and climate related concerns very seriously and not deny the very real issues.
If this plan were to go through, against most of our wishes, I suggest that at the least it be made dependant on at least
50% of the proposed homes being genuinely "Affordable", not what the developers have thus far described as such,
and that land is made available for the public of Quadra to do such things as plant nut trees to provide, over many
ar5, some locally grown protein and oil.
Ideally this property should be publicly owned and managed by Islanders with the focus on sustainability.

1

Sincerely.
ary Mcintosh
1596 Hyacinthe Bay RD
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Barbara Bryant
om:
ent:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 20, 2022 4:14 PM
Barbara Bryant; Meredith Starkey
Fwd: Schellinck - Gowlland Harbor

Get Outlook for lOS
From: David MacLean <davidmac436@gmail.com >
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 4:04:01 PM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Subject: Schellinck - Gowliand Harbor
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

I wish to express oppression to R V sites in the Schellinck development and also the planned RV sites at golf course,we
are facing another summer of missed ferries and overloads,much of the problem is related to too many RVs on each
ferry.
David MacLean
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Barbara Bryant
m:
nt:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Philip Stone <pstonequadraisland.ca>
April 20, 2022 3:58 PM
Brad Unger
boardsrd.ca; Jim Abram (jimabram@xpiornet.ca); Email - planningsrd.ca
Bylaw 94 Amendment no. 4 Bylaw 95 Amendment No 99
Bylaw 94 Amendment no. 4 Bylaw 95 Amendment No 99

** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Barbara Bryant
m:
ent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Philip Stone <pstonequadraisland Ca>
April 20, 2022 3.58 PM
Brad Unger
board@srd Ca, Jim Abram Oimabram@xplornet.ca), Email - planningsrd ca
Bylaw 94 Amendment no 4 Bylaw 95 Amendment No 99
Letter-Re Bylaws 94 and 95 Amendments April 2022.pdf; Untitled attachment 00009 htm

Board of Directors - Strathcona Regional District
301-990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River
BC, V9W 7Z8
Dear Madames and Sirs,
Globally humanity is facing crisis after crisis. Be it war, famine, melting icecaps, sky-rocketing inflation, the roots of
most of what ails society can be traced back to one over-riding factor, over-population and unchecked 'growth'.
Relative to many places suffering the worst of the effects of this, Quadra Island remains idyllic by comparison.
However, the proposed Gowliand Views development, the subject of proposed amendments to bylaws 94 and 95,
is symptomatic of that same factor - unneeded, unwanted growth. My fear is that, if passed, this development will
push the Quadra Island community beyond a state of inconveniences and into the realm of un-livability.
While the pro-development lobby can ridicule opponents more easily at a global level because change is difficult to
see and the effects, debated in an ever-more polarized media, can just be reduced to a war of ideologies; here in
the Strathcona Regional District we have a handful of island communities where the stresses of unchecked growth
e stretching those communities to breaking point and is plain to see each and every day.
umping another couple of hundred people onto the clearly finite space of Quadra Island, when our ferry is
already overloaded almost every daytime sailing, medical services are beyond capacity, parking lots full every day
and long time residents are forced to leave the island they cherish because their commute has become intolerable
or housing unaffordable, is plainly unacceptable.
It feels to me as if the Quadra (and likely Cortes Island) community is a hostage of the SRD Planning Department.
There is a sense of backroom wheeling and dealing with developers, efforts to hobble the community's
representative and when the opportunity for a comprehensive community plan surfaced with the Integrated
Community Sustainability Plan it was torpedoed by what appears to be either a case of incompetence or
intentional scuttling.
It is not the role of the regional planning departments to simply continue planning for planning's sake. A small
group of people who won't ever have to live with the consequences of their decisions should take their jobs more
seriously and understand that there are situations where the best job they can do is no job at all.
In the absence of a suitable, current and future-projected community plan the Board of Directors of the Strathcona
Regional District have no alternative other than to reject the Gowlland Views proposal which I urge you to do.
Further, while I have your attention, I would like to ask why the Board has not communicated to Area C residents
the status of the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan? I would appreciate a response to this question please.
Regards

hilip Stone
adra Island, BC

Philip Stone
1

pstone@quadraisland.ca

2

Philip Stone
P0 Box 280,
Quathiaski Cove
BC, VOP 1NO
Board of Directors - Strathcona Regional District
30 1-990 Cedar Street,
Campbell River
BC, V9W 7Z8

20 April, 2022

Dear Madames and Sirs,
Globally humanity is facing crisis after crisis. Be it war, famine, melting icecaps, sky-rocketing inflation, the roots
of most of what ails society can be traced back to one over-riding factor, over-population and unchecked 'growth
Relative to many places suffering the worst of the effects of this, Quadra Island remains idyllic by comparison.
However, the proposed Gowlland Views development, the subject of proposed amendments to bylaws 94 and
95, is symptomatic of that same factor - unneeded, unwanted growth. My fear is that, if passed, this development
will push the Quadra Island community beyond a state of inconveniences and into the realm of un-livability.
While the pro-development lobby can ridicule opponents more easily at a global level because change is difficult
to see and the effects, debated in an ever-more polarized media, can just be reduced to a war of ideologies; here
in the Strathcona Regional District we have a handful of island communities where the stresses of unchecked
growth are stretching those communities to breaking point and is plain to see each and every day.
umping another couple of hundred people onto the clearly finite space of Quadra Island, when our ferry is
iready overloaded almost every daytime sailing, medical services are beyond capacity, parking lots full every
day and long time residents are forced to leave the island they cherish because their commute has become
intolerable or housing unaffordable, is plainly unacceptable.
It feels to me as if the Quadra (and likely Cortes Island) community is a hostage of the SRD Planning
Department. There is a sense of backroom wheeling and dealing with developers, efforts to hobble the
community's representative and when the opportunity for a comprehensive community plan surfaced with the
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan it was torpedoed by what appears to be either a case of incompetence
or intentional scuttling.
It is not the role of the regional planning departments to simply continue planning for planning's sake. A small
group of people who won't ever have to live with the consequences of their decisions should take their jobs more
seriously and understand that there are situations where the best job they can do is no job at all.
In the absence of a suitable, current and future-projected community plan the Board of Directors of the
Strathcona Regional District have no alternative other than to reject the Gowiland Views proposal which I urge
you to do.
Further, while I have your attention, I would like to ask why the Board has not communicated to Area C
residents the status of the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan? I would appreciate a response to this
question please.
Regards

Philip Stone
Quadra Island, BC

Barbara Bryant

ent:
To:
Subject:

**

Jim Mitchell <jim.esenggmaIl com>
April 20, 2022 3:59 PM
Email - planning@srd.ca
Bylaw No 94 & Bylaw No. 95 (Schellnick roposal)

NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

To SRD Board,
I oppose the rezoning of Lot 1, District Lot 208, Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955 as proposed in
Bylaws No. 94 and No. 95 and consider the type of development to be inconsistent with the needs,
desires and values of Quadra Islanders.
I have owned property on Quadra Island since 1989 and was a full-time resident from 1996 to 2007
(11 years). Due to my business moving off-island, I have been a part time residence since 2007.
The following are my primary points of concern:
Ferry line-ups keep getting longer and overloads are now routine well before after rush hours and
extending even into the spring and fall shoulder seasons and not even that uncommon in the winter.
While our new ferries might be more efficient and convenient, they are not large ships and I don't
lieve there will be any excess capacity once they are operating except in the early morning and
ter evening. It is inappropriate to approve a large subdivision before we even know how the new
ferries will perform.
The Geotechnical Report is incomplete as it doesn't appear to address Sea Level Rise.
I see little attempt at creating affordable housing and most of these lots will be high end waterfront
lots which further gentrifies the island and makes it unaffordable for many residents. Most owners
will be part time and or work off island.
The proposed development would only exacerbate these situations and do virtually nothing positive
for the community. For these reasons I urge the SRD board to reject this proposal.
Sincerely,
Jim Mitchell P0 Box 401
Heriot Bay, BC. VOP I HO (250) 285-3922
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Mr. S should be applauded for his green development and all the effort he has put into it, I ask the
directors to consider the islanders' strong perspective on this.
Mr. S must love a challenge because this is the second island to which he has brought the idea of log
and subdivide. He could have done this with ease on the outskirts of CR or Courtenay, even without
green amenities. However here there are at least four hurdles:
•

people who choose to live on an island are more reclusive than average. We appreciate small,
intimate communities. Subdivisions are an anathama to islanders.

•

People who choose to live on an island value nature more than average and every piece of
destruction or removal of nature is painful

•

people who choose to live on an island are more aware of the limited carrying capacity of their
strictly confined environs of their shorelines. Island communities are sensitive to
environmental and social limits to quality of life... water supply or lost greenspace limits or
when too much population ruins everything beautiful about island life. Especially with Climate
Change bearing down on us with very unpredictable negative impacts on quality of life, we are
more sensitive than ever.

•

Finally, and probably most importantly to most islanders, there is one big fat fly in the ointment
of island life. We islanders detest long ferry saffing waits! Adding low-density, car dependent
sprawl development wifi only make that problem worse! Reducing the quality of life for quadra
islanders.

•

Finally, the trickle down effect of jobs with new wealth has been disproved in studies as having
any significant net positive effect to the drawbacks of new population growth.

•

Our OCP has clearly laid out this vision that islanders want for years. This vision is more
important than ever, now that CC is accelerating. This is no time to add the unknown pressures
of a large SD to our island. In fact, our OCP, now 15 years old, is well overdue time for
revision! A revision to what oWQr.B.C;eommunitiesare doing, aSustainable OCP that better
prepares u fQr.thecOhiIIig impacts of Climate Change.
is also time to speed up ground water studies and implement water servicesat our tw
signated island
be confined to walkable, cyclable complet
ervice villages, that allow the best affordable housing.

•

TIIts-i&where I encourage our directors to urgently focus their attention and of course,iif
deny the añindmejtof our OCP to permit a large new subdivision
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•Lack of a water study for area, especially with climate change pressures,
•concerns about water carrying capacity or population carrying capacity for
our island
•increased cars and ferry traffic;
'large subdivision goes against island culture and quality of life
'removal and fragmentation of silviculture lands, loss of habitat,
greenspace, carbon sequestration forests
'spreading pollution into our natural areas and oceans
'going against our OCP Village vision to protect nature and island culture and
quality of life;
•OCP states strongly "no subdivision" of Silviculture properties. . . bad
precedent to ignore this
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John and Ann belle

757 Pidcock Road
Quadra Island BC
Owners West Road Projects Ltd.

To the Strathcona Regional District
Re: Bylaw changes to Lot 1 District lot 208, Sayward. P V1P86955
We are completely opposed to any rezoning of the above property. The current
road and ferry system is not adequate for the increase in traffic that the proposed
development will cause. The upgrade to two ferries, when it comes, will bring
little change to the current ferry backlogs.
The owner has claimed that the logging he has done was only from blown down
trees. This was not the case. He offers to save the last few old growth if we allow
his development. Go ahead and cut them down. If the land stays in Silviculture, it
will regenerate and another generation can decide if zoning needs to change. For
now, we need forested areas surrounding Q Cove.
We are also concerned with the long-term level of groundwater in the Q Cove
area. The owner has claimed that there is an infinite body of water below the
Cove that extends a!! the way to Comox. Can he prove it? Studies I have read have
said that Quadra Island ground water is confined to Quadra Island only and
quantity is subject to usage and climate.
If the RD Planning department decides to grant this application. What are we
getting in return? It needs to be a lot. A few trails and trees are nothing. If he has
all this water let him supply it to the Cove for a municipal water system.

1

COMMENTS IN THE DISCOVERY ISLANDER RE: RICK SHELLINCK PROPOSAL
This proposal has been delayed for the last ten years. Other bylaws have allowed other projects to
proceed with no interference. Why? Why for instance did a Mr. Swanson get approval to have his land
rezoned from S-i to Country Rural with no interference. Why is this happening?
I walked my dog in that area many times and always wondered why it was sitting empty.
Gowliand Heights is an ideal place to live on this island. Sitting on a plateau, the mountains on
Vancouver Island are plainly visible in the distance.
It is a cul-de-sac such as Quadra Loop or any other remote community surrounded either by water or by
forest.
I was at the Community Center when the golf course development was approved by a show of hands.
No one stood up and called the people who were trying to rezone the golf course "greedy bastards".
The zoning application was passed in less than 6 months not 10 years.
I wondered at the time why better land at Gowiland Heights was being denied while the Golf Course
Development was passed by a show of hands. What drives these polical decisions?
96% of our land is held by forest companies not people.
The comments in the Discovery Island are untrue and misleading.
1) Do we want to just be a playground for the rich? No.
Canada was founded on the principle that the Canada Pacific Railways would have ownership of the
land they crossed, 25,000,000 million acres.
Alberta was founded on the principle that only the top foot of soil belonged to the settler/farmer and the
rest belonged to the multinationals (IE. tar sands ownership).
Native people were confined to small plots of land called reservations and told to stay there.
One man owns all of Gowiland Island as his personal estate. He is never there. He built a multi
million dollar home that sits empty one year after another.
British Columbia is for the most part the playground of the rich. Any attempt to change the
balance is met with stiff opposition. Our Timber Forest Companies (who own most of the land
around us) are run for and by very wealthy and powerful elite. The OCP acknowledges this by
saying that they will not interfere with the logging industry.
2) The OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN (OCP) is out of date. It was rewritten in 2007. 15 years
have passed.
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The previous OCP was written in 1996. There have been no less than 10 revisions to the original
document between 2008 and 2018.
Hindsight: Two good outcomes of the OCP of 2007.
(a) Senior's development was completed and is benefiting a large section of the population. 16 new
units which are all occupied.
(b) Library was moved from Heriot Bay to Q. Cove
The format of the OCP looks like an add for Permiculture. It has very little connection to the real
thing. 45% of the people questioned said that Q cove looked like a dump. Reality versus paperwork.
(c) Amendments to the OCP included SRI) 303 #11 moved land from Silviculture to Country
Residential (CR) on the behalf of a Mr. Swanson. Why Mr. Swanson and not Rick Shellinck?
(d) Amendment to the OCP included SRI) 306 #12 moved land from Recreation Commercial (RC) to
Park Residential (PR) on the behalf of Quadra Golf Course people.
2) There is the potential for hundreds more people to come here. (DI)
This person has apparently not read the OCP/Village Plan. That is exactly the intend of OCP. Six (6)
/eight (8) / or ten (10) homes per acre. Lets assume 2 person per household 20 new people per acre.
Shellinck's plan offers 184 acres to 51 houses. If he acted in concert with the OCP he could apply
increase the density by 184 acres x 20 people = 3680 people.
The Shellinck proposal has been delayed for the last 10 years. One obstacle after another has been put
in place to make the rezoning less affordable for people who need and want land.
The original proposal was for 5 ACRE LOTS. Which translated to about 30 new homes in an area of
184 acres. Two parks were included in the proposal.
SRD wanted the area to be connected to the sewer system that was 1.2 KM away from the site. That
means that the acreage has to be HALF OF 5 ACRES / 2.5 ACRES and with 51 homes on the land not
30. The SRI) wants more people here, not the Rick Shellinck. The OCP gives the SRI) the right to
print money. Please go read the document!
The OCP states under residential policies: Where lands are not serviced by water and sewer,
those lands shall be subdivide ... lot sizes shall not be less than a minimum of 2.5 acres.
In short, Shellinck did not have to reduce his acreage to 2.5 acres nor connect with the sewer system.
The SRI) isn't adhering to its own guidelines. SRD wants to make money from the sewer system.
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SRD knows that the rezoning application won't work for 30 new homes let alone 51 new homes. Still
they insist on including higher (and unnecessary costs) to the project which translate to a smaller
subdivision. I fully support a 5 acre lot and less a 2.5 acre lot which becomes just another larger city
lot. SRD wants it that way.
Septic tanks work just as well as getting connected to a sewer system that sends its effluent out in to
Discovery Passage.
Once connected to the sewer system, home owners have to pay an additional yearly cost for the use of
the sewer system. In other words, the SRD is printing themselves new customers and more money.
3) The two ferry system will not relieve the situation and will become more critical as we do not
have enough island medical staff to service the population. (DI)
Quadra Island has a world class and new hospital in Campbell River. What other community can boast
of having a new hospital so near. We just lost our Dental Clinic but it re-established itself in Campbell
River and accepted all of its patients over there. It is easier for me to go over to Campbell River rather
than force staff etc. to come to Quadra.
The two ferry system will not relieve the situation (DI). If that is true why even get a second ferry
running at such a high cost? What islands have TWO ferries running to them when town is just 10
minutes away?
I sat at Nanaimo for 6 hours this Easter trying to get to Vancouver. Ferry issues are endemic for all of
Vancouver Island, not just Quadra. Its a fact of Island life — wait your turn even if it takes all day and
not one or two hours. People in Nanaimo told me, "Welcome to Vancouver Island".

4) Perhaps my greatest worry here is that there are other greedy buggers out there who are
waiting to see what Mr. Shellinck can get away with. (DI).
Every Canadian has by our Constitution the right to "live and work anywhere in Canada". Canadians
also by law have a right to seek approval of their property for rezoning. Except on Quadra when
people (who haven't read the OCP) use the opportunity to publicly insult the applicant, calling them "a
greedy bugger". Defamation of character is done on a regular basis in the DI and is given the approval
of the Supreme Court of Canada. Go ask Julian Assange if we have a just legal system.

Canadians have a legal right to apply for a rezoning of their property. This
application has been delayed for 10 years — a most unusual situation. Why?
(5) YOU CAN CONTINUE TO SUBMIT LEITLRS OR EMAILS REGARDING THE
HEARING RIGHT UP TO THE TIME THE HEARINGS TAKE PLACE IN APRIL. (DI)
I found that when I wrote in to SRD my submission would be responded to in the DI, my points refuted
by someone who had been handed my submission to the SRD. Those who want to keep the status quo
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in place act in concert through the DI. Its pointless to make a submission to the SRD under these
circumstances.
People who tell us what is happening over in the SRD are "thrown under the bus". Their lives and
integrity destroyed by vicious articles against them in the DI. The Supreme Court of Canada supports
this type of character assassination. The Regional Director's report stated (January 17, 2022) "thank
you for participating in our community processes and our democracy". The Quinsum housing project
was denied, based on the need to have their treated effluent discharged, much like the rest of Campbell
River. People who dare to tell us what is happening in those secret back rooms are "thrown under the
bus."
(6) With the zoning in place there is stifi the potential for hundreds more people to live here. (DI)
This person has apparently not read the OCP. It states that approval is given to increase the density of
developments on Quadra from 6 houses per acre /to 8 houses per acre / to 10 houses per acre. Such
approval does nothing to preserve the rural character of Quadra Island. Yet it s part of the OCP which
everyone quotes as if it intends to do the opposite of what it states.
If following the OCP protocol, the Shellinck proposal under the guidelines would not be proposing 51
units spread out over 184 acres. Instead (as stated in the Q. Cove Village Plan / OCP):

6 per acre = 184 x 6 = 1110 houses
8 per acre 184 x 8 = 1480 houses
10 per acre = 185 x 10 = 1850 houses (36 times more houses than requested)
By the rules established by the OCP, Shellinck could have asked for a density of housing of 1850
houses (ten per acre) not 1 house per 2.5 acres. Note too that the SRD insisted he reduce his
subdivision from 1 per 5 acres down to half that size so that it would hook up at his own cost to their
sewer project which sits 1.2 km away from the site.
Further, according to the OCP, the Sheffinck subdivision was offered further "density bonusing"
by the SRI). In other words, the OCP is offering its clients the opportunity to increase the
housing density to even higher than 1850 houses.
(7) Anyone can apply for an exemption to the OCP in defiance of its directives. (DI)
This letter to the editor writes in scathing terms about "defiance of the OCP". Rather (when you take
the opportunity to read the OCP) it is not in compliance with the bizarre objectives of the OCP but
rather suggest 51 units rather than 1850 houses in the same area of land.
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The SRD states openly in the proposal they will offer "density bonusing" if Shellinck co-operates. In
other words, the SRD is more than happy to have the area filled up with more than 51 houses.
(8) The fundamental problem of our community's abifity to handle the additional traffic and
population escapes attention. (DI) Trees are what we need, not more people. (DI)
Quadra Island is largely uninhabited. The OCP has pushed the population in to a small area and leaves
the rest to the large companies like Timber West and Fletcher-Challenge. After 6 PM the streets around
Quadra resemble a ghost town.
More than 100 years ago, the Province (Victoria) brought in the homesteadling act. For $25 a squatter
could obtain ownership of 160 acres. The small amount of land that is available for settlement is either
from the HOME STEADING ACT of 1920; or 25 million acres that Marathon Realty got as a free
grant from John A. MacDonald in 1867. We the People are left to squabble over issues based on fear
and selfishness. The DI is telling the next generation they have less importance than a tree.
I suggest we find a way to accommodate more people since the population is growing by a billion
people every five years. Canada just accepted another 20,000 people who are running away from a
Russian Invasion. Global warming (along with our population crisis) won't allow us to remain
complacent. The next generation, carrying a huge student loan debt, has been turned in to a nation of
renters or (as stated in the DI) we need trees more than people.
The province has to open up more land for development just as with the Home Steading Act. Huge
tracts of land are available in the province which have been stripped bare of the forest for export.
(9) In March 2019 we applied to rezone our property from R-1 to VPR with a density bonusmg
allowing for 6 units per acre.. ..the process went smoothy. (DI)
The writer of this letter to the DI makes no bones about turning his private land in to rental property.
One of the aspects of turning Quadra in to a playground of the rich is the fact that more and more
people are forced to rent the land they live on, rather than own it as in past generations. The rich
charge rent from those who are kept in poverty by monthly payments.
Note too that Shellinck has waited 10 years not 10 months to try to sell land to people, not rental units
to those who are (by any standard) poor in today's economy.
(10) A group of wise dedicated people spent a lot of valuable time formulating the OCP. (DI)
Large swaths of forest have been eradicated from private land around the populated areas of southern
Quadra. Where is this wonderful OCP when the forest around us is getting logged off for profit by
(quote) a few greedy bastards (DI)?
(11) The BC Local Government Act Part 13 Regional Growth Strategies section 428 lays out a
rural growth strategy that is unmistakably Smart Growth. It describes urban villages...(DI)
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It also keeps the vast amount of land in BC under the control of the system of Timber Forest Licenses,
a system that was never tenable in the first place. The unstated objective of the OCP creates a
congested suburbia where poor people rent from those who own the land they live upon.
Urban villages with 10 homes per acre translate in to longer waits at the ferry. I don't call that smart
anything.
(12)The intent of the plan is to discourage the creation of new settlement areas. (DI)
The OCP allows people (as in #9 above) to build upwards to 10 rental units per acre along with bonus
density caveats. We end up with an unsightly urban village that is overcrowded and a landscape that is
over logged.
(13) This development will cause permanent deforestation and loss of natural habitat. (DI)
I've walked the property many times with my dog. The area was logged decade ago. Comments such
as the above (#13) are hysterical, fear mongering. Large multinational companies are eradicating large
swaths of our timber such on the north end of Quadra above Octopus Marine Park. They intend to take
down an area of forest as large in size as another Prince Rupert or Campbell River.
People deserve a place to live in this province.
Three million Ukrainian people are being driven off of their land by war. We are in effect telling such
people we don't want them to disturb our comfortable impression of ourselves, go elsewhere please.
(14) The developer's offer of a contribution to a sewage pipe extension to the sub-division is not a
benefit to the taxpayers. (Catherine Slater / Smart Growth Comox Valley). (DI)
Shellinck was told that his application would not go ahead (ten years ago) unless (a) he increased the
number of lots in size from 5 acres to 2.5 acres (b) he hooked up at his own expense to the sewer
extension. Anyone who is the least familiar the history of that sewer project knows it has created
nothing but enmity among the people who have been forced to pay for it on an indefinite annual basis.
It is to the financial gain and benefit of SRD to make the rules (bylaws) as it sees fit.
Comox Valley is a mess of big stores and tract houses. Ms. Slater loves a nice clean environment but
only if it is devoid of human occupation.
(15) Silviculture Forest is the highest and best use of this property, for a healthy ecosystem. (DI)
The people who write letters to the editor agree on one aspect: We love trees more than people. People
pollute and make for longer waits at the ferry. Japan is one of the cleanest countries in the world,
supporting 100 million people on an Island not that much larger than Vancouver Island. In Canada, we
can't find it in our hearts to support a tiny fraction of that number of people over the same area of land.
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(16) Housing Needs Assessment. Consultants have been hired and are conducting lengthy
surveys over the phone about each area. Every time someone comes along to try and do a simple
subdivision that could provide some of that housing, Island Health turns it down (DI: Director
Report).

Comments like this in the DI are nothing less than incredible. The subdivision of 51 homes (plus 2
parks) has been blocked for ten years by the very same people who make such remarks. First we need
to solve the land access issue and then the issue with housing. Consultants are hired by governments
when they don't want to solve the issue at hand.
(17) THE PURPOSE OF THE OCP:
"A guide for future land use aid community development.....
The purpose of the OCP is to STOP development not 'encourage it'.
"to encourage affordable and safe living and housing opportunities on the island"
Property on Quadra is simply not affordable...worse with the C OVID crisis and the rise in
property values. Where is the OCP when property is sold at ten times its previous value?
"v. To identify adequate inventories of suitable land and resources for future settlement."
"vi. The intent of the plan is to discourage the creation of new settlement areas."

Page 27 of the OCP states a completely different objective:
(d) to reduce the potential of land use conflicts, new developments on non-agricultural lands adjacent
non-agricultural lands adjacent to ALR lands shall be designated with appropriate subdivision sizes and
dimensions.....
#5 suggest 'future settlement' and #6 says it intends to discourage the creation of future
settlement areas.
Page 31 Part 1V outlines the ways that a Development Permit & Development approval
Information Areas can be done.
(18) Vii. To support the continuance of large lot sizes for the shoreline.
The SRD insisted on a reduction of lot sizes from 5 acres to 2.5 acres.
(a) to reduce green house gas emissions.
Not working too well considering our forests are on fire every summer.
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1. building smaller homes, passive solar orientation, incentives for zero emissions vehicles, meet the
complex challenges of climate change.
The solution to the above is to block any future growth of the Island.
Vii. To recognize the finite limitations of the land base.
v. To discourage large scale industrial development likely to result in adverse environmental effects.
95% of Quadra (like the rest of BC) is slated to be logged.
The Sheffinck proposal did all of the necessary environmental tests.
2.2j (1) to protect the forestland base on Quadra Island...
Every area along every road on Quadra has been logged on private lands. West Road (from the
Polic station to the community centre) was logged off rather than allow for an homes to be build
on the same lands.
(vi) promote community awareness as to the nature of forest lands to help prevent future conflicts over
the use of these lands.
Future conflict means? Logging continues unabated on Quadra by both multinationals and
small lot farmers. The logs are sent off to China for processing.
3.1 SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
"The intent of the policies in this section.. .is to offer increased housing opportunities".
The preface states 'no new settlement' ie. no new housing opportunites if no land is available. The
increased housing opportunities creates a two tier system, renters and land owners.
(c) The establishment of increased permissible densities may be considered...
(d) Encourage the clustering of development...density bonusing, clustering, or a comprehensive
development zone.
Somewhat in conflict with the stated intention of keep the island rural and empty in nature.
Xiii. "Ensure compliance... .approval from SRD required as part of any new construction, renovation,
or site development project."
So any private landowner cannot simply comply with the provincial laws. He has to petition SRD for
their permission. The OCP creates a new Divine Right of Regional Districts.
No land owner on Quadra can renovate accessory structures past 215.3 square feet. 10 x 20 = 200
square feet.
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Climate Change.
3.4.4 SRD has committed to a goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2012.
Nothing has changed in the last ten years. When C OVID started, BC municipalities started to
pass a raft of new covid bylaws but were told by the provincial government to cease and desist.
How many levels of government do we need to tell us where, when, and how to live?
3.4.4.1
(d) Recognize the importance of natural areas ... and encourage the retention of trees and vegetation on
private lands.
This one seems to have failed entirely in terms of private lands. The first thing people do when
they want to either build on the land or sell the land is....log it off.

(1) In accordance with provincial legislation, any harvesting of
timber shall not be restricted by any terms or conditions of this
bylaw.
Under Parks and recreation: Page 29.
(lv) Extension of Octopus Islands Provincial Marine Park.
Private person(s) on Quadra sold the surrounding shoreline to OIPMP for 6.2 million dollars.
Taxpayers in BC paid dearly for this 'extension'.
(g) The SRD shall consult with private landowners ... respecting the protection of environmentally
sensitive areas by .... density bonusing.
(h) The SRD shall by bylaw, impose development cost charges for the purpose of providing funds to
assist in the payment of capital costs associated with the provision and improvement of park land
within the plan area.
In short, the creation of parks on Quadra represent a windfall (development cost charges) to
local government. This gives the SRD the 'right' to print money at the expense of the people.
(1) An owner must provide money unless.....
It is not dear in this section to whom the money is owed or why or how much. Is it going to cost

the developer a million dollars to pay SRD for a few trails?
Part 6. Plan Implementation.
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(6) Adoption of development cost charge bylaw.
In short, SRD is passing its own bylaws to make itself money through development applications.
6.2 Q. Cove Village Plan Implementation
(7) Investigate implementation of a Development Charge Bylaw for park land.
SRD is passing its own bylaws to make itself money through development applications. In third
world countries, this is called paying a bribe. On the coast, those in charge just pass bylaws to
achieve the same end.
Under Schedule B — Quathiasiki Cove Village Plan 2.3.2.2.(b)Polides
(lv) Development Cost Charge Bylaw for the local service area.
Another example of the intention of the SRD to print its own money, using any form of
development either parks or housing, towards its own ends (money).
2.3.4 ENERGY
Greenhouse gas emissions are targeted to be 33% less ... by 2020.
The WMO is predicting a catastrophic rise in temperatures in 2022. Looks like this initiative did
not achieve its stated goal.
Page 26. Schedule (b) Policies.
(111) Clustering of development, as a means of avoiding sprawl and development of large lot
subdivision, as well as promoting an intimate life of village development, shall be encouraged.
Note that this pertains to the area designated as the Village Plan. The "intimate level of
development" means that the access to the rest of the Island (a considerable area of land) is off
limits to people. In reality (aside from the cute Permiculture pictures in the schedule B) it means
people have less access to gardens and the natural world. The pictures look like a residential
Street in Oak Bay, not the reality of Q. Cove. People who want to go to the community center
cannot do so on foot. This community is serviced by vehicles not pedestrians.
Clustering of development seems ironic when most of the rest of Quadra live on large estate type
acreages.
2.3.12 Affordability
Moderately priced homes for young families are also a priority, as are affordable rental units.
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Quadra is not immune from the rise in the cost of living. There are increasing high costs of rent
and even higher costs of land purchase.
The people I talk to who have a family tell me they can no longer afford to live on Quadra, much
less buy a home here when (as of 2021-22) the prices have doubled overnight.
Has the SRD gone in to the Housing Market in a big way? They talk of introducing a multiincome mix in each neighborhood. The Plan makes it harder for people to develop housing
outside of a small area that has been set aside for the Village Plan.
The rest of Quadra is left in the hands of wealthy landowners who live on large amounts of
acreage.
"Modestly priced rental income" means that the next generation are not (unlike their hippy
parents) able to afford land or farms. They have been changed in to a generation of renters.
The OCP was finished in 2007. Things in general (apart from the senior's complex) seem to have
either gotten worse or be at a standstill. Aside from the lofty rhetoric and promises of the OCP,
the disparity between those who have land and a home seem even farther apart than back in
2007. People who do own homes on land are at the mercy of higher property taxes which amount
to over a billion a year in total.

I am at a loss to explain why the Village Plan seeks to kettle a
growing need for housing and living space in an ever decreasing
area of land, contained within an imaginary boundary.
3.2.1 Village Center Mixed Use. VCM (Page 31)
(c) Density Bonusing (VCM) Where the development proposal meets at least 2 of 4 parameters...
the recommended base density of 6 units per acre may be increased to 8 units per acre and lot coverage
increased proportionally.
(d)Where 3 or more of the parameters are met, the density bonusing allowance may be increased from
20 units/ha (8 units per acre) to allow for a maximum of 25 units/ha (10 units/acre and the lot coverage
increased proportionally.
One might ask: Who is going to build these high density housing units? If its not the SRD then
someone will become the landlord. The cycle of renters versus those few who can afford to build
10 rental units per acre escalates the crisis facing the elders and the young people. In spite of the
nice pictures in the Village Plan, the crisis with a lack of affordable housing gets worse not better.
The houses built on this high density floor plan (near the Credit Union on Green Road) asked for
$100,000 per lot. Then comes before the cost of putting up a house etc. That congestion of houses
is the legacy of the "Village" come to fruition.
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Note that when people want to object to anything on Quadra they quote from the Village Plan as
if it refers to the whole of Quadra. It most definitely does not. Otherwise it would be approving
high density housing of 10 units per acre in other parts of the island.
The OCP is not the Village Plan. Part 5 says this in plain terms. "the regional district will be
guided by the Village Plan and the OCP when rezomng of lands within the Quathiasiki Cove
Containment Boundary."
Most interesting that those who quote the OCP don't mention this difference.

5.2 Development Permit Area Designation.
All lands within the Quathiasiki Cove Village Containment Boundary are considered as intensive
residential area. This means that people can apply for a permit to build 10 houses per acre,
radically changing the character and appearance of that area of Quadra and increasing the
profits of those who can afford to do such developments.
The era of the single family house on acreage is over.
APPENDIX 4— LAND USE DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST

"Landowners wishing to rezone for development must show proposed unit types, sizes
and proposed tenures on site plans. Projections of initial sale and rental prices may also
be appropriate if a case is being made for bonusing on the basis of affordability.
Rent controls are in place in BC only while the original renter is in his/her dweffing. Once that
person leaves, the owner has a legal right to increase (and does) the cost of the rent.
The garden space for density bonusing is given as 430 sq. ft. That is 20 feet by 20 feet. This
means that 10 households on one acre share an area of 20 by 20 or 4 feet of garden per person.
We have a land tenure crisis as much as a housing crisis in this province.

Gorden Schweers - 250-504-0414
END.

Aniko Nelson, Senior Manager
Community Services
Strathcona Regional District
30 1-990 Cedar Street
Campbell River BC
V9W7Z8

Wednesday April 20, 2022

RE: REZONING BYLAWS Numbers 94 AND 95 (SCHELLINCK)
Dear Ms. Nelson,
I have read the staff report regarding the above rezoning application and I am opposed to this
development for the following reasons.
1. This rezoning is not consistent with the current objectives of the official Community Plan
Country Residential Policies 3.1.4 (a) Areas designated as country residential are identified on
Schedule A-i. These small, rural lots are characterized largely by their proximity to existing
settled areas and their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country residential activities.
Country residential lands will not be designated in significant environmental or Agricultural
Land Reserve lands or on land designated Silviculture.
2. According to the staff report, the development is committed to the protection of the natural
environment ... and key environmental features have been identified and will be protected
through the subdivision process. However, we don't really have any information on what these
key environmental features are. The property has already been logged. What hasn't been wiped
out by the logging, will be pretty much obliterated by the 51 lot subdivision (campground and
dock) because that many lots and other development would involve major land clearing for
roads, services and house sites;
3. According to the staff report access to the residential development and to the tourist
commercial development are not expected to burden the existing road system but I don't think
there is one person who lives on this island that actually believes that statement. This
development will have significant negative impacts not only on the roads but also on the ferry;
4. At this time, the information on the provision of parks and trails is too general so unless you
had the time and the energy to slog over to the SRD office to look at the detailed plan, you
really don't know what or where the amenities are on this property;
5. Quadra Island does not need any more campgrounds. The Cape Mudge Band has just installed
more campsites and cabiiis on their reserve. There are already too many RV's clogging up the
ferry;
6. There are many requirements in the proposed bylaw such protecting the environmental
attributes of the land base, retaining the forest cover, implementing best management practices,
providing 50% open space and so on. How are the provisions in this bylaw going to be
monitored and enforced? We can't even find anyone to operate the new ferry let alone pay
people to crawl around the woods to monitor compliance.

There are no public access parks on the south west side of Quadra Island so this property would be a
great candidate for park designation. Park zoning would protect the natural environment, provide
passive recreational opportunities for residents and take some of the pressure off the demands for
recreation on places like Rebecca Spit. It could also include a much scaled down version of the CR-2A
zoning.
Vancouver native and entrepreneur Dax Dasilva recently donated $14.5 million to the BC Parks
Foundation. Instead of trying to turn this property into the Disneyland of the North, time and energy
might be better spent by accessing these type of funds that may be available and are vital to preserving
the long term environmental integrity of the Discovery Islands.
Sincerely,

ce..
Ms. Claire Heffernan
240 Irene Road
250 880-0791
is1andhome2015@gmail.com

Attachment: Vancouver native and tech star donates $14.5 million to save BC parkiand from
development

Vancouver native and tech star donates $14.5
million to save BC parkland from development
Tech leader, author and philanthropist Dax Dasilva earmarks $14.5 million, beginning with Pitt River
Watershed and French Creek Estuary
Gordon McIntyre
Mar 22, 2022 March 22, 2022
At $14.5 million, Dax Dasilva's gift is almost four times bigger than the previous record received by
the BC Parks Foundation.
Dasilva, a Vancouver native who is a Montreal-based tech star and environmental/social activist, was in
Vancouver on Tuesday for the announcement, although a float-plane ifight planned for over the Pitt
River Watershed was a no-go because of limited visibffity due to bad weather.
The founder of ecommerce company Lightspeed — he stepped down last month as CEO to focus on
environmental projects through an environmental alliance he formed five months ago called Age of
Union — Dasilva cut his activist teeth protesting the logging of old-growth forests in Clayoquot Sound
as a teen.
The $14.5 million he donated to the foundation is part of a $40 million pledge for environmental work
around the planet; in B.C. the initial focus is the Pitt River Watershed, where Dasilva footed the bill to
buy-up land earmarked for development, and the French Creek Estuary on Vancouver Island (again,
saving it from development).
The watershed is a vital sanctuary for salmon, elk and other wildlife found on Katzie First Nation
territory, while the Island estuary is one of a diminishing number of pit stops critical to thousands of
migrating eagles and at least 180 other bird species in Qualicum and Snaw-naw-as territories.
"I have deep-rooted connections to British Columbia landscapes," Dasilva said. "It's incredibly
important for me to see through necessary conservation work to protect the province's precious land."
The amount isn't only the largest, by far, that the foundation has received in one donation, it's also the
single largest donation in the history of conservation in BC as far as Andrew Day, CEO of the BC Parks
Foundation, knows.
"It's unprecedented, from what we can tell," Day said. "It's a tyee gift. It just really shows how much
British Columbians care about keeping BC beautiful."
It also speeds-up fundraising that usually relies on crowd sourcing. To date, the independent registered
charitable foundation — which is to the provincial Forestry Ministry what a hospital foundation is to
hospitals — has protected a dozen locations in the province covering more than 5,000 hectares of land.

More locations to be protected in BC thanks to Age of Union will be announced in the coming months.
The water levels in Pitt Lake can rise more than a metre and, surrounded by three spectacular
provincial parks, it's the only freshwater tidal lake in Western Canada and one of very few in the world,
according to geocaching.com. Besides being home to fish and game, the area has waterfalls and hot
springs, as well as 19 at-risk species.
In 2000, the Upper Pitt was designated as BC's most-endangered river because of development
pressures. But the 300 hectares of valley-bottom and riverfront land Dasilva's money purchased, plus
almost 10 more hectares of French River Estuary land, removes those threats for good.
The Upper Pitt stands at the heart of unceded Katzie territory and Katzie Coun. Rick Bailey welcomed
not just the funds, but also the opportunity for his people to get back a share of control over traditional
lands.
"The Nation has long fought to protect the local environment and preserve the bounty of the land for
future generations," Bailey said.
As war, plague and natural disasters vie for air time on the nightly news, the 44-year-old Dasilva
remains remarkably upbeat about the future. Maybe it comes with the territory when the company you
built from scratch employs 3,000 people, operates in more than 100 countries and is one of the 10biggest publicly traded tech firms in Canada.
"One of the most exciting responses I received when we launched Age of Union in October was on
Linkedln from business people, from tech people," Dasilva said. "I don't think it's just (stereotypical
environmentalists) anymore that are funding these (initiatives).
"We're aware of the problems around the planet, now it's time for action. If the narrative continues to
be doom-and-gloom, people will throw-up their hands, but if they see action they'll be, 'Whoa, we can
do something.'"

AP Z i 2C22
April 20, 2022

Scott Stride
757 Pidcock Road
Quadra Island BC
33 year Quadra Island resident

To the Strathcona Regional District
Re: Bylaw changes to Lot 1 District lot 208, Sayward. P VI P86955
I am opposed to the rezoning of the above property.
Sincerely

Scott Stride
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Mitsuru Hirano
304 Mahonia Lane
Quathiaski Cove, BC
VOP INO
April 17, 2022
Board of Directors
Strathcona Regional District
301-990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC
V9W 7Z8
SUBJECT: Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95
Dear Strathcona Directors,
I am writing to oppose the Quadra Island Official Community Plan Amendment and
Quadra Island Zoning Amendment for the Schellinck-Gowlland Harbour Views Proposal.
The proposed application does not meet the application assessment requirements for
an amendment to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan from Silviculture to
Country Residential and rezoning of parcels from Country Residential to Country
Residential Two A and Commercial Two G and Marine Commercial Two and therefore,
should not be approved by the Regional District Board.
1.

Quadra Island Official Community Plan (OCP), 2007 Part Ill Community
Plan Policies, Residential Policies Section 3.1.3(a) States:
In addition to the Quathiaski Cove Village Plan area and the policies and
designations identified therein, areas designated as residential are identified in
Schedule A-I and represent the current residential zoning framework and the
existing neighbourhood areas within the plan area. These areas are expected to
provide sufficient infilling opportunities, through vacant residential lots, as well as
provide opportunities to fulfill the demand for the anticipated future residential
growth of the plan area over the life of the plan. thus minimizing any need for
further creation of residential areas. (Emphasis added.)
Response: The proposed application has not adequately justified the need for
the project in light of existing residential capacity approved in the OCP. No
further residential expansion should occur until a more complete assessment on
existing housing capacity has carried out and expansion of residential areas can
be justified.

2.

OPC Part Ill Country Residential Policies 3.1.4 (a) states:
uAreas designated as country residential are identified on Schedule A-I.
These small, rural lots are characterized largely by their proximity to
existing settled areas and their suitability to accommodate un-serviced country
residential activities. Country residential lands will not be designated in significant
environmental or Agricultural Land Reserve lands or on land designated
Silviculture. (Emphasis added.)
Response: The proposed project is applying to change lands designated
Silviculture to Country Residential Two and is in direct opposition to Policy 3.1.4.
(a) and therefore should be denied. The application does not adequately justify
removing the lands from Silviculture to residential.

3.

OCP Part Ill Commercial Activity 3.5 (j). States:
Commercial activity shall not be considered in foreshore and lake areas, on
peripheral islands, on agricultural lands, or in areas identified as being hazardous
or environmentally sensitive. Notwithstanding the above, it is recognized that
certain commercial activity is marine dependent and these activities may be
considered provided the following can be proven: the need for the proposed
activity, the marine siting requirements can be proven, and that the activity is
environmentally sound.
Response: There has been no environmental impact assessment of the
proposed marine dock. The marine environment will be impacted from
construction of the marine dock and operations of the facility. However, no
environmental assessment of the construction and operations of the facility has
been carried out nor how potential impacts may be avoided or mitigated.
Therefore, the zoning change to Marine Commercial Two should not be
approved.

4.

In Part IV of the OCP, Development Permit & Development
Approval Information Areas 4. 1(2) it states:
"To the extent that a proposed activity or development can reasonably be
expected to have an impact on any of the following, these shall be included in the
information to be submitted:
(b) local highways, water supply and sewage disposal systems including wells
and ground sewage, ecosystems absorption systems, utilities, parks, local
transportation services, local parking facilities and any other affected public
services or infrastructure; and

(f) recommendations indicating how undesirable impacts will be mitigated or
avoided, and how the proposal will comply with the official community plan."
Response: The proposed application has not adequately assessed the impact
the project will have on local highways, local transportation services, police, fire,
and medical services. Given Quadra Island is dependent on ferry services for
transportation to and from Vancouver Island, the proposed project does not
adequately assessed the impact this change in the community plan and zoning
will have on existing ferry services, island traffic, nor assess impacts on the
services for policing and emergency response for fire and ambulance services.
The environmental assessment submitted for the project not only omits the direct
impacts of the project, but fails to assess the critical cumulative impacts the
proposed change in land use will have on the Quadra Island community.
In Conclusion, the proposal does not provide an adequate environmental assessment
of the project to justify an amendment to the Quadra Island Official Community Plan nor
meet the criteria to support the proposed change in zoning. As such, the Board of the
Strathcona Regional District should deny approval of Bylaw No. 94 and Bylaw No. 95.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully submitted.

Mitsuru' Hirano
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20, 2022

Strathcona Regional Directors:
Re: Bylaws No. 94 and 95 - OCP-Rezoning Schellinck
Please enter my staunch opposition to this development/application into the
Public Hearing Record for Quadra Island. I own my home and property here
on Quadra Island and have resided here full-time since 1993.
Here on Quadra, we need to preserve as much as we can of our natural
world and environment for purposes of biodiversity and to maintain, as
much as possible, the paradise we have here.
I feel very fortunate to be able to live on Quadra with so many people who
are kind, generous, knowledgeable, creative and talented. People who share
a passion and a sense of stewardship for this special place.
It isn't easy to live on an island and there are many challenges to be faced in
your daily life, especially with respect to commuting and weather conditions.
I was employed full time in Campbell River commuting daily for 29 years.
For a place like this to function you have to be able to pull together. Our
official community plan recognizes that, it supports and encourages a closeknit community with that feeling of cohesiveness. I have a serious concern
that is not something that would be fostered by this development.
In particular, I have questions about the potential harm that the proposed
rezoning could have for the island, its' functioning and its' people, and our
sense of community.
Additionally, it could morph into a prototype for how future land
development takes place and set a precedent.
Of additional concern, from what I understand from others who are
knowledgeable about these matters, the carbon footprint of the proposed
development on this scale, and its' ongoing output, would be immense and
should be taken into consideration as to the inappropriateness of this
proposal, its' detrimental impact on the environment, and its negative
contribution to climate change. All this especially at this critical time in the
climate crisis.

Some of the other potential harm would be increased demands on the
infrastructure created by this proposal: more people, ferry and road
congestion, need for emergency services: ambulance, police and fire
suppression (an increasing worry with the recent droughts, winds and heat
dome). The question of water consumption and quality is another huge
concern (especially during the summer months) and the island's future
water supply remains uncertain. What is certain, would be the loss of
silviculture and agricultural lands that are irreplaceable. Lands which
should, in my opinion, be given higher value than this proposal.
I respectfully submit my formal opposition to the Schellinck, Gowliand
Harbour, OCP and Zoning Amendment applications, Bylaw 94 and 95.
Af
Sharon McEwen
1371 Heriot Bay Road, Quadra Island, B.C.
P.S.

As per a fellow resident and former colleague of 30 plus years, S. Bullivant,
stated in her submission, I concur with her cautionary insight as follows:
"We are living a new reality, a time of climate crisis and emergency.
This needs to be our overarching concern and needs to guide everything we
do. It needs to be in the forefront of all of our thinking and planning. I
believe we must look to our local government to help take the lead and
responsibility for this, and also to ourselves individually, and collectively, as
a community.
Here on Quadra Island we, along with our local government, need to do our
part, to do our best to help fight further climate change and to prepare us
and our future community for sustainability and resilience, to help us and
future generations survive what is coming. We need to focus on ability to
grow local food and encourage and protect our pollinators. (It goes without
saying that we need to also protect habitat for our other local residents, the
wildlife that are also dependent on the land, the health of the flora and the
water supply that exists here.) We may not be able to change the rest of
the world, but we can start here and be a model for how to protect our vital
resources and live facing the reality of our climate crisis. We can respond to

it in the best way that we can. As I read in a book recently, called the Silent
without the ability to grow
Earth, by Dave Goulson, without soil, insects
food... .economy is nothing...."."
I, and I hope all the Regional Directors, will be able to tell our children and
those that come after us, that we made a stand for our community and our
earth and that we upheld our community plan. We demonstrated that we
were listening to the alarm bells ringing in the world instead of adding to our
community's burden on the earth."
As also noted by my fellow resident and former colleague, S. Bullivant, I also
agree with many of the points that have been put forward by some others
living on Quadra Island such as Mark Nighswander, (owner of one woodlot
on Quadra Island and manager of another), in an article in Issue 750 of the
Discovery Islander on March 19, 2021, and Catherine Slater, (former cofounder of "Smart Growth Comox Valley"), included in an article written by
her in Issue 771 of the Discovery Islander dated January 7, 2022, and John
Walton, in Issue 771 of the Discovery Islander dated January 7, 2022, and
Kris Wellstein, in Issue 772, January 21, 2022.

1.

L.

This proposal completely flies in the face of our official community
plan and I feel that it may represent a potential opportunity lost.
Quadra Island, like communities everywhere needs low and middle
income housing, achieved with appropriate, local solutions. We don't
need more million dollar homes. Had Mr Schellinck consulted with
the community in the beginning he may have come up with a more
acceptable concept. It appears that decision making was directed
solely toward maximizing profit. This type of subdivision does not
preserve a natural, rural environment. It is out of touch with the
needs and values of the community. Instead, it's sole aim is to
financially benefit Mr. Schellinck.
It has been suggested that this proposed subdivision is "the best use
of the land." This is a purely economic judgement. From an
environmental perspective, restoring the land to it's natural state is a
far better alternative.
It appears that would-be developers choose to ignore the reality of
the ferry and the fact that we live on an island with limited access.
Over the years ferry traffic has been a good monitor of population
growth and development activity. Presently, even with two fifty car
ferries in service we will be maxed out. The addition of 52 new lots
and tourist oriented commercial developments would substantially
worsen the already frustrating difficulty of travelling on and off the
Island.
This is not the type of development Quadra Island needs nor, I
believe, wants. It is too much for a community with finite resources
that is already experiencing growing pains. I ask our regional
directors to act in the interests of Quadra Island and it's residents
and reject this proposal. Thank you.

Written Submissions
LATE

Barbara Bryant
om:
To:
Subject:

Aniko Nelson
April 21, 2022 2:52 PM
John Neill; Barbara Bryant
Re: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95- OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK

Thanks, can you include in the binders please, Barb!!
A.
Get Outlook for iOS
From: John Neill <JNeill@srd.ca >
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 2:38:11 PM
To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>; Barbara Bryant <BBryant@srd.ca>
Subject: RE: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK

Separate section of the comments binder.
J.
From: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca >
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 14:15

.o: Barbara Bryant <BBryant@srd.ca >; John Neill <JNeill@srd.ca >
ubject: FW: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK
Hi all,
Do we have a location that "late submissions" can be placed?
A.
From: MOOYMAN Ken <ken.moomanhexagon.com >
Sent: April 21, 2022 11:12 AM

To: Aniko Nelson <ANelson@srd.ca>; Jim Abram (jimabram@xplornet.ca ) <jimabram@xplornet.ca>
Cc: Ken Mooyman <5mooymansgmail.com >
Subject: BYLAWS No. 94 AND 95 - OCP/ REZONING SCHELLINCK
NOTICE: This email is from an external source.

Dear Miss NeLson and Mr. Abrams,
I am writing this email in regards to the proposed subdivision development by Mr. ScheLlinck. I
understand I may have missed the deadline to have this incLuded in the officiaL record, however I
ought you may vaLue a perspective from a newcomer to Quadra Island.
In January of 2021, my wife and purchased a home at 816 GowLLand Harbour Road, on Quadra. We
made this purchase while living and working in Switzerland alL without physically visiting the
1

location. As you can imagine it is quite stressful making the largest investment of your life all. on
line! We have since moved into the home and could not be happier. In my job we have lived in many
aces around the world, including in the San Francisco Bay area, Amsterdam, South Africa,
witzerland and the Middle East. We had been searching and investigating our "forever home" for 4
years prior to the purchase. Of all the locations we could have made home we choose Quadra. The
culture, values, and overall quality of life was clear. We are now part of the community and
reinforce community values. After reading the proposal from Mr. Schellinck I don't see how moving
forward would contribute to these community values or improve the well being of the
community. In fact it is questionable if we would have moved to this location if we knew of this
development (something we will, take up with the realer from a disclosure perspective).
I also have a very specific concern, one that we observed ourselves over the summer. We live on the
waterfront in Gowl.land Harbour. We also spend a lot of time on the water canoeing, kayaking,
diving and even swimming (at least my wife ). We noticed that as the summer developed the
water became stagnated and on many days there was a high level of pollution both on the surface
and throughout the water columns. So much so that by Aug the water visibility was just a meter or
so. The beauty of the Harbour as an protected anchorage has a down side in that the water can
become stagnated due to lack of flow. The Harbour is also a popular location for boaters to moor,
adding additional pressure to the marine ecosystem. With any new development there will be
additional harm due to run off, errored banks created by human usage and overall more activity on
the water. As humans we need to take a stand to limit the destruction we are making to the planet,
and this needs to happen at the local level, where our decisions can make a difference.
In learning about the SRD I saw that your mission is "To provide the citizens with a healthy
environment and social. well being that leads to a vibrant quality of life through responsible
economic development and effective delivery of service". I think this is a wonderful mission and it
must be rewarding to have such responsibility. In the case of the Schellinck proposal I don't see how
it contributes to the social well being of the community aspect of your mission and clearly goes
against the healthy environment goaL
I am happy to further any discussion if it helps in anyway.
Thanks for the consideration.
Ken and Mary Ann Mooyman
816 Gowll.and Harbour Road, Quadra Island.
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ban Bowen Consulting Services Ltd.
2120 Stewart Ave Courtenay BC, V9N 3H9
Phone/Fax 250-338-8978; cell 250-897-5026; email dbcsshaw.ca
ii

5trathcona Regional bistrict
301 - 990 Cedar Street
Campbell River, BC
V9W7Z8

November 20, 2009

Attention: - Russ Hotsenpiller, Manager of Planning,
- John Neill, Planning Technician 2
- Aniko Nelson, Planning Technician 2
Re: - Proposed Amendment to the Quadra Island OCP and rezoning of Lot 1
Section 208. Sayward bistrict. Quadra Island. Plan 86955
bear Russ, John and Aniko,
I'm representing Rick 5chellinck regarding the application to amend the OCP
and rezone his property on Quadra Island.
•

We have carefully reviewed the OCP, and made a justification
statement that addresses the points in the Quadra Island OCP.

•

We have prepared a sustainable development strategy plan that
details the components of sustainable concepts in relationship with
our proposed development. We outline the amenities to be offered to
the community along with our of with a vision for a country residential
lifestyle that will be in tune with the community values on Quadra
Island.

•

We held 2 community consultation meetings presenting our preliminary
plans and received input and comments from the community. We have
contacted all the neighbours personally and discussed the project with
them.

•

We have created a website that allows the public arid the community
to provide input and ask questions about the proposed concepts.
www.gowllandharbourviews.com

We have 158 acres with 30 acres in the ALR. The 30 acres is
presently zoned RU-i and will remain as that zone. That leaves 128
acres. We plan to rezone a 5-acre lot off April Point Road as
Commercial (C-2). That leaves 123 acre remaining that we propose to
rezone to Country residential (CR-2). For density calculations we must
subtract the road area of 8 acres. The remaining 115 acres will be the
figure used to calculate the country residential density and that would
allow 46 lots.
Please find enclosed: 1) OCP and rezoning amendment application forms completed.
$1,000.00
2) Cheque for OCP amendment fee
Rezoning fees for CR2-t $200/lot x 46: $9,200.00
$ 200.00
Rezoning fees for C-2
$10,400.00
Total fees
3) Current state of title certificate.
4) OCP justification review addressing community values by ban Bowen.
5) Sustainable Strategy Report (Rationale) by ban Bowen. As per CVRb
Sustainable checklist.
6) Preliminary &eotechnical Assessment by Lewkowich Engineering Assoc.
7) Preliminary archaeological overview assessment by Baseline
Archaeology Services.
8) Septic evaluation and soils assessments by H20 Environmental Ltd.
9) Riparian assessment review and filed with MOE by QEP, Ken Bond.
10)brilled well data as per well logs from Anderson drilling Ltd. summary

statement will be available when needed.

11) Comment sheets from the two community consultation meetings and
letters of support from the neighbours. (to be available later)

12) Past correspondence regarding bL208 and Quadra OCP.
a) September 3, 2003, email from owner to Regional bistrict
regarding OCP and silviculture designation.
b) March 29, 2005, letter from owner to Regional bistrict
regarding OCP and silviculture designation.
c) November 14, 2007, letter from Quadra Community Association
regarding OCP issues and specifically in bold print to amend the
OCP text as noted.
d) Media print from biscovery Islander.
13) September 16, 2009, letter to Cape Mudge Band, Brian Kelly,
administrator and Band Council advising of project.
14) Topographical site plan, aerial photographical plan and overall
development plan. All photographs of property and further
information on our web page www.gowlandharbourviews.com.
15)Terms of reference for Storm Water Management Plan to be
prepared by Bon Thorburn, P Eng.
16) Preliminary vegetative management and environmental impact review
report terms of reference under review and scheduled in the next
few weeks by Strathcona Forestry Consulting, Margaret Symon,
Registered Professional Forester.
If there are any questions or further information required please let me
know.
Sincerely,

ban Bowen,
ban Bowen Consulting Services Ltd

ban Bowen Consulting Services Ltd.
2120 Stewart Ave Courtenoy BC. V9N 3H9

Cape Mudge Band
P0 Box 220,
Quathiaski Cove, VOP 1NO

Sept 16, 2009

RE: - Proposed amendment to the Quadra Island OCP and Rezoning for Lot 1,
VIP 86955. bistrict Lot 208. Sayward bistrict. Quadra Island
bear Brian Kelly, Administrator and Band Council,
This letter is to provide information to you and your Band council.
The owners, Rick and Cheryl Schellinck, of bL 208, adjacent to the April
Point Lodge property on Gowlland Harbour and myself ban Bowen would like
arrange a meeting with you. We are developing plans for the above property
and would like to share our vision for the future of their 158-acre
waterfront property.
As there are three identified archaeological sites on the property we want
to share the information we have to date. These sites will be well protected
in parks as well as by covenants.
We are exploring naming our 2 parks using traditional FN names and would
like your input. We are exploring asking the band about carving totems for
the entrance to these new parks as well as a celebration of the events.
Our mission is to create a rural sustainable neighbourhood and enhance the
community values both environmentally and culturally.
Our highlights to announce are: 1) To offer 2- 15-acre waterfront parks to the Regional bistrict.
2) To help fund the construction forest trails within these new parks as
well a future walkway along the proposed protected forested area of
April Point Road,

(k

3) Greenway corridors and vegetative covenants along our 10,000 ft of
waterfront.
4) Setting a goal of 50 % sustainable greenspace out of the 158-acre
property.
I have enclosed The aerial photo of the land, the topographical plan and the
general map on the area.
We would like to sit down and discuss our ideas with you and listen to your
ideas.
Sincerely,

cDan Bowen
ban Bowen

dbcs@shaw.ca
Cell Phone 250 897 5026
Office phone 250 338 8978
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
"Sustainable development ties together the carrying capacity
of natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity

COWLLANDI IA KbOLJ K
VIEWS
Proposed Rezoning
Lot 1 of DL 208, Sayward District
VIP Plan 86955, Quadra Island
By Dan Bowen Consulting Serivces Ltd.
Copyright 2009

I-

Pan owen Consulting Services Ltl.
2120 StewartAve., Courtenay C, V9N H9' Phone/Fax 25O-3&-897&

Strathcona Regional District
301 - 990 Cedar Street,
Campbefl River, BC V9W 7Z8

November 19, 2009

Attention: - Russ Hotsenpiller and John NeItl, Planning

Re: Sustainability Strategy for proposed rezoning of Lot 1, DL 208,
Sayward District, Plan VIP 86955.

I

Introduction:
The purpose of this report is to present the basic fundamental steps
taken to establish a sustainable strategy, and to address the criteria
taken to achieve these objectives. We have set out our goals for
promoting a sustainable development that respects the land using a
number of conservation strategies. We have strived to find balance
between environmental, social and economic values.
Owner Rick Scheflinck and myself have spent the past 11 months
gathering information and professional reports in order to present a
strong rationale for consideration that also respects the community
values as set out in the Quadra OCP.
We have held two community consultation meetings at the Quadra
Community centre in September and October to present our proposal
and ask for feedback. There were about 80 people who attended both
meetings.
The existing OCP Silviculture designation on this private property
provides no incentive or direction to protect and preserve
environmentally valuable forested waterfront land. Our proposed
amendment to the Quadra OCP to permit Country Residential uses
will allow us to achieve these goals.

Considerations:
• The proposed OCP amendment to Country Residential designation must
provide substantial benefits to the Quadra community.
• There shalt be no negative impact to the areas existing infrastructure
of water, sewer, roads or power.
• The proposed development must support economic activity on the island
and create jobs.
• The proposed developments sustainabitity plan must address the
community values as set out in the Quadra OCR
• To meet our goal of over 50% greenspace by providing new waterfront
parks, new trail linkages and conservation covenants.
• To address sustainable house building practices using accepted green
practices or LEEDS certification.

Background:
The subject property is 158 acres in area with 30 acres in the ALR. The property
is presently designated Silviculture in the Quadra Island OCP and in a RU-i zone in
the Quadra IsLand Bylaw.
The property is Located directly adjacent to April Point properties to the west
(Zoned C-2), it is directly north of the Quathiaski Cove area (Zone R-i), and to the
east is RU-i zoned land in the ALR.
To the north there is over 10,000 feet
of waterfront that includes Goose Bay,
Gowtland Point and part of Gowttand
Harbour. We also have waterfront views
to the south at Unkak Cove. Our Land
includes both sides of April Point road
for 2000 feet, as well as direct access
off the end of Harbourbrook Road.

Gowitand Harbouf Views

Evaluation Strategy:
Sustainable development evaluation covers Environmental, Social and Economic
impacts, as well as land use, building, transportation and infrastructure as noted
below:
A) Environmentat Evaluation:
With the assistance of a qualified environmental practitioner (QEP),
a geotechnical engineer, and a registered forestry environmentalist,
we all worked on the classification of the vegetative types, ecosystems,
wetlands and streams.
We identified five small streams and many connected wetland areas with
significant environmental values. Our QEP has provided a RAR report for
the Ministry of the Environment and the SRD. Our forestry environmentalist
is preparing her preliminary reports.
Within our proposed park and convenant areas we have identified groves
of old growth trees, as well as areas of mature second growth trees
with its surrounding ecosystems intact. Upland of these areas we have
identified sensitive ecosystems and associated wetlands.
We worked closely with the Quadra Island eagle nest monitor group to
confirm the presence of three eagle nests.
Recommendation# 1:
Dedicate the two 15 acre parks that
encompass alL the streams, sensitive
ecosystems and wetland areas.
A total of 30 acres.
Recommendation # 2:
Place conservation covenants on several
significant forested areas identified in our
consultants' inventory reports.
Recommendation # 3:
Place a conservation covenant on
approximately 85-90% of our waterfront
property for no tree removal as per our
geotech nical evaluation and forestry consultant's reports.

Gowitand Harbour Views
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Recommendation #4:
On two of the strata phases identified as having exceptional green space values,
we will introduce the building envelope concept, where our goal is to protect as
much as possible, possibly up to 70 % of the land, as greenspace using conservation
covenants.
Recommendation # 5:
On our three eagle nest trees we will place a 100-foot no build conservation
covenant. We have completed a tree inventory of the eagle roost trees and will
place covenants on them as well for no removal or disturbance.
Recommendation # 6:
Within the proposed C-2 zoned area, we will maintain a 50-60% conservation
covenant that will include the 900 of the 1000 feet of waterfront. This will provide
continuity with the proposed Goose Bay Park area.
Recommendation # 7:
Adjacent to all park boundaries and proposed lots there will be a further "no
tree removal" covenant to create a park buffer area for tree throw and wildlife
continuity.
"Our goal is to protect over 50% of the property as greenspace buffers,
dedicated parks and conservation covenants, for future generations to enjoy."

B) Social Impacts:
Working with the community and the Quadra
OCP trail route plans we realized that our
property was in a perfect position to be a vital
Link to the shoreline of Gowlland Harbour, next
to our area of old growth forest. Many members
of the community have expressed the need
of waterfront park areas and even more were
excited about the access we plan to provide to
the public.
After our proposed 30-acre park dedication,
our master trail system wilt have the next most
value to the community.
The other point applauded by the community was our plan to protect the rural
character, viewscapes and contribute to maintaining rural community values.
GowUand Harbour Views
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Recommendation # 8:
Within our two park areas and the link
trail across our property, we will work
directly with the Quadra Island Trail
Committee and SRD to construct new
trails and bridges where necessary.
Recommendation # 9:
To complete the trail link from the
Community Centre down Orion Road to
Gowttand Harbour near the old steam ship
wharf. We would be again prepared to
work with the Quadra Island Trail Committee and the SRD to ensure this vital link
is constructed.
Recommendation # 10:
On the Gowiland Point peninsula we will provide a trail system within our strata
plans that will access the beach in five areas. These trails wilt be established by
statutory right of way plans in the name of the Strathcoria Regional District and
remain open to the public. The individual Strata Corporations would maintain the
trails in the strata areas at no cost to the public or SRD.
Recommendation ft 11:
View-scapes by the boating public and other adjacent properties in Gowiland
Harbour toward our property to be protected by conservation covenant. As noted
above, 85-90 % of our waterfront area will be protected by conservation covenant.
Recommendation ft 12:
The historic April Point Road has remained unchanged for many years. In maintaining
country road character, we have protected this area in two ways. First, we propose
to dedicate the entire area fronting the road to the east as park. Secondly, on the
west side of April Point Road, we recommend a conservation covenant 15-20 m
wide minimum to complement the proposed building envelope concept in this
area.
Recommendation # 13:
In keeping with community values, we wilL construct a walking trail along the April
Point roadway for 2000 feet towards April Point, and towards Quathiaski Cove,
and Quadra Elementary School area. This roadside trail will link to our park trails
and the community centre.
"Social amenities that promote and improve a healthy lifestyle
are the cornerstones of sustainable development"
Gowllaiid Harbour Views

C) Heritage Values:
Our archaeological consultant has identified three areas of First Nations
archaeological significance. The BC Archaeological Branch in Victoria
has these areas noted in their inventory.
Recommendation #14:
To confirm in detail the areas of cultural values with further study and to protect
those areas. Protection would be by a covenant in the name of the Province of BC
for no disturbance - if the areas are within the park, they will automatically be
protected.
"First Nations cultural sustainability plans will protect
First Nations culture for future generations"
D) Economic Benefits:
Our proposed development will produce
approximately 200 man-years of work, or 10
man-years per year for the next 20 years. The
tax benefits to the Local government would be
approximately 10-20 times the present values. The
attractive lots would bring a variety of people from
many walks of Live to live and support the LocaL
economy. These benefits would not only be felt immediately,
but will carry on for many generations.
Our proposed C-2 (Commercial recreational zone) could accommodate a much
needed Kayak Centre. This type of social-recreational activity is rated as one of
the top five things to do on Quadra IsLand. Our access directly to the scenic and
calm waters of GowRand Harbour, make this a destination point. Also identified,
was the need for a RV site on the west coast of Quadra IsLand. This would benefit
tourism close to the Quasiaski Cove area.
Our 15-acre ALR lot remains in the ALR and will be developed over time as a farm.
With the possibly for a commercial organic farm to supplement the Quadra IsLand
community with seasonal fresh vegetables. We will be developing this concept
over the next year if we are successful with our rezoning.
In contrast, the existing SilvicuLture designation economic benefits are very
limited. We see no community value from an economic standpoint. We see no
community values that would contribute to the community's economy.
Only the owner will benefit from the logging of the property, removal of the
existing forest can never be replaced.
Gow((arid Harbour Yiew
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Our sustainable plans are much more in tune with the changing times.
"With the existing silviculture designation the result is no conservation
or preservation of the identified significant areas of this property.
Thus no economic benefit, no social benefit and no environmental benefit
to the community values noted in the Quadra OCR
There is no sustainable balance."
E) Land Use Considerations:
We are developing a concept plan for a mix
of housing types. We note that we will have
a variety of lot types and sizes.
We have made efforts not to create lineal
type waterfront lots, as noted in the OCP,
however this is difficult when there is
10,000 feet of waterfront property.
Recomniendation#1 5:
We have divided the waterfront areas three
ways. First, by the dedicated parks on 2600
feet of waterfront, there are no homes in
those areas. Next, we have proposed waterfront common areas within our strata
areas to be kept as greenspace with no homes. Finally, with our conservation
covenants and setback requirements, most lots are over 100 feet back from the
waterfront and within treed areas, and thus creating vegetative buffers.
For example:
Phase 1 - Unkak Road/April Point Road - there will be only two waterfront
properties, and six upland lots in a deep forest environment, with a custom
building enveloped designed to fit within the conservation covenanted areas.
Within this phase we hope to protect and preserve approximately 70 % of the
forested area. We would dedicate the Goose Bay Park and build the April Point
Road trail.
Most homes wilt have buffer areas between them which will create privacy.
We would register building schemes that would incorporate green building
guidelines. Each lot would follow our guidelines for water conservation! energy
conservation and storm water management.

Gowliand Harbour Views
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F) Building Design:
Recommendation # 16:
Our registered building scheme wilt encourage a high standard of building design
with quality assurance and west coast design appearance.
We will encourage accepted green best building practices or Leeds certification
for new home construction.
Home site construction will encourage walkways to trail systems within the
common strata areas that will link to the main trail system. In some cases,
in difficult terrain, limited common accesses or trails will be used.
Special consideration will be made on some lots for adequate parking.
These areas will be located in areas that will have minimal impact on vegetation.
G) Transportation:
As noted above we plan to maintain the rural road standard. In discussions with
MOT on April Point Road, we can reduce accesses by having common access that
serve more that one lot. This improves safety. We are encouraging walking or
biking in our sustainable plans. This will minimize need for vehicular uses in some
cases. This area is only one km from the elementary school and the Quathiaski
commercial centre.
Harbourbrook Road is our other road access and is not paved. In discussions with
MOT, we wilt be required to pave this road, as welt as all the roads within our
development. This is a MOT standard.
In keeping with OCP concepts, we can reduce the common road width in the strata development to 10 m. That
is half the normal width, thus minimizing the physical
footprint and protection of green space in some cases.
Common roads and public roads have been designed
with a curvilinear alignment to create traffic
calming opportunities, as well as protection
of specific identified treed areas.

H) Infrastructure:
Our sustainable strategy is to be self-sufficient within our property,
and therefore not impact the Quathiaski Cove community in any way,
Gowitand Harbour Views
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except to provide amenities to benefit the community.
Infrastructure includes sewer, water, storm water management,
and renewable energy concepts.
Sewage Feasibility:
With the assistance of H20 Environmental, we have found adequate granular
mineral soil to accommodate our development within our property. We had
initially considered the option of hooking up to the Quathiaski Cove sewage
treatment system, and adding new modules at our cost, with a net gain for the
community. We learned that although this would appear to be feasible, there
were those in the community that would not support this concept. Some don't like
ocean outfall.s! We are sustainable. The H20 Environmental report is enclosed. Our
sewage treatment system wilt be reviewed and installed under the supervision of a
professional engineer.
Our plan is to do our development over several years, in four phases of 12 lots or
Less, to meet VIHA subdivision standards for tertiary sewage treatment plants.
Recommendation # 16:
To apply directly to VIHA for confirmation of feasibility of our four sewage
treatment plant systems as part of the rezoning process.
Potable Water Feasibility:
We have drilled four deep wells on our 158 acres to confirm we have adequate
volume of water to accommodate such a development. As we proceed, we wilt
supply a potable water management plan, however at this time, we can advise the
following:
• The four wells that we drilled were test wells to determine if water was
going to be an issue.
• The four wells produce in excess of 50
gallons / minute.
• We plan to drill two more welts if
necessary in the future.
• Three of the deep wells are over 300
feet and into the ancient Karmutsen
volcanic rock. This ancient rock is
characterized by many faults and
fractures that contain underground
water flows from Quadra Island,
'vncouver Island and the BC mainland
(Reference GSC). We are water sustainable.
Gow(tand Harbour Views
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Recommendation# 17:
Apply to VIHA for a "Small Water System" application for each of the four strata
phases.
Note: Fire protection
Water storage tanks with fire hydrants wilt be installed in two strategic locations
as recommended by the Quadra Island fire chief.
Storm Water Management:
We have not completed a Storm Water Management and Siltation Management
plan yet. However, our plans are that our engineer wilL complete these reports
when needed. Our SWM plan will follow the provincial best management practices
by incorporating toots noted there.
Recommendation# 18:
To complete the SWM plan and incorporate the recommendations for the
construction phase, as well as the future drainage structures for detention ponds,
retention areas, infiltration structures, blo-swates, rain gardens, water barrels, etc.
Alternate energy concepts:
We plan to incorporate solar panels in areas of the strata infrastructure to reduce
the normal power grid. Examples considered are: the power for the pumping
system for our sewage treatment plants, our strata amenity buildings, and strata
lighting. We have discussed thermal exchange concepts to reduce home heating
costs with our engineer, and although expensive, this technology is feasible, and is
used in other areas.
We have discounted wind energy sources due to negative visual and aesthetic
concerns.
Recommendation #19:
Alt opportunities to conserve energy by using alternate sources will be considered.
Any concepts we feel that are feasible will be incorporated into the strata bylaws
for consideration.
In conclusion, the recommendations made in this report are to confirm we are
very committed to our sustainable development plan. We plan to work with the
community and the SRD to build a foundation of trust and open communications
to add to these recommendations as we move ahead. This plan is unique and
therefore special recommendations were needed. We want to set an example for
future developments on Quadra Island.

Gowiland Harbour Views
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Our Mission
To provide the sustainable framework
for a way of life that respects the environment
and enables residents to experience a strong connection
between community, the land and the sea.

Acknowledgement:
This document was prepared for the use of the owner Rick SchetUnck
for applications to the Strathcona Regional District and Local Area Directors.
Reproductions of this report are not permitted without permission of the owner.

Prepared by Dan Bowen
Dan Bowen Consulting Services Ltd.
dbcs@shaw.ca
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First Nations Consultation

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 9, 2018

File:

3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-20/RZ 2C 09

Cowichan Tribes
5760 Allenby Road
Duncan, BC V9L 5J1
Sent via email to tracy.fleming@cowichantribes.com

I

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, '1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Referrals Coordinator;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Cowichan Tribes in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the method
we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you, please let
us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in communicating
with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

Parks and Planning Manager
#301 - 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca

Strathcona
REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 9, 2018

File:

3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-20/RZ 2C 09

Halalt First Nation
7973 Chemainus Road
Chemainus, BC VOR 1K5
Sent via email to managerhalalt.org

I

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan VlP86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Halalt First Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the method
we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you, please let
us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in communicating
with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

Parks and Planning Manager

cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
#301 —
Fax: 250-830-6710
Tel: 250-830-6700
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 9, 2018

File:

3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09

Homalco First Nation (Xwemalhkwu)
1218 Bute Crescent
Campbell River, BC V9H 1G5
Sent via email to referrals@homalco.com

I

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Homalco First Nation (Xwemalhkwu) in a manner that respects your traditions and
wishes. If the method we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not
work for you, please let us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as
effective in communicating with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respecifully,

Parks and Planning Manager

#301 —990 Cedar Street, campbell Rn/er, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca

/

Strathcona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 9, 2018

File:

3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09

Kiahoose First Nation
P.O. Box 9, Squirrel Cove
Cortes Island, BC VOP iTO
Sent via email to kathyfrancis@klahoose.org /

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan VlP86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Klahoose First Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the
method we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you,
please let us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in
communicating with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelson(ästrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

@t.A5c
Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca

Strath cona

REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 9, 2018

File:

3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09

Lake Cowichan First Nation
P.O. Box 159, 313B Deer Road
Lake Cowichan, BC VOR 2G0
Sent via email to carole@lcfn.ca I
Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Lake Cowichan First Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the
method we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you,
please let us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in
communicating with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Fax: 250-830-6710
Tel: 250-830-6700
www.strathconard.ca
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
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3350-2OICP 2C 09
3360-2OIRZ 2C 09

Lyackson First Nation
7973A Chemainus Road
Chemainus, BC VOR 1K5
Sent via email to reception@lyackson.bc.ca

I

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No.1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Lyackson First Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the
method we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you,
please let us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in
communicating with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsoncstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Fax: 250-830-6710
Tel. 250-830-6700
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca
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Nanwakolas Council
1441 - 16th Avenue
Campbell River, BC V9W 2E4
Sent via email to referrals@nanwakolas.com /
Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Nanwakolas Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Nanwakolas Council in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the
method we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you,
please let us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in
communicating with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

tJQL
Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Fax: 250-830-6710
Tel: 250-830-6700
www.strathconard .ca
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
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Penelakut Tribe
P.O. Box 360
Chemainus, BC VOR IKO
Sent via email to robert@penelakut.ca

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Penelakut Tribe in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the method we
are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you, please let us
know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in communicating with
you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelson(strathconard.ca

Respectfully,

Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca
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Tla'amin Nation
4779 Klahanie Road
Powell River, BC V8A 0C4
Sent via email to Clint.Williams@tn-bc.ca

I

Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan V1P86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Chief and Council;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the Tla'amin Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the method we
are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you, please let us
know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in communicating with
you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelson(strathconard.ca

Respecifully,

Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Fax: 250-830-6710
Tel: 250-830-6700
www.strathconard.ca
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
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We Wai Kai Nation
664 Headstart Crescent
Campbell River, BC V9H 1P9
Sent via email to merci@wewaikai.com /
Re: Application to Amend Bylaw No. 3050, Quadra Island Official Community Plan, 2007 and
Bylaw No. 1213, Quadra Island Zoning Bylaw, 1990 for Schellinck, Lot 1, Plan VlP86955,
District Lot 208, Sayward Land District

Dear Director of Lands & Natural Resources;
An application to amend the Quadra Island Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw has been
received to support the subdivision of the above described property.
We are aware that this amendment proposal is in your traditional territory. It is very important to us to
consult with the We Wai Kai Nation in a manner that respects your traditions and wishes. If the method
we are using, which is mailing this cover letter with referral package, does not work for you, please let
us know how we can change or improve our method so that we can be as effective in communicating
with you as we can.
We want to ensure that your interests are clearly understood and considered. To that end, we are
providing all the application details in the referral form attached. Should you wish to offer written
comments only, a response form has been provided for your convenience.
As we proceed with processing this application, we would like to include your position in a follow-up
report to the Strathcona Regional District Board. To that end, please see if you can provide us with your
comments in this regard by February 6, 2019. For your convenience and consideration, included is a
response summary form that you can consider using to communicate how your interests may be
affected. If your interests are unaffected, please indicate that. If your interests are affected, we would
appreciate receiving additional information in this regard so that we know what needs to be taken into
consideration to soften the potential impact of the application or to communicate to our Board why you
do not support it.
If you have any immediate questions regarding the proposal, or should you wish to open a discussion
and/or coordinate a meeting, please contact me at 250-830-6708 or anelsonstrathconard.ca

Respectfully,

0t.
Parks and Planning Manager

#301 — 990 Cedar Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 7Z8
Tel: 250-830-6700
Fax: 250-830-6710
Toll free: 1-877-830-2990
www.strathconard.ca
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November 4, 2011

Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty Society
1441 Old Island Highway
Campbell River, BC
V9W 2E4
Attn: Rod Naknakim, Chief Negotiator
Dear Mr. Naknakim:
Re:

Schellinck (Gowliand Harbour Development Proposal) — April Point, Quadra Is.

Thank you for your letter dated September 28, 2011, and enclosure of your earlier letter dated
March 25, 2010. By this letter we acknowledge receipt of both communications. Your
comments of March 2010 were presented to the Regional Board through the Committee
process.
In your recent letter you have asked to be advised of the status of the file. Since receipt of your
comments of March, 2010 the application has developed slowly, with some amendments to the
proposed plan designations, a reduction in the density of the proposed commercial activity and
a stronger commitment for the applicant to utilize community servicing. Further, the Regional
Board has required that a master development agreement be developed between the SRD and
the applicant to ensure an orderly development if the proposal is successful.
Based upon the preceding, in July 2011, the Regional Board approved first and second
readings of proposed Bylaw Nos. 94 and 95. The Regional Board also indicated that the
application details and a development agreement be prepared and disseminated prior to the
application proceeding to public hearing or for any subsequent bylaw readings.
Given the above, further consultation with First Nations is appropriate prior to the matter
proceeding and a further referral package will be forwarded to the Laich-Kwil Tach Nation for
consideration. There will also be a re-referral to appropriate agencies.
In light of your letter identifying the Treaty Society's requirement for an independent
Archaeological Assessment, we wish to advise that this matter was also highlighted as part of
an archaeological site potential assessment completed for the applicant by Baseline
Archaeological Services Ltd. in April 2009, a copy of which is enclosed for your information.
Further to completion of this study, and as part of application details submitted, the applicant
confirmed that an archaeological impact assessment would be undertaken for the property at a
future date.
You have indicated, and it has been noted, that the Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation has a number of
concerns with the rezoning including a history of use of the area and archaeological impacts. If
you have further concerns, we would respectfully request that you provide these concerns to us.

We request an opportunity to meet at your convenience to further consult on this matter. I will
take the opportunity to contact Ms. Henderson, Office Manager, to assist in the scheduling of a
possible meeting date. Should you wish to direct us otherwise, please contact myself at 250830-6709 or Russ Hotsenpiller, Development Services Manager at 250-830-6703.
Sincerely,
Original Signed By
Brian Reardon
Chief Administrative Officer
End.
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SOE Report

SOE Report
Report Name: Mi 1
Report Date: Wed ian 09 1315:44 PST 2019
Shape Name:

unnamed

Linear Width:

5.0

Adjacency Buffer: Thus feature was not buffered.

CAD contact information for the area that was queried is displayed below. Note that a
single First Nation boundary may have multiple contacts. As a result it Is possible for
a contact to show up in the list more than once.
Conflicting Features:
Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

Komoks First Nation
Chief and Council
Komoks First Nation
3330 Comox Road
Courtenay
BC
V9N 3P8
2503394545
2503397053
receptlon@komoks.ca

Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
ntact Province
ontact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

Homalco First Nation (Xwemalhkwu)
Chief and Council
Homalco First Nation
1218 Bute Crescent
Campbell River
BC
V9H 1G5
2509234979
2509234987
referrals@ihomalco.com

Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

Stzuminus First Nation
Chief and Council
Stzuminus First Nation
12611A Trans Canada Hwy
Ladysmith
BC
V9G 1M5
2502457155
2502453012
referrals@coastsalishdevcorp corn

Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

Tracy Fleming
Referrals Coordinator
Cowichan
5760 Allenby Road
Duncan
V9L 531
2507483196
2507481233
tracy.fleming@cowlchantribes.com

Contact Name
ntact Title
ntact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax

Lake Cowichan First Nation
Chief and Council
Lake Cowichan First Nation
P.O. Box 159 313B Deer Road
Lake Cowichan
BC
VOR 2G0
2507493301
2507494286
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Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

— Laich-kwii-tach Treaty Society
Chief Negotiator
Laich-kwii-tach Treaty Society
1441 Old Island Hwy
Campbell River
BC
V9W 2E4
2502879460
2502879469

Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

We Wai Kai Nation
Main Office
We Wal Kal First Nation
690 Headstart Crescent
CAMPBELL RIVER
BC
V9H 1P9 2509141890
2509141891

Contact Name
Contact Title
Contact Organization
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact Province
Contact Postal Code
Contact Phone
Contact Fax
Contact Email

Wei Wa) Kum First Nation
Chief and Council
Wel Wal Kum First Nation
1650 Old Spit Road
CAMPBELL RIVER
BC
V9W 3E8
2502866949
2502878838
reception@weiwaikum.ca
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Layers Queried Successfully:
CAD contact information for the area that was Queried is displayed below. Note that a single First Nation boundary may have multiple Contacts. AS a result It is posSible for a Contact to show up In the list more than once

Disclaimer:
The Consultative Areas Database (CAD) Public Map Service Report provides preliminary contact Information for First Nations Who may
have with aboriginal interests identified within the area queried.
These contacts are based on knowledge currently available to the Province. Those Choosing to provide Information and involve First
Nations early In a proposed project have the opportunity to develop mutual understanding of the interests around the project. This can be
important to successful business planning and project development. CAD Public Map Service users are encouraged to expiore making this
contact prior to submitting an applicatIon for government authorization. This approach gives support to the Provincial consultation process
and the goals of the New Relationship.
The Information provided is not Intended to create, recognize, limit or deny any aboriginal or treaty rights, Including aborigInal title, that
First Nations may have, or impose any obligations on the Province or alter the legal status of resources within the Province or the existing
legal authority of British Columbia. The Province makes no warranties or representations regarding the accuracy, timeliness, completeness
or fitness for use of any or all data provided in the reports.
° Copyright:
http://www.gov bc.ca/comlcopyright html
o Warranty Disclaimer & Limitation of Liabilities:
http ://www gov bc.ca/com/dlsclaimer.htrnl
• Privacy:
http : //www.gov. bc ca/corn/privacy. html

http:llmaps.gov.bc.ca/ess/REST/TempFlles/SOE%2OReport.html?guid=0c8ebcb4-e445-458e-8dlc-05a97eb5c621 &contentType=text%2Fhtmi
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aseline
556 Ilairnuw, Avenue, C'ourtenay B.c. VPN 2X5 Phone: (250) 897-3853 Fax: (250) 897-3389

April16, 2009

Project No. 09007

Rick Schelllnck
Box 4
Merville, BC
VU R2 MO
Via Email: rjtimberteIusnet
Re:

Lot 208 Sayward District, PlO 009-660-771, ArchaeologIcal Site Potential
Assessment, Quadra Island, BC.

This letter presente the results of an archaeological site potential assessment (also known as
an archaeological overview assessment) conducted by Baseline Archaeological Services Ltd.
(Basetine) of a parcel of land (64 heclares) In the Gowiland Harbour area of Quadra Island,
situated along eastern Vancouver Island, privately owned by Rick Schellinck. The study area is
located within the consultative boundaries of the Campbell River Band (Wel Wai Kum First
Nation) and Cape Mudge Band (Wei Wai Kal First Nation) who are member bands of the Hamatla
Treaty Society (HTS), the Homalco Band as well as the Komoks First Nation.
The work reported herein consists of an archaeological overview assessment (AOA) as
defined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (1998) and as
outlined in the Protocol Agreement on the Management of Cultural Heritage Resources (1994)
between the Ministry of Forests and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and the Arts.
It was requested that Baseline undertake an archaeological site potential assessment for the
subject lot In order to assess the archaeological potential and to make recommendations
regarding the property in lieu of a rezoning application. Site specific AOAs tend to be more
accurate than large scale AOAs because more detailed infomiation on archaeological site
potential can be based upon specific topographic and environmental features for the particular
proposed blocks.
This report is concerned with identifying any known archaeological sites on the subject lot
and making management recommendations on how to proceed in the event of any development
applications.
It is also concerned with determining the potential for any unrecorded
archaeological sites. This report does not address any First Nations traditional use actMties and
sites. As such, this report does not comprehensively document all First Nations interest in the
land. The study was conducted without prejudice to First Nations treaty negotiations, aboriginal
rights or aboriginal title.
This site specific AOA was conducted by reviewing 1:25,000-scale orthographic and
preliminary development maps, 1:2000 and 1:5000 scale topographical maps, reviewing data
present on the remote access to archaeological data (RAAD) website, and via personal

communication with Dan Bowen and Rick Schellinck. The results of this assessment are also
based on knowledge gained through previous archaeological studies in the general area.
The study area is situated to the east of April Point, in Gowiland Bay, on the southern end of
Quadra Island. Although fresh water sources are present on the lot it is unlikely that fish-bearing
streams are associated with the study area. The forest cover consists of minimal stands of
second growth Douglas-fir, cedar and hemlock and some deaduous, however the majority of the
area is non-forested. The area's elevation ranges up to -45 metres above sea level.
A background file search indicated that archaeological sites EaSh-13, EaSh-41 and EaSh-43
are recorded on (he subject property. Each is a shell midden site containing artifacts and human
remains (in EaSh-43). These sites were first recorded in the 1960s and 70s with limited
subsequent revisits. The file search also indicated that the sites have experienced some
disturbance. In terms of potential for unrecorded archaeological resources it is generally
assumed when in close proximity to a known archaeological resource the potential is considered
to be high. The potential for culturally modified trees is low based on the lack of veteran timber
on the lot.
According to provincial guidelines when a recorded archaeological site (as represented by a
polygon - EaSh-41 and EaSh-13 are mapped as a polygon) is located on or within 20 metres of a
property this is considered to be a direct conflict. When direct conflicts are identified, the
proponent is directed to hire a professional consulting archaeologist to determine if further
archaeological study is necessary.
In the event that the subject property is approved for subdivision anWor redevelopment or
any other ground disturbing activities it is recommended that an archaeological impact
assessment (AlA) be conducted. The primary objectives of the AlA are to:
(a)identify and evaluate archaeological resources within the project area;
(b)Identify and evaluate all impacts on archaeological resources which might result from the
proposed developments; and
(c)recommend viable alternatives for managing adverse impacts.
In order to conduct an AlA, the land owner will need to hire an archaeologist to apply for a
Section 14 Heritage Inspection Permit under the Heritage Conse,vation Act. This permit will
allow the archaeologist to conduct subsurface testing of the subject property (and within the
boundaries of the three archaeological sites). Following the field testing a report will be drafted
that will adhere to the provincial AlA Guidelines.
This report will make management recommendations that may include (in the case of no
archaeological deposits being identified) no further archaeological work. In cases where
archaeological deposits conflict with proposed development activities management
recommendations may include archaeological monitoring under a Section 12 Site Alteration
Permit. In the event that deposits considered archaeologlcally significant and intact are identified
in conflict with proposed development activities management recommendations may include a
program of systematic data recovery (SDR) under a separate Section 14 investigation permit
prior to the Site Alteration Permit.

Developers arid operators should be made aware of the potential of undiscovered
archaeological remains in any surveyed or unsurveyed areas. Archaeological resources are
protected under the Heritage Conservation Act and require all development activities in the
vicinity of archaeological remains to be halted as not to threaten these remains, and to
immediately notify the BC Archaeology Branch. Directly notifying the appropnate First Nations
would also be recommended.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. Thank you
for the opportunity to conduct this archaeological assessment
Yours truly,

Owen Grant
Aschaeologlst
cc Dan Bowen, Dan Bowen Consulting Services

3060 Lake Road
Denman Island, BC VOR ITO
2
ENVIRONMENTAL Tel: (250) 335-1864
TD

email: h2oenv@telus.net

June 29, 2009

H20 File: 9-13

Mr. Rick Shellinck
P.O.Box4
MerviUe, BC VOR 2M0

Re:

Soil Assessment for Wastewater
Areas A to E on District Lot 208, Quadra Island

Introduction
H20 Environmental Ltd. (H20) was retained by you to log and describe testpits
for subdivision wastewater disposal purposes on several areas of the above
referenced property (site). H20 has prepared this letter to describe the onsite
soils from the inspections completed on March 25 and April 8, 2009.
H20 understands that this investigation is part of a proposal for site rezoning and
the soil investigation has been completed to determine the feasibility of onsite
soils for wastewater disposal.
Subdivision Requirements
The size of the wastewater areas are based on the estimated flows from the
proposed homes, based on number of bedrooms and size of home1. The
Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) regulates the length of disposal piping
which determines the size of covenants for strata properties2. The various strata
subdivisions will consist of homes with not more than three bedrooms each.
According to the Subdivision Standards, one half of the required disposal piping
is to be installed and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve. The
size of the covenants for each strata lot is described under each separate area
below. The attached Figure 1 presents the various areas of proposed wastewater
disposal and the lots with which they are associated.

l British Columbia Onsite Sewage Association - The Sewerage System Standard Practice Manual (Version 2), 21
September, 2007, prepared br the Ministry of Health
2
Vancouver Island Health Authority - Subdivision Standards, April2009

Soil Assessment
DL 208. Quadra Island

7/2/2009
PaQe 2

Tesfpif and General Soil Description
The testpit numbers within each area may not be consecutive but are located
within the area under discussion. Detailed testpit logs are attached to this letter
report.
Area A - Area A is generally flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to
the west. Six testpits (TP-4, 5, 6, 7, 13 & 14) and two permeability test locations
(P-3 & P-7) were included in Area A.
The general soil profile of Area A consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 130
centimetres (cm) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth
of 120 cm. A grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under
the sand and gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand
and was generally found to be dense below 140 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area A ranged from 66 cm/day to 165
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 5
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area A.
Area A is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 6. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils. One half of the disposal piping is to be installed
and the area for the remainder to be set aside as reserve.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 6 measures 65 m
across the slope and 25 m deep. Given a 65 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area A would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area B - Area B is located adjacent to the south of Area A and is also generally
flat with a slight (<1%) grade both to the east and to the west. Five testpits (TP8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) and three permeability test locations (P-4, P-5 & P-6) were
included in Area B.
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The general soil profile of Area B consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 10 cm. This is underlain by a medium grained sand and
gravel which was loose, red and dry and extended to depths of up to 120 cm (TP9) below grade. Roots were observed down to a maximum depth of 120 cm. A
grey, coarse grained sand with some silt was encountered under the sand and
gravel layer. This layer exhibited small cemented pockets of sand and was
generally found to be dense below 120 cm.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area B ranged from 74 cm/day to 115
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 6
to 8 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-1O at
approximately 145 cm.
Area B is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 13 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 4. This 13 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
17,720 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 590 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 4 measures 45 m
across the slope and 40 m deep. Given a 45 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 590 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 36 m. Area B would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area C - Area C has a grade downwards to the west/southwest of approximately
10%. Eight testpits (TP-20 through TP-27) and four permeability test locations
(P-101 through P-104) were included in Area C.
The general soil profile of Area C consists of a thin sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended from
approximately 2 cm to 20 cm. The forest debris layer is underlain by a fine to
medium grained sand with some gravel and trace silt which was loose, red to tan
and dry and extended to depths of up to 130 cm (TP-21) below grade. Roots
were observed down to a maximum depth of 110 cm. A grey, coarse grained
sand with some silt was encountered under the red to tan sand. This layer
exhibited occasional cobbles to 30 cm and exhibited mottling at 130 cm (TP-21).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area C ranged from 107 cm/day to 453
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 1
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. Standing water was observed in TP-25 at
approximately 140 cm below grade.
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Area C is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 14 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 7. This 14 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
19,000 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 633 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 7 measures 32 m
across the slope and 52 m deep. Given a 32 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 633 m of disposal piping with a 2
m separation of laterals would be 40 m. Area C would fulfill the VIHA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
Area D - Area D has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east. Five
testpits (TP-35 through TP-39) and two permeability test locations (P-203 and P204) were included in Area D.
The general soil profile of Area D consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 30 cm (TP-36 & TP-39). This is underlain by a medium
grained sand with trace gravel and silt which was loose, red and dry and
extended to depths of up to 135 cm (TP-39) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-39). A grey/green, coarse grained sand
was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited small cemented
pockets of sand below 130 cm (TP-37).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area 0 ranged from 124 cm/day to 143
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 3
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
in Area 0.
Area 0 is proposed for the disposal of wastewater from 10 strata lots located on
fee simple Lot 2. This 10 lot strata subdivision will consist of homes with not more
than three bedrooms each and will have a total estimated daily design flow of
13600 litres. This volume of effluent will require approximately 453 m of disposal
piping in the onsite sandy soils.
The area set aside for the wastewater disposal fields for Lot 2 measures 60 m
across the slope and 30 m deep. Given a 60 m length for the wastewater
disposal laterals, the width required for the full 453 m of disposal piping with a 3
m separation of laterals would be 24 m. Area D would fulfill the Vil-IA
requirements for a sufficient wastewater designated covenant area for primary
and reserve disposal fields.
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Area E - Area E also has a downwards grade of approximately 10% to the east.
Five testpits (TP-30 through TP-34) and two permeability test locations (P-201
and P-202) were included in Area E.
The general soil profile of Area E consists of a sandy forest debris layer with
organic materials which exhibited numerous rootlets and extended to a maximum
depth of approximately 25 cm (TP-31). This is underlain by a medium grained
sand with gravel and trace silt which was loose, red and dry and extended to
depths of up to 130 cm (TP-30 & TP-31) below grade. Roots were observed
down to a maximum depth of 130 cm (TP-31, TP-32 & TP-34). A grey/green,
coarse grained sand was encountered under the sand layer. This layer exhibited
small cemented pockets of sand and soil mottling below 110 cm (TP-32).
The hydraulic conductivity of the soils in Area E ranged from 156 cm/day to 164
cm/day. These conductivities can be roughly equated with percolation times of 4
to 5 minutes per 2.54 cm. No standing water was observed in any of the testpits
inAreaE.
At this time, Area E is considered to be an additional potential wastewater
disposal site.
Conclusions
Areas A through E on District Lot 208 located on Quadra Island reviewed during
this soil investigation meet VIHA criteria for strata subdivision.
Closure
We trust this information meets your needs at the present time and we look
forward to being of service to you. Please contact the undersigned if you have
any questions in the interim.
Sincerely,
H20 Environmental Ltd.

Per.
Steven M. Car a eira, P.Geo
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FIGURE 1

Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shellirick
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-4

0—4

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

4— 102

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 96
cni, occasional cobbles, some organics

102— 140

SAND —trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles, some mottling at 120 cm

102 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, dense below
140

0—5

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

5— 110

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

SAND—trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 110 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2— 106

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
106 cm, occasional cobbles

106 — 150

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, cemented
pockets at 150 cm

0— 7

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

7— 130

SAND — some gravel, medium grairied, loose, red, dry, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 108 cm

TP-5

TP-6

TP-7

TP-13
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Area A Test Pit Logs
R. Shelllnck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-14

0-10

SOD —organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, diy, roots to
110 cm, occasional cobbles, mottling at 112 cm

120— 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, dense below
120cm

1-120
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-8

0—2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 104

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 90
cm, occasional cobbles

102-110

SAND and GRAVEL—trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red to grey, mottled at
115 cm, hard below 140cm

0— 2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

110-120

-cementedpockets

120— 145

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, hard below 145 cm

0 —2

SOD — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous rootlets

2 — 108

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to
120 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 130

- minor mottling, roots to 130 cm

130 — 150

SAND — coarse grained sand, red, standing water at 145cm

0— 10

SOD — organics, sandy, loose

10— 120

SAND — some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 70
cm, occasional cobbles

120 — 130

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
120cm

TP-9

TP-1O

TP-11
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Area B Test Pit Logs
R. SheUinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-1 2

0-4

SOD - organics, sandy, loose

4- 105

SAND -some gravel, medium grained, loose, red, dry, roots to 95
cm

105

-sand iswet

110-115

SAND, SILT, GRAVEL - coarse grained sand, grey, hard below
110cm
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-20

0 —4

FOREST DEBRIS — organics. sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

4 — 50

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine grained, loose, moist, light
brown

50 — 108

SAND and GRAVEL — medium grained sand, red, moist, roots to
105 cm, occasional cobbles

108 — 115

SAND, GRAVEL, SILT — medium grained sand, grey, hard below
110 cm

0 —20

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

20— 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 110cm mottled at 130cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 56

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry, rootlets

56 — 100

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, red, dry

100— 115

SAND — medium grained sand, grey, moist, roots to 110 cm

0 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10 — 105

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 96 cm, occasional cobbles, some organics

105— 115

SAND — coarse grained sand, grey, mottled below 110

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5— 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-21

TP-22

TP.23

TP-24
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Area C Test Pit Logs
R. Shellinck
District Lot 208
Excavated March 25, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

TP-25

TP-26

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

100— 130

SAND — trace silt, coarse grained sand, grey, moist, wet below 130
cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 110

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grairied, loose, red, dry,
roots to 100cm

110 — 140

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, standing
water at 140 cm

0— 5

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, nurnewus
rootlets

5

TP-27

40

SAND — fine grained, loose, tan, dry, rootlets

40 — 100

SAND - trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 80 cm

0-5

FOREST DEBRiS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

5 — 80

SAND — (race gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
roots to 90 cm

80— 105

SAND — trace silt, medium grained sand, grey, moist, hard below
105 cm
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Area 0 Test Pit Logs
R. SheUinck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-35

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown numerous
rootlets

10 — 20

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

20 — 130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/ grey, roots to 95
cm

0 — 30

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rooflets

30 — 100

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

100— 160

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green / grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10— 120

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

120— 140

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green I grey, roots to 120
cm, cemented pockets below 130 cm

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets

10-75

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

75-130

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey, roots to 110
cm

0 — 30

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,

30 - 135

SAND — coarse grained sand, variegated green I grey, roots to
130 cm, occasional cobbles

TP-36

TP-37

TP-38

TP-39

0
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Area E Test Pit Logs
R. Shell Inck
District Lot 208
Excavated April 8, 2009
TEST PIT
No.

DEPTH
(cm)

DESCRIPTION

TP-30

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10— 130

SAND— some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, dry, light
brown to red, cemented pockets and mottling at 130 cm

0-25

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

25 — 130

SAND — some gravel, fine to medium grained, loose, red to tan,
dry, roots to 130 cm,

130— 150

SAND — coarse grained, grey, mottled at 140

0— 15

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

15 — 40

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, fine to medium grained, loose,
brown, dry

40— 130

SAND and GRAVEL — trace silt, variegated green/grey, roots to
130 cm, cemented pockets at 110 cm.

0 — 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10

SAND — some gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry,
some organics

TP-31

TP-32

TP-33

TP-34

20

20 — 125

SAND and GRAVEL — coarse grained sand, variegated
green/grey, mottled below 110

0— 10

FOREST DEBRIS — organics, sandy, loose, brown, numerous
rootlets, cobbles

10-45

SAND — trace gravel, trace silt, medium grained, loose, red, dry

45— 130

SAND — some gravel, coarse grained sand, variegated green/grey,
roots to 130cm
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strathcona in
the preparation of tins report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and reconunendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indenufled has been made or implied. If unidentified soils are encountered,
unanticipated conditions become known during construction or other information pertinent to
the structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or modified in writing by
the undersigned.

10.0

Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. if you have any comments, or additional requirements at this time, please contact us at
'our convenience.

Respectfully Submitted,
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,

/
*flflS'

Chris 1-ludec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior 1echno1ogist
Attachment, Thorconsult Limited Diawuig BTO9.B-02 Rev I

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltde
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing

File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Schellinck
P.O.Box 4, Mersrille, B.C.
Mervifle, B.C.
VOR 2M0
Attn: Mr. Richard Schellinck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWAItD DISTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schdllinck:
1.

Introduction

a.

At youi request, Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
geotechnical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We examined the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NHA) or Development Permit Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area, Steep Slope Area, and
Water c:ourse, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult Ltd. (thea drawing number BTO9B
daicd March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development wifl include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanaimo. B.C., Canada V9T 3M4 'Tel: (250) 756-0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831
www.lewkowich.com

Client: Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
Project: D.L. 208, Quadra Island, B.C.
File: G7203.01
August 31, 2009
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3.

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
1

Dctermme whether the land is geotechnicai.ly safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

U.

Identify any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
are developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and

iii.

Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13, 2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surface soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

5.1.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential (R-1) properties
to the south.

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau
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exists in the northern poruon of the subject site with a moderately inclined section surrounding
a small cove in the southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal
creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above. Overall the terrain can be described as gently rolling
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the property
culminated at the foreshore by sheer cliffs in excess of lOni high.
c.

Vegetation consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer perimeter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively lo:ed. Tree growth is a
combination of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous trees (maple and alder), with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cleared areas include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as immature tree growth.

5.2

Subsutface Conditions

a.

Typical subsurface conditions throughout the site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than I m) over
bedrock. 'Ihe moraine sediments include pockets of colluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grey, basaltic volcanic rock with an aphanitic
surface texture. An examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat modified
by tectonic action resulting in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slightly weathered. The degree of jointing is rated as moderate, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be described as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshore below ranging in height from 10 to 30rn.

b.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These soils are predominantly post-glacial
soils typically granular in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till - identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to boulder sized
materials - are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some tesrpits have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tesrpits, located cii the
upper plateau area showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2rn.
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5.3

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas are generally expected to
be favorable for site development. \Vc did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a stiong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" conditions notably
above glacial till soils, as well as bedrock. Groundwater levels can be expected to fluctuate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locations
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1

General

a.

Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the sire is considered geotechn.ically safe
and suitable for the intended purpose (xesidential development), provided the
recommendations in this report are followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
embankment construction) to establish proposed roadway and service line installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We have taken this issue into account in formulating our
recommendations.

c.

Building areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastJine
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechrucal reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed sLructures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extieme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees
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from horizontal. Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings are set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Where buildings arc to be set above glacio-marinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1 (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Georechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an evaluation of site-specific
condition.
c.

Subgracle conditions within those areas inside of the geotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential building construction. In general we expect that an allowable
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be available for building design and construction. This
would be suitable either for naturally deposited soils, bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable bearing pressure should be available. Site
preparation shall include removal of any organic (topsoil) materials or unengincered [Ill soils.

f.

Settlements For foundations constructed on the combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compac Lcd structural fill should be wirhin those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15 mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g.

Fill, if required to raise building arcas above existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate densification. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,
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E

and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a unifoim and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow for disrurbancc such as
from temporary excavation. 'I'he Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation walls deeper than 1.5 metres. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may be necessary at the time of construction
this may be accomplished using a standard BC Building Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B
and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the site consists of some crodible surfaces, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
significance during the development of this property. Overland storm water controls should
rake into account the potential impact of concentrated runoff as it may impact adjacent
sensitive areas. This should generally take the form of runoff from construction activities being
directed to retention areas prior to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
piovided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documented.

6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable soils have been identified at this site, nor are any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the sire includes areas of shallow bedrock, which would then
fail under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the site include competent
nat-orally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as apphcable to Table 4.l.S.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and constiucuon, unless
detailed site observations confirm that the site class can be upgraded.
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6.6

Permanent Dewatering

a.

Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injecnon to building subgrades.
These derails include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pettairung to building drainage are considered suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnical Engineer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water vell away from buildings. Any
settlement of backfill around foundations 'will create undesirable low areas for collection of
surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore proper surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a problem if backfill is placed and compacted following our recommendations
regarding structural fill.

7.0

Geotechnical Assurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Geotechnical Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geotechnical Assurance
services include review of the geotechnical cornponcnts of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibthti for field reviews of these components during construction.

8.0

AcknowLedgements
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit, it is acknowledged that the approving officers arid
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and at the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shellinck. We have not acted for or as an agent of the Regional District of Strathcona in
the preparation of this report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of variations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and generally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indenufied has been made or implied. If umderniflcd sods are encountered,
unanticipated conditions become known during construction or other information pertinent to
the structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or modified in writing by
the undersigned.

10.0

Closure
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. if you have any comments, or additional requi.rements at this time, please contact us at
your convenience.

Respectfully Submitted,
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,

b

oLo

.,.

s-fl,-,

(:htis 1-ludec, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John Hessels, AScT
Senior 1 echnologist
Attachment, 'iharconsult Limited Drawing BTO9-B02 Rev 1
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Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.
Date 2009-1 0-27
I. Primary QEP Information
First Name
Last Name
Designation
Registration #
Address
City
Prov/state

Middle Name

Ken
Bond
AScT
24880
1965 Dzini Road
Black Creek
BC

W

Company GAlA Environmental Consulting
Services
Email jkbond@telus.net
Postal/Zip
Country

V9J 1 Hi
Canada

Phone #

250-337-8336

II. Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
Middle Name
First Name Chris
Last Name Hudec
Company Lewkowich Engineering Associates
Designation Professional Engineer
Ltd.
Email geotech©lewkowich.com
Registration # 29249
Address Suite A-2569 Kenworth Road
Phone #
250-756-0355
City Nanaimo
Postal/Zip V9T 3M4
Canada
Prov/state BC
Country
Ill. Developer Information
First Name Richard
Last Name Schellinck
Company
Phone #
Address Box 4
City Merville
Prov/state BC

Middle Name

Email rjtimber@telus.net
Postal/Zip
Country

VOR2MO
Canada

IV. Development Information
Development Type Subdivision:>6 single family
Riparian Length cm) 340
Area of Development (ha) 64
Nature of Development I new
Lot Area (ha) 64
Proposed Start Date 2009-02-02
Proposed End Date 2010-03=31
V. Location of Proposed Development
Lot 208, Quadra Island
Street Address (or ne rest town)
City
Local Government Strathcona Regional District
Stream Name unnamed
Legal Description (PID)
Region
027 985 369
Stream/River Type
Watershed Code
Latitude

Stream
n/a
50
04

DFO Area
00

Longitude

125

13

Region I (Vancouver
Island)
South Coast
00

Completion of Database Information includes the Form 2 for the Additional QEPs, if needed.
Insert that form immediately after this page.
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Table of Contents for Assessment Report
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Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and a Description of the
Development proposal
(Provide as a minimum: Species present, type of fish habitat present, description of current riparian
vegetation condition, connectivity to downstream habitats, nature of development, specific activities
proposed, timelines)

District Lot 208, on Quadra Island, is being proposed for a multi-lot subdivision. The property is
59 ha. in size with ocean frontage on Gowland Harbour and Unkak Cove. Portions of the
property are covered with old growth forest and portions were logged in 2007 due to windthrow.
There are five streams located on the property which all flow directly into Unkak Cove or Gowland
Harbour. Stream #2 is the only stream containing fish.
Stream #1:
This stream has an average width of 1.3 meters, a gradient of 5%, and flows into Unkak Cove. It
is located within an old growth forest of Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Western hemlock and red
alder. The substrate is gravel and fines. The stream was used as a domestic water source in the
past and has ponds which were excavated to hold water. A 200 mm steel pipe is providing the
water flow to the stream. The only potential fish habitat area that is deep enough to sample with
Gee minnow traps is a pond which is approximately 200 square meters by one meter deep.
The pond was sampled with two Gee minnow traps, baited with salted salmon roe, on march 4/5
and March 26/27, 2009. No fish were captured. The potential fish habitat consisted of the pond
and the 55-meter section downstream.
Both Coho salmon and Cutthroat trout could potentially use this stream. However, due to the
extremely low flow there is no usable habitat for these salmonids.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #2 (Lone Fish Stream):
This stream has a length of 170 meters within the subject property and has its source within
upstream wetlands. The stream is located within a ravine and an old growth forest of Western
red cedar, Douglas fir, Western hemlock, red alder and big leaf maple. The substrate consists of
boulders, cobbles and gravel.
The stream flows into Unkak Cove. This section of stream was sampled with Gee minnow traps,
baited with salted salmon roe on March 4/5, 2009. One 80 mm coastal cutthroat trout was
captured.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #3:
This stream is a very shallow, small stream with an average width of 0.8 meters and a gradient of
35%. Due to the lack of water and the 35% gradient, this stream is not considered fish bearing.
Stream #4:
This stream has an average width of 2.4 meters and a gradient of 12% for the first twenty-two
meters from Gowland Harbour. The gradient upstream is 23%, which precludes the passage of
fish upstream. The substrate consists of boulders, cobbles, and grave. The riparian consist of
old growth forest.
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The stream was sampled for fish in the lower 22-meter section with Gee minnow traps, baited
with salted salmon roe. The traps were set on March 4/5 and March 26/27, 2009, with no fish
caught.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
Stream #5:
This stream has an average width of 0.7 meters and a gradient of 16% for the first ten meters
from Gowland Harbour. At 10 meters, a one meter waterfall precludes any upstream passage of
fish. This stream is not large enough to support spawning salmonids, but a Gee minnow trap was
set below the waterfall to sample for rearing fish. The trap was set on March 4/5 and March
26/27, 2009. No fish were captured.
This stream is located within an old growth forest and has a substrate of fines and gravel.
This stream will be contained within parkland.
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Date: 2009-03-27

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
x
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2
Reach #

2

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.7
upstream 2.8
2.7
3.0
3.6
downstream 2.2
2.9
5.3
3.2
2.6
3.8
Total: minus high /10w 27.3
mean 3.0
RIP
Channel Type

Gradient (%)

22%

12%

C/P

I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional)
hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

S/P

x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
SPVT Polygons

x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) , hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer)
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

TR

x

SPVT Type

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type
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Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segmen 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, B ink and Channel 10
C
tability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insectdrop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade OS (m) max
X
No
9
South bank Yes
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
No
Bearing
bearing status report
SPEA maximum
10
I (For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
No
South bank Yes
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #

1

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a
ditch, and only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.9
upstream 3.9
3.4
2.3
2.6
downstream 2.1
2.9
3.2
2.4
2.2
1.5
Total: minus high how 24.0
mean 2.6
RIP
Channel Type

Gradient(%)

9%

12%

C/P

I Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional)
hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of developer)
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

SIP
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes No
SPVT Polygons

x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Ken Bond (name of qualified environmental professional) , hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Rick Schellinck (name of developer);
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

I
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
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Stability ZOS (m)
Lifter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
7.8
South bank Yes X
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
No
bearin9 status report
Bearing
10
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use tab1e3-7)
I
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
No:
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
No
South bank Yes
(For ditch use tabte3-7)
SPEA maximum
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental orofessional) hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act
f)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick Schellinck
(name of develoDer');
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Section 3. Site Plan
Insert jpg file below

Site Plan
RIPARIAN ASSESS€N1 SKETCH COVERIND
DISTRICT LOT 208, SAYWARU DISTRICT.
ON PLAN DEPOSITED UNDER DO '792081
EXCEPT PART IN PLAN VIP 08629

XU#O

0. 1 209

D_I_ 1905
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Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
This section is required for detailed assessments. Attach text or document files, as need, for each element
discussed in chapter 1.1.3 of Assessment Methodology. It is suggested that documents be converted to PDF
before inserting into the assessment report. Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. You must
address and sign off each measure. If a specific measure is not being recommended a justification must be
provided.
1. Danger Trees

Stream #2 will be located within a designated undeveloped
park. Accordingly, there will be no development within
close proximity to any danger trees that may exist.

Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
j)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
(name of developer);
Schellinck
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Ripanan Areas Regulation

i)

2. Windthrow

Windthrow is not a concern within the SPEA as the
surrounding area will be a designated undeveloped park.

(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
I, Ken Bond
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
(name of developer);
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

3. Slope Stability

See geotechnical report attached.

I, Chris Hudec
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Rick
Schellinck
(name of develope4;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

4. Protection of Trees

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, additional protection for
trees is not required.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer jçjç
(name of developer);
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Ripanan Areas Regulation

5. Encroachment

As the surrounding land will be undeveloped park land and
given the geotechnical set-back, encroachment will not be
an issue.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
(name of developer);
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying Out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
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6. Sediment and Erosion Control

As the surrounding land adjacent to Stream #2 will remain
undeveloped park land, sediment and erosion control will
not be a concern.

I, Ken Bond
(name of Qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer
(name of developer);
Schellinck
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

7. Stormwater Management

Stormwater management is not applicable.

I, Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional), hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer BJ1
Schellinck
(name of developer);
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

8. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns.

I Ken Bond
(name of qualified environmental professional) hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act,
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer jk
Schellinck
(name of deveIoper;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation
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Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Attach text or document files explaining the monitoring regimen Use your "return" button on your keyboard after each line. It is
suggested that all document be converted to PDF before inserting into the PDF version of the assessment report.
Include actions required, monitoring schedule, communications plan, and requirement for a post development report.

As there will be no development in or adjacent to Stream #2, environmental monitoring will not
be required.
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Section 6. Photos
Provide a description of what the photo is depicting, and where it is in relation to the site plan.

Stream #2 — Upper Reach

Stream #2— Lower Reach
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A Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
geotechnical • health, safety & environmental • materials testing

File: G7203.Ol
August 31, 2009
Richard and Cheryl Sche]linck
P.O.Box 4, Mervrille, B.C.
Merville, B.C.
VOR 2MG
Arm: Mr. Richard Schellinck
PROJECT: STRATA DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRICT LOT 208,
SAYWARD DiSTRICT, QUADRA ISLAND, B.C.
SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Mr. Schellinck:
1.
a.

Introduction
At your request, Lcwkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. (LEA) has carried out a preliminary
geotechnical assessment of the above site. This report provides a summary of our findings and
recommendations. Specifically, our evaluations have taken into account those natural hazards,
which may affect the safe development of the land.

b.

We examined the Official Community Plan (OCP) to determine whether the proposed
development Lies within any Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Natural Hazard Area
(NHA) or Development Permit Area (DPA). We note that this site is located within three
development permit areas including Environmentally Sensitive Area. Steep Slope Area, and
Water Course, as shown on the Site Plan by Thorconsult I .td. (their drawing number 311)9-B
dated March, 2009).

2.

Background
We understand that the 64 hectare, country residential development will include a mixed use of
residential buildings that may include up to two-three storey structures of typical construction
consisting of a steel or wood-framed superstructure supported on a concrete footing
foundation. Our steep slope assessment will supplement the RAR completed by Mr. Ken Bond
(QEP Technician).

Suite A - 2569 Kenworth Road, Nanalmo, B.C., Canada VBT 3M4 • Tel: (250) 756.0355 Fax: (250) 756-3831
www.lewkowlch.com
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3.

A

Assessment Objectives
Our assessment, as summarized within this report, is intended to meet the following objectives:
i.

Determine whether the land is geotechnically safe and suitable for the intended
purpose, where "safe" is defined as a probability of a failure of 10 percent in 50 years,
with the exception of a slope failure related to a 'design' seismic event where a
probability of occurrence of 2 percent in 50 years is considered safe;

ii.

Idcntif any geotechnical deficiency that might impact the design and construction of
the development with attention to designated OCP areas, and prescribe the
geotechnical works and any changes in the standards of the design and construction of
the development that are required to ensure the land, buildings, and Works and Services
are developed and maintained safely for the use intended; and

ui

Acknowledge that approving officers may rely on this report when making a decision
on applications for the development of the land.

4.

Assessment Methodology
A site reconnaissance was carried out on May 13,2009 to gather information on the
topography and the stability of the rock formations as it relates to the latest conceptual plans.
Sub-surfike soils and bedrock geology maps were also referenced by our office in the area of
the subject property. The report is preliminary in nature due to the visual only site investigation
and the conceptual nature of the development.

5.

Site Conditions

Si.

General

a.

The site of the proposed country residential development consists of a 65 hectare lot located
near the southern end of Quadra Island. The site is bordered by a partially developed
commercial (C-2) property to the west, by partially developed rural (RtJ.1) properties to the
east, by Gowland Harbour to the north and by partially developed residential (RI) properties
to the south.

b.

Topography within this development is complex, with varying foreshore slopes in both degree
(20 to 80 deg from horizontal) and height (4m to 30m) throughout. A relatively flat plateau

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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A

exists in the northern portion of the subjcct sire with a moderately inclined secuon surrounding
a small

COVC

in rite southern half of the property. The topography also includes a seasonal

creek (Lone Fish Creek) at the bottom of a deep ravine located just south of Union Road that
flows toward the small cove noted above Overall the terrain can be described as gently roilrng
with some outcroppings of bedrock. The southwest and northwest extent of the lOPralY
culminated at thy foreshorc by sheer cliffs in excess of lOm high.
c.

Vegctauon consists of forested areas, including mature specimens along the outer penhrleter,
but the inland areas above union road have been extensively logged. Free growth is a
combinatiofl of fir, hemlock, western red cedar, and deciduous tees (maple and alder). with an
undergrowth of ferns, berry vines and salal. Cleared areas include a thick growth of tall grasses
with some low shrubs, blackberry bushes as well as Immature tree growth.

5.2
a.

Subsurface Conditions
Typical subsuaface condinons throughout the site include portions of exposed/shallow bedrock
interrupted by areas of deep moraine sediments (which are generally thicker than ho) over
bedrock. The moraine sediments include pockets of eolluvium and perched glaciofluvial
materials. The bedrock is described as a dark grew. basaluc volcanic rock with an aphantuc
surface texture. An examination of exposures indicates that the rock here is somewhat niotltiied
by tectonic action resuiring in localized shear zones. The rock is characterized as strong and
slighth' weathered. The degree of jointing is rated is tnoderatc, but with no dominant pattern.
Where overburden soils overlie the bedrock, there is relatively little weathering of the bedrock
surface. However, the bedrock surface can be descnbed as having intricate and strong relief
due to differential weathering along shears and localized joints. Much of the exposed bedrock
areas include steep gradients to the foreshorc below r.inging in height from 10 to 30m.

b.

Much of the subject area has thicker deposits of soil. These sods are predominantly post.giacial
soils rypically granulat in texture. An underlying formation of glacial till . identified as a
mixture of silt, sand and gravel with traces of clay and frequent cobble to bouldet sized
matcrtals . are typically thin in nature where exposed and/or inferred. Some tcstplts have been
excavated for the soils investigation to determine septic design. These tcsrptts, located on the
upper plareau arcs showed a primarily sand based material to a depth in excess of 2ni.

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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5.3

A

Groundwater
Ground water conditions within anticipated building envelope areas arc generally expected to
be favorable for site development. We did not observe any water seepage or evidence of a
shallow water table. In general, we expect that the ground water table will have a strong
seasonal component, with ground water flows resulting from "perched" condinons notably
above glacial till soda, as well as bcdrock, Groundwater levels can be expected to flucn.iate
seasonally with cycles of precipitation. Groundwater conditions at other times and locauons
can differ from those observed at the time of our assessment.

6 Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1
a.

General
Based on the investigation in the preceding Section 5, the site is considered geotechnically safe
and suitable for the intended purpose (residential development), provided the
recommcndations in this report are followed.

b.

Site development for the study area is understood to require area grading (excavation and
exnbankmesst construction) to establish proposed roadway and service line installations.
Therefore, lots are subject to re-examination during and after area grading but prior to
development registration. We have taken this issue into account in formulating our
recommendations.

c.

Building areas within the study area are subject to a number of controls, including coastline
buffers and riparian setbacks, which we have taken into account in establishing "no build" areas
for geotechnical reasons. That is, we have assumed that construction would not be permissible
in these areas and have not considered development further. Controls pertaining to wildlife
protection areas or vegetation controls have not been discounted, since such areas could be
considered in future.

d.

We recommend that setbacks from steep slope crests be provided for proposed structures as a
precautionary measure against slope degradation due to erosion from extreme storm events or
from seismic action. In general, since this site has portions that consist of shallow or exposed
bedrock, slopes that require setbacks are considered to have an inclination exceeding 30 degrees

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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from horizontaL Based on an examination of slopes within this development site, we conclude
that there are natural slopes within the property that require setbacks from slope crests. Where
buildings arc set above rock slopes such as in Areas I and 2 (Drawing BT 09-B-02, Rev 1), a
minimum setback of 8m is recommended. Where buildings are to be set above glacio.marinc
sediment slopes as noted on Drawing BT 09-B-02. Rev I (Area 3) a minimum set back equal to
the height of the foreshore or ravine slope is required. The Geotechnical Engineer may
consider modification of the setback distances, subject to an evaluation of site-specific
condition.
e.

Subgrade conditions within those areas inside of the geotechnical "build" areas are considered
to be favorable for residential building construction. In general we expect that an allowable
bearing pressure of 150 kPa would be available for building design and construction. This
would be suitable either for naturally deposited soils, bedrock, or structural fill. If foundations
consist of intact bedrock, a higher allowable bearing pressure should be available. Site
preparation shall include removal of any organic (topsoil) materials or unengineered fill soils.

f.

Settlements for foundations constructed on the combination of bedrock, native undisturbed
soil, or compacted structural fill should be within those ranges considered to be normal and
tolerable for wood frame residential housing, being: 20 to 25 mm total and 10 to 15mm
differential between typical column spacings. This is contingent on removals of any loosened
or disturbed soils within footing areas, according to conventional and good construction
practice.

g.

Fill, if required to raise building areas aboer existing grades, should consist of freely draining
imported sand and gravel. Rock rubble fill material may also be used, but is not considered
practicable except in areas of bulk filling, since its compaction requires relatively heavy
equipment for adequate dcnsificauon. Granular fill, where required for structural support, shall
be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density
(ASTM D 1557).

h.

Fills may be created to establish building levels that differ from existing conditions. In this
case, a setback of 3.0 metres shall be established for fills ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 metres high,

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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and 5.0 metres where the fill exceeds 3.0 metres thick. Fill slopes shall not exceed an
inclination of 2.0 Horizontal: 1.0 Vertical. Fill shall be compacted to achieve a uniform and
dense relative density. Structural fill shall be evaluated and be approved by the Geotechnical
Engineer for the project.
Natural soil cut faces shall not be undercut without subsequent support by permanent retaining
walls designed and constructed to support the slope face. In general, retaining wall back slopes
should be flattened to a configuration no steeper than 2 H: I V to allow for disturbance such as
from temporary excavation. The Geotechnical Engineer for the project should review
temporary sub cutting such as for retaining or foundation walls deeper than 1.5 metres. A more
detailed geotechnical analysis on a lot by lot basis may be necessary at the tune of construction
this may be accomplished using a standard BC Building Code Quality Assurance Schedule's B
and C.
6.3

Erosion Control
Since the sire consists of some erodible surfaces, erosion control is expected to be an issue of
significance during the development of this property. Overland storm water controls should
take into account the potential impact of concentrated runoff as at may impact adjacent
sensitive areas. This should generally take the form of runoff from construction activities being
directed to retention areas prior to entry to sensitive areas. Erosion control plans can be
provided by our office prior to any construction activities to ensure appropriate BMP's are
documented.

6.5

Seismic Issues
No liquefiable sods have been identified at this site, nor axe any expected below the
investigation depth. Consequently, no unusual seismic design requirements have been
identified for this site. Much of the site includes aresa of shallow bedrock, which would then
fall under Site Class A as applicable to Table 4,1.8.4.A of the 2006 B.C. Building Code for
structures directly supported by bedrock. However, other areas of the sire include competent
naturally deposited soils which would fall under Site Class C as applicable to Table 4.1.8.4.A of
the 2006 Building Code, for the purposes of foundation design and construction, unless
derailed site observations confirm that the site class can be upgraded

Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
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6.6
a.

A

Permanent Dewatering
Considering the nature of the subject area subgrade materials, we currently expect that no
special precautions are required beyond conventional perimeter drainage tile as outlined in the
current B.C. Building Code. Piping entering buildings established at elevations below roadways
should be installed in a manner that precludes excess moisture injection to building subgrsdes.
These details include providing trench dams for municipal service piping installed with granular
bedding, and drains on electrical or other conduits. Conventional requirements of the B.C.
Building Code pertaining to building drainage are considered suitable at this site. Once final
plans and tentative elevations are determined, the Geotechnical Engneer should be consulted
and provide further dewatering data

b.

Ground surfaces should be graded to direct surface water well away from buildings. Any
settlement of backfill around foundations will create undesirable low areas for collection of
surface water next to the building, and should be immediately corrected by placement of
additional backfill to restore proper surface drainage away from buildings. Settlement of backfill
should not be a problem if backfill is placed and compacted following our recommendations
regarding structural fill.

7.0

Geotechnical Assurance and Quality Assurance
The BC Building Code requires that a Geotechnical Engineer be retained to provide
Geotechnical Assurance services for the construction of buildings. Geotechnical Assurance
services include review of the geotechnical components of the plans and supporting
documents, and responsibility for field reviews of these components during construction.

8.0 Acknowledgements
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. acknowledges that this report may be requested by the
building inspector (Or equivalent) of the Regional District of Strathcona as a precondition to
the issuance of a development permit. It is acknowledged that the approving officers and
building officials may rely on this report when making a decision on application for
development of the land.
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We acknowledge that this report has been prepared solely for, and ii the expense of Rick &
Cheryl Shllinck. We have not acted for or as sri agent of rhe Regional Distnct of Stratheona

in

the prcparauon of dos report.
9.0

Limitations
The conclusions and recommendations submitted

in

this report are based upon the data

obtained from a limited subsurface investigation (visual). The nature and extent of vanations
within this subsurface exploration may not become evident until construction or further
investigation. The recommendations given are based on the subsurface soil conditions
encountered during the site investigation, current construction techniques, and geticrally
accepted engineering practices. No other warrantee, expressed or implied, is made. Due to the
geological randomness of many soil formations, no interpolation of soil conditions between or
away from the areas indenofied has been made or implied. If unidenuuied sr,tls arc encountered.
unanticipated conditions become known during construction or other information pertinent to
thc structures become available, the recommendations may be altered or moditied in writing liv
the undersigned.
10.0

Closutc
I,ewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. appreciates the opportunity to be of service on this
project. If you have any comxnetsts, or sddiuonal requirements at this time, please contact us at
your convenience.

Respectfully Submitted.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.
Reviewed by,

Chris Hudec, M.A,Sc., P.Eng
Project Engineer

John 1-lessels, AScl
Senior Technologist
Aitachmcnt. Thorconiuli

I.umtcd

Drnvsng i3TO9-B-02 Rev t
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Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal's riparian area.
Date

2009-10-27

1. I/We Ken Bond. AScT and Chris Hudec, P.Enq.
Please list name(s) of qualified en vironmental professional(s) and their professional desiqnation that are involved in
assessment.)

hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
developer Rick Schellinck
, which proposal is
(name of developer)
described in section 3 of this Assessment Report (the "development proposal"),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed, OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)

b)

if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.

rNOTE:
"qualified environmental professional" means an applied scientist or technologist, acting alone or
together with another qualified environmental professional, if
(a) the individual is registered and in good standing in British Columbia with an appropriate professional
organization constituted under an Act, acting under that association's code of ethics and subject to disciplinary
action by that association,
(b) the individual's area of expertise is recognized in the assessment methods as one that is acceptable for the
purpose of providing all or part of an assessment report in respect of that development proposal, and
(c) the individual is acting within that individual's area of expertise.
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Photo. Goose Greek streamside vegetation.
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.0 INT&ODUC'IION

1.1

General

Strathcona Forestry Consulting was retained by Richard and Cheryl Schellinck (the
developers") to conduct a preliminary vegetative management and environmental
impact assessment of Lot 1, SL 208, Plan VIP 86955, Sayward Land District, Quadra Island.
The developers are making application to the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) to
rezone the subject property for a country residential development to be known as
Gowlland Harbour Views (GHV) (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
This report contains preliminary assessment results based on a general overview of the
property and foreshore areas. The report provides genera! recommendations about
ecological features of the Site and addresses proposed parkiand dedication and
greenspace.
I

I

I

Figure I. Proposed Go'Mland Harbour Views (Chameleon creative, 2009).

1.2

Scope of Work

The scope of work included ecological classification, detailed site analysis. and an
overview of sensitive ecosystems. Wildlife species and aquatic resources were noted,
but not specifically inventoried. The prime focus of this study was to define various
vegetative groups as per the Ministry of Environment {MoE) Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEl). A detailed environmental study did not fall within the scope of work.
F-

2
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Figure 2. Project area (Thorconsult. 2009).

Pt

mrrny Cenr

Figures 3. Site overview (Chameleon Creative. 2009}.
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Site Description

I

District Lot 208 (the Site) is located at the southern end of Quadra Island, near
Quathiaski Cover (BC Ferry terminus for ferry travel between Quadra Island and
Campbell River). The Site encompasses over 3,000 m of ocean frontage at Gowiland
Harbour and Unkak Cove. Foreshore areas range from low, subdued banks in the north
and west to steep, coastal bluffs in the southwest and northeast. Gently rolling terrain
between coastal boundaries includes a relatively flat plateau dominating the northern
portion of the Site. To the south, the terrain inclines gradually to a relatively small cove
(Goose Creek Cove).
The majority of the Site is mature second growth forest cover. The central plateau was
recently salvaged logged to recover heavy blowdown from winter storm events in
recent years.
Current zoning is Silviculture (Quadra Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw # 1840). The
Site bordered by partially developed rural (RU-i) properties to the east, by partially
developed residential (R-1) properties to the south, by partially developed commercial
(C-2) properties to the west, and Gowlland Harbour to the north.
The Site is located in the Strathcona Regional District (SRD).

Photos. Older/mature forest cover (left, right); central plateau (centre).
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GOWLLAIh4D HARBOUR V1EW rvEorMENT

1

Description of Proposed Development

The developers are making application to rezone the 65-ha (185-acre) Site to a Country
Residential 2 Zone with rural lot designation. A range of lot configurations and sizes will
be available (fee simple and strata lots; waterfront and upland sites). Lot sizes will range
from 1 to 15 acres. One Commercial 2 recreational lot of 5 acres is proposed on April
Point Road. A significant portion of the development will have a density of the Country
Residential Zone with 1 lot per 1.0 ha (2.5 acres).
Approximately 30 acres at the Site is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), of which half
is planned for park dedication. The remainder of the ALR will be considered for organic
community farming and/or Silviculture greenhouse operations.
The developers plan to protect and preserve over 50% of the Site as green space
through retention of natural vegetation in conservation covenants and two dedicated
forested parks (Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour Park). Interconnecting trails
will extend through forested areas between parkiands, beach areas, and existing
community facilities.

I

The project will involve some blasting in the central, western portion of the property to
meet access requirements.

Photo. The Site contains 3,000 m of foreshore area.
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3.2

Regulatory Provisions

Development of the Site is governed by local development permits, and provincial and
federal regulations. Quadra Island's Official Community Plan (OCP) (Bylaw #1840)
provides long-term direction for development with associated goals for environmental
direction.
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) prohibits the deposition of a deleterious substance
(including sediment) in water frequented by fish. Any storm water discharges must not
exceed wafer quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. The federal guidelines
are administered by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) and
provincial guidelines are administered by the BC Ministry of the Environment (MoE).
Additional provincial regulations include the Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) for
management of watercourses. The RAR Assessment Report completed by GAlA
Environmental Consulting Services identified five watercourses at the Site draining into
Goose Bay/Unkak Cove or Gowlland Harbour. The only fish-bearing stream (Lone Fish
Stream) drains into Goose Bay through proposed waterfront parkiand.
Section 3.4 of the British Columbia Wildlife Act prohibits the destruction of an egg or an
active nest of any bird species and prohibits the destruction of a nest of a Bald Eagle,
Osprey, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Great-blue Heron or Burrowing Owl, regardless of
whether it is occupied. Several known Bald Eagle nesfs were observed at the Site.
An Archaeological Site Potential Assessment (April, 2009) was conducted by Baseline
Archaeological Services Ltd.
Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd. conducted a Preliminary Geotechnical
Assessment (August, 2009).
3.3

FIeld Assessment

Sfrathcona Forestry Consulting conducted a field visit to the site on December 1, 2009.
Mr. Rick Schellinck was present at the site visit.
Thorconsult Limited provided site plan mapping.

Photo. GHV Site.
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Overview

A review of existing biological and physiographic information was done in conjunction
with the field assessment.
4.2

Blogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification

Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) is a land classification system that groups
similar segments of the landscape (ecosystems) into hierarchical categories based on
climate, vegetation, and soils (Land Management Handbook 28, BC MoF, 1994). For the
purposes of this study, an ecosystem is considered to be a portion of the landscape with
relatively uniform dominant vegetation. Vegetation of mature ecosystems is a useful
tool in BEC as it is considered the best integrator of the combined influences of the
environmental factors affecting a site. More stable vegetation from later successional
stages ("late seral) is most useful for classifying ecosystems; BEC can also be applied to
earlier successional stages.
The BEC system designates the Site in the very dry Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimafic Subzone (CWHxm). The CWHxm occurs at lower elevations along the
east side of Vancouver Island, and on the islands around southern Johnsf one Strait.
Elevational limits range from sea level to approximately 700 m. The CWHxm has warm,
dry summers and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall. Growing seasons are
long, and feature water deficits on zonal sites (intermediate in soil moisture and
nutrients).
Forests on zonal sites in the CWHxm are dominated by Douglas-hr, with lesser
components of western hemlock and western redcedar. Major understorey species
include salal, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry, Hylocomium splendens (Step-up
moss), and Kindbergia oregano (Oregon beaked moss). Less common species include
fwinf lower, and bracken fern. On rich, moist sites (i.e., propo5ed Gowlland Harbour Park)
the forest floor is covered with a dense growth of sword fern, vanilla leaf and
foamflower.

Photo. CWHxm forest.
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4.3

SensitIve Ecosystem Inventory

Sensitive ecosystems are those which are fragile and/or rare, or those ecosystems which
are ecologically important because of the diversify of species they support.
In 1997 the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory of the east coast of Vancouver Island was
completed to identify, classify, and map sensitive terrestrial ecosystems along the
coastal lowlands and adjacent islands. The goal of the SEt is to encourage informed
land-use decisions that will conserve sensitive ecosystems.
According to the SEI, the Site contains four MoE SEI polygons (6649, 6521, 6666. and
6732). Table 1 summonses the characteristics of the sensitive ecosystems represented by
the polygons in Figure 4.

6732

6666

Figure 4. Designated SEI (Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory) Polygons at GHV Site.
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Table 1: Characterislics of Sensitive Areas identified at the GFIV Site
Description
SEI Polygon # Area (ha) Ecosystem Type
-App. 70% of polygon is occupied by
8.2
6649
Woodland
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous
(April Point)
forest 40-70 yrs old)
major site type: Douglas-fir/lodgepole
(Includes
pine/Cladina
proposed
(moist)
greenspace
-Remainder of stand is comprised of conifercovenant
dominated Mature Forest with Douglasareas)
fir/salal
-Over half of polygon is occupied by conifer9,9
6521
Older Forest
dominated Mature Forest (80-250 yrs since
(Gowiland
Harbour)
last disturbance)
major site type: western redcedar and
(includes
snowberry
proposed
(moist)
Goose Creek
-age of stand> 80 yrs
Park)
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities at riparian areas
-Approximately
40% of polygon is occupied
6666
15.7
Older Forest
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowlland
Harbour)
major site type: western redcedar/snowberry
(moist)
(ncludes
-age of stand generally> 80 yrs
proposed
-Remainder of polygon is occupied by more
Gowiland
open Mature Forest (coniferous with
Harbour Park)
deciduous component) in narrow linear
communities along riparian areas and along
foreshore
-Approximately 80% of polygon is occupied
6732
9.9
Older Forest
by conifer-dominated Mature Forest
(Gowlland
Harbour)
(generally 80-250 years since last
disturbance)
(includes
site type: Douglas-fir/lodgepole
proposed
pine/Cladina
greenspace
(moist)
covenant
-Remaining 20% of site occupied by
areas)
Woodland (mixed coniferous/deciduous) in
narrow linear communities
major site types: western
redcedar/snowberry
western redcedar/foamflower

9
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44 Physiography
The Site occupies variable aspects between sea level (0 m asl=above sea level) and
approximately 45 m asl.

I

The Site contains a variety of slope gradients and relief, ranging from the gentle inland
plateau to steep coastal cliffs. Soils in the area were derived from deep (generally> 1 m
thick) morainol deposits, overlying extrusive bedrock. Gravelly loamy sand is the
common soil texture. Pockets of glaciofluvial material found in morainal sediments
contain rounder coarse fragments. Coarse fragment content is relatively high. Shell
fragments in selected soil profiles show evidence of historical use of the Site by First
Nations.
Drainage ranges from moderately dry at coastal bluffs to very moist at seepage areas
on lower-sloped seasonal drainages. Soil types include Dystric Brunisols and Humo-Ferric
Podzols with poorly developed B horizons. Humus types vary from lignomors (Woodlands)
to leptomoders (mixed. Older Forest) and rhizomulls (rich, moist mixed forest).

Photo. Shet fragments in soil profile.
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METHODOLOGY

-

I

5.1 Site Reconnaissance Methodology
The Site was stratified according to natural and property boundaries. Stratified polygons
were surveyed by walking arbitrary transect lines, so that the entire property was
covered. Ecological data were collected at random sample plot locations within each
polygon, as per Land Management Handbook #47 (Silviculture Prescription Data
Collection Field Handbook, BC MoF, 2000). Data collection was distributed to provide
even coverage over the entire site. At each sample plot location the following
information was recorded:
• UTM location and approximate elevation
• Slope
• Aspect
• Slope Position
• Vegetation Layers and % composition by layer
• Structural Stage(s)
• Canopy closure
• Drainage
• Aeration
• Tree attributes (stem density, average height, average diameter, leading species.
condition class, %live/dead)
• Site series
• Coarse woody debris (# pieces, average decay class, diameter range)
Throughout the assessment, comments regarding wildlife usage at the Site were noted.
Representative photographs were taken.
Data collected in the field were used to support the delineation of ecosystem polygons.

II
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6.0

ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Site assessment specifically addressed Environmentally Sensitive Ecosystems designated
by the MoE (Fig. 3). SEI polygons totaled approximately 65% of the Site. The entire Site
was assessed during the field review.
i 6:1icosystem types
The MoE SEI identified three terrestrial ecosystem types at the Site: Older/Mature Forest;
Woodland; and Riparian.
1. Older/Mature Forest
Forest cover at the Site was dominated by mature second-growth forest ranging in age
from 80 to 250 years (since last disturbance). Average age range was 80-100+ years.
It should be noted that a significant portion of the original forest cover at the Site was
logged by European settlers on Quadra Island over 100 years ago. After the original oldgrowth stands were logged, many areas (including the central plateau) regenerated
naturally with western hemlock. Western hemlock tends to be shallowly rooted, and is
very susceptible to blowdown. Recent harvesting in the centre of the GHV property was
done by the developers to recover heavy hemlock blowdown from winter storms. Minor
blowdown occurred on sloping foreshore areas where the mature forest stands
included a mix of species more sheltered from prevailing winds.
The predominant natural disturbance factor in the CHWxrn is wildfire, with a mean
interval event cycle of approximately 200 years. Old-growth Douglas-fir stumps found
throughout the Site indicate the original forest stand was dominated by Douglas-fir.
Forest stands at the Site were generally coniferous-dominated, with Douglas-fir and/or
western hemlock as leading species, together with western redcedar, and a lesser
component of Sitka spruce and grand fir. Scattered deciduous species (bigleaf maple,
red alder) were found in scattered, seepage sites.

Photos. Older/mature forest ecosystems.
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Site series encompass sites capable of producing similar late seral or climax plant
communities within a biogeoclimatic subzone (or variant). A site series is specific to a
subzone (or variant).
A range of site series occurred within each of the forest ecosystems at the Site (Table 2).
Zonal sites (representing conditions intermediate in moisture and nutrients) and
somewhat dry to fresh, richer sites predominated. Structural stage 6 (Mature Forest) was
dominant (see Appendix 1 for explanation of structural stages).

Tabre 2. Major site series encountered in Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems at the GHV site
Site series

Classifier

Description

CWHxm - 03

FdHw - Salal

Moderately dry, poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 01

HwFd - Kindberia

Zonol; somewhat dry to fresh; poor to medium nutrients

CWHxm - 06

HwCw - Deer fern

Moist to very moist; poor to medium nutrients

CWl1xm - 04

Fd - Sword fern

Moderately dry; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 05

Cw - Sword fern

Somewhat dry to fresh; rich to very rich nutrients

CWHxm - 07

Cw - Foamf lower

Moist to very moist; rich to very rich nutrients

Photos: Site series examples: CHWxm-05

cHwxm-04

cwHxm-03

Proposed parkland dedication (Gowiland Harbour Park and Goose Creek Park) and
greenspace contained Older/Mature Forest Ecosystems, with a wide representation of
plant communities from the CWHxm.
Older second growth forests function as both essential habitat areas for many wildlife
species, and as primary connections between different types of ecosystems. In older
second growth stands such as those found in proposed parkland dedication at the Site,
wildlife diversity is relatively high. Coarse woody debris (snags and downed logs) in
stands older than 80 years provides important habitat for small mammals and cavity
nesting birds. The biodiversity values of second growth forest generally increase with
age, resulting in an increased capacity to support more and larger species of plants
and animals.
13
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4

2. Woodland
A lesser portion of the Site contained dry, open forests, with 10-50% tree cover. These
areas of exposed bedrock close to the shoreline contained conifer-dominated and/or
mixed conifer and deciduous stands with non-forested openings. often with shallow soils
and bedrock out croppings. A range of structural stages (1 - 5) was present.

Photos. Woodland ecosystems at GHV Site.

Coastal bluff ecosystems are naturally rare on southeast Vancouver Island and the
adjacent islands. Undisturbed sites are very rare. Coastal bluffs occupy less than 0.3% of
east Vancouver Island and the Gull Islands (SD Inventory, 1996).
Coastal bluffs provide nesting sites for a number of birds. Coastal bluff ecosystems
provide important micro-habitats for a number of plants that flower for a limited time in
the spring before moss outcrops dry in the summer.
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3. Rlparlan
Areas adjacent to water bodies (ocean, wetlands, streams) are influenced by a variety
of factors - erosion, sedimentation, flooding and/or subterranean irrigation - due to the
proximity to the water body.
Riporian ecosystems at the Site included small seasonal wetlands, seasonal
watercourses, and narrow linear communities along foreshore areas where there is little
or no flooding. Saltine marshes along the Gowlland Harbour foreshore were also
included in the riparian ecosystem category. Saltine and estuarine marshes have
declined to less than one third of their extent in the early 1900s due to coastal dyking
and conversion of marshes to agriculture (SEI Inventory, 1996). More recently, impacts
have occurred from activities such as log handling and marina construction.

I

1
Photos. Riparian ecosystems at the GHV Site encompass small wetlands, stream courses, and foreshore
areas.

Riparian ecosystems vary greatly according to different structural stages based on age
and form of the vegetation. Riparian ecosystems provide a wide variety of habitat types
that contribute to high levels of biodiversity. Structural stage 6 dominated at the GHV
site; a variety of earlier structural stages occurred at small, natural openings.
15
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7.0

RESULTS

The subject property is classified in the CWHxm subzone. Overview of the Site focused
on vegetative units identified by the MoE SEI: Mature/Older Forest, Woodland, and
Riparian Areas. Vegetation at the Site is characteristic of the CWHxm. Douglas-fir and
western hemlock were the dominant tree species at the Site. A lesser component of
western redcedar was present. Minor components of grand fir and Sitka spruce were
present.
Lodgepole pine was found at drier sites (moss-covered coastal bluffs). Bigleaf maple
and alder were found in wetter areas (lower seepage slopes). Minor occurrences of
western yew and bitter cherry were observed.
The understorey shrub layer in coniferous-dominated forest stands was dominated by
salal, snowberry, dull Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry. The herbaceous layer in
coniferous-dominated forests was comprised largely of sword fern and foam flower.
Common mosses were Oregon beaked moss and red-stem feather moss. Moister sites
along seasonal watercourses supported salmonberry and various nitrophytic plant
species.
Drier, moss-covered rocky outcrops along the foreshore area contained a variety of
moss species, including Cladonia spp.

J

7.1 Site Series and Structural Stage Representation
A wide range of site series was represented, particularly in the Older/Mature Forest
ecosystems. Structural Stage representation was dominated by Structural Stage 6
(Mature Forest); a range of earlier structural stages occurred throughout the Site.

Photo. Old growth Douglos-flr stump provides u 'nurse log for second growth hemlock tree.
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LSCLJSSION

Biological diversity (or biodiversify) is the diversity of plants, animals, and other living
organisms in all their forms and levels of organisation, and includes the diversity of
ecosystems, and the functional processes that link them. Biodiversity is based on
ecological principles.
The historical fire cycle in the CWHxm would have resulted in a landscape of even-aged
stands with snags and veteran trees, and small areas encompassing a range of seral
types. The landscape was dominated by extensive areas of mature forest surrounding
patches of younger forest. Across much of the Pacific Northwest, natural disturbance
has largely been supplanted by human activities, such as urban development, logging,
and agriculture. Stand conditions that mimic the natural disturbance patterns that
occurred over thousands of years generally provide optimal habitat for native species.
Habitat needs of forest organisms can be best met by:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining patchy stands with a variety of forest stand attributes and structures
across a variety of ecosystems and landscapes
maintaining connectivity of ecosystems to ensure continued dispersal and
movement of forest-dwelling organisms across the landscape
providing forested areas of sufficient size to maintain forest interior conditions and
to prevent the formation of excessive edge habitat
maintaining snags, veteran trees, and coarse woody debris
maintaining old seral stages

Forest stands at proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowlland Harbour View Park contain
important attributes that contribute significantly to biological diversity:
•
•

•

•

•

stand structure - a high degree of horizontal and vertical structure (patchiness)
provides a mix of foraging, nesting, and resting habitat
wildlife trees .- a significant number of wildlife trees (standing or dead or live trees
with characteristics that provide valuable habitat for the conservation or
enhancement of wildlife) includes various species (Douglas-fir, Sifka spruce,
grand fir, western redcedar, western hemlock, bigleaf
coarse woody debris - moderate to high levels of fallen branches and old
blowdown on the forest floor provide feeding, breeding, and shelter substrate for
invertebrates, small mammals, and amphibians, in addition to carbon storage
and erosion control
forest floor - a range of humus types and decomposing materials (including
freshly deposited leaf lifter from bigleaf maples) provide varied habitat for
invertebrates, soil fungi, bacteria, and saprophytic plants
srecial habitats - inclusion of small wetlands, stream courses, rock outcrops, and
Woodlands provide unique and less common stand features that are associated
with specific flora, fauna, or microhabitat processes less common in landscape

Proposed preservation of the Sit&s ecosystems will effectively mimic natural disturbance
conditions in a "seminatural landscape", promoting plant and animal diversity.
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Timing of the assessment in late fall precluded some sampling opportunities.
Spring/summer field work is recommended to gather data on breeding birds (including
owl species), and herbaceous plant species.
While the Site is classified in the CWHxm, it may be considered somewhat transitional
between biogeoclimatic units, as it contains attributes of both the drier moist maritime
Coastal Douglas-fir subzone (CDFmm) - to the southeast - and the wetter Submontane
very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock variant (CWHvm1) to the north. A minor
component of grand fir is aligned with the CDFmm. Western hemlock is associated with
the CWHxm. Sitka spruce is found on moist, rich sites in the CDFmm, CWHxm, and
CWHvmL

1

Photo. Funga! brackets on a forest snag.
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9.0 RECOMMNDATJOWS

The preliminary overview provided a number of recommendations in support of the
developers' goals to manage high biodiversity levels at the Site.
1. Marine foreshore - These areas provide high quality habitat features (including a
number of nesting/perching trees) for bald eagles. Maintain integrity of the shoreline to
by establishing a 1 5m buffer from the high water mark along the marine foreshore.
2. Woodland sites - Moss-covered coastal bluffs generally have little or no soil, and
vegetation is prone to erosion. Where possible, use buffers of woodland vegetation or
other native vegetation to help to slow the spread of non-native species, and help
reduce access.
3. Invasive species - Invasive species (i.e., Scotch broom, thistle) can spread rapidly
and crowd out native species. Encourage homeowners to landscape with native
species.
4. Nesting/breeding sites - Prevent disturbance of nesting or breeding areas. Establish
a permanent protective buffer around eagle nest trees. The BC Wildlife Act does not set
out specific buffer distances. In other areas of British Columbia a buffer of 60 m is
necessary to provide adequate protection. Consultation with local government is
recommended. During the nesting season (app. February to August), no development
activities should occur within 150 m of active nests. During nesting season, no blasting
should occur within 1 km of the nest.
5. Erosion and Sediment Control Plan - Prior to construction develop a detailed Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan, and ensure it is followed through all phases of construction.
6. Environmental monitoring - Monitor construction activities to ensure that the Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan is carried out in an effective manner. Weekly inspections (by
the Qualified Environmental Professional or a designate) are required at a minimum
during periods of heavy activity, in addition to more frequent inspections during times of
heavy rainfall. Monitoring and reporting should be done for the duration of the project.
7. Proposed parkland dedication - Proposed Goose Creek Park and Gowiland
Harbour Park provide a wide range of habitats highly suitable for long-term biodiversity
protection. Retention of healthy. older second growth forest stands is ideal for old
growth recruitment; high biodiversify values that will increase as the stands age.
8. Proposed greenspace covenant west, central portion of Site - A moderate to high
windthrow hazard was observed in this stand of tall, shallowly rooted hemlock trees. A
significant portion of the trees are infected with mistletoe. Conduct a danger tree
assessment prior to construction.
9. Wildland - rural interface fire hazard - Reduce the potential for interface fire by
following FireSmart guidelines for vegetation management, fire retardant construction
19
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materials, and infrastructure (i.e., looping access routes with adequate fireflow)
(FireSmart, Protecting Your Community from Wildfire. Partners in Protection. 2003).
10. Trails - Develop interconnecting nature trails with careful consideration to sensitive
ecosystems. Avoid wetland areas; use designated creek crossings; incorporate
switchback turns on slopes to reduce erosion; and minimise disturbance to root systems
of trees in advanced Structural Stages.
11. Wildlife Trees - Conduct an inventory of Wildlife Trees to ensure safety and wildlife
issues are addressed.

I

I
I
I
I
Photo. Wildlite Tree.
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I OO EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The developers of Gowlland Harbour Views are proposing to protect and preserve over
fifty percent of the Site as upland green space and waterfront parks. A general
overview of the property and foreshore areas was conducted in December, 2009 to
assess ecological site characteristics of the site, with a specific focus on sensitive
ecosystems identified by the Site by the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
As detailed in this report, the Gowliand Harbour Views site contains considerable
diversity and structural complexity. I was impressed with the developers consideration
of sustainable concepts. Proposed dedication of parkland and green space will
capture a range of forest stand attributes and structural stages across the landscape.
In my professional opinion, with recommendations above addressed, development
plans as proposed for Gowlland Harbour Views provide opportunities to enhance
biodiversity by providing a "seminatural" landscape that mimics natural disturbance
conditions. Dedication of parkland and green space will preserve structural richness and
a wide diversity or plant and animal species at the stand and landscape level.
Management strategies based on ecological relationships will maintain and/or revive
native species biodiversity.
In summary, the development affords effective environmental protection and
additionally, provides special value for the community.
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9.0

LImitations

This report provides a general overview of the ecological characteristics at the site, with a focused
assessment on sensitive ecosystems. Evaluation is based on professional judgment. The investigation
involved a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to the particular property as disclosed
at the time of inspection. The report was prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions.
It is intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was commissioned and for use by local
government regulating the activities to which it pertains.
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Appendix I
Structural stages and codes
From Standards for Terrestrial Ecosystems Mapping in British Columbia. 1998. Ecosystems Working Group of the
Terrestrial Ecosystems Task Force, Resources Inventory Committee.

Structural stage

Description

Post-disturbance stages or environmentally induced structural development
I Sparse bryoid

Initial stages of primary and secondary succession

Substages
la Sparse
lb Bryoid

<10% vegetation cover
Bryophyte- and lichen-dominated communities

Stand initiation stages or environmentally induced structural development
2 Herb

Early successional stage or herbaceous communities
Maintained by environmental conditions or disturbance;
time since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession

Substages
2a Forb-dominated
Herbaceous communities dominated by non-graminoid herbs
2b Graminoid-dominated Herbaceous communities dominated by grasses, sedges, reeds,
and rushes
2cAquatic
Herbaceous communities dominated by floating or submerged
aquatic plants
2dDwarf shrub
Communities dominated by dwarf woody species
3 Herb/Shrub

Early successional stage or shrub communities maintained by
environmental conditions or disturbance; dominated by shrubby
vegetation; seedlings and advanced regeneration may be
abundant

Substages
3a Low shrub

3b Tall shrub

Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation <2m tall;
seedlings and advanced regeneration may be abundant; time
since disturbance <20 yrs for normal forest succession
Communities dominated by shrub layer vegetation that are
2 — 10 m tall; time since disturbance <40 yrs for normal forest
Succession
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t
Stem exclusion stages

4 Pole/Sapling

Trees> 10 m tall, typically densely stocked, have overtopped
shrub and herb layers; time since disturbance usually <40 yrs
for normal forest succession; up to 100+yrs for dense (5 00015 000+ st/ha) stagnant stands

5 Young Forest

Self-thinning has become evident; forest canopy has begun
differentiation into distinct layers (dominant, main canopy, and
overtopped); time since disturbance generally 40-80 yrs, but
may begin as early as age 30
Understorey reinitiation stage

6 Mature Forest

Trees established after the last disturbance have matured; time
since disturbance generally 80-250 yrs for CDFmm

7 Old Forest

Old, structurally complex stands composed mainly of shadeTolerant and regenerating tree species; snags and coarse woody
Debris in all stages of decomposition typically, as are patchy
understoreys; time since disturbance generally >250 yrs
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